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ABSTRACT 

THE GROWTH OF THE SOTa ZEN TRADITION IN MEDIEVAL JAPAN 

William M. Bodiford 

Yale University 

1989 

This dissertation examinc~ the early religious history of the 

Japanese Soto Zen school during the medieval period when the Soto school 

acquired both its wide-spread networks of rural monasteries and many of 

the religious tendencies that still characterize it today. 

During this formative medieval period. the Soto school rapidly 

expanded from a single. small. exclusive monastic community to several 

extended networks of temples spread throughout the rural areas of nearly 

every Japanese province. To these areas Soto monks brought a level of 

religious expertise that formerly had been unavailable. They introduced 

new rituals for worldly benefit and for p~rsonal salvation that have 

little connection with the teachings of Dogen (1200-1253). the founder 

of Japanese Soto. or with Zen as it has been described previously by 

Westerners. 

This dissertation. based on original sources and on 

reexaminations of interpretations advanced by previous scholars. 

comprises two main sections: (a) a history of the growth of the 
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medieval Sata school. followed by (b) an analysis of several significant 

medieval Sata practices. The first section describes patterns of 

regional growth and popularization. the activities of Keizan Jakin 

(1264-1325). the development of temple networks. and the roles of 

Eiheiji and Sajiji monasteries. The second section analyzes the 

development of new techniques for instruction in Zen koan. the 

popularization of ordinations for laymen. and the soteriological roles 

of Zen funerals. These practices still remain important issues in 

modern Japanese Sata Zen. 

In explicating these topics. this dissertation not only 

introduces previously unexplored areas of Japanese religious life. but 

~l~~ reveals the patterns of development by which the medieval Sata 

school integrated monastic Zen training with Japanese traditions to 

function as a religion for laymen who themselves had not practiced Zen. 
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PREFACE 

Th~ Sete school in medieval Japan developed uniquely Japanese 

patterns of Zen training and religious life. Chinese monastic forms 

adapted to Japanese traditions fostered new forms of organization. new 

methods of Zen instruction, and new applications for Zen rituals within 

lay life. In explicating these developments, this dissertation attempts 

to illuminate how Seta Zen functioned as a religion within the context 

of medieval Japanese society. 

The Sate school is the largest Buddhist organization in modern 

Japan. It ranks with the various Pure Land schools as one of the most 

successful of the new Buddhist denominations that emerged during the 

Kamakura and Muromachi periods. In spite of the obvious importance of 

the medieval Sata school, it has never been the subject of any full

length study in a western language. Most western descriptions of Sota 

Zen have been centered exclusively on the teachings of Dogen (the 

school's founder), even though medieval-period Seta practices included 

many elements unknown to Dagen or even foreign to his teachings. In 

Japan as well no comprehensive study of medieval Sata religious 

practices has appeared. Yet this dissertation builds upon the work of 

many earlier scholars. 

The critical study of the history of Japanese Zen Buddhism is 

less than one hundred years old. Although certain prewar scholars, such 

as Kuriyama Taion (1860-1937) and Washlo Junkyo (1868-1939), still can 

iii 
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be read with profit (if one is cautious). the contours of the historical 

landscape were mapped first by the generation of scholars that emerged 

during and just following the second World War. At that time. the work 

of a few exceptional scholars--Okubo Doshu. Suzuki Taizan. Tama~ura 

Takeji. and Tsuji Zennosuke--formulated the interpretations that would 

become the accepted standards for the post-war era. Even today no one 

should study Japanese Zen history without consulting their works. For 

understanding the development of medieval Japanese Zen. however. many of 

their interpretations are no longer adequate. The many new sources now 

available raise issues and reveal events unknown to these men. New 

information often challenges their previously accepted analyses. 

The range of new sources is breathtaking. In the area of Soto 

sectarian studies, Okubo Doshu himself compiled and transcribed the 

first reliable edition of Dagen's collected writings (Dagen Zenjl 

zenshu; 2 vols., 1969-1970). as well as more than two thousand documents 

collected from Soto monasteries throughout Japan (Sotoshu komonjo; 3 

vols .• 1972). During 1974-1976, the Soto school published a ten-volume 

supplement to its earlier (20 vols., 1929-1935) edition of "The Complete 

Works of The Soto School" (Zoku Sotoshu zensho). During the same 

period, manuscript versions of Dogen's Shobo genzo and related 

commentaries as well as the writings of early Soto patriarchs became 

available for the first time in their original form (ElheJ shabo genza 

shusho taisei: 25 vols., 1974-1982). Moreover, early manuscript copies 

of many individual texts (such as the Denkaroku. the Tokokukl. and the 

Kenzelkl) also were discovered and published. 

These new manuscript editions are particularly significant 

because they reveal the inadequacies of the sources previously used by 

iv 
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scholars. We now know that many of the Japanese Sate Zen texts first 

published during the Tokugawa period (and subsequently reprinted in the 

modern editions of Buddhist scripture) had been extensively edited. The 

order of textual entries mir.ht have been rearranged to fit what 

Tokugawa-period Sota historians l-egarded as the correct sequence of 

events (e.g .• the Tokokuki and Kenzeiki). In many cases original 

citations of Chinese materials were "corrected" to agree with the Ming 

edition of the Buddhist canon (e.g .• the "Shinji" Shabo genza). 

Japanese passages were rewritten in Chinese form (e.g .• the Denkoroku). 

When these standard editions later were used for the critical study of 

Seta history. distortions could not be avoided. Discrepancies between 

different texts attributed to the same time pe~iod or to the same author 

forced mistaken judgments of textual authenticity. Without access to 

the original manuscripts. previous scholars had little choice but to 

follow inaccurate chronologies. Today with the recent availability of 

more accurate sources. suddenly a whole new historical landscape 

beckons. 

More important. the questions being asked of these historical 

sources also have changed. In recent years a new generation of scholars 

has been examining Japanese Zen history and practices with increased 

vigor. Sophisticated and systematic analyses of the role of Zen in the 

religious. social. and political lives of average monks and lay people 

have replaced the simple recounting of the biographies of eminent monks. 

The goroku (lectures recorded in Chinese) of famous Zen teachers no 

longer monopolize descriptions of Zen practices. Many types of texts 

previously ignored. such as secret initiation documents (kirlkaml). have 

been collated for the first time. Even as scholars are publishing the 

v 
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results of their work. new sources have continued to be uncovered. New 

interpretations have been advanced. This dissertation attempts to 

contribute to this same avenue of research. It relies extensively on 

new original sources and reexamines the premise3 and assumptions 

employed by previous Zen historians. No one is more aware than the 

author of the questions that remain. Yet I hope these will stimulate 

others to attempt a more complete integration and more highly developed 

synthesis of the themes discussed herein. 

The extensive footnotes and bibliography of secondary sources 

indicate only some of the extent of my indebtedness to the 

accomplishments of other scholars. In addition to these published 

works. I must acknowledge the personal assistance. guidance. and 

criticisms of many individual teachers. colleagues. and friends without 

whom this work could never have been accomplished. I am pleased to have 

this opportunity to express personal thanks and special gratitude to 

Ishikawa Rikizan. Kagamishima Genryu. and to my adviser. Stanley 

Weinstein. This dissertation would never have been undertaken without 

Professor Weinstein. He not only had initiated me into the arcane 

methodology of Buddhist studies, but also led me to this topic and 

helped to arrange for my research in Japan. During my fina~ stages of 

writing his insightful comments prompted endless improvements. and his 

example continues to inspire me to strive for higher standards. 

Professor Kagamishima. who acted as my faculty supervisor at Komazawa 

University. guided me through the fundamentals of Zen studies. 

Professor Ishikawa not only supplied me with many otherwise unobtainable 

documents. but also taught me how to read them. Moreover. as he 
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introduced me to medieval manuscripts. he challenged me to rethink my 

own underlying assumptions. 

During my research in Japan. I also received personal guidance 

and encouragement from many scholars who admitted me into their seminars 

and answered my endless questions. I wish especially to thank Hirose 

Ryoko. Nakao Ryoshin. Sa~ai Tokugen. shinna Koyu. and Takeuchi Kodo. 

Although the acts of kindness of many additional people must go 

unmentioned. I cannot fail to record the assistance of Ikeda Rosan. 

Ishii Shude. Kawauchi Shuten. Lin Baoyao. Okuda Shinpei. Nagai Masashi. 

Nagamune Baiho. Sana Bunno. and the staff of Eigenji. lowe special 

thanks to Ishikawa Rikizan. Kaneda Hiroshi. and Komazawa University 

Library for permission to cite unpublished materials. I also wish to 

acknowledge the support of the following institutions: The Japan 

Foundation. The Institute for Soto Studies (Shugaku Kenkyujo). The 

Japanese Ministry of Education (Monbusho). The Yale University Council 

on East Asian Studies. Yale University Libraries. The Kansas City "Heart 

of America" Branch of the Japan-America Society. and the Zenshuji Soto 

Mission. Word processing with diacritical marks was performed with Nota 

Bene (c. Dragonfly Software). Research for this dissertation was 

conducted at Komazawa University. 1985-1986. under the auspices of a 

fellowship from The Japan Foundation. 

lowe a big favor to Dan and Margi Getz. who despite their own 

busy schedules always fou~d time for my visits. Jong Hee Lee assisted 

with the proofreading. Most important of all. ~y academic ambitions 

would have been impossible without endless encouragement from my family. 

I especially wish to thank my mother Helen Haria for her faith in me and 

my wife Bong Nae for her loving patience. Any errors are mine. 
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lunar month of 1243. Because the western solar and Japanese lunar new 

years began at different times. approximately twenty-one to forty days 

at the end of the lunar year actually would correspond to the first days 

of the following western solar year. This conversion. however. has not 

been indicated. Intercalated lunar months are indicated by the 

abbreviation "int." before the numerical value of the previous month. so 

that "1243:int.7:1" refers to the first day of the additional lunar 

month counted after the seventh month of 1?~~. 

ROMANIZATIO~S 

In general. Chinese pronunciations of technical terms are used 

in reference to events in China. while Japanese pronunciations are used 

in reference to Japan. Names and terms that appear in both forms are 

cross-referenced upon the first occurrence of the second pronunciation 

and in the indexes. 

Japanese words have been cited according to the pronunciations 

indicated by the following reference works (in order of precedence): 

(a) Zengaku dai jiten (1978; rev. edn. 1985). (b) Nakamura Hajime. cd .. 

Bukkyogo dai jiten (1975). (c) Mochizuki Bukkyo dai .jiten (1933-1935; 
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rev. and enl. edn .• 1954; 2d enl. edn .• 1963). (d) Kenkyusha's New 

Japanese-English Dictionary (4th edn. 1974). and (e) Nihon kokugo dai 

jiten (Shogakkan. 1972-1976). 

STYLISTIC NOTES 

In personal names of Buddhist monks. a dash (-) preceding a 

single syllable indicates that the first half of that monk's full two

syllabIc name is not recorded in the document cited. 

Whenever possible the most reliable edition of the primary 

sources has been used. However. in order to aid the reader. an 

alternative version of the same text (identified as "alt.") also has 

been included in the notes if an acceptable alternative version is more 

widely available than the preferred version. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Zen in Japan is unmistakenly Japanese. Religious rites at Zen 

temples exemplify Japanese religion as a whole. For example. the 

recitation of selections from the six-hundred fascicles of the Dal 

hannyakyo (Perfection of Wisdom scripture) conducted at most Zen temples 

as an annual New Year's rite typifies traditional Japanese concerns with 

ritual purification and with the this-~orldly benefits of religious 

observance. In addition to prayers for prosperity in the coming year. 

Zen temples also perform this recitation in order to prevent illness and 

fires, to bring more rain, and to insure a bountiful harvest. At some 

Zen temples. the recitation will accompany a Shinto festival at the 

local village shrine. The Zen monks march through the village as they 

recite the scripture or distribute special talismans door to door. 

Likewise. the bonding of each Zen monastery with a local protective 

spirit typifies the importance of local cults in Japanese religion and 

the absorption of Japanese kaal into formal institionalized Buddhism. 

The Soto Zen monastery Myogonji (Aichi Pref.). for example. is one of 

Japan's most popular centers for the worship of Inari. the spirit of 

fertility and prosperity ordinarily depicted in the form of a fox. 

Finally. Z~n funeral rites typify both the promise of universal 

salvation characteristic of Japanese Buddhism and the dominance of 

funeral services in the activities of Japanese Buddhist temples. In 

1 
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fact, Japanese Buddhist funerais--the single most important Buddhist 

ritual still observed by the vast majority of Japanese--largely derive 

from rites that were introduced and popularized first by Zen monks.1 

Yet precisely because these features characterize Japanese 

Buddhism and Japanese religion in general, one could easIly cIte theIr 

wIdespread practIce at Japanese Zen temples as proof of the extInctIon 

of any real "Zen." Indeed, nowadays at the vast majority of Seta Zen 

te~pl~S popular relIgious worship and funeral servicc3 occupy the 

energies of the resIdent priests to the total exclusIon of more 

tradItional Zen practices, such as medItation (zazen).2 This raises the 

seemIngly innocuous Issue of the relationshIp between Zen and the "non-

Zen" practices commonly found within the Zen school. In Zen studies 

tacit assumptions as to what is or is not "Zen" tradItionally have 

influenced the manner in which scholars select and evaluate their data. 

Students of Zen are well aware of the celebrated debate between Hu ShIh 

who asserted that Zen must be studIed and understood as an integral part 

of hIstory and D. T. SuzukI Nho counterargued that "Zen in its 

hIstorical settIng" differs from "Zen in itself" because the true 

essence of Zen transcends all limItations of rational discourse.3 In 

1Tachibana Kyade, "Zenshfi to minzoku," in Bukkyo minzokugaku, 
edt Gorai Shigeru et al., Kaza Nlhon Minzoku Shukya, 2 (Tokyo: Kebundo, 
1980), 328-42. RegardIng the recItation of the Dai hannyakyo, also see 
Dalsetz Teitaro Suzuki, The Training of the Zen Buddhist Honk, 
illustrations by Zenshu Sato (1934; rpt. New York: University Books, 
1965), 77-81. 

2Ian Reader, "Zazenless Zen? The PosItion of Zazen in 
Institutional Zen Buddhisa," Japanese Religions, 14:3 (Dec. 1986), 7-27. 

3Hu Shih, "Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism in ChIna: Its HIstory and 
Method," Philosophy East and West, 3:1 (April 1953), 3-24; and SuzukI. 
"Zen: A Reply to Hu ShIh," IbId., 25-46, esp. 26, 31, 38-39. 
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advocating that Zen is an inner truth rather than a particular form of 

Buddhism, suzuki merely gave voice to views already implicit within Zen 

teachings. Zen masters insist and scholars generally have accepted that 

Zen Buddhism essentially is a religion of meditation and enlightenment. 

Throughout the history of Japanese Zen, however, Zen monks have 

used their powers of meditation and enlightenment to serve the more 

iaaediate worldly needs of patrons and local laymen. Seta monks in 

rural areas conducted popular rituals that promised villagers both 

spiritual salvation and this-worldly benefits (genze riyaku). Precious 

little is known about the historical development of these rituals or 

their relationship to Zen practice. Studies of Japanese Zen rarely 

include consideration of any aspects of Zen practice that fail to 

conform to the criteria of meditation and enlightenment. The other 

activities of Zen monks typically are dismIssed as vulgar 

popularizations. Yet to ignore the so-called "non-Zen" pra~tices within 

Japanese Zen is to overlook a vital component of both Zen history and 

Japanese religion. Many so-called popular rites represent not random 

syncretism, but are performed in a distinctly Zen manner, the exegesis 

of which promises to reveal much about how Zen has assumed the character 

of a Japanese religion. Although many scholars have chastised Suzuki 

for ignoring the importance of historical circumstances, few have 

attempted to explore what is uniquely Japanese about Zen in Japan. 

In spite of occasional nationalistic assertions that Zen 

survives only in Japan. for Japanese the Zen ideal always has been based 

in China. Most definitions of Japanese Zen represent an idealized image 

of what Zen (Ch. Chan) norms were supposed to have been in China. This 

identification of Japanese Zen with China largely reflects the 
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traditional assertion that Zen exists only within an exclusive lineage 

inherited by a select few Japanese from their Chinese masters. 

Interpretations as to the content of the Zen conveyed within this 

lineage can vary. Modern Japanese Zen masters who see Zen in terms of 

formless enlightenment will emphasize the need for each generation to 

emulate the profound experiences of the early masters of the Tang 

dynasty, while those who equate the Zen experience with its special 

expression in daily life will stress the continuation of the regulated, 

monastic forms developed during the Song dynasty. Regardless of whether 

the ideals of the Tang-dynasty masters or of the Song-dynasty traditions 

are alluded to, in both cases Japanese practices will be regarded as 

true Zen only insofar as they preserve norms imported from China. 

Scholars writing about Zen, many of whom are themselves Zen 

monks. naturally have been influenced by the self-image promoted by the 

Zen school. Historical studies concentrate on the famous Tang and Song 

Chinese masters and on the Japanese students who transmitted their 

teachings. Studies of Zen in Japan have focused on the few later 

Japanese Zen teachers who are credited with having promoted a pure form 

of Zen. The Japanese traditions of Zen practice that link these later 

heroes to the earlier Zen teachers, however. have been overlooked. This 

has helped to engender an idealized image of the classical Chinese 

teachers and of their initial Japanese students. Contrasted with these 

idealized images. the practices of most later Japanese Zen teachers 
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typically fall short of the mark. 4 Although the Japanese Seta Zen 

school has trumpeted Dagen's innovative reinterpretations of Chinese 

teachings, in general anything of Japanese origin is rejected as not 

being Zen. At best, the development of a Japanese Zen school with its 

own institutionalized hierarchy and diverse practices of Japanese origin 

is seen as a necessary evil that has facilitated the preservation of the 

trappings of traditional Zen practice.5 

Descriptions of the development of Zen in Japan often proceed 

in terms of various opposites, such as: Chinese versus Japanese, pure 

Zen versus popularization, self-reliance versus cuI tic devotion, other-

worldly Zen versus this-worldly esoteric prayers, or Zen versus Japanese 

popular religion. To a certain extent, all of these contrasts can be 

useful for explicating the historical interaction between Zen practices 

and other religious elements. Yet at the same time, too rigid an 

application of thene categories also has inhibited scholars from 

examining the functions of heterogeneous Japanese religious forms within 

Zen life. Descriptions of actual Zen practices too often depict an 

uneasy blend of contradictory beliefs when in actual life they function 

as one well-integrated whole. Por example, rather than simply 

4It is partially in order to avoid engendering further 
idealization that "Zen teacher" is used instead of "Zen master." 
Although the translation "Zen master" already has become well 
established, in historical documents the term zenji is used not only to 
refer to masters of meditation or as a title of respect, but also for 
any teacher of Zen. During the medieval period, monks~)ften could 
become teachers at a young age after only a few years of training. 

5Por two insightful critiques of the traditional 
historiographical approaches to (a) Japanese Zen and to (b) general 
Japanese Buddhism, see (a) Punaoka Makoto, MKamakura shoki ni okeru 
Zenshu seiritsu no shiteki igi," ShQgaku kenkyu [abb. "SG" 24 (1ge2): 
175-81; and (b) Yuasa Yasuo, "Nihon shisoshi ni okeru Bukkye kenkyu no 
arikata wo megutte," Toyu gakujutsu kenkyu, 21:1 (May 1982), 19-41. 
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disaissinb as degenerate the practice of a Japanese Zen teacher praying 

for rain by means of perfor.ing a traditional Zen transmission ceremony 

to present a native kaml with a Zen lineage chart. one might more 

profitably investigate both Zen and Japanese religion by asking: "What 

is or is not Zen about this ceremony?" "How were these Zen ceremonies 

adapted to the worship of native kaml?" Or. "To what extent have 

Japanese Zen teachers attempted to justify or integrate this ceremony to 

traditional Zen practice and doctrine?" 

The historical sources cannot provide complete answers to all 

of the types of questions just mentioned. many of which. perhaps, must 

also be explored through careful observation of modern practices. The 

past treatments of the various series of oppositions cited above. 

however. inform many of the discussions that follow. Moreover, the 

motivation for this study rests upon the belief that any attempt to 

elucidate the role of native religious elements within the context of 

modern Japanese Zen practice must be grounded in a solid under~tanding 

of the historical development of Zp.n practices in the lives of both 

monks and their lay patrons during the medieval period. For better or 

for worse. it was during this formative medieval period that Zen became 

Japanese. 

The Origins of Medieval Sata Zen 

The main events in the establishment of an independent Zen 

school in Japan have been recounted many times in western histories of 

Japanese religion. Recently. Martin Collcutt has provided a 

particularly detailed description of the founders of the first Japanese 
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Zen monasteries and their secular supporters. 6 Of these founders. three 

are particularly important. namely. NOnin (n.d.), Eisai (a.k.a. Yosai; 

1141-1215). and Dogen (1200-1253).7 Dogen. the founder of the Japanese 

Sato Zen school. was linked to both Eisai and Nonin because his first 

Zen teacher had been Eisai's student and because many of his own 

students (and successors) had first studied Zen under Nonin's students. 

The earliest attempt to claim sectarian status for an 

independent Zen group in Japan seems to have been led by Nonin, who 

taught his form of Zen at Sanbaji (a Tendai temple in Settsu) during the 

latter part of the twelfth century. Because Nanin's sect, which styled 

itself the Darumashu (after Daruma. i.e .• Bodhidharma, the semi-

legendary founder of the Chinese Chan school) failed to secure a 

per.anent institutional base. scholars had not fully realized Nonin's 

importance until recently.8 As early as 1272, however, less than one 

hundred years after NOnin's death, Nichiren had correctly identified 

6Martin Collcutt. Five Mountains: The Rinzai Zen Monastic 
Institution in Medieval Japan (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Press. 
1981), 25-56. Because Collcutt's study concentrates on Rinzai lineages 
in Japan, his description of Zen pioneers is much broader in scope, 
encompassing many more Zen monks and lineages than discussed below. 

7Medieval-period manuscript copies of Dogen's writings indicate 
that the characters for the name Eisal should be pronounced "YOsai" 
(see. fo.r example Dagen Zenji zenshu [abb. "DZZ"]. ed. Okubo Dashij 
['tokyo: Cniku.11 5huuu. 19701. 1:433). Accordingly. many scholars now 
prefer the latter pronunciation. However. since the Tokugawa period. 
"Eisai" has been the form commonly used in Japan and in Japanese 
dictionaries (including the Zengaku dai jiten [1978; rev. edn. 1985] 
which is followed in this dissertation). 

8concerning NOnin and the fate of his followers. the most 
detailed account in English is Bernard Faure. "The Daruaa-shu. Dagen. 
and Sat a Zen." Monu.enta Nipponica. 42:1 (Spring 1987). 25-55. Fvr a 
summary of recent Japanese studies (with bibliographic cita~ions). see 
Nakao Ryoshin. "Dainichibo Nonin no Zen." SG. 26 (1984): 227-30. 
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Nenin as the pio~eer leader of the new Zen school.9 Eisai. a 

contemporary of Nonin. also founded several new Zen monasteries. the 

most important of which was Kenninji in Kyoto. In contrast to Nonin. 

who had never left Japan. Eisai had the benefit of two extended trips to 

China during which he could observe Chinese Chan practices first hand. 

The third important early Zen leader in Japan was Dagen. the founder of 

Japan's Sota school. Dagen had entered Eisai's Kenninji in 1217 and, 

like Eisai, also traveled to China for first-hand study. Unlike Eisai 

(or Nonin), after his return to Japan Dagen attempted to implement the 

monastic norms followed in China. Dagen's monasteries, Koshaji (Dogen's 

residence during 1230-1243) and Eiheiji (1244-1253), were the first in 

Japan to include a monks' hall (sodO) within which Zen monks lived and 

trained according to Chinese Chan monastic regulations. 

Although the activities of these three Zen teachers are 

relatively well-known, the reasons why Zen would have appealed to 

Japanese monks of that period have yet to be investigated fully. The 

leading Japanese scholars who emerged at the end of the second world war 

viewed the oricins of Japanese Zen solely in terms of Japanese relations 

with China. In 1946, Tamamura Takeji described the development of 

Japanese Zen as the passive acceptance of a transplanted Chinese 

9Nichiren (1222-1282), Kaimokusho. fasc. 2, in Taisho shinshu 
Daizokyo [abb. "T" 84:232b. Nichiren's comments have been translated 
by Faure, "Daruma-shu," 28. For a collection of pertinent excerpts from 
many of the original sources related to Nonin (including this one), also 
see Takahashi Shuei, "Dainichibo Nonin to Darumashu ni kansuru shirya," 
pt. 1, Kanazawa bunko kenkyu, 22:4 (June 1976), 14-16; pt. 2, ibid., 
22:7 and 23:1 (Dec. 1976 and Jan. 1977 combined issue), 22-33, esp. 25-
26 no. 12. 
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institution. 10 In 1947, Ienaga Saburo wrote that Dagen had introduced 

Chinese Chan in a purely mechanical fashion, without any connection to 

Japanese social, historical, or religious conditions.11 Although Soto 

scholars found Ienaga's negative evaluation of Dagen's personal 

contribution unacceptable, overall the views of Tamamura and Ienaga have 

been widely accepted. Zen histories focus on the links uniting Nonin, 

Eisai, and Dagen to China rather than on the native social, historical, 

&nd religious milieu of these three Japanese monks. By emphasizing the 

foreign Chinese origins of medieval Japanese Zen, historian~ have 

encouraged the view that any Japanese deviations from the Chinese model 

must violate the original intentions of Japan's Zen pioneers. 

However. it is difficult to explain the rapid acceptance of Zen 

by Japanese monks in Japan during the late twelfth century without 

consideration of contemporaneous Japanese religious conditions. After 

all, since as early as the eighth century, Zen texts, Zen practices, and 

Chinese Zen masters repeatedly had been introduced to Japan and to 

Japanese monks studying in China without leading to the creation of any 

Japanese Z~n sects. Likewise, it is important to remember that Japan's 

first independent Zen sect, the Darumashu, was founded by Nonin without 

any prior instruction from a Chinese teacher. Recently Funaoka Makoto 

has suggested that the initial Japanese importation of Chinese Chan 

monasticism could well have been the result of, not the cause of, a 

growing interest in meditation practice (i.e., zen) among Japanese 

10Tamaaura Takeji, "Nihon Zenshu no denrai" (1946); rpt. in 
Nlhon Zenshushl ronshu (Tokyo: Shibunkaku, 1981), 1:836-37. 

11Ienaga Saburo, "Dagen no shukyo no rekishiteki seikaku," in 
Chusel Bukkyo shlsoshl kenkyu (1947; rev. edn. Kyoto: Hozakan. 1960). 
50-52. 
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monks. 12 

The key point for Funaoka's suggestion is that Japanese Zen, 

like the other new Japanese Buddhist sects of the Kamakura period, 

initially developed among monks of low social background who 

deliberately rejected the complex Buddhism of Japan's large central 

monasteries in favor of a simple specific approach to Buddhist practice. 

This preference for a single practice (senju) can be illustrated by the 

career of the monk Ejo (1198-1280)--who later became the second Sato 

patriarch.13 Ejo originally had entered Mt. Hiei to study the eclectic 

Buddhism of the Tendai school. Unsatisfied he later left Hiei, 

switching to exclusive Pure Land faith which he learned from one of the 

disciples of Honen (1133-1212). Next Ejo switched to exclusive Zen 

meditation which he practiced under one of NOnin's disciples. In both 

cases Ejo had sought out a single specific Buddhist practice, first Pure 

Land and then Zen, seemingly without a predetermined preference for one 

or the other. Funao~a points out that Nichiren (in the same statement 

12Funaoka Makoto, "Kamakura shoki ni okeru Zenshu seiritsu no 
shiteki igi," SG, 24 (1982): 175-81. The concept of native origins for 
Japanese Zen and several of the ideas discussed below owe much to 
Funaoka's attempt to search for the social, historical and religious 
roots of Zen in Japan. Other articles by Funaoka on this subject that I 
have been able to consult include: "Shoki Zenshu juyo to Hieizan," in 
Zenshu na sha mandai, ed. Imaeda Aishin (Tokyo: Yusankaku, 1979), 57-
84; "Nara jidai no Zen oyobi zenso," SG, 25 (1983): 94-99; "Nihon 
Zenshushi ni okcru Darumashu no ichi,w SG, 26 (1984): 103-8; and 
"Hieizan ni okeru zenji to Zenshu: Nihon Zenshu seiritsu zenshi no ichi 
koma," SG, 27 (1985): 124-29, as well as his Nihon Zenshu no seiritsu, 
Chusei Kenkyu Sensho (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kabunkan, 1987). 

13There is no agreement as to the correct character for the 
second syllable of Ejo's name. In his own handwriting four different 
characters (each having the pronunciation of "shoW or "jon) appear. For 
details of this problem see Takeuchi Michio, "Koun Ejo Zenji no hoki ni 
tsuite,W SG, 25 (1985): 1-3; and for a detailed study of Eja's biography 
see his Elhel niso Koun Ejo Zenjiden (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1982). 
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cited above) had attacked specifically only two monks for their 

exclusive practices. namely: Nonin. the pioneer of Japanese Zen. and 

Honen. the pioneer of Japanese Pure Land. The simultaneous emergence of 

these two leaders and of the two groups they represented would seem ~o 

suggest the sectarian distillation of two complementary practices--faith 

in Pure Land and Pure-Land aeditation--that previously had been subsumed 

within earlier Japanese Buddhism. 14 

The meditation school (i.e .• Zen) was new to thirteenth-century 

Japanese Buddhism. but the practice of meditation (also referred to as 

"zen") was not. Meditation terminology often appears in the context of 

early Japanese Pure Land because within the Tendai tradition Pure Land 

practice required meditative visualizations of Amida (Skt. Amitabha) and 

his Pure Land. Heian-period biographies of Pure Land votaries. for 

exaaple. frequently extol their devotion to meditation (zen) or their 

retirement to meditation hermitages (zenshitsu).15 Heian-period 

collections of Pure Land miracle tales include stories in which monks 

have death-bed visions of messengers from Pure Land who are identified 

as "monks adept in meditation" (zensO).16 In a sectarian Zen context. 

of course. zensowould refer to "Zen monks." But in these stories. the 

celestial messengers most likely represented an idealized image of the 

Pure Land practitioners. An additional significance of the term "zenso n 

lies in that it strongly identified the saintly messengers with the very 

14Funaoka. "Kamakura shoki ni okeru Zenshfi seiritsu." 181. 
"Nihon ZenshUshi ni okeru Darumashfi." 104-7. and Zenshu no seiritsu. 
127. 151. 

15Funaoka, "Shoki Zenshfi juyo to Hieizan." 66. 

16Ibid., 68-70, and Zenshu no seiritsu. 81-82. 
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lowest class of monk in the medieval Japanese Buddhist establishment. 

By this period (i.e •• the late Heian). specializations among Buddhist 

monks mirrored the rigid class distinctions of Japanese society. 

Aristocratic monks (known as the academicians; gakuryo) were expected to 

ponder doctrine and lecture to the nobility. While monks of low social 

status were left to perform menial tasks and the daily religious 

exercises such as chanting the scripture. sitting in meditation. and 

worshiping the Buddha •. These lower-level monks--the same class of monks 

who would become the vanguard of the new Buddhist sects--were known as 

the meditators (zenshu).17 

This linguistic multivalence has a twofold significance. 

First. as suggested by Ejo's career. the increase in the ~opularity of 

Pure Land practice during the late Heian period potentially could have 

also kindled new interest among Japanese in the Chinese meditation 

school (i.e .• Chan/Zen). Second. similarities in vocabulary allowed 

Japanese monks to identify sectarian Chinese Chan practices with their 

own earlier native traditions. These earlier traditions encompassed 

more than just Pure Land practice. Both Nonin and Ei~ai justified their 

own Zen activities by citing the sectarian Zen lineages held by Saicho 

(767-822). the founder of Japanese Tendai.1S The medieval Zen monk and 

17The academicians also were known as gakushu or gakusho while 
the meditators also were known as zentoshu, zenryo, dagata, and doshu. 
See Funaoka. Zenshu no seiritsu. 57-71. 

laKokan Shiren. Genko Shakusho (1322). fasc. 2. Eisai Biography. 
in Dai Nihon Bukkya zensho [abb. "NBZ1. 101:156b-157a; and Eisai. Kozen 
gokokuron (1198). pub. 1666. fasc. 1. in Chusei Zenke no shisa. ed. 
Ichikawa Hakugen et al •• Nihon Shisa Taikei. 16 (Tokyo; Iwanami Shoten. 
1972). 19-20, 28. All subsequent citations of the Kazen gokokuron are 
to this edition. Saicho's two Zen lineages cited by Eisai are the 
Northern School Line of Daoxuan (Dosen; 702-760) to Gyohyo (722-797) and 
the Ox-Head (Gozu) Line of Xiaoren (Shukunen). 
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historian Kokan Shiren (1278-1346) placed the transmission of Zen to 

Japan in the Nara period. 19 The Soto'Zen patriarch Reizan Jakin (1264-

1325) attempted to attract lay support by identifying his new monastery 

with the Nara-period Buddhist folk hero Gyogi (669-749).20 We should 

note that 1n a more exclusive mood Keizan also had asserted that only 

Dogen succeeded in bringing unadulterated Zen to Japan. 21 Yet while 

Japanese Zen leaders emphasized sectarian lineage and the transmission 

of Zen from China, their attempts to identify themselves with native 

precedents indicate the importance of Japanese traditions for their 

followers and lay patrons. In this Japanese context, the multivalence 

. of "zen n could imply connotations not known in Chinese Chan. 22 

If the above considerations are permissible, then one might 

reasonably expect to find continuities between medieval Japanese Zen and 

other religious practices already associated with earlier forms of 

19Genko Shakusho, fasc. I, Dosho Biography, in NBZ, 101:144a. 

2DKelzan Jakin, S~fijl chfiko engi (1321:6:17), Sojiji DS, in 
Sotoshu komonjo [abb. "Ko.onjo"] , ed. Okubo Doshu (Tokyo: Chikuma 
Shoten, 1972), no. 46, 1:33-34. Concerning this document, see chapter 4 
on the founding of Sojiji. 

21Denkoroku, Shika Soden copy (ca.1430), Renkon'in Ms., 
patriarch 51, in Kenkon'inbon Denkoroku, ed. Azuma Ryushin (Tokyo: 
Rinjinsha, 1970), 110-11. All subsequent citations to the Denkoroku are 
to this edition. Thc authenticity of the Denkoroku had been considered 
doubtful before the discovery of this Renkon'in Ms. revealed that the 
standard edition published during the Tokugawa period had suffered 
extensive cditorial revisions. See Azuma, "Raidai," in ibid., 117-33. 

22Punaoka, "Nihon Zenshushi ni okeru Darumashu," 105. 
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Japanese meditation training. 23 The development of Japanese Zen could 

be seen within its own context. not solely as a deviation from its 

Chinese namesake. A full investigation of "zen n semantics and 

meditative practices within early Japanese Buddhism obviously exceeds 

the scope of the present study. However. by way of introducing the 

topic of medieval Sota Zen we will comment on a few of the more 

significant parallels between early Japanese meditative practices and 

the activities of Nanin. Eisai. and Dagen as well as of other early Sato 

patriarchs. 

In Japan meditation training always has been identified with 

mountain asceticism. Since the early Hara period. Japanese referred to 

mountain training as "pure practice" (jogyD) or "meditation practice" 

(zengyD) while the Buddhist monks who trained at mountain retreats were 

known as "meditation masters" or zenji (literally. "masters of zen n
). 

These so-called meditation masters comprised both self-ordained. 

pseudomonks as well as scholar monks from the state-supported official 

temples. State regulations in 718 and 729 barred pseudomonks from 

freely entering the mountains. but not the state-supported monks who 

were expected to cultivate mystical power through regular periods of 

23Recently Bernard Faure has skillfully employed this approach 
to analyze the Zen of Keizan Jakin as a continuation of patterns that 
already had been present in the Darumashu (see his "Daruma-shu." 45-55). 
It must be stressed. however. that in the dialectics identified by Faure 
the Darumashu is only one representative of the indigenous culture (see 
ibid •• p. 50). The influence of that culture would have been strongly 
felt even without the Darumashu. As will be shown below. its effects 
appeared even before Keizan. All the members of Dagen's community-
including Dogen and the monks of non-Darumashu background--unconsciously 
shaped Chinese tradition to Japanese conditions, regardless of how 
sincerely they studied Chinese Zen texts or practiced Chinese-style Zen. 
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mountain meditation. 24 It was this meditation training that insu~ed the 

efficacy of the esoteric Buddhist rituals performed by these monks on 

behalf of the state and aristocracy. The power produced by mountain 

meditation was known as "natural wisdom" (jinenchi) because it arises 

from within oneself. During the Nara period, eminent monks of various 

sectarian affiliations trained at Hisodera (on Mt. Yoshino), the 

mountain center of the so-called "Jinenchishu" (i.e., jinenchi group). 

Meditation for the Jinenchishu primarily focused on esoteric 

visualizations associated with the bodhisattva KokUzo (Skt. 

Akasagarbha), but Hisodera also was the final residence of the Chinese 

Chan master Daoxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 702-760) whose Zen lineage was 

transmitted to Saicho. Daoxuan personified the 'combination of 

meditation and pure practice associated with mountain asceticism because 

he also was a master of the Buddhist precepts. 25 

During the Nara period, the pseudomonks who devoted themselves 

to mountain asceticism maintained close ties to the common people from 

whom they obtained their support. 26 In reference to these ascetics, 

originally the term "zenji" carried the same connotations as would 

"h1jiri" in later periods. These were the shamanistic religious leaders 

who popularized Buddhism among the lower classes, often in spite of 

24Sonoda Koyu, "Kodai Bukkyo in okeru sanrin shugyo to sono igi: 
Toku ni Jinenchishu wo megutte" (1957); rpt. in Heian Bukkyo no kenkyu 
(Kyoto: Hozokan, 1981), 47; and Nei Kiyoshi, "Nihon kodai no zcnji ni 
tsuite," Bukkyo shigaku kenkyu, 22:2 (March 1980), 15. 

25Sonoda, "Kodai Bukkyo in okeru sanrin shugyo," 32-40. 

26Por a complete review of the roles of zen)1 within Nara and 
Heian-period Japanese Buddhism, see Nei, "Nihon kodai no zenji," 13-56. 
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their own deficiencies in Buddhist knowledge. 27 Many zenji traveled 

through rural areas, residing in local shrines. In rural areas the 

zenji would perform various good deeds, such as copy Buddhist scriptures 

or dedicate new Buddhist chapels. The better educated ones also 

provided secular services such as the supervision of new village 

construction projects. Like their official counterparts, these mountain 

ascetics were expected to possess mystical powers, especially the 

ability to cure illness. Their healing techniques combined esoteric 

rituals and recitation of Buddhist scriptures with their practical 

knowledge of mountain herbs and medicinal plants. 28 

Eventually these non-official zenji also were incorporated into 

the state-supported Buddhist establishment. In 758 the imperial court 

ordered all mountain hermits of more than ten years of "pure practice" 

to be ordained as proper monks. Twelve years later, in 770, all 

restrictivns on mountain training were lifted. Finally, in 772, the 

court assigned official status and provided daily rations to ten 

mountain zenji (known as jUzenji; literally "the ten zenji n
), who were 

selected for their healing abilities and pure practice. Originally 

"pure practice" would have implied only mountain asceticism, but in 

later documents this term assumed the more literal meaning of strict 

observance of the Buddhist precepts.29 After the establishment of the 

Japanese Tendai school, juzenji usually were appointed from the ranks of 

27Regarding the shamanistic character of the mountain ascetics, 
see Joseph M. Kitagawa, Religion in Japanese History (New York: 
Columbia U. Prp.ss, 1966), 38-42. 

28Nei, "Nihon kodai no zenji," 20-29. 

29Ibid .• 31-35. 
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Tendai monks. The term soon lost its numerical connotations as the 

court frequently assigned separate jfizenji to each of the major Tendai 

halls on Mt. Hiei. In addition to being called upon for their curative 

powers. each of the jfizenji were assigned different daily meditation and 

ritual tasks. In 847. for example. the juzenji at the Joshin'in 

subtemple on Mt. Hiei were ordered to recite the Dai hannyakyodaily.30 

Court sponsorship of this type of zenji continued until the fourteenth 

century.31 

The establishment of court-appointed zenji within the Tendai 

school signifies that the Tendai precedent cited by NOnin and Eisai to 

defend their own propagation of Zen implied not just the Chinese Chan 

lineages introduced by Saicha but also the Mt. Hiei zenji tradition. 

Eisai explicitly identified himself with the zenji tradition on Mt. Hiei 

by repeating a passage from the writings of the Tendai patriarch Enchin 

(814-891) that labeled monks who practice Zen. Tendai. and Shingon 

(i.e •• esoteric rituals) all as zenji. 32 Eisai was not alone in 

equating the content of sectarian Zen (but not its sectarian 

independence) with Japanese Tendai practices. His earlier contemporary. 

the Tendai monk Shoshin (fl.1188) for example. wrote that the 

comprehensive rubric of Tendai meditation incorporates both Shingon and 

Darumashu {i.c .• the Zen sect).33 On Mt. Hiei Chinese Chan texts were 

30Ibid., 31-56; and Funaoka, "Hielzan ni okeru zenjl to Zenshu," 
124-29. 

31~unaoka. "Hlelzhn nl okeru zenjl to Zenshu," 125. 

32Kozen gokokuron. fasc. 1. 28-29. Also see Enchin. Shoke kyoso 
doi ryakushu. in T, 74:312c. 

33Tendai Shingon nishii doisho (1188). In T. 74:420b. 
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studied in light of Tendai doctrines. The Sugyoroku (Ch. Zongjlnglu; 

961). an encyclopedic survey of Chinese Chan explained in terms of 

scholastic Buddhist concepts. had been popular on Mt. Hiei since as 

early as 1094.34 Medieval Tendai conceptions of original enlightenment 

(hongaku ho.on) developed at least partially through the influence of 

Chan texts.35 

Although both NOnin and Eisai attempted to establish 

independent Zen monasteries. in many ways their teachings were aore 

representative of Japanese traditions than of Chinese Chan. As shown 

above. Japanese associated meditation with "pure" monks who applied 

themselves to practical Buddhist training techniques. such as mountain 

asceticism. esoteric rituals, and Pure Land visualizations. These monks 

were thought to attain mystical powers and natural enlightenment (i.e .• 

jinenchl and Tendai original enlightenment). In Nonin's Zen. the 

principles of original enlightenment and mystical powers were most 

prominent. Nanin's knowledge of Zen was self taught. Although two of 

Nonin's disciples went to China in order to obtain a formal Chan 

succession for Nonin. the Darumashu inherited none of the doctrinal 

34lmaeda Aishin. "'Sugyoroku' to Kamakura shoki Zenrin," in 
Chusei Zenshushi no kenkyu (1970; rpt. Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai. 
1982). 73-75. 

35Shimaji Daito, Nihon Bukkyo kyogakushl, Shimaji Daito Sensei 
Icho (Tokyo: Meiji Shoin. 1933), GOO-1. Note that the phrase "medieval 
Tendai" (i.e., cbUko Tendai) is a technical term coIned by ShImaji 
(1875-1927) and his students to refer to the particular Japanese 
interpretations of doctrines such as "original enlightenment" (hongaku). 
"faith" (shin) and "meditation" (kanjin) that were codified in secret 
oral traditions and initiation documents (klrlka.l) within various 
Japanese Tendai lineages. Regarding this categorization also see his 
"Hongaku no shinko" (1906), rpt. in Shlso to shlnko, Shimaji Daito 
Sensei Icho (1928; rpt., Tokyo: Nakayama Shobo. 1978), 532; and "Nihon 
ko Tendai kenkyu no hitsuyo wo ronzu" (1926); rpt. in Kyorl to shlron •. 
Shiaaji Daito Sensei Icho (Tokyo: Meiji Shoin, 1931), 118-39. 
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characteristics possessed by its nominal Chinese parent. 36 The 

Darumashu taught that because one's own mind already is Buddha. the 

desire for enlightenment already is its attai~ent. If one believes in 

this inherent Buddha mind, then one is not only freed from all sin 

without having to observe the Buddhist precepts but also delivered from 

all torments to a life of continual pleasure. Observance of the 

Buddhist precepts, Chan-style meditation, and formal rituals all were 

disparaged. 37 

In Eisai's Zen, the elements of pure practice and esoteric 

Buddhism predominated. For Eisai, Zen practice meant the strict 

observance of the Buddhist precepts. He believed that Zen practice 

would breathe new life into Japanese Tendai by reviving the precepts.38 

At Kenninji Eisai did establish regular sessions for Chan meditation, 

but these were performed within the traditional Tendai monastic 

setting.39 Eisai's instructional activities centered on transmitting 

esoteric practices, for which he is regarded as the founder of the YOja 

36Ishii Shuda, "Bussha Tokko to Nihon Darumashu: Kanazawa bunko 
hokan 'Joto shagakuron' wo tegakari toshite," pt. 2, Kanazawa bunko 
kenkyu. 20:12 (Dec. 1974). 10-13. 

371shii Shuda, "Bussha Tokko to Nihon Darumashu," pt. I, 
Kanazawa bunko kenkyu, 20:11 (Nov. 1974), 4-11. Also see Jato 
shogakuron narabi ni Eian sodoki, copied ca. 14 cent., Kanazawa Bunko 
Ms., in Zensekihen, ed. Kagamishima Genryu, Kawamura Kodo and Ishii 
Shudo, Kanazawa Bunko Shiryo Zensho--Butten, 1 (Yokohama: Kanazawa 
Bunko, 1974), 203-4. All subsequent citations of the Joto shogakuron 
are to this edition. 

38Eisai's attitude toward the Buddhist precepts is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7, "Precept Ordinations." 

39Eisai, Kazen gokokuron, fasc. 3, 80-85. 
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lineage within the Tendai esoteric tradition.40 The Japanese Rinzai 

monk Muju Dogyo (1226-1312) repeatedly noted the lack of formal Zen 

training at Eisai's Kenninji. 41 Both Nonin and Eisai had relied 

extensively on the doctrinal approach of the Sugyoroku for their 

understanding of Chinese Chan.42 It is doubtful if either had ever 

conceived of Zen enlightenment as being any different from the Tenda! 

teachings--original enlightenment or esoteric realization--they already 

knew. 43 

Soto scholars usually portray Dagen as the first Japanese to 

teach an unadulterated form of Chinese Chan in Japan. Dogen himself 

asserted that he was the first to introduce a great number of Chinese 

Chan monastic practices and facilities. such as: the techniques of Zen 

meditation (zazengi), evening lectures (bansan) , the office of monastic 

cook (tenzo). the monks' hall, formal Zen lectures (jodD) , the annual 

observance of the anniversary of the Buddha's enlightenment. informal 

end-of-year lectures (joya no shosan) , and the proper methods of taking 

400ya Tokujo, "Kamakura jidai no Zenke shoke to mikkyo," Zengaku 
kenkyu. 3-4 (1926-27), rpt. in Nihon Bukkyoshi no kenkyu (Tokyo: Toho 
Bunken Kankokai, 1928), 3:365-81. 

41See his "Jiritsu zazen no koto," in Zodanshu. chap. 8, rpt. 
Katen Bunko (Tokyo: Koten Bunko, 1950). 2:287-88; and "Kenninji no 
monto no naka ni rinju medetaki koto," in Shasekishu. chap. lOB, rpt. 
ed. Watanabe Tsunaya, Nihon Katen Bungaku Taikei, 85 (Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten, 1977), 453. 

42Regartiing Nonin, see Ishii, "Bussho Tokko to Nihon Darumashu, 
pt. 1, 8-13. Regarding Eisai, see Yanagida Seizan, Rinzai no kafu, 
Nihon no Bukkyo, 9 (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1967), 61. 

431shii Shudo, "Bussho Tokko to Nihon Darumashu," pt. 2, 
Kanazawa bunko kenkyu, 20:12 (Dec. 1974), 10-15; and Yanagida Seizan, 
"Eisai to 'Kozen gokokuron' no kadai," in Chusel Zenke no shlso, 459. 
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meals and face washing. 44 Dogen ridiculed the earlier Chinese Chan 

teachers Yigong (Jpn. Giku) and Daofang (Doha) who came to Japan in the 

ninth century, saying that they had never taught Zen nor experienced 

enlightenment (shinjin datsuraku).45 Yet Dagen was hardly unique in his 

self aggrandizement. Nanin did not know Chinese Chan and that Eisai did 

not attempt to implement Chinese practices, but as Japanese monks, 

Nonin, Eisai, and Dagen each had sought to emphasize the primacy of 

their links to Chinese Chan while depreciating the abilities of previous 

Zen teachers in Japan. The Darumashu asserted that Chinese Chan first 

arrived in Japan in 1189 when NOnin inherited the Linji (Jpn. Rinzai) 

lineage of Deguang (Tokka; 1121-1203).46 ·Eisai, however, denounced the 

Darumashu by name as a false Zen that leads people to evil.47 Eisai 

felt it necessary to attack not just Nonin but also Kakua, a Japanese 

monk who had succeeded to the Chan line of Xiatang Huiyuan (Katsudo Eon; 

1103-1176) but returned to Japan without ever teaching any disciples. 

Eisai taunted that the smart man (i.e., Nonin) never went to China, 

while the stupid man (i.e., Kakua) went but could never accomplish 

44See , in order, DZZ, 2:6, 2:31, 2:35, 2:78, 2:86, 2:101, 2:146, 
2:298, and 1:435. According to Zen monastic regulations, at major 
monasteries the abbot must give two types of lectures on a regular 
basis. The first type, usually given from the head (jodo) of either the 
lecture hall (hattO) or the Buddha hall (Butsuden) , are lectures on 
formal Zen topics (daisan) usually selected from Chinese texts. The 
second type, usually given in the abbot's building (hojo), are lectures 
on informal topics (shosan) such as the daily life of the community of 
monks. Although I have distinguish these two lectures in terms of the 
formality of their settings and topics, in both types the abbot and 
monks would follow prescribed etiquette. 

45Eihei Dagen osha koroku [abb. "Koroku1, copied 1598 by 
Monkaku (d.1615), sec. 5, lec. 358, in DZZ. 2:88. 

46Jota ~hogakuron. 202b. 

47Kozen gokokuron. fasc. 2. 41. 
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anything.48 

Dogen's ~laims to having established Chinese Chan in Japan, 

like the similar clai.s of his predecessors. should not obscure his own 

strong ties to Japanese Buddhist traditions. Manuscript copies of the 

Sate history by Kenzei reveal that Dagen had studied Tendai on Mt. Hiei 

much longer than previously thought, not merely from 1212 to 1214 but 

until 1217. This means that Degen's study of the Buddhist canon 

occurred not at Eisai's Kennenji but on Mt. Hiei. Dagen must have known 

more Tendai doctrine and ritual than admitted by traditional 

biographies. 49 More so than either Nenin or Eisai, Dagen's Zen recalled 

the earlier traditions of mountain ascaticis. and pure practice.50 

Dagen founded his first Zen community outside of the capital. In 1240 

he wrote two essays in praise of mountain training. 51 In 1243 Dagen 

moved his com.unity to rural Echizen, initially residing at Mt. Zcnjiha 

(literally. zenj1 peak), a traditional center for mountain asceticism. 52 

Unlike Eisai who sought to follow the same precepts as Chinese Chan 

48Kazen gokokuron, fasc. 3, 96-97; and the commentary on this 
passage by Yanagida Seizan, "Eisai to 'Kozen gokokuron,'" 470-71. 

4~enzan Zuiha (1683-1769), the influential Sato scholar, had 
asserted that Dogen studied directly under Eisai at Kenninji beginning 
in 1214, but Menzan had deliberately distorted his SOUl'ces. See 
KagamishiMa Genryu, "Eisai-Dogen saken mondai ni tsuite: Ko shahon . 
'Kenzeiki' hakken ni chinamite" (1963); rpt. in Dagen, ed. Kawamura Kado 
and Ishikawa Rikizan, Nihon Meisa Ronshu, 8 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 
1983),41-57. 

50sugawara Shoei, "Sanchu shugya no denta kara .ita Dogen no 
kyusaikan oi tsuite," in Kyusa1 to sono ronr1. Nihon ShUkyashi Kenkyu, 
4, ed. Kasahara Kazuo (Kyoto: Hozakan, 1974), 77-103. 

51Shaba genza [abb. "SBGZ,,] , "Keisei sansha" and "Sansuikyo" 
chap •• in DZZ, 1:223, 267. 

52Nakaseko Shado. Dagen Zenj 1 den kenkyii [abb. "DZD"] (Tokyo: 
Kokusho Kaokokai, 1979). 363-68. 
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monks. Dagen upheld the Japanese Tendai tradition of bodhisattva 

precepts.53 Although Dagen rejected the unrestrained license inherent 

in the antinomianism of the Darumashu. his faith in Zen practice as the 

expression of one's inherent enlightenment is no less indebted to the 

Japanese Tendai doctrine of original enlightenment. 54 His fascination 

with language reveals the influence of the Tendai hermeneutical 

tradition that sought liberation in the written word. 55 

The new Zen school that Dagen established. therefore. combined 

Japanese and Chinese traditions through the crucible of Dagen's own 

personality. Dagen clearly had regarded himself as a faithful 

transmitter of the Chinese Chan tradition. Yet many features of Chinese 

53For detailed citations of the differences in how Eisai and 
Dagen interpreted the precepts, see chapter 7. 

54This issue has been addressed by many scholars, beginning with 
Hazama Jiko, wKamakura jidai ni okeru shinjo sometsuron ni kansuru 
kenkyu," in Nihon Bukkya no tenkai to sana kicho, 2, ChUko Nihon Tendai 
no kenkyu (Tokyo: Sanseida, 1948), 298-318. However, the extent of 
Dagen's indebtedness to Japanese Tendai remains a controversial issue 
among Sot a scholars. In particular, Ragamishima Genryu--who attempts to 
interpret Dagen's thought as a Japanese development of tenets already 
present within early Chinese Chan texts--and Tamura Yoshiro--who 
attempts to study Dagen within the context of developments within 
Japanese Tcnd~i--each h~ve ~riticized the position of the other. See 
(a) Ragamishima, "Dogen Zenji to Tendai hongaku homon," SG, 2 (1960): 
50-57; (b) Tamura, "Dagen to Tendai hongaku shisa," in Kamakura shin 
Bukkya shiso no kenkyu (Ryoto: Heirakuji Shoten, 1965), 548-75, esp. 
569-71 n. 39; and (c) Ragamishima, "Honsha myashu no shisa shiteki 
kenkyu," SG, 7 (1965), rpt. in Dagen, 97-104. Recently, Yamauchi 
Shun'yu has attempted to illuminate this question by examining the 
manner in which metaphysical conceptions from esoteric tantric Buddhism 
gradually permeated exoteric Tendai doctrines in medieval Japan. See 
his Dagen Zenji to Tendai hongaku homon (Tokyo: Daizo Shuppansha, 
1986). 

55The Kanko ruiju (attributed to Chujin, 1065-1138), for 
example, states that neither the Zen masters who practice ignorant 
enlightenment (ansha zenji) nor the master lecturers who recite the 
scripture (jumon hosshi) know that language is not words and letters but 
liberation (fasc. 1. in NBZ, 17:13b). 
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Chan Dagen expressly rejected; others he reinterpreted. In order to 

emphasize Dagen's originality, some Sota scholars use the term "Dagen 

Zen" rather than "Sota Zen" when describing the crucial features of his 

religious teachings. Dagen Zen, however, typically signifies an 

idealized model (i.e .• a religious paradigm to be emulated) stripped of 

all historical and biographical ambiguity.56 Dagen's pure practice, for 

example, usually is interpreted as a rejection of the very types of 

popular cuI tic worship and esoteric powers traditionally associated with 

the concept. even though Dagen's activities included lay worship 

ceremonies which more than once were accompanied by miraculous events, 

such as the materialization of heavenly flowers over the alter 

statuary.57 Regardless of the relative importance to be assigned to 

these miracles in terms of Dagen Zen, their i~portance for Dagen's 

relations with his lay patrons cannot be overestimated. Moreover, they 

help to explain the combination of strict Zen training and cultic 

elements (e.g .• worship of Kokfrza) that appears in the biographies of 

Keizan and of Dagen's disciple Gikai (1219-1309).58 Viewed from this 

56For a critical reappraisal of Dogen Zen, see Carl Bielefeldt, 
"Recarving the Dragon: History and Dogma in the Study of Dagen," in 
Dagen Studies, ed. William R. LaFleur, Studies in East Asian Buddhism. 2 
(Honolulu: U. of Hawaii. 1985). 21-53. Bielefeldt, however. 
exaggerates the degree of importance that Sata tradition has attributed 
to Rujing (1163-1228; i.e •• Dagen's teacher in China). Just the 
opposite more often has been the case. Among Sata-affiliated scholars, 
only Ito Keida and Kagamishima Genryu have stressed the importance of 
Rujing for any attempt to understand Dagen. 

57Dogen. Juroku rakan genzuiki (1249:1:1). in DZZ. 2:399; and 
Eja, Eiheiji sanko ry6zulkl. in DZZ. 2:398. 

58See the biography of Gikai in chapter 3 and the section on 
Keizan's religious personality in chapter 4. In light of the fact that 
Kokuzo first became linked to the zenjl tradition at Hisodera. it is 
perhaps fitting that today the original site of Hisodera is occupied by 
a Soto temple. the Sesonji. 
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perspective. it is not surprising that many medieval Japanese Sata 

practices seem to resemble the tradition of the earlier mountain 

ascetics (zenji) more than the modern image of Dagen Zen. 

Sat a Zen in Medieval Japan 

During the medieval period. the Sat a school rapidly expanded 

from Dagen's single. small monastic community to several extended 

networks of temples spread throughout the rural areas of nearly every 

Japanese province. This rapid growth resulted from the ability of early 

Sata leaders to develop new methods of monastic organization and from 

their skill at serving the religious needs of newly emerging segments of 

rural society. Along with the prestige of their strict. monastic Zen 

disciple. the Sata monks brought to rural areas a level of religious 

expertise that previously had been unavailable. Rural Zen monks. both 

Sata and Rinzai. were able to found new temples merely by assuming 

residence in the small Buddhist chapels maintained in most rural 

villages. 59 At these chapels. they would provide whatever types of 

religious services their lay supporters required. Many Sata monasteries 

originated with new village construction projects. the pacifying of evil 

demons. and the spiritual conversion of local Japanese kami to Zen. 

Sat a monks became adept at providing ne~ symbols of religious authority 

to temple patrons. as well as at providing devotional services. Buddhist 

ordinations, and Zen funeral rituals to broad segments of society. 

59As pointed out by Tamamura Takeji. medieval Japanese Zen 
should be analyzed in terms of urban-rural differences. rather than in 
terms of a Rinzai-Sata dichotomy. See his. "Nihon chuoei Zenrin oi 
okeru Rinzai-Sata ryashu no ida: 'Rinka' no mondai ni tsuitc" [abb. 
"Rinka no mondai"] (1950); rpt. in Nihon Zenshushi ronsLu. 2:981-1040. 
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To secure the survival of their new Sata institutions. Sata 

leaders united networks of temples into pyramidal hierarchies based on 

controlled abbotship succession. In their structure and in their 

patterns of regional growth. these Seta temple networks reflected the 

political alliances of the locally-powerful warriors who provided much 

of the patronage at major monasteries. The abbotship of prestigious 

monasteries and other ecclesiastical honors were sold for financial 

contributions. In order to control both monasteries and monks. Sate 

temple networks were organized into sectarian factions. nominally 

representing different Zen lineages. Zen lineages. however. were not 

necessarily inherited from one's own teacher. but would have to be 

changed whenever a monk moved to a different temple network. Likewise. 

the so-called "founders" of various lineages would automatically be 

credited with having founded the entire sectarian faction. regardless of 

what their actual roles might have been.60 

While incorporating the various features of rural Japanese 

religion into their own Sata practice. Sata monks never abandoned the 

sitting in meditation and koan study that are the hallmarks of 

traditional Zen practice. Yet they created new Japanese techniques of 

Zen practice and Zen worship. The most notable of these was the secret 

initiation into the esoteric meaning of Zen. In this system. monks 

60For these reasons, lineage affiliations often distort as much 
as inform the historical record. The career o~ Keizan Jakin. for 
example. is easily misunderstood when considerl!d (as is usually the 
case) only from the standpoint of his lineage affiliation. while 
ignoring his very important initiatory relationships with other Seta 
patriarchs who are described as founders of rival factions. (The manner 
in which teaching relationships and lineage affiliations [i.e •• dharma 
succession] only partially overlap is illustrated in figure 2. "Lineages 
Within the Early Japanese Sate School.") 
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acquired the authority necessary to become Zen teachers by memorizing 

the secret words and gestures that were to accompany each of their daily 

monastic routines. Monks had to undergo a series of initiations in 

which they were instructed by means of secret formulae recorded on 

individual sheets of paper (kirikami). Instead of producing formal 

goroku (collections of recorded sayings in the Chinese style) as Dagen 

had done, medieval Sata ~eachers developed their own genre of colloquial 

commentaries (shomono) on classic Zen texts. The same techniques 

developed for teaching koan also were applied to native religious 

traditions. Lay people participated in this Zen, net hy abandoning 

their worldly attachments but by being ordained with mysterious "Zen 

precepts" said to embody the essence of the Buddhism brought to China by 

Bodhidharma, the semi-legendary founder of the Chinese Chan school. 

Funeral rites originally intended only for Zen monks were modified into 

ritual confirmations of salvation for lay people. 

In the chapters that follow, we will describe first the 

historical development of the medieval Sata monasteries and lineages. 

Then we will analyze the development of the new streamlined techniques 

of religious training and propagation that helped to popularize medieval 

Sata and to transform its Zen from a religion of solitary enlightenment 

into one of shared salvation for both monks and their lay followers. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DOG EN AND THE FOUNDING OF JAPANESE SOTO 

Dagen is the founder of the Japanese Sata school. There have 

been other Seta Zen lineages in Japan, but all the Sata temples and 

monasteries in Japan today are united only through Dagen's lineage. It 

is this Zen lineage transmitted from China to Japan by Dagen that has 

served to authenticate the legitimacy of the Japanese Sata tradition. 

But it is the personal expression of Chinese Chan found in his writings 

that has served to justify Sata claims to a unique, superior approach to 

Buddhism. This symbolic status as founder has insured Dagen's place as 

the object of much sectarian scholarship. Since the Tokugawa period, 

Sate reformers and counter-reformers have cited selected passages from 

Degen's writings to support or refute each other over a wide variety of 

doctrinal controversies, each side defending their version of Degen Zen 

against the supposed distortions of the other. In more recent times, 

Dagen's genius of expression has won him the attention and admiration of 

increasing numbers of nonsectarian scholars both inside and outside of 

Japan. 1 Yet for all this scholarly attention more questions have been 

raised than answered. nogen was an especially prolific writer who 

composed major works spanning several genres both in Chinese form and in 

ISee William R. LaFleur, 
Studies, 1-20; and Hee-Jin Kim, 
Association for Asian Studies: 
Press, 1975), 1-11. 

"Dagen in the Academy," in Dagen 
Dagen Kigen--Hystical Realist, The 
Monograph 29 (Tucson: U. of Arizona 

28 
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his own unique Japanese idiom. By analyzing the development of this 

corpus it is possible to amass a great many details concerning Dagen's 

activities without fully uncovering the social circumstances within 

which they occurred. 2 Subsequent chapters will discuss specific aspects 

of Dagen's teachings and their relationship (or lack thereof) to the 

development of medieval Seta Zen. 3 Below we will focus on Dagen's 

activities as the leader of his new Japanese Zen community. 

While many details of Dagen's early life remain unclear, its 

basic outline already has been described in western sources.4 Despite 

his aristocratic birth (Dagen described his father as an asho or 

counselor of state). he seems to have lacked the familial standing 

necessary for a successful government career. Dagen probably had been 

an illegitimate child. and his mother is said to have died when he was 

only seven years old. 5 Sometiae after his mother's death Dagen became a 

monk on Mt. Hiei. one of the main centers of the Tendai Buddhist 

2The most reliable. comprehensive study of the disputed facts of 
Dagen's life yet published is Nakaseko. DZD. For an analysis of recent 
attempts to relate the development of Dagen's teachings to his social 
and political circumstances. see Bielefeldt. "Recarving the Dragon." 

3These discussions include Dagen's attitude toward the secular 
political order (chaps. 2. section on Giin. and 3) and toward Eisai and 
ritual prayers (chap. 2. section on Gikai). as well as his teachings on 
koan practice (chap. 6) and on the Buddhist precepts and Zen monastic 
regUlations (chap. 7). 

4Por a particularly detailed treatment of the traditional 
interpretation of Dagen's biography, see James Kodera, Dagen's Formative 
Years in China: An Historical Study and Annotated Translation or the 
"Hokyoki,n (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980). 

5Por Dagen's references to his father. see Koraku, sees. 5, 7, 
lees. 363, 524, in DZZ, 2:87, 139. Regarding the interpretation of 
these references and Dagen's social position, see Nakaseko. DZD. 49-75. 
Nakaseko's research identifies Dagen's father as Minamoto Michitomo 
(d.1227) and his mother as an unidentifiable secondary consort (mekake). 
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establishment. On Mt. Hiei, as well, Dagen discovered that political 

connections and social prominence were essential for advancement. 

Disillusioned, he became one of the many lower-level monks of the time 

who forsook the worldly Tendai establishment to pursue a purer vision of 

tuddhism. Dagen first searched unsuccessfully for a new teacher on Mt. 

Hiei, then in 1217 he entered Kenninji. 6 At that time Kenninji lacked 

any social prestige as a Zen monastery.7 Officially it was a Tendai 

temple (affiliated to Mt. Hiei) with special halls for Tendai rituals 

but none for Zen meditation. 8 There Dagen became the disciple of Myozen 

(1184-1225), one of the monks who had succeeded to Eisai's lineage. 

In 1223 Dogen and Myazen journeyed to China together to study 

Chan firsthand at Jingdesi (Jpn. Keitokuji), the monastery where Eisai 

had acquired his Chan lineage. In his later writings Dogen often 

idealized China, but when he first arrived he seems to have experienced 

difficulty accepting a Chinese teacher. After two years in China--

shortly before Myazen's death during the fifth month of 1225--Dogen met 

Rujing (Jpn. Nyoja; 1163-1228), a Chan master of the Caodong (Jpn. Sota) 

6Dogen described these events to his disciple Ejo. See Shobo 
genzo zulmonki [abbe "Zulmonkl n

] (copied 1380, recopied 1644), Choenji 
(Ai chi Pref.) Ms., 5, in Shabo genzo. Shobo genzo zulmonkl, Nihon Koten 
Bungaku Taikei, 81, ed. Nishio Minoru et ale [abbe "Koten bungaku-81"] 
(Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1965), 400-1; alt. in DZZ, 2:471-72; and 
Kagamishima Genryu, "Eisai-Dogen saken mondai," 49-54. On these 
biographical details the Chaenji Ms. contains crucial gramatical 
differences from the standard edition that was edited by Menzan during 
the Tokugawa period. 

7punaoka, Zen no seiritsu, 195. 

~suji Zennosuke, Nihon Bukkyoshl, 3, Chuseihen 2 (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1949), 74. 
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lineage. 9 Rujing had been appointed abbot at the Jincisi (Jpn. Jojiji 

or Jinzuji) twice before assuming the abbotship at Jingdesi in late 

1224. 10 This was quite an accomplishment. Rujing was one of the few 

Chan masters from outside of the dominant Linji-Dahui lineage who had 

attained the abbotship of such prestigious Kushan (Five Mountain Ranked) 

monasteries. 11 Dagen became Rujing's disciple and soon was allowed to 

visit informally in the abbot's building for personal instruction.12 

Two years later in the autumn of 1227 Dagen returned to Japan with 

Rujing's lineage and ashes from Myozen's cremation. 13 For Dogen, Rujing 

always would be "the old Buddha" but he never forgot Myozen. His 

writings refer to both Myozen and Rujing (but no one else) by the title 

senshi (former teacher).14 

Dagen seems to have cautiously avoided proclaiming his Zen 

immediately after returning to Japan. In 1227 he freely referred to 

himself as a monk who "transmits the [Buddhist] Law from Song [China]" 

9Kagamishima Genryu, "Dagen Zenji no zaisochu no gyojitsu," in 
Dagen Zenji to sono shuhen, Gakujutsu Sosho: Zen Bukkyo, ed. Furuta 
Shokin et al. (Tokyo: Daito Shuppansha, 1985), 312-15. 

1~agamishima Genryu, Tendo Nyoja Zenj1 no kenkyu (Tokyo: 
Shunjusha, 1983), 81-88. Both Jincisi and Jingdesi are located in 
modern Zhejiang Province, near the cities of Hangzhou and Ningbo 
respectively. 

lIThe monopolization of appointments to state-sponsored temples 
by members of the Dahui (Jpn. Daie) line of Linji (Jpn. Rinzai) Chan is 
discussed by Tamamura Takeji, Gozan bungaku: Tairiku bunka shokaisha to 
shite no gozan Zensa no katsudo, Nlhon Rekishl Shlnsho (1966; rpt., 
Tokyo: Shibundo, 1985), 38-39. 

12Dogen, Hokyaki, copied 1253:12:10 by Ejo, Zenkyuin (Aichi 
Pref.) Ms., in DZZ, 2:371. 

13Dogen, Shari sodenki (1227:10:5), in DZZ, 2:395-96. 

14Nakaseko, DZD, 140, 157-58 nn. 1-2. 
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(nisso denba).15 Yet there is no evidence to suggest that Dagen 

forthwith sought independence from Kenninji, actively transmitted any 

teachings, or publicly preached what he had learned. Reportedly, Dagen 

had composed one version of his meditation Ranual (Fukan zazengi) 

immediately after returning to Japan. But that early version has not 

survived, and its contents or audience cannot be known with certainty.16 

In 1194 the imperial court had prohibited NOnin and Eisai from teaching 

Zen after the Tendal establishment had expressed its opposition.17 

Perhaps Dagen also felt constrained by this prohibition. Certainly, the 

intervening years had not lessened the anti-Zen hostility of the Tendai 

prelates. Any attempt to establish sectarian independence would have 

met with stiff opposition. In any case, Dagen Quietly resided at 

Kenninji for three years without reforming the faulty monastic practices 

he reportedly found there. 18 Then he moved outside of the capital to a 

small hermitage located at Pukakusa. This is where Dagen would 

establish Koshoji, the first full-fledged Zen monastery in Japan. This 

monastery was not founded officially until 1236 but his community of 

followers began to form much earlier. 

15Shari sadenki, in DZZ, 2:396. 

16Carl Bielefeldt, Dagen's Manuals of Zen Meditation (Berkeley: 
U. of Calif. Press, 1988), 15-22. 

17 Hyakurensha, fasc. 10, entry for 1194:7:5, in Shintei zaho 
Kokushi taikei (Tokyo: Koshikawa Kabunkan, 1929). 11:125. 

18Dogen, Tenzo kyokun (1237), in DZZ, 2:300. 
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The Koshoji Community 

Dagen established his residence at Fukakusa within a Kannon 

chapel (the Kannon Doriin) on the grounds of a small temple known as the 

Gokurakuji. We do not know who initially sponsored Dagen or supported 

his temple. In this case historical records of temple sponsorship are 

not reliable because "Gokurakuji" was a common name used by many small 

temples. 19 Dagen's move to Fukakusa, however, must nave resulted from 

the encouragement of his first lay patrons and novice followers. His 

extant literary works from this period give some indication of his 

activities. During the summer of 1231 he composed two works: a short 

exhortation for the nun Ryonen and a Japanese-language essay titled 

Bendowa (A Talk on Pursuing the Way).20 This essay consists of a series 

of questions and answers that explain the principles of Zen in simple, 

direct language. Addressed to the doubts of new students, Bendawa 

asserts that Zen refers not to a type of meditation but to the 

actualization of the perfect enlightenment enjoyed by all Buddhas. It 

is the only true form of Buddhism (shabo), a form of practice handed 

down directly from the Buddha that is accessible to all: men, women, 

government ministers, and commoners. 

By the summer of 1232 enough students had committed themselves 

to Dogen that he was able to conduct the traditional ninety-day Zen 

training session (anga). During this period he produced a revised 

19Nakaseko, DZD, 281-89. 

20J1 Ryonen n1 haga (1231:7) in Dagen zenj1 sh1nsek1 kanke1 
sh1ryoshii [abb. "Sh1ryashii"] , E1hei shabo genzo shiisho taise1 [abb. 
"SBGZST"] (Tokyo: Taishukan Shoten, 1980), 26:215-20; and BendowB 
(1231:8:15), in DZZ, 1:729-46, alt. 1:747-63. 
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meditation manual and wrote two more Japanese-language essays, one of 

which was presented to a layman from northern Kyushu. 21 Clearly Dagen 

was beginning to make a name for himself. Moreover, he must have 

acquired serious students because these new essays contain some of his 

most obtuse and profound prose. 22 Dagen's most important disciple was 

Ejo, the monk responsible for collecting and preserving his writings. 

Indeed Eja's prominent role in Dagen's literary efforts led Sata 

scholars in the Tokugawa period to assume that he edited and revised 

Dagen's works. While most scholars now take the opposite view and 

regard Eja as a faithful copyist, his close relationship with Dagen 

warrants our careful attention. 23 

Eja first joined Dagen's community during the winter of 1234, 

but their first meeting had occurred several years earlier while Dagen 

was at Kenninji. At that time Eja already had aastered the Zen of the 

Darumashu. He sought out Dagen to compare their respective insights but 

soon left after discovering major differences. 24 We do not know where 

Eja went afterwards or what brought him back to Dagen's side. Upon 

arriving at Fukakusa, Eja soon began to write down in colloquial 

21See SBGZ chaps. "Genja kaan." "Maka hannya haramitsu," and 
Fukan zazengi (1233:7:15). in DZZ, 1:10, 13, 2:5. 

22SBGZ, "Genja koan" is particularly esteemed as a concise 
presentation of the essence of Dagen Zen. 

23Furuta Shakin is one of the few recent scholars to argue that 
Eja played a more active literary role. See his Shabo genzo no kenkyu 
(1972), rpt. in Furuta Shokin Choshakushu (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1981), 
4:20-23; and the response by Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shabo genzo' no 
seiritsuteki kenkyu ni tsuite: Furuta Shokinshi cho 'Shobo genza no 
kenkyu' ni chinande" (1973), rpt. in Dagen Zenji to sono shuhen, 234-45. 

24Keizan, Denkoroku, Patriarch 52, 112. 
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Japanese Dagen's conversations. His journal. known as the Zui.onki. is 

our primary record of Dagen's teachings at Fukakusa and today is often 

regarded as an easily understood introduction to Dagen Zen. Yet while 

the words are Dagen's, the selection of topics reflects Ejo's own 

interests as a Darumashu monk. For example, it contains numerous 

passages concerning the Buddhist precepts because of conflicts between 

the Darumashu and Dagen over their role in Zen practice.25 By 1238 Ejo 

had stopped adding new material to his journal. At this point he 

already had become Dagen's number-one disciple, in charge of supervising 

the other monks at Fukakusa. For the four-year period during which Eja 

recorded his own journal, there are no extant Japanese-language essays 

by Dagen. From 1238 on, however, Dogen began to prod'lr.e increasing 

numbers of essays.26 He would present them as lectures, revise them, 

and order them into chapters for his Shabo genzo. Beginning in 1241 Eja 

wrote out the final, corrected copies for the vast majority of these 

chapters. Even after Dagen's death Eja devoted all his literary efforts 

to recopying Dagen's various writings, never producing any writings of 

his own. 27 

25Ishikawa Rikizan. "'Shoba genzo zuimonki' to Nihon Darumashu." 
SG. 24 (1982). 37-45; and "Ejo Zenji no denki to gyaseki." in 
Eiheijishi. ed. Sakurai Shuyu (Fukui Pref.: Dai Honzan Eiheiji. 1982). 
1:175-82. 

26See Appendix 1. "Chronology of Dagen's writings." 

27The Ko.yozo zan.ai (a medieval-period commentary on one Shabo 
genza chapter) was incorrectly attributed to Eja by Menzan. See 
Ishikawa Rikizan. "Eja Zenji no denki," 194-95. 
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In 1235 Dagen composed a Chinese-language preface for ana:~er 

text that he also titled Shabo genzo. 28 This other work is an anthology 

of 301 Zen encounter dialogues (i.e •• koan) primarily selected from the 

Zongmen tongyaoji (Jpn. Shumon toyoshu; 1133). a Zen hlstory.29 The 

origin and purpose of Degen's koan anthology is obscure. We know that 

Dogen used this Chinese-laqguage Shobo genzo as a source for a few of 

the quotations that appear in his other writings. Usually. however. 

Dagen selected his Chinese quotations from other sources--even when 

commenting on an incident or dialogue that is included among these 301 

koan. In fact. Dagen rarely quoted the Zongmen tongyaoji at all in his 

other works.30 This discrepancy over source citations suggests that 

Dogen exercised less control over the composition of the Chinese-

language Shabo genzo than his other works. Recently Yanagida Seizan 

suggested that this koan collection originated among the Darumashu and 

28The prefix "shinji" usually is appended to distinquish this 
Shabo genzQ from Degen's Japanese-language work with the same title. 
The authenticity of the Chinese-language preface has been established 
only recently. See Kawamura Kodo, "Shinji 'Shobe genzo' no kenkyu: 
'Shabo genza seiritsushi no kenkyu' no ikkan." pt. 1. Kamazawa daigaku 
Bukkyo gakubu kenkyu kiyo [abb. "KBK"] , 31 (1973): 135-59, pt. 2, ibid .• 
32 (1974): 95-138, pt. 3. ibid., 33 (1975): 41-96, nnd pt. 4, ibid •• 34 
(1976): 64-98. 

29Ishii Shuda, "'Shumon teyoshu' to shinji 'Shabo genzo': 
Shinji 'Sheba genzo' no shutten no zenmenteki hosei." SG. 27 (1985): 58-
65. 

30The Chan history quoted most often by Dagen is the Jingde 
chuandenglu (Jpn. Keitoku dentoroku; 1004), except for this Chinese
language SBGZ within which the Chuandenglu is quoted only 42 times while 
the Tongyaoji is quoted 129 times. In Dagen's verse commentary on 
ninety koan (his Eihei juko) the respective ratio is reversed, 27 to 13. 
and in his Japanese-language SBGZ the respective ratio is 64 to 3. For 
these figures, see Ishii, ibid.; and Kagamishima Genryu. "Dagen Zenji no 
in'yo toshi-goroku ni tsuite (shozen): Shinji 'Shabo genzo' wo shiten 
to shite," KBK, 45 (1987): 1. 
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was presented to Dogen by Ejo at Fukakusa. In his view Dagen's 

Japanese-language Shobo genzomight well have developed (at least 

partially) in response to this gift from Ejo.31 Another possibility has 

been raised by Kagamishima Genryu. namely. that the Zongmen tongyaoji 

could have been brought to Dogen directly from China by his disciple 

Jakuen (Ch. Jiyuani 1207-1299) who would have been unable to read 

Dagen's Japanese-language essays. Dagen might have selected the 301 

koan expressly for Jakuen. 32 Kagamishima's theory would explain why the 

medieval period saw the Chinese-language Shobo genzostudied primarily 

among Jakuen's disciples. 33 We will return to this issue later. 34 

Dogen's Zen community at Fukakusa managed its own affairs 

without any sectarian affiliation to the Buddhist establishment. Unlike 

Kenninji, the Fukakusa monks were unhampered by any requirements to 

conform to monastic norms imposed by Japanese tradition. But the price 

of this freedom was the loss of the financial security and protection 

that Kenninji enjoyed. Monks who joined Dogen's community in effect cut 

themselves off from the traditional avenues to ecclesiastical fame and 

leadership. Dagen's teachings appealed especially to the lower class of 

monks who lacked the luxury of devoting all their time to scholastic 

311shikawa Rikizan. "Ejo Zenji no denki." 202 n.10. citing 
Yanagida, "Tabu e no chosen, 17--'Shobo genzo' wa naze kana de kakareta 
ka." and "18--'Shobo genzo' wo do torare. rikai suru ka." Ch~ai nippo. 
22684 (1981:1:7). and 22685 (1981:1:10). 

32Kagamishima Genryu. "Dagen Zenji no in'yo (shozen)." 1-17. 

331shii Shudo. "'Giun osho goroku' no in'yo tenseki ni tsuite: 
Enbun ninenhon to Shinji 'Shobo genzo' to no kankei wo chushin ni to 
shite." in Giun Zenji kenkyu. ed. Kumagai Chuko (Fukui Pref.: Sosan 
Sanshokai. 1984). 78-90. 

34See chapter 3 (Jakuen section) below. 
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study.35 In the Zu1mank1. Dagen repeatedly exhorts his disciples to 

take pride in their poverty and to abandon worldly measures of success. 

Although they might lack status by Japanese standards. he told them. 

among the ranks of Chinese monks even the son of a prime minister wears 

tattered robes. 36 In his Tenzo kyokun (Instructions for the Monastic 

Cook; 1237) Dagen stressed that menial labor can be performed as Zen 

training and criticized the monks at Kenninji for relying upon 

servants. 37 These sermons gave Degen's impoverished followers religious 

justification and moral superiority over the rival Tendai temples. 

Degen's initial lack of financial means did not prevent his 

community from requiring additional buildings. Without wealthy patrons. 

however, he was forced to solicit donations at large. In 1235 he began 

one collection campaign for the construction of a proper. Chinese-style 

monks' hall (sodO).38 This endeavor proved very successful. Within 

less than a year. on the day of the full moon during the tenth lunar 

month of 1236. Degen formally opened the new monks' hall and changed the 

name of his monastery to Koshoji. 39 The new monks' hall established 

35Punaoka. Zenshu no seiritsu. 195-201. 

36sec • 6. in Koten bungaku-81. 412-14; alt. in DZZ. 2:480. Por 
other passages in the Zu1mank1 glorifying poverty, see Koten bungaku-81. 
318-21. 346-47. 361-63. 383-84. 390-92. 398-99, 416-17. 434: alt. DZZ. 
2:420-21, 436-37, 446-47. 460-61. 465-66. 470-71, 482. 492-93. 

37 DZZ. 2:298-99. 300-1. 

38Ejo. Zu1mank1. 3. in Katen bungaku-81. 362; alt. in DZZ. 
2:4447; and Dagen. Uj1 Kannan Dor11n soda kanj1nsha (1235:12). in 
Kenzei. E1he1 ka1san gagyojo [abb. "Kenze1k1 nl. copied 1552. recopied 
1589 by Zuicho, in Shahan ta1ko E1he1 ka1san D~en Zenj1 gyojo Kenzeik1 
[abb. "Shahan Kenzeiki nl. ed. Kawamura Kado (Tokyc: Taishukan Shoten. 
1975). 38-40. Unless noted otherwise all subsequent citations of the 
Kenze1k1 are to this Zuicho copy. 

39Koraku, sec. 1. in DZZ. 2:7. 
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Kashaji as the first Chinese-style. sectarian Zen monastery in Japan. 

This novel institution attracted considerable attention and reverence. 

The people of the capital had never before seen anything like the monks' 

hall with its wide platforms full of ascetics sitting in rapt 

meditation. neither moving nor chanting. 40 The new monastery soon 

acquired wealthy patrons from the capital. The aristocratic nun Shogaku 

donated a lecture hall (hattO) for which the tonsured Guzeiin (a.k.a. 

Fujiwara Noriei) supplied the elevated lectern (hoza).41 Earlier 

scholars assumed that these two benefactors were distant relatives of 

Dagen. but it is doubtful if either had known Dogen prior to the 

founding of the monks' hall at Kashoji. 42 Rather they were probably 

among the religious nobles who visited KOshoji to ascertain Dagen's 

approach to Buddhism. From Ejo's Zulmonkl we know of the presence of 

pious laymen who questioned Dagen or who participated in the fortnightly 

precept recitation ceremonies.43 

Dagen's activities during the next few years are undocumented 

until the spring of 1241. That is when the Darumashu monk Ekan and his 

disciples came to Koshoji. 44 Previously the Darumashu had managed only 

40Muju Dogyo. MJiritsu zazen no koto." 

41Genso koun Tettsu san dalson gyojokl [abb. "Dalson gyojokln). 
in Sotoshu zensho [abb. "SZ1. (1929-1935; rev. edn .• Tokyo: Sotoshu 
ShUmucho. 1970-1975). 16. Shlden. 1:13b. 

42Contrast Okubo Doshu. Shutel zoho Dagen Zenjlden no kenkyu 
[abb. "DZDKKnl. (1953; rev. and enl. edn., Tokyo: Chikama Shobo. 1966), 
201-3. 208-11; and Nakaseko. DZZ. 288-92. 294-95. 

43See • for example. sees. 1-2. in Koten bungaku-81. 322-23. 350; 
alt. in DZZ. 2:422. 439. 

44Dalson gyajokl. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:16b. 
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a precarious existence. Ekan and his followers had taken refuge at 

Hajakuji (a.k.a. Namltsukidera) In rural Echlzen after fleeing from the 

Tendai temple Myorakuji (at Tonomine In Yamato) in 1228. At that time 

Myorakuji had been destroyed by monastic warriors associated with the 

Kofukuji in Nara. While the Darumashu had not been the direct object of 

the Kofukuji attack, as outsiders they were especially venerable. 

Probably the main Darumashu scattered in several smaller groups.45 It 

is not clear why Ekan's group later abandoned their refuge at Hajakuji 

to join Dogen. Certainly Ejo must have encouraged them. Also in 

Echizen they probably still worried over their lack of independent 

institutional status because Hajakuji technically remained a Tendai 

temple, obligated to the central Tenda! establishment.46 The name of 

only one of Ekan's followers (Gikai) is known with certainty, but the 

names of the other Darumashu-affiliated monks can be guessed at with 

reasonable accuracy. This is because the Darumashu followed the Chinese 

Buddhist practice of assigning the same syllables to the tonsure names 

of all members within the same gen~ration (see figure 1).47 As will be 

seen below, monks named with the Darumashu transmission-syllable "gin 

would come to dominate Sata affairs immediately following Dagen's death. 

45Takeuchi Michio, Ejo Zenjiden, 90-93. 

46It is doubtful whether the Darumashu members had ever 
dominated Hajakuji affairs, as indicated by their abandonment of the 
temple to join Dogen at Koshoji and by the fact that Hajakuji remained a 
major center for Tendai devotional worship throughout the medieval 
period. See Nakaseko, DZD. 346-49; and Ishikawa Rikizan. "Echizen 
Hajakuji no yukue." SG. 28 (1986), 107-13. 

'7Regarding the naming conventions used by Zen monks, see 
Tamamura Takeji. "Zensa shogo ko" (1941); rpt. in Nihon Zenshushi 
ronshu, 1:21-94. 
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FIGURE 1 

'eHE DARUMASHO LINEAGE 

2 
("kan") 

3 
"e" 

4 
"gin 

5 
"sh6/jo" 

Kalman Ejo -- Giun 

Renchii Eki Giin -- Sh6yii 

Sh6ben Ekan Gikai -- Jokin 
(Keizan) 

Mukyii Esh6 Gien 

Jokan Egi Gijun 

Kanjin Cison 

Kansh6 Giun 

The arrival of the Darumashii coincides with one of the most 

active yet puzzling periods of Dogen's career. In 1241 Ejo began his 

life-long devotion to copying Dogen's Shabo genzo. Dogen's output of 

essays for- the Shabo genzo also increased dramatically. He had composed 

just seven essays during 1240. The following year saw ten new essays, 

with sixteen during the year after that, and twenty-three essays written 

during 1243 (see appendix 1). These Japanese-language essays take the 

form of technical expositions of passages selected from Chinese Chan 

literature. Often violating the rules of Chinese grammar, Dogen 

eloquently dissects these passages to extract hidden layers of meanings. 

Dogen quite possibly increased his production of these essays as part of 

his efforts to convert (or reeducate) Ekan and the other Darumashil 

monks. 
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During this same period, Dagen also met with powerful patrons 

in the capital. He gained an audience at the Konoe mansion during the 

fourth lunar month of 1242 during which he boasted of his having 

\ntroduced true Buddhism (i.e., sectarian Zen) to Japan.48 The head of 

the Konoe family, Iezane (1179-1243), and his son Kanetsune (1210-1259) 

were two of the most powerful men in the court. Kanetsune had just 

stepped down from his position as imperial regent (kanpaku). Later that 

same year, Dagen lectured on one of his Shabo genza chapters at the 

residence of Hatano Yoshishige (d.1258).49 Hatono was a politically 

powerful, battle-scarred, one-eyed warrior who represented the Kamakura 

Shogunate in Kyoto as a member of the supervisory council at Rokuhara. 

No records mention when they first met, but probably it occurred when 

Dagen still resided at Kenninji. Hatano would have heard of Dagen's 

return to Kenninji because his Kyoto residence was near the temple. By 

1242 he had become Dagen's strongest patron. In all likelihood it was 

Hatano who arranged Dagen's introduction to the Konoe. This connection 

is suggested by the fact that the Hatano family served as the warrior 

land stewards (jit~ overseeing the Konoe estates.50 In the fourth 

month of 1243 Dogen again lectured in the capital, this time at a small 

Tendai temple, the Rokuharamitsuji, located next to Kenninji. 51 In 

terms of political support, this sermon delivered so close to the rival 

Kenninji must have been the high point of Dagen's career. 

48Kenzeiki, in Shahan Kenzeiki, 42. 

49SBGZ, "Zenki" chap., in DZZ, 1:205. 

50Nakaseko, DZD, 277-78. 

51SBGZ, "Ko Busshin" chap •• in DZZ. 1:81. 
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The Move To Echizen 

Three months later Dogen abandoned Koshoji to lead his 

disciples into the mountains of rural Echizen. Nowhere in his writings 

does Dagen suggest what reasons might have led to this drastic change in 

venue. This move was not an endeavor undertaken lightly. Their journey 

probably required five days of hard travel. From Fukakusa they would 

have proceeded southeast around the tip of Lake Biwa and then journeyed 

almost due north through the great barrier at Arachi. From there they 

would have continued up the nineteen-hundred foot climb across the Tree 

Sprout Pass (Kinome Toge) into Echizen. 52 The last document confirming 

their presence at Koshoji is Ejo's colophon to his copy of one Shabo 

genza essay which is dated one day before the end of the summer training 

period, the fourteenth day of the seventh lunar month of 1243. The next 

extant colophon states that Dagen lectured on another Shabo genza essay 

just sixteen days later (the first of the following intercalated month) 

while residing at Mt. Zenjih5 in Echizen. Neither text mentions any 

relocation. 53 

Religious and political hostility might have contributed to 

Dagen's decision to leave. One fourteenth-century collection of Tendai 

texts includes an entry stating that Dogen had been forced out of 

Fukakusa by persecution. 54 According to this account, when Gosaga was 

52See Kuriyama Taion, Sajijishi (1938; rpt., Yokohama: Sotashu 
Dai Honzan Sajiji, 1980), 57. 

53See SBGZ chaps. "Tsuki" and "Sankai yuishin," in DZZ, 1:209, 
357. 

54Koso, "Zenshu kyoke ida no koto," in Keiran juyoshu (1311-
1348), fasc. 2, in T., 76:539c-40a. 
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the cloistered emperor (1246-1272) Dagen was charged with preaching his 

own Buddhism at Gokurakuji and with slandering the scholar monks who 

practice Tendai. To defend himself Dagen presented the throne with a 

tract titled Gokoku shabogi (Principles of True Buddhism for Protecting 

the State). The established prelates, however, rejected Dagen's ideas 

as the self-centered approach of an engaku (Skt. pratyekabuddha; i.e., 

one who attains solitary enlightenment). The monks at Gokurakuji were 

beaten and Dagen chased away. 

This account accurately reveals the attitude of the Tendai 

establishment toward Dagen. Yet its details lack credibility. Perhaps 

the discrepancies in dates resulted from simple miscalculation. Dagen 

left Fukakusa three years before Gosaga retired, while Gosaga still 

reigned as emperor (1242-1246). Its reference to the Gokoku shobagi, 

however, presents greater difficulties. No such text presently exits. 

Moreover, neither Dagen's writings nor any other Sata-related sources 

mention this title. Other tracts with similar titles (gokoku or shabO-

something) also have been attributed incorrectly to several monks of 

this period. 55 Likewise, collaborating references to any attack on 

Fukakusa cannot be found. We cannot explain why Dagen's writings and 

the records of his disciples would omit even oblique mention of 

persecution or attacks if they actually had occurred. Instead we know 

that Dagen's disciples at Koshaji were able to conduct the ninety-day 

summer training period right up until the time they left. The steady 

pace of Dagen's writing during 1243 also suggests that advance 

55Imaeda Aishill, "'Kazen gokokuron, , 'Nippon Buppo chUko 
ganron, , 'Kozenki' ko," Shlgaku zasshi, 94:8 (1985), 41-53; and 
"'Shaboron' to 'Zoku shoboron,'" Nihon rekishi, 419 (April 1983): 78-79. 
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preparations for the move must have smoothed the transition to Echizen. 

It is doubtful therefore whether Degen was physically chased away when 

he left Fukakusa. 

Religious hostility within the capital toward Dagen's version 

of Zen can be confirmed by examining the early history of TOfukuji. 

This monastery was commissioned in 1236 by Kujo Michiie (1193-1252). the 

powerful government minister--and political rival of Konoe lezane.56 

The site for Tofukuji lay to the south-east of the capital. almost 

exactly halfway between Koshoji and Kenninji. Tofukuji. like Keshoji. 

was built with a monks' hall for Zen ~editation. When the monastery was 

completed in 1243 Michiie selected Enni Ben'en (1202-1280) to serve as 

the founding abbot. Enni. like Dagen, had studied Chan for several 

years in China. From these facts one might easily assume that Michiie 

appeared ready to champion Zen in the capital, but such was not the 

case. Michiie also had strong ties to the Buddhist establishment. 

Tofukuji was established, like Kenninji, as a Tendai temple with special 

halls for the performance of esoteric rituals. Michiie justified 

Tofukuji's Tendai status in a document written a few years later. In 

listing his expectations for Tofukuji. Michiie cited the same texts 

previously quoted by Eisai to equate both Zen and Shingon with Japanese 

Tendai. Then Michiie added an echo of Eisai's denunciation of the 

Darumashu: 

Recently those claiming to penetrate the principle have become known 
throughout the realm by teaching freedom to do evil (aku muge). All 
the [Buddhist] sects have been shocked and harmed. It must not be 

56Regarding the rivalry between Michiie and Iezane, see 
Nakaseko. DZD, 289-93. 
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[allowed]. They are like worms inside the lion eating the lion. 
Establishing their own sect harms their own sect. 57 

Michiie's complaint does not mention the Daruaashu directly. 

Charges of antinoaianism. however. constantly haunted the Darumashu ever 

since their teachings were first banned by the court in 1194. Half a 

century later the same charges were as potent as ever. In Michiie's 

remarks. moreover. it is possible to detect a hostility that would have 

applied to Dagen as well. Clearly. any Buddhist groups outside of the 

control of the established sects were regarded as heretical outcasts. 

Claims for an independent. sectarian Zen would not be tolerated in the 

capital. Furthermore. the only Darumashu members still active near the 

capital were with Dogen at Koshojl. As the religious conditions at 

Tofukuji became clear. Dagen must have realized that his future 

independence could not be insured at Fukakusa. 

Historians have focused on the external social cir~t1~F.~ances 

that forced Dogen to flee Fukakusa. but perhaps he also pursued his own 

objectives. This possibility is suggested by Dogen's own statements. 

As early as 1231 in his Bendow8 Dagen exhorted his Zen followers to live 

in the mountains among the crags and white rocks.58 In 1240 Dogen again 

praised mountains as the natural abode of all sages. 59 Personal 

connections also would have led Dogen to Echizen. Ekan and his 

followers were seasoned veterans of the rural mountain temples. They 

57"Kamyo haji nyudo zen kanpaku Michiieka shobunjo" (1250). rpt. 
in Tsuji. Nlhon Bukkyoshl. 3. Chuselhen 2. 110-15. 

58DZZ, 1:745. alt. 1:762. 

59SBGZ. "Sansuikyo" chap .• in DZZ. 1:265. 
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possessed valuable first-hand knowledge of the area that would have 

assisted the Koshoji community adapt to local conditions. Disciples 

such as Ekan, however, could not have directed Dagen to Echizen on their 

own. 60 Instead. Dagen's principal patrons provided the main incentives. 

Hatano Yoshishige. t:le warrior official in Kyoto, wanted Dogen to move 

to Echizen. 61 Hatano's family domain lay in Echizen where Yoshishige 

supervised numerous estates. He offered Dagen land, economic support 

and, most importantly, long-term stability and protection. Within a 

month oi Dagen's arrival. Yoshishige himself supervised the clearing of 

land inside his Shihi estate for Dogen's new monastery.62 Yoshishige's 

cousin Kakunen (a.k.a. Fujiwara Yoshiyasu; d.1286) also supported 

Dagen's move to Echizen. Kakunen, like Yoshishige, was a warrior 

official residing in Kyoto. Although Kakunen's family was based in Ise. 

he also seems to have controlled estates in Echizen. In 1244 When 

Yoshishige built a lecture hall for Dagen, Kakunen supplied a monks' 

hall. 63 

Never one for understatement. Dogen called his new monastery 

Daibutsuji. the NGreat Buddhist Temple."64 At first it was anything but 

60See Nakaseko. DZD. 345-49. 

61Daison gyojoki. in SZ, 16. Shiden, 1:13b. 

62Kenzeiki, in Shohan Kenzeiki. 46 (entry for 1243:int.7:17); 
and Nakaseko. DZD. 349-56. The guarantor (hanke) of Shihi was known as 
the Saishokoin. Various theories regarding the identity of the 
Saishokoin have been advanced. but none of them stand up to scrutiny 
(Nakaseko. 337-45). 

63 Kenzeiki. in Shahan Kenzeiki. 46. 50. 53 (entries for 
1243:int.7:17. 1244:7:18. 1244:11:3); and Nakaseko. DZD. 356-62. 

64Koroku. sec. 2. in DZZ. 2:30. The date of the founding of 
Daibutsuji is 1244:7:18. 
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great. Initial construction proceeded slowly. In" 1245 when Dagen 

conducted his first summer training session in Echizen, Daibutsuji 

comprised a couple of buildings and only a few monks. Dogen encouraged 

his disciples by stating that the greatness of a monastery is determined 

by the strong resolve of its monks, n~t their number. 65 Probably many 

Koshoji monks of lesser resolve had elected not to follow him into the 

wilderness. 66 Later that same year Dagen again urged the monks to 

endure the lack of facilities and difficult living conditions at the 

monastery.67 Yet Dogen had great pride in his monastery and in its 

future potential. In 1246 he changed its name to Eiheiji, apparently a 

reference to the Eihei era (Ch. Yongping; 58-75) when Buddhism was 

introduced to China. 68 In his lecture on this occasion. Dogen cited tha 

legendary first words of the newborn Buddha: "Above Heaven and below 

heaven. I alone am to be revered." Then by way of explanation. he 

added: "Above heaven and below heaven. this spot is 'Eihei.'"69 In 

other words. the enlightened practice for which the Buddha is revered 

can be found only at Eiheiji. 

Dagen's move to Echizen marked the beginning of his total 

economic dependence on the warrior class. Dagen had lived all his 

65 Karoku. sec. 2. lec. 128. in DZZ. ~:30. Regarding the dates 
of Dagen's lectures, see Ito ShUken, "'Eihei karoku' setsuji nendai ka," 
KOlll8Z8fii8 daigaku Bukkya gakubu ronshii [abb. "KBRS,,]. 11 (1980): 171-97. 

66See below (reference to Gijun) and Kenzelkl. in Shahon 
Kenzeikl. 52. 

67Karoku. sec. 2. lec. 139, in DZZ. 2:35. 

68The earliest example of this explanation for the name 
"Eiheiji" probably is Giun, Echlzen Eiheiji shamel (1327:8:24). in SZ. 
15. Klnsekl burul. 535. 

69 Karoku. sec. 2. lec. 177. in DZZ. 2:46. 
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monastic life (except while in China) in a social milieu dominated by 

the aristocracy of the capital. Koshoji began as a refuge from the 

control of the aristocratic clerics, but ultimately it too depended on 

the patro~age (and tolerance) of the Kyoto nobles for survival. By 

moving to Echizen, Dagen cast his lot with the lower-level, rural 

warrior class. Yoshishlge, Kakunen, and the other warriors in Echizen 

were not wealthy by Kyoto standards. Nonetheless, they possessed the 

means to provide Dagen with a Zen monastery far surpassing what could be 

built at Fukakusa. Some have suggested that Dagen's move to Echizen was 

self defeating: it cut off all hope of patronage by either the court or 

the shogunate. In return, however, Degen gained security and religious 

freedom. Yet Dagen's rural patrons were not without their demands. The 

onus of Dagen's dependence on Yoshishige is demonstrated by Degen's trip 

to Kamakura in 1247. Later Sato tradition attc=pted to portray this 

excursion as Dagen's ministry to the shogunate.70 Dagen, howev~r, 

stated that he went at his patron's request. That patron was Yoshishige 

as demonstrated by the fact that the trip occurred shortly after he had 

been transferred from Kyoto to Kamakura. 71 When Dagen returned to 

Eiheiji after an absence of seven and a half months, his disciples were 

furious. They accused Dogen of valuing his patron ~ore than his 

monks.72 This pattern of dependence on warrior patronage would have a 

decisive influence on the development of the future Japanese Sota 

70see , for example, Kenzelkl, in Shahan Kenzelkl, 62. 

71Nakaseko, OlD, 382-84. Nakaseko has demonstrated (pp. 380-96) 
that all the available evidence suggests that Dagen went to Kamakura at 
Uatano Yoshishige's bidding, and not at the request of the shogunate. 

72 Koroku, sec. 3, lec. 251, in 011, 2:63-64. 
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school. 73 

Dagen's move to Echizen also marked a shift in many of the 

attitudes expressed in his Shobo genzo. Instead of presenting Zen as 

the easy method open to all as in Bendowa, there is an increased 

emphasis on the monastic life and outright denial of the possibility of 

enlightenment for laymen. Dagen's teacher Rujing comes into new 

prominence. and the later essays assume a sectarian tone with 

increasingly caustic criticisms of other Chan masters. How one 

interprets the significance or implications of these shifts is largely 

determined by one's approach to Dagen Zen. 74 The scholarly debate 

generally has followed sectarian lines. Rinzai-affiliated scholars have 

focused on apparent inconsistencies in Dogen attitude toward Chinese 

masters of certain Rinzai (Linji) lineages as evidence of Dagen's 

growing frustration with rival Rinzai-related groups (Renninji, 

Tofukuji, and the Darumashu) in Japan. 75 In contrast Soto-affiliated 

scholars have emphasized the overall consistency of Dagen's thought and 

argued that his criticisms of Chinese masters represent valid 

ideological disagreements, not petty rivalries. In their view, the 

73Warrior patronage was far more determinative than so-called 
"Hakusan Tendai" (see below, chap. 5, sec. on Patterns of Regional 
Growth). Other sections that discuss warrior relations are found in 
chapters 3 (sec. on Jakuen), 4 (sec. on the founding of SojiJi), and 5 
(sec. on warrior patronage). 

74Por a detailed discussion of these issues see Bielefeldt, 
"Recarving the Dragon," 21-53. 

75See Tamamura Takeji, "Eihei Dagen no Rinzaishu ni taisuru 
kanjo" (1952), rpt. in Nihon Zenshushi ronshu, 3:139-50; Furuta Shokin, 
"Rangen gannen wo sakai to suru Dogen no shisa ni tsuite," in Nihon 
Bukkyo shisoshi no sho mondai (1964), rpt. Furuta Shokin Chosakushu 
(Tokyo: Rodansha, 1981), 1:479-97; and Yanagida Seizan, "Dagen to 
Rinzai," Riso, 513 (Feb. 1976): 74-89. 
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critics have not fully grappled with the complexity of the Shabo genza 

and its dialectical tensions. 76 

There is some truth in both of these views. Dagen's style of 

exposition takes enigmatic Zen language to its most extreme forms. He 

delights in asserting the validity of both sides of contrary 

propositions. 77 Based on this principle Dagen often criticized Chinese 

Chan masters not for what they said, but for having failed to also say 

the opposite. Dagen criticized . ~nji Yixuan (Jpn. Rinzai Gigen; d.867) 

in particular on this point both in 1242 while at Fukakusa and in 1243 

after moving to Echizen. 78 Yet Dagen also praised a double statement by 

Linji in 1242 and again in 1244.79 When these seemingly incompatible 

statements of praise and critIcism are viewed within the context of 

Dagen's reasoning, they reveal a logical consistency. In other cases 

Dagen would praise one master while simultaneously criticizing his 

76See Nakaseko, DZD, 321-26; Ito Shfiken, "'Shobe genza' ni 
mirareru Rinzai hihan," SG, 20 (1978): 127-32; and three articles by 
Kagamishima Genryu, (a) "Degen Zenji to Socha Zen,n (b) "Tenkei Denson 
no shiso," both in Dagen Zenjl to sono monryu (Tokyo: Seishin Shobe, 
1961), 8-27, 109-16; and (c) U'Nyoja goroku' to Degen Zenji," KBK, 41 
(1983): 6. 

77Dagen explained this mutual validity as "ippa wo shosuru tokl 
wa ippa wa kurashi" (illuminating the one obscures the other; SBGZ, 
"Genjo koan" chap •• in DZZ, 1:7). In other words, the affirmation of 
anyone thing necessarily affirms the totality of existence, outside of 
which no opposing reality possibly could exist. Seemingly contradictory 
statements can express the same absolute truth, because each represents 
the non-duality of existence. 

78SBGZ, "Dai~o" chap. (1242:1:28), and "Sesshin sessha" chap. 
(1243), in DZZ, 1:83, 362. 

79SBGZ, "Gyaji" chap. (1242:4:5), and "Hotsu mujashin" chap. 
(1244:2:14), in DZZ, 1:136-37, 529. The "double statement" by Linji 
concerns his twofold approach to planting trees. 
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teacher or his successor.80 Clearly these patterns cannot be reduced 

simply to a lineage paradigm. Yet the viciousness of Dogen's later 

attacks leaves no doubt that he regarded himself as the good guy 

fighting the bad ~lYS. Convinced that his teachings embodied not just 

one style of Zen but the only true Buddhism, Dogen did not see his 

rivalries as petty. Indeed, in the hostile religious climate of the 

time they were a matter of life and death. 

Regardless of the ultimate meaning of incongruities in the 

Shabo genzo, we must not overlook another--perhaps more fundamental--

change in Dogen's teaching that followed his move to Echizen. After the 

founding of Daibutsuji in 1244 Dogen's literary efforts were devoted to 

works in Chinese, not his Japanese-language Shabo genzo. His formal 

compositions during this period mainly consist of commentaries on the 

codes (shingi) that define the unique features of Zen monasticism. 

Dogen intended to reproduce in Echizen the same approach to Zen training 

that he had experienced in China. Toward this end. his commentaries 

emphasize the psychological aspects of each ritual rather than its 

outward form. He also included descriptions of rituals that he had 

learned firsthand in China even when they were omitted from the Chinese 

codes.81 The vast majority of Dagen's literary works from 1246 on. 

however. are transcriptions of the lectures on Zen koan and daily events 

that he presented to his disciples at Eiheiji as part of the scheduled 

monastic rituals. These lectures were compiled into his Chinese-

80Ito. "'Shobo genzo' ni mirareru Rinzai hihan," 130-31. 

81Kagamishima Genryu, "Dogen Zenji to in'yo shingi," SG, 6 
(1964): 17 n. 5. Also see below, chap. 3 (sec. on Gikai). 
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language goroku (recorded sayings), the first Zen goroku produced in 

Japan. 

Dagen's goroku has not attracted the attention it deserves. 

Perhaps this neglect is because at first glance the stiff Chinese seems 

less "Dagen-like" than his innovative Shabo genzo. Dagen's thought, 

however, cannot be fully understood until his goroku has been analyzed 

and compared to his other writings. The use of Chinese did not inhibit 

Dagen's unique, creative approach of the original texts upon which he 

commented. When necessary, he would alter the punctuation or word order 

to obtain his own interpretations. 82 Many times Dagen's goroku 

commentary parallels his exposition on the same texts in his Shabo 

genzo, but not always. For this reason comparative study of these two 

texts holds much promise for furthering our understanding of Dagen Zen. 

Moreover his goroku reveals an invaluable portrait of Dagen as a Zen 

master, presenting a living example of Zen for his disciples. Dagen's 

goroku is especially important for studying the last eight years of his 

life. Almost no other writings can be dated to these final years. Yet 

as his other literary activities declined, the number of Dagen's 

lectures increased dramatically. Between 1245 and 1246, for example, 

Dagen's annual output jumped from just fifteen to seventy four. The 

lectures from this period comprise, therefore, a week-to-week journal of 

Dagen's thoughts and activities. They represent Dagen's mature 

teachings--the daily teachings that would have left the strongest 

impression on his disciples. 

82Kagamishima Genryu, "Eihei koroku aha ten shlkan," Komazawa 
dalgaku kenkyu klyo, 14 (1956): 81-92. 
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Dagen's teachings defined the Buddhism of the early Seta 

school. As befitting such a prolific writer, his teachings abound in 

complex subtleties, complementarities and troubling inconsistencies. 

Some of these will become issues in the analysis of medieval Sate that 

follows. 83 For now a general overview of Dagen's teachings will provide 

a useful orientation for the later discussions. 84 

Their first main characteristic is Dagen's emphasis on the 

legitimacy of Zen as the only true Buddhism--the only practice 

transmitted by a historical lineage of patriarchs and Buddhas. To 

practice true Buddhism one must join this legitimate lineage by studying 

uoder a true teacher. The legend of the exclusive patriarchate already 

had proven its potency as propaganda in China. Dagen's emphasis on the 

necessity of a true teacher, however, reflected not only this Chan 

tradition but also the religious conditions of thirteenth-century Japan. 

Dagen was just one of many outcast Buddhists who advocated a single, 

exclusive method of practice (senju). Against competition from the 

Buddhist establishment and from other outcast groups, Dagen had to 

establish the legitimacy of his own teachings above all others--

including all other types of meditation (or zen}.85 Dagen asserted that 

he was the only true teacher in Japan because he had studied under the 

only true teacher in China. The sincerity of this conviction is beyond 

83See note 3 above. 

841n addition to the many popular books available, more detailed 
discussions of Dagen Zen can be found in Bielefeldt, Dagen's Manuals; 
Kim, Dagen Kigen; and LaFleur, ed., Dagen Studies. 

850n the issue of Zen legitimacy, see Funaoka, Zenshu no 
seiritsu, 154-60. 
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doubt. Herein lies the source of the ~trong self-confidence (or 

arrogance) found in Dagen's writings. In his teacher. Rujing, Dagen 

found a standard by which to measure the shortcomings of all others. 

According to Dagen, only Rujing rejected the decrepit practices common 

to other Chinese masters. By citing this Rujing, he convinced his 

disciples that they too belonged to the only true tradition. 

An analysis of the citations in Degen's writings clarifies many 

aspects of his relationship to Rujing. Degen cited Rujing by name more 

than any other Chan master. Most of these citations are faithful 

quotations from the Rujinglu (the record of Rujing's lectures compiled 

by his Chinese disciples), but about one-fourth derives from Degen's own 

memory or private notes.B6 Significantly, these unattested quotations 

contain all the crucial vocabulary and concepts in Degen Zen. The 

Rujinglu alone coveys nothing to distinguish Rujing from the other Chan 

masters of his day. The so-called decrepit practices that Rujing had 

rejected according to Dagen appear with full- acceptance in the Rujinglu. 

The differences between these two alternative images of Rujing are great 

enough to almost suggest that Rujing communicated a unique message to 

Dogen alone. In fact Dagen himself asserts as much. He claimed that of 

all Rujing's disciples only himself (Dogen) possessed the ears to hear 

and the eyes to e~e the real Rujing. 87 In other words, Dagen felt a 

particular sensitivity or receptivity to certain aspects of Rujing's 

personality that other monks lacked, perhaps because of differences in 

86Kagaaishiaa Genryu, Dagen Zenji to in'yo kyoten-goroku kenkyu 
(Tokyo: Mokujisha, 1965), 229-60; and "'Nyoje goroku' to Dagen Zenji," 
1-15. 

87SBGZ, "Butsudo" chap., in DZZ, 1:380. 
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their national, social, or personal backgrounds.88 Despite Dagen's 

emphasis on Rujing, the goroku quoted most often in Dagen's writings is 

that of Hongzhi Zhengjue (Jpn. Wanshi Shagaku: 1091-1157).89 Hongzhi 

was the Caodong (Jpn. Sata) patriarch most responsible for creating a 

distinctive Caodong style, usually identified as Silent-Reflection 

Chan. 90 It is axiomatic that Dogen did not learn his Zen from books, 

but he derived much of his technical vocabulary from Hongzhi's writings. 

Failure to appreciate the importance of Hongzhi has hampered most of the 

scholarship on Dagen's thought. 91 

Dagen was extremely well-read in Chinese Chan literature and 

histories. He was the first Japanese to thoroughly master the arcane 

idiom of Chinese Chan. He quoted more than five-hundred eighty koan in 

his writings. Obviously Dagen drew on a wide range of sources for his 

88Kagamishima Genryu, "Nyoja to Dagen," in Dogenzen to shisoteki 
kenkyu, ed. Kurebayashi Kodo (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1973), 270-71: rev. and 
retitled, "Nyojo Zenji no shiso no kenkyu," in Tendo Nyojo Zenji no 
kenkyu (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1983), 123-26. The above remarks are based 
on Kagaaishima's analysis (249-78: rpt. 105-33) of the relationship 
between "Rujing the critic" as portrayed by Dogen and "Rujing the 
typIcal Chinese Chan master" as revealed in the Rujinglu. 

89In Dagen's writings, Rujing is cited by name forty-eight times 
to Hongzhi's mere twenty-two times. The total number of quotations from 
Hongzhi, however, amount to at least fifty-four. See Kagamishiaa 
Genryu, Dogen Zen)i to in 'yo kyoten, 229-60. 

90Hozhao (Jpn. mokushO) often appears in western works 
translated as "silent illumination." The ideograph for zhao usually 
does mean "to shine" or "to illuminate," but in Chinese Chan texts it 
usually carries the sense of "to reflect," as a mirror reflects an 
object (or the mind "responds to" objects of perception). 

91For an important contribution on this topic, see Ishii Shudo. 
"Sodai Zenshushi yori mitaru Dagen Zen no ichi." Nanto Bukkyo. 39 
(1977): 75-96: "Wanshi Shogaku to Tendo Nyojo." in Sodai no shakai to 
shUkyo, Sodaishi Kenkyu Hokoku. 2 (Tokyo: Kyuko Shoin. 1985). 51-80: 
and Sodai Zenshushi no kenkyu: ChUkoku Sotoshu to Dogen Zen, Gakujutsu 
Sosho: Zen Bukkya (Tokyo: Daito Shuppan. 1967). 
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understanding of Chan. For his image of Chan history. however. Dagen 

relIed maInly upon the bIographIes and legends In the Jingde chuandenglu 

(Jpn. Keitoku dentoroku; 1004).92 The Jingde chuandenglu was the fIrst 

of the "transmIssIon of the lamp" annals published In ChIna. It reports 

the words and actions of Indian and Chinese patriarchs from the seven 

prehIstorIcal Buddhas down to the tenth century. The majorIty of Its 

biographies concern the masters of the Tang-dynasty during the so-called 

golden age of Chan. Today most of the early history it records must be 

regarded as pious fictIon. but for Dagen it provided a standard for 

judgIng the legitImacy of Chan tradition and modes of expression. He 

usually criticIzed any contemporary Chan vocabulary and concepts not 

found In thIs text. For this reason Sot a scholars describe Dagen as a 

rp.forcer who sought to revive the pure Chan of the Tang period. Even 

leaving aside the issue of defining "pure Chan." this characterization 

ignores the fact that the monastic rituals and cultic rites introduced 

by Dagen were contemporary Song-dynasty practices. 

The second major characteristic of Dagen's teachIngs is his 

insistence that Zen meditation fully embodies the true Buddhism of the 

patriarchs. Throughout all of his works Dagen asserted that Zen 

meditation Is the dynamic actualization of enlightenment and liberation. 

the ultimate realization of reality. and the unsoiled action of 

Buddhahood itself. Dagen repeatedly cited Rujing's (unattested) 

statement that: 

Sitting cross-legged is the truth of the ancient Buddhas. Zen 
meditation (sanzen) is 'shinjin datsuraku.' There is no need for 

92See note 30 above and Kagamishima Genryu. "Dagen Zenji no 
in'ya (shazen)," 5. 
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lighting incense, worshipful prostrations, concentrating on the 
Buddha [-name] (nenbutsu) , [ritual] repentance, or chanting 
scripture. Just sit (shikan taza) and [you] have it. 93 

Modern interpretations or Dagen Zen take this declaration as the 

beginning and the end of Dagen's religion, the essence of his practice. 

According to this interpretation, Rujing ordered the abandonment of all 

traditional Buddhist practices other than just one distinctive type of 

. Zen meditation known as shlkan taza (just sitting).94 From the context 

of Dagen's writings, however, it is not at all clear that "shlkwr. taza" 

should be read as a technical term. 95 The Japanese tradition (within 

which Dagen was trained before going to China) recognized many systems 

of meditation, all of which made use of the above-mentioned rituals as 

part of the meditation process. Viewed from this perspective, Rujing's 

remark probably should be understood as stating that Zen meditation is 

merely sitting, unlike Tendai meditation which requires elaborate ritual 

performances. 96 Certainly Rujing and Dagen engaged in all of these 

rituals outside of their periods of meditation. The key point in the 

above declaration, rather, lies in the assertion that Zen meditation is 

shinjin datsuraku, the actualization of enlightenment. 

93 Karoku, sec. 6, lec. 432, in DZZ, 2:109. Slightly different 
versions of this same statement also appear in ibid., sec. 4, lecs. 318, 
337; sec. 6, lec. 424, sec. 9 (Elhel juko) , nos. 85, 86 (DZZ, 2:77, 81, 
107, 184-85); in SBGZ, "Gyaji" and "Zanmaio zanmai" chaps. (DZZ, 1:158, 
539); in Bendawa (DZZ, 1:731, alt. 748-49); and in Hakyaki (copied 1253 
by Ejo, Zenkyuin Ms.), in DZZ, 2:377. All subsequent references to the 
Hakyakl are to this Zenkyuin Ms. 

94See , for example, Kurebayashi Kodo, Dagen Zen no honryu 
(Tokyo: Dalharinkaku, 1980), 11-48. 

951 was pleased to discover agreement on this question in 
Bielefeldt, Dagen's Manuals, 159. 

96Ikeda Rosan, "Dagen Zenji no 'nisso denba,'"SG, 25 (1983): 36-
42, esp. 41. 
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Shinjin datsuraku (Ch. shenxin tuoluo) would be translated 

literally as "body and mind falling away." But literal translations of 

this phrase can be misleading, both from the standpoint of Chinese Chan 

tradition and from the hermeneutics of Dagen's expression. 

Traditionally, the body and aind in this phrase refer back to the 

Buddhist concept of the dualistic relationship between subjective 

consciousness and the objective basis of our perceptions. This 

reiationship defines our entire world of daily experience. 97 Equivalent 

Chan expressions for subject and object include "mind and dust" 

(xinchen: Jpn. shinjin) and "root and dust" (genchen: Jpn. konjin). The 

second half of this phrase, "falling away," refers to an energetic 

freedom or liberation. Chan synonyms for this enlightened activity 

include "solitarily stripping [away]" (dutuo: Jpn. dokudatsu) and 

"solitarily supporting" (dujue; Jpn. dokkyaku). 

This discussion of Chan language is necessary because of a 

recent controversy over the origin of Dagen's phraseology. The words 

"shenxin tuoluo" (body-mind falling away) have not been located in any 

Chinese Chan text. Hongzhi Zhengjue used the expression "shenxin dutuo" 

(body-mind solitarily stripping), while Rujing's goroku contains only 

the phrase "xinchen tuoluo" (mind-dust falling away). Takasaki Jikido, 

the first scholar to draw attention to discrepancies between the phrases 

used by Rujing and Dagen, proposed that Rujing understood meditation as 

the removal of defilement (dust) from the mind, but Dagen misunderstood 

971shii Shuda, "Wanshiroku no rekishiteki seikaku," pt. 3, 
"Shinjin datsuraku wo aegutte," SG, 20 (1978): 95-102. The following 
discussion of Chan terminology is based on Ishii's interpretation. 
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Rujing's Chinese pronunciation. 98 Takasaki's interpretation is 

extremely unlikely. The literal translations of the phrases used by 

Hongzhi, Rujing, and Dagen differ, out irom a Chan perspective they all 

imply one's active participation in an enlightened, liberated reality. 

Yet Takasaki might be correct in supposing that Dagen himself coined the 

phrase shlnjln datsuraku. Dagen took long quotations from the same 

lecture within which Hongzhi discussed shenxln dutuo, and Dagen studied 

under Rujing. 99 It is possible that he combined words from the phrases 

used by these two masters. Ishii Shuda has suggested that one reason 

Dagen would have preferred his own expression was in order to convey a 

stronger nuance of physical interaction than can be found in the words 

of either Hongzhi or Rujing. 100 

For Dagen, enlightenment is not a passive :cntnl experience but 

an active realization that one performs and actualizes through the 

practice of Zen meditation. In other words, Zen meditation is the 

activity of liberating (datsuraku) our whole self and our whole world 

(shlnjln). In the hermeneutics of Dagen Zen, shlnjln datsuraku also is 

read as the nominative assertion that shlnjln itself is datsuraku. The 

world of our everyday, subjective experience itself is participation in 

the objective realm of enlightenment: a dynamic, infinite continuum of 

98See his "Mukyu no Butsugya," in Kobutsu no manabl: Dagen. 
Bukkya no Shisa, 11 (Tokyo: Kadogawa Shoten, 1969), 48-52. 

99Later biographies state that Dagen attained enlightenment upon 
hearing Rujing say Mshlnjln datsuraku." In his own writings, however. 
Dagen never mentioned the circumstances of his enlightenment or when he 
heard Rujing's statement. In fact, at one point Dagen anounced his 
refusal to attribute his enlightenaent to any particular event (see 
Karoku, fasc. 2, lecture 167; in DZZ, 2:44). 

100"Wanshiroku no rekishiteki seikaku," pt. 3, 99-101. 
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absolute reality.lOl Shinjin datsuraku 1s identified with the 

scriptural assertion that myriad, worldly phenomena are ultimate reality 

(shaho jissO).102 From this perspective one also can assert that 

because Zen meditation is shlnjin datsuraku, ultimate reality is Zen 

meditation. It is for this very reason that we must practice true 

Buddhism. Rather than being just a technique for attaining some 

spiritual goal, Zen meditation is the mystical expression of ultimate 

reality (honsho myoshu) , the expression of our fundamental human nature 

(jiko no shotal).103 True Buddhism must be practiced not to attain 

future enlightenment, but as an expression of our inherent 

enlightenment. 

The third major characteristic of Dagen's teachings (and the 

last one to concern us here) is his emphasis on personal participation 

as the focal point of Buddhism. As stated in the previous paragraph, 

for Dagen the soteriological issue lies not in how to attain 

enlightenment. but rather in how to give our inherent enlightenment full 

expression in daily life. This living enlightenment can be expressed 

only by doing it. The way of accomplishing this feat is simply to 

follow the traditional Zen routines that have been taught by the Buddhas 

101Sakai Tokugen, Anjln shlte nayame: Shabo genzo 'Genjo koan' 
teisho. (Tokyo: Daihorinkaku, 1985), 24. 

102See • for example, Menzan Zuiha (1683-1769). Elfuku Menzan 
osha koroku. fasc. 17, in SZ. 7, Goroku. 3:623b-624a. 

l03Por the occurrence of these terms, see Bendowa, in DZZ, 
2:737, alt. 755; and Zulmankl, sec. 3, in Katen bungaku-81 , 375; alt. in 
DZZ, 2:455. 
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and patriarchs. Even a beginner who imitates these Buddhist forms for 

the first time fully embodies Buddhist enlightenment. 104 Dagen said: 

In our school we attain it [i.e., enlightenment] with both body and 
mind. Of these two, if one uses his mind alone to consider Buddhism 
then he could pass through millions of eons or thousands of 
lifetimes without ever attaining it. But when one releases his 
mind, abandons knowledge and intellectual understanding then he 
attains it. • • • Therefore the attaining of the Way is properly 
attained through the body.I05 

Dagen's focus on simple practice as opposed to scholastic achievement is 

what most clearly links his teachings to the other new Buddhist schools 

of the Kamakura period and to traditional mountain asceticism. His 

disciples learned Buddhism not through speculative reasoning, but by 

meditating in rural Echizen and observing the rituals of monastic life. 

As mentioned before, monastic life with Dagen included more 

than just single-minded sitting in meditation. Certainly Zen meditation 

provided the cornerstone monastic practice, but all rituals were to 

embody the same actualization of enlightenment realized in meditation. 

Many of these rituals involved laymen in forms of cultic worship not 

usually associated with Dagen. For example, laymen regularly 

participated in the monthly precept recitation ceremonies conducted at 

Eiheiji. During this ritual, all the monks of the monastery jointly 

recite not only the precepts but also several short texts in praise of 

I04Bendowa, in DZZ, 2:737, alt. 755. 

I05ZuJmankJ, se~. 3, in Katen bungaku-81, 379: alt. in DZZ, 
2:458. 
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the power of the precepts to subdue evil.l0G More than twenty laymen 

who participated in one precept recitation ceremony at Eiheiji in 1247 

witnessed the appearance of multicolored clouds shinning out from the 

abbot's building (hoj~. The laymen were so awed by the experience that 

they wrote a pledge to always testify to the truth of its occurrence. 107 

At Eiheiji Dagen also introduced the public worship of the sixteen 

supernatural rakan (Skt. arhat) who protect Buddhism. 10S During one of 

these services in 1249 Dagen witnessed the apparition of heavenly 

flowers. 109 On other occasions when Dagen preached to laymen, gongs 

from a unearthly temple bell echoed through the valley and the fragrance 

of unknown incense filled the air. 110 

These miraculous experiences tell us that Dagen possessed more 

than just a strong personality. Par his patrons and disciples Dagen's 

106Por a complete description of the precept recitation ceremony 
(fusatsu) , see Tokoku shingi, camp. 1423 by Bonsei, fasc. 1, in Jasai 
daishl zenshu [abb. "JDZ"] (1937; rev. and enl. edn., Tokyo: Voyogi 
Shain, 1967), 288-95. The Tokoku shingi also is known by the title 
"Keizan shlngl." Even though the entries in this text were written by 
Keizan, I avoid using that title because (1) the text was not compiled 
until 1423, and (2) "Tokoku" refers VOkoji, the only monastery where 
this code was used during the medieval period. As a whole, the Tokoku 
shingi is very highly regarded as an accurate guide to the monastic 
practices taugth by Keizan. For more information on this text, see 
Kagamishima Genryu, "Shingi shijo ni okeru 'Keizan shingi' no igl" 
(1974), rpt. and rev. edn. In Dagen Zenji to sono shuhen, 228 n. 8; and 
Vamahata Shodo, u'Keizan shingi' no shahan nl tsulte," 5G, 15 (1973): 
194-207. 

107Goshiki saiunkl (1247:1:15) and Goshikika fushigl nlkkl 
(1247:1:15), in Komonjo, nos. 1137-38, 2:191-93. Also see Ejo, Blheiji 
sanko ryazuiki; and Bjo shajosha (1267:9:22), in Komonjo, no. 10, 1:9. 

10SSee his Rakan kuya shlklmon, in DZZ, 2:402-4. 

109Juroku rakan genzulkl, in DZZ, 2:399. 

110Ejo, Blhelji sanko ryozulkl; and Bja shojasha (1267:9:22), in 
Komonjo, no. 10, 1:9. 
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personal cha~isma stemed not just from his intellectual rhetoric but 

also from his great mystical power. Dagen's teachings cannot be 

analyzed in full without also considering how his disciples understood 

the doctrines he proclaimed. These disciples included all the monks who 

studied directly under Dagen even if they later inherited the Sota 

lineage through Dagen's immediate dharma heirs (see fig. 2). Unlike 

modern scholars who must weigh through diverse. and sometimes 

contradictory writings. Dagen's disciples learned directly from a single 

flesh-and-blood master. Ultimately we cannot know what aspects of 

Dagen's personality and actions left the strongest impression on them. 

Yet before discussing development of medieval Sota. we must consider the 

effect of Dagen's teachings on his disciples from the Darumashu. 

Eisai had condemned the Darumashil in the strongest possible 

terms. The Darumashil monks lacked a proper lineage from China. In 

their emphasis on natural enlightenment. they rejected the Buddhist 

precepts against evil actions and knew nothing of the traditional Chan 

practices of meditation and monastic rituals. Eisai proclaimed that one 

should not talk to or even sit with such monks. III In spite of Eisai's 

admonition, Dagen (the disciple of Eisai's disciple) accepted Darumashu 

monks into his community. Eja came first, then Ekan and his followers. 

In retrospect, one can easily imagine a mutual attraction. The 

Darumashu had been attacked by Tendai clerics for their lack of precepts 

and denounced by Eisai for their illegitimacy. From Dagen they gained 

precepts, lineage, and knowledge of Chinese-style Chan monastic 

practices. Dagen taught that Zen was the proper expression of man's 

IllKozen gokokuron, fasc. 2, 41. 
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inherent enlightenment. In the Daruaashu he found a ready~made 

following. 

FIGURE 2 

LINEAGES WITHIN THE EARLY JAPANESE SOTO SCHOOL 

Generation: 1 2 3 4 
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Lineage Affiliations = Solid Lines (--) 
Teaching Relationships = Broken Lines (- - -) 

Yet mutual antagonisms also existed. Dagen's emphasis on 

practice and ritual as the embodiment of Zen enlightenaent differed 

greatly from the iconoclastic freedom advocated by the Darumashu. Ekan 

led his followers to Fukakusa. but each one would have had to conform to 

Dagen's expectations through their own individual efforts. Many monks. 

no doubt. left instead. At least one Darumashu monk. Gijun. reportedly 

remained behind at Kashaji when Dagen moved to Echizen. 112 In 1248 

112Kenzelkl. in Shahan Kenzelki. 52. 
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after Dagen returned from Kamakura, an even more drastic incident 

occurred. A Darumashu monk named Genmya and his companions were 

permanently expelled from Eiheiji. Reportedly, Dagen went so far as to 

cut Genmya's seat out of the meditation platform in the monks' hall to 

eliminate his contamination. No one had ever before seen Dagen so 

enraged. 113 The exact details of Genmya's transgression are not clear, 

but a general idea can be gleaned from a conversation between two other 

Darumashu aonks, Eja and Gikai, held about a year after Dagen's death: 

Gikai: My Dharma comrades of past years, would say: "The 
Buddhist [expression], 'All Evil Refrain From Doing, All Good 
Reverently Perform' (shoaku makusa shozen bugyO) , actually means 
that within [true] Buddhism all evil ultimately has been refrained 
and all activities are Buddhism .... Therefore merely lifting an 
arm or moving a leg--whatever one does, whatever phenomena one 
produces--all embody [true] Buddhism" . . 

Ejo: In our master's [i.e., Dagen's] community there were some 
who spread such heterodox views. That is why he cut off all contact 
with them while he was still alive. Clearly the reason he expelled 
them was because they held these false doctrines. Those who wish to 
honor the Buddhism [taught by] our master will not talk with or sit 
with such [heretics]. This was our master's final instructions.114 

Evidently, Genmyo had insisted on reinterpreting the traditional precept 

against evil conduct from the standpoint of original enlightenment and 

the inherent nonduality of good and evil. And in the end, Dagen had 

proved true to Eisai's admonition. Darumashu monks, ~uch as Genmyo, who 

failed to take Dagen's teachings to heart were not t~lerated. 

More significant than Dagen's own expulsion of Genmyo is the 

effect of this action on his remaining disciples. When Genmyo and his 

113Kenzeiki, in Shahan Konzeiki, 63-64; and Okubo, DZDKK, 276-
78. The details of Genmyo's transgressions related in Kenzeiki are 
based on a singularly unlikely source, namely, Genmyo's ghost. 

114Eihei kaisan gayuigon kiroku [abb. "Gayuigon n ] , entry dated 
1255:1:6, copied 1752 by Menzan, in SBGZST, 20:824; alt. DZZ, 2:500-1. 
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companions were expelled, the monks who remain~d at Eiheiji knew that an 

invisible line had been drawn. Darumashu monks must reject their 

antinomianism. Eja simply informed Gikai that the teachings learned 

from his Darumashu teachers were to be condemned, and Gikai had no 

choice but to agree. llS The subtle legacy of the Darumashu on early 

Sato developments will remain mysterious. The above events demonstrate 

that some Darumashu monks never fully converted to Dogen or accepted his 

religious authority. Yet the former Darumashu monks who came to 

dominate Eiheiji after Dagen's death--Ejo. Gikai. and Gien--in their 

conscious minds at least had experienced a real religious conversion. 116 

They had felt Dagen's power. lived his Buddhism, and learned to honor 

his teachings. 

By the middle of 1252. Dagen's health had begun to decline 

quite rapidly. After ten months of lying in bed with no sign of 

improvement, it was decided that he should seek professional medical 

assistance in Kyoto. During the seventh lunar month of 1253, he 

finalized his affairs at Eiheiji and appointed Ejfi to serve as abbot. 

Finally on the fifth day of the eighth month. Dagen said farewell for 

the last time and left, carried by Ejo and his other disciples. Gikai 

accompanied them as only far as the border of Echizen. Yet by the time 

Dogen reached Kyoto, it was already too late. He died at Kakunen's 

residence on the twenty-eighth day of that same month.117 Dagen's 

115See the discussion of Gikai's succession process in the next 
chapter. 

116Kagamishima Genryu. "Ejo Zenji to Eisai Zenji" (1981), rpt. 
in Dagen to sono shahen. 3S-S7. 

117Por a detailed account of these events, see Nakaseko, DZD, 
41S-28. 
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passing away attracted little attention in the capital. In the eyes of 

the established Buddhist prelates he was a nobody. Yet in retrospect, 

Dogen was the first successful Zen pioneer. At the time of his death, 

Eiheiji housed the only viable Zen sect in Japan. Other Zen teachers 

also had founded monasteries or introduced lineages from China, but no 

one else had secured an independent, sectarian institutional base. 118 

118Collcutt, Five Mountains, 55-57. By way of comparison, the 
first Chinese-style Zen monastery in Kamakura (Kenchoji) was founded in 
1249 and completed in 1253. The first independent Zen monastery in 
Kyoto (Nanzenji) was founded in 1291. 
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EARLY SCHISMS 

The death of Dagen presented the Eiheiji community with a loss 

from which it could not easily recover. Dagen had been the community's 

source of authority and the spiritual center of its religious life. 

After Dagen's death, his disciples faced the new task of directing their 

communal life without the external support of their master's supervision 

and guidance. Each one had to determine his own terms for expressing 

Dagen's teachings, based upon his own internal inclinations, just as 

Dogen had selectively chosen elements of Chinese Chan in accordance with 

his own religious personality. With the succession of Ejo to the 

abbotship, the community had to reconstitute itself and reappoint the 

monks who held monastic offices. Before the beginning of the following 

summer training session, all monks electing to remain at Eiheiji had to 

formally pledge allegiance to Eja, acknowledging him as their new 

teacher. However, it is doubtful whether Ejo had the spiritual charisma 

and strong personality necessary to provide a new spiritual center for 

the community. Ejo's own dharma heir, Gikai, ~eported that some monks 

not only had doubted the legitimacy of Eja's succession but also had 

slandered him. 1 Moreover, because Dagen had not lived to see the 

completion of Eiheiji's full complement of buildings, his disciples. Ejo 

included, lacked detailed knowledge of many aspects of traditional 

IGlkan fuhojo (1306), in Komonjo, no. 1405, 2:409. 

69 
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Chinese Chan monastic life and practice. 2 Architectural design, proper 

use of facilities and prescribed etiquette all have to be learned 

directly from a living teacher. Without Dagen, the community would have 

to remain incomplete until this knowledge could be acquired directly 

from China. Finally, in economic terms as well, the community had to 

rely upon the uncertain goodwill of patrons whose allegiance had been 

won on the strength of Dagen's personality. No doubt. many monks sought 

a more secure life elscwhere. 3 

The death of Dagen also marks the beginning of a major period 

of transition and growth. The ways in which Dagen's disciples responded 

to the challenges mentioned above had profound influences both on 

subsequent institutional expansion and on doctrinal developments. By 

the time the last of Dagen's surviving disciples had died. about sixty 

years after Dagen's own death. the Eiheiji community had branched out 

into a total of five fairly independent groups. This development marked 

the emergence of the Japanese Sato school. These separate groups formed 

branch lineages centered around monasteries located not just in Echizen. 

but also in the neighboring province of Raga. in Kyoto. and in distant 

2Daison gyoj6ki. in SZ, 16. Shlden. 1:13b. 

3Gijun (n.d.) is infamous as one of Dagen's disciples who 
forsook his Sota Zen lineage. At Eiheiji. he served as monastic copyist 
(shokl). Gijun is counted as one of Eja's dharma heirs. but eventually 
he converted to the Shingon school. A major collection of biographies 
of Japanese Shingon monks, the Kongoch6 mujo sh6shu dento koroku (a.k.a. 
Dento koroku; sec. 2, fasc. 12) by Yuho (1656-1727-1). reports that 
Gijun changed his name to Gino. studied Rinzai Zen at Gozan temples in 
Kyoto. studied esoteric m~ditation and ritual at the Kongo Zanmaiin on 
Mt. Koya. and then founded a Shingon temple dedicated to Amida Buddha. 
the Muryajuin. in Harima (now part of Hyogo Pref.). This account is 
substantiated by an early Sote biography of Ejo that claims that after 
Ejo died. his spirit came back to wreak vengeance upon the wayward 
Gijun, causing demons to torment him to death. See Okubo, DZDKK, 245-46; 
and Dalson gy6jokl, in SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:16a. 
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Kyushu. TWo of these five groups (those of Senne and Gien), the two 

that (today, at least) are most closely associated with the unique 

elements of Dagen Zen, qui~kly died out. However, the three lineages 

that survived to constitute the Sata tradition in medieval Japan all 

diverged away from Dagen's model. Significantly, the disciples 

beginning these three lines each had strong links to Song-dynasty 

Chinese Chan. For these disciples, the propagation of Dagen's Zen 

necessitated the study and transmission of its Chinese origins. 

Furthermore, by leaving Eiheiji for other rural areas, these disciples 

gave added impetus to the subsequent linking of Sata practices to rural 

village life. Therefore, even though the roots of many later 

developments already are present in Dagen's own teachings, the 

activities of his direct disciples were the catalyst that largely 

determined the direction these developments would take. 

The importance of the events in this half century of transition 

often is matched by their obscurity. Many basic details are disputed or 

unknown. Early sources are either incomplete or untrustworthy. On the 

one hand, few primary documents survive, especially from the two 

lineages that died out. On the other hand, the extant documents and 

historical records often have been shaped by the chronic Zen tendency to 

emphasize the superiority of one's own lineage over all others. In 

addition to unconscious biases, chronicles written in later periods also 

occasionally reflect deliberate distortions that grew out of rivalries 

within and between different Sota lineages. This is especially the case 

among histories produced during the Tokugawa period when the Shogunate's 

forced unification of the Sata institutional hierarchy gave rise to many 
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conflicts between major monasteries.4 Even documents written for 

sectarian purposes, however, often are based upon old traditions and 

convey many details with great accuracy. Moreover, conflicting accounts 

of the same event can be significant in themselves to the extent that 

they reveal the self-image of a particular lineage, the goals of an 

author in interpreting tradition, and the rivalries out of which these 

developed. Therefore a knowledge of the independent development of and 

mutual interactions of different Sata groups and lineages is essential 

for understanding Japanese Sata Zen history as a whole. 

Medieval Sat a Zen, as opposed to "Dagen Zen," can be said to 

have begun with the assumption of leadership by the first generation 

that had not recieved direct instruction from Dagen, the disciples of 

Dagen's own disciples. In 1298, Keizan Jakin inherited the abbotship of 

Daijaji (in Kaga: now part of Ishikawa Pref.). In 1301, Tetsuzan Shian 

(1246-1336) assumed the abbotship of Daijiji (in Higo: now Kumamoto 

Pref., Kyushu). In 1314, Giun (1253-1333) accepted the abbotship of 

Eiheiji. These medieval Sat a monks were at once separated from and 

connected to Dagen through the teachings and personalities of their own 

respective teachers. Those teachers, the subjects of this chapter, 

were: Giin (1217-1300) at Daijiji: Senne and Kyego at Yokaan (later 

known as YOkaji) in Kyoto: Gikai at Daijaji: Gien (d. ca.1313) at 

Eiheiji: and Jakuen at Hakyaji in Echizen (see figure 2). 

40espite questions as to their sectarian biases, the work of 
Tokugawa-period historians cannot be ignored. In particular, three 
works enjoy high reputation for the large amounts of original sources 
incorporated into their biographies: the Nihon TOjo rentoroku (1727: 
pub. 1742) [abb. -Rentoroku1, 12 fascs., compo Reinan Shujo (1675-
1752): the Enpo dentoroku (1678, i.e., the 6th year of the Enpe era), 41 
fascs.; and the Honcho kosoden (1702), 75 fascs., both by Mangen Shiban 
(1626-1710). Reinan's Rentoroku, contains useful supplements to each 
fascicle in which he explains his reasons for supporting one or the 
other version of disputed events. 
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Giin: The Beginnings of H150 Soto 

Giin is the founder of the Higo (or Kyushu) branch of the Soto 

school. 5 This branch, centered at Giin's major monastery, Daijiji, 

developed into a major Seto faction active not only in Kyushu but also 

beginning in the fifteenth century in central Japan. Many of Giin's 

activities are subject to dispute. Questions regarding Giin's early 

career, dharma succession, study in China and relations to the imperial 

court are obscured by partisan claims made by the monks of Higo Soto in 

their conflicts with the Soto monasteries of central Japan. Based on 

precedents supposedly established by Giin, the monks at Daijiji had 

sought formal recognition of the independence of their own branch of 

Soto. This conflict lasted from the early sixteenth century until 1696, 

when the Tokugawa shogunate firmly ordered Daijiji to become a branch 

temple of Eiheiji.6 None of the few extant biographies of Giin antedate 

this conflict. Therefore one biography, the Ryakuden (n.d.),7 wildly 

exaggerates Giin's accomplishments, while biographers that rejected 

Daijiji's claims to special status attempted to prove contradictory 

accounts. These controversies no longer attract much partisanship, 

5Higo (modern Kumamoto Pref.) occupies the central region of the 
island of Kyushu. The appellation MHigo no Seta" had begun to be used 
within Giin's lineage by the early 16th century in order to assert 
independence from the large Soto monasteries located in the Hokuriku 
region (north central Honshu) of Japan. See Daljljl salko chokushosha 
(1529), in Komonjo, no. 2116, 3:97. Giin's lineage also is referred to 
by Giin's honorary name. Kangan. or by his sobriquet, Hoo. 

6[Toda Tadamasa], Edo bakufu jlsha bugyo toshl (1696), in 
Komonjo, no. 1401, 2:403. 

7Pull title: Hlgoshu Daljljl kalsan Kangan Zenjl ryakuden [abb. 
"Ryakuden"] , in SZ, 17, Shlden, 2:259. This Sotoshu zensho edn. is a 
reprint of the text appearing in the Zoku gunsho rulju, ed., Hanawa 
Hokinoichi and Hanawa Tadato.i (1822; rpt. Tokyo: Keizai Zasshisha, 
1905), 9:364-65, the origin of which is unknown. See Gunsho kaldal 
(Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruiju Kanseikai, 1961), 4A, Denbu, no. 104, p. 139. 
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especially since Giin's documented activities are more significant. 

Only the question of Giin's dharma succession has remained a sensItive 

subject within the Sata school.8 

One can only assume that there is no truth to the pious 

tradition that Giin was of imperial birth.9 Although abbots of Daijiji 

later asserted that Giin had enjoyed a special relationship with the 

imperial court. there is no evidence of this. Likewise. Giin is assumed 

to have been among the Darumashu members who later switched to Dagen. 

since the first syllable of his name, "gi," is the same as that of other 

Darumashu members. Giin, however, is not mentioned in any of Dagen's 

writings. Details of his duties and training at Koshaji and Eiheiji are 

completely unknown. Within his own line, Giin always has been regarded 

as one of Dagen's direct dharma heirs. Giin himself seems to have given 

such an impression. since while in China he was referred to as Dagen's 

disciple (Ch. tu). a word usually implying dharma succession.10 Due to 

various sectarian rivalries with Daijiji, however, the main collected 

8Nakayama Jani has noted the close connection between the issue 
of Daijiji's independence and shifts in published accounts of Giin's 
dharma succession. See his "Kangan Giin shisha isetsu wo meguru sho 
mandai," in Zenshu no sho mondai, ed. Imaeda Aishin (Tokyo: yusankaku. 
1979). 247-52. 

9Giin is variously reported to be the son of either (a) the 
Emperor Juntoku (1197-1242. r.1210-1221). or (b) Emperor Gotoba (1180-
1239. r.1184-1198)--and thereby the brother of Juntoku. Nothing in his 
later career. however, suggests that he had any prestigious family 
connections. The earliest sources for each of these accounts are (a) 
Ryakuden; and (b) Nichiiki Sota reiso gyogaki (1672) rabb, "Reiso"]. 
compo Ranzen Shun'yu (1613-1672). in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:30. 

lOWuwai Yiyuan (Jpn. Mugai Gion. d.1266). Preface to Eihei Gen 
Zen)i goroku (1264:5:1). in SZ. 2, Shugen. 2:27. 
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biographies of Soto monks produced in the Tokugawa period all listed 

Giin as heir to Gikai. 11 

In opposition to both of these traditional accounts. in 1911 

Kuriyama Taion suggested that Giin's true dharma teacher was Ejo.12 

This Ejo-heir theory. after having been championed by Okubo Doshu. is 

now widely accepted. I3 Kuriyama's theory, as developed by Okubo, has 

several advantages over the previous claims of dharma succession through 

either Dagen or Gikai. It is in better agreement with the known 

chronology of other related events. It is based on older sources. which 

antedate the expansion of Higo-Soto branch monasteries into central 

Japan. And its authors are not motivated by sectarian bias. Although 

all of the principal sources upon which this theory is based originated 

within Gikai's line. it is unlikely that deliberate distortion of Giin's 

succession would have been attempted in such early documents. Of the 

sources cited by Kuriyama and Okubo in support of the Ejo-heir theory. 

the three most convincing are summarized below. 14 (1) An early and 

lIThe earliest biography to make this claim is Reiso (1672), in 
SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:30.b. Also see Nakayama. "Kangan Giln shisho isetsu," 
247-52. 

12"Kangan Zenji no shisho isetsu," in Gakusan shiron (1911; 
rpt .. Yokohama:. Sotoshu Dai Honzan Sojiji, 1980), 228-50. 

130kubo Doshu. "Kangan Giln no shisho iron." in DZDKK, 447-68. 

141n addition to these three sources. Kuriyama also cites 
several Tokugawa-period compilations, such as the Sojiji kyUki (n.d.), 
that repeat earlier accounts. while Okubo relies most heavily upon the 

. Goyuigon. This text, in which Gikai supposedly recorded the details of 
the procedures by which he formally inherited Ejo's dharma line. is 
especially significant, according to Okubo. because (a) the extant 

,version claims to be based upon an edition originally copied by Giin 
himself. and because (b) the Goyuigon reports Ejo as claiming that he 
alone received formal transmission from Dagen. Okubo is correct in 
arguing that Giin's copying of Ejo's claim would amount to an admission 
that only Ejo and not Giin had inherited Dagen's dharma. Even leaving 
aside questions as to the accuracy of these statements in the Goyulgon. 
however. Okubo failed to realize the full implications of an uncritical 
acceptance of the purported history of this text. Because the Goyuigon 
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reliable history, the Daison gyojoki (and its variant edition, the Sanso 

gyogaki) lists Giin as one of Ejo's direct dharma successors. 15 (2) A 

. lineage chart bequeathed in 1445 by ShUko, the fourth abbot of Gidaiji 

·(originally in Kaga) , also lists Giin as one of Ejo's successors. 16 In 

spite of this document's late date, it is significant as a 

representation of the oral tradition of Gidaiji, a temple founded by 

Daichi (1290-1366). Daichi must have been well informed about Giin 

because Daichi took his first Buddhist vows under Giin and studied under 

one of Giin's dharma heirs, Shakuun. (3) Indirect evidence also is 

provided by a text that explains the procedures for precept ordination, 

the Busso shaden bosatsukai saha. This text exists as a duplicate 

signed by Giin's disciple, Shakuun, that was copied from an original 

that Giin had received from Ejo in the ninth month of 1254, more than a 

year after Dagen's death. 17 Without knowledge of these procedures Giin 

would have been unable to independently acquire his own disciples. 

While instruction in precept ordination ceremonial cannot directly be 

equated with dharma transmission, nonethele~s, this document 

is a manual of dharma transmission procedures as recorded by Gikai, its 
possession by Giin logically would suggest that Giin had inherited his 
lineage from Gikai, not from Ejo. See Okuho, DZDKK, 464-65; and 
Goyulgan, entry dated 1255:1:3 and postscript dated 1326:10:12, in 
SBGZST, 20:823, 829; alt. DZZ, 2:500, 506-7. 

15SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:15-16 and 1:5-6. The Sanso gyagaki also is 
known as the Elheljl sanso gyagakl. While the Dalson gyajoki is the 
more reliable of the two versions, both have a high reputation for 
reliability within and outside of the Sota school. 

16Shuko, ShUka osho yuzurljo, a.k.a. Sotashu hamyaku kefu 
(1445:9:9), in Komonjo, no. 787, 1:609-10. 

17Eja, Postscript (1254:9:9), Bussa shaden bosatsukal saho, 
copied 1335:6:12 by Daichi, Kofukuji D, in Zoku Sotoshu zensho [abb. 
"ZSZ~ (Tokyo: Sotoshu Shfimucho, 1974-1977), I, Shugen hoi, 42, alt. 
DZZ, 2:270. 
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demonstrates that a crucial element ill Giin's training had been provided 

by Ejo. 

Compared to the controversies over Giin's dharma succession, 

there is even less agreement regarding his training in China. 

According to the Ryakuden. Giin traveled to Song China in 1253 (the year 

of Dagen's death). and spent four years studying under Dagen's former 

teacher, Rujing. before returning to Japan. There are. however. several 

difficulties with this account. Giin was still at Eiheiji as of 1254 

when Ejo taught him the precept ceremonies, and Rujing had already 

passed away in 1228 even before Giin had begun studying under Dagen. 

Furthermore. from the eulogies for Dagen's goroku that were obtained by 

Giin from Chinese monks. it is clear that Giin was in China between 

1264-1265. 18 Later biographers of Giin have made ingenious attempts to 

reconcile these discrepancies. Ranzen Shun'yu (1613-1672). aware that 

Rujing had died earlier than Dagen. but not !:~owing the exact year. 

proposed that Giin had begun his study with Rujing ten years earlier 

than stated by the Ryakuden. in 1243. Then according to Shun'yu. Giin 

later made a second trip to China during which he collected the eulogies 

to be attached to Dagen's recorded sayings. 19 This version is repeated 

in the biography by Tangen Jicha (d. 1699).20 The next major 

biographer. Teinan Shujo (1675-1752). rejected the supposed encounter 

with Rujing all together. while accepting the idea of two trips to 

18Preface and eulogy by Wuwai Yiyuan. dated 1264:11:1. and 
eulogies by Xutang Zhiyu (Jpn. Kido Chigu. 1185-1269) and Tuigeng Dening 
(Jpn. Taika Tokunei). dated the third and fourth (qfngmfng) months of 
1265. to the Efhef Gen Zenjf goroku. in SZ. 2. Shugen. 2:27. 42. 

19Refso. in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:31. 

20Nichiiki Taja sho soden [abb. "Nichiikin] (1694), compo Tangen 
Jisho. fasc. 1. in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:43-44. 
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China. According to Shujo. Giin first went to China in 1253. but 

suddenly returned to Japan in time to study ordination ceremonies under 

Ej~ in 1254 and then went to ~h!na again in 1264 for four years of 

study.21 Although Shujo's version is widely repeated in secondary 

sources. there is little reason to believe that Giin went to China in 

either 1243 or 1253. nor that he made more than one trip.22 Passage 

between Japan and China was expensive. time consuming. and difficult to 

arrange. Moreover. if Giin had already returned from China by 1254. 

then there would have been little reason for Gikai to have made his trip 

five years later in 1259. 

Details of Giin's training in China are unavailable. To 

request the authorship of a preface to Dagen's recorded sayings. he 

sought out one of Rujing's major disciples. Wuwai Yiyuan (Jpn. ~Iugni 

Gion. d. 1266). who had been the principal compiler of Rujing's goroku. 

Yiyuan had become abbot only of a relatively minor temple. Kaishansi 

(Jpn. Raizenji). typical of Caodong monks who lacked the political 

connections necessary for appointment to major Chinese Chan 

monasteries. 23 Other than Yiyuan. Giin seems to have associated mainly 

with monks of Linji lineage. He also obtained eulogies for Dagen's 

recorded sayings from two leading Linji masters. Xutang Zhiyu (Jpn. Rido 

Chigu. 1185-1269) and Tuigeng Dening (Jpn. Taiko Tokunei). At that 

21 Rentoroku. fasc. 2. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:243-44. 

22Mangen Shiban correctly lists only one trip to China. See 
Enpo dentoroku. fasc. 7. in ZSZ. 10. Shlden. 680. 

23The Kaishansi (a.k.a. Ruiyansi: Jpn. Zuiganji) is located on 
Mt. Ruiyan (Jpn. Zuigan). in the modern prefecture of Dinghai. Zhejiang 
Province. The monopolization of appointments to state-sponsored temples 
by members of the Dahui-Linjj line is discussed by Tamamura. Gozan 
bungaku, 38-39. 
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time. both Zhiyu and Dening were abbots of major state-sponsored Wushan 

monasteries. 24 At these temples Giin acquired a rich knowledge of the 

many Chinese Chan practices that had been rejected by Dogen as well as 

the friendship of many Rinzai monks. Because of these friendships. when 

Giin returned to Japan. he had no difficulty taking up residence at the 

Shofukuji, a Rinzai temple in Kyushu that had been founded by Eisai. 

In Kyushu, Giin soon formed a close relationship with Kawajiri 

Yasuaki, a low-ranked local warrior. Yasuaki, in addition to managing 

his family's own land holdings, also served as the chief record keeper 

(so kuman) at the Shinzo estate (shoen) in central Kyushu, the guarantor 

(hanke) of which was the Saishokoin. 25 Although the Saishokoin has been 

variously identified as a sUb-temple of several different Tendai or 

Shingon monasteries, its true affiliation remains unclear. 26 What is 

significant. however, is that the Saishokoin also was the guarantor of 

the Shihi estate at which Eiheiji had been built. Likewise. the 

military steward (jito) at the Shinzo estate in Kyushu was a blood 

relative of the same Hatano family that served as the principal patrons 

of Eiheiji. Therefore, Giin's relationship with Kawajiri Yasuaki 

probably developed out of introductions arranged through these 

conne~tions. The relationship was very fruitful for Giin. In 1269. 

Yasuaki sponsored the building of Giin's first temple, Nyoraiji, 

although nominally the founding sponsor was listed as Yasuaki's 

24Yutang was abbot at the Jincisi and Tuigeng was abbot at the 
Lingyinsi (Jpn. Reiinji or Rinninji). both of which are located ncar the 
city of Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province. 

25Information in this paragraph regarding the Shinzo estate is 
from Nakaseko Shado, "Daijiji no danna ni tsuite," SG, 26 (1984): 24-29. 

26~akaseko, DZD. 337-45. 
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daughter. known by her BuddhIst name of Somya. 27 And in 1282 Yasuaki 

sponsored the building of Daijiji. the monastery that soon became the 

center of Higo Seta faction. 28 

Giin's Buddhism was characterized by its broad basis of support 

among many classes of people. Giin himself when he first went to Higo 

is said to have lived among the common villagers as a true mendicant. 

possessing no more than one robe, one begging bowl.29 In 1276. when 

Giin began raising money in order to build a bridge over the Midori 

river. he addressed an open appeal for support to the nobility and the 

warrior classes. other monks and common laymen. Giin's bridge-building 

project fulfilled a popular need. Every year numerous travelers, both 

rich and poor. had lost their lives attempting to cross the river. 

Moreover. Giin expressed his appeal in simple terms. identifying it with 

the Buddhist metaphor of helping the suffering to reach the "other shore 

[of salvation]."30 There is no record of all the local contributors to 

Giin's bridge project. From the size of the bridge that was completed 

in 1278 (said to have been apout sixteen shaku wide and nearly 600 shaku 

long). the construction must have required numerous supporters in 

27Nyoraiji is located in Udo-gun. Kumamoto Prefecture. 
Regarding the family relationship between Kawajiri Yasuaki and the nun 
Somyo. see Tajima Hakudo. Sotoshu nlsoshl (Tokyo: Sotoshu Nisedan 
Hon~u. 1955). 175-77. 

28Kawajiri Minamoto Yasuaki. Hinamoto Yasuaki kishin joan 
(1282:10:8). in Komonjo. no. 1374. 2:388-90. Daijiji is located within 
the present city of Kumamoto. 

29 Ryakuden. in SZ. 17. Shlden. 2:259. 

30Giin. 0 hashl kan'ensho (1276:5). in Komonjo. no. 1372, 2:386-
87. In other schools of Japanese Buddhism the character for "kan" in 
kan'en normally would be written with a homophonic character meaning "to 
encourage" instead of the Zen usage of the character for Mtree trunk." 
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addition to Yasuaki.31 A Quch smaller project, the casting of a bronze 

bell for Daijiji in 1287, elicited financial support from more than one 

hundred "patrons at large" (jlppo danna) , and material contributions 

from nearly three hundred laymen, as well as the efforts of thirty monks 

and thirty nuns. 32 Giin's ability to attract contributions from the 

general populace for these and other minor construction projects 

contrasts significantly with the general dependency of other early Zen 

monasteries upon the support of a single powerful patron. 

A second major characteristic of Giin's Buddhism was its ready 

support of secular political powers. While Dagen had admitted to the 

belief that the ruling powers would prosper if Buddhism flourished, he 

had firgly rejected any overt identification of Buddhism with the 

secular aims of the state.33 In contrast to his teacher, Giin promoted 

the traditional use of Buddhism as a symbol of secular power. Giin, in 

soliciting support for the bridge construction, argued that the 

successful completion of the project would cause: 

the Buddha-sun and the king-sun to shine together forever, the winds 
of compassion [i.e., Buddhism] and the winds of virtue [i.e., 
government] to sweep the world together for thousands of 
generations. 

He further asserted that the bridge building would demonstrate the 

virtue of the government and cause it to be admired for its fearless 

311 am applying the modern ratios of one ja equalling ten shaku 
and one hlro equalling six shaku. Although the modern shaku is roughly 
equivalent to one fout in length, the exact values and ratios of the 
units as used in Higo during the late thirteenth century are unknown. 
For the dimensions of the bridge, see Giin, a hashl kUya sakl 
(1278:7:30), In Kamanjo, no. 1373, 2:388. 

32Glln, Hlga Daljljl shamel (1287:4:7), Daljljl temple bell 
inscription, in SZ, 15, Klnsekl bunrul, 537. 

33Mizuno Hakuryu, "Dogen Zenji ni okeru kokka to shukyo" (1972); 
rpt. in Dagen, 309-22, esp. 318-20. 
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power that could just as easily pacify unruly barbarians. 34 Giin 

likewise commemorated the completion of the bridge in 1278 with a three 

day religious service dedicated to the peaceful governing of the 

realm.35 Giin's support of the state is best summed up by his 

inscription for Daijiji's bell cast in 1287: 

Ten-thousand years [of long life] for the emperor, one-thousand 
years [of long life] for the shogun; may they hear the ringing [of 
this bell] in peace and happiness, and see their rule pervade [the 
realm].36 

The final characteristic of Giin's Buddhism was its 

eclecticism. On the one hand, Giin was firmly committed to propagating 

Zen. Both Nyoraiji and Daijiji were built in the Zen style with central 

images of Sakyamuni (instead of one of the more popular devotional 

divinities). At age seventy-five, Giin, in an eloquent vow to save all 

sentient beings, referred to himself as a sincere student of Zen, guided 

only by the "Complete Essentials of the Correct Teaching" (shabo 

genzo).37 And Giin's disciples were thoroughly trained in the special 

monastic ceremonies unique to the Zen school as well as the vocabulary 

of Zen doctrines. 38 Yet on the other hand, Giin also endorsed practices 

34Giin, 0 hashi kan'ensha, in Kamanja. 2:387. 

35Giin, 0 hashi kuyo saki, in Komanja, 2:388. 

36Giin, Higa Daijiji shomei, in SZ, IS, Kinseki bunrui, 536. 

37Giin, Kangan Giin Zenji ganmon (1293), in ZSZ, 9, Hogo, 1. In 
this context, the words ~shobo genzon allude both to the essence of Zen 
Buddhism and to its correct transmission. 

38A prime example of the observance of Zen ritual at Daijiji 
would be the formal reception staged when Giin's dharma heir Ninno Joki 
(d.1364) became abbot. As recorded in the Rentoroku (fasc. 2), Joki 
performed a ceremonial tour of the monastic buildings, briefly stopping 
at each to state a few words on its significance as prescribed in 
traditional Zen codes, such as the Chanyuan qinggui (Jpn. Zennen shingi, 
1103; rpt. 1202; fasc. 7, "Zunsu ruyuan"; Jpn. "Sonshuku nyuin"). 
Arriving at the abbot's quarters, Joki answered a monk's complex series 
of questions regarding the Zen doctrine of the Five Ranks (gai). See 
SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:248-49; and Yakuchu Zennen shingi, ed. Kagamishima 
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associated with more traditional Japanese Buddhism. For the many nuns 

who studied under him, Giin encouraged devotional piety. To the novice 

nun Senshin, he gave shari (relics representing the essence of the 

Buddha's physical body}.39 Another nun, Joa, was instructed to copy the 

Bokekyo (Lotus Sutra), a task for which she also erected a commemorative 

pillar at Daijiji.40 Giio himself commemorated the completion of the 

bridge by organizing an elaborate religious ceremony in which one 

thousand monks and nuns reportedly participated. 41 For three days the 

monks performed an elaborate confession and penance ritual, Bakke senbo, 

a key ceremony of the Tendai school. Penance rituals traditionally were 

widely practiced in state sponsored temples in order to eliminate 

possible ill effects of the ruler's misdeeds and to attract good fortune 

for the state. Moreover, during this same-three day period, the monks 

continually recited sections from six different sutras, including many 

texts not used in Zen rituals, such as the Kegonkyo (Flower Garland 

sutra) and the Daijikkyo (a composite of several sutras). In all 

appearances this ritual was the same as one performed within the older 

established schools of Japanese Buddhism. 

Therefore, it is doubtful that Kawajiri Yasuaki, Giin's 

principal sponsor, had any true understanding of or appreciation for the 

differences that distinguished Zen from other schools of Japanese 

Genryu et al. (Tokyo: Sotoshu Shfimucho, 1972), 255-57. 

39Giin, Busshari soden (1279:11:1), In Komonjo, no. 667, 1:525-
26. 

40Joa, Higo Daijiji Hokke shosha sekitomei (1297:1nt.lO:18), in 
SZ, 15, Kinseki bunrui, 537. 

41Giln, 0 hashi kuyo saki, In Komonjo, 2:388. 
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Buddhism. Rather than any strong interest in Zen practice. and apart 

from any personal charisma that Giin might have possessed. there are 

three main reasons for Yasuaki's financial support of Giin's new 

religious establishment. The most basic one would be simple Buddhist 

piety. founded upon a desire to obtain the spiritual and material 

benefits associated with general Buddhist worship. For example. 

Yasuaki, in 1284. donated additional land to Daijiji partially in reward 

for its monks daily recitations of the Hokekyoand Dai hannyakyo as 

prayers (kitO) for his benefit.42 Likewise. Giin's inscription for the 

Oaijiji's bell cast in 1267 includes a prayer for Yasuaki's wealth. good 

fortune and long life. 43 For Yasuaki. having prestigious monks at a 

large monastery pay public obeisance to himself would be a powerful 

symbol of his own stature and authority. In these respects Oaijiji 

provided religious functions common to the many other family temples 

(ujidera) being erected by regionally-based warrior groups at that 

time.44 By supporting Giin in particular. Yasuaki gained pr~stige 

through association with the fame generated by Giin's successful 

completion of the bridge across the Midori river. That construction was 

considered important enough to attract the attention of the Shogunate in 

42Kawajiri Minamoto Yasuaki. Hinamoto Yasuakl klshln joan 
(1264:10:13). in Komonjo. no. 1375. 2:390-91. 

43Giin. Higo Daljljl shamel. in SZ. 15. Kinsekl bunrui. 536-37. 

44Surveying the numerous ujldera built by the emerging regional 
warrior groups In the Kamakura period. Kawai Masaharu detects a shift 
beginning in the late thirteenth century (the same period as when 
Oaijiji was built) away from the patronage of devotional temples 
associated with local folk worship toward the building of Pure Land or 
Zen-related temples. See his "Chusei bushidan no ujigami ujidera" 
(1958). rpt. in Chiikl shakal to shukyo no shltekl kenkyu. ed. Ogura 
Toyofumi (Tokyo: Yanagihara Shoten. 1963). 7-9. 
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Kamakura.45 Therefore, it is no mere coincidence that Yasuaki began 

building Daijiji for Giin shortly after the bridge was completed. In 

donating land to Daijiji, Yasuaki repeatedly refers to Giin as the 

organizer of the bridge project. 46 In addition to his own piety and 

Giin's fame as a bridge builder, in a larger political context, another 

reason for Yasuaki to sponsor the building of a Zen temple would have 

been to express unity with the HOjo regents in Kamakura who were 

actively promoting Zen among their own followers. 47 This supposition is 

supported by the fact that upon news of the death of Hojo Tokimune 

(1251-1284), who had sponsored the building of the Kamakura Zen temple 

Engakuji in 1282, Yasuaki again donated additional land to Daijiji as 

pious expression of Yasuaki's hope that Tokimune attain enlightenment in 

his next life. 48 

Daijiji remained the center of the Higo Soto branch until the 

beginning of the Tokugawa period. In 1298, Giin had appointed his 

disciple Shido Shoyu to succeed him as the second abbot of Daijiji.49 

However, when Shoyu died in 1301, only one year after Giin, the future 

of Daijiji was in doubt. To decide who would become the next abbot, a 

poetry contest was held among the Daijiji community. Tetsuzan Shian won 

acceptance by the Daijiji monks with a poem proclaiming that only Giin's 

45[Hojo Noritoki], Ka.akura 5hogunke okl'o joan (1287), in 
Ko.onjo, no. 1378, 2:391-92. 

46Kawajiri Minamoto Yasuaki, Nina.oto Yasuaki klshin joan 
(1282:10:8, 1284:10:13), in Ko.onjo, nos. 1374-75, 2:388-91. 

47Kawai Masaharu, Chusei buke shakai no kenkyu, Nihon Shigaku 
Kenkyu Sosho (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1978), 114. 

48Kawajiri Minamoto Yasuaki, Nina.oto Yasuakl klshin joan 
(1286:6:14), in Ko.onjo, no. 1376, 2:391. 

49Rentoroku, fasc. 2, in 5Z, 16, Shlden, 1:247. 
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dharma descendants should be allowed to occupy the abbotship.50 By this 

proclamation, Shian established the exclusivity of Daijiji. closing its 

monastic offices to anyone outside of Giin's lineage. Moreover, 

beginning with Shian, the abbots of Daijiji served relatively short 

terms, so that the abbotship would be available to a steady succession 

of new candidates. After Shian the next two abbots also were Giin's 

direct heirs. Subsequent abbots were drawn first from the ranks of 

Shian's disciples, and then from among the disciples of Giin's other 

heirs. In this way, all of Giin's direct heirs were able to insure that 

their own disciples also would have an opportunity to rise to the 

Daijiji abbotship. Within three or four teacher-disciple generations. 

Daijiji already had had twenty-six new abbots (see figure 3). 

5~angen Shiban, Enpo dentoroku, fasc. 7, in ZSZ, 10, Shiden, 
682. 
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FIGURE 3 

DHARMA LINBAGES AND TilE ABBOTsnIP OF DAIJIJI 

Cycle: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 G11n 2 Shido Shoyu 
3 Tetsuzan T 6 GJsha -- 11 nahan 18 Gyokukan 28 Senten 

7 Daiko -- 12 Gikai 20 MeishJtsu t------------- 14 Shiryo 22 Muta 
8 Ten'an 16 Chokei 24 Ryoshitsu 

4 Gukoku --- 9 MUgetsu 27 Heian 
.-------------------------- 29 Zuiseki 5 Ninno -r- 10 Gen'e -L __________________ _ 25 Sansen 

1------ 13 Saijii 
t= 15 Giyu _ 26 BaUn 
J-J----------------- 17 Moan 
t------------------- 19 Kazen 

21 Teklden 
~------------------------ 23 BtSUD 

As shown in this chart. Daljiji's twenty-third abbot had been only three dharma-generations removed 
from Giin. For a list of Daijijl's first sixty-six abbots, see Kuriyama, Gakusan shiron, 82-83. 

CD 
~ 
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This practice of rotating the abbotship (rinjm among divergent 

lines of descendants had many advantages over any process of "straight

line" succession (in which each subsequent abbot is the direct disciple 

of his predecessor). It insured that Daijiji received support from all 

of the dharma lines descendent from Giin, thereby preventing 

factionalism. These different lines vied for offices at Daijiji, 

thereby providing a ready supply of able candidates. Moreover, because 

of the relatively rapid turnover, monks had many opportunities to 

advance through monastic offices. In this way, young monks quickly 

acquired expertise in a wide variety of monastic affairs as well as 

personal prestige. No doubt this process of accelerated promotion to 

monastic office helped fuel the regional expansion of Higo Seta by 

rapidly producing monks trained in the skills necessary for founding 

their own temples. 

Senne and Kyogo: Commentators on Dagen's 'Shabo genze' 

Senne (n.d.) and Kyege (n.d.), the next two of Degen's 

disciples to be considered, are vastly more important in the development 

of the orthodoxy of the modern Sate school than in their contributions 

to medieval Sata developments. Indeed their faction quickly died out. 

Other than an occasional chance mentioning of their names, there are no 

historical records describing Senne and Kyogo's training under Dagen, 

their careers, or the activities of their disciples. Yet in spite of 

their historical obscurity, Senne and Ryoge are important because each 

wrote lengthy detailed commentaries on Degen's seventy-five chapter 

Shabo genzo. In quantity either of these commentaries taken alone 

easily exceeds by many times the combined literary output of all of 

Dagen's other disciples. These two com~entaries miraculously survived. 
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Since their rediscovery in the mid-Tokugawa period, they also have 

revolutionized the Soto school's own understanding of Dagen Zen. 

Therefore, Kagamishima Genryu correctly asserts that the modern Sato 

school is linked to Dogen through two lines: institutionally through 

Gikai's lineage and ideologically through Senne's lineage. 51 

Senne was second only to Ejo among Dagen's leading disciples. 

Like Ejo, Senne is believed to have inherited Dagen's dharma line while 

Dogen was still teaching at Koshoji. 52 He is reported also to have 

inherited the dharma robe that once belonged to Furong Daojie (Fuyo 

Dakai, 1043-1118), a famous Chinese Caodong master. This robe 

supposably had been passed down to Dogen via his teacher Rujing. 53 At 

Koshaji, Senne served as Degen's attendant ()isha).54 Ban'an Eishu 

(1591-1654), a Tokugawa-period Soto monk who founded a new Koshoji in 

1649, popularized the idea that Senne had remained behind as the second 

51"Nihon Zcnshushi: Sotoshu," in Zenshu no rekishi: Nihon, 
Koza Zen, 4, edt Suzuki Daisetsu and Nishitani Keiji (Tokyo: Chikuma 
Shobo, 1967), 100. The following discussion of Senne and Kyego is based 
largely upon Kagamishima's findings as reported in the above article 
(pp. 100-4), and in the two listed below: "'Shabo genzosho' no seiritsu 
to sono seikaku" (1964); "'Shobo genzosho' wo meguru sho mondai" (1975); 
both rpt. and rev. in Dagen Zen)1 to sana shuhen, 106-17; and 79-105. 

52Da1son gyajak1, in SZ, 16, Sh1den, 1:13. Also see Kagamishima 
Gcnryu, "'Shabo genzasho' wo meguru sho mondai," 80-81. 

53rhis robe appears in Daison gyajak1, in SZ, 16, Sh1den, 1:13; 
and is reported to have gone to Senne in Yosh1tsu zatsuk1 (1457), in 
Senpuku gento rokusho, 2, in SZ, 15, J1shi. 385. Regarding the 
tradition of the robe. see Kawamura Kodo. "Senpukujibon 'Shobo genzo 
kikigakisho' ni tsuite," in Samokuroku. supplementary vol. to SBaZS~ 
27:227b; and Nakaseko Shodo. "'Fuyo kesa' shorai wo iu sho shiryo he no 
gichaku," sa, 20 (1978): 47-52. 

54 Koroku, sec. 1, in DZZ, 2:7. 
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abbot of Koshaji when Dagen moved to Echizen in 1243. 55 There is. 

however. no evidence to support Ban'an's assertion. 

Instead it is much more likely that Senne accompanied Dagen out 

of the capital. Senne would have had to remain with Dagen in order to 

obtain his complete copy of Dagen's Shabo genza. Within two weeks after 

leaving the capital. Dagen already had composed at least one new chapter 

for this work. In all. thirty-five of the seventy-five Shabo genzo 

chapters commented upon by Senne were composed by Dagen after leaving 

the capital. Of the Shabo genzo chapters originally composed at Kashoji 

and later revised by Dagen in Echizen. Senne commented on the revised 

versions. 56 Senile mu~t have been with Dagen in order to receive 

instruction in these chapters. Moreover. Senne. along with Eja and 

Gien. was a principal compiler of Dagen's goroku. which was arranged at 

Eiheiji after Dagen's death. Senne organized the text for three of its 

ten sections: Dagen's lectures at Koshaji ("Koshaji goroku"): Dagen's 

verse comments on ninety koan ("Juko"): and the miscellaneous verses 

("Shinsan jisan narabi ni geju").57 Following the compilation of 

Dagen's goroku. Senne did return to the capital, but not to Kashaji. 

Senne founded a new temple. YOkoan (later known as Yokoji), near 

55Ban'an osha monju. entry dated 1649:7. in ZSZ, 3, Goroku. 
1:87. 

56Kawamura Kado, "'Shabo genza' seiritsu no sho mondai." pt. 6, 
"Shinfukuji bunko shoza 'Daigo' maki sokahon no shokai." KBK, 38 (1980): 
18-19. 

57 Koroku. secs. 1. 9, and 10, in DZZ. 2:7. 167. 186. 
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Kenninji at the site where Dagen had been cremated. 58 At this location. 

Senne erected a memorial pillar in honor of Dage~ (kaisanta).59 . This 

pillar no longer exists; today YOkoan's exact loc~tion remains unknown . 

. '- .. Kyogo succeeded Senne as the second abbot of yokoan. 60 Before 

becoming Senne's disciple. Kyogo is believed to have studied directly 

under Dagen. Kyogo. in commenting on the Shabo genza. refers to Dagen 

as "my former teacher" (senshl) more than forty times. 61 At one point 

he refers to his own commentary as a "transcription" (kiklgakl). the 

same word by which he refers to the commentary recorded by Senne. 

Dagen's heir. 62 Also. Kyogo is listed as a participant in the services 

conducted at Dagen's cremation. 63 For these reasons we can no longer 

accept the assertion by Okubo nashu that Kyago must have been too young 

to have ever met Dagen. To a large extent. Okubo's argument rested upon 

identifying Kyoga. the abbot of yakaji. with a "Kyago" listed in a 

58Daison gyojoki. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:14; and KyUkl (1505:9). 
Higashiyama Kataiji (Kyoto) D; rpt. in Kawamura Koda. "Dagen Zenji to 
Eiheiji no kaisa." In Elheijishi. 1:150. This Higashiyama Kotaiji 
document was first introduced by Ishikawa Ryaiku. "Shari raimon ni 
tsuite." Indogaku Bukky~aku kenkyu [abb. "IBK"]. 11:2 (March 1963). 
275. but without the portion mentioning Senne and YOkoan. 

5~ention of this pillar occurs in Daichi's poem. "Rai Yoke 
Kaisante." in Daichi Zenji geju. in ZSZ. 9. Geju. 753. Seto scholars 
mistakenly have interpreted the kaisan referred to in this title as 
Senne. Compare. however. the similar wording of the title of one of 
Dagen's lectures included as a postscript to the Shabo genzasho. namely. 
"Hogo: Kaisan no on kotoba"--which Okubo Doshfi retitled as "Sanzcn 
gakuda myojutsu." in DZZ. 2:389. 

60KyUki. in Eiheljishi. 1:150. 

61Ikeda Rasan. "Shabo genzasha no mandai." KBRS. 1 (1971): 73. 

62Shoba genzosha (Senpukuji Yoshitsu edn.). rase. 15. "Shoaku 
makusa" chap •• in SBGZST. 12:587. This SBGZST edition is the only 
accurate reproduction of the original Senpukuji text. 

63KyUkl. in Elheljishi. 1:150. 
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collection of genealogical charts (the Sonpi bunmyaku. fasc. 6) who had 

attained the highest ecclesiastical rank aW3rded by the government (the 

rank of hoin). Okubo raises an important point. because if Kyage had 

attained such a high rank. he would have been advanced in years before 

leaving the established Buddhist centers to begin his study of Sate Zen. 

Kagamishima GenryU. however. has challenged this identification on the 

grounds that there is no evidence linking the two names. Kagamishima 

further notes that even if the identification is allowed to stand. the 

evidence that Kyogo actually attained an ecclesiastical rank is 

inconclusive since an old edition of the genealogical charts in the 

Cabinet Library (Naikaku Bunko) does not include any rank under the name 

"Kyega."64 

At YOkaji. on the day of the full moon. fourth month of 1303. 

Kyege began writing his commentary on the Shabo genzo. Writing only 

seven or ten days during each month of the summer training period. in 

six years he wrote approximately twenty fascicles. On the twenty-second 

of the twelfth month of 1308. as snow swept through his garden. Kyega 

wrote the final postscript to his commentary. which he called a sho.65 

His work is commonly known as: Shobo genzosho. Kyege signed himself as 

a Sete monk. indicating his own sectarian consciousness--even though 

Degen had argued that within true Buddhism no divisions such as "Sate 

sect" or even "Zen sect" exist. 66 Kyogo appended a second commentary. 

640kubo. DZDKK. 255-56; and Kagamishima Genryu. "'Shobo 
genzosho' wo meguru sho mondai." 84-85. 

65Shobo genzosho. fasc. 30. in SBGZST. 14:481. 

66SBGZ. "Butsude" chap .• in DZZ. 1:376-81. 386-87. Kyoge 
included Degen's assertions in his commentary. but without much 
discussion (Shobo genzosho. fasc. 20. "Eutsudo" chap .• in SBGZST. 
13:317). 
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approximately ten fascicles in all, at the end of each chapter of his 

own commentary as a supplement to authenticate the accuracy of his 

interpretations. 67 Kyogo refers to this second commentary as 

Mgoklklgakl." Therefore it is known as the MShoba genzo goklklgakl." 

When both commentaries are referred to together. they are known as the 

"Goklklgaklsha," or "Gosha" for short. Although Kyogo does not explain 

the origin of the Goklklgakl, because of the use of the honorific prefix 

"go," it is assumed that this appended commentary must have been written 

by Kyogo's predecessor, Senne. It is further assumed that Senne 

composed his klklgakl commentary sometime around 1263, because one 

chapter of the Goklklgakl contains an unsigned postscript with that 

date.68 By 1263 Senne already would have completed his work on Dagen's 

goroku. This date can be deduced from the fact that Giin already had 

his copy of the goroku in China between 1264 and 1265. 

The oldest extant manuscript of the Gosha also contains several 

other short texts. In addition to the two commentaries on the Shabo 

genzo, there is a ~hort commentary on the second half of the Bonmokya 

(Ch. Fanwangjlng) , a text that describes the Mahayana precepts that have 

received special emphasis within the Japanese Tendai tradition. This 

commentary, known as the Bonmokya ryakusho (hereafter cited as 

MRyakusho") , contains an unsigned postscript dated the sixteenth of the 

67In exception to this general arrangement, the Sho and 
Goklklgakl are mixed together passage by passage (i.e., ehon) in the 
first three chapters (Genjo koan, Maka hannya, and Bussho) of the 
manuscript. 

68Shoba genzosha, fasc. 16, "5hoaku makusa" chap., in SBGZS~ 
12:658. 
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sixth month. 1309.69 Because that is only half a year after Kyogo had 

finished writing the Gosho. this commentary on the Mahayana precepts 

also is assumed to have been written by Kyogo. The authorship cf this 

commentary. however. generally is attributed to Senne. because the 

postscript contains the statement, "These are my former teacher's 

explanations." As a result of the assumed unity between these various 

texts, traditionally little distinction has been drawn between Senne and 

Kyogo. or between their commentaries on the Shabo genza and on the 

Bonmakyo. Only in the last few years, with the publication of an 

accurate edition of these texts. have scholars begun to re-examine these 

assumptions. 70 

For example. the words "my former teacher" in the postscript to 

the Ryakusho actually refer to Dogen, not to Senne. This interpretation 

already had been indicated by a tiny note in the margin of the 

postscript written by a later Soto monk, Kenda (d. 1746). Kenda's note 

is not included in some published editions of the Gosha, but its 

accuracy is easily demonstrated. In commenting on the Mahayana 

precepts, the Ryakushooften quotes directly from Dagen's writings. 

69Shaba genzosha, fasc. 31, Bonmakyo ryakusho [abb. "Ryakusha"] , 
in SBGZST, 14:632. 

70As mentioned in note 62, the SBGZST (vols. 11-14) with its 
photographic reproduction of the actual Senpukuji YOshitsu manuscript 
contains the only accurate typeset, critically edited version of the 
text. Two earlier published versions of the Gosha, one published by 
Komeisha (2 vols.) in 1903 (and subsequently reprinted in the Shabo 
eenza chukal zensho [11 vols .• 1914; rpt., 1956-1958]) and one included 
in the original SZ (1930) presented so many different misreadings that 
mahY people were led to believe that different original manuscripts had 
been transcribed for each edition. When the SZ edn. was reprinted in 
1970 most (but not all) of its errors were corrected in a complete 
revision of the text. The widely used ChUkal zensho edition has not 
been adequately revised, and should be avoided (the other commentaries 
in that collection also differ radically from their original form). See 
Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shobo genzosho' wo meguru sho mandai," 98-101. 
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Passages appear from Degen's goroku, from his Shabo genza, and from his 

Busso sJJaden bosatsukai kyoju kailZlon. 71 Usually the author or sources 

of these passages are not identified. At one point. however. the 

Ryakusho states "in the text of my former teacher's 'Shinjin gakudo'" 

(i.e .• the title a Shobo genzo chapter).72 Likewise the passages from 

the Busso shoden bosatsukai kyoju kailZlon often are referred to as "my 

former teacher's words."73 Clearly. the "former teacher" in this 

postscript should be interpreted as referring to the author of the 

explanations cited in the commentary rather than referring to the author 

of the commentary itself. 

The history of Senne and Kyogo's temple. Yokoji. and the fate 

which caused their commentaries to be preserved are unknown. Numerous 

interlinear notes indicate that the commentaries continued to be studied 

at YOkoji for several generations. One of these notes even is 

attributed to the fifth-generation abbot of YOkoji. 74 Yet when Daichi 

visited the temple sometime before 1340. he described it as desolate. 

moss-covered. empty buildings. 75 If this description is accurate. then 

within thirty-years after Kyogo completed the Gosho. already Yokoji was 

71Por examples of these quotations. see: (a) Koroku. sec. 5. 
lec. 390 [DZZ. 2:96]; (b) SBGZ. "Genjo koan" chap. [DZZ. 1:7-8]; and (c) 
Busso shoden bosatsukai kyojumon [DZZ. 2:280]; as cited in the Ryakusho. 
in SBGZST. 14: (a) 536-37. (b) 549. and (c) 487. 494, 499. In the text 
of the commentary. none of these passages are identified as quotations 
from Dogen's writings. The Busso shoden bosatsukai kyoju kailZlon will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. "Precept Ordinations." 

72 Ryakusho. in SBGZST. 14:508. 

73See. for example. ibid .• in SBGZS~ 14:519. 529. 

74Shoba genzosho. fasc. 12. "Gabyo" chap .• in SBGZST. 12:323. 

750aichi. "Rai Yoke Kaisanto." in ZSZ. 9. Geju. 753. 
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in decline. 76 The oldest extant copy of the Gosha is found in the 

patriarch's hall (YOshitsu). of Senpukuji. a temple in Kyushu (Oita 

Pref.). that was not founded until 1376. Temple records contain no 

mention of the Gosha at all until 1586 when it was reportedly saved from 

a fire that destroyed the temple. 77 Moreover. it was not mentioned in a 

1457 account of the other contents of the patriarch's hall. 78 

Therefore. between the time YOkoji fell into decline (prior to 1340) and 

the Senpukuji fire of 1586. the whereabouts of the Gosha is a mystery. 

Kawamura Kado has proposed that the manuscript was presented to 

Senpukuji by Jikinyo -eho (d. 1503). the abbot of one of Senpukuji's 

subtemples. Daiyuji. 79 Kawamura still is unable. however. to explain 

how Jikinyo would have acquired the manuscript. In spite of these 

difficulties regarding the history of the text. today no one doubts 

either the GoshD's authenticity or its importance. 

Before examining the importance of the Gosha. first let us note 

a few of its major characteristics. First. both Senne's Gokikigaki and 

Kyogo's Shawere composed as formal commentaries. Because Senne's 

commentary is referred to as a transcription (kikigaki) by Kyogo, 

traditionally it had been thought that Senne transcribed Dogen's own 

lectures or explanations of each Shaba genzQ chapter and that Kyogo then 

merely supplemented these lectures with his own comments. The word 

76k2gamishima Genryu. "'Shobo genzosho' wo meguru sho mondai." 
91-93. 

77Shundo Sengyoku (d.1859). Fusetsu (1830:7:25). included in 
Senpuku genta rokusha. in SZ, 15, Jishi. 394. 

78Yashitsu zatsuki. in Senpuku genta rokusha. 2. in SZ. 15. 
Jishi. 385-86. 

79"Seopukujiboo 'Shabo geozo kikigakisho' oi tsuite." 242-43. 
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"kikigaki," however, while literally meaning "transcription," in this 

case refers to a commentary that purports to accurately convey the 

traditional understanding of the text. It does not imply any recording 

of lectures nor use of lecture notes.80 Both Senne and Kyago write of 

Dogen in the familiar. Moreover, Kyago wrote his Sha as a separate 

work, able to stand independently of Senne's Gokikigaki. Close 

examination of the tKO commentaries reveal differences in concern and in 

interpretation of the Shabo genza. 81 

The second major characteristic of the Gosha is that Senne and 

Kyogo offer interpretations that could not be derived from any mere 

literal reading of the Shabo genzo. 82 Both in terms of vocabulary 

(e.g., Kyogo's stating that the words "koan" and "shabo genzo" are 

equivalent)83 and in terms of exposition (e.g., the use of the principle 

that opposite statements express an identical truth),84 the Gosho 

employs the same style of circular logic found throughout Dogen's Shabo 

80Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shobo genzosho' wo meguru sho mandai," 
88-89. 

81Ikeda, "Shobo genzosho no mandai," 83; and Kawamura, 
"Senpukujibon 'Shobo genzo kikigakisho' ni tsuite," 221. 

82Sakai Tokugen, "Shabo genzosho," in Sotoshii zensho kaidai 
sakuin [abb. "Kaidai'1, supplementary vol. to SZ and ZSZ (Tokyo: 
Sotoshu Shumucho, 1978), 207b. 

83Shobo genzosho, fasc. 1, "Genjo koan" chap., in SBGZST, 11:8-
9. According to Kyogo's interpretation, "koan" refers to pure reality, 
in and of itself, free from delusion, while "shabo genzo" refers to 
Buddhism. Therefore Kyogo is stating that reality itself is Buddhism. 

84This principle (expressed by Dogen as "ippo wo shosuru toki wa 
ippo wa kurashi"; illuminating the one obscures the other) is cited 
often in Senne and Kyogo's explanations. Simply explained, this idea 
asserts that all viewpoints necessarily embodies the totality of 
existence; no opposing reality possibly could exist. Therefore two 
opposite positions can be affirmed because each expresses the same 
absolute truth. See Ito ShUken, "'Gosha' no 'Shabo genzo' kaishaku: 
Hiteiteki hyogen ni tsuite," KBK, 35 (1977): 300-13. 
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genzo. Other Zen teachers are criticized repeatedly for their rejection 

of "words and letters."85 Therefore, the Gosha, by emphasizing the 

unique elements within Dagen's idiom, forces one to attempt to interpret 

the Shabo genzoon its own terms, rather than as one would read a 

traditional Buddhist or Zen text. In going beyond a literal 

interpretation of the Shabo genzo, the Gosha also displays a strong 

sectarianism. Senne and Kyago not only contrast Dagen's teachings with 

those of traditional Japanese Buddhist schools. such as Tendai or Hosso, 

but also harshly criticize other Zen traditions as well. Dogen himself, 

although critical of many trends in Song-dynasty Chinese Chan, refrained 

from criticizing Japanese Zen teachers. The Gosha, however, attacks the 

leading Zen teachers in Japan by name.86 In the Gosho, Dagen Zen is 

clearly differentiated from the styles of Zen then current in both China 

and Japan. On this point, Senne and Kyogo stand apart from Dagen's 

other disciples who looked to China for the models upon which to base 

their Zen. 87 In fact, from their criticisms of other Zen traditions, 

and from their having left Eiheiji, one can easily suppose that Senne 

and Kyogo must have had conflicts with the former members of the 

Darumashu who became key members of Dagen's community.88 

85See , for example, Shabo genzosho, fascs. 3, 4, and 10 
("Bussho," "Shinjin gakuda," and "Daigo" chaps.), in SBGZS~ 11:59-60, 
80-81, 259, 291-92, 489-90. 

86Shoba genzosha, fasc. 15, "Kamyo" chap., in SBGZS~ 11:713-14, 
comment upon "Zazengi" chap. Also see Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shabo 
genzosho' no seiritsu to sana seikaku," 107-10; and Ito ShUken, "'Shabo 
genzosho' ni mirareru 'kindai no Zenso' hihan," 1BK. 29:1 (Dec. 1980), 
195-98. 

87Kagamishima Genryu. "'Shobo genzosho' no seiritsu to sana 
selkaku," 110. 

88Kagamlshima Genryu, "Ejo Zenjl to Eisai Zenji," 39. 
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The fourth major characteristic of the Gosha is its use of 

Japanese Tendai concepts and concerns in interpreting the Shobo genzo. 

Because of this, there is little doubt that Senne and Kyago must have 

received thorough training in the doctrines of medieval Japanese Tendai 

before they converted to Dagen's new Zen school. Likewise, Yokaji must 

have had some nominal status as a Tendai temple in order to be allowed 

to exist in the capital.89 Kyoga's closeness to the Tendai tradition is 

suggested by his having lectured on the Mahayana precepts of the 

Bonmokyo. This sutra hardly appears in Dagen's writings, but was 

studied frequently at Tendai temples. 90 In light of these points, one 

must question to what extent the interpretations in the Goshomight have 

been influenced by the Japanese Tendai doctrines of Original 

Enlightenment (hongaku homon) and Complete, One-step Precepts 

(endonkai). 

There are two approaches to this question. On the one hand, if 

Tendai influences are evident already within Dagen's own thought, then 

the Gosho cannot be guilty of misrepresenting Dagen's intentions. Even 

though Senne and Kyaga are well versed in Tendai doctrines, invariably 

these doctrines are mentioned in the Goshoonly as negative examples of 

mistaken views. 91 Therefore, many Sata scholars believe the Gosha must 

be a reliable guide to Dagen's intentions. Yet on the other hand, the 

89Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shabo genzasho' no seiritsu to sono 
seikaku," 106-7. 

90Kagamishima Genryu identified only three references to the 
Bonmakyo in Dagen's writings. See his Dagen Zenji to in'yo kyaten, 223; 
and Ikeda Rosan, "Bonmakyo ryakusha no mondai: Bonmokya no kenkyushi 
karn mita," SG, 14 (1972): 99. 

91Ikeda Rosan, "Dogen Zenji to Tendai hongaku shiso: Gosha ni 
okeru Tendai hihan," SG, 13 (1971): 87-92. 
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Gosha's interpretation of precept ordination procedures clearly violates 

the literal reading of the Shabo genza in favor of Japanese Tendai 

practice. In the "Shukke" (Becoming a Monk) chapter of the Shabo genza. 

Dagen quotes a Chinese Zen code, the Chanyuan qinggui (Jpn. Zennen 

shlngl. 1103). as stipulating: "After receiving the sravaka [i.e .• 

Hlnayana] precepts. then receive the bodhisattva [i.e .• Mahayana] 

precepts."92 Kyoga. however. in commenting on this passage argues for 

the Japanese Tendai position that the sravaka precepts apply only in 

China. not in Japan. 93 Kyogo's rejection of Hinayana precepts makes 

explicit a position implied elsewhere in Dogen's writings. but leaves 

open the issue of inconsistencies in Dagen's teachings. 94 Likewise. the 

emphasis on practice as the expression of inherent enlightenment (honsha 

.yashU) within the Gosha has been largely responsible for the gradual 

abandonment of systematic kaan training within the Sata school since the 

late Tokugawa period. even though Dogen himself clearly had taught kaan 

Zen. 95 The Gosha even goes beyond Dagen's writings to include Tendai 

concepts of original enlightenment such as the assertion by the Japanese 

Tendai scholar Annen (841-ca.889-98) that for a good monk. desires. even 

sexual lust. are the activity of enlightenment. 96 

92See DZZ. 1:597; and Yakuchu Zennen shingi (fasc. 1. "Shoujie"; 
Jpn. "Jukai"). 13. 

93Shaba genzasha. rase. 29, "Shukke" chap .• in SBGZS~ 14:461. 

94See Ishida Mizumaro, "Dagen: Sono kai to shingi." pt. 1. 
Ko.azawa bunko kenkyu, 8:3 (March 1962). Ib; and Kagamishima Genryu, 
"Zenkai no seiritsu to endonkai" (1967). rpt. as "Endonkai to Busso 
shaden bosatsukai." in Dagen Zenji to sono shuhen. 165 n.4. Dagen's 
attitude toward precepts will be discussed below in chapter 7. 

95This question is discussed in chapter 6 below. 

96Shabo genzasha, fasc. 4. "Shinjin gakudo" chap., in SBGZST, 
11:711-12. Also see Annen. Shingonshu kyojigi. fase. I; in T. 75:382a. 
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To understand why the Gosha has become so influential in the 

modern Sata school, we must digress slightly to review the state of 

Shabo genzo studies during the Tokugawa period. First, there was no 

definitive version of the text. All the major Sata temples had a Shobo 

genzo; the name was widely known. Some temples, however, had only a 

single chapter. Expanded recensions varied between twelve, twenty-

eight, sixty, seventy-five, and eighty-three or eighty-four chapter 

versions. Comparisons between these different recensions were conducted 

only with grcut difficulty because access to the manuscripts was limited 

to senior monks who had a direct affinity with the particular temple 

possessing a text. When comparisons were made, they revealed major 

differences between the different texts. Some chapters have variant 

editions.97 Copyist errors, deletions and additions, were found in most 

manuscripts. 98 Moreover, at least one false chapter, "Shinzo," also had 

been in circulation since at least the fifteenth century.99 

Because of this confu~ed situation, the authenticity of the 

entire Shabo genzo was considered doubtful. Therefore the Sata 

establishment was angered when, in 1700, Manzan Dohaku (1636-1714) used 

97DZZ contains variant versions of five SBGZ chapters: "Shin 
fukatoku," "Bukkajaji," "Butsuda" [variant version retitled, ~Doshin" in 
the so-called Honzan edn.], "Senmen," and "Sanjiga." 

98Danno Hiroyuki estimates that emendations are found in about 
seventy percent of SBGZ manuscripts that had been copied from versions 
predating the compilations by Manzan and Menzan. See his "Shabo gcnza 
tashabon ni okeru 'kakiire' ni tsuite," SG, 27 (1985): 78. 

99This chapter (also known by variant titles such as "Baika 
shisho," "Baika," "Den'e," "Shisho," and "Shinsho") existed by the time 
of Chikuko Shoyu (1380-1461). It was included as part of the Shobo 
genzo in the original edn. of SZ (1929-1935), but deleted from the 
revised reprint (1970-1973) and moved to ZSZ, I, Shugen hol. For a 
detailed history, see Kawamura Koda, "Isen shiryo Shabo genzo chusho 
Baika shisho," in Somokuroku, SBGZS~ 27:134. 
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the Shabo genzo as the basis for an appeal before the Tokugawa 

shogunate's Agency of Temples and Shrines (Jisha bugyO) in order to 

force the 50to school to alter its system of temple-dharma lineages 

(garanbO).100 Although the shogunate eventuallY ruled in favor of 

Manzan. opposition to his reforms came entirely from within the 50to 

hierarchy, who argued against the authority of the Shabo genzo. 101 

Significantly in presenting his case to the government. Manzan had cited 

only selected passages from the Shabo genzo. all in his own unambiguous 

Chinese-language transl~tions.l02 In contrast to this. his opponents 

had cited whole chapters in Dagen's original. difficult Japanese to 

argue for interpretations exactly opposite of Manzan's.103 These 

opposing interpretations demonstrated that no one understood with 

confidence the true intent of Dagen's language. Nonetheless. the 1703 

ruling in favor of Manzan's appeal by the Tokugawa shogunate ordered the 

Soto school to base its religious practices upon Dogen's teachings. 104 

In response to this challenge and in order to avoid further 

controversies over the meaning of the Shabo genzo, the Soto hierarchy 

requested the government to ban both the copying and publication of any 

100A detailed account of Manzan's appeal is found in an account 
written by his disciple, Sanshu Hakuryu (1669-1760), Shuto fukkoshl. 2 
fascs. (1760). in ZSZ. I, Shltsuchu, 533-602. 

101Shuto fukkoshi, fasc. 2, in ZSZ, I, Shitsuchu, 583. 

102Shuto fukkoshi, fasc. I, in ZSZ, I, Shitsuchu, 554-55. 

103Jozan Ryoko (d. 1736), Shabo teklden shishl lkkushu (1702), 
fasc. I, contains a detailed commentary on the texts of the SBGZ 
chapters "Shisho," and "Juki" in order to argue against Manzan's 
positions. See SBGZS~ 20:528-51. 

104Shuto fdkkoshi, fasc. I, in ZSZ, I, Shitsuchu, 594. 
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version of Degen's Shobo genzo, which the shogunate did in 1722.105 

During this period, Tenkei Denson (1648-1735;, a Sata scholar, 

conducted the first full length, line-by-line, study of the Shobo genzo 

since Kyaga. His commentary, the Benchu (written ca.1726-1729) , 

rejected outright six Shobo genzo chapters, and suggested alterations to 

many others. 106 Tenkei, in addition to editing out passages that failed 

to agree with his own understanding, also "corrected" Dagen's readings 

of Chinese passages by adding additional words or changing the 

punctuation. Significantly, Tenkei's criticisms of the Shobo genzo were 

in agreement with many of those expressed by a Rinzai monk, Hujaku Dechu 

(1653-1744), who wrote his own critique at about the same time (ca.1725-

1726).107 Of the twenty objections raised by Hujaku, ten also are found 

in Tenkei's Benchu. 108 Tenkei and Hujaku alike believed in a basic 

unity underlying all Zen, Sata and Rinzai, Japanese and Chinese. 

Neither could accept Degen's criticisms of famous Chinese Linji 

105Regarding the issuing of the order banning publication and 
copying of the SBGZ (i.e., the "Kaihan kenshi no rei"), see Yokozeki 
Ryoin, Edo jidai Toman seiyo (1938; rpt. Tokyo: Taya Shoin, 1977), 909-
12. 

106Shobo genzo benchu [abb. "Benchu"] (written ca.1726-1729) , 
copy (ca.1777) by Ryusui Nyotoku, 20 fascs., in SBGZS~ 15:1-620 .. The 
government ban on publication of the SBGZ prevented Tenkei from 
personally editing a final version of his eommmentary within his own 
lifetime. The SBGZSTedn., however, preserves the original form of the 
Benchu, which was altered considerable in the standard woodblock edn. 
(22 fases.; 1875) in order to remove passages found objectionable by 
Tcnkei's critics. The Shobo genzo chukai zensha version is even more 
unreliable since it acco~panies the official "Honzan" (95-chapter) edn. 
of the SBGZ text, while Tenkei's commentary had been intended to 
accompany his own "corrected" version of the SBGZ. 

107Shobo genzo senpyo, rpt. in Kagamishima Genryu, Dogen Zenji 
to sana manryu, 255-89. 

108Shibe Ken'ichi, "'Shabo genza senpyo' to Edoki shugaku no 
kanren," SG, 25 (1983): 254. 
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masters. l09 Another major difficulty was Dagen's use of scripture. 

Both Tenkei and Mujaku protested Dagen's ungrammatical readings of 

Chinese texts. 110 These criticisms revealed that the Shoba genzo, even 

if proven to be Dagen's own composition, would not be accepted as 

authoritative until new hermeneutics were developed to explain and 

justify Dagen's unusual expressions. 

The Gosha proved essential in answering to this need. Although 

the Gosha had failed to influence Tenkei Denson, who had first consulted 

and then rejected it in his own studies of the Shabo genza.lll it 

ultimately proved convincing because it gave Edo-period Sato scholars a 

reference for interpreting Dogen that not only provided a doctrinal 

basis for many of the unusual statements in the Shabo genza. but also 

explained Dagen's ungrammatical readings of scripture.112 In this way. 

the Gosha was absolutely crucial in creating two views among Sota school 

scholars: (1) that Japanese Sat a Zen practice must be judged against 

Dagen's religion. and (2) that Dagen's religion transcends other 

understanding of Zen practice and Buddhism. The Gosha ultimately has 

109See ibid. and Kagamishima Genryu. "Mujaku Dachu to Tomon no 
kasho," in Dagen to sono monryu, 222-23. 

110See (1) Mujaku Dochu (1653-1744). "Jinzu no sha," in Shoba 
genzo senpya (ca.1725-1726). rpt. in Kagamishima Genryu. Dagen to sono 
monryu (1961): 236; and (2) Tenkei Denson (1648-1735). Benchu, fasc. 5. 
leaf 7a-b. "Zazenshin" chap •• in SBGZST. 15:112a. 

111See Jikishi Gentan (d. 1776). Taizo shiso Tenkei osha nenpu 
(1767). entry for 1726. in SZ. 17. Shiden. 2:473; Tenkei Denson. Benchu 
(copied ca.1777). fasc. 17. leaf 2b. "Udonge" chap •• in SBGZST 15:484b; 
and Benchu. Pukushoji Ms. (1719). fasc. 1. leaf 4a-b. "Hanrei" sec •• in 
SBGZST. 15:714b. 

112Por analysis of Dagen's creative readings of Chinese 
scripture. see Kaga.ishima Genryu, Dagen Zenji to in'ya kyoten. 31-83; 
and Hee-Jim Kim. "'The Reason of Words and Letters': Dagen and Koan 
Language," in Dagen Studies, 54-82. 
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left an indelible stamp on the accepted orthodoxy of modern Sata by 

influencing Menzan Zuiho (1683-1769) and Banjin Dotan (1698-1775), the 

two monks whose scholarship has come to define the meaning of Dagen Zen. 

Menzan, in addition to his own exegesis of Sat a doctrines, attacked 

Tenkei Denson for not having recognized the importance of the Gosha. 113 

Banjin Dotan based his doctrine of Zen precepts largely upon Kyogo's 

commentary in the Ryakusho. 114 Finally the Gosha merely by its very 

existence has been key evidence in proving that Dagen did author the 

Shabo genzo and, more recently, that Dagen himself compiled the eighty-

seven (i.e., seventy-five plus twelve) chapter edition of the Shoba 

genza. 115 Therefore Senne and Kyoga have continued influencing Japanese 

Sato Zen down to the present day perhaps more than any of Dagen's other 

disciples. 

Gikai: The Founder of Daifofi 

Gikai played a crucial role in the early history of the 

Japanese Soto school. Not only did his line prevail over those of 

Dagen's other disciples with its strong regional growth, but he was also 

influential in many major developcents. 116 Gikai's strong local ties 

to, and detailed knowledge of Echizen contributed to Dagen's decision to 

move his community to that province. Gikai's adoption of a Rinzai 

113Shoba genzo byakujaketsu (1742), leaf 8a-b, in SBGZS~ 
20:275b. 

114Banjin compiled the Busso shaden zenkBlsho (1758; in SZ, 3 
Zenkal, 455-77), a collection of extracts from the Bonmakyo ryakusha, to 
serve as a primary reference to studying Zen precepts. 

115Kagamishima Genryu, "'Shabo genza' no seiritsuteki kenkyu," 
240-41. 

116The following discussion of Gikai is indebted to Ishikawa 
Rikizan, "Gikai Zenji no denki to gyaseki." in Elheljlshl, 1:225-54. 
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dharma lineage while also winning Dagen's confidence led to a greater 

acceptance of Rinzai Zen at Eiheiji. 117 Gikai's efforts to complete the 

construction of Eiheiji and to introduce Zen rituals not yet taught by 

Dagen won him accolade as the "reviver" of Eiheiji (Eihei chUkO).118 

His moving to Kaga marked the expansion of the Soto school into 

northeastern Japan. Finally, among his disciples he produced Keizan 

Jakin. who ranks almost equal to Dagen as an object of religious 

veneration in the modern Soto school. 

Gikai had strong roots in the Echizen area. He was born of a 

family claiming descent from General Fujiwara Toshihito (fl. 915). in 

the rural hamlet of Inazu.119 This branch of the Fujiwaras had been 

active in Echizen as early as the ninth century. where their scions 

subsequently had formed many local warrior families. The Fujiwara 

family that had adopted the lineage name "Inazu." in particular. had 

produced many of the leading monks at Heisenji. This temple. located 

about twenty-five kilometers from Eiheiji. served as the embarkation 

point for worshipers of Hakusan (the White Mountain). Heisenji was the 

most prominent Tendai temple in Echizen. alternately allied with both of 

the two rival centers of Japanese Tendai, Mt. Hiei and Onjoji. Although 

Gikai was born in Inazu Hamlet. there is no positive proof that Gikai's 

117Kagamishima Genryu. "Eja Zenji to Eisai Zenji," 46-48. 

118Daison gyojokl, in SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:18. 

119Shotashiki (1309:9:16), D in Eihei daisandai Daljo kaisan dai 
osha senge sojl kikl (a.k.a. Tettsu Gikai Zenji saki) [abb. "Gikai 
saki"] (1309:10:3), camp. Keizan Jakin, in Zenrin gashoshu (copied ca. 
mid-1400s), in ZSZ. 2, Shingi, 6; and Keizan Jakin, Tokoku dentaln goro 
gosoku narabi nl gyogo ryakuki [abb. "Gosoku ryakukl"] (1323:9:13), in 
Takokukl, in JDZ, 415. The Gosoku ryakuki is not included in the 
preferred edition of the TokokukJ, namely. the 1432 Daijoji "secret" Ms. 
(hJhon) , ed. Otani Teppu, SG, 16 (1974): 231-48. 
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family also claimed the lineage name "Inazu." Nonetheless. it is 

impossible to overlook the fact that the Inazu family had intermarried 

with the "atano family. the principal patrons of Eiheiji. This might be 

one reason for the close relationship that Gikai was able to enjoy with 

"atano Yoshishige. Yoshishige's son Tokimitsu and Yoshishige's grandson 

Shigemichi. 120 

Gikai began his religious life at age twelve (1231) when he was 

tonsured by Ekan at Hajakuji, then located near the future site of 

Eiheiji. A year after his tonsure, Gikai journeyed to Mt. Hiei where he 

received a formal ordination based on the Tendai precepts. Gikai's 

length of stay and course of study at Mt. Hiei are unknown. Under Ekan, 

Gikai's scriptural study in the Darumashu reportedly included the three 

main Pure Land sutras, and the Shuryogongyo (Ch. Shoulengyanjing, a 

scripture compiled in China). He also attempted to induce the Zen 

enlightenment experience known as the direct perception of reality 

(kenshD).121 This training parallels that of Ejo, who also had received 

the precepts on Mt. Hiei, had studied Pure Land doctrines, and then had 

strived to attain the direct perception of reality. Ejo reportedly had 

succeeded in attaining that direct insight upon hearing the Shuryogongyo 

lectured upon by Kakuan, Ekan's teacher. 122 

In 1241 Gikai accompanied Ekan and other members of the 

Darumashu who joined Degen's community at Kosheji. Gikai must have had 

120lshikawa Rikizan, "Gikai Zenji no denki, 228-30. Inazu is 
located near Ha'nyu Mura. Miyamacho, In central Fukui Pref., in the area 
that once was the district of Kita Asuwa. 

121Da1so gyojok1. in SZ. 16. Sh1den. 1:16. 

122Da150 gyojok1. in SZ. 16. Sh1den. 1:14; and Denkoroku. 
patriarch 52. 112. 
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little difficulty in the transition from Ekan's Zen to Dagen's, because 

at Koshoji he attained his first glimpse of Zen enlightenment. 

According to Keizan. it occurred when Gikai heard Dagen explain one 

abstract statement by means of juxtaposing it with a concrete example. 

Dagen first cited a scriptural passage. "The phenomena of the mundane 

world abide forever,"123 and then explained: "Sprin~ glows with the 

redness of hundreds of flowers; Partridges cry from willows. "124 In the 

extant record of Dagen's lectures at Koshoji, however. this 

juxtaposition does not appear. although similar images were used in 

separate lectures. 125 Two years after joining Dagen's community, in 

1243. Gikai assumed the duties of chief cook (tenzo). It was the winter 

just after the move to Echizen. He was responsible both for securing a 

supply of food and for preparing all the meals. The early histories 

claim that Gikai did this all Hlone. even though at Kippoji (the rural 

hermitage where they waited out the winter) he had to walk eight cho 

across windy mountain paths. through deep snow. carrying buckets of 

123This statement (sekenso joju) is found in the Hlaofa 
lianhuajing (Jpn. Hyoho rengekyo; Lotus Sutra). Chap. ~. "Hoben" 
(Tactfulness). fasc. 1. in T. 9:9b. The translation used above follows 
the reading common in medieval Japanese Tendai texts. Modern scholars. 
however. now interpret the text as stating that the law of causality 
(not mundane phenomena) permanently resides in the world. See Sakamoto 
Vukio and Iwamoto Vutaka, trans., Hokekyo, Iwanami Bunko (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten. 1962). 1:120 and 342. Also, compare: H. Kern. 
Saddharma-PuQparika or The Lotus of the True Law, The Sacred Books of 
the East, 21. ed. F. Max Milller (Oxford. 1884; rpt., New York: Dover. 
1963). 53. 

124Gosoku ryakukl. in JDZ. 415; and Dalso gyojokl. in SZ. 16. 
Shiden. 1:16. 

125Lec. 72. given sometime in mid-1241 contains the comment. 
"Partridges cry; there. hundreds of flowers blossom." while lecture 91. 
delivered at the beginning of 1242 concerns the statement. "The 
phenomena of the mundane world abide forever." See Koroku. sec. 1. in 
DZZ. 2:22 and 24. For the dates of Dagen's lectures. see Ito ShUken. 
"'Eihei karoku' setsuji nendaika." 185. 
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supplies for each day's two meals. 126 Gikai's knowledge of the local 

area no doubt was of great assistance in securing suitable supplies for 

the community of monks. His appointment to the duties of cook also 

indicates the high esteem that Gikai already had attained in Dagen's 

eyes, since according to Dagen the duties of monastic cook could be met 

only by the most earnest of monks. 127 

While Gikai won Dagen's confidence. he also remained the 

personal disciple of his Darumashu teacher. Ekan. This dual role 

resulted from the contradiction underlying Ekan's position among Dagen's 

disciples. On the one hand, Ekan's move from Hajakuji to Kashaji in 

1241 was a sincere acceptance of Dagen as his new master. Dagen's 

introduction to Japan of the traditional Chinese-style meditation 

platform and his teaching of Chinese-style Zen meditation ritual 

centered on life in a monks' hall (sodm already had become widely known 

among both monks and laymen. This emphasis on practice greatly differed 

from the naturalistic antinomianism handed down within the Darumashu. 

Therefore, entering Kashoji represented a true conversion for Ekan and 

his followers. After this conversion. Ekan's willingness to learn had 

led Dogen to admit Ekan to his own precept lineage.128 At Eiheiji, Ekan 

rose to the position of supervisor of the monk's hall (shuso).129 

126Daiso gyojoki, in SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:16. As of 1891, one cho 
equaled sixty ken, the unit of distance between two successive vertical 
supports in Japanese architecture. The ratios for premodern units. 
however, lacked standardization. 

127Tenzo kyokun, in DZZ, 2:295. 

128 Goyuigon, entry dated 1253:4:27, copied 1752 by Menzan, 
Eiheiji Ms., in SBGZST, 20:819; alt. DZZ, 2:496. 

12900gen addressed Ekan as supervisor (shuso) while offering a 
lecture in memory of Ekan's former teacher, Kakuan. Koroku, sec. 3, 
lec. 185. in DZZ, 2:49. 
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Moreover Ekan openly lamented his never having inherited Dagen's dharma 

lineage. 130 

Yet on the other hand, Ekan already had inherited a Darumashu 

dharma lineage from his original teacher, Kakuan, before joining Dagen. 

This presented Ekan with a dilemma. In Zen tradition, finding a 

suitable successor to one's lineage can be the only means of repaying 

one's true indebtedness to the original teacher of that lineage. 

Therefore, in 1251 when Ekan realized that he would soon die without 

ever inheriting Dagen's lineage, he gave both his own Darumashu dharma 

lineage as well as the precept lineage he had received from Dagen to 

Gikai. Ekan further exhorted Gikai to obtain the Sat a dharma lineage 

that had eluded him (Ekan), since he believed that Gikai's inheriting of 

Dagen's dharma lineage would bring merit to himself as well as to 

Gikai.131 

Gikai's final conversations with Dagen and his inheriting of 

Dagen's Sata lineage through Eja are described in detail in a record 

supposedly written by Gikai himself, usually known as the Eihei kaisan 

goyuigon kiroku (Record of the Final Words of the Founder of Eiheiji, 

hereafter referred to as ~Goyuigon").132 This text, however, must be 

interpreted cautiously. There are difficulties in accepting both its 

130 Goyuigon, entry dated 1253:4:27, in SBGZS~ 20:820; alt. DZZ, 
2:497; and Daiso gyojoki, in SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:16-17. 

131Gikai, Gikan fuhojo (1306:8:28), in Komonjo, no. 1405, 2:408-
9; Daison gyojoki, in SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:16-17; and Goyuigon, entry dated 
1253:4:27, in SBGZST, 20:819; alt. DZZ, 2:496. 

1320kubo Dashu retitled this text the ~Eihei shitsuchu monsho" 
(Conversations Heard in the Abbot's Quarters at Eiheiji) on the grounds 
that the greater portion of the record concerns Gikai's relationship 
with Ejo, not the final words of Dogen (the kaisan, or "founder," in the 
title). See DZZ, 2:554. 
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reported historical transmission and its content. Supposably Gikai's 

original manuscript had been copied by Giin. whose reproduction was then 

recopied by Daichi in 1326. The earliest extant manuscripts. however. 

go back no earlier than Menzan Zuiho's copy of 1753.133 

Although Menzan claimed to have based his copy on an earlier 

manuscript (dated 1326), the fallibility of Menzan's textual criticism 

has been well demonstrated. Menzan discovered a spurious commentary on 

the Shabo genzawhen he was about thirty (the same age at which he 

claimed to have discovered the Goyuigon) and later (1767) published it 

as the work of Eja. 134 Moreover, it is now clear that Menzan had no 

misgivings over arbitrarily rewriting the texts that he edited. For 

example. Menzau's revised edition of the early Sota history by Kenzei. 

the Teiho Kenzeiki (1753)--until recently the only version of Kenzei's 

history widely available--differs considerably from older manuscript 

versions. all of which are fairly consistent with each other. Likewise, 

Menzan's published text of Dagen's Hakyoki contains nearly 260 

emendations. Further doubts are raised by attributing possession of the 

Goyuigon to Giin. His possession of a copy of Gikai's record of the 

dharma-transmission rituals cannot be accounted for unless Giin had been 

Gikai's dharma heir--a position advocated by Menzan. Therefore one 

133"Postscript" (1752:12), Goyuigon, in SBGZST. 20:830. Menzan 
claimed that his first copy was made in 1714. Daijiji possesses a text 
reputed to be an original copy by Daichi, but this text has never been 
authenticated. Moreover, this Daijiji text is not the Daichi copy 
(originally stored at Kofukuji but now lost) that Menzan claimed to have 
copied. See Sakurai Shuyu, "Eihei kaisan goyuigon kiroku," in 
Samokuroku. SBGZST, 27:447; and Okubo Doshu, "Goyuigon kiroku," in 
Kaidai, 106. 

134Convincing arguments against the authenticity of this work, 
the Ko.yaz6 zanmai, have been advanced by Azuma Ryushin, "Ejo no shukyo 
shiso to sono tokushiki," IBK, 14:1 (Dec. 1965): 270 n. 1; and Ishikawa 
Rikizan, "Ejo Zenji no denki," 193-95. 
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cannot have complete confidence either that the manuscript discovered by 

Menzan was exactly as Glkai had written it. or that Menzan's recopying 

was faithful. 

In content, the Goyuigon occasionally assumes the character of 

an apologia. This day-by-day chronicle of Gikai's progress toward 

dharma transmission clearly had been compiled in order to assert the 

greater legitimacy of Gikai's line above all others. Quotations 

attributed to Dogen and Ejo emphasize Gikai's unique closeness to Ekan. 

Dagen and Ejo. First, Dagen is quoted as praising Ekan's devotion to 

Buddhism, and commending Gikai's good fortune in having received Ekan's 

succession certificate (shisho).135 Dagen even expresses condolences 

for Ekan's failure to inherit the Sota lineage. 136 Then Ejo is depicted 

as quoting Dagen's praise of Ekan's good judgment in selec~ing Gikai as 

his successor. 137 In the Goyuigon's records of Gikai's final 

conversations with Dogen. Dagen praises Ekan directly for his correct 

manners in secular affairs and his strong commitment to Buddhism. 138 

Dagen repeatedly entreats Gikai to supervise Eiheiji. to sustain the 

Buddhism that Dagen had established there, and also assures Gikai of his 

future reception of a Sota succession certificate. 139 Dagen also is 

135 Goyuigon, entry dated 1253:4:25, in SBGZS~ 20:820; alt. DZZ, 
2:496-97. 

136Ibid .• entry dated 1253:4:27. in SBGZS~ 20:820; alt. DZZ, 
2:497. 

137Ibid., entry dated 1255:2:13. in SBGZS~ 20:828; alt. DZZ. 
2:505. 

138Ibid., entry dated 1253:7:8. in SBGZS~ 20:821; alt. DZZ. 
2:498. 

139Ibid .• entry dated 1253:4:27. in SBGZS~ 20:820; alt. DZZ. 
2:497. The DZZ edition's re~ding of this passage has been corrected 
without comment. Here, the corrected reading is being followed. 
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quoted, while preparing for his final trip to Kyoto for medical 

treatment, as promising Gikai: "If I live longer, when I return I will 

certainly teach my secret treasure (hizO) to you."140 In this way, 

Gikai underscores his rights to inherit both Dagen's lineage and the 

abbotship of Eiheiji. 

Finally, the transmission of Zen from Dagen to Ejo, and from 

Ejo to Gikai is stressed. Ejo is quoted as asserting that of all of 

Dagen's disciples, he alone had been instructed in the rituals for 

transmitting the succession certificate, that he alone had been 

initiated in the secret oral instructions on how to manage a temple and 

transmit the dharma. 141 At the end of the document, Ejo expresses 

satisfaction at having Gikai as his first dharma heir. He admits that 

he can now die without regrets after having initiated Gikai and goes on 

to state that even if he attains other heirs, no one in addition to 

Gikai will receive a "text" (hon).142 It is unclear exactly what text 

Ejo meant. Perhaps he was speaking of Gikai's detailed record of the 

dharma transmission ceremonies that is contained in the Goyulgon. Or he 

might have been speaking of some other text. such as the so-called 

Ichlya hekiganshu (One-Night Blue Cliff Records).143 

140Ibid .• entry dated 1253:7:28. in SBGZS~ 20:822; alt. DZZ. 
2:499. The expression "secret treasure" (hizO) is a common metaphor for 
a very important matter or valued object. 

14!Ibid •• entries dated 1255:1:3. 1255:1:6. in SBGZS~ 20:823, 
825; alt. DZZ, 2:500, 502. 

142Ibid., entry dated 1255:2:14, in SBGZS~ 20:828-29; alt. DZZ, 
2:506. 

143The "One-night" Hekiklganshu might have been handed down 
within the Darumashu, eventually reaching Gikai by way of Ejo. See 
Nishiari Kin'ei [a.k.a. Bokusan] (1821-1910), Dal}a}l lchlya hekiganben. 
rpt. in Kagamishima Genryu, Dagen to in'ya kyaten. 177-79 n. 1. 
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In addition to emphasizing the pre-eminence of Gikai's lineage, 

the Goyulgon also contains passages that are doubtful fer doctrinal 

reasons. Four conversations, two with Dagen and two with Eja, present 

views of Dagen and his teachings that are quite different from the ones 

now usually derived from Dagen's writings. First, the chronicl~ begins 

with Dagen stating his approval of Gikai's Darumashfi lineage and giving 

assurance to Gikai that once he (Gikai) also inherits the Sat a lineage, 

then he will understand the differences between the Sot a succession 

certificate and those used in other Zen lineages. 144 

These statements contradict two doctrines, known as "menju 

shihon and "lsshi insho, " that were established in the Tokugawa period 

by Sota scholars based on the "Shisho" (Succession Certificate) and 

"Menju" (Pace-to-Face Transmission) chapters of Dagen's Shabo genza. 

The Darumashu lineage--one that originated in Japan, but purported to 

hav~ been derived from a Chinese teacher--had failed to meet the 

criteria of a physical face-to-face bonding between Zen teacher and 

dharma heir (menju shlhO). It is difficult to reconcile Dagen's remark 

in the Goyulgon that the Darumashu's lineage chart (kechimyaku) is a 

real succession certificate with his assertion in the "Menju" chapter 

that: "In each generation, one who has not seen the teacher is not his 

disciple; one who has not seen the disciple is not his teacher."145 

Moreover by acknowledging the legitimacy of Gikai's Darumashu 

succession, Dagen then violates the principle that one can properly 

inherit no more than one teacher's lineage (isshi inshO). 

144 Goyuigon, entry dated 1253: 4: 27, in SBGZST, 20: 819-20; alt. 
DZZ, 2:496-97. 

145SBGZ, "Menju" chap., in DZZ. 1:448. 
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In a subsequent conversation, while requesting Gikai to remain 

at Eiheiji. Dagen stressed the importance of satisfying the temple's 

secular sponsors: "If the temple's patrons are at ease (annon) then 

within the temple there will be ease."146 Again, this directly 

contradicts Dagen's attitude as depicted in Ejo's Zuimonki in which 

Dagen severely rebukes one ~onk for having suggested that having a 

steady sponsor would improve the monks' ability to practice Buddhism. 147 

The Zuimonki further quotes Dagen as proclaiming: 

People in this age think that the carving of images and the erecting 
of temples is the flourishing of Buddhism. This too is not so. • . 

Monks do not cause Buddhism to flourish by engagement in these 
activities. For [monks] in a thatched hut or under a tree, merely 
to reflect upon one phrase of the Dharma, or to practice a single 
moment of seated meditation would be the true flourishing of 
Buddhism. 148 

The strong contrast between the linking of temple with patron in the 

Goyuigon and the idealist emphasis upon practice alone in the Zuimonki 

forces one to ask which Dogen, Gikai's or Ejo's. is accurate. 149 

The Goyuigon's record of conversations with Ejo raises 

additional questions. During the dharma transmission ceremony Ejo 

states: 

. There are secret affairs and oral initiations. These matters 
that never have been spoken of to anyone else. concern the mental 
attitude of an abbot, temple rituals, the ceremony for conferring 
the succession certificate. and the procedure for bodhisattva
precept ordinations. [Dagen had said:] 'These can be transmitted 

2:498. 
146 Goyulgon, entry dated 1253:4:27. in SBGZS~ 20:821; alt. DZZ. 

147Sec . 2, in Koten bungaku-81. 347; alt. in DZZ, 2:436-37. 

148Sec . 3. in Koten bungaku-81. 362; alt. in D?Z, 2:447. 

149Ishikawa Rikizan. "Dagen Zenji metsugo no Eiheiji sodan ni 
tsuite: 'Goyuigon kiroku' no shiryo kachi," in Ejo Zenjl kenkyu. ed. 
Kumagai ChUko (Fukui Pref.: So san Sanshokai. 1981). 194, 196-97. 
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only to one's dharma heir.' For this reason only I, Ejo, have 
received this instruction. 150 

The learning of ritual always requires personal instruction, but the 

emphasis on secret initiations in this passage is not found in any of 

Dagen's writings. If Eja spoke these words, then the origins of the 

secret initiation rituals that became prevalent in medieval So to Zen can 

be traced directly back to Dagen. 151 This passage, however, most likely 

is a later interpolation. Dagen's composition of a Shabo genza chapter 

devoted to describing the use of the succession certificate demonstrates 

his openness regarding the rituals of dharma transmission. 152 

The final questionable passage in the Goyuigon concerns Dagen's 

interpretations of Zen enlightenment and koan. Gikai prefaces this 

conversation with Eja by stating: "During the prior meditation period, 

I was aIded by our former teacher's great enlightenment situation, the 

shinjin-datsuraku words. "153 In this statement, the term translated as 

"situation" (innen. literally "relationship") refers to the 

circumstances under which Zen enlightenment occurs. It is often used as 

a synonym for "story" or kaan. while the term translated as "words" (wa) 

also is a synonym for koan. In modern Sota Zen, shinjin datsuraku 

150 Goyuigon. entry dated 1255: 1: 6, in SBGZST. 20: 825; aIt. DZZ. 
2:502. 

151This is the position advocated by Sugimoto Shuryu. who argues 
for the legitimacy of the Sata school's secret dharma initiation 
traditions. See his Zotei Tajo shitsunai klrikaml narabl nl sanwa 
kenkyu (1938; rev. edn. 1941; rpt .• Tokyo: Sotashu ShUmucho. 1982). 11-
12. 

152It is of interest to note that the "Honzan" edition of 
Dagen's Shabo genza published at Eiheiji between 1796-1811 excluded the 
"Shisho" (Succession Certificate) and four other chapters concerning 
dharma transmission because the ceremonies had become too secret. 

153Goyulgon. entry dated 1255:1:7. in SBGZST. 20:826; alt. DZZ. 
2:503. 
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refers to the practice of meditation as the experience of ultimate 

reality (see chapter 2). In this passage, however, the words "shinjin 

datsuraku" represent a stock phrase or device (i. e., an "old example," 

kosoku, or koan) for contemplation during meditation. This use of 

shinjin datsuraku as a formal meditation device is confirmed by the fact 

that Ejo is depicted as testing Gikai's understanding by asking him to 

present an "appended phrase" (jakugo, i.e., a passage from a Chinese Zen 

text summing up the meaning of a kaan). Their dialogue is as follows: 

Gikai: 'I have attained an insight based on our former teacher's 
saying, "Shinjin datsuraku ... ' 

Ejo: 'Good. Good. What do you understand?' 
Gikai: 'I understand "datsuraku shinjin."'154 
Ejo: 'What is the meaning?' 
Gikai: '''I had thought only (my) barbarian beard was red, but 

here is another red-bearded barbarian."' 155 
Ejo: 'Among the many permitted [answers to] shinjin [datsuraku] , 

there is this kind of shinjin.'156 

This conversation has been quoted in full because it reveals 

three practices usually thought to be incongruous with Dogen Zen. It 

implies: (1) that Gikai had been occupied with Dogen's words during his 

1541n modern Sato datsuraku shinjin usually represents the 
transcending of any dichotomy between shinjin datsuraku and non
enlightenment. In this example, however, Gikai seems to be using this 
word reversal in a different sense (see below). 

155These words suppoably represent the approval of Baijiang 
Huaihai (Jpn. Hyakujo £kai: 749-814) for his disciple Huangbo Xiyun 
(Jpn. Obaku Kiun), who attained the same level of attainment but in 
different form. Although the word order is reversed, both statements 
("barbarian beards are red" and "red-bearded are barbarians") express 
the same meaning. Gikai also seems to have reversed the word order of 
Dagen's shinjin datsuraku to stress his own unity with Dagen. 
Baijiang's "red bearded barbarian" appears numerous ti~es in D5gen's 
writings. See. for example. his (a) Chinese-language (shinji) Shabo 
genzo (fasc. 2, no. 2; in DZZ. 2:220). (b) Karoku (sec. 3. lec. 212: 
sec. 4. lec. 314: sec. 5. lec. 402; sec. 7. lec. 482: in DZZ, 2:55, 77. 
100, 126), and (c) SBGZ chaps. "Gyobustu Igi," "Arakan," and "Dai 
shugyo" (in DZZ, 1:54, 323, 544-51). 

156Goyuigon, entry dated 1255:1:13 (referring to 1255:1:7), in 
SBGZS~ 20:826; alt. DZZ, 2:503. 
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meditation, (2) that Ejo used kaan instruction as part of the dharca 

succession process, and (3) that formal quotations of stereotyped 

expressions were used to test the understanding of the kaan. If the 

Goyuigon account is accepted totally at face value, one would be forced 

either to revise the usual interpretation of Dogen Zen as a religion of 

pure meditation or to attempt to argue that both Eja and Gikai had 

failed to understand Dagen's teachings. For this reason the Goyuigon as 

a whole must be viewed with caution. 

Yet the text is extremely significant in that this conversation 

as well as the others cit~d above depicts the Soto school in transition. 

The Goyulgon attempts to directly link Dagen with the beginnings of 

three trends that become predominant in medieval Sota: the ascendancy 

of Gikai's line, the emphasis upon patron-based, temple Buddhism, and 

the acceptance of kaan Zen. Also from the standpoint of Dogen's 

biography, the Goyuigon is the earliest source of the traditional 

account that Dogen attained enlightenment upon first hearing shinjin 

datsuraku. Finally. judging from the fact that passages corresponding 

to the extant version of the Goyuigon appear in early Sota documents and 

histories it is probable that the perception of Dogen's Zen within the 

early Sot a school had been influenced by the types of images presented 

in the Goyulgon. 157 

The Goyulgon also is the earliest known record of Zen dharma 

transmission procedures. Regardless of any questions as to how the 

Goyuigon's doctrinal implications ultimately are to be judged. its value 

as a source for investigating Zen ceremonial cannot be overlooked. 

157Tamamuro Taijo, "llizumcrareta Dogen." Rlso. 349 (June 1962): 
13-14. 
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There are no other early Japanese or Chinese records of the means by 

which formal succession is enacted. Until recently Japanese Zen 

succession practices have been shrouded in utmost secrecy. The origins 

of many of the documents and ceremonial of current Japanese Soto 

succession rituals are very obscure. It is extremely difficult if not 

impossible to determine the degree to which current practices compare to 

those of historical times or how Japanese practices compare to Chinese 

ones. While the Goyuigon's textual problems have been detailed above, 

there is iittle doubt that some form of the Goyuigon originated in 

Gikai's own record of his dharma inheritance, since another document in 

Gikai's own handwriting refers to the existence of such a chronicle.158 

As described in the Goyuigon, Gikai's dharma inheritance 

occurred step-by-step. In the first month of 1254 Ejo began instructing 

Gikai in the use of special regalia. Nearly a year later on the twenty-

third of the twelfth month, Ejo first showed Gikai a succession 

certificate and began teaching him the dharma-transmission (denbO) 

ceremony. Three weeks later on the thirteenth day of the new year, 

1255, that dharma-transmission ceremony was enacted when Ejo formally 

bestowed Gikai's succession certificate. Yet Ejo did not teach the 

precept ordination (jukai) rituals to Gikai until one month later on the 

thirteenth of the second month. Only on the following day, the 

fourteenth, did Ejo announce the completion of the dharma succession. 

Therefore, the series of initiations required a minimum of two whole 

months. 

158Gikan fuhoja, in Komonjo, 2:408-9. This document--which is 
included as an example of Gikai's handwriting in Dagen Zenji shinseki 
kankel shlryoshu [abb. aShlryoshu"]. supplementary vol. to SBGZS~ 
26:729--refers several times to a more detailed. separate account 
(besshi). 
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The second noticeable feature of the ~ransmission procedure is 

the sequence of instruction. First Ejo began instructing Gikai in 

succession procedures (1254:12), afterwards Gikai attained his insight 

into the meaning of shinjin datsuraku (1255:1:7), one week later the 

succession certificate was presented (1254:1:13), and last Ejo taught 

Gikai the ceremonies for administering the bodhisattva precepts 

(1255:2:13). Note that the dharma transmission concluded only after the 

precept ordination procedures had been passed down. This sequence 

implies the existence of an inherent unity between instruction in 

precept ceremonial and dharma transmission in the Zen taught by Dogen 

and Ejo.159 Also note that if Gikai's shinjin-datsuraku insight 

represented the point at which he attained enlightenment under Ejo, as 

stated by Gikai's disciple Keizan,160 then the Goyuigan has the dharma 

transmission being initiated even before Gikai's enlightenment had 

occurred. Or this sequence also could imply that initiation into the 

meaning of this special koan occurred as part of the dharma-transmission 

process. Again that would be a doubtful point, since it seems to 

presuppose practices that prubably developed much later. 

Apart from Gikai's insight into shinjin datsuraku, an alternate 

interpretation of Gikai's spiritual development as depicted in the 

Goyuigan also Is possible. Kuromaru Kanji has noted a link between 

Gikai's concluding statements in the Goyuigon, proclaiming his 

confidence in Dogen's Buddhism, and Dagen's final admonitions to Gikai 

159A similar conclusion, but argued from a different perspective 
has been reached by Kuromaru Kanji, "Denkai to denbo ni tsuite no ichi 
kosatsu: • Eihei shitsuchii monsho' wo chiishin to shite" 5G, 5 (1963): 
104-6. 

160 Gosoku ryakuki, in JDZ. ·114. 
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eighteen months earlier that also are recorded in the Goyuigon. 161 That 

the Goyuigon contains any criticisms of Gikai by Dogen is surprising in 

light of the document's overall favorable emphasis on Gikai. Yet the 

Goyuigon records that on three occasions Dogen warned Gikai to develop 

more "grandmotherly kindness" (robashin).162 In his Tenzo kyokun, Dagen 

also had stressed the importance of this mental attitude, describing 

grandmotherly kindness in terms of a rarent's selfless devotion: 

Unmindful of their own expenses, they think only of their child's 
development; unmindful of their own chills or fever, they cover or 
shade their child.163 

Gikai, having served as monastic cook, must have known the importance 

Dogen placed upon selfless striving. At first glance, there seems to be 

no apparent reason for his havine rp.corded Dagen's reprimands. Gikai, 

however, underlined their significance by writing in the Goyuigon: 

" ... I will not forget these admonitions even though I do not yet know 

their cause."164 

A clue indicating that cause lies in the conversation between 

Gikai and Eja condemning the antinomianism of the Darumashu that we 

cited earlier (see chapter 2). As related in the Goyuigon, some 

Darumashu monks had taught that any action, even the mere lifting of a 

hand or moving of a leg embodies Buddhism. This interpretation of 

enlightenment as naturalistic freedom directly challenged the ethical 

basis of Dagen's religion. As we saw above, Ejo responded to these 

161 U Tettsu Zenji ni okeru shugijo no ichi mondai: Toku ni 
'rabashin' to sono kaiketsu ni tsuite," SG, 2 (1960): 187-94. 

162Entries dated 1253:7:8, 1253:7:28, in SnGZS~ 20:821, 822; 
alt. DZZ, 2:498, 499. 

163 DZZ, 2:302. 

164Entry dated 1253:7:8, in S8GZS~ 20:821; alt. DZZ, 2:498. 
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Darumashu ideas with harsh condemnation. About three weeks later Gikai 

finally informed Eja of his new confidence in Dagen's teachings: 

This past year or so. I have been reflecting on the lectures I heard 
given by our former teacher [Dogen]. Even though I heard all of 
them from our former teacher. now they are different [in meaning] 
than at first. This difference concerns [the assertion that] the 
Buddhism transmitted by our teacher is [the correct] performance of 
one's present monastic tasks. Even though I had heard that Buddhist 
ritual is Buddhism, in my heart I privately felt that true Buddhism 
must reside apart from this. Recently. however. I have changed my 
views. I [now] know that monastic ritual and deportment themselves 
are that true Buddhism. Even if apart from these. there also is the 
infinite Buddhism of the Buddhas and patriarchs still it all is the 
very same Buddhism. I have attained true confidence in this 
profound principle that apart from the lifting of an arm or the 
moving of a leg within one's Buddhist deportment there can be no 
other reality.165 

Gikai realized that there is a crucial difference between the 

idea that Buddhism encompasses all actions and Dagen's teaching that 

every action must be performed as Buddhism. The monks criticized by Ejo 

had believed that no rules of behavior should be followed because our 

inherent enlightenment encompasses all actions. even evil deeds. In 

contrast to their uiew. Dogen taught that the Zen monastic rules 

embodied the only true method of expressing our inherent enlightenment. 

Seen from the outside. in both cases the lifting of an arm or moving of 

a leg appears the same but the religious meanings expressed by these 

actions differ completely. Gikai's realization that there can be no 

Buddhism separate from one's wholehearted participation in monastic life 

finally resolved the "'koan" presented by Dagen's admonitions tor his 

lack of grandmotherly kindness. For Dogen this grandmotherly kindness 

entailed not just a kind concern for others. but also a single-minded 

devotion to Buddhism. In the Tenzo kyokun cited above. Dogen wrote: 

165 Goyuigon. entry dated 1255:2:2. in SBGZS~ 20:827: alt. DZZ. 
2:503-4. 
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"Be as mindful of the Three Treasures [i.e., the Buddha, his teachings, 

and his order of monks] as [a parent] would be mindful of an only 

child." Gikai's awakening to this actualization of Buddhism within 

daily activities probably helps explain why his line never emphasized 

the textual study of Degen's writings. Although Gikai did occasionally 

~efer to Dagen's Shabo genza in instructing his disciples, fo~ him 

Dagen's Buddhism was expressed by actions not words. 

Concern with Zen monastic ritual also marked the next major 

event in Gikai's career: the completion of Eiheiji's buildings and the 

expansion of its monastic codes. As mentioned earlier. Eiheiji 

comprised only a few buildings during Dagen's lifetime. 166 After his 

death. at first no one knew either the proper design or the correct use 

of the then unbuilt monastic st~uctu~es. Gikai assumed the task of 

acquiring that information. An early history depicts Eje as ordering 

Gikai to bring back a record of the latest monastic code in use at 

Jingdesi (the monastery where Dogen had studied under Rujing) as well as 

the regulations in use at other major Chinese monasteries. According to 

this account Ejo told Gikai that his efforts to build a flourishing 

Eiheiji would not only repay his debts of gratitude to Degen, but would 

also fulfill the wishes of Degen's former teachers, Rujing and Eisai.167 

This statement--while not necessarily Ejo's own words--reveals 

in the early Eiheiji community two attitudes: a desire to complete 

Degen's transmission of Chinese Chan, and an acceptance of Eisai as a 

proper role model. The reference to Eisai as justification for Gikai's 

166Dalson gyojakl, in SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:13b; and Nakaseko, DZD, 
373-76. 

167Dalson gyajoki, in SZ, 16, Shlden. 1:17b. 
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activities helps explain the background of the introduction of Rinzai 

elements into early Japanese Sato. Although scholars have emphasized 

the Rinzai links of the Darumashu, the influence of Eisai and My6zen 

should not be minimized. Dagen had criticized many types of practice, 

including ones associated with Eisai's Kenninji and the Darumashu. As 

revealed by the conversations between Eje and Gikai, these criticisms 

would have limited the lingering influence of doctrines taught by the 

Darumashu. Yet at the same time, Degen spoke of Eisai and My6zen by 

name only with praise. Among Degen's disciples his praise of Eisai 

seems to have left a more lasting impression than his criticisms of 

Eisai's Zen. 168 Ejo's statement also suggests a desire to have for 

Eiheiji all the same facilities as the new Chinese-style Zen monastery 

then being built in Kamakura by Lanxi Daolong (Rankei Doryu; 1213-1278). 

Gikai attempted to insure his safe return from China by 

carving, but not decorating, wooden images of two esoteric Buddhist 

divinities. Instead of immediately adorning the images, Gikai attempted 

to attain the assistance and protection of these divinities during his 

trip to China in exchange for his promise to properly ornament and 

consecrate the images upon his safe return to Japan. Gikai also vowed 

that in the event of his drowning at sea he would in his next life 

complete his task and ornament the images. The images that Gtkai carved 

were of two bodhisattvas found within the Taizo (Womb) mapQala: Nyoirin 

Kannon (i.e., Avalokitesvara--with a wish-fulfilling jewel) and 

Kokuzo.169 Each of these bodhisattvas was believed to ward off harm. 

168Kagamishima Genryfi, "Eja Zenji to Eisai Zenji," 46-48; and 
"Shoki Sato kyadan ni okeru Eisai Zenji no ichi," 5G, 11 (1969): 19-22. 

169Daison gyojoki, in 52, 16, 5hiden, 1:18. 
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Of the two. hOHever. KokUzQ attracts our immediate attention since the 

tradition of meditation on this bodhisattva dates back to the 

Jinenchishfi of Nara times. Gikai's disciple Keizan also enshrined 

images of Kanpon and KokuZQ along with Shaka (Skt. Sakyamuni) at yokoji. 

the temple he later founded in Noto. 170 Yet Gikai's belief in the 

magical effectiveness of traditional Buddhist formulae was not greater 

than that found among Dagen's other disciples--or among the population 

at large. The Gosha. for example. also includes the text of a magical 

chant (Skt. dharapi) presumably taught by Senne and Kyago for relieving 

toothaches. 171 

Gikai is said to have spent more than three years in China from 

1259 to 1262. 172 In China Gikai probably toured the major state-

supported monasteries, studying Chinese ritual practices. Details of 

Gikai's travels are unknown. In fact, there is no hard proof that he 

ever journeyed outside of Japan. Gikai would have had difficulty 

financing a voyage to China because of his lack of status as a rural 

monk without strong family connections in either the capital or 

Kamakura. The only mention of Gikai's travels is an assertion made by 

Keizan that Yanqi Guangwen (Enkei Komon, 1189-1263)--a well-known master 

of the Dahui-Linji line--had exhorted Gikai to promote Soto Zen in 

170Keizan, Tokokukl, 1432 Daijoji Ms .• in SG, 16 (1974): 236b. 
239a: alt. in JDZ, 395, 398. This 1432 Daijaji Ms. differs greatly from 
the JDZ version--so much so that dates or other internal identification 
for the entries contained therein cannot be cited. For a chart of these 
differences, see Matsuda Fumio, "'Tokokuki' no kenkyu." in Keizan Zen}l 
kenkyu (Tokyo: Keizan Zenji Hasan Kankokai, 1974), 834-41. 

171Shobo genzosho. fasc. 31, "Bussetsu jushikyo," in SBGZS~ 
14:632-33. 

172Sh5t6shikl, in Gikai soki, in ZSZ, 2. Shingl. 6. 
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Japan. 173 Later tradition has associated Gikai with the transmission to 

Japan of several texts of obscure origin stored at Daijoji (a temple 

later founded by Gikai). These texts include the Gozan jissatsuzu 

(Illustrations of the Five Mountains and Ten Temples), the Ichiya 

hekiganroku, and the Rokuso dankyo (Platform Sutra of the Sixth 

Patriarch) • 

No positive evidence exists, however, linking Gikai to any of 

these texts. Instead, there is much stronger evidence suggesting 

alternative origins. The manuscripts of the Gozan jissatsuzu and Ichiya 

hekiganroku were not brought to Daijoji from Eiheiji until after 1340. 

more than thirty years after Gikai's death.174 Moreover, both of these 

texts probably predate Gikai's trip to China. The latest date in Gozan 

jissatsuzu is 1247, indicating that it was completed if not brought to 

Japan about that time. Likewise since Jingdesi suffered a major fire in 

1256, the depictions of that temple in the Gozan jissatsuzu could not 

have been drawn by Gikai in 1259.175 Regarding the Ichlya heklganroku. 

a partial copy of this text in Ejo's handwriting indicates that the text 

originally had been possessed by Ejo--if not by Dogen as traditionally 

173Gosoku ryakukl, in JDZ, 415. This same information also is 
contained in the 1650 version of the Eihei sanso gyojoki owned by the 
Koma family. At first glance, therefore, this might seem to provide 
independent collaboration. Closer examination reveals, however, that 
this Koma Ms. actually combines text from the first part of the Eihci 
sanso gyojokl and last part of the Gosoku ryakuki. See Azuma Ryushin. 
"Komashi shozo 'Eihei sanso gyojoki' no shokai." SG. 27 (1985): 3, 4-6 
nn. 5-6. 

174Concerning the Ichiya hekiganroku. see Kenzeiki. in Shohon 
Kenzeiki. 126. Concerning the Gozan jissatsuzu. see Yokoyama Hideo. Zen 
no kenchlku (Tokyo: Shokokusha. 1967). 47. 

175Ishikawa Rikizan. "Gikai Zenji no denki." 244. Note that 
manuscript now stored at Daijoji dates to the fifteenth century. 
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claimed. 176 In fact, it is possible that both the 1chiya hekiganroku 

and the Rokuso dankyowore transmitted within the Darumashu well before 

Gikai went to China. 177 If so, then Degen's rejection of the Rokuso 

dankyowould represent one of his criticisms of the Darumashu. 178 

After returning to Eihciji, Gikai was responsible for the 

. construction of new buildings and the introduction of new rituals. 179 

The construction consisted of the main gate (sanmon) and the two walled 

corridors that lead away from tl,~ gate at right angles on either side. 

With the gate and walls in place, Eiheiji would assume the appearance of 

a true monastery with enclosed grounds separated from the secular world. 

This gate also probably would have housed various devotional images in 

its second story.180 The images enshrined by Gikai included the three 

main images in the Buddha Hall (presumably, Sakyamuni Buddha with two 

bodhisattvas), images of the local guardian spirits (dojijin) and images 

of three Zen patriarchs. Because both the shrines for the guardian 

spirits and for the patriarchs are attached on either side of the Buddha 

176Hekiganshu dankan (1280), Eiheiji DS, in Shiryoshu, SBGZS~ 
26:703-5. Takeuchi Micho argues that the existence of this fragment of 
the Hekiganroku in Ejo's handwriting supports the traditional account of 
Dagen's transmission of the text, while Kagamishima still voices 
reservations against linking this text to Degen. See Takeuchi, "Zoku 
Eihei Dogen to 'Hekiganshu': Ichiyahon 'Hekiganshu dank an , no hakken ni 
chinamite," in Nihon shukyoshi ronshu, ed. Kasahara Kazuo Hakase Kanreki 
Kinenkai (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kabunkan, 1976), 404-43; "Putatabi Dagen 
Zenji no Ichiya Hekigan shorai ni tsuite: Kagamishima Genryu hakase no 
kosetsu ni kotaeru," 5G, 19 (1977): 22-27; and Kagamishima, "Dogen Zenji 
no zaisochu," 318-21. 

177See note 143 above and Okubo, DZDKK, 545-47. 

1785BGZ, "Shizen biku" chap.; in DZZ, 1:708. 

179This account is based upon Daison gyojoki, in 5Z. 16, Shiden. 
1:18. 

180Yokoyama, Zen no kenchiku, 128. 
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Hall. where the main images also reside. Gikai probably had to construct 

this building as well. The new rituals codified by Gikai included four 

ceremonies: (1) seasonal sutra chanting (shisetsu raigi). (2) the 

sounding of the twenty-five divisions of the night (shogo katen). (3) 

after-meals sutra chanting (shukuha fugin) , and (4) enrollment of newly 

arrived monks (kata gishiki). Gikai's introduction of new sutra 

chanting ceremonies and of a new shrine dedicated to the guardian 

spirits of the monastery often is cited as major breaks with what some 

scholars idealistically portray as D~gen's "pure Zen."181 

It is an exaggeration, however. to see these as the beginnings 

of a trend toward esoteric or "corrupt" Buddhism. The shrine for 

guardian spirits as well as the special prayers to be offered in their 

presence already appear in the oldest extant Chinese Chan monastic code. 

the Chanyuan qinggui. 182 Dagen also had described the ritual prayers of 

thanks offered to the guardian spirits in his Shabo genza chapter "Ango" 

that explains how to conduct the summer training session. 183 More than 

once Dagen instructed the monastic cook to recite scripture as a prayer 

for the god of the hearth (sako shinsai)--a divinity originating in 

181For example, see Sahashi Horyu. Ningen Keizan (1974; rev. 
edn., Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1979), 29; Takeuchi Michio, Nihon no Zen 
(Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1976). 184; and Kochi Eigaku, "Keizan Zenji no 
mikkyoteki hairyo to sono raiyu" (1960); rpt. in Dagen Zenji to Sotashu, 
ed. Kawamura Kodo and Ishikawa Rikizan. Nihon Bukkyo Shushi Ronshu, 8 
(Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1985). 186-87. 

182Fasc. 2. "Niansong" (Jpn. "Nenju"), "Jiexia" ("Ketsuge") and 
"Jiexia" ("Kaige"): fasc. 7. "Zunsu ruyuan" ("Sonshuku nyuin"): and 
fasc. 9, "Shami shoujiewen" ("Shami jukaimon"): rev. edll., Yakuchii 
Zennen shingi, 76-77, 86-87, 91, 256-57, 297. 

183DZZ, 1:574-75. 
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ancient Chinese folk beliefs. 184 Likewise, Dagen also included 

instructions for collective scripture chanting ceremonies to be 

conducted by the community of monks at the beginning of the summer 

training session (thirteenth day of the fourth month).185 This ceremony 

corresponds to the first of the four seasonal chanting rituals initiated 

by Gikai. 186 Yet this ceremony, unlike the guardian spirits or the god 

of the hearth. is not included in the Chanyuan qinggui usually followed 

by Dagen. This type of discrepancy between the old Chinese regulations 

and Dagen's own rituals indicates that Dagen also had adopted the latest 

Chinese practices without being strictly faithful to the letter of the 

Chinese codes that he quoted so frequently in his writings. 187 

Likewise, Gikai merely increased the frequency of religious 

ceremonies that already had existed in Dagen's own time. Certainly 

Gikai's new monastic calendar with its sutra-chanting services after 

each meal, gave increased emphasis to ritual. The real issue, however, 

is not the rituals themselves. but the religious ends for which the 

rituals are practiced. Because each sutra-chanting ceremony ends with 

the recitation of a declaration (ekOJ directing the merit of the service 

toward a particular goal. each ritual has an immediate, well-defined 

purpose. Dagen defined that purpose only in terms of the promotion of 

184 Tenzo kyokun, in DZZ, 2:296; and Chiji shingi (1246), in DZZ. 
2:343. 

185SBGZ. "Ango" chap., in DZZ. 1:573-74. 

186According to the Tokoku shingi, fasc. 2, these seasonal sutra 
chanting ceremonies are conducted on the thirteenth day of the fourth 
and seventh lunar months. on the day before the winter solstice during 
the eleventh lunar month. and on the day before the last day of the 
year. See SZ. 2. Shugen. 2:677-78, 688b. 693b. 696a; alt. in JDZ. 325-
28. 346. 357, 362. 

187Kagamishima Genryu. "Dagen Zenji to in'yo shingi," 17 n. 5. 
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Buddhist practice. By Reizan's time. rituals were directed not only 

toward spiritual goals but also toward the prosperity of the temple 

patrons and the protection of the state. In spite of the claims made by 

some scholars. the available records contain no indication as to where 

Gikai stood between these two extremes. 

Confusion also surrounds Gikai's subsequent career at Eiheiji. 

Later sources contain events not mentioned in earlier sources. Modern 

scholars offer many differing interpretations of these problems. Rather 

than listing all possible sequence of events. the following account 

describes only the interpretation indicated in the earliest sources. At 

the end of this chapter. after introducing two more of Dagen's major 

disciples (Gien and Jakuen). the implications contained in the 

alternative histories found in later sources will be examined.lS8 

Gikai became the third abbot of Eiheiji in 1267 when Eja 

retired from that post. pleading illness. 189 Eja may well have been 

suffering declining health. lie had served as abbot for fifteen years 

since Dagen's death in 1253 and since 1261 had ceased his copying of 

Dagen's writings. 190 Yet Gikai assumed the abbotship only after being 

requested to do so by Eiheiji's principal patrons, Hatano Shigemichi 

188BY "early sources." I am referring to Dalson gyojokl, 
5hotoshlkl, and Gosoku ryakukl, as well as the documents written by 
Gikai included in Komonjo. While none of these are totally free of 
textual problems. they must be given foremost consideration because of 
their close relationship to Gikai's disciple Keizan. The events not 
included in these accounts pertain to the so-called "sandal soron~ 

189Dalson gyojokl. in 5Z. 16, 5hlden. 1:15a-b, 18a. 

190No references to copies by Eja exist after 1261 until 1275 
(5BGZ "Bussho" and "Arakan" chaps .• in DZZ. 1:35, 326). See appendix 1. 
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(a.k.a. Kongo) and Fujiwara Masatsugu (a.k.a. Shakuen).191 This type of 

patron interference in monastic appointments was common among warrior 

family temples (ujidera). The selection of Gikai upon the intervention 

of a couple of patrons suggests that Eiheiji remained very dependent 

upon the personal goodwill of its main pat~ons. Once in office Gikai 

served a very successful term as abbot, winning acclaim as the restorer 

of Eiheiji. Details of his activities remain unknown, except for one 

very propitious encounter: in 1271 Keizan Jakin (then just seven years 

old) entered Eiheiji to receive the tonsure from Gikai.192 One year 

later Gikai retired from Eiheiji after having served less than five 

years as abbot. Near Eiheiji he constructed a private hermitage in 

which to care for his aged mother. For the next twenty years he lived 

in relative seclusion (until moving to Daijoji), appearing at Eiheiji 

only as necessary. How Gikai provided for both himself and his mothcr 

during this period is not recorded. 

Gikai's retirement left the Eiheiji abbotship vacant. Kenzei, 

the author of the fifteenth-century Sata history known as Kenzeiki, 

191Daison gyoj6ki, in SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:15b. Regarding the 
identities of the Hatano Izumo-no-kami Jiro Kongo and Kasan'in Saisho 
Zennmon Shakuen named in this source, see Kawamura, "Dogen Zenji to 
Eiheiji," 100; and Nakaseko, DZD, 412. For alternative (though not 
likely) identifications also see Seki Kokyu, "Dogen Zenji to ~an'o~su 
Hatanoshi ni tsuite," SG, 21 (1979): 117; and Okubo, DZDKK, 255. 

192Keizan, Tokokuki, in SG, 16:238b; alt. in JDZ, 395. This 
date assume~ 1264 as Kcizan's year of birth (instead of 1268). The 
discovery of the 1432 Daijaji Ms. of the T6kokuki provided the initial 
clue that 1264 must bc the correct ycar, but all of Keizan's historical 
writings become extremely consistent with other sources only if 1264 is 
~scd. Sec Matsuda Fumio, "'Tokokuk1' no kenkyfi," 859-70; "Keizan Zenj1 
seju goju hassaisetsu n1 taisuru sh1ken," SG, 13 (1974): 65-70; and 
Yamahata Shode. "Kokiroku ni miru Ke1zan Zenj1 no go nenrei n1 tsuite." 
SG, 13 (1974): 87-92. 
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assumed that Ejo must have resumed the abbotship after Gikai.193 The 

evidence speaks against this, however, since when Gikai retired, Ejo 

then relinquished to Gikai the title of Retired Abbot (todo) while 

assuming for himself the lesser title of Prior (tassu).194 Moreover 

Keizan clearly identified Ejo as a former abbot in 1276 when he (Keizan) 

formally became a monk,195 Immediately following Gikai's retirement. 

Ejo is reported to have admonished the community of monks during the 

summer training period for their not having treated Gikai with 

sufficient respect. This incident has led some scholars to propose that 

Ejo performed the duties of abbot while still nominally a prior.196 

Early sources, however, contain no references to Ejo having resumed any 

official functions at Eiheiji, Even if Ejo did lecture during that 

training period. he probably did so in an informal capacity. After all, 

Ejo had stated that he relinquished the title of Retired Abbot to Gikai 

not merely in order to avoid the confusion that would be caused by two 

people having the same title. but mainly for his own self-effacement 

during his retirement. 197 Ejo easily could have been active in 

Eiheiji's affairs without having to become abbot twice. Therefore it is 

likely that the third abbot of Eiheiji. Gien. assumed his post sometime 

in 1272. 

1931n Shahan Kenzeiki. lOS, 

194Dalson gyojokl. in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:15b. For an analysis of 
the sources used to support or deny Kenzci's theory. see Matsuda Fumio. 
"Sandai soron no imi suru mono," sa, 15 (1973): 155-57. 

195 Tokokukl. in sa, 16:238; alt. in JDZ. 369. 

1966kubo. DZDKK. 428; and Takeuchi Michio. Koun Hjo Zenjiden. 
270. 

197Daison gyojoki. in SZ, 16. Shiden, 1:15b. 
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Gikai inherited Dagen's dharma robe from Ejo just before Eja's 

death in 1280. Ejo had kept the robe always next to his own body for a 

period of twenty-seven years from the time that he (Eja) had received 

the robe from Dagen, a month before Dagen's death. Then nine days 

before his own death, he gave it to Gikai. Gikai interpreted this as a 

testament that he was foremost among Ejo's disciples. 198 Gikai 

officiated at Ejo's funeral and held regular memorial services for Eja 

for the next seven years. Based on these activities by Gikai, the 

fifteenth-century historian Kenzei again argued that Gikai also assumed 

a second term as abbot following Eja's second term as abbot.199 If so, 

then the abbotship of Eiheiji would have passed from Ejo to Gikai. then 

from Gikai back to Eja and finally from Eja back to Gikai. such a 

circular succession process is completely without precedent. Moreover 

as in the case with Eja's supposed second term. no source earlier than 

Kenzei contains any indication that Gikai had assumed such duties at 

Eiheiji. We know that Gien had already become abbot before Eja passed 

away, because Hatano Shigemichi referred to Gien as abbot when he 

addressed the Eiheiji community in 1287.200 It is extremely unlikely 

that Gien would have been forced to relinquish his abbotship just 

because Gikai conducted memorial services for Eja. 201 

Gikai moreover seems to have had continued difficulty in 

garnishing the support of all the monks at Eiheiji, in spite of his 

198[Gikai). Jakin hoe fuzokuja (1309:9). in Komonjo. no. 669. 
1:527. 

199Kenzelki. in Shohon Kenzelki. 111-12. 

200Dalson gyajoki. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:18. 

201Ishikawa Rikizan. "Glkal Zenjl no denki." 246; and "Sandal 
soron nl tsuite." in Elhe1jlshl, 212. 
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having inherited Dagen's robe. He was said to have became embroiled in 

a dispute with other monks who were followers of Jakuen. 202 The cause 

or nature of this dispute is unclear since Jakuen himself had already 

left Eiheiji in 1261 while Gikai was still in China. 203 Perhaps some 

monks might have felt that Gikai's memorial services for Ejo somehow had 

slighted Jakuen because Jakuen also was Ejo's dharma heir and originally 

had been in charge of Eiheiji's memorial hall, Joyoan. To quiet the 

disturbance, Hatano Tokimitsu was forced to repeat Ejo's earlier 

admonition of 1272. criticizing the monks' lack of respect for Gikai. 

Hatano is reported as even threatening to shift his financial support 

directly to Gikai. 204 This threat represents a remarkable degree of 

interference in Eiheiji's affairs. Elheiji had lost much independence 

by being dependent upon only a few major patrons. Hatano Tokimitsu's 

protestations were in vain. however. since after 1287 Gikai seems to 

have completely withdrawn from Eiheiji. 

In 1293 Gikai formally became abbot of Daijoji in neighboring 

202Daison gyojokJ. in SZ. 16. ShJden. 1:18. The text refers 
only to a "Mr. En" ("Enko"). bUl dearly alludes to Jakuen since the 
same text (p. 16a) also identifies Mr. En as the founder of lIokyoji. 
Jakuen's temple. 

203Kenko. Hokyo yuishokJ (ca.1457-1468). in Komonjo. no. 1709. 
2:618. 

204Daison gyojokJ. in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:18. This statement is 
problematical since Tokimitsu also is recorded as having prophesied that 
Eiheiji's dharma line would fail if Gikai was allowed to leave. Such 
accurate prophesy suggests that these words were attributed to Tokimitsu 
at a later date after Gien had died (ca.1313) without producing an heir. 
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Kaga. 205 Daijaji originally had been built in 1261 as a small warrior 

family temple by Togashi lehisa (d.1329). the head of a Fujiwara-line 

family collateral to the Inazu Fujiwara-line family to which Gikai 

probably had belonged. 206 Iehisa originally had built Daijaji to house 

an image of Dainichi (Skt. Vairocana) Buddha supposably carved by an 

early mountain mystic (i.e., zenji) named Taicho (682-767). Because 

Dainichi is the main Buddha in esoteric practice, Iehisa enlisted a 

master of the esoteric rituals (i.e .• a Shingon ajari; Skt. acarya) 

named Chakai to serve as the temple's first abbot. 207 Chakai previously 

-had been an abbot of Hajakuji, the temple at which Ekan and the other 

Darumashu members had sought refuge. Moreover, we can assume that he 

must have been lIajakuji's abbot when Gikai first received tonsure there 

because he (Chokai) referred to himself as Gikai's teacher. 208 With 

205shotoshiki. in Gikai soki, in ZSZ, 2. Shingi, 6. In this 
instance, the era date is correct (the first year of Einin; i.e., 1293) 
while the sexagesimal sign is mistakenly printed as kigai (the thirty
sixth; i.e., 1299) instead of kishi (the thirtieth; i.e., 1293). The 
Shotoshiki states that Gikai lived in seclusion from 1272 until 1292, 
founded Daijaji in 1293, and retired from Daijaji in 1298. This last 
date agrees with Keizan's autobiographical statement that he (Keizan) 
became the second abbot of Daijoji at age 34 (i.e., 1298). Daijaji 
originally had been located near the Sodemori Hamlet (present-d~y 
Nonoichi Mura, Ishikawa Pref.), but during the Tokugawa period was moved 
to its present location in Kanazawa City. 

206Ishikawa Rikizan, "Gikai Zenji no denki," 228. 

207Date Zanno (1867-1947), Kaga Daijojishi, edt Shimode Sekiyo 
and Azuma Ryushin (Kanazawa City, Ishikawa Pref.: Hokkoku Shuppansha, 
1971), 47. Chakai probably held no institutional affiliation to the 
Shingon school. 

208Chokai ihai, Hajakuji mortuary plaque, rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan. "Echizen lIajakuji no yukue," SG, 28 (1986): 110. Kuriyama 
Taion first discovered this plaque in 1911 (Gakusan shiron, 41). 
Ishikawa, however, presents a more faithful reproduction of the format 
of the plaque and reads "dento" (transmitter of the light) where 
Kuriyama had "hoto" (dharma light). When Kuriyama introduced this 
plaque, he adopted a very forced reading of its inscription. According 
to Kuriyama, the inscription on the plaque refers to Gikai even though 
the plaque itself refers to Chokai. In this way. Kuriyama argued that 
it was Gikai who had been abbot of lIajakuji and teacher to Chokai. 
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Chokai acting as go-between. Gikai was invited to convert Daijoji to a 

Zen temple sometime around 1292. At that time Chokai relinquished the 

title of "Founding Abbot" (kaisan) to Gikai. assuming for himself the 

title of "Founding Patron" (kaiki). In spite of Chokai's change in 

title. the true patron of Daijoji remained Togashi Iehisa. 

In 1293 when Gikai formally became abbot. pres~mably he already 

had constructed a proper Zen-style monk's meditation hall (soda). Few 

details of Gikai's term ~s abbot of Daijoji are known beyond the names 

of his early disciples. Keizan Jakin was the first to join Gikai's new 

Zen community, attaining within a short time the office of supervisor of 

the monk's hall (shuso). In 1294 Meiha Sotetsu (1277-1350) joined 

Keizan at Daijoji. 209 A year later, Gasan Joseki (1276-1366) also 

joined the Daijoji community.210 During the first month of that same 

Kuriyama's interpretation. however. is unacceptable. In terms of both 
grammar and format the inscription on Chokai's mortuary plaque clearly 
refers to Chokai. Also no sources indicate that Gikai had ever been 
abbot of Hajakuji. His early biographies all state that he spent twenty 
years in seclusion after leaving Eiheiji Although Kuriyama saw Gikai as 
Chokai's superior. Gikai's appointment to replace Chokai as abbot of 
Daijoji actually is easier to understand if Chakai had been Gikai's 
superior. If Chokai had been at Hajakuji in 1231 when Gikai was twelve 
years old. then by 1290 he would have been quite old and ready to 
retire. Gikai had been to China and had become the leader of the new 
Japanese Soto Zen lineage. It is not unreasonable to believe that an 
aged Chokai would abdicate his position in favor of a former student who 
had surpassed his own accomplishments. Kuriyama once had asserted that 
historical inquiry must never be allowed to threaten the foundations of 
traditional religious faith (Gakusan shiron. p. 10). In this case. 
apparently he allowed his faith to guide his history. 

209[Keizan Jakin]. Sotetsu hoe soden hogo (1323:1:19). in 
Kornonjo. no. 674. 1:533-34. This date is based upon Keizan's statement 
in 1323 that Sotetsu had been with him for 29 years. 

210[Keizan Jakin]. Jakin yuzurijo (1324:7:7). in Komonjo. no. 
47. 1:35. Each biography of Gasan differs as to the time and place of 
Keizan and Gasan's first meeting. This date is based upon Keizan's 
statement in 1324 that Gasan had been with him for tWenty-nine years. 
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year. 1295. Gikai bestowed Keizan with his dharma lineage as well as the 

robe that had been handed down from Dogen to Eja. 211 Finally in 1298 

Gikai gave up all remaining monastic duties. allowing Keizan to succeed 

to Daijoji's abbotship.212 

Gikai stayed at Daijaji for the remainder of his life. He 

seems to have actively instructed the community of monks and supervised 

Keizan's activities. For example. he recommended to Keizan that Meiha 

be selected to receive Dagen's dharma robe. Keizan followed this advice 

in 1311--only two years after Gikai's death--by bequeathing to Meiha not 

only Dagen's dharma robe but also the abbotship of Daijaji. 213 This 

suggests that Meiha's position as Keizan's premier disciple was partly 

due to Gikai's influence. Gikai also seems to have copied scripture and 

instructed Keizan in Dagen's Shobo genzo. 214 When Gikai's health began 

211[Gika!]. Jokin hoe fuzokujo. in Komonjo. 1:527. In this 
instance. the sexagesimal sign is correct ("otsubi, " the thirty-second; 
i.e .• 1295), while the era date is incorrect (the second year of Einin; 
i.e .. 1294). Only 1295 agrees with Keizan's autobiographical statement 
that he (Keizan) succeeded to Gikai's lineage at age 31 (i.e .• 1295). 
See Tokokuki. in SG. 16:238; alt. in JDZ. 369. 

212Keizan. Tokokuki, in SG, 16:238; alt. in JDZ, 369; and 
Shotoshikl, in Glkal saki, in ZSZ, 2. Shingi. G. 

213Keizan, Postscript (1311:10:10), Jakin hoe fuzokujo (1309:9), 
in Komonjo, no. 669, 1:528. Gikai's advice is mentioned in the 
description of a subsequent ceremonial presentation of a robe to Sotetsu 
at Yakoji in 1323. According to the chronology contained in the account 
of this ceremony, Sotetsu had inherited Keizan's dharma in 1302. See 
[Keizan Jakin), Sotetsu hoe soden hogo (1323:1:19), in Komonjo. no. 674, 
1:533-34. According to traditional Soto accounts, however, Sotetsu is 
said to have inherited Keizan's dharma in either 1321 or 1323 and 
inherited the abbotship of Daijaji in 1337. This confusion over the 
correct sequence of events is due to three main causes: (1) earlier 
scholars not having had access to the above documents, (2) the lack of 
reliable information concerning Kyoa Unrya's term as abbot of Daijaji 
prior to 1337, and (3) sectarian attempts to give seniority to Gasan 
Jaseki. 

214See • for example. Keizan, Gosoku ryakuki. in JDZ. 416; and 
Gikai. Gikan fuhojo. in Komonjo. 2:408. 
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to fail in 1306, he also bequeathed to Keizan his Darumashu transmission 

documents to further authenticate the legitimacy of Keizan's Sata 

lineage. This demonstrates that Gikai had never renounced his Darumashu 

lineage. In fairness, one must also note that he had not especially 

clung to it either. In deeding the documents to Keizan. he used the 

words "our lineage" to refer to the Sot a line only. It is incorrect, 

therefore. to assume that Keizan inherited Gikai's Darumashu lineage. 215 

In 1309. the second day of the ninth month. Gikai insisted upon 

administering the tonsure to all of Daijoji's lay workers. Twelve days 

later he died. Complete details of his funeral arrangements and an 

inventory of his possessions were reported to Eiheiji. 216 Because the 

activities of Keizan Jokin. Meiha Sotetsu and Gasan Jaseki are so 

important in later Sata developments. the careers of these disciples 

will constitute the theme of the following chapter. 

Gien: The Unknown Abbot 

Gien (d. ca.1313) is the most obscure of Dagen's major 

disciples. Even though Gien succeeded Gikai as Eiheiji's fourth abbot 

and led the Eiheiji community probably for a longer period of time than 

any other abbot, details of his life and career are all but unknown. 

Because Gien failed to produce disciples able to propagate his dharma 

lineage. no records survive concerning his role in crucial early 

developments. Without hard evidence, Sato historians beginning with 

215Gikai. Gikan fuhaja, in Komonjo. 2:408-9; and Gikai fuhajo. 
in Komonjo. 1:526. Gikai's language in these documents clearly 
distingUishes between the Darumashu "transmission" that Gikai had 
received, and the "giving" to Keizan of his old Darumashu succession 
document. Keizan had received only Gikai's old documents. not a new 
succession document made out in his own name. 

216Gikai saki. in ZSZ. 2. Shingi. 1. Ga. 
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Kenzei in the fifteenth century often have speculated as to what Gien's 

Zen teachings might have been and as to why he failed to engender a 

suitable heir. Secondary sources unfortunately have repeated these 

speculations all too often as evidence for their own further 

speculations. Therefore it is necessary to emphasize how little can be 

known with certainty concerning Gien. The following overview of Gien's 

career describes both those details that can be reasonably accepted and 

those that cannot. 

Gien probably was among the followers of the Darumashu who 

joined Degen in 1241. as indicated by the first syllable of his name. 

At Eiheiji Gien rose to prominence. as can be seen from the fact that he 

served both as Dagen's attendant (jisha) and as monastic scribe (shoki). 

Following Degen's death, he assisted Eje in organizing and copying 

Degen's Shabo genza. During the summer training period of 1255 he 

copied the "Kesa Kudoku" and the "Hachi dainingaku" chapters. Gien also 

worked with Eje and Senne as one of the three compilers of Dagen's 

goroku. Gien was responsible for transcribing the formal lectures that 

Degen gave between the ninth month of 1249 and the tenth month of 1252, 

which constitute three sections of the ten-section text.217 From these 

accomplishments. it is clear that Gien ranked as one of Degen's leading 

disciples. 

Gien is also counted as one of Ejo's seven dharma heirs. 218 

After inheriting Eje's lineage. he rose first to the position of 

supervisor of the monk's hall and then became Eihciji's fourth abbot. 

217For Gien's status at Eiheiji, note his titles: (a) jisha. in 
Karoku, secs. 5. 6. 7. in DZZ. 2:84. 104, 123; (b) shokl, in SBGZ. "Kesa 
kudoku" and "Hachi dainingaku." in DZZ. 1:643. 726. 

218Dalson gyojakl. in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:15b-16a. 
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Gien's term as abbot began sometime before 1287. by which time Hatano 

Tokimitsu is reported to have addressed him by that title. 219 and ended 

sometime before 1314 when the abbotship was formally offered to Giun. 220 

Beyond the above dates. the only other fact of Giun's abbotship known 

with certainty is that Keizan studied under Gien at Eiheiji in 1292. 

At that time. Gien taught Keizan the precept ordination 

ceremonies. Gien allowed Keizan to copy the text of the Busso shcden 

bosatsukai saha in the private hermitage built by Dogen. the 

Ryozen'in. 221 Although Ejo had taught the ordination procedures to 

Gikai. and presumably to Giin and to Gien. only as the final concluding 

step of the dharma transmission process. Gien seems to have readily 

initiated Keizan without first accepting Keizan as his heir. Gien and 

Keizan must have had a close relationship, however. because Keizan had 

vivid dreams about Gien. Keizan spoke of Gien in familiar terms and saw 

himself as Gien's personal attendant in one dream many years later in 

1321. In his dream. Keizan imagined that Gien gave a lecture at Eiheiji 

announcing his inner desire never to leave the monastery.2a2 While 

Keizan's accounts of his dreams are not necessarily reliable, probably 

Gien did live out his natural life without ever retiring from Eiheiji. 

No additional information concerning Gien is contained in any early 

219Daison gyojoki. in SZ. 16, Shiden, 1:18b. 

220Giun, Eiheiji jujishoku no koto (1314:9:18), in Shiryoshu, 
SBGZS~ 26:751. Giun conveyed his initial refusal ~~ the abbotship in 
this letter. 

221Keizan Jokin, "Postscript" (1321:2:1). Busso shaden 
bosatsukai saha. transmitted 1356:8:1 from Gasan ,Jaseki to Tsugen 
Jakurei, Sojiji Ms, in ZSZ. 1. Shugen hoi, 42. Similar content also in 
found in ibid .• Daijoji Ms. in ZSZ. 1. Shugen hoi. 42: alt. DZZ. 2:271. 

222Keizan. Takokuki. in 5G. 16:241; alt. in JDZ. 401. 
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sources. 223 The main inferences and conclusions concerning Gien that 

often have been derived from later sources are summarized below. 

Okubo Doshu asserts that Gien was not one of Ejo's proper 

dharma heirs, but had received only the precept transmission. This 

assertion rests upon Okubo's theory that Dagen and Ejo taught two 

separate types of initiations, one (known as denbO) which consists of 

instruction in the rituals for bestowing a dharma lineage (shihO) with a 

formal certificate of succession (shisho) , and another (known as denkai) 

which consists of instruction in the rituals for precept ordination with 

the conferring of a precept lineage chart (kaimyaku).224 The 

relationship between these two initiationn within Dagen Zen is a 

sensitive issue in the modern Soto school. Focusing just on Ejo and his 

disciples, however, we must note that the same text cited by Okubo for 

distinguishing between Ejo's dharma disciples (denbo deshi) and precept 

disciples (denkai deshi) also states that each of these transmitted 

Ejo's dharma (denbo) and precept (denkai) lineages. 225 Therefore the 

text is ambiguous as to the nature of the distinction between these two 

types of disciples. Perhaps all seven equally transmitted Ejo's 

lineage, while some were more versed in the subtleties of one type of 

transmission than the other. 

Even if a more substantive distinction exists between these 

types of disciples, it is difficult to believe that Gien would have been 

allowed to become abbot of Eiheiji if at that time his standing among 

223Several examples of Gien's handwriting also survive. but all 
of these are brief and without dates. See 5hlryoshu, 5BGZ5T. 26:744-48. 

22~OKUbo. DZDKK. 242-3. 434-35. 

225Dalson gyojokl, in 5Z. 16. Shlden. 1:15b. 
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Ejo's disciples had been perceived as inferior. 226 It is much more 

likely that the tendency of later historians to slight Gien's 

accomplishments is due to his having failed to produce any outstanding 

disciples. Edo period historians embellished this failure with accounts 

of Gien having retired to a solitary life of seclusion,227 or of Eiheiji 

having been destroyed by fire. More recent historians have assumed that 

Gien must have lost the support of the Hatano family.228 However, there 

is no evidence for any of this. No early sources contain any mention 

either of Gien's later years or of the destruction of Eiheiji by fire 

during that period. 229 The Hatano family continued to be major patrons 

of Eiheiji until being vanquished in 1473 by the forces of Asakura 

Takakage (1428-1481).230 The Hatano family's support of Gien is 

demonstrated by the fact that they waited until 1314. presumably the 

year of Gien's death. before inviting Giun to assume Eiheiji's 

abbotship. While details are unknown. there is no reason to believe 

that Eiheiji fell into decline during Gien's term. The available 

evidence simply does not explain why Gien's line failed. 

226Sahashi. Ningen Kcizan. 104. 

227Zosan Ryoki (d.1729). Juzoku nichiiki tOjD shosoden. fasc. 1; 
and Rentoroku. fasc. 1; both in 5Z. 16, 5hiden. 1:151. 240. 

64. 

228For example. Takeuchi Michio, Koun EjD Zenjiden. 104. 

229Ishikawa Rikizan. "Gien Zenji no jiseki." in Eiheijishi, 262-

230Hirose Ryoko. "Senkoku no doran to Eiheiji no saigai." in 
Eiheijishi. 463. 
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Jakuen: Local Growth and Ties to Eiheiji 

Jakuen (Ch. Jiyuan; 1207-1299). the last of Degen's major 

disciples to be considered. was unique in many ways. As a native-born 

Chinese. Jakuen's native language. world view. and initial training in 

the Buddhism of the continent set him apart. Jakuen had not been 

schooled in the unique doctrinal syntheses of Japanese Tendai nor 

exposed to its political corruption. Dagen's other disciples all had 

trained in the Japanese Tendai or Darumashu traditions. From his unique 

Chinese background. scholars have drawn two contradictory 

interpretations of Jakuen, namely. that he was the disciple who had 

clung most strongly to Dagen's own interpretation of Zen or that he was 

the individual who introduced "deviant" Chinese practices. Jakuen's 

lineage neither flourished like those of Giin and Gikai. nor did it fail 

like those of Senne and Gien. Jakuen's temple. Hakyoji. survived. And 

more important, a collateral branch of Jakuen's line entered Eiheiji 

from Hekyoji. Beginning in 1314. with Eiheiji's fifth abbot. Giun. 

Jakuen's dharma descendants dominated Riheiji until the Tokugawa 

shogunate's forced reorganization of the Soto school (ca.1612).231 

During this period. the policies adopted by Jakuen's descendants at 

Eiheiji greatly influenced the institutional hierarchy of the medieval 

Sot a school. while the records compiled by the Jakuen-line historians 

231The last true Jakuen-line abbot at Eiheiji probably was Sokyu 
(1532-1610). the last person to inherit (1560) the copy of the Bussa 
shoden basatsukal saba handed down exclusively within the Eiheiji-Jakuen 
line (DZZ, 2:271). After the Tokugawa reorganization forced non-Jakuen 
line abbots into Eiheiji. each new abbot was required to nominally 
switch to a Jakuen-dharma lineage until Manzan Dehaku succeeded in 
having the practice of changing lineages forbidden in 1703. Thereafter. 
abbots at Eiheiji were required to inherit a separate Jakuen precept 
lineage until the Meiji period. See Kuriyama, Sajljishi. 113-14. 
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Renko (1413-ca.1468) and Renzei have greatly influenced all subsequent 

understanding of early Soto history. 

Of Jakuen very little is known. He is not mentioned in any of 

Dogen's writings. His earliest biography. the Hokyo yulshokl (ca.1457-

1468) by Renko. is a sectarian work. written to emphasize Jakuen's 

closeness to Rujing, and through him, to Dogen. 232 Renko's account of 

Jakuen's having established a firm relationship with both Rujing and 

Dogen while still in China is patently false. According to Renko, 

Jakuen began his religious life at Jingdesi where he received tonsure. 

full ordination and Zen training under Rujing. Renko asserts that 

Jakuen agreed to become Dagen's disciple at Jingdesi in 1223--even 

though at that time Dogen was just beginning his study in China. In 

1227 when Dogen returned to Japan, Renko states that Jakuen accompanied 

Dogen to the port hoping to be able to travel with him to Japan. Dagen. 

however. advised Jakuen to remain in China so that he would attend to 

the ailing Rujing. Hence. Jakuen did not arrive in Japan until a year 

later. after Rujing had passed away. If Renko's account is accurate. 

then Jakuen at that time would have been twenty-one years old. perhaps 

not yet important enough to attract much attention. Even so. it is 

surprising that Jakuen's arrival did not warrant any mention in 

contemporary sources. In 1228 emigre Chinese monks in Japan were quite 

rare. It is even more surprising that Jakuen. Dogen's companion from 

China (according to Renko), failed to find mention in any of Dogen's 

writings. 

These omissions suggest that Jakuen's relationship with Dogen 

probably began after .Takuen's arrival in Japan. not In 1228. but after 

2321n Komonjo, no. 1709. 2:617-20 
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D~gen began accepting his own disciples at K6sh6ji in 1230. At K6sh~ji 

and at Eiheiji Jakuen managed the memorial hall. J~yoan. where services 

were performed in honor of Rujing. Jakuen thereby became Eiheiji's 

first tassu. a title by which he was referred to even posthumously.233 

Although "tassu" eventually came to refer to the master of a sub-temple 

within a larger compound (in which sense I have translated it as 

"prior"). in Jakuen's case it merely refers to the leader of memorial 

services. If Jakuen had begun his religious career at a young age. then 

he certainly would have acquired a thorough knowledge of basic scripture 

and ritual. Because of his youth. however. it is doubtful that Jakuen 

would have had any experience with Zen monastic offices before leaving 

China. In Japan. his having served in no offices other than tassu could 

indicate either his high rank ("tassu" being a title reserved for elder 

monks) or his having been unsuitable for other posts. After D~gen's 

death. Jakuen eventually succeeded in winning Ejo's approval. As retold 

by his disciple Giun. Jakuen attained enlightenment upon realizing that 

the single sound of the lion's roar (i.e .• the Buddha's having taught 

only one true doctrine) is actualized through the diverse cries of the 

multitude of beasts (i.e .• the wide variety of Buddhist practices).234 

After inheriting Ejo's dharma. Jakuen left Eiheiji in 1261. 

This occurred at about the same time that other leading monks also were 

departing from Eiheiji. Gikai left in 1259; Jakuen in 1261; Senne and 

233Both Keizun and Shuko (fl.1445) referred to Jakuen as tassu. 
See Tiikokuki, in SG, 16:238; alt. in JDZ, 369; and ShUkii osllo yuzurijii. 
in Komonjo, 1:610. 

234Giun osho goroku. pub. 1357. copied 1684. Cabinet Library 
Ms .• rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, ed .• "Naikaku bunkobon 'Giun osh6 
goroku. , .. Siitoshii kenkyiiin kenkyiisei kenkyii kiyii [abb. "SKK"]. 8 (1976): 
39; or Edo woodblock edn. (1715). in SZ. 5, Goroku. 1:9. 
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Kyogo before 1263; and Giin in 1264. Only Ejo, Gien, and a few former 

followers of the Darumashu remained. Jakuen did not follow in the 

footsteps of the other departing monks. Instead of returning to China 

or entering the capital. he went further into seclusion. As described 

by Kenko, Jakuen retired to a solitary life of meditation at the foot of 

a peak named Ginnanpo about twenty-five kilometers from Eiheiji where 

his only companions were wild animals. 235 Jakuen soon obtained 

financial support from Ijira Tomotoshi (posthumous name, Shinku), the 

leader of a local Fujiwara family in charge of the Ono District. 

According to Kenko, Jakuen had first encountered Ijira when the latter 

chanced upon him during a hunt. It was not until 1278, however, that 

Tomotoshi's son, Tomonari (posthumous name, Chien) began constructing a 

proper Zen temple for Jakuen. 236 His temple. Hokyoji. borrowed its name 

from the Hokyo (Ch. Baoqing) era during which Dogen studied under 

Rujing. Thi~ name suggests that Jakuen had desired to perpetuate the 

memory of Rujing even after leaving Eiheiji's memorial hall, Joyoan. 237 

Shortly after 1279 Giun (Jakuen's future dharma heir) Joined 

Hokyoji. Some sources state that Giun became Jakuen's disciple as early 

as 1265, but this is unlikely since Hokyoji had not yet been built.238 

235Kenko (1413-ca.1468), H5kyo yuishoki (ca.1457-1468) , Hokyoji 
Ms. in Komonjo, no. 1709, 2:618. Ginnanpo. the site of Hokyoji. is not 
to be confused with nearby Genanpo. 

236The identifications of Ijira Fujiwara Tomotoshi as the 
Shinku, and his son, Tomonari, as the layman Chien are based on: 
DZDKK. 308-9; and Maeda Hidehiko, "Giun Zenji to Ijirashi kefu," 
Zenji kenkyu, 201-3. 

layman 
Okubo. 

in uiun 

237Furuta Shokin, u'Giun osha goroku' wo megutte: Jakuen to 
Giun to no aida," in Giun Zenji kenkyu, 30. 

238Mangen Shiban, Enpo dentoroku, fasc. 25, in Z5Z, 10. 5hiden. 
733. 
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Moreover. as of 1279 Giun resided at the Shin Zenkoji (an otherwise 

unknown temple in Echizen) where he copied at least three. maybe all, of 

the chapters to Dagen's Shabo genza. 239 Ejo might well have sent Giun 

to Jakuen. 240 In 1282 Keizan also left Ejo's side to enter Hokyoji, 

where he served as the group leader (lnO) in daily meditation and other 

mona~tjc rituals. Keizan claimed that under Jakuen's instruction he 

first attained the stage of nonretrogression, and then in 1285 had an 

enlightenment experience upon hearing an unexpected noise. Even though 

Keizan later became Gikai's dharma heir, even late in life he still 

remembered Jakuen as his first true teacher.241 After Keizan. Jakuen's 

most important disciple was Giun who inherited Jakuen's dharma in 1295. 

Four years later, Jakuen bequeathed Hokyoji to Giun and sensing that his 

own life was about to end, prepared to return to China. In spite of his 

intentions, he died before he could leave the temple. 242 

The patronage of Hokyoji by the Ijira family reveals many 

characteristic features of rural warrior religious practices. The Ijira 

family had first gained prominenc~ fo" their role in helping the Hojo 

regents defeat the forces of Emperor Gotoba during the so-called Jokyu 

239See chaps. "Koku," "Ango," and "Kie sanpo," in DZZ, 1:564. 
584, 675. Shin Zenkoji was located at Naka-no-hama (modern place name 
unknown) . 

240This inference is derived from circumstantial evidence, 
namely, that Ejo also resided at Naka-no-hama (Daison gyojoki, in SZ, 
16, Shiden, 1:16a) and worked together with Giun and Kankai copying the 
Shoba genzo (see Mizuno Yaoko, "Giun Zenji," pt. 5, Sansho, 467 [Aug. 
1982]: 27-28). The first syllable of Giun's name indicates that he had 
become a monk under the direction of a Darumashu member of the "E" 
generation, most likely Ejo since Ekan had died before Giun was born. 

241Keizan, Tokokuki, in SG. 16:235a, 238b, 242b; alt. in JDZ. 
396. 406. 432; and Jakin hotsuganmon (1325:5:23), in Komonjo. no. 168. 
1:126. 

242Kenko. Hokya yuishoki, in Komonjo, 2:618-19. 
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Disturbance (1221). For this service. ~he shogunate rewarded them with 

land steward (jit~ rights to the Ijira region (from which they later 

derived their family name) of Mino (now part of Gifu Pref.). Shortly 

thereafter. however. they moved north to Echizen where they established 

a family residence along the banks of the Ajimi river in the Ono 

District, over which they also extended their control. The Ajimi valley 

begins at the base of Ginnanpo (the site of Hokyoji) from which it joins 

the Asuwa river valley leading toward lIajakuji, and beyond to 

Eiheiji. 243 As newcomers to the area, the Ijira no doubt sought to 

establish a family temple that would symbolize both their dominance over 

that district and the permanence of their family's roots in that 

location. Because the Ijira family residence was situated directly 

between Eiheiji and Ginnanpo. Jakuen's encounter with Ijira Tomotoshi 

could not have been merely fortuitous. 

By selecting a monk from Eiheiji as abbot for their new temple. 

the Ijira also demonstrated their political goodwill toward the Hatano--

a family powerful both locally in Echizen and within the shogunate. The 

Ijira further indicated their devotion to the shogunate by expressly 

stating in 1278. and again In 1299, that Hokyoji was being built in 

honor or Hojo Tokiyori (1227-1263).244 Donations to Hokyoji were 

repeatedly made as overt signs of political intentions. In 1346. the 

Ijira donated images of two divinities. Jikokuten (Skt. Dh~tara~tra; the 

king guarding the east) and Tamonten (Skt. VaisravaQa; the king guarding 

243Ishikawa Rikizan. "Giun Zenjiden no kenkyu: Sono shutsuji to 
sangaku wo meguru sagyo kasetsu." In Giun Zenji kenkyu, 168-69. 

244Kenko, Hokyo yuishoki. in Komonjo. 2:618; and [Ijira 
Tomonari). Shami Chien nado kishinjo (1299:10:18). in Komonjo. no. 1698, 
2:608. 
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the northj. to Hokyoji in the name of Shogun Ashikaga Takauji (1305-

1358) as a show of their support of his struggle against the Southern 

Court. In 1365. the Ijira reiterated their support by donating still 

more lands to Hokyoji as an offering for the future enlightenment of the 

recently deceased Takauji. 245 

Hokyoji also served as a focal point for the Ijira family's own 

religious devotion. Their religious attitude. like that of other 

warriors. was at once both exclusive and eclectic. In 1365 the Ijira 

ordered that Hokyoji should always maintain its Sato affiliation and be 

led only by an abbot who had received a proper face-to-face transmission 

within Jakuen's own dharma lineage. Yet this same order also stipulated 

that devotional rites be performed every five days (in addition to rites 

on the fifth. fourteenth. fifteenth. eighteenth and last days of each 

month) for a wide variety of Buddhist divinities. including 5haka. 

Amida. Miroku (Skt. Maitreya). Kannon. Jizo (5kt. K~itigarbha). Monjfi 

(Skt. Manjusri). Kokuzo. and Oaruma. 246 From this eclectic worship. we 

know that the Ijira's exclusive support of Jakuen'$ Sota line derived 

from political or personal concerns. As already mentioned. the Ijira's 

support of a Sata temple helped link them to other Sata patrons such as 

the Hatano family. Another reason for the Ijira to have patronized 

Hakyaji. might have been in order to provide alternate careers for 

younger or sickly relatives who were excluded from primogeniture. In 

245[Ijira] Enso, Shami Enso kishinjo (1365:7:18). Hokyaji OS in 
Komonjo. no. 1699, 2:609-10. Although this document mentions only the 
Jowa era (1345-1350) for the donation of the images of the two 
divinities, the more exact date of 1346 is derived from Ko Horonao 
shojo (1346). rpt. in Maeda Hidehiko. "Giun Zenji to Ijirashi no kefu," 
in Giun Zenjl kenkyu, 215. 

246[ljira] Enso. Shami Enso kishinjo. in Komonjo, 2:609-10. 
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their 1365 order. the Ijira expressly enjoined Hokyoji from selecting 

abbots simply upon the basis of [Ijira] family ties. thereby indicating 

that these tendencies already were presenting difficulties.247 

Some scholars have even suggested that Giun. Jakuen's dharma 

heir and Hokyoji's second abbot. must have been an Ijira. Nothing is 

known with certainty concerning Giun's early career beyond the fact that 

he worked with Ejo copying Dagen's Shabo gcnzo in 1279. Therefore. one 

can only speculate as to why he had become Jakuen's disciple following 

Ejo's death in 1280. Proponents of the theory that Giun was born an 

Ijira note two conspicuous coincidences. 248 First. the Ijira began 

supporting Jakuen in the 1260's but failed to build him a temple until 

1278. at a time when presages of Ejo's imminent decease must have become 

apparent. Second. the Ijira donated lands sufficient to support a large 

monastery only in 1299. the year that Giun became abbot of Hokyoji. In 

addition to this ~pparent synchronization. Giun's goroku was published 

at Eiheiji in 1357 upon the request and financial support of the 

Ijira. 249 If Giun was in fact an Ijira. then his assumption of 

Eiheiji's abbotship in 1314 must have been a major achievement for the 

Ijira famil1. These speculations. regardless of their ultimate 

validity. demonstrate that the true circumstances by which Giun became 

247Ishikawa Rikizan has proposed that this issue is related to 
the fact that Hakyoji's fourth abbot. Tori. was unable to gain promotion 
to Eiheiji's abbotship as had been accomplished by Giun and Iiokyoji's 
third abbot. Donki (ca.1288-ca.1365). See his "Giun Zenjiden no 
kenkYu." in Glun Zenjl kenkyu. 211-12. 

248See Ishikawa Rikizan, "Giun Zenjiden no kenkyu." and Maeda 
Hidehiko. "Giun Zenji to Ijirashi no kefu"; both in Giun Zenji kenkyu. 
173-74. 211-12. 

249r.iun osha goroku. in SKK. 8:51; alt. in SG. 5. Goroku. 1:20. 
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Eiheiji's fifth abbot cannot be fully understood until more is known of 

the political relations between the Hatano and the Ijira. 

Scholarly opinion is divided as to the nature of Jakuen's Zen 

teachings. Because Jakuen left no writings of his own and is hardly 

even mentioned in the writing of his disciple, Giun, one can only 

speculate from his actions what his religious attitude might have 

been. 250 Sahashi Horyu argues that Jakuen's lifelong loyalty to Dagen 

and Rujing indicates his devotion to Dagen Zen. 251 Likewise, Takeuchi 

Michio has identified Jakuen and Senne as the two main inheritors of 

Dagen Zen who (in contrast with Gikai and Giin) rejected any 

accommodation with Song dynasty developments or Rinzai elements. 

According to Takeuchi. the only differences between these two defenders 

of Dagen's teaching is that Jakuen inherited the practical meditative 

side of Dagen Zen. whereas Senne inherited more of its doctrinal 

side.252 In contrast to these views. Kagamishica Genryu has argued that 

Jakuen as a Song dynasty Chinese must have viewed Rujing as a typical 

Chan teacher. not as the reformist portrayed in Dagen's writings. 

Kagamishima further asserts that Jakuen, because he probably never 

rejected the Chinese practices and Rinzai elements attacked by Dagen, 

stands in opposition to Senne and Kyaga whose criticisms of Rinzai monks 

were even harsher than Dagen's. This contrast between Senne and Jakuen 

also would have extended to their interpretations of precepts. 

250Jakuen is quoted only twice and mentioned only two additional 
times in Giun's goroku (in SKK, 8:39, 40, 49; alt. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 
1:9a-b, lOa, 17b). 

251Ningen Keizan. 132-37. 

252 u Nihon ni okeru Sotashu no tenkai," in Zenshil no rekishi, 
154. 
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Kagamishima points out that whereas Senne and Kyego followed the 

Japanese Tendai practice of rejecting so-called Hjnay~na precepts, 

Jakuen most certainly would have followed the Chinese practice of 

accepting all Buddhist precepts. 253 

Kagamishima's position, however, is not based upon Jakuen 

directly but upon the teachings of his disciple, Giun. We must view 

cautiously any identification of a teacher's approach to Zen with that 

of his disciple. The contrast between the Rujing portrayed in Degen's 

writing and the Rujing revealed in his own published recorded sayings 

demonstrates this point, as revealed by Kagamishima's own research.254 

In the case of Jakuen, who is hardly even mentioned by Giun, there 

remain too many unanswered questions regarding his own background and 

that of his disciple Giun for one to be able to reach any firm 

conclusions. 

Giun's Zen teachings, as represented by his surviving writings, 

contain evidence to support either version of Jakuen's position. On the 

one hand. Giun possessed an obvious, self-conscious devotion to Dogen's 

teachings. While on the other hand, he also taught some doctrines that 

many modern scholars, like Kagamishima Genryu, would consider in 

conflict with Dogen Zen. Giun, like Kyoge, readily identified himself 

as a Seto monk.255 Giun's goroku includes numerous quotations from 

Degen's goroku as well as quotations of Chinese Zen teachers based on 

253 u 'Shobo genzesho' no seiritsu to sono seikaku," 110, 116 n. 
4; and UShugaku shisoshije ni okeru Giun Zenji no ichi" (1984); rpt. in 
Dagen Zenjl to sono shuhen. 127-32, 135. 

254See his "Nyojo Zenji no shisa no kenkyu." 

255Giun, Echlzen Elhaljl shamel (1327:8:24). Eiheiji temple bell 
inscription. in SZ, 15, Klnsekl bunrul. 535a, line 12. 
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Dagen's collection of three hundred one koan. the Chinese-language 

(i.e .• shinji) Shabo genzo. Giun also cited passages from Rujing's 

goroku. 256 Moreover. Giun possessed his own copy of the Hokyoki. 257 a 

problematical account of Rujing's teachings that Dagen seems to have 

compiled in Japan without the assistance of Ejo.258 Giun'3 study of the 

Hokyoki is significant because this account emphasizes Degen's own 

unique interpretation of Rujing. not the typical Chinese Chan practices 

found in Rujing's goroku. 

As mentioned above. Giun also had obtained from Ejo a copy of 

Dagen's (Japanese) Shobo genzo. In 1329 Giun composed a preface to this 

Shobo genzo along with an introductory verse for each chapter. Because 

this text is referred to as a verse commentary (juko). probably Giun 

composed these verses as part of a series of lectures on the Shabo genzo 

he was then presenting. 259 One by one. the verses attempt to indicate 

or summarize the key issue addressed in each Shabo genzo chapter. In 

~:~ Ishikawa Rikizan and Ishii Sh~da have identified eight 
passages from the Eihei koroku. eight from the Shinji Shobo genzo and 
two from the Rujinglu within the 1684 Cabinet Library manuscript version 
of the text. See Ishikawa. "'Giunroku' ni okeru 'Wanshiroku' in'yo no 
igi." KBK. 35 (1977): 295-99; and Ishii. "'Giun osha goroku' no in'yo 
tenseki." 

257Giun. "Postscript" (1299:11:23). to Hokyoki (Ejo copy). in 
Shiryoshu. SBGZS~ 26:752. 

258Mizuno Yaoko. "Hokyoki," in Dogen no chosaku. Koza Dogen. 3. 
ed. Kagamishima Genryu and Tamaki Koshiro (Tokyo: Shunj~sha. 1980). 
221-23. For an English translation, see Takashi James Kodera, Dagen's 
Formative Years in China. 117-40; but note that the copy used by Ejo and 
Giun (the Zenkyuin Ms.) omits the biographical introduction and begins 
with the text of Rujing's letter to Dagen, authorizing his visits to the 
abbot's building (i.e .• p. 117. fifth line from bottom). 

259Giun. Shabo genzo honmokuju narabi ni jo (1329:5). copied 
1461 by Zenrin. in SBGZST. 20:3-8; alt. Glun osha goroku. in SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:35-40. The word "juko" appears only in the Zenrin copy (p. 
8). 
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spite of their brevity. these verses stand out as the only direct 

commentary on Dagen's Shaba genzawritten during the more than four-

hundred-twenty-year interval that separates Kyoga's Gosha from Tenkei's 

Tokugawa-period commentary. This commentary and Giun's other textual 

citations demonstrate that Giun--and. by implication. his teacher 

Jakuen--were conscientious students of Dagen's teachings, as much so as 

any of Dagen's other disciples including Senne and Kyago. 

Giun also accepted many Zen practices that had been rejected by 

Dagen, in spite of his devotion to Dagen's writings. For example. 

Giun's inaugural lectures at Hokyoji and at Eiheiji both began with a 

salute to the emperor's long life. 260 Chinese Chan teachers routinely 

had included ritual homage to the emperor as part of inaugural lectures 

since the tenth century. Dagen and Rujing, however. both had avoided 

this tradition. In their inaugural lecture~. the emperor is conspicuous 

by his absence. 261 Dagen had explicitly opposed the use of secular 

conventions in Zen lectures. 262 Giun's style of citing Hongzhi Zhengjue 

also suggests that he placed more emphasis on Chinese Chan tradition 

than on Dagen's teachings. 263 In Giun's goroku. quotes from Hongzhi 

occur nearly three times more often than quotes from Dagen. Of course 

Hongzhi as a major patriarch of the Chinese Caodong tradition also had 

260Giun osha goroku. in SKK. 8:34. 40; alt. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 
1:4. 10. 

2611shii Shijda. ·'Giun osha goroku' no in'yo tenseki." 102-4. 
In the edited versions of Dagen's goroku this ritual homage to the 
Emperor was inserted back into the text. thereby obscuring Dagen's 
deviation from conventional Zen practice (See DZZ. 2:7 n.). 

262Karoku. sec. 5, lee. 412. in DZZ, 2:102-3. 

263Ishikawa Rikizan, ·'Giunroku' ni okeru 'Wanshiroku' in'ya." 
276-85. 
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been highly venerated by Dagen. Their use of quotations from Hongzhi 

differ, however. Dagen used Hongzhi's language merely as a springboard 

from which to express his own interpretations. 264 Giun merely quoted 

Hongzhi word-far-word as the concluding portion of his lecture, thereby 

emphasizing his acceptance of Hongzhi's position. 265 

Giun also adopted Hongzhi's use of Zen teaching devices (kikan) 

in which the functioning of enlightenment is demonstrated by a series of 

reversible or interchangeable relationships, such as the Three Ways 

(sanro) , the Four Substitutions (shishaku) , the Four Student-Masters 

(shihinju) , and the Five Ranks (goi). All of these obscure terms appear 

in Giun's goroku within passages based on Hongzhi's writings. 266 Giun 

freely cited these devices, even though Dagen had rejected all of them 

as obscuring the true unity of Buddhism. 267 Degen asserted that monks 

should ignore the Five Ranks and instead concentrate only on the true 

teachings (shabo genza) of the patriarchs. 268 By Degen's time these Zen 

devices were widely used to induce enlightenment or insight experiences 

known as kensha (perceiving reality). Dagen's rejection of devices is 

related to his assertion that kensho is not the meaning or purpose of 

2641shii ShUda, uWanshiroku no rekishiteki seikuku," pt. 2, 
"Dagen osha koroku no in'ya wo megutte," SG, 15 (1972): 104-9; and 
"Wanshi karoku ka," KBK, 30 (1972): 107-40. 

2651shikawa Rikizan, u'Giunroku' ni okeru 'Wanshiroku' in'ya," 
279-82, 284-85. 

266See note 256 above and Kagamishima Genryu, "ShUgaku 
shisoshijo ni okeru Giun," 127-29. 

267SBGZ, chaps. "Butsudo" and "Bukkya." in DZZ. 1:380-81. 409-
10. 

268SBGZ, "Shunju" chap.. in DZZ, 1: 328. 
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Buddhism. 269 Yet Giun also borrowed the term kensho from Hongzhi. 

adding hi,;; own ;,~sitive interpretation. 270 These points indicate that 

Giun's devotion to Dagen had been only one part of his greater devotion 

to the Chinese Caodong tradition. 

Giun. in contrast to Senne and Kyoga. also seems to have had a 

conciliatory attitude towards Japanese Rinzai Zen. Two Japanese Rinzai 

monks. Getsudo Saki (1285-1361) of the Daio line and Chugan Engetsll 

(1300-1375) of the Daie (eh. Dahui) line, both studied at Eiheiji under 

Giun. One of these. Chugan Engetsu, seems to have sought out Giun 

expressly in order to study the Five Ranks.271 Even the Chinese Linji 

(Jpn. Rinzai) monk Dugu Chunpeng (Jpn. Dokuko Shunho) had praised Giun's 

mastery of the Five Ranks when requested by Giun's disciple, Saka. to 

write Giun's eulogy.272 Giun's verse commentary on Dagen's Shabo genz6 

also indirectly suggests his closeness to Rinzai. Unlike Senne and 

Kyogo who commented upon Dagen's revised, seventy-five-chapter text. 

Giun wrote verses for a different. fifty-nine-chapter version. 273 This 

fifty-nine-chapter Shabo genza used by Giun contains nine chapters not 

found in the seventy-five-chapter version. but lacks twenty-five others. 

269SBGZ. "Shizen biku" chap .• in DZZ. 1:328. 

270Gi un osha goroku. in SKK. 8: 44; aIt. in SZ, 5, Goroku. 1: 14-
15. Even though Giun nominally cites Xuefeng Yicun (Seppo Gison; 822-
908), the text of the dialogue actually is from Hongzhi's iteration. 

271Nakao Ryashin provides a detailed review of all the sources 
concerning the relationship between Giun and these two Rinzai monks in 
his "Chusei Tazai koryu ni kansui"u ichi kasatsu: Giun Zenji to Getsudo 
Soki-Chugan Engetsu no baai." in Giun Zenji kenkyu, 290-309. 

272Kenzeiki, in Shahan Kenzeiki. 119. 

273Although commonly referred to as the "sixty-chapter" text. 
this version counts "Gyaji" as two chapters. while all other versions 
count "Gyaji" as a single chapter. 
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Among these twenty-five missing chapters are the ones in which Dagen 

rejects the use of devices such as the Five Ranks and attacks the use of 

the word kensha, as well as most (but not all) of the ones in which 

Dagen harshly criticizes famous Chinese Chan teachers. 274 

Traditionally it has been thought that Giun himself must have 

compiled this fifty-nine-chapter version, rejecting those chapters that 

criticized his own Zen practices. The fifty-nine-chapter version could 

not have been bowldlerized, however, since it does contain other 

criticisms of Linji-line Chinese masters. 275 Recent textual study has 

shown that the fifty-nine-chapter version actually represents an earlier 

version of the Shabo genza, predating Dagen's seventy-five-chapter 

compilation. In other words the fifty-nine-chapter version also must 

have been compiled by Dagen, not by Giun. 276 Yet since Giun assisted 

Ejo copy the Shabo genza in 1279. he must have been aware of and had 

access to Dogen's final seventy-five-chapter text. Hokyoji would have 

possessed the seventy-five-chapter version. 277 This seventy-five-

chapter version not only represents Dagen's final arrangement. but also 

274For example, the following chapters not found in the 59-
chapter version contain criticisms of Linji teachers: "Zazenshin" (DZZ, 
1:91), "Shisho" (1:341, 345), "Sesshin sessho" (1:359-62), UMitsugo" 
(1:396). "Dai shugyo" (1:546). and "Jisho zanmai" (1:556). 

275For example. criticisms of Linji Yixuan are found in: "Butsu 
kojoji" (chap. 26 in both 59 and 75-chap. vers.; DZZ, 1:226), UKatto" 
(chap. 38 in 59-chap. vcr.; DZZ, 1:335). "Mujo seppo" (chap. 46 in both 
vcrs.; DZZ. 1:404). and UKenbutsu" (chap. 47 in 59-chap. ver.; DZZ. 
1 :486). 

276Kawamura KodO. "'Shabo genza' seiritsu no sho mondai." pt. 4. 
"60 kanhon 'Shabo genzo' wo megutte," IRK, 21:2 (March 1973): 199-205; 
and "Giun Zenji to 'Shobo genzo' sanko: Rokuju kanhon no henshu
seiritsu no mandai to no kanrei ni oite," in Giun Zen}i kenkyu, 117-55. 

277Mizuno Yaoko, "Giun Zenji," pt. 5, 27-28; and Kawamura, "Giun 
Zenji to 'Shabo genzo' sanko," 143-44. 
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includes many textual revisions not found in the earlier fifty-nine-

chapter compilation. 278 Senne and Kyago. the strongest critics of 

Japanese Rinzai. had used the seventy-five-chapter Shabo genzo. It is 

not clear why Giun would have selected to use the earlier fifty-nine-

chapter version to lecture upon to his students unless he had in fact 

found it more agreeable. 

In short, Giun's Zen style differed from Dagen's in three major 

areas: (1) his homage to secular authority, (2) his uncritical 

acceptance of Chinese teaching devices, especially the Pive Ranks and 

kensho, and (3) his rejection of the seventy-five-chapter version of the 

Shabo genza. Therefore, Kagamishima Genryu's assertion that Giun--and, 

by implication, his teacher Jakuen--must be contrasted to Senne and 

Kyege also is correct. In spite of Giun's obvious devotion to Dagen, it 

would be mistaken to assert that Giun. his teacher (Jakuen), or his 

lineage had kept Eiheiji untainted by the Rinzai-type traditional Zen 

practices accepted at other medieval Sata monasteries such as Giin's 

Daijiji or Gikai's Daijeji. 

The Sandai Saron and the Early Sata School in Transition 

Beginning with Kuriyaaa Taion, modern historians of early Sate 

history have attempted to define the period of transition separating 

Dagen's religion from later developments in terMS of the so-called 

·sandal soron."279 The historical record. however, 1s unclear; scholars 

278Por example, the SBGZ, "Gyaji~ chapter, second half (Kefukuji 
Ms., in Shlryoshu, SBGZST, 26:163-89), represents a rough draft of this 
chapter containing many interlinear corrections and revisions in Dagen's 
handwriting. The "Gyaji" chapter in the 59-chapter text represents the 
original draft, while the version in the 75-chapter text incorporates 
Dagen's revisions. 

279Kuriyama, Gakusan shlron, 42-44; and SojJjJshJ, 73-94. 
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are divided as to the content and aeaning of this tera or the event(s) 

it describes. 280 Literally Msandal- refers to the third generation or 

three generations, while ·soron M refers either to a conflict or a formal 

litigation to resolve a conflict. To a large extent, any analysis of 

the careers of Dogen's early disciples (Giin, Senne, Kyogo, Gikai, Gien 

and Jakuen) aust first consider the question of conflict among Dagen's 

followers. It is possible, based upon the earliest available sources, 

to write of this period of Soto history without mention of any conflicts 

at all. Nonetheless because (a) even omission rep~esents a historical 

judEment and (b) the sandal soron has figured prominently in the modern 

interpretation of early Sata history, the unanswered questions 

concerning this conflict bear closer attention. We will begin with the 

historical record itself and then attempt to clarify a few key 

characteristics of the early Japanese Soto Zen school by juxtaposing 

that record with a su .. ary of related events. 

The term ·sandal soron n was used first by Kenko, the fifteenth-

century Jakuen-line historian. 281 In his Hokyo yulshokl, Kenka states 

that Giun was able to become abbot of Eiheiji because at the time of 

Gien's death there was ·sandal soron. n Kenka further asserts that 

because of Giun's attainment, Jakuen posthumously became Eiheiji's Third 

Generation Patriarch. 282 Kenka describes nothing of the content or 

280 All primary sources as well as the interpretations advanced 
by aodern scholars have been reviewed and analyzed in detail by Ishikawa 
Rikizan, uSandai soron ni tsuite," in Elheijishi, 205-25. My analysis, 
while differing from that of Ishikawa in aany details, is indebted to 
the approach first suggested by Matsuda Fuaio ("Sandai saran no imi," 
146-57) and developed by Ishikawa In the above article. 

281Matsuda. "Sandai soron no iai," 146. 

282Hokyo yulshokl. in Koaonjo. 2:619. 
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course of these events, but his disciple Kenzei provides more details. 

In his history of Eiheiji, Kenzei explains that the sandal saran 

occurred after Gien's death in 1312-1314 when a dispute broke out 

between factions of Gien's disciples and Gikai's disciples, each faction 

claiming that their own master had been Eiheiji's proper third abbot. 

Gien's disciples insisted that Gikai, by leaving Eiheiji, had forfeited 

the title of "Third GenerationM to Gien. When each side appealed to the 

sho2Unate for an official judgment, the secular authority, unable to 

deny the claias of either side, ruled that both Gien and Gikai should be 

reduced to the status of former abbot (zenju).283 "Former abbot~ in 

this context is merely an honorific title referring to someone who had 

never served as a proper abbot. 284 This appellation would deny both 

Gien and Gikai any ranking as "Third" or "Fourth" and would justify 

Jakuen's having received the rank of uThird Abbot." In short, this 

description of the sandal saran handed down in the Jakuen line has three 

key points: (1) it occurred among Gikai and Gien's disciples, only 

after the latter's death; (2) it developed into foraal litigation; and 

(3) it was intimately related to Jakuen and Giun's positions as Eiheiji 

patriarchs. 

Taikyoku (1421-ca.1472-), a Rinzai monk at Tofukuji who wrote 

at about the saae time as Kenko and Kenzei, offers an alternate account 

of the sandal soron. 285 Taikyoku's account begins with his having asked 

283Kenzelkl, in Shahan Kenzelki, 113-17. 

284Kuriyaaa, Sojijlshl, 91-92. 

285Heklzan nlchlraku, entry dated 1459:9:20. in Shintel zoho 
shlsekl shuran (1881-1885; 2d rev. edn .• Tokyo: Rinsen Shoten. 1967). 
26:278. Regarding Taikyoku. see Taaaaura Takeji. "'lIeklzan nlchiroku' 
kishu ko" (1957); rpt. in Nlhan Zenshushi ranshu. 2:217-49. 
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an unnamed visiting Sata monk to explain why Dogen's descendants (i.e •• 

Gikai's line) occupy only the major monasteries of Daijoji. Tokoku 

(Yakoji) ,286 and Sojiji, without also occupying Dogen's Eiheiji. 

According to the unnaaed Sota monk. Gikai's line does not occupy Eiheiji 

because of a conflict between Gikai and Gien. The trouble began when 

Gikai returned to Eiheiji fro. an inspection of the Kamakura Rinzai 

temple Kenchoji only to discover that in his absence Gien had already 

assumed Eiheiji's abbotship. When Glkai protested with his own claim to 

the abbotship, Gien stated his willingness to relinquish his seat in 

favor of Gikai. This offer, however, was unacceptable. Glkal refused 

on the grounds that as Gien's superior he could not accept the abbotship 

from a lower-ranked .onk. At this point, EJo intervened by serving a 

second term as abbot so as to allow Gikai to inherit the abbotshlp 

directly from a higher-ranked monk. However, this failed to bring peace 

among Gien and Gikai's followers since each stIll claimed the title of 

Third Generation Abbot. In a strange reversal of our logical assumption 

that the strongest faction would win EiheiJl. this anonymous monk 

concludes his account by stating that Gikal's disciples abandoned 

Eiheiji to found their own temples because Gikal had the largest number 

of followers. An interlinear comment added to Taikyoku's text infor.s 

the reader that these events comprise the sandal soron. This acc~unt. 

while differing in its claimed course of events. is similar to the 

Jakuen-line's version of the sandal soron in two respects: (1) it uses 

the sandal soron to explain why Jakuen's line, instead of Gikai's. 

occupies EiheiJi; and (2) it lays the blame for the conflict primarily 

266This is the Yokoji founded by Keizan Jakin, not Senne's 
yokoan. 
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upon Gien and his disciples--a line that had already died out. 

InterestIngly, no fault is attributed to Gikai's followers. 

Unsho Ikkei (1386-1463) and Togen Zuisen (d.1489), two other 

Tofukuji Rinzai monks, also contemporarIes wIth Talkyoku, Kenzei and 

Kenko, describe another conflict between Gikai and Gien. 287 In their 

account, Ikkei and Zuisen do not use the term sandal saran, nor do they 

describe any dispute over Eiheiji's abbotship. Instead, they state that 

Gien and Gikai's mutual animosity grew out of a conflict over aonastic 

seniority. Gikai is said to have claimed seniority because of his 

havIng studied in China and his having served as abbot prior to Gien. 

Gien reportedly acknowledged Gikai's accomplishaents while nonetheless 

claiming seniority on the basIs of beIng older than Gikai. Because 

neither side would give in to the other, an unspecifIed secular 

authorIty had to arbitrate the dispute. This authorIty ruled, on the 

basis of GIkai's having become abbot first, In favor of Gikai's 

seniority. This account, unlike the ones considered above, does not 

continue the story to include Gien and Gikai's dIsciples, nor Gikai's 

departure froa EiheIji. These omissions probably are the reason why the 

term sandal saran had not been applied by Ikkei and Zuisen to describe 

this supposed conflict between Gien and Gikai. 

FInally, a document handed down within Giin's line and dated 

about a century later than the above accounts descrIbes a completely 

different sandal saran. This document is an explanatory note attached 

287Chakushu Hyakuja shlnel Untosha (1459-1462), sec. 2, 
"Shoshuso," as cited by Okubo, DZDKK, 434. 
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to a genealogical history of the Japanese Sat a school. 288 It begins 

with the patently false assertion that Giin had been Dogen's foremost 

disciple and had allowed Ejo to succeed to Eiheiji's abbotship only 

because Giin already had his own temple in Kyushu at the time of Dagen's 

death.289 The sandal saran occurred when Ejo, in turn, passed away, 

abdicating the abbotship to Gikai, his foremost disciple. At that time 

Gien attacked Gikai and claimed the abbotship for himself. According to 

this account, Gien had received dharma initiation directly froa Dagen, 

unlike Gikai who learned from Ejo. The diapute between Gien and Gikai 

continued for three years without any resolution. The document explains 

that Eiheiji's patron eventually forced a settlement by drawing lots to 

select a completely new abbot. That abbot, Eiheiji's formal "Third 

Generation," was Jakuen, who succeeded in reviving the monastery. This 

account is unique in its novel claim that Giin held first rights to 

Eiheiji's abbotship and in its confusion over who revived Eiheiji 

(Jakuen instead of Giun). Yet this account is similar to all the 

previous ones in which the term sandal soron is employed. Like them, it 

also (1) links the conflict to the Jakuen line's occupation of Eiheiji 

while (2) placing the blame for the conflict on Gien. 

These two common themes run through every document in which the 

term sandal soron occurs, though they are clothed in widely divergent 

details (and there are many more contradictions than could be included 

288Elheiji sandal saran, in Nippon Tojo shlha no ZU, Fusaiji 
(Shizuoka Pret.) Ms., recopied 1584 by Koan Rintotsu, as cited by 
Ishikawa, "Sandal soron ni tsulte," 206. Kuriyama had introduced this 
document (Sojljlshl, 92-93), but without identifying its origin. 

289As explained earlier, Giln had been at Elhelji In 1253 and 
did not found a temple (Nyoraiji) until 1269, more than sixteen years 
later. 
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in these brief su .. aries). Until recently. historians have given little 

attention to the historical circumstances of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries during which the above accounts were produced. Of course. 

beginning with Kuriyaaa Taion. scholars have been well aware of the 

textual and historical difficulties presented by these docuaents. Not 

one of these sources can withstand careful scrutiny. The reported 

direct appeal to secular authorities cannot be found in any contemporary 

sources. 290 Yet given the nu.ber of different sources. each aaintaining 

that soae kind of conflict did occur. scholars have tended to search 

through the earlier. more reliable sources atteapting to find 

indications of any conflict that would agree with these later accounts. 

In general. their unstated pre.ises have included four points: (1) that 

a serious conflict erupted between Gien and Gikai. (2) that Gikai was 

forced out of Eiheiji, (3) that this schism separated Eiheiji fro. 

Gikai's more nnaerous following. and (4) that as a result. Eiheiji fell 

into decline until Giun moved in to revive the aonastery. 

In this way even though the historical accuracy of any 

particular account of the sandal soron has been rejected. the concept 

that a sandal soron must have occurred has been accepted. 291 When 

examined in these terms. Gikai's retiring froa Eiheiji's abbotship in 

1272 is seen as the first stage of the sandal soron, his conflict with 

the followers of Jakuen soaetiae around 1287--or. according to some 

scholars. not Jakuen. but Gien--is the second stage of the sandal saran, 

290Murakaai Kiyota. "Eiheiji sandai soron ni tsuite," Ko.azawa 
shlgaku. 16 (1969): 75-76. 

291The aost influential scholars adopting this approach have 
been: Kuriyama, SoJlJlshl, 73-94; Okubo Dosha, "Dagen Zenji no genshi 
sodan to Nihon Daruaasha to no kankei" (1941); rpt .• in DZDKK. 406-46; 
and Tsuji Zennosuke. Nlhon Bukkyoshl, 3. Chuselhen 2. 315-16. 
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while any conflict between Gien and Gikai's disciples soaetiae around 

1314-1317 is the third stage of the sandal soron. Moreover, soae 

scholars speculate that the cause of the conflict aust have begun not 

with a dispute over .onastic seniority or succession to the abbotship, 

but began instead as a dispute over the .eaning and purpose of Dagen's 

religion. 292 Gien and Jakuen are seen as traditionalists who wished to 

pursue a pure religious life unconcerned with appeals to secular 

support, while Gikai is seen as a popularizer who atte.pted to pro.ote 

institutional growth. Gikai's having studied in China, having 

introduced new rituals to Eiheiji, having .oved to Daijoji and having 

accepted Reizan Jakin as an heir, all are seen as evidence of his having 

been overly concerned with institutional expansion. 

Before exa.ining the validity of the above approach, it is 

necessary first to review the historical circuastances that gave birth 

to the concept of a "sandal suron.n In the fifteenth century, strong 

factionalisa between different Soto lineages already had begun. Gikai's 

line with its aany subdivisions had emerged as the doainant Soto 

lineage, whil~ Giin's line had begun expanding into central Japan. In 

contrast to these, the Senne-Kyogo and the Gien lines already had died 

out. By the aid 1450s (i.e., the date of Kenzei's history) even the 

dates during which Gien had served as Eiheiji's abbot already were 

292The main scholars applying this interpretation have been (1) 
Sahashi Horyu, (2) Iaaeda Aishin, and (3) Takeuchi Michio. For exaaple, 
see (1) Sahashi, Nlhon Sotoshu shiron ko (Tokyo: [by author] Zenshu 
Shigaku KenkyUkai, 1952), 17-36: or Nlngen Kelzan, 30-96: (2) I.aeda, 
Zenshu no reklshl, Nihon Rekishi Shinsho (Tokyo: Shibundo, 1962), 163; 
or "Zen no hatten," in Nlhon shukyoshl, I, ed. Kasahara Kazuo, Seikai 
ShUkyoshi Sosho, 11 (Tokyo: Yaaakawa Shuppansha, 1977), 302; and (3) 
Takeuchi, "Sandai soron no shakai shiteki kosatsu," SG, 7 (1967): 101-6; 
or Nihon no Zen (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1976), 181-87. 
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forgotten. No one remembered enough about Gien to be able to praise, 

defend, or even to explain his activities at Eiheiji. 

Jakuen's line had split into two factions, one at Hokyoji and 

one at Eiheiji. The Jakuen-line abbots at Eiheiji handed down the text 

of the Bussa shaden bosatsukai saha from one generation to the next as a 

testament that Eiheiji's abbotship or "teaple lineage" and the abbots' 

own dharma lineage were one and the same. 293 In this way, each previous 

abbot asserted a proprietorial right to cede Eiheiji's abbotship only to 

his own selected disciple. Yet at the same time Eiheiji also accepted 

abbots froa the lines of Gikai and Giin. While details of these early 

non-Jakuen-line Eiheiji abbots are obscure, presumably these monks would 

obtain the prestige of having served at Dagen's own monastery while 

Eiheiji would benefit from the financial resources of the aany saaller 

temples whose loyalty would be co •• anded by these monks. As will be 

explained below (in chapter 5), Eiheiji's financial difficulties in 

recovering from several major fires eventually led to the development of 

a formal ceremony (zuise) by which monks from other temples obtained the 

honorary title of Former Abbot of Eiheiji (zen Eihei) in exchange for 

financial contributions. It is important to note that during the 

lifetiaes of Kenko and Kenzei that system had not yet developed; these 

early non-Jakuen-line monks at Eiheiji performed the sa.e enroll.ent 

ceremony as did Jakuen-line abbots.294 

293UPostscript" (1333-1560), Bussa shaden bosatsukai saba 
(Eiheiji Ms.), in DZZ, 2:270-71. 

294Hirose Rjoko, UEiheiji no suiun to fukko undo," in 
Eiheijishi, 414-432. 
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The first reported Giin-line abbot at Eiheiji was Chisho. a 

monk from Daijiji who served after Giun's disciple D01~i.295 Another 

Giin line monk. Kazo Gidon (1375-1455), served as abbot for eight days 

in 1453 at age seventy-eight. Kaze began his brief term with the 

standard series of inaugural lectures (kaldo seppO) performed by any new 

abbot. for which he attained the title of Eighteenth Generation Abbot of 

Eiheiji. 296 Likewise. Kazo's disciple Meiten Keiju also served a brief 

term at Eiheiji. which he also began with the standard inaugural 

lectures. Meiten referred to hiaself as Eiheiji's twenty-first abbot 

and paid homage to Kazo as Eiheiji's eighteenth generation. 297 In light 

of Kaze's having been counted as "eighteenth," it is significant to note 

that Kenzei--now officially counted as Eiheiji's fourteenth abbot--

referred to hi.self as the twentieth-generation abbot in his history of 

Eiheiji. 298 If Kenzei was the twentieth-generation abbot. then his 

teacher Kenko would have been the nineteenth-generation abbot. 

Chronologically Kaze Gidon could have been counted as the eighteenth 

abbot in 1453. since Kcnko (his successor) probably became abbot about 

295JuJlshoku nln katal aonJo no koto. a.k.a. Melhoha Gasanha 
glzetsu no tokl kanrel Hatakeyaaa kata sosho no .eyasu (1415). in 
Tokokukl. in SG. 16:247a; alt. in JDZ. 460. The historicity of Chisho's 
term remains uncertain. but we known that Giin-line abbots must have 
been known at Eiheijl by 1415 because his term is cited as an historical 
precedent by this document. See Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun." 415-16. 

296Sanshu Takl HosenJl kyakl. as cIted by Kuriyama. SoJ1Jlshi. 
114. 

297Meiten KelJu dal ZenJl rlnJu Esshu KlchlJozan Elhel ZenJl 
hogo (1480:4:8). in Enshu Horie Shukuro ZenJi kalsan Melten KelJu dal 
ZenJl goroku, as cited by Hirose, "Eiheiji no sulun," 429-30. 

298Kenzelkl. in Shohon Kenzelkl. 130. 
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1457. 299 Yet Kenko referred to himself not as the nineteenth abbot, but 

as twelfth in Eiheiji's dharma line.300 

This clearly indicates (as does the transmission of the Busso 

shaden bosatsukal sahOl that at Eiheiji there stood a firm distinction 

between Jakuen-line abbots (counted by dharma generations) and abbots 

from outside lineages (counted by abbot generations). Even as late as 

the end of the fifteenth century, there is a clear reference to Iso 

Chushin (d.1505; a Gikai-line monk who became Thirty-first Generation 

Abbot at Eiheiji) negotiating between Eiheiji ~onks and senior monks 

from outside lineages (ta.on) to select a new abbot for Eiheiji. 301 

Considering the numerical and financial resources available to these 

outside monks from Giin and Gikai's lines, it is easy to suppose that 

the Eiheiji-Jakuen line must have felt the need to justify their own 

claim to special status at Eiheiji. 302 For monks of the "outside" 

(i.e., Giin and Gikai) lineages, as well, it was just as important to 

rationalize Eiheiji's relationship to the Jakuen line. That is why the 

account handed down within the Giin line begins with an explanation of 

how Giin lost Eiheiji's abbotship. The fact that three very different 

accounts of the sandal soron all began circulating within a short time 

of each other indicates that having an explanation was more important 

than the particular details of that explanation. 

2991 have followed the standard (i_precise) practice of 
assigning the dates of the transmission of the Busso shoden bosatsukal 
saha (Eiheiji Ms.) as the dates of inauguration. 

300Hokya yulshokl, in Ko.onjo, 2:620. 

301Gyokuin Eiyo, Don'el osha gyojo (1504), in SZ, 17, Shlden, 
2:311. 

302Ishikawa Rikizan, "Sotoshu Jakuenha no rekishiteki seikaku," 
in Zenshu no sho .ondal, 168-75. 
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Kenko himself, the first author to use the term ·sandai soran,-

had aJditional reasons to stress the primacy of the Jakuen-line as a 

whole. Kenko, like Giun and Donki, had been abbot at Hokyoji before 

eventually assuming Eiheiji's abbotship. Separating Donki from Kenko, 

however, there had been at least ten other abbots at Hokyoji, not one of 

whom also served at Eiheiji. 303 The Hokyoji-Jakuen line and the 

Eiheiji-Jakuen line had been separate for nearly a hundred years (see 

fig. 4).·304 When Kenko became abbot at Hokyoji he had already inherited 

the dharma lineage of Hokyoji's previous abbot, Erin. Therefore upon 

moving to Elheiji Kenko technically was an outsider of a different 

lineage. In 1457 Kenko inherited the Eiheiji-Jakuen lineage, thereby 

securing his own position. However, this discarding of one's previous 

lineage just in order to attain a position at a different temple 

(technically known as in'ln eklshl) would not have see.ed convincing 

without some underlying rationalization. Kenko provided that 

rationalization by attempting to diminish to distinction between the two 

Jakuen lines. 

303Honda Kizen, Soto daini dojo: Hokyojishi (Ono, Fukui Pref.: 
Hokyoji, 1958), 29-58. 

304According to the postscript of the Busso shoden basatsukai 
saho (Eiheiji Ms.; DZZ, 2:270-71), Donki received initiation in 1333, 
his non-Hokyoji successor, lichi, received initiation in 1362, while 
Kcnko--the first outside abbot since Donki--received initiation in 1457. 
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FIGURE 4 

DHARMA RELATIONSHIPS AT EIHEIJI AND HOKYOJI 

Eiheiji 

Dogen <d .1253> 
Ejo <1267> , 

I I 
Gikai <1272> 

Gien <d.1314> 

(1) (1] 
(2) (2] 

(3) 
(4 ) 

[Jakuen-3] 

Hokyoji 

i. Jakuen 

~I--------------------------~< ii. Giun 
Giun <1333> (5) (4) iii. Donki 
Dank! <1362> (6) [5) 

Chisho 

I1chi 
Kijun 
Sogo 
Eichi 
Saki 
Ryokan 

Kazo Gidon 

<1388> 
<1400> 
<1405> 
<1438> 
<1445> 
<1457> 

<1453> 

(7) [6) 
(8) (7) 
(9) [8) 

(10) (9) 
(11) [to] 
(12) [11) 

~~---------------------« 
Kenko <1468> 
Kenzei <1474> 

Meiten Keiju <1481> 
Koshn <1493> 

Iso Chnshin <d.1505> 

(13) [12] 
(14) 

(15) 

iv. 
v. 

vi. 
vii. 

viii. 
ix. 
x. 

xi. 
xii. 

xiii. 
xiv. 

xv. 
xvi. 

xvii. 
xviii. 

xix. 

Tori 
Giin 
Kiyii 
Sosan 
Kishun 
Eikyii 
Eigi 
Meisan 
Reiju 
Erin 
Kenko 

Nyokin 
Soshi 
Zensho 
Soboku 
Togyoku 

<d.1299> 

<1314> 
<1333> 

Soen <1521> (16) xx. Ike <d.1572> 

The first set of nu.bers represent the actual nu.ber of abbots at 
EIhoiji. The numbers in angle brackets, e.g.: "<1267>." represent the 
year of abdication or. in so.e cases. of death. The numbers in round 
brackets. i.e.: "(1)-(16)," represent how EIheiji's abbots have been 
counted since the mid-Tokugawa perIod. after the Jakuen-line lost 
control of EIheiji. The numbers in square brackets, i.e.: "[1)-[12)." 
represent the assertion of Kenko's Hokyo yuishoki. The Ro.an numerals. 
i.e.: "i-XX." represent the offIcIal number of abbots at Hokyeji as 
listed by Honda, Hokyojishi. 29-37. 
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Kenko's biographies of Jakuen and Giun (in the HOkyo yulsbokl) 

emphasize both (1) the importance of the Jakuen line at Eiheiji and (2) 

the essential unity between the Hokyoji and Eiheiji Jakuen factions. 

Although he does not explain the sandal soron in detail, Kenk~ made two 

series of related assertions. In support of hie first position. Kenko 

wrote that under Gien Eiheiji had fallen into decline. that the Hokyoji 

abbot Giun had refurnished Eiheiji's buildings with materials brought 

frum Hokyoji, that Giun was the First Generation of the revived Eiheiji, 

and that all Eiheiji abbots must transmit Jakuen's dharma line. In 

order to demonstrate his second position (i.e •• the underlying unity 

between his own Jakuen line and the one transmitted at Eiheiji), Kenko 

further wrote that Jakuen is Eiheiji's true Third Patriarch. that Giun 

had asserted that the abbotship of these two monasteries are the same ~s 

"water poured froa one vessel to another." and that Giun composed a 

couplet that com.ands: 

"When Eiheiji's [abbot's lineage] is cut off, connect [it to] 
Hokyoji's; when Hokyoji's [abbot's lineage] is cut off, connect [it 
to] Eiheiji's."305 

With these passages in the Hokyo yulshokl, Kenko asserted his own right 

to switch to Eiheiji's Jakuen line. 

Kenko's disciple Kenzei totally accepted Kenko's first 

position. Kenzei's detailed account of the sandal saran emphasizes 

Giun's importance as the reviver of Eiheiji and asserts that Giun was 

none other than Dagen reincarnate. Clearly, Kenzei also had wished to 

justify the control over Eiheiji exercised by the Jakucn line. Kenzei, 

however, ignored Kenzo's second position. He lacked any personal 

connection to Hokyoji. His history, therefore, o.its any .ention of 

3051n Ko.onjo, 2:619, 620. 
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Hokyoji's unity with Eiheiji. Kenzei's account of the sandai saron 

emphasizes the assertion that Gikai's line had forfeited its rights to 

Eiheiji's abbotship, not the importance of Jakuen. 

The strong factionalism that already existed by the fifteenth 

century allowed monks of that time to readily accept the idea that a 

major schism must have occurred aaong Dagen's i .. ediate disciples. 

Certainly some conflicts must have been inevitable. The Daison gyojaki, 

one of the most reliable early histories, states that Gikai's troubles 

with followers of Jakuen became so severe that Eiheiji's patron had to 

admonish the monks to restore peace (although this episode aight be a 

latter interpolation). Moreover, of Dagen's principal disciples only 

Ejo and Glen chose to remain at Eiheiji. Nonetheless, on the whole 

rather than finding evidence of any schism it is easier to argue that 

differences in background or Zen teaching did not prevent cooperation 

and unity a~nng early Sata factions. The prime example of this is 

Keizan Jakin's career of study. Keizan had received the tonsure under 

Gikai's direction, then successively studied under Ejo (Eiheiji), Jakuen 

(Hakyoji), Gien (Eiheiji), and then again, Gikai (Daijoji). It is 

inconceivable that Keizan could have moved freely between Eiheiji, 

Hokyaji and Daijoji if there had been any serious animosity between 

Glkal and either Glen or Jakuen. 

Gikai's Darumashu affiliation often is singled out as one 

possible cause of conflict with Gien. Gikai and Gien, however, were 

linked by their both having the saae Daru.ashu Ugi" syllable as the 

first half of their naaes. Similar backgrounds should have led to 

greater cooperatioll, not conflicts. Many other monks at Eiheiji also 

shared that same Darumashij background--Giin, for example. If Gikai left 
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Eiheiji because of his Daru.asbfi identity, then the saae cause should 

explaIn Glln's reasons for leavIng. Note that the fIrst character of 

the tonsure naae of Giin's principal dIsciple, Shido Shoyu, is the same 

as that of Keizan Jokin (i.e., both "sho" and "Jo" are written the 

sase).306 This shared ideograph suggests that both Giin and Gikai had 

emphasized their common background by naming their first discIples with 

a transmission syllable of Daru.asbu origin. Yet Giln worked to obtain 

eulogies in ChIna for the collection (garaku) of Dogen's sayings that 

had been complIed (In part) by Gien. Giin also bad links to Jakuen's 

disciple Giun. At EiheijI, Giun (whose naae also contains the Daru.asbfi 

transmIssion syllable "gi") gave several lectures to comaemorate the 

meaory of Shido Shoyu. 307 These lectures demonstrate that Giin's Soto 

faction in Kyushu had communIcated news of Shldo's death to Elheiji. 

There was no conflict between the Giin line and Eiheiji. 

As mentioned earlier, full details of Gikai's death and funeral 

In 1309 also had been dutifully reported to Eiheiji. This would not 

have been done if Glkal and Glen--who was then Eihelji's abbot--had 

fought one against the other. In 1340 when Eiheiji had lost Its only 

statue of Dogen in a major fire, the monks from Daijoji proaptly sent 

their own Dogen statue to Eiheiji to replace it. 30B Again this would 

306Tamamura Takeji has linked Shido Shoyu to Lanxi Daolong 
because the same "sho" (or "ja") ideograph was used as a transmissIon 
symbol used In hIs dharma lIne (see his "Rinka no mandai," 2:985 n. 7). 
This possition is doubtful, however, because "sho" appears no more 
frequently in the nases of Daolong's disciples than among early Sata 
monks. 

307Glun osha goraku, Edo woodblock edn., supplementary fasc., In 
SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:22-23. Giun referred to Shido Shoyu by the honorifIc 
title of "seido, " meaning one who is a for"er abbot of another temple. 

308Kenzeiki, in Shahan Kenzeiki, 126. 
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not have been done if the followers of Gikai and the followers of either 

Gien or Jnkuen had been feuding one side against the other. Even Senne 

and Kyego, the harshest critics of other Zen teachers, seem to have 

maintained contact with Eibciji. In 1357, Koshin, a monk from Senne's 

Yokoan in Kyoto, worked at Eiheiji as a copyist on the publication of 

Giun's recorded sayings--sayings which contained many Rinzai-style 

elements.309 These incidents suggest that all the factions worked 

together to promote a single Soto lineage. 

In addition to their unity of purpose, these early factions 

also shared several common characteristics. Giin's principal patron, 

the Kawajiri family, and Jakuen's principal patron, the ljira family, 

both had politic&l connections to Eiheiji's principal patron, the Hatano 

family. Likewise, the Togashi family in Kaga Province (i.e., Gikai's 

patron) also probably had developed deeper ties to the Hatano family, as 

demonstrated by the fact that in 1340 the Togashi personally accompanied 

the Daijoji monks in carrying Dogen's statue to Eiheiji. Warrior family 

and political connections, although difficult to document, cannot be 

overlooked in any institutional history of medieval Japanese Zen. These 

warrior faailies probably had little awareness of the differences 

between Daien Zen and that taught by the Rinzai monks in Kyoto and 

Kamakura, or even of the differences between Zen and the older schools 

of Japanese Buddhism. 

Of Dogen's disciples only Giin's religious practices have been 

well documented. Giin from the very start readily staged traditional 

religious services that would be familiar both to his patrons and to 

monks from neighboring non-Zen monasteries. Warrior sponsorship of 

309Glun osha goroku, in SKK, 8:51; alt. in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:20. 
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other Soto factions also greatly influenced their religious developaent. 

Writing at a soaewhat later date, Muso Soseki (1275-1351), the prominent 

Rinzai leader, repeatedly lamented the frequency with which warrior 

patrons ordered Zen monks to perform ritual prayers for secular 

concerns. 3lO During the lifetimes of Dogen's disciples, the attempted 

Mongol invasions of 1274 and 1281 had increased the emphasis placed upon 

prayers for the safety of the nation at all Japanese shrines and 

teaples--includiug Zen temples. All early Sot a factions, not just 

Giin's or Gikai's, must have been influenced by the secular concerns of 

late thirteenth century Japan. 

The final common characteristic of these Sot a factions, 

therefore, is their having combined a reliance upon the religious 

authority syabolized by Dagen with a willingness to deviate fro. Dagen's 

own practices. Although these two appear mutually exclusive, in Zen 

tradition orthodoxy and its counterpoint, heresy, always have hinged 

upon lineage rather than doctrine or practice.311 Thus, Giin sought 

dedications for Dagen's goroku froa leading Chinese monks and also 

dedicated Daijiji's temple bell to the emperor and shogun. Senne and 

Kyogo both compiled maj~r co .. entaries on Dagen's Shobo genzo, while 

emphasizing Tendoi theories and practicing esoteric dharapJ. Gikoi and 

Ejo not only stressed personal closeness to Dogen, but also introduced 

daily sutra recitation ceremonies to Eiheiji. Although the religious 

practices of Gien and Jakuen are unknown, it is reasonable to assume 

that they also followed this pattern. Historically, only those factions 

310HRinsen kakun" (1339), in Husa kokushi goroku, fasc. 28, in 
T, 80:501b. Regarding this text, see Collcutt, Five Hountains, 149-65. 

31lTamaaura Takeji, HZenshfi ni okeru itan no mandai" (1965): 
rpt. in Nihon Zenshushi ron shu, 2:737-45. 
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that accepted the Chinese Chan .ode (i.e •• Giin. Gikai. and Jakuen) 

survived. Regardless of the degree to which Chinese practices were 

accepted or rejected (i.e •• Senne and Kyege). however. all factions 

equally had stressed their unity with Dagen. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONSOLIDATION OF A NEW INSTITUTIONAL BASE 

As explained in the previous chapter. all early Sate lineages 

had e.pbasized Dagen as the ulti.ate source of their religious 

autbority. Tbis e.pbasis on the syabolic power of Dagen's lineage 

re.ained consistent throughout the history of the Japanese Sat a school-

except for one brief incident during the .odern period. That rejection 

of Degen raised the issue of who should be regarded as the founder of 

the Japan~se Sot a scbool. The social circuastances of the resulting 

controversy have greatly influenced Seta scholarship of tbe topics 

addressed in tbis chapter. Tberefore. perhaps the best introduction to 

tbe for.ation of the early .edieval Sate school would be a brief suaaary 

of tbe .odern events that led to the controversial assertion that Keizan 

Jakin. not Dagen. had founded Japanese Sota. 

Keizan as Patriarch 

In 1877 the Seta hierarchy announced new dates based on the 

solar calendar for yearly rituals. The true significance of tbat 

announce.ent. however. went beyond tbe abandonaent of the lunar 

calendar. For the first ti.e .e.orial services for Keizan were included 

aaong the annual events to be observed by all Sate teaples. Today that 

procla.ation is said to .ark the date when Keizan gained official 

177 
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recognition as the patriarch of the entire Japanese Sata school.! 

Previously. the only Japanese patriarch common to all Sata factions had 

been Dagen. Keizan, by contrast. was known not as a source of religious 

authority but as the founder of Sajij1. the head temple of the largest 

Sata faction. The adoption of Keizan as a patriarch equal to Dagen. 

therefore. was .eant to symbolize that all Sato lineages also accepted 

Sojiji's position as a head temple equal to Dagen's Eiheiji. 

Sojiji's status as a rival to Eiheiji was not a new 

develop.ent. Sajij1 Jed the largest network of affiliated teaples in 

the Sota school. In the sixteenth century Sojiji had proclaimed itself 

the head temple of all Sota lineages repeatedlY.2 In 1560, Takeda 

Shingen (1521-1573) stipulated that only Eiheiji and Sojiji were 

authorized to confer ecclesiastical honors on Zen monks in his do.ains. 3 

In 1589. the i.perial court officially recognized Sojiji as the head 

temple of the Sato school. a title that the court previously had 

bestowed on Eiheiji. 4 The Tokugawa shogunate also acknowledged both 

Eiheiji and Sojiji as head temples when in 1615 it issued separate sets 

1Azuma Ryushin, "Keizan Zenji kenkyu no doka. H in Ke1zan Zenjl 
kenkyu (1974): 1115. That announcement (i.e •• the Sosh1ki ka1sei jore1) 
was issued October 20, 1877. 

2Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun," 387-98. 

3Takeda Sh1ngen han.otsusha. in Ko.onjo. no. 257, 1:206-7. 

4Goyozei tenno r1nji (1589:6:27). in Ko.onjo, no. 2003, 3:23. 
According to the diary of Nakaaikado Nobutane (1442-1525). the court 
first awarded Eiheiji with official status as head of the Sata school in 
1507. See Nobutane kyoki, entries for 1507:11:23, 1507:12:16. in Zoho 
shiryo taisei (Tokyo: Rinsen Shoten. 1965). 45 [Nobutane kyoki. vol. 
2]: 218b. 221b; and Imaeda Aishin. "Chusei Zenrin ni oderu juji seido no 
sho mondai." in Chusei Zenshushi no kenkyu. 395-96. 
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of regulatory codes (hatto) to each .onastery.5 Throughout this period 

Sojijl and Elheljl were rivals in the true sense of the word. In each 

of the .ajor 50to controversies of the Tokugawa period--on questions 

ranging from dharma succession to the proper .anner of wearing the 

Buddhist robe--Eiheiji and Sojiji had petitioned the governaent on 

opposite sides of the issues. 

With the emergence of the new Meiji government, however, 

Eiheiji and Sojiji concluded a foraal truce. Their co.pact, signed in 

1872, stated that past differences and disputes were to be resolved in 

accordance with "the maxims of the founding patriarch, Dogen, and the 

aspirations of the late teacher, Keizan- (shuso Dagen no kakun to senshl 

Keizan no sokal).6 Six years later in 1878 the 50to school puhlished 

the first modern biography of Keizan. Written by Takiya Takushu (1836-

1897), who was at that time 50jiji's chief Tokyo representative, the new 

biography had the clear intention of glorifying Keizan by e.phasizing 

his and 50jiji's importance in early 50to history. Three Bore 

biographies of Keizan were published in the prewar period, each written 

by successive abbots of 50jiji and each intended to emphasize the 

5Tokugawa Ieyasu, Elhei)i sho hatto (1615:7), and 50)1)1 sho 
hatto (1615:7), in Koaon)o, nos. 28 and 109, 1:20-21 and 83-84. 

6The full text of the compact (aeiyaku) , signed by Kuga Mltsuun 
(a.k.a. Kankei: 1817-1889) for EiheiJi and by Morotake Ekldo (1807-
1879) for 50jiji, is reproduced in Yokozeki Ryoin, 50tashu hyakunen no 
ayumi (Tokyo: Sotoshu 5hUmucho, 1970), 20-22: and in Yoshioka Hakudo, 
"MeiJiki no EiheiJi," in Eihei)ishi, 2:1329-30. 
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importance of Keizan and SOjiji. 7 These biographies have been widely 

used by non-Sojiji (and even non-Seto) affiliated scholars. in spite of 

their sectarian orientation. 

Following their foraal truce, Sojiji and Eiheiji continued to 

work together to modernize the structure of the Soto school.8 A series 

of reforas followed in quick succession. Rules for the operation of 

temples were promulgated in 1876. That sa.e year a foraal Soto church 

(kyokai) was organized in an atteapt to bypass the rigid hierarchy of 

temple lineages. 9 The teras of the truce were strengthened in 1879. A 

constitution defining the relations between head and branch teaples was 

established in 1882. The governing organizacion and adainistrative 

rules (shusei) of the Soto school, including the teras of the 1872 

truce, were registered with the governaent in 1885.10 Finally, in 1888 

the first handbook of Soto ritual and liturgy was distributed. 

Considering the history of bitter disputes between Sojiji and Eiheiji 

over the details of proper aonastic practices during the Tokugawa 

period, the codification of standard rituals represented a major 

achieveaent. 

7Major prewar biographies of Keizan published either by the Seto 
school or directly by Sojiji are as follows: Takiya Takushu (1836-1896; 
who later served as Sojiji's superintendent [kan'in)) , Soli kalsan taiso 
ryakuden (1878); Azegaai Baisen (1825-1901; the 2d independent abbot of 
Sojiji), So}l kalsan eodensho (1900); Ito Dokai (1874-1940: the 9th 
independent abbot of Sojiji), Jozal dalshl godenki (1923): and Koho 
Chisan (1879-1967: who later served as 18th independent abbot of 
Sojiji), Jozai daJshi no godenkJ (1923). See Azuaa. HKeizan Zenji 
kenkyu no doko," 1114-16. 

8The following account is based on Yoshioka, "Meijiki no 
Eiheiji," 1354-77; Yokozeki, Sotoshu hyakunen, 20-238; and Takeuchi 
Michio, Sotoshu kyodanshl, Showa Bukkyo Zenshu, 8:6 (Tokyo: Kyeiku 
Shinchosha, 1971), 149-231. 

9HSoto kyokai jorei" in Yokozeki, Sotoshu hyakunen, 86-89. 

IOyokozeki. Sotoshu hyakunen, 124-27. 
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S01i1i's Secession 

The modernization of the Soto school gave new power to lay 

organizations and private co .. ittees. The early drafts of many of the 

above agreements had been proposed within private committees funded by 

the Soto hierarchy. By operating outsIde of established temple 

hierarchies, the committees were freed of rigid precedents. As the pace 

of modernization increased, however, unofficial committees formed in 

order to oppose the positions advocated by the official committees. 

Divisions along sectarian lines became I.possible to s.ooth over. The 

election of officers to Eiheiji fro. the ranks of Sojiji-affiliated 

temples, in particular. attracted severe criticism. In 1895 Takiya 

Takushu was elected to Eiheiji's abbotship even though at the time he 

had been serving as abbot of Saijoji (Kanagawa Pref.). a branch temple 

affiliated with Sojiji. Takiya worked hard to smooth over differences 

between Sojiji and Eihelji. Conflict between the two head temples 

became unavoidable. however. when his successor also was elected from a 

post at Sojlji in 1891.11 DissIdents felt that these elections deprived 

Sojlji of the best personnel whIle giving Eiheiji too much authorIty 

over Sojiji's branch temples. In 1891 one group of these dissidents 

formed the Alliance to Reform the Soto School (Sotoshu kakushln 

do.eikai) to advocate the revival of Sojijl's autonomy.12 

llYokozeki. Sotoshu hyakunen, 132-49. 

12The stated goals of this group were to wIpe away religious 
abuses (shubel senjo), to pro.ote Soto teachings (kogaku tukyO) and 
correct administrative fIances (rlzai kyosel). but In essence these all 
centered on re.oving Eiheiji's power over the Soto school. See 
Yokozeki. Sotoshu hyakunen. 217. 
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Sojiji withdrew all recognition of Eiheiji and of its branch 

temples four aonths later in the beginning of 1892.13 All agreements 

between the two monasteries from 1872 on were declared null and void. 

If successful this move would have sundered Eiheiji from the support of 

more than ninety percent of the Soto temples in Japan. To justify their 

actions, supporters of this autonomy movement published a series of 

tracts in which they made three key claias. 14 First, Dogen had not 

founded the Japanese Soto school. Dogen had merely introduced Chinese 

practices without ever attempting to organize a new Buddhist sect. 

Second, Keizan was the school's true founder. Keizan had established 

the new school's institutional base and had determined its fundamental 

religious practices. Third, the name "Soto school" originated at 

Sojiji. Because Dagen had rejected the designation "Soto." Sojiji had 

beco.e the first monastery in Japan to be referred to as "Soto" when 

Emperor Godaigo used that name in his edict of 1322 issued to Keizan. 

Biheiji rejected Sojiji's autonomy and the assertions of its 

supporters on all counts. Supporters of Eihelji's authority wrote their 

own studies of early Soto history in order to refute Sojiji's claims.1S 

On each point, they reached opposite conclusions. First. Dagen was the 

13Yokozeki. Satoshu hyakunen. 217-18; Yoshioka, "Meijiki no 
Eiheiji." 1372. 

14The .ain works by supporters of Sojiji are Fukuyama Mokudo. 
Nippon Sotashu .eishoko (1891), Kuriyama Taion [a.k.a. Murakami Taion], 
Nippon Toja kinen (1892), Ando Tasshun. Nazan dokuritsu Soto kakushinron 
(1892). and Kikuchi Daisen. Sota shiryaku (1896). In addition to these. 
Sojiji supporters also issued two newsletters: Nogaku kyaho and 
Katsuharan. 

15Early works that attempted to refute 50jiji's position are 
Asaji Zekkei. Satoshu shiyo (1893) and Ouchi Seiran. Tasui kairan 
(n.d.). In addition to these, supporters of Eiheiji also issued two 
newsletters: Toja shinho and Kyokai shishin. 
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sale founder of the Japanese Sata school as demonstrated by his 

rejection of many aspect~ of Chinese Chan an by his having established 

his own training center at Koshaji in Kyoto. Second. Keizan aerely had 

inherited Dogen's religion. Although Keizan had been instrumental in 

popularizing the Sata school. his contribution had been organizational. 

not religious. Third, the name "Sata school," being of Chinese origin, 

could not have been established by the Japanese court.16 Moreover, the 

1322 edict cited by Sajiji was rejected as being an obvious forgery. 

The split between Sajiji and Eiheiji barely lasted two years, 

but the historical issues have never truly faded away. Ultimately 

Sajiji found itself in an untenable position, not because of the 

inadequacy of its precedents or for lack of support but because it had 

failed to gain the approval of the Japanese government. According to 

the government, the truce between Sajlji and Eiheiji (having been duly 

registered in 1885) had the force of law. 17 By the end of 1893 the 

government had forced the leaders of Sajiji to resign their offices and 

issue a formal apology to Eiheiji. In response the leaders of Eiheiji 

16The origin of the naae "Soto" is soaething of a mystery. 
Chinese sources describe the naae "Caodong" (Jpn. "Sota") as having been 
derived froa the first ideographs in the naaes of Dongshan Lianjie (Jpn. 
Tazan Ryokai. 807-869) and his disciple Caoshan Benji (Jpn. Sozan 
Honjaku; 840-901). In Keizan's writings the same two ideographs are 
used to refer back to Caoxi Huineng (Jpn. Sakei Ena; 638-713) and 
Dongshan. This coabination, however. did not begin with Keizan. Kyago 
explicitly states that the "so" of "Sato" refers to Huineng (Shabo 
genzasha, "Butsuda" cbap., in SBGZST, 13:234). Caoxi is a aore logical 
choice than Caoshan in view of the fact that the Caodong lineage 
descends froa Oongshan through his disciple Yunju Oaoying (Jpn. Unko 
Ooyo; d.902)--not Caoshan. See Ishii Shuda, "Sozan Honjaku no goisetsu 
no sosha wo aegutte," SG, 28 (1986): 158-163. 

17Yokozeki. Satoshu hyakunen. 230-35. 
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also resigned their offices and gave a formal apology to Sojiji. 18 At 

this time the co_promise doctrines of "Two Head Temples. One Essence" 

and "Two Patriarchs. One Essence" were proclaimed. Officially, any 

independent veneration of Sojiji or Eiheiji was to serve as veneration 

of both. Likewise. any differences between the doctrines contained in 

the writings of Dagen and Keizan were to be viewed as alternate 

expressions of the saae religious teaching. 

These controversies have distorted both the degree of 

importance modern scholars have afforded Keizan and the manner in which 

his contributions to early Sato history have been interpreted. In 

contradiction to the formal Sota position. as the organizer of Japanese 

Sota or its great popularizer Keizan must be seen as a failure. Yokaji, 

not Sajiji. was the temple that Keizan had attempted to establish as the 

new center of Japanese sota. Yet by the Meiji period when Sajiji was 

asserting itself over Eiheiji. YOkoji had been reduced to such poverty 

that the few monks still living there were forced to sell temple 

buildings in order to buy food.19 Sojiji was one of Yokoji's branch 

temples in Keizan's day. It did not become powerful enough to eclipse 

Yokaji until the early fifteenth century, nearly ninety years after 

Keizan's death.' To explain the growth of Sojiji one must examine the 

policies adopted by Gasan Joseki. Sojiji's first resident abbot. and by 

his disciples--not Keizan. 

18At this time Sajiji's head officer (kanshu) was Azegaai Baisen 
(1825-1901) and Eiheiji's was Morita Goyu (1834-1915). Shortly 
following their resiEDations, both were allowed to return to office, 
Azegami to Sajiji and Morita to Eiheiji. Morita also acquired the title 
of Di~cctor in Chief (kanchO) of the Sata school in 1895. 

19yokoyama Hideo. "Yak5j1 saritsu no 191 to sono garan n1 
tsuite," SG. 16 (1974): 19. 
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In ter.s of religious practice, however, Keizrul has had an 

enormous influence on Japanese Sata Zen. Keizan's true importance is 

found in his ability to combine Dagen's religion of meditation with the 

simple religious senti.ents of rural Japanese. In order to clarify his 

contributions to early medieval Soto, the remainder of this chapter will 

focus on three areas: Keizan's atte.pt to insure the survival of the 

Sota line at Yokoji, Keizan's religious personality, and the reasons why 

Sojiji eventually surpassed yokoji. 

The Founding of YOko1i 

The events leading up to Keizan's decision to leave Daijoji are 

unknown. Keizan had been an avid historian. He carefully chronicled 

the daily events in his own career. described in detail the religious 

devotion of his mother and his patrons, and lectured on the history of 

the Sota lineage. The biographies of Dagen, Eja, and Gikai co.prising 

the Daison gyojoki probably represent Keizan's efforts at hagiography.20 

The extant records of his activities, unfortunately, cover only his 

years at Yakoji and Sojiji. These writings contain .any references to 

his past teachers and accomplishments, but are silent on past temple or 

patron relationships. We know that Keizan had appointed Meiha Sotetsu 

abbot of Daijoji in the tenth month of 1311. The following year, 

Shigeno Nobunao and his wife (later known as 50nin) of Nota Province 

invited Keizan to their residence to found the future Yokoji.21 Yet 

20Azuaa Ryushin, "'Gyagoki' to 'Gyojoki': 'Gyojoki' no sakusha
seiritsu nendai no suitei," SG, 6 (1964): 101-5; and Keizan Zenj1 no 
kenkyu (Tokyo: 5hunjusha, 1974): 124-27. 

21 Tokokukl, in SG, 16:237a: nIt. in JDZ, 392-93. This date is 
tentitive since the text refers to "Showa 2 [i,e., 1313], the year of 
the Rat [i.e., 1312]." But it also states that Kcizan returned a year 
later In 1313--suggestlng that 1312 is the correct date. 
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Keizan did not for~ally leave Daijoji to begin residence at Yokoji until 

five years later durIng the tenth .onth of 1317.22 

The reasons for thIs delay are not clear. One cause must have 

the fact that Sonin herself dId not receive writs of confirmation 

(andojO) for the land given to Yokoji until the third month of 1317. 

Sonin had confirmation of these lands five years earlier after she 

purchased thea froa Sakai Toshitada and his brother Norikane. 23 Even 

wIthout proper deeds, normally the land could have been utIlIzed while 

the government writs were being processed. After all, Sonin was related 

to the Sakal family through her mother and already had receIved bIlls of 

sale to the land in 1310. 24 Financial difficultIes also aust have 

played a major role in delaying the founding of Yokoji. The faaily of 

Shigeno Nobunao family held no powerful local positIons, a marked 

contrast with the other early Soto patrons such as the Hatano, Kawajlri, 

Ijira and Togashi. Nobunao and Sonin donated the land for YOkoji, but 

initially were unable to donate new temple buIldings as well. 25 The 

death of Sonln's brother, Sako Yori.oto, allowed Sonln to dismantle the 

Sako family residence and have It rebuilt as an abbot's building for 

22Keizan wrote that Yokoji's abbot's building was erected during 
the eighth month of 1317 and that his inauguration was conducted on the 
second day of the tenth month. See Tokokuki, In SG. 16: 237a: alt. in 
JDZ. 393. 

23[Hojo Takatoki and HOjo SadaakiJ, Ka.akura shogun .igyosho 
(1317:3:3). in Ko.onjo, nos. 160-61, 1:118-9. 

24Sakai Norikane and Sakai Toshitada, Fujiwara Norikane baiken 
(1310:8:3), Fujiwara Norikane sarijo (1310:8:3). Fujiwara Toshitada 
baiken (1310:8:3), Fujiwara Toshitada sarijo (1310:8:3), in Ko.onjo, 
nos. 156-59, 1:115-18. Regarding the Sakai family tree, sec Kuriyaaa, 
Gakuzan shiron, 68. 

25Matsuda Pumio, "Keizan Zenji no jinmiraisai okibuai ni tsuite: 
Yokoji kaibyaku no haikei." SG, 12 (1970): 136. 
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YOkoji. It was in this building that Keizan formally became Yokoji's 

founding abbot in 1317. 26 Keizan described the abject poverty of his 

new temple by noting that pine needles had to be use instead of tea 

leaves for the Zen tea ceremony.27 

To fully understand Keizan's policies at Yokoji we must also 

consider other events of this period. By 1311 when Keizan appointed 

Meiho to succeed him as abbot of Daijoji, Gien already would have been 

very old and ready to retire from Eiheiji. Extant records do not state 

whether or not Keizan had considered himself a candidate for Gien's 

seat. He would have becn a very likely choice. Keizan had studied 

under three of Eiheiji's four abbots, namely, Ejo, Gikai and Gien. He 

also had help positions of responsibility at Hakyoji and Daijoji. When 

the Hatano requested Giun of Hokyoji to becoae Eiheiji's next abbot in 

1314, Keizan must have been disappointed. He later described Eiheiji as 

a place of obstructions, caused by its abbot's building being situated 

in an inauspicious location. 28 Also it is significant that within six 

years of Keizan's departure fro. Daijoji, Meiha already had lost the 

abbotship of Daijoji. We do not know when Meiho left Daijoji. Meiho 

had been at Yokoji in 1317 for Keizan's inauguration and again in 1321 

to receive a copy of the Bussa shaden basatsukal saho. 29 On these 

occasions, his permanent residence could have been either Daijoji or 

YOkoji. In 1323 Meiha came to YOkoji froa Kyoto where he had performed 

memorial services for Eisai at Kenninji. That saae year he was 

26 Takakukl, in sa, 16:237a; alt. in JDZ, 393. 

27Ibid., in sa, 16:235b; alt. in JDZ, 397. 

28Ibid., in sa, 16:237b; alt. in JDZ, 393. 

29Daijoji Ms., in ZSZ, 1. Shugen hol, 42; alt. DZZ, 2:271. 
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appointed the honorary supervisor of the Monks' hall (risso shuso) at 

YOkoji, indicating that he had becoae a full-time guest. 30 

Keizan must have known that Meiho would have difficulties at 

Oaijoji even when he appointed Meiho as abbot. At that time Keizan had 

entrusted to Meiho the legal documents and land deeds that certified 

Oaijoji's financial independence. 31 In spite of Keizan's precautions, 

the Togashi faaily replaced Meiha with the Rlnzai-line monk Kyoo Unryo 

(1267-1341).32 Keizan later wrote that this appointment was totally 

contrary to GikaI's IntentIons. He vowed that when OaIjoji'8 patrons 

(Keizan did not mention the Togashl by name) regain correct reason. 

Gikai's line should be restored to Oa1joji. 33 The fact that Keizan had 

no influence over the patron's relations with Unryo indicate that 

Keizan's own departure from Oaijoji m1ght have been caused by conflicts 

with the Togashi. 34 If conflicts had existed from the beginning. they 

would help to explain why Gikai had felt the need to further bolster the 

legitimacy of Keizan's Soto succession by entrusting Keizan wIth hIs 

30Tokokuki. In SG. 16:239b. ?44a; alt. In JDZ, 409, 410. The 
ceremony for appointIng a risso shuso is known as the Mrisso 
nyusshitsu. n 

31Keizan Jokin. "Postscript" (1311:10:10), Jokin hoe fuzokujo, 
In Ko.onjo. 1:528. 

32The Dalja renposhi, an old record of OaIjoji's abbots edited 
by Sanshu Hakuryu (1669-1760). lists Kyoo Unryo as an unnumbered "former 
abbot" (zenja) Immediately after the thIrd-generation abbot Meiha (see 
SZ, 16. Shlden, 1:577). The Rinzai-affiliated historian Mangen Shiban 
made the unlikely assertion that Keizan himself had requested Unryo to 
serve at Oaijoji (see Enpo dentaroku. fasc. 15. in NBZ. 108:212). 

33 Tokokuki , in SG, 16:245a; alt. in JDZ, 417-18. 

34Matsuda. "Keizan Zenji no jinmiraisai okibumi." 140. 
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(Gikai's) Darumashu docuaents. 35 These events at Eiheiji and Daijoji 

illustrate the precarious position of the Sata leadership at warrior-

sponsored temples. Patrons could select new abbots regardless of the 

wishes or of the lineage affiliation of the previous abbot or teaple 

founder. 

Keizan's Policies at Vakoji 

In response to these circuastances, Keizan adopted several 

policies at Vokaji in order to insure the future success of his new 

teaple. First. he sought to guarantee continued cooperation from 

Vokoji's founding patrons. He wrote that he had accepted the offer of 

Nobunao and Sonin to sponsor VOkoji only after they both had pledged to 

never interfere with temple affairs. He carefully recorded the extent 

of their carte blanche: 

We [i.e., Nobunao and Sonin] will take absolutely no notice whether 
the temple thrives or decays. We are not concerned whether the 
master [i.e .• Keizan] keeps the precepts or breaks the precepts. 
Likewise we will not interfere if [he] gives the land to a wife. 
child or relative. or even to outcasts (hlnln) and beggars. 36 

One year after moving to VOkoji, Keizan wrote foraal instructions that 

the abbotship of VOkoji is to be held only by his dharma descendants. 

each of whom should serve successive terms in the order of their dharma 

seniority.37 An expanded version of Keizan's instructions. containing 

this saae passage and dated one year later (1319). was signed by both 

35Gikai. Glkan fuhojo, in Ko.onjo. 2:408-9. Also see above. 
chap. 3 (sec. on Gikai). 

36 Tokokuki. in SG. 16:2370; alt. in JDZ, 392. 

37Keizan Jakin. Tokoku jln.JralsaJ honjJ to nasubekJ no oklbu.l 
(1318:12:23), in Shabo genza zatsubun, copied 1515 by Juun; rpt. in 
Matsuda, MKeizan Zenji no jin.iraisni oklbual," 133-34. 
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Keizan and Sonin. 38 By obtaining Sonin's signature, Keizan had 

obligated Sonin and her descendants to support only his line at Yokoji. 

Both versions of the instructions also admonished future generations to 

settle any disputes between patron and temple in a spirit of co.promise. 

Keizan's direct proselytizing further enhanced the prospects 

for maintaining the future cooperation of Yokoji's patrons. In 1319 

Keizan adainistered the precepts to Shigeno Nobunao's wife, giving her 

the Buddhist name "Sonin. n39 Two years later in 1321 Keizan also 

administered the precepts to Nobunao, giving him the Buddhist name 

"Myojo.n40 These ordinations were not just ceremonial. A surviving 

copy of one of Keizan's lectures to Nobunao contains an abstruse 

exposition of the psychology of Zen meditation and repeated emphasis on 

the need to train under a true Zen master. 41 Keizan's other writings 

indicate that he also instructed Sonin in the mysteries of Zen. 42 

Keizan's teachings also appealed to traditional faith in the mystical 

power of the Buddhas. In 1322 he dedicated at Yokoji a special hall for 

the bodhisattva Kannon, the Enzuin, which he allowed Sonin to use as her 

own prayer chapel. 43 Keizan also administered the precepts to Sonin's 

mother when she made donations to Yokoji, giving her the Buddhist name 

38Keizan Jokin and Sonin, Tokokusan jinmiraisai okibuai 
(1319:12:8). in Koaonjo, no. 163, 1:120-21. 

39 Tokokukl, in SG, 16:238a; alt. in JDZ, 394. 

40Ibid., in SG, 16:239a; alt. in JDZ, 400. 

41 Tokoku kalsan Keizan osho no hogo, in Shobo genzo zatsubun; 
rpt. in ZSZ, I, Shugen hoi, 49-56. 

42 Tokokuki, in SG, 16:241b; alt. in JDZ, 401. The JDZ version 
of this passage is completely garbled. 

43Ibid., in SG. 16:242; alt. in JDZ. 405-6. 
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"Shozen." Likewise Keizan allowed the mother use of her own hermitage. 

the Zokeian. at yokoji. Keizan further ordered that following the 

mother's death in 1325 the monks at Yokoji must conduct both monthly and 

annual memorial services in her honor. 44 

Keizan regarded these memorial services as fitting repayment 

for the patronage he received. His attitude toward his patrons is 

revealed in his 1319 agreement with Sonin. in which he explicitly 

acknowledged his indebtedness: 

The Buddha once said. 'When [Buddhism] obtains a contributor of 
enthusiastic faith. Buddhism will never die out .... ' And he also 
said. 'You should revere patrons as you would the Buddha. Precepts. 
meditation. wisdom and liberation all depend upon the power of 
patrons to attain coapletion •.•. ' Accordingly. Keizan's Buddhist 
training during this rebirth depends upon this patron to attain 
completion [ellipses in original].45 

The quotations in this passage most certainly had been derived from 

Dogen's rules for the monastic sup~rvisor (kan'in), the officer 

responsible for temple finances. Yet Keizan's wording differs 

significantly from Dogen's original intentions. Dogen had stated that 

the supervisor must first ascertain if the patron has correct faith and 

understanding before accepting any contributions. If the patron lacked 

proper understanding. his contributions were not to be accepted. 46 

Keizan. however. believed that all contributions were to be accepted 

with gratitude. Keizan reworded Dogen's statement so as to confer new 

44See Keizan Jakin. Yokoji kiden chu-on (1323:10:9). in Ko.onjo. 
no. 165. 1:123: Tozan jojo jin.iraisai gongyo to nasubeki koto 
(1325:7:18), in Ko.onjo. no. 169. 1:126-27: and Ji 5hozen shiko. in Z5Z. 
1. 5hugen hoi. 66. 

45Tokokusan jin.iraisai okibu.i. in Koaonjo. 1:120-21. 

46Nipponkoku Echizen Eiheiji chiji shingi (1246:6:15). in DZZ. 
2:335-36. 
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importance on the contributions of the lay patrons--importance that 

justified deferential treatment. 

Keizan obtained contributions from other patrons to supplement 

the support provided by Sonin and her fa.ily. The Buddha hall, bath 

house and latrine at YOkaji all were donated by individual local 

patrons. Each of the three main images for the Buddha hall was donated 

by a separate contributor. Keizan recorded each of these contributions, 

carefully noting the prayers that had accompanied each donation. These 

prayers reveal the traditional religious concerns of Yakoji's patrons, 

namely, to eliminate the ill karmic effects of past actions (metsuzai) , 

to promote to the future enlightenment of deceased relatives (tsuizen) , 

and to insure worldly success (ganbo aanzoku).47 When Keizan received 

each donation, he probably led the monks at YOkaji in scripture chanting 

ceremonies to pray for the fulfillment of the hopes of these patrons. 

This can be inferred from the regulations for special meals that appear 

in the monastic codes used at Yokaji. According to these rules, 

whenever a patron sponsors a meal for the monastery community the monks 

should perform either a group chanting ceremony or provide a special 

lecture in accordance with the requests of the patron. 48 These 

regulations describe other rituals that routinely conclude with prayers 

for the prosperity of temple patrons. 49 

Keizan's willingness to perform ritual prayers for his patrons 

often has been identified with the introduction of esoteric Buddhism 

into Sata Zen monasticism. The use of the term "esoteric," however, can 

47 Tokokuki, in SG, 16:238a, 239a; alt. in JDZ, 394-95. 

48Tokoku shingi. fasc. 1, in JDZ. 276-77. 

49Tokoku shingi, fasc. 1. in JDZ. 273-76, 280. 
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be misleading if not clearly defined. There is no doubt that Keizan had 

believed in the purity of his own Zen practice. He had criticized Eisai 

for mixing esoteric Buddhism with Zen practice. 50 Moreover, in Keizan's 

extant writings and in YOkoji's monastic codes there appears only one 

ritual derived exclusively from the esoteric Buddhist tradition, namely, 

the offering of food for hungry ghosts (segaki).51 By Keizan's time, 

even this ceremony already had begun to lose its sectarian affiliations. 

Most of the esoteric elements found in Yokoji's monastic codes are 

practices that previously had been a part of Zen monasticism, such as 

the chanting of mystical formula (dhara~n. Chinese Chan monastic codes 

composed during Keizan's lifetime include similar references to popular 

Chinese religious practices (i.e., the worship of folk deities, local 

spirits, and influential stars).52 The influence of esoteric Buddhism 

in Kelzan's monastic policies, therefore, Is found more in his attitude 

toward patrons than in any overt syncretism. The Yokoji monastic codes 

and esoteric Buddhist tradition both include prayers for the worldly 

prosperity of monastic patrons. Yet the vast majority of the ritual 

prayers in YOkoji's monastic codes concern general thanksgiving or the 

purity of monastic life. Of the seventeen different types of prayers 

mentioned in the code, only three request worldly prosperity. 53 

50Denkoroku, patriarch 51, 110. 

51The Tokoku shingi (fasc. 2) states that a segaki was performed 
in 1324. If true, this probably would be the earliest exaaple of the 
segaki being performed by Zen monks. See the 1432 Daijoji Ms. in SZ, 2, 
ShQgen, 2:688-90; In JDZ, 345-49. 

52Kagaaishima Genryil, "5hingi shijo ni okeru 'Keizan shingi,'" 
223. These Chinese codes are the Chanlin beiyong qinggui (1311) and the 
Huanzhuan qinggul (1317). 

53Hiyaaoto Hikan, "Keizan shingi no ichi kosatsu," SG, 17 
(1&75): 105-10. 
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In addition to securing the support of his patrone. Keizan also 

sought to insure that each of his disciples and their dharma descendants 

always would work together to maintain YOkoji. The first pair of 

instructions cited above had obligated Keizan's own disciples to return 

to Yokoji to serve as abbots. In other words. Keizan founded Yokoji 

from the first with the same system of alternating abbot succession as 

had been developed gradually at Giin's Daijiji. This system--which 

offered each disciple and each of his dharma descendants a turn as 

abbot--Iater would become a distinctive feature of most major Soto 

monasteries. Keizan gave further instructions regarding the succession 

to Yokoji's abbotship to six of his leading disciples in 1325. only one 

month before his death. He reainded thea that YOkoji's abbotship must 

first be filled by his own dharma heirs. Keizan then noted that he 

already had four heirs, was about to have another and also had one heir 

of an heir. Keizan adaonished all six disciples to work together to 

elect proper abbots to Yokoji. 54 These six disciples were: Meiho 

Sotetsu, Mugai Chiko (d.1351). Gasan Joseki. Koan Shikan (d. 1341). Koho 

Kakuayo (1271-1361). and Gensho Chinzan (the posthuaous heir of Keizan's 

deceased disciple Genka Tekkyo; d.1321).55 Of these six. the first 

four later served as abbots at YOkoji. The fifth, Kakumyo. inherited 

Keizan's dharma three weeks later, but left VOkoji on the following 

54Tokokukl [entry dated 1325:7:2), in SG, 16:2350: alt. in JDZ, 
433. 

5~Regarding Gcnsho Chinzan and Genka Tekkyo, see Takokuki. in 
SG, 16:238b, 239b: alt. in JDZ, 399, 410; Takoku kaisan osha jijaku 
saimon (1325:8:15), in Zenrin gashoshu. in ZSZ, 2, Shingi, 90; and 
Rentaroku, fasc. 2, in SZ. 16, Shiden, 1:251-52. 
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morning to take up residence in Izumo where he assuaed a Rinzai 

lineage. 56 The fate of Gensho Chinzan is unknown. 

Keizan elected his disciples not just to YOkoji's abbotship. 

but to the abbotships of other temples as well. This provided each 

disciple with the potential for building a local base of support from 

which future abbots could be promoted to YOkoji. In 1323 Keizan had 

drawn up a list of eight temples--including Daijoji and Yokoji--to be 

allotted aaong his disciples. 57 The origins of four of these eight 

temples are obscure. If YOkoji was a typical example. then the other 

temples also probably had been small. one-building chapels erected by 

minor land owners. originally without any resident clergy. Two of them 

had been founded by Keizan's aother. Ekan (d. ca.1314). Ekan had been 

the abbess at one temple (Jojuji) at the time of Gikai's funeral in 

1309. 58 That temple was left to Hugsi Chiko. but the other teaple 

founded by Ekan (Hooji) remained a convent for Sata nuns. Keizan 

appointed Ekan's niece (his own cousin). Myosho. to be its abbess. 

Three of the eight temples were not allocated. namely. Daijaji. Yakoji. 

and Sojiji. Daijoji. as mentioned earlier, was no longer within 

Keizan's control. YOkaji WOE not turned over to Meiha until the eighth 

month of 1325. only one week before Keizan's death.59 Regarding Sajiji, 

56Tokokuki [entry dated 1325:7:28]. in SG, 16:235a-b; alt. in 
JDZ, 434. 

57 Takokuki, in SG. 16:244-45; alt. in JDZ. 416-18. Unless noted 
otherwise, all the information in this paragraph is based on this 
document. 

58Gikai saki (1309:10:3). compo Keizan Jakin, in ZSZ, 2. Shingi. 
la. 

59Keizan Jakin. Jakin yuzurija (1325:6:6), in Ko.onjo, no. 1407, 
2:4n9-10. 
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Keizan merely noted that it should be converted to a Zen temple even 

though its patron still lacked proper faith. Keizan was not able to 

effect that conversion. however. until the fifth month of 1324. Two 

months later he bequeathed its abbotship to Gasan. 60 

Keizan also had attempted to endow YOkoji with special status 

among Japanese Sota temples. In 1323 Keizan founded a shrine on a hill 

known as Goreho (Five Masters' Peak) at Yakoji to serve as a mausoleum 

for his own remains and for the relics of the patriarchs of the Japanese 

Sate school.61 Therein he interned a copy of Rujing's goroku, a 

frag.ent of one of Degen's bones. a sutra that Ejo had copied using his 

own blood as ink. and pieces of Gikai's bones. Gikai's Daruaashu 

succession certificate and other belongings. 62 One month after 

conducting the dedication service for the completed mausoleum, Keizan 

drew up the list of eight temples cited above. In these instructions he 

stressed the importance of this mausoleua. According to Keizan. it was 

to be revered as a shrine by the aonks of all soto teaples. This meant 

that every year when meaorial services were performed at Yekoji for the 

patriarchs enshrined within Goroho. representatives from each of the 

other Sete temples would be expected to participate in and contribute to 

the ceremonies. If enacted according to plan. these annual ceremonies 

would have insured that Yokoji would receive financial donations from 

all the monasteries associated with Keizan's lineage. 

60T6kokukl. in SG, 16:234a-bi alt. in JDZ, 430-31. The early 
history of Sejiji will be discussed in more detail below. 

61This mausoleum (the Dentoin) later was moved to the base of 
Goroho. See Yokoyama. "Y6koji soritsu no igi.- 19b. 

62Gosoku ryakukl. in JDZ. 412-16. 
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In short, Keizan's efforts to provide a solid foundation for 

Yokoji's future growth were directed both toward his patrons and toward 

his disciples. In order to insure that his patrons would continue to 

provide support for Yakoji, Keizan (1) had elicited and recorded their 

pledge to never interfere in teDple affairs, (2) had attempted to 

convert them to faith in the Zen transmission. (3) had strongly 

expressed his gratitude for their contributions, using words that 

compared the importance of the patron to that of the Buddha, and (5) had 

performed special services in return for contributions. In order to 

insure that all of his disciples and their heirs would cooperate in 

managing Yokaji's affairs, Keizan (1) had directed that Yakoji's 

abbotship be shared among his heirs, each one of whom were obligated to 

serve, (2) had provided his disciples with their own temples, and (3) 

had attempted to link all of those temples to YOkaji through the 

veneration of the shrine for Sota patriarchs at Goroho. These 

overlapping policies demonstrate Keizan's deep concern for YokoJi's 

future and the great creativeness with which he attempted to promote its 

prosperity. 

Keizan's Religious Personality 

The religious personality revealed in Keizan's numerous 

writings is especially significant because Keizan exhibited in abundance 

many of the qualities that typify other leading medieval Sota DOnkS. In 

spite of Keizan's stature in the modern Soto school, his more prominent 

religious and personal traits rarely have been evaluated within the 

larger context of the development of medieval Sota Zen. In that 

context. Keizan's most important trait was his ability to fuse vigorous 

Zen instruction and practice with strong faith in the efficacy and 
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necessity of supplicating Japa~ese spirits and Buddhist divinities. 

This fusion, its origins and effects, will be explored through the 

following four aspects of Keizan's personality: his close relationships 

with women; his affirmatioc of magico-religious faith; his shamanistic 

tendencies; and his Zen practice. 

Kcizan's religious develop.ent was influenced greatly by the 

wo.en in his life. Having powerful women supporters was not unusual in 

Japane9C Buddhis.. Women appear among the patrons of many early 

Japanese Zen monks, including Dogen and Giin. 63 Keizan learned his 

religious devotion from his .other and grandmother. Interestingly, his 

writings never mention his father. Keizan was raised for his first 

eight years by his granm-other, Myochi, who had been one of Dagen's 

first patrons upon his return from China. 64 Probably she originally had 

been a lay disciple of Myazen, Dagen's first teacher. 65 Keizan's links 

to the Sata school had began, literally, before his worldly existence. 

Keizan had left home to become a novice at Eiheiji while still a child--

when he was only eight years old. His decision to beco.e a monk might 

have been prompted either by his grandmother's urging or possibly by her 

death. In later life, Keizan praised Sonin (Yokoji's main patron) as 

the reincarnation of his grandmother. He stated that as teacher and 

disciple, he and Sonin were inseparable. 66 At Yokaji, Keizan symbolized 

63Puruta Shakin, HChusci Zenrin in okeru josei no nyushin" 
(1977); rpt. in Zenshushi kenkyu, Furuta Shakin Chosakushu (Tokyo: 
Kadansha, 1981), 265-83. 

64 Tokokuki, in SG, 16:238b, 244b; alt. in JDZ, 394-95. 416. 

65Nakaseko Shado, "Myochi ubai (taiso no sobol ni tsuite," in 
Kelzan Zen}l Kenkyu, 1060-73. 

66 Tokokuki. in SG, 16:238b; alt. in JDZ. 394-95. 
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his bonds to his grandmother and to Sonin by dedicating the Enzuin 

Kannon chapel to the memory of Myochi while providing use of the 

building to Sonin. 67 

Keizan's mother, Ekan, also appears repeatedly in his writings. 

As mentioned above, she had become the abbess of a So to convent while 

Gikai was still alive. Ekan maintained a strong maternal interest in 

her son's career even though sbe had retired froD secular affairs. 

Keizan wrote that her stern admonitions had checked his growing 

arrogance when he first rose to prominence under Jakuen at Hekyoji. 68 

The statue of Kannon that Keizan placed in the Enzuin originally had 

belonged to her. Ekan had attributed many miracles to the mysterious 

power of Kannon and Keizan believed her. He wrote that all the major 

events in his life, from his own birth, through his becoming a monk and 

his dharma succession, to his becoming abbot of Yokoji, had been due to 

his mother's faith in and constant prayers to Kannon. 69 Accounts of 

Kannon calling forth the birth of illustrious monks is a standard 

hagiographical element in Buddhist biographical literature. Yet for 

Keizan, this assertion was no aere pious legend but an autobiographical 

fact.70 Perhaps Keizan would have promoted worship of Kannon even 

without his mother's influence. Yet we cannot doubt that her faith gave 

added iapetus to the popularization of Kannon worship in medieval 

67Ibld., in SG. 16:244b: alt. in JDZ, 416. 

68"Enzuin enki," in Tokokukl, in SG, 16:242: alt. in JDZ, 406. 

69IbJd., in SG. 16:242: alt. in JDZ. 405-6. 

70Kawakubo Junke. "Taiso no shUkyo no rekishiteki seJkaku: Toku 
n1 sono shaka1teki haikei n1 tsuite." in Keizan Zenji kenkyu. 65. 
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Sata. 7l Ekan's influence re.ained strong throughout Keizan's life. In 

a pair of Buddhist vows co.posed shortly before his death. Keizan 

attributed the aspirations expressed in each vow to Jakuen's .e.ory and 

to his mother's dying admonitions.72 In this docuaent Keizan also 

praised Ekan for having dedicated her life to teaching Buddhis. to 

women. Keizan inherited her dedication. HIs disciple Ekyu was the 

first nun known to have received a Sata dharma transmission. 73 To help 

her overco.e the difficulties of Chinese, Keizan rewrote Dagen's 

explanation of the precepts in the Japanese phonetic syllabary.74 

Keizan inherited the diverse aagico-religious beliefs of 

.edieval Japan just as he had accepted his mother's faith in Kannon. 

His writings exalt the minor protective gods associated with Buddhism 

(such as Bisha.on and Karaten). the special beings revered in Zen 

tradition (such as Shaha and the rakan). as well as native Japanese kaai 

(such as Inari, Hachiman and the ka.i of the province).75 Keizan 

7lOf the modern Sata school's reported 14.7 thousand temples, 
more than 3.8 thousand enshrine Kannon as their central image. See 
Sakauchi Ryuyu, MSatashu ni okeru mikkya no juyo," 5G, 16 (1974): 39. 

72Keizan. Jakin hotsuganaon, in Ko.onjo. 1:125-26. 

73 Takokuki. in 5G. 16:239b; alt. in JDZ. 410. 

74Keizan Jakin. Busso shaden bosatsukai kyoju.on. transmitted 
1323:8:28 to Ekyu, in DZZ. 2:282-285. 

75Bishamon. one of the four guardian kings, had been worshiped 
as a protector of Buddhis. since the earliest days of Japanese Buddhis •• 
Likewise. Karaten (a.k.a. Daikokuten) had been especially revered within 
the early Japanese Tend&i tradition as a protector of te.ples. In Zen. 
the rakan (Skt. arhat) are the sixteen supernatural beings who protect 
Buddhis. until the next Buddha will appear. Shaha derives from the 
guardian spirit of the Zhaotaosl (Jpn. Shahaji: a major monastery 
situated within the Zhoushan Islands) who Is regarded as the protector 
of Japanese Sata monasteries. At yokoji. one area where edible wild 
plants grew (i.e •• Aohara) was known as the Inari Peak (see Tokokukl. in 
5G. 16:240: alt. in JDZ. 402). The "ka.1 of the province" refers to the 
main provincial shrine (1ch1 no m1ya). All of these beings and many 
aorc are mentioned repeatedly in the Tokokuki and Tokoku shingi. 
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believed that all of these divinities protected Buddhisa and rewarded 

the faithful. To insure the success of his temples, Keizan calculated 

the power of directional influences and the geomancy of the surrounding 

hills. He timed special events to take advantage of the astrological 

influences of favorable stars. For exaaple, in his record of the 

construction of VOkoji's Buddha Hall, Keizan wrote that the excavating, 

the laying of the foundation stones, the erecting of the pillars, the 

fixing of the roof and the final dedication all had been perforaed on 

particularly auspicious days. Likewise, Keizan had consulted a Buddhist 

astrology aanual, the Shukuyogyo (Ch. Xluyaojlng) , in order to select 

the day for the ceremonial opening of Yokoji's Lecture Hall.76 The 

repeated references to the above practices (i.e., astrology, geomancy 

and the power of worship) in Keizan's writings testlfy to his own deep 

faith in their validity. 

Keizan's faith in the aystieel powers of spir~t~ and of 

divination was rooted in his own powers of shamanistic comaunication. 

Keizan repeatedly conjured visions and spoke to spirits in his mystical 

dreams.77 Shamanistic elements are not unusual in aeditative 

traditions such as Zen. Dagen, for instance, had met Chinese Chan 

masters who relied upon dreaas to see the future. 78 Yet Keizan relied 

76 Tokokukl, in SG, 16:243a, 231a; alt. in JDZ, 407-8, 422. 

77Kuriyaaa Taion (Sojljlshl, 141) counted eighteen accounts of 
mystical dreaas or visions in the Tokokuki (Keizan's chronicles at 
Yokoji compiled ca. 1317-1325) while Miyamoto Rikan ("Keizan Zenji no 
dendo ni tsuite no ichi kosatsu," SG, 16 [1974]: 171) reports that the 
Tokokukl contains twenty-three accounts of Keizan's visions and aentions 
three aore experienced by other people. Accounts of aore visions are 
found in Keizan's other writings. 

78SBGZ. "Shisho" chap., in DZZ, 1:344. 
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upon his visions to guide every step of his career. According to 

Keizan's own accounts, he selected the location for the Abbot's Building 

at Yokoji based on the approval of a visiting rakan.79 He enshrined an 

image of Bisha.on after perceiving a promise of protection In a dream. 80 

He decIded to convert SojIji to a Zen temple only after Kannon appeared 

to request him to do so.81 When someone questioned the proper geomancy 

of the mausoleu. at Goroho, Keizan wrote that he thought to himself, "At 

this monastery, from the very beginning, In all matters I have relied 

upon the interpretation of my dreams •... " and then decided that his 

next vision would determine the location of the mausolcum. 82 This 

ability to contact the spirits in order to learn their will is typical 

of traditional Japanese shamanism. 83 By combining shamanistic visions 

with Buddhist faith, Keizan attained unwavering self-confidence. In his 

mind, the Buddhas of the past (Vipasyin), present (Sakyaauni) and future 

(Maitreya) all confirmed his enlightenment. 84 The supernatural beings 

of this world all promised the prosperity of YOkoji.85 

79 Tokokuki, in SG, 16:236a, 237b: alt. in JDZ, 397, 392-93. 

80lbid., in SG, 16:237b; alt. in JDZ, 393. 

81Keizan. Sojiji chuko enki. in Ko.onjo. 1:33-34. 

82 Tokokuki. in SG. 16:243; alt. in JDZ. 409. 

83Ichiro Hori. Folk Religion in Japan: Continuity and Change. 
cd. Joseph M. Kitagawa and Alan L. Miller (Chicago: U. of Chicago 
Press. 1968). 181-215; and Carmen Blacker. The Catalpa Bow: A Study of 
Sha.anistic Practices in Japan (London: George Allen & Unwin. 1975). 
194-97. 

84See Keizan's autobi02raphy. Tokokuki, in SG, 16:238-39; alt. 
in JDZ, 395-96 •• 

85Ibid., in SG. 16:237b; alt. in JDZ. 393-94. 
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The final major component of Keizan's re!!g!ous personality is 

his Zen Buddhism. Normally in describing a Zen monk there would be no 

need to state so obvious a fact. Modern descriptions of Keizan's life, 

however, rarely examine his Zen practice. Yet Keizan was first and 

foremost a Zen master. He believed in that the Zen tradition 

represented the only true transmission of Buddhism. 86 Keizan emphasized 

the legitimacy of his Zen transmission by lecturing on the patriarchs of 

the Sota line. Only his lectures at Daijoji were preserved (as the 

Denkoroku) , but he also repeated his lectures at yokoji.87 At both 

monasteries he also interned relics of the Japanese Sota patriarchs.88 

At Yokaji these relics formed the shrine of patriarchs at Goroho, which 

Keizan dedicated by composing biographies of each patriarch beginning 

with Rujing. 89 The monastic r.odes used at Vokoji repeatedly cite Eisai. 

Rujing and Dogen as the authoritative source of the monastic routines. 90 

Keizan signed his writings by identifying himself as a Zen aaster in the 

fifty-fourth generation of the Buddha's Dharma. Like Dogen, he stressed 

the necessity of studying under a proper Zen teacher. even if the 

student already is self-enlightened. 91 

86See • for example. Denkoroku, patriarch 51. 110-11; and Tokoku 
kais8n Kelzan osha no hoga, in ZSZ, 1, Shugen hoi, 54-55. 

87The Yokoji lectures are mentioned in TokokukJ, in SG, 16:239b-
40a; alt. in JDZ, 420-21. 

66 TokokukJ, In SG, 16:245a: alt. in JDZ, 418: and Azuma, Kelzan 
ZenjJ no kenkyu. 122-23. 

69Gosoku rY8kuki, in JDZ, 411-16. 

90Tokoku shingJ, In JDZ, 260, 261 for Eisai; 270. 313, 334. 335 
for Rujing: and 270, 284. 313, 335, 344 for Dogen. 

91Tokoku kalsan Kelzan osha no hago. in ZSZ, 1. Shugen hal. 56; 
and Tokoku goso gyojitsu, In SZ, 16. Shlden, 1:596b. 
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Extant records reveal only the outlines of Keizan's Zen 

teachings. Initial instruction centered on participation in monastic 

life. Novice aonks were required to study seven texts. consisting of 

three Buddhist scriptures and four Zen _anuals.92 The three scriptures 

were: the Hokekyo (i.e .• the Lotus Sutra) , which is a fundamental 

scripture of Mahayana Buddhism: the Bon.okyo, which explains the 

Mahayana precepts; and the Yulkyogyo, which purports to convey the 

Buddha's final exhortations. The Yuikyogyo had been especially popular 

in Chinese Chan and had formed the basis for the last Shobo genz6 

chapter (i.e., "Jlachi dainingaku") written by Dagen. The four Zen 

manuals all had been coaposed by Dagen. 93 They were: Bendoho (rules 

for daily life in the monks' hall); Fushukuhanho (etiquette for monastic 

aeals); Shuryo shingi (rules for use of the library); and Taitaikoho 

(etiquette for behavior in the presence of senior aonks). In addition. 

the aonastic codes at Yokaji states that monks also should consult 

"Sen.en" and "Senja" (two chapters in Dogen's Shobo genzo that describe 

the proper aethod of washing ones face and using the toilet), as well as 

Shishiho (a list of rules for respectful behavior before Buddhist 

teachers that had been cited in Dagen's Taltaikoho).94 On the first day 

of each month. YOkaji monks preformed a group recitation of the KIkyomon 

(Ch. Quijingwen). a brief exhortation that describes how Zen monastic 

92Hosshln saso no koto. in Tokokukl, in JDZ. 450-51. 

93See DZZ, vol. 2, as follows: Bendoho. 313-19; Fushukuhanho, 
348-57; Shuryo shingi, 363-66; and Taitaikoho. 308-12. 

94Tokoku shingi, in JDZ. 265. The Shishiho cited by Dagen (in 
DZZ. 2:308) probably refers to T, no. 1687. 
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offIcers should revere the BuddhIst Dharma. 95 On the eleventh and 

twenty-fIrst days of each .onth the Shuryo shingi and Taitaikoho also 

were recIted at Yakoji--a practIce reportedly initiated at Eiheiji by 

Dagen. 96 Keizan also composed two manuals (the Zazen yojinki and Sankon 

zazensetsu) to guide his disciples through the practical details of Zen 

meditation. 97 

Keizan's emphasIs on monastic life indicates that he maIntained 

the doctrine of monastic practIce as the embodiment of Zen enlightenment 

taught by Dogen. The fact that two of Keizan's students, Koho Kakumyo 

and DaichI, caae to YOkoji only after years of traInIng under the 

leadIng Chan aasters of ChIna attests to the vigor of the Zen practice 

Keizan established at Yokaji. 98 A later incident between Koho and his 

disciple Bassui Toku3ho (1327-1387) well illustrates both the concern 

with monastic decorum Koho learned from Keizan and the differences in 

emphasis taught in the early medieval Soto and Rinzai lineages. 99 Koho 

fully mastered Keizan's Zen and inherited Keizan's lineage, but after 

leaving Yokaji he assuaed the Rinzai lIneage of Shinchl Kakushin (1207-

1298) and taught only at Rinzal monasteries. Yet many Rinzal monks 

95The Quijingwen, is included in the Chanyuan qinggul, fasc. 8; 
rev. edn. Yakuchu Zennen shingl, 269-79. 

96See Tokoku shlngi, in SZ, 2. Shugen, 2:687b; alt. in JDZ, 344; 
and Kenzeiki, in Shohon Kenzelkl, 72. 

97See JDZ, 243-52. The description of Zen meditation in these 
manuals wIll be dIscussed in chapter 5. 

98Kakumyo studIed in ChIna from 1311 untIl ca.1320. Daichl 
studIed In ChIna fro. 1314 untIl 1324. but dId not return to Japan untIl 
1325 because he was shipwreaked In Korea. 

99ftegarding these monks, see Azuma RyushIn, "Shoki no Nihon 
Sotoshu to Rinzol Hottoha to no kosho," In Zen shlso to sana haikei, 
Okamoto Soke Hakose Klju Klnenshu (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1975), 293-323. 
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chafed under the strict aonastic routines established by Koho. His most 

illustrious disciple. Bassui. refused to reside inside the monastery. 

complaining that he had coae to attain Zen enlightensent not to learn 

etiquette. IOO Through Bassui's coaplaint we know that Keizan had 

transaitted Dogen's insistence on the unity of practice and 

enlightenaent. Yet Keizan's Zen also differed from that introduced by 

Dogen. Keizan combined Dogen's monasticism with his own belief in the 

power of worship. the practice of geo.ancy; and his shamanistic 

tendencies. This fusion--Keizan's Zen--marks the full emergence of the 

dual religious nature that characterized later Soto. naaely, an 

affirmation of traditional Japanese religious traditions combined with 

strict Zen monastic practice. 

The Founding of S01i1i 

Sojiji began as the Morookadera. It was a saall chapel within 

the precincts of the Morooka Hiko Jinja--the local shrine of the Fugeshi 

District in the northern half of the Noto Peninsula.IOI Typically. 

small local shrines (and shrine chapels) of this type would not require 

any full-tiae priests. In 1296, however, a local military official 

donated land incoae to the Morookadera to provide support for a resident 

priest naaed Joken. This anonymous warrior hired Joken. a master (i.e .• 

ajarl) of esoteric Buddhism with the impressive title of Assistant 

Disciplinarian of Monks (gon risshi). to perform ritual prayers. 

including the fire invocation (go.a). on the seventeenth of each month 

100Tsfiho Meida (d.1395). Bassul osha gyOjltsu. in Zoku gunsho 
ruljil, 9:638a. 

101See Shiaonaka Yasaburo. comp •• Shinto dai jiten (Tokyo: 
lIiebonsha, 1937-1940). s.v. "Morooka Hiko jinja." 3:351b-c; and Kuriyama 
Taion. Sajljishl. 134-38. 
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for the fulfIllment of hIs (the offIcIal's) worldly desIres and 

religIous salvatIon. 102 Joken remained at the Morookadera for the next 

twenty-five years. traInIng disciples In the use of .aQ~ala and other 

esoteric rituals. Then in 1321 when the Morooka Hiko Jinja was 

relocated froa Its original site to a neighboring estate, Joken moved 

with the shrine to found a new temple (which eventually became known as 

Hosenji).103 At the time of this aove. Joken placed the Morookadera 

under Keizan's guardianship (ushlro.l).104 The reasons why the shrine 

was moved and the nature of the relationship between Joken and Keizan 

are not known. Keizan left no record of the responsibilities he 

promised to assume as part of his guardianship. 

Instead, Keizan iaaediately proclaimed the conversion of the 

Morooka teaple to the Zen school. He wrote a short tract. the Sojljl 

chUk5 engl (The History of the Revival of Sojiji). to argue the 

following three points: that Morooka was an old. venerable temple 

worthy of continued patronage: that Keizan should take over control of 

the temple. giVing it the new name "Sojiji": and that the local people 

would thereby obtain greater benefit from worshiping at the new 

Sojiji. 105 In support of his first point. Keizan stated that the image 

of Kannon enshrined In the teaple is extremely powerful--radiating 

Buddhist energy in all directions--because the temple originally had 

102Ryoke Sakurai b5 klshlnjo (1296:11:21). in Ko.onjo, no. 1964. 
3:1. This document refers to "seventeen days," but later documents 
consistently refer to the "seventeenth day." 

103Sato Shunko. "Sekidozan shinko to Noto Keizan kyodan." 
ShUkyogaku ronshil. 12 (1985): 95-97. 

104Joken. Gon rlsshl Joken sadaacgakl (1321:7:22). in Ko.onjo. 
no. 1965, 3:2. 

105Sojljl chilko engl, in Ko.onjo. 1:33-34. 
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been founded by Gyogi. the eighth-century Buddhist hero. To justify his 

own role. Keizan attempted to demonstrate that he was not acting out of 

selfish aotivation. He claimed that Kannon had requested that the 

temple to be converted into a Zen center. According to Keizan. Kannon 

and Kannon's mystical messengers, as well as the other protective 

spirits of the temple all had appeared in his dreaas to invite him to 

Morooka. It was a request he could not ignore. To argue his final 

point, Keizan offered new benefits froM the Hoka bosatsu that the new 

Zen teaple would have enshrined in the second story of its main gate. 

Keizan stated that this bodhisattva was worshiped by the empresses of 

Japan and China to insure the easy delivery of male children. He 

promised that local women also would receive similar benefits. 

The su .. er of 1321 when Joken placed the Morooka temple under 

Keizan's guardianship and Keizan composed the Sojiji chUko engi usually 

is regarded as the date of the founding of Sojiji. It is doubtful, 

however, whether any conversion into a Zen monastery had been realized 

i .. ediately. Pollowing the 50j1ji chuko engi, the next reference to 

Sojiji in Keizan's writings docs not appear until two years later during 

the tenth month of 1323, when Keizan noted that Joken had desired that 

Sojiji not be abandoned even though its patron jacks proper faith.106 

As will be explained below, Keizan's statement that Sojiji's patron 

lacked proper faith probably referred to continual demands by the patron 

for the perforaance of traditional esoteric rituals. One year after 

having noted down the above comments, during the fifth Month of 1324 

Keizan journeyed to Sojiji to foraally open its monks' hall. Two months 

later he installed Gasan as Sojiji's first full-time Zen abbot. On that 

106 Tokokuki , in SG, 16:245: alt. in JDZ. 418. 
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evening and on the following day Keizan ordained twenty-eight new Zen 

aonks who thereupon constituted 50jiji first coa.unity.107 At that 

point--with a aonks' hall in which to practice aeditation, a full-time 

Zen aaster, and a co .. unity of disciples in place--Sojiji first acquired 

the characteristics of a proper Zen .onastery. Joken, however, did not 

relinquish full control of 50jiji to Gasan until 1329, aore than three 

years after Keizan's death. 108 Moreover, contributions to the new Zen 

.onastery continued to be addressed to "Morookadera" until as late 8S 

1341. 109 

50jiji continued to be known as Morookadera because in the eyes 

of its main patrons it reaained the soae temple as before. The 

docuaents in which patrons recorded their contributions to Morookadera 

reveal a reaarkably consistency throughout Sojiji's early history.110 

In 1296, Joken had been installed at Morooka to perform esoteric prayers 

on the seventeenth of each aonth for the local ryoke (i.e., the faaily 

holding the aain proprietorial rights to the estate inco.e). In 1327--

three years after Gasan had become abbot of 50jiji--additional lands 

were donated to the temple for the chanting of scripture on the 

seventeenth of each month as prayers for the security of the ryoke in 

1071bid., In SG, 16:234a-b; alt. in JDZ, 430-31. 

108Joken, Joken rlsshl Gasan osho tojl se'nyujo (1329:2:13), 
rpt. in Azuaa Ryushin, Kelzan Zenjl no kenkyu, 236. Par a title, I have 
used the entry for this docuaent in two early Sojiji catalogues, namely, 
Taigen Soshin et al., Sojljl joju monjo .okuroku (1366:12:5), and Tsugen 
Jakurei, Sojiji joju monjo .okuroku (1382:10), in Koaonjo, nos. 1973 and 
1976, 3:7-8, 9-10. 

1095ee, for exa.ple, Sae.onjo Taira bo kishinjo (1341:int.4:16), 
in Ko.onjo, no. 54, 1:39. 

110The docuaents cited below were analyzed by Ya.ahata Shado, 
"Keizan Zenji no Zentu ni tsuite: Toku ni aikkyo yoso no donyu to 
dan'otsu ni tsuite," SG, 10 (1968): 186-92. 
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this life and his salvation in the next. 111 In 1333 another 

contribution made in the nwae of the ryoke requests readings of one 

particular scripture. the Dai hannyakyo. as prayers for the security of 

the i.perial court. for the long life of the e.peror and for the worldly 

success of the ryoke. 112 One year later in 1334 the local ailitary 

steward (jitO) donated land for the building of a shrine to Shaden (an 

esoteric Buddhist divinity having the head of an elephant and the body 

of a aan) in order to pray for the fulfillaent of the eaperor's 

ambitions and for military victories. 113 The following year (1335) the 

lands that were to provide offerings for Shaden were specified. 114 In 

1337 an unsigned directive was issued to Morookadera demanding regular 

ritual prayers "in accordance with past precedents."115 Finally in 1341 

another directive re.inded Morookadera that it Dust faithfully perform 

the prayers requested at the tiae the ryoke gave his original donation 

forty-five yoars earlier in 1296. 116 

The above records demonstrate the influence temple patrons 

exerted over the religious life of rural Zen monasteries. The religious 

expectations of patrons played a larger role in the adaption of esoteric 

l11Azukaridokoro Ka50 bo kishinjo (1327:1:16). in Ko.onjo. no. 
1967. 3:2-3. 

112Ryoke bo kishinjo (1333:12). in Komonjo. no. 50. 1:37. 

113Jito shami bo kishinjo (1334:11:20). in Ko.onjo. no. 51, 
1:37-38. 

114Jito Hasadokoro bo sadamegaki (1335:3:10), in Komonjo. no. 
52, 1:38. 

115Bo gechijo (1337:1:14), in Ko.onjo, no. 53, 1:38-39. 
Beginning with this docuaent. records of local directives and 
contributions are dated with the era names used by the northern court. 

116Saemonjo Taira bo kishinjo (1341:int.4:16), in Komonjo, no. 
54, 1:39. 
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or popular rituals into Zen aonasticisa than did any conscious efforts 

at popularization. Throughout the forty-five year period covered by 

these docn.ents, both before and after Keizan had introduced Zen, the 

basic religious goals of Sojiji's patrons reaained unchanged. When 

Joken was first installed as abbot the patron had requested the 

performance of the types of esoteric rituals that Joken was trained to 

perfora. Once Gasan becaae abbot the patron's requests changed to 

scripture recitations, while directing the merit of that service toward 

the same goals. Later orders repeatedly reminded the Sojiji monks that 

deviations from previous precedents would not be tolerated. It is 

significant that Keizan acknowledged that the supporters of Morookadera 

lacked proper faith in Zen at the tiae he converted the temple to a Zen 

aonastery. This acknowledgement suggests that Keizan had assented to 

the regular rituals on behalf of the patron in order to realize Sojiji's 

conversion. 

These documents also reveal the interaction between social 

conditions and the demands of Sojiji's patrons. In 1333 when the 

Kamakura shogunate fell and eaperor Godaigo returned to Kyoto to begin 

the restoration of imperial rule, Sojiji's patron demonstrated his 

support of Godaigo's southern court through additional donations to the 

temple. During this tiae of social upheaval, however, simple recitation 

of the scriptures seeas to have had insufficient power, for the 

following year the patron requested the beginning of prayers to the 

esoteric divinity Shaden. Thereafter the patron's support of the 

southern court proved short lived. The directives dated from 1337 

(i.e., the ycar following the founding of the Ashikaga shogunate) were 

datcd with the era names used by the northern court. No new donations 
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were aade in the naae of prayers for the success of the Ashikaga. 

Significantly, no extant docu.ents record any additional contributions 

after 1341 until 1354. In these subsequent docu.ents there are no 

passages to suggest the continued involveaent of the sa.e ryoke. The 

identity of that original ryoke is not known, but aost likely during the 

intervening years that faaily suffered military defeat and financial 

loss. After 1354 Gasan attracted other patrons willing to support Zen 

practice at Sojiji. 

The Ascension of Sojiji 

The fall of one shogunate, Emperor Godaigo's atte.pts to 

restore imperial rule, and the founding of another shogunate were 

signposts indicating extensive changes in the social conditions of 

fourteenth-century Japan. In rural areas the warrior groups that 

originally had derived their local authority from the KamakurB shogunate 

were being challenged by the growing economic power of proprietary 

cultivators (.yoshu) who had familial roots within their own 

10cality.117 The fa.ily backgrounds of Yokoji's .ain patrons illustrate 

this process of change. The land where Yokoji was built originally had 

been held by Sakai Noritsune, Sonin's maternal grandfather. 118 

Noritsune had been a locally po~crful warrior, appointed military land 

steward (jitO) by the Ka.akura shogunate. Shigeno Nobunao, in contrast, 

117The effects of these changes on Soto history are discussed by 
Kawakubo Junko, NTaiso no shukyo no rekishiteki seikaku: Toku ni sono 
shakaiteki haikei ni tsuite," in Kelzan kenkyu, 46-80. 

118Japanese secondary sources read Sonin's grandfather's name as 
"Akinaga,~ but in Sonin's own kana writings his name is rendered as 
"Noritsune" (misspelled in Ko.onjo as 'Noritsunu'). See Taira no uji 
no onna bo kishinjo (1318:10:25), in Ko.onjo, no. 162, 1:119-20. 
Regarding the Sakai family tree, see Kuriyama, Gakuzan shiron, 68. 
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caae froa a faaily with no official positions of authority. As Nobunao 

increased his own power. however. he not only acquired Sonin as his wife 

but also purchased her feaily's land. Then. to protect the newly 

acquired lands from any possible counter-claims. the land was officially 

donated to yakaji. In aany other cases. perhaps in that of Sajiji's 

ryoke, former regional authorities lost their land incomes through auch 

more violent aeans. The fifty-year period following Godaigo's failed 

restoration usually is described as one of incessant civil turmoil 

during which previously established warrior households and newly 

eaerging groups each sought to consolidate their own bases of support. 

It was during this period of changing power structures that open 

conflict broke out between Sajiji and YOkaji. 

YOkoji reaained the preaier aonastery of Gikai's line during 

the lifetimes of Keizan's immediate disciples. Following Keizan's death 

in 1325. Meiha served as Yokoji's second abbot. a position he held until 

Daijoji's abbotship became vacant again sometiae before 1339. After 

Meiha returned to Daijoji, Yokoji's abbotship passed in succession to 

Mugai. to Gasan and to Koan just as Keizan had directed.119 During 

Mugai's term. 1339-1340, the Ashikaga shogunate provided a series of 

contributions for the building of a three-story pagoda at YokojI.120 

This pagoda was one of the risboto (Pagodas to BenefIt Sentient Beings) 

119Tokoku goso gyojitsu. in SZ. 16. Sbiden. 1:595-99. 

120See ibid •• in SZ. 16. Sbiden. 1:597b; as well as Kogan. Kogon 
jokoln sen'an (1339:12:13); Ashikaga Tadayoshi. Asbikaga Tadayosbi 
gecbljo (1339:12:13); Asblkaga Tadayosbl klsblnjo (1340:1:1). and 
Ashikaga Takauji. Asblkaga Takaujl klsblnjo (1340:3:6). In Ku.unju. nos. 
182-85, 1:134-36. Document no. 182 is addressed to Mugai by name. 
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that the shogunate established in each province of the country.121 The 

selection of YOkoji for the local rishoto deaonstrates the high status 

Yokoji then enjoyed. The prestige of the new pagoda encouraged even 

more contributions and income. During the saae period as the pagoda 

construction aany new buildings were erected at Yokoji, na.ely, a new 

monks' hall and bath in 1338, a corridor network in 1339, and a bell 

tower for a bronze bell in 1342.122 

YOkoji had continued to grow not only because of political 

patronage, but also because of the united support of Keizan's heirs. 

These disciples regarded Yokoji as the head temple of Gikai's line. 

After having coapleting their own terms, Meiho, Mugai. Gasan and Koan 

cooperated in appointing their own disciples to Yokoji's abbotship in an 

ordered succession. Gasan, for example, ordered his disciple Mutei 

Ryosho (1313-1361) to return to Noto and represent the Gasan line as 

abbot of Yokoji even though Mutel had founded his own monastery 

(Shoboji) in northern 80nsh6.123 In addition to Mutei, Gasan's other 

disciples also served as abbots at YOkoji, including Taigen Soshin (who 

was abbot in 1371) and Muta 8s6.124 The installation of each new abbot 

would be accoapanied by special donations and ceremonies financed by all 

the supporters affiliated to Yakoji and to the new abbot. A list of 

Yokaji's properties dated 1379 reveals the existence of four subte.ples 

121Regarding the rishoto, see Collcutt, Five Mountains, 106-9: 
and Iaaeda Aishin, MAnkokuji-rishoto no setsuritsu," in Chuse1 Zenshushi 
no kenkyu, 77-108. 

122Yokoyama, "Yokoji soritsu no igi," 17. 

123Gasan Jaseki, Jaseki jihJtsu shoja (ca.135S?), in Ko.onjo. 
no. 2120, 3:100-1. 

124Taigen's dates as abbot are known froa his, Fusatsu ekaryo 
sokkagyo chiiaon (13'11 :9), in Koaonjo, no. 195, 1: 141. 
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within Yokoji, one each for the lines of Meiho, Mugai, Gasan and 

Koan. l25 The establishment of these subte.ples within Yokoji means that 

YOkoji was .anaged jointly by representatives of each line. Each new 

abbot would have been selected in predetermined order from among the 

heads of each subte.ple. The joint manage.ent system insured Yakoji's 

financial prosperity. Yet by the date of this document (1379) that 

system had failed. Yokoji's next ten abbots all belonged to Meiha's 

line. l26 A schism had cut Yakoji off from the support of the other 

lines (see figure 5). 

125Tsukai Ryusen ~t al., Yokajlryo mokuroku (1379:8:15). in 
Ko.onjo, no. 198, 1:143-67. 

126A list of the first 29 abbots at Yokoji is found in Oan 
Taihaku, Keizan osha shitsuchu okibu.i (1732); rpt. in Furuta Shokin. 
u'Keizan osho shitsuchu okibu.i' ni tsuite." in Keizan Zenji kenkyu. 
793-95. 
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The exact causes and nature of this schism are not known. Not 

only is the documentary evidence frag.entary. but because an intense 

rivalry between 50jiji and YOkoji continued until the Tokugawa period 

both temples have fabricated contradictory accounts of many events. The 

documentary evidence must be evaluated in light of the lineages that 

have produced each document. Consider. for exaaple, the supposed 

relationship between Keizan and Godaigo. 50jiji possesses a list of ten 

questions that supposably Godaigo had submitted to Keizan at 50jiji in 

1322. 50jiji tradition claims that Godaigo appointed 50jiji the head 

temple of the Soto school later that same year in return for Keizan's 

satisfactory response. In opposition to 50jiji. however. Yokoji 

possesses its own version of Godaigo's ten questions that (in their 

version) had been to Keizan at Yokoji in 1320--two years earlier than 

claimed by 50jiji. Moreover Yokoji tradition claims that Godaigo 

responded to Keizan's answers by appointing YOkoji the head temple of 

the 50to school, which he did in 1321.127 

Few other documents are as blatantly false as these. but even 

texts that are generally reliable might not convey all details with 

complete accuracy. The Tokokukl. for example. is a reliable collection 

of Keizan's miscellaneous writings that were compiled into a single 

manuscript at Daijoji sometime between 1415 and 1432.128 In addition to 

127See Jusshu choku.on. Sojiji Ms •• in JDZ, 381-86, and Jusshu 
gitai, Yokoji Ms., in JDZ, 376-80; as well as Tajima Hakudo, u5hinshiryo 
'Keizan teison mondo' no ko shahon ni tsuite," SG. 23 (1981): 7-9. 
Tajima believes that these documents have a historical basis, but most 
scholars have accepted Tsuji's arguments against their validity (see 
Nihon Bukkyoshi, 3, Chuseihen 2, 328). 

128These dates refer only to the 1432 Daijoji Ms. Regarding the 
accuracy of this manuscript, see Otani Teppu. u'Tokokuki': Sono genkei 
ni tsufte no fchi shiron," SG, 16 (1974): 105-16: and Matsuda, 
u'Tokokuki' no kenkyu," 824-73. 
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Keizan's writings, the final sections of the Tokokuki also contains 

writings by Meiha and by secular authorities that assert Yokoji's 

superiority over Sojiji. These latter sections naturally must be 

suspected of being biased. Supporters of Sojiji, however, would argue 

that the writings attributed to Keizan also are unreliable since they 

might have been edited to Sojljl's detriment when the manuscript was 

compiled. 129 These textual uncertainties render many historical details 

subject to conflicting interpretation. With this caveat in mind, we 

will suaaarize the broad outline of the schism between Yokaji and Sojiji 

so far as the evidence allows. 

Sojiji attained power sufficient to challenge Yokoji first 

through the strong patronage that Gasan attracted and then through the 

policies implemented by his disciples. Gasan had cultivated the support 

of the Hasebe faaily in particular by means of direct proselytizing. 

This practice resembled Keizan's teaching Zen to Shigeno Nobunao and 

Sonin. Hasebe Yoritada. for example. explicitly referred to May 

teacher, master Gasan" (shisho Gasan oshO) in his writ of contribution 

addressed to Sojiji in 1354.130 In 1361 and 1363 additional 

contributions were made by Hasebe Hidetsura and his brother Norinobu. 131 

Continued support by the same family is indicated by records of 

129See • for example. Sahashi Horyu. Ningen Keizan. 119-129. 
Note that Sahashi's criticisms are directed against the 1930 version in 
5Z. 

130Puji",ara Tadayori [sic] kishinjo (1354:8:25), in KOlllonjo. no. 
56, 1 :40-41. 

131Hasebe Hidetsura sarijo (1361: 12:25), and Norinobu yuzurijii 
(1363:11:15), in KOlllonjo. nos. 59-60, 1:42-43. 
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contributions from Hasebe Masatsura in 1375 and 1378. 132 The advantages 

of steady support froa this established patron cannot be underestimated. 

Also si.ilar to Keizan's pattern of support at Yokoji was the presence 

of aany nuns who aade donations to Sojiji. Aaong these nuns were 

meabers of the snae Hasebe fnaily.133 Again several nuns included the 

words "ay teacher, master Gasan" in their writs contributing land. 134 

One nun contributor, Soichi, is known to have inherited Gasan's dharma 

line. 135 

Gasan by hiaself, however, could not insure Sojiji's future 

importance. Following his death (during the tenth month of 1366) Sojiji 

had no systea for insuring the smooth succession of abbots. His former 

disciples were free to serve as abbot at Yokoji without returning to 

Sojiji (Muto Esu, for example) or to establish their own temples 

independent of both Sojiji and Yokoji (as did Genno Shinsho, for 

example). At first these practir.pq spe.ed to pose no threat to Sojiji, 

since other past disciples of Gasan were willing to serve at Sojiji 

briefly before founding their own temples. Moreover, in 1368 several of 

132Hasebe Nasatsura kishinjo (1375:7:25); Hasebe Nasatsura 
balken (1375:7:25); Hasebe Nasatsura klshlnjo (1375:8:22); Hasebe 
Hasatsura soejo (1375:d:28); Hasebe Nasatsura watashijo (1378:9:24); in 
Koaonjo, nos. 75-78, 80, 1:54-56, 57. 

133Hasebe Ruriwaka, Hasebe Rurlwaka klshinjo (1367:2:9), and 
Hascbe Zenshin, Zenshln klshlnjo (1367:3:14), in Ko.onjo, nos. 64-65, 
1:46-47. The nun Zenshin also wrote one of the eulogies (salaon) for 
Gasan's funeral. See Sojljl nldal osha shosatsu, in Zenrin gashoshu, in 
ZSZ, 2, Shingi, 21a. 

134Shiyun, AMa Shlyun klshlnjo (1365:3:8); RyBko, AMa Ryoko 
yuzurijo (1365:5:15); Ken'iu, AMa Ken'lu klshlnjo (1367:11:1); in 
Koaonjo, n08. 62-63, 67, 1:44-45, 48-49. 

135Soichi, AMa Solehl klshlnjo (1371:10:26), in Koaonjo, no. 73. 
1:53; and Tajiaa, Sotoshu nlsoshi. 205. Soichi's donation to Sojiji is 
dated just two days before the fifth anniversary of Gasan's funeral. 
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the temples founded by Gasan disciples demonstrated support for Sojiji 

with a pledge to provide cash donations to Sojiji for annual memorial 

rites in honor of Keizan--the official first abbot of Sojiji. 136 Within 

only eight years after Gas~'s death (i.e., by 1374) Sojiji already had 

seen its ninth abbot, Jippo Ryoshu (d.1405).137 During these first 

eight years Sojiji had continued to thrive. 

Following Jippo's inauguration, however, no one willing to 

sarve as Sojiji's tenth generation abbot could be found among Gasan's 

past disciples. 13s Because of this difficulty, Jippo was succeeded by 

Sojiji's former fifth-generation abbot, Tsugen Jakurei (1322-1391). 

There is some confusion regarding the dates of Tsugen's terms as abbot, 

but we know that he followed Jippo before the autumn of 1378.139 For 

the next twelve years Sojiji's affairs were managed jOintly by Jlppo, 

Tsugen, and two other former abbots, namely, the eighth, Daitetsu Sorei 

(1333-1408), and until his death in 1387 the seventh, Mutan Sokan. The 

policies adopted by these four former abbots not only helped to secure 

Sojiji's ascension over Yokoji but also to promoted Sojiji to the head 

136Jaklnkl Butsujl shussen kelyakujo (1368:10:21), in Komonjo. 
no. 70, 1:50-51. 

137Sojiji's early abbots are listed in Kuriyama, Gakuzan shlron. 
96-99; and dates for the first eleven are found in Nakajima Jinda, Soto 
kyadan no kelsel to sono hatten: Sojlji no goln talsai wo shiten ni 
shite (Yokohama: Dai Honzan Sojiji, 1986), 79 fig. 20. 

138Nakajima Jinda, Nanbokucha jidsi no lehi i80: T8ijgen osha no 
kenkyu (Tokyo: Sankibo Busshorin, 1977), 149-76; and Sato kyodan no 
keisei, 77-82. 

139Tsugen is listed as Sojiji's current abbot in Jaseki .onto 
renhanjo (1378:10:23), in Ko.onjo, no. 81, 1:57-58. This term, however. 
is not included in the brief chronology of Tsugen's career ("TsGgen osho 
ryaku nenfu") compiled by Baiho Jikushin (1633-1707) even though the 
dates of his other terms are listed correctly as 1368. 1382. and 1388. 
See Tsugen Jakurei Zenji saki (pub. 1698). ed. Baiho Jikushin, in ZSZ. 
2, Shingi, 35. 
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of Gasan-line temples. These are the four men most responsible for the 

transformation of Keizan into the second patriarch of the Soto school 

and Sojiji's prominence. As revealed in their directives, the goal of 

these former abbots was to channel to Sojiji the support that Gasan-line 

monks hitherto had been providing to yokoji. Nisshin Monro (d.1671), 

Tsugen's biographer, suggests that Tsugen had initiated this drive to 

redirect support away from YOkoji to Sojiji.140 Three of the directives 

issued jointly by these former abbots are particularly noteworthy. 

Significantly all three are dated on the anniversary of Keizan's and 

Gasan's deaths (during the tenth month). 

The first, issued in 1378, ordered all members of Gaaan's line 

to refrain from serving as abbot at YOkoji unless monks from Sojlji are 

granted senior standing (todDi). The directive further ordered that 

henceforth Sojiji will be the head temple (honji) of Gasan's line and 

anyone who fails to support Sojiji will forfeit aJl status within the 

Gasan faction. 141 The full implications of the senior standing demanded 

in this document are not clear.142 The word "todol" literally refers to 

abbots of "eastern hall rank." Abbots of the eastern rank are superior 

to abbots of the western rank (saldol). For this reason retired abbots 

always receive eastern rank status within their own temples. but retired 

abbots visiting from other temples always receive western-rank status. 

If monks fro. Sojiji were to have received eastern-hall rank even at 

140Tsugen osha gyajitsu (1649), in ZSZ, 10. Shlden. 522a. 

141Tsu2en Jakurei. Mutan Sokan, Daitetsu Sorei, Jippo Ryoshu. et 
al., Jasekl .onto renbanja (1378:10:23). Sojiji DS. in Ko.onjo. no. 81. 
1:57-58. In this document Tsugen is listed as current abbot while 
Mutan. Daitetsu and Jippo are listed as former abbots. 

142Regarding this issue, compare Jujishoku nln katal monjo no 
koto. in Takokukl. in SG. 16:247-48; alt. in JDZ. 460-63. 
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Yekoji, it would imply that Yokoji was a junior-branch of SoJiji and not 

an independent monastery. Moreover, this ea&tern-rank status probably 

would have freed Sojiji froa any obligation to finance the activities of 

its representatives at YOkoji. The next directive, issued in 1380, 

ordered all temples founded by Gasan's disciples to participate in 

Sojiji's annual ae.orial services for Keizan and Gasan or risk being 

expelled froa Gasan's faction. 143 Although this directive does not 

mention cash contributions, there is no doubt that these memorial 

services were an iaportant source of Sojiji's income. 

In spite of the first two directives, Sojiji still seems to 

have had difficulty in securing the cooperation of Gasan's remaining 

disciples. Even after the second directive, for exaaple, Jippo had to 

assuae Sojiji's abbotship for the second time. Likewise, in 1382 Tsugen 

again inherited Sojiji's abbotship from Jippo.144 Tsugen is reported to 

have declared that of Gasan's twenty-five disciples all but eleven had 

later betrayed their teacher. 145 It is doubtful if Gasan knew twenty-

five disciples and only eight are certain to have becoae abbots at 

Sojiji, but this remark accurately conveys Tsugen's frustration.146 

Gasan's disciple Gessen Ryein (1319-1400), for example, had refused four 

143Tsugen Jakurei, Mutan Sokan, Daitetsu Sorei, Jippo Ryoshu, et 
al., 50)1)1 .onto kelyaku)o (1380:10:20), Sojiji DS, in Ko.on)o, no. 86, 
1:61-62. In this docu.ent as well Tsugen is listed as current abbot 
while Mutan, Daitetsu and Jippo are listed as former abbots. 

144Tsugen Jakurei, Yotaku Tsugen Zen)l goroku, entry for 
1382:8:23, in 5Z, 5, Goroku, 1:65. In his inaugural remarks Tsugen 
named Jippo as Sojijl's previous abbot. 

145Rentoroku, fasc. 2, in 5Z, 16, 5hlden, 1:260b. 

146Por a traditional list of Gasan's "twenty-five disciples" 
(reprinted from an entry dated 1366:8:3 in Sojiji's register of abbots, 
the 50)1 Zen)l )usan no shldal) , see Tajima Hakudo, 50)i niso: Gasan 
JosekJ Zen)l (Tokyo: Daihorinkaku, 1965), 83-84. 
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requests to serve as abbot at Sojiji--three from Tsugen (in 1371, 1376, 

1397) and one fro. Jippo (in 1391).147 F!c~11y in iS84, the last of the 

so-called eleven faithful disciples. Chikudo Ryogen, was installed as 

Sojiji's tenth-generation abbot. Following Chikudo. however. the same 

difficulties persisted. By 1386 Daitetsu had become abbot for a second 

time. 148 Following Daitetsu, in 1388 Tsugen became Sojiji's abbot for 

his fourth tiae. 149 Unable to enlist the support of any of Gasan's 

other disciples, Tsugen, Jippo and Daitetsu finally were forced to turn 

to the heirs of Gasan's heirs. In the autumn of 1390 they elected 

Baisan Honpon (d.1417) as the eleventh-generation abbot of Sojiji. Two 

days before Baisan's inauguration (the day before Tsugen retired) 

Tsugen. Jippo. and Daitetsu issued their third directive. 150 

This 1390 directive established for the first time a fixed 

procedure for electing new abbots to Sojiji. In so doing, it 

essentially established Sojiji as the head temple of the five Gasan-line 

factions represented by Tsugen. Jippo, Daitetsu, Baisan and the late 

147Kindo Ryokiku (1408-1477). Gessen Ryoin Zenji gyojoki, in 
ZSZ. 10, Shlden. 536a. 

148Daitetsu Sorei. Sojiji joju monjo shin mokuroku (1386:9:29); 
and Sojiji hatto zoritsu chumon (1386:9:29:), Sojiji ns. in Koaonjo. 
nos. 98-99. 1:68-74. 

149Tsugen, Yotaku Tsugen Zenji goroku. entry for 1388:11:27. in 
SZ, 5. Goroku. 1:80a. 

150Tsugen Jakurei, Daitetsu Sorei, and Jlppo Ryoshu, Sojiji 
jinmlraisai jojo okibuai no koto (1390:10:20), formerly Sojiji D, rpt. 
in Kuriyama, Gakuzan shiron, 95-96. According to Nakajima (Soto kyodan 
no keisei, 82), this document existed as late as the early 1930s. For 
the date of Tsugen's retirement, see his Yotakuji Tsugen Zenji goroku, 
in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:88b. 
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Mutan Sokan. 151 Instead of referrin2 to Baisan's line, however, the 

dIrectIve used the na.e of 8alsnn's late teacher Talgen Sosh!n (d. 

ca.1371) who had served as Sojiji's third-generation abbot i .. ediately 

following Gasan's death in 1366.152 Pive monasteries (the main temples 

for each of these five factions) were directed to appoint future abbots. 

Each faction would nominate its own members to Sojiji abbotshlp, but the 

candidate had to receive approval fro. all five .onasteries. Even a 

monk who had never been abbot of a te.ple would be eligible so long as 

he was a member of one of the five factions. 

This system produced a steady supply of new abbots, beginning 

in 1393 with Tsugen's dIsciple Fusai Zenkyu (1347-1408).153 The date of 

the next abbot's inauguration is not known but judging from the fact 

that his successor. Chlkusan Tokusen (1344-1413). began his term in 1397 

we know that the new abbots appeared in regular succession. 154 The five 

factions continued to be represented at Sojiji by the five head temples 

151When the lines of authority within the Sata school were 
consolidated at the beginning of the Tokugawa period other lieages 
descendant fro. Gasan were formally affiliated with Sajiji. These 
included Mutei Ryosho's line (which restored the subte.ple originally 
managed by Mutan's lIne) and Genna Shinsho's line (which restored the 
subtcmple formerly managed by Daltetsu's line). 

152Tokugawa-period biographies of Taigen lict 1370 as the year 
of his death (Rentoroku. fasc. 2. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:258b). Temple 
documents. however. reveal that he was active as YOkoji's abbot as late 
as 1371 (see Pusatsu ekoryo sokkagyo chuaon [1371:9], in Komonjo, 
1:141). His term as Sojiji's abbot in 1366 also is documented by early 
records (see Joseki yui.otsu bunpaijo [1366:10:28], and Sojiji joju 
monjo mokuroku [1366:12:5], Sojiji DS, in Ko.onjo, nos. 1972-73, 3:5-8). 

153Pusai Zenji goroku, fasc. I, entry for 1393:10:2. in SZ, 5, 
Goroku, 1:123a. 

154Chlkusan Tokusen goroku. entry for 1397:10:3. In ZSZ. 3. 
Goroku, 1:2b. 
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of each lineage named in the third directive until at least 1402. 155 

Shortly thereafter. by 1411. subte.ples for each faction had been 

constructed within Sojiji just as had been done before at Yokoji. 156 

These five subtemples jointly managed Sojiji until modern times. 

insuring that Sojiji cOaManded the support of the majority of Sata 

temples affiliated with Gasan's line. At this time, former abbots fro. 

50jiji once again began serving terms at Yakoji. Daitetsu became 

Yokoji's twenty-seventh generation abbot sometime after 1402 (when he 

was at SOjiji).157 In 1406 Tsugen's disciple Fusai became Yakoji's 

twenty-ninth generation abbot. 158 Four years later in 1410 Chikusan 

also became abbot at YOkoji. 159 

155Daitetsu Sorei et al .• Jakin nenki Butsuji saja (1402:8:15). 
50jiji n5. in Ko.onjo. no. 108. 1:82-83. 

156Baisan Honpon and Chikuso Chikan. Fuzain kishiki (1411:6:11). 
Ryutakuji (FukUi Pref.) D5. in Ko.onjo. no. 1884. 2:740. This is the 
earliest published document mentioning any of the five subtemples within 
50jiji. According to Nakajima Jindo (Sata kyadan no keisei. 30). Sojiji 
possesses an earlier unpublished document (Enjuda bunden no koto [1408]) 
that also mentions the subtemples. References to the five subtemples or 
rules for the succession of abbots at 50jiji also occur in several 
spurious uocuments with very early dates--designed to attribute the 
origin of the subtemples to Keizan and Gasan. Included in this latter 
group are Keizan Jakin, Toji kaisan jlkkaja no klkyo (1324:3:16), in 
JDZ, 494-95: alt. SZ, 2, Shugen, 2:548-49: Gasan Joseki, Jasekl okibu.l 
(1362:2:9 and 1364:2:13), 50jiji ns, in Ko.onjo, nos. 1970-71, 3:4; and 
Taigen Soshin et al., Gasan .onpa no shu Sajiji juban no koto 
(1370:8:13). rpt. in Kuriyama, Sojijishl. 326. In the Ko.onjo docu.ent 
no. 1971 attributed to Gasan the words "five years" traditionally have 
been read as "five temples" (handwritten the characters appear similar). 

157See Daitetsu Sorei et al., Jakin nenki Butsuji saja 
(1402:8:15), 50jiji ns, in Ko.onjo, no. 108, 1:82-83. 

158Pusai Zenji goroku, fasc. I, entry for 1406:4:2, in SZ, 5. 
Goroku, 1:123a, 134b. 

159Chikusan Tokusen goroku, fasc. 1. entry for 1410:3:23. in 
ZSZ. 3. Goroku. 1:4a. 
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The return of Sajiji monks to Yokaji did not represent any 

reconciliation between the two monasteries. On the contrary, a document 

included in the Tokokukl indicates that the schism actually had grown 

worse. 160 This document contains the assertions of Meiho's faction. It 

purports to be the text of an appeal submitted by me.bers of Meiha's 

line to the military land steward of Nato in 1415. The main thrust of 

the arguments in the appeal reveals that Meiho's descendants had 

exclusive control of Daijoji, which they claiaed to be the head temple 

of Gikai's line--including Sajiji and all the other temples founded by 

Keizan. 161 In support of Daijoji's claim to special head-temple status 

the appeal asserted that a monastery founded by Gikai should be ranked 

higher since Gikai was Keizan's senior teacher and claimed that Sojiji 

amounted to no more than a prIvate temple since Keizan had bequeathed it 

to Gasan. The appeal further claimed that Keizan hi.self had ordered 

Meiha to administer the entire Sata school from Daijaji. Today Daijaji 

possesses just such an edit nwaing Meiha registrar (soroku) of Sota 

monks, supposedly sIgned by Keizan--which demonstrates that the 

fabrication of documents was not confined to Sojiji and Yakoji. 162 

Next, the appeal summarized the background of the schism 

between Yokaji and Sojiji. According to this account. the difficulties 

began during Taigen Soshin's term as abbot at Yakaji when he had 

160See Jujishoku nin katai monjo no koto. in Tokokukl, in SG, 
16:247-48: alt. in JDZ. 460-63. 

161The exclusive control of Daijoji by Meiha's descendants is 
confirmed by the Dalja renposhl, which shows that Kyoa Unryo was the 
only non-Meiha line abbot at Daijoji until the end of the sixteenth 
century (see SZ. 16, Shiden, 1:577-79). 

162Keizan JakIn, Jakin okibumi (1325:8:1). DaIjoji DS. In 
Komonjo. no. 1406, 2:409. 
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attempted to assert that former abbots from Sojiji should have the sa.e 

senior rank as former abbots from Daijoji. Mugai's faction also 

supported the claim for equal status. Gasan's faction from Sojiji and 

Mugai's faction from Jojuji had argued that Daijoji and their two 

teaples should have equal status because Keizan had allotted each to one 

of his disciples. The next Yokoji abbot fro~ $ojiji, Muto Esu, also had 

attempted to assert this claim for equal status but failed. The appeal 

states that when further efforts also proved fruitless, the Sojiji and 

Jojuji monks destroyed the subteaples managed by their factions at 

YOkoji and ceased all relations with Yokoji and Meiho's line for a 

period of twenty years. Thus far the Tokokukl document is in general 

agreement with the evidence available from sources related to Sojiji. 

The subsequent events upon which the appeal was based. however. are 

described only in this source. 

The appeal argues that the return of Sojiji monks to Vokoji had 

been facilitated through extortion by Sojiji's powerful patrons. In 

particular, the appeal states that the Jinbo family had forced Vokoji to 

admit Sojiji monks to superior status, by seizing the land holding of 

the patrons who supported Meiho-line temples. No sufficient evidence 

exists to prove or disprove tt.l= claim. 1S3 This version of events does 

fit with some of the known facts concerning the military conquests of 

the Jinbo family in the Noto area. Moreover, the Gasan-line monk Zuigan 

Shorin (mentioned by name in the appeal) who had moved from Sojiji to 

163Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun," 406-10. 
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YOkoji in 1406 was of Jinbo family descent. 164 As seen in the careers 

of Dogen's disciples described in the previous chapter. this appeal 

demonstrates that relationships between temples cannot be analyzed in 

full until more detailed knowledge concerning the relations between 

their respective patrons becoaes available. 

The above record, while incomplete, is sufficient for grasping 

the broad outline of Sojiji's ascension following Keizan's death. The 

goal that Keizan had worked for--namely, the cooperative management of 

Yokoji by the descendants of each of his disciples--had not survived 

beyond the lifetimes of his first generation of disciples. Instead of 

supporting Yokoji, Meiho's faction had atteMpted to consolidate its 

power at Daijoji while Gasan's faction had attempted to consolidate its 

power at Sojiji. By the tiae of the Meiho faction made their appeal in 

1415, Sojiji had emerged as the most powerful. Because of Sojiji's 

eventual success, the docusentary evidence for the policies implemented 

by Sojiji's abbots has been preserved. The policies of Sojiji's abbots 

alone cannot provide an adequate explanation for Sojiji's growing power 

and iaportance. The conflicts between Gasan's faction and the other 

medieval Soto factions become meaningful only when seen within the 

context of the sectarian networks of branch temples from which these 

factions derived their true strength. The next chapter. therefore, will 

examine the Soto school's patterns of regional growth. The early phases 

of this growth will reveal how patrons and monasteries interacted to 

164See (a) Zuigan Shorin, Zuigan Zenji goroku. in SZ, 5, Goroku. 
1:175a. entry for 1406:7; and (b) Reinan Shfijo, Rentoroku (1727), fasc. 
3. in SZ, 16. Shiden. 1:282b. The date in Zuigan's recorded sayings for 
his entry into Yokoji might be aistaken. since Pusai Zenkyu's recorded 
sayings also state that Pusai had entered Yokoji during the fourth month 
of that same year. 
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popularize Soto school practices. Later developments also will be 

discussed 1n order to clarify the roles of Eiheiji and Sojiji and other 

major temples in the regulation of Soto teachings and monks. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE FORMATION OF THE SOTO ORDER 

The regional expansion of the Soto school dates from Dagen's 

move to Echizen. From the very beginning Dogen's disciples had 

attempted to follow his example by founding new temples in remote areas. 

They succeeded in establishing major Sata monasteries not only in north

central Japan (Echizen and Kaga) but also in the southern island of 

Kyushu (Higo). Keizan subsequently expanded the range of temples in his 

control from Kaga Province to Noto. Keizan's four main disciples (i.e., 

Meiho, Mugai, Gasan, and Koan) , however, devoted their energies to 

consolidating the economic foundations of his temples rather than 

attempting to found new ones. Of these four lines, the impetus for 

continued regional growth came mainly from among Gasan's disciples. 

Histories compiled during the Tokugawa period credit the founding of 

more than twenty monasteries to just thirteen of Gasan's disciples. 

Geographically these monasteries range over seventeen provinces, from 

Mutsu on the northern tip of Honshu to Hyuga on the southern tip of 

Kyushu. In other words, monks from just one monastery (Sojiji) had laid 

the foundations for the development of Sata communities literally from 

one end of Japan to the other--within the span of just one dharma

generation (see figure' 6). 

230 
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FIGtrnB 6 

MONASTERIES ATTRIBUTED TO GASAN'S DISCIPLES 

Disciple Boae Monastery Monastery 
Province Naae Location 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ------- - - - - -

I. Mugai Ensho Satsu.a Kotokuji Hyiiga 
(1311-1381) 

2. Tsiigen Jakurei Bungo Yotakuji Tanba 
(1322-1391) Ryiisenji Echizen 

3. Musai Junsho Nato Jitokuji Etchii 
(d.138t) 

4. Genno Shinsho Echigo Taikyiiji Boki 
(1329-1400) Senkeiji Shimotsuke 

Jigenji Iwashiro 

5. Taigen Soshin Kaga Butsudaji Kaga 
(d.1371 ) 

6. Daitetsu Sorei Hizen Myooji Mino 
(1333-1408) Rissenji Etchii 

Gokokuji Settsu 

7. Mutan Sogan Noto Shoenji Echizen 
(d.1387) 

8. Jikueen Chosai Balkoin Noto 

9. Dosa Doai Ugo Eltokuji Rikuchu 
(d.1379) Kotakuji Mutsu 

10. Gessen Ryuin Mutsu Hodaji Ugo 
(1319-1400) Ryiionji Hitachi 

Daitsiiji Shi.osa 

II. Chikudii Ryiigen Ya.ashiro Kenfukuji Shlaa 

12. Jippo Ryoshii Yojuji Nato 
(d.1405) Reishoji Shinano 

13. Mutei Ryosho Noto Shobiiji Mutsu 
(1313-1361 ) 
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Tokugawa-period historians most certainly exaggerated the 

nuaber of temples attributed to this group of thirteen disciples. Their 

exaggerations, however, can be seen as a supplement to the gaps in the 

historical record of Gasan's other disciples whose biographies were lost 

and whose temples were destroyed. Possibly the actual number of Sata 

temples founded by Gasan's disciples exceeds the exaggerated claims of 

later generations.l As indicated by the wide geographic distribution of 

the new Sata monasteries, Gasan's disciples were remarkably well-

traveled. Of the thirteen disciples mentioned above only three were 

frOM Noto (the location of Sajiji) and only two more were from 

neighboring provinces. More importantly, only one is known to have 

returned to his native province. Most of Gasan's other disciples seem 

to have journeyed across wide areas of Japan. Tsugen Jakurei, for 

exa.ple, was a native of Bungo, yet his main monastery was founded in 

Tanba. Genna Shinsha arrived at Sajiji from Echigo, but later founded 

monasteries in Hoki, Shimotsuke and Iwashiro. Likewise, although 

Daitetsu Sorei came from Kyushu, he established monasteries in Mino, 

Etchu and Settsu--all provinces of central Japan. 

In contrast to the wide travels of Gasan's disciples, the monks 

whc studied under Keizan's other heirs (i.e., Meiha, Mugai, and Koan) 

seem to have been active mainly within the north-central region, near 

Daijaji, YOkaji and Sojiji. Because of their proximity to these major 

IPor several attempts to gauge the early Sata school's rate of 
growth, see: Hirose Ryaka, "Sota Zensa no chiha katsuda," in Chlho 
bunka no dento to 80%0, ed. Chihoshi Kenkyu kyogikai (Tokyo: Yusankaku, 
1976), 134-35; Hirose Ryoko, "Chusei koki ni okeru Zensa-Zenji to chiiki 
shakai: Tokai-Kanta chiha no Satoshu wo chushin to shite" rpt. in Dagen 
to Sotoshu, ed. Kawamura Kada and Ishikawa Rikizan, 217-18; Ishikawa 
Rikizan, NChusei Sotoshu no chiha tenkai to Genna Shinsho," 18K, 31:1 
(Dec. 1982), 227-28; and Wata Kenju, "Minzokugakuteki tachiba kara aita 
Sotoshu no hatter. nl tsuite," SG, 2 (1960): 126. 
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monasteries and to each other, the temples founded by these monks never 

obtained powerful patronage or secure sources of income. Ultimately, 

most of these monasteries were unable to survive the turmoil of Ikko 

lkki and other warfare of the aedieval period. For example, six Yokaji-

affiliated monasteries located in the Suzu area of Noto disappeared 

between 1479 and 1574. All six of these lost monasteries had been 

founded by monks in the Koan and Meiha lines. 2 Among Meiho's dharma 

heirs, only Daichi succeeded in founding a major monastery in another 

region of Japan, namely, Kofukuji in Oigo. Yet Daichi not only lost the 

support of his principal patron (the ill-fated Kikuchi family) but also 

failed to establish any policies to insure the survival of his line.3 

The ascension of Sojiji (described above), therefore had been rooted in 

the support it commanded from a wide geographic base, a base made 

possible by the greater propensity for travel found among Gasan's 

disciples. The reasons for this geographical disparity between the 

lineages founded by Keizan's disciples re~ain unclear. Simple 

chronology might have been one contributing cause. Gasan was both 

younger and longer-lived than Keizan's other disciples. By the time his 

students were leaving Sajiji to establish themselves, monks in the other 

Sat a lineages already had founded monasteries in the neighboring areas. 

The monasteries founded by Gasan's disciples, in turn, became 

centers for further regional expansion. As new branch temples were 

founded by disciples of Gasan's disc:iples, the older Sota monasteries 

2Ifune Danzen, "Kyodo Zenshushi: Nota Suzu jiin no seiritsu wo 
chushin ni," 5G, 15 (1973): 50-55. 

3Hirose Ryoka, "Daichi Zenji to sono monka no jiin sosha ni 
tsuite," 5G, 14 (1972): 143-48; and "Sotoshfi chiho tenkai ni kansuru 
ichi kasatsu: Daichi to Higo kuni Kikuchishi no baai," Koaazawa 
shigaku, 21 (1974): 38-59. 
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becaae heads of regional factions. These factions rarely overlapped 

geographically because of the great distances that separated each of 

these monasteries founded by Gasan's direct disciples. Therefore, the 

Sata school expanded simultaneously into many regions across Japan. 

Initially, the majority of new Sata monasteries and temples seem to have 

been founded primarily in mountainous regions or in poorer agricultural 

areas--the types of locations where other strong Buddhist organizations 

were lacking. Support for the construction of the new Sata temples came 

mainly from middle-level, landed warrior groups or from locally powerful 

cultivators.4 As a group these patrons rarely were important enough to 

appear in historical records, but just wealthy and numerous enough to 

sponsor scores of new temples. 5 The pace of new temple construction 

must have been staggering. Reliable dates for the founding of many Sata 

temples are impossible to obtain, yet repeated surveys suggest that the 

majority had been founded (or were converted to the Sata school) during 

the two-hundred year period between 1450 and 1650.6 Even if one were to 

assume that only half of the 17,549 Sata temples reported in a Tokugawa-

period census (ca.1745-1747) were founded during this period, simple 

4The standard profile of Sata expansion and its sponsors is 
su .. arized in Hirose Ryaka, "Chusei koki ni okeru Zenso-ZenJi." 214-20; 
and Wata, "Minzokugakuteki tachiba kara mita Sotashu," 126-29. 

5Pujioka Daisetsu. "Zenshfi no chiho denpa to sono juyasa ni 
tsuite: Muromachi zenki wo chushin ni," in Nlhon shUkyoshl kenkyu. 1. 
Soshlkl to dendo, ed. Nihon ShUkyashi KenkyUkai (Kyoto: Hazakan. 1967). 
117-18. 

6See Sakurai Shuyu. "Keizan Zenji monryu no kyadan keisei: 
Kyagakuteki shiten kara Oku no Sh5boji wo chushin to shite" (1974). rpt. 
in Dogen Zenjl to Sotoshu, 200-2; Ya~amoto Seiki. "Chusei ni okeru 
Sotashu no chih5 hatten," in Kasahara Kazuo hakase kanreki kinen Nlhon 
shUkyoshl ronshu, 1 (Tokyo: YoshJkawa Kabunkan. 1976), 450-51; HanukJ 
Masai, "Zenshu no hat ten to jJppa danna," in Chlho bunka no dcnto to 
sozo, 113; Hirose, "ChfiseJ kaki nJ okeru Zenso-Zenji." 218; and Wata. 
"Minzokugakuteki tachiba kara mita Sotashu." 126. 
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arithmetic would suggest that on the average more than forty-three new 

temples and monasteries were founded each year. 7 Regardless of the 

precise figures, this obviously high rate of growth raises several basic 

questions. Who supported the new Soto temples and monasteries and why? 

Why did some lineages thrive while others died out? What policies were 

devised by Sota monks to manage these vast numbers of new temples? 

Patterns of Regional Growth 

The complex combination of events leading to the foun~ing of 

each new Soto temple resist reduction to simple formulae. Yet in 

general medieval Sato temples can be divided into two broad categories 

depending on whether the primary motivation for the temple's 

construction originated within the patron's own circumstances or 

developed as a result of direct proselytizing by a local Soto teacher. 

Traditional accounts of Japanese Zen history have emphasized the 

indispensable role of the warrior patrons who donated the lands and 

yearly income for new temples. In this view, the popularization of 

Japanese Soto depended upon patrons who imposed the new temples upon the 

local population, "from the top down,b as part of policies intended to 

further secular political goals. S In examining these political 

policies, however, one must not lose sight of efforts of itinerant Zen 

teachers to proselytize and popularize Soto religious practices--efforts 

which would have enhanced the political appeal of temple patronage. 

7Enkyodo Sotoshu jiin honmatsucho (1745-1747); rev. edn. (1760), 
24 fasc.; rpt. Kagaaishima Sojun, ed., Enkyodo Sotoshu jiin honmatsucho 
(1944; rpt. Tokyo: Meicho FukyUkai, 1980), 5, 10. 

8See , for example, Suzuki Taizan, "Soto Zen no kofu to sono 
gegosha,b in Koku.in seikatsushi kenkyu, 4, Seikatsu to shUkyo, ed. Ito 
Tasaburo (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kabunkan, 1960), 270-71. 
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Although most well-kno~~ monasteries enjoyed strong secular patronage, 

when surveyed as a whole the majority of Soto temples have no records of 

secular founding patrons. 9 This information would not have been easily 

lost, since at the very least every temple would be expected to perform 

annual memorial services for its founding patron. In many cases even 

temples that did have a founding patron, actual patronage began only 

after proselytizing by a Soto teacher had attracted widespread support 

among the local populace. 10 

A well-known example of this process would be the Soto 

monastery Ryuenji in Kumagaya (Saitama Pref.). This monastery was 

founded in 1411 through the patronage of a local warrior known as Narita 

Ietoki. The founding abbot of Ryuenji, Woan Seijun, originally had 

taken up residence In a nearby Amida chapel. According to Ryuenji 

tradition, Seijun spent all his time at the Amida chapel either in Zen 

meditation or in chanting. The local people soon began to regard him as 

a Zen saint (rakan). They came in great numbers to request Seijun to 

copy scriptures or to perform Buddhist rituals in their behalf. It was 

only after Narita Ietoki had sent his men to investigate the cause of 

Seijun's growing popularity that he (Narita) decided to sponsor a new 

monastery (the future Ryuenji) for Seijun. 11 In this case, the 

establishment of a new Sota monastery was effected "fro. the bottom up," 

9This conclusion is based on Hirose Ryako's survey of Sata 
temples in MikaNa (in "Chusei koki ni okeru Zenso-Zenji." 226-27). 

10Tamamuro Taijo, Soshlkl Bukkyo (Tokyo: Daihorinkaku, 1963), 
211-21. 

11Waan Seijun Zenji gyoJo, included as part of Ryuen Seijun K1un 
Itsu goroku narab1 n1 gyojo, camp. Daiso Shusa (d.1537), in SZ, 5, 
Goroku, 1:215. In spite of the many hagiographical elements found in 
this biography (most of which have been omitted the above summation), 
the core sequence of events remains believable. 
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as the secular patron attempted to respond to (and to take advantage of) 

the fa.e acquired by a resident So to teacher among the local villagers. 

A similar process must have occurred among many of the 

monasteries founded by Gasan's disciples and by their heirs. Unless 

these monks already had been journeying through the remote provinces of 

Japan they would not have attracted the patronage necessary to found 

their distant monasteries. Strong support for this assuaptlon comes 

fro. one impartial observer, Kisen Shusho (d.1493)--an officer within 

the Gozan registrar of monks (soroku). Kisen described Gasan's lineage 

as being composed of self-styled "men of the Way" (donin) who travel 

about the country residing in rural chapels and shrines. 12 Kisen framed 

his remark as a criticism, yet it accurately characterizes the efforts 

of Soto monks to gain control of rural religious facilities. Mujaku 

Myoyu (1333-1393) would be a prime example of the type of Soto monk 

referred to by Kisen. Mujaku's travels covered more than ten provinces, 

during which he administered the bodhisattva precepts to celebrants fro. 

the Grand Shrine of lse, resided on sacred Mt. Miwa, and converted at 

least seven rural chapels into Soto teaples.13 

To understand how Soto monks would convert rural chapels into 

new monasteries, it is necessary to examine the role of these religious 

120nryoken nichiroku. entry for 1488:6:4. in NBZ, 135:217-18. 

13Kosan Myosan. Chokushi Shinku Zenji gyodoki (1442), in SZ. 17, 
Shiden. 2:273-75; and Myoden (d.1871), Koka keifuden (1845), fasc. 3. in 
SZ, 16. Shiden. 1:537-40. 
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facilities within rural village~.14 The origins of most medieval Sote 

monasteries are found in the religious halls of rural villages--just as 

Morookadera, a shrine ct3pel, had been converted into SOjiji. Saall 

Buddhist chapels were an universal feature of rural village co.munities 

by the early medieval period. Originally these worship halls would have 

lacked any full-time, resident monks or sectarian affiliation. Later 

historical sources often identify Soto monasteries as having been built 

at the site of a former "Tendai" or "Shingon" chapel, but these 

sectarian labels usually are based merely on the chapel's original name 

or the type of image originally enshrined there. In actual practice 

rural chapels served as a center for whatever rituals might be performed 

by any itinerant religious teacher who happened to be available.15 An 

association of village elders collectively supervised maintenance and 

seasonal rites. The social functions of these chapels. therefore, 

extended beyond occasional religious services. As village co .. unities 

attempted to assert greater social and political independence during the 

fourteenth century local shrines and Buddhist chapels provided potent 

symbols of co •• unal solidarity. For example. a religious service might 

conclude with the villager leaders drinking consecrated water together 

as an oath of unity.16 

14The information on village chapels in this paragraph is based 
upon Asaka Toshiki, "Sondo to Rinka: Raga Chofukuji no seiritsu wo 
megutte, " Bukkyo shlgaku. 14:4 (Nov. 1969), 17-35. The term "village" 
is not li.ited to any particular Japanese historical term, but refers to 
the com.unal groups defined by Nagahara Reiji with Rozo Vamamura, 
"Village Com.unities and Daimyo Power," in Japan in the Huro_Bchl Age, 
ed. John W. Hall and Toyoda Takeshi (Berkeley: U. of Calif. Press, 
1977), 107. Other ter.s used in this paragraph also conform to 
Nagahara's article (pp. 107-27). 

15Hanuki, "Zenshu no hatten to jippo danna," 121. 

16Nagahora, "Village Co •• unities," 119. 
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The conversion of a com.unal village chapel into a foraal 

Buddhist teaple based on private patronage increased the authority that 

a private patron could exercise over the village. The regional 

expansion of the So to school began during a period when the growth of 

exploitable wealth in aedieval village communities led to increased 

co.petition for control over local aeans of production. Regional 

warriors, proprietorial lords, or village leaders all would have seen 

sponsoring a new monastery as one means of enhancing their religious 

prestige and local power.17 For this reason, the incorporation of rural 

village chapels into the formal Buddhist denominations reflects the 

outcome of localized power struggles. Each local competing faction 

would have attempted to draw the chapel into its own power base. 

According to the "conversion from above" theory described above, new 

Soto temples were sponsored by locally powerful leaders who exploited 

the religious authority conferred by the new temple. But without this 

type of powerful patron, a new temple could be founded in a well-unified 

village only by a Buddhist teacher who already had earned the confidence 

of the village elders. In this latter case, the new temple could 

function as a rallying point for resistance to outside exploitation. If 

a Buddhist teacher would win both the support of the village as a whole 

and the support of the local military lord, the new temple could 

function as a significant avenue of co.munication and mutual 

acco •• odation between lord and peasantry. 

The rapid growth of new Soto monasteries in rural areas 

reSUlted froa the ability of Soto monks to attract the support of the 

ascending local power groups. In Kamakura and in Kyoto leading warriors 

I7Xawakubo, "Taiso no shfikyo no rekishiteki seikaku," 50-52. 
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had sponsored Zen teachers for their knowledge of Chinese culture. their 

Confucian learning, and their strict monastic discipline. In rural 

areas these qualities were insufficient (although still very important). 

Unlike Kyoto or Ka.akura, rural areas lacked any established leaders 

cosmopolitan (or powerful) enough to invite unknown Zen .asters from 

afar. If the Soto monks had not already journeyed into the isolated 

areas for personal proselytizing they could not have converted such 

large numbers of rural chapels. Both willingness to travel into unknown 

areas and strong personal charisma were essential for success. The 

biographies of prominent So to monks abound with tales of supernatural 

events that supposably had occurred during their travels. While these 

stories cannot be accepted as literal truth, they indicate the 

iaportance that dIsciples and te.ple patrons attached to mystical 

abilities and religious miracles.18 In theIr strong mystical charisma. 

many early So to teachers resemble the ancIent mountain ascetics (zenji) 

as well as their contemporary counterparts, the rural yamabushi and 

hijiri who wandered across the countryside acquirIng power through 

communion with sacred mountains. 

The biography of Mujaku Myoyu's disciple Tenshin Yuteki (1341-

1413) reveals a particularly strong connection between mountain 

asceticism and village chapel conversions. Tenshin had been living in 

seclusion in Kinsei Village (Chikuzen Province) when the local residents 

first asked him to found a new temple. Not knowing whether or not to 

18Por a literary treatment of a supernatural tale concerning the 
Sato monk Kaian Myokei (1422-1493), see the "Aozukin" chapter of Ueda 
Akinari's Ugetsu .onogatari (pub. 1776), trans. Leon M. Zolbrod, Ugetsu 
Honogatarl: Tales of Hoonlight and Rain, A Co.plete English Version of 
the Eighteenth-Century Japanese Collection of Tales of the Supernatural 
by Ueda Aklnari, 1734-1809 (Vancouver: U. of British Columbia Press: 
Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1974), 185-94. 
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accept their request, Tenshin journeyed to the nearby sacred mountain, 

Mt. Hiko, to pray for a sign. Later when Tenshin returned to Kinsei 

Village a rock fell out of the sleeve of his robe. The biography 

asserts that just as the rock hit the ground a three-foot tall man 

suddenly appeared--the spirit from the mountain. This apparition of the 

mountain spirit was the sign of approval Tenshin sought. He thereupon 

proceeded to found Zuisekiji (Omen Rock Monastery).19 Similar accounts 

of mountain spirits endorsing the founding of new Sota monasteries 

commonly occur in temple records. These claims are found not only in 

later records but also in the writings of temple founders. Gas~n's 

disciple Hutei Ryosho, for example, wrote that a series of dreams and a 

visitation by a sacred deer at Ht. Kuroishi in 1348 had convinced him 

that the mountain spirit wanted him to found a new monastery.20 

Gasan's Sojiji must have attracted many monks from among the 

ranks of traditional ascetic rural travelers. Only seasoned travelers 

would have journeyed to its remote location on the Noto peninsula. Even 

monks without any experience in mountain pilgrimages would have had many 

opportunities to observe the practices of other mountain ascetics 

because the road leading from Yokoji to Soj1ji passes along the base of 

Sekidozan (a.k.a. Isurugiyama), a major sacred mountain. 21 Likewise, 

many of the monasteries founded by Gasan's disciples also are located 

along mountain pilgrimage routes or even within the environs of well-

19Rentoroku, fasc. 4, in SZ. vol. 16, Shlden, 1:299. 

2~utei Ryasho, Ryosho yuaekl (n.d., and 1349:1:1), Shaboji 
(Iwate Pre!.) ns, in Komonjo, nos. 934-35, 2:60-62. Several similar 
stories are discussed in detail in chapter 6. 

21Sato Shunka, MSekldozan shinko," 73-102. 
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known sacred mountains.22 The subsequent generations of Sato monks 

journeying between these mountain monasteries naturally would have 

acquired many of the traits of traditional mountain ascetics. 

The similarities between early medieval Sot a and traditional 

mountain asceticism also has been explained at resulting from the 

influence of Hakusan Tendai. According to Imaeda Aishin. "Hakusan 

Tendai" refers to all the ancient chapels on sacred mountains throughout 

northern Japan that traditionally have been used by wandering ascetics. 

These temples form a separate branch of Tendai headquartered at Heisenji 

on sacred Hakusan (the White Mountain) near which Eiheiji is located. 

Imaeda identifies Heisenji as a medieval rival of Mt. Hiei and Onjoji 

(the two main Tendai establishments). Keizan's ready acceptance of 

Hakusan worship would have facilitated the conversion of the mountain 

ascetics at Hakusan-Tendai temples. In Imaeda's view the link between 

Kei7.an and Hakusan worship explains why Sojiji expanded rapidly while 

Eiheiji failed to develop its own regional branch temples.23 Imaeda has 

raised a very important issue. Japanese Sato monks traditionally have 

carried talismans that invoke the protection of "akusan and many Seta 

monasteries enshrine "akusan as a guardian spirit. 24 Likewise. Keizan's 

writings do contain repeated references to the spirit of "akusan. One 

22See • for example, a a&p showing the location of the many 
sacred mountains near Tsugen Jakurei's Yotakuji. in Nakajima. Soto 
kyodan no keisei. 92 fig. 98. 

23"Keizan Zenji no rekishiteki chii: "akusan Tendai to no 
kanren to shite," in Keizan Zenji kenkyu. 82-99. 

24Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Satashu kirikami no bunrui shiron." 
pt. 6. KBRS. 16 (1985): 128-29. 
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Sata temple (Senkaji. Fukuoka Pref.) even possesses a Hakusan talisman 

said to be in Keizan's own handwriting. 25 

The evidence. however. is not as simple as Imaeda suggests. 

Even the existence of a medieval "Hakusan Tendai" has not been 

established. Rather than forming a separate sect. medieval Heisenji 

actually had strong ties to both Mt. Hiei and Onjaji. Sekidazan. the 

sacred mountain near YOkaji and Sajiji which Imaeda identifies as a 

branch of Hakusan. had strong affiliations with the Shingon school on 

Mt. Kaya. The mountain spirit of Hakusan always has been regarded as a 

manifestation of the eleven-headed form of Kannon bodhisattva. Yet the 

spirit of Sekidazan (known as Gosha) represents Kokuza bodhisattva. 

Many medieval Sat a monasteries did originate as Kannon chapels (as also 

did Dagen's Kashaji in Kyoto). but not necessarily as branches of 

Heisenji. Tsugen's Yatakuji. for example. enshrines a "Guze" Kannon and 

Mutei's Shabaji enshrines a "Nyoirin" Kannon--not the eleven-headed form 

associated with lIakusan. Moreover. Keizan had identified the guardian 

spirit of Yakaji as Inari. Legends linking early Sata leaders (such as 

Dogen. Keizan. and Gasan) to Hakusan cannot be traced to sources earlier 

than the Tokugawa period. Although Imaeda's hypothesis is intriguing. 

the actual role of Hakusan worship in the popularization of medieval 

Sata remains mysterious. 26 

Moreover. lone Sata monks could proselytize effectively without 

appeals to "akusan faith. They possessed many advantages over 

traditional itinerant holy men. First. Sata monks were fully ordained 

25A detail of the talisman attributed to Keizan appears in a 
plate. SG. 16 (1974). 

26Sata Shunka. "Sekidozan shinka." 73-102. 
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members of the clergy, trained not only in the Confucian learning and 

the Zen monastic discipline mentioned above but also empowered to 

conduct precept ordinations and Buddhist funerals.27 Medieval recorded 

sayings reveal that even mountain ascetics (yamabushl) ~ould come to 

Sata teachers for funeral services. 28 Second, through their Zen lineage 

Sata monks could clafm inheritance to an unbroken transmission of 

enlightenaent derived directly from the Buddha. And finally, among most 

rural Japanese the Seta monks' ability to sit for hours in silent Zen 

meditation would have been perceived as an even stronger source of 

magical power (zenjoriki) , available year-round without the monks' 

having to journey to distant mountains. The following folk legend 

concerning Baisan Honpon illustrates how a traditional Buddhist miracle 

motif would be adapted to emphasize Zen powers. 

Baisan is said to have always traveled in complete poverty--

when people gave him rice he would cook it for other monks. One night 

he took refuge in a rural hoae while the master of the house was away. 

When the master returned completely drunk later that night, he mistook 

Saisan's seated figure for an intruder--someone who had sneaked into his 

house to see his wife. He drew his sword in a jealous rage and cleaved 

into the Monk. The following morning, however, the master awoke sober 

and full of remorse at his rash deed. He rushed into the front room to 

discover whom he had killed. To his surprise he found Baisan calmly 

sitting in .editation completely unharmed. Shocked, the man asked how 

can this be? Baisan said nothing. Instead Baisan took out the small 

270rdinations and funeral rites will be discussed in chapters 7 
and 8 below. 

28See , for example, Kikuin Zuitan (1447-1524), Klkuin osha Bgyo, 
in SZ. 5, Goroku, 1:562a-b. 
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image of Kannon bodhisattva that he always carried inside his robe and 

carefully unwrapped its cloth cover. Inside the Kannon had been split 

in two. At that very aoment. the aan bowed down and becaae Baisan's 

disciple. 29 This story contains all the standard elements of a typical 

"body exchange" (mlkawari) tale in which n bodhisattva endures an injury 

in place of another (i.e .• the piety and charity of the victim versus 

the wrongful anger of the attacker). Yet it also makes clear that 

Baisan enjoyed the miraculous protection of the Buddhas because of his 

seated meditation. It was the charisma of Baisan's silent. seated 

figure that won the instant devotion of the penitent warrior. 

Warrior Patronage 

Within two or three generations Gasan's line had established a 

new series of Soto monasteries widely dispersed throughout every region 

of Japan. This explosive geographical expansion was followed by an 

extremely rapid numerical rate of growth (see above) as numerous saaller 

temples were founded in the areas surrounding each of the regional 

monasteries. The temples and monasteries belonging to this second tier 

of growth are strongly associated with the "conversion fro. above" 

patterns of warrior patronage described by early Zen historians. 

Although the newly emerging warrior groups of this period (i.e .• after 

Gasan) typically differed econoaically and socially from those of the 

Kaaakura period. aany of their policies toward temple patronage were 

siailar.30 As was the case with the Kawajiri. Togashi. and Ijira 

29Nlchlikl (1694). fasc. 1. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:52b. 

30Regarding the characteristics of warrior patronage. see 
Fujioka. "Zcnshu no chiho denpa." 113-37; Suzuki Taizan. "Sotoshu no 
kofu." 270-76; Kawai. Chusei buke shakai no kenkyu. 262-90: and Kawai. 
"Chusei bushidan no ujigami ujidera." 5-28. 
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families described earlier, temple patronage by warriors served both 

religious and secular goals. In brief. the main characteristics of 

warrior patronage can be summarized as follows: (1) The founding of new 

temples would be an integral part of larger strategic policies. 

(2) Typical reasons for temple patronage would include the patron's 

desire to strengthen his geographic ties to a region and to assert his 

loyalty to (or his independence from) other patrons. (3) Often new 

temples would enshrine the patron's ancestors, thereby using the 

temple's religious authority to strengthen family loyalties. (4) In 

order to enhance the patron's own prestige a prestigious monk would be 

invited to serve as the founding abbot. (5) Disciples of the founding 

monk would found branch temple sponsored by relatives and retainers of 

the .ain patron, thereby reinforcing the patron's alliances. (6) 

Military considerations might influence the selection of the site of the 

new temple.31 (7) Rather than exclusive faith, warriors would support a 

wide variety of religious practices and institutions. 

Two examples will serve to illustrate how these types of 

policies influenced the establishment of medieval Sata monasteries. 

Both of our examples come from Yamamoto Seiki's research on the 

patronage of Sata temples by minor warrior groups that rose to local 

31This point is difficult to document except by anecdotal 
evidence. Compared to the rather remote locations of many early Sata 
monasteries, later temples tend to be located along river basins and 
crossroads or at the outer boundaries of towns--all locations where 
walled temples could be used for a wide variety of military purposes. 
The large number of temples burned in the wars of this period also 
suggests that these military considerations had not been ignored. 
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proainence in Kozuke (modern Gun.a Pref.) during the early fifteenth 

century.32 

The first example concerns the Shiroi branch of the Nagao 

family. This faaily initially had gained control of the Shiroi area 

through its association with the Yaaanouchi line of the Uesugi. The 

head of the Shiroi branch. Nagao Kagenaka (1388-1463). had served under 

five generations of Uesugi (i.e .• Norisada. Norimoto [1383-1418]. 

Norizane [1411-1466]. Noritada [1433-1454]. and Fusaaki [1432-1466]). 

Kagenaka performed his duties so well that the Yaaanouchi Uesugi 

actually owed much of their own authority to his persistent efforts. 

Kagenaka had distinguished hiaself in the eyes of the Ashikaga shogunate 

by leading his aen to repeated victories in the series of military 

campaigns generally known as the revol~ of Zenshu (1416). the Eikyo 

disturbance (1438). and the battle against V-uki (1440). Moreover. 

Kagenaka's political endeavors in Kyoto succeeded in having Uesugi 

Fusaaki appointed to the post of Kaaakura Kanrei (i.e .. chief executive 

officer of the Ashikaga shogunate) in 1445. Because Fusaaki was then 

only thirteen years old. Kagenaka served as his regent. 33 Through these 

actions Kagenaka had firmly established his family's military and 

32See his "Chiho bushidan no Sotoshu juya ni tsuite." in Zenshu 
no sho .ondai. 253-77; "Chusei ni okeru SotG~hij no chiha hatten." in 
Kasahara Kazuo hakase kanreki kinen Nihon shUkyoshi ronshu, 1 (Tokyo: 
Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1976). 447-71; "Kita Joshij ni okeru Sata Zen no 
denpa ni tsuite: Shirai Nagaoshi no baai," in Nihon ni okeru seiji to 
shUkyo, ed. Kasahara Kazuo (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 1974). 55-82: 
and "Sengoku shoki ni okeru Zenso no rinri shiso ni tsuite," in Nihon nl 
okeru rinri to shUkyo. ed .• Shiaode Sekiyo (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 
1980). 193-216. Many details of Kozuke local history and faaily 
relationships during this period are subject to dispute. In the 
following paragraphs. I am relying on Ya.amoto's interpretations. 

33Isshu Shoi. "Goyo no kin (1464). in Kozuke Sorinji denki. in 
SZ. 15. Jishl. 413-14. This temple history actually is a detailed 
biography of Nagao Kagenaka. 
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political preeminence among the retainers of the Yamanouchi line. He 

laid the groundwork for the Nagao to totally usurp the Uesugi at the 

tiae of Nagao Kagetora (1530-1578; a.k.a. Uesugi Kenshin) 

In 1447 Kagenaka retired while at the height of his power. He 

for.ally received a lay ordination from a Seta teacher and bequeathed 

all his responsibilities to his son Kagenobu. Three years later in 1450 

he ordered his son to sponsor the construction of a new Sate Zen 

monastery. That monastery. Serinji. was inaugurated by the Sato teacher 

Isshu Shei (1416-1487). Kagenaka never recorded the reasons why he 

decided to sponsor Serinji. Certainly his eclectic religious practices 

would have precluded any exclusive faith or sudden conversion to Zen. 

Kagenaka's regular pattern of worship is extreaely weli 

docu.ented.34 He patronized a wide variety of religious establishments. 

among which the Shiroi shrine dedicated to the Nagao family ancestor was 

the most i.portant. There Kagenaka enshrined copies of his family 

history and convened military consuls to decide strategy. Within the 

precincts of the ancestral shrine Kagenaka also erected a smaller shrine 

dedicated to Ise, because he believed that the Shiroi lands had once 

been managed as income property for the Grand Shrine at Ise.35 Resident 

shrine celebrants were ordered to offer prayers day and night for the 

34Isshu Shoi. "Goya no ki." in Kozuke Sarin}i denki. in SZ. 15. 
Jishi. 413-15. 

35Ise Shrine estates (i.e •• • ikuriya) usually would have an 
official branch shrine (shinaeisha) of lse because the produce froa 
these lands would be treated as official offerings to the shrine. The 
branch shrines constructed as a result of this economic arrangement 
promoted strong faith in lse aaong the landed warrior groups during the 
aedieval period. See Hagiwara Tatsuo. Chusei saishi soshiki no kenkyu 
(Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 1962). 474-86; and Kawai H8saharu. "Ise 
jingU to buke shakai" (1955). rpt. in Ise shinka I: Kodai-chusei. ed. 
!fagiwara Tatsdo. Hinshu Shukyoshi Sosho. 1 (Tokyo: yusankaku. 1985). 
73-80. 
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ailitary success of the Nagao troops. The Shiroi branch of the Nagao 

faaily also had sponsored another Buddhist temple, at which they 

enshrined an iaage of Benzaiten. Kagenaka regularly prayed at this 

family temple for worldly success. At that same temple he later 

enshrined a sixteen-foot iaage of Aaida Buddha in order to pray for the 

salvation of his men who had fallen in battle. For his men who were 

still living, he built a Confucian hall (seidO) and hired a Confucian 

scholar from Kyoto to lecture six days each month on duty and loyalty. 

All of these rites and observances focused on the collective success of 

the Nagao line. 

Kagenaka's new Sato monastery, Sorinji. emphasized the 

salvation and the aggrandizement of Nagao Kagenaka. Kagenaka's recorded 

connections to the Sate school began with a lay ordination. More 

significantly, his Seto observances concluded with a Zen funeral. Not 

only was Kagenaka interred at Sorinji, but his funeral was followed by 

the dedication of a statue in his likeness. also enshrined at Sorinji.36 

Isshu Shoi (the master of Sorinji) wrote a detailed biography of 

Kagenaka to commemorate the first anniversary of his death. emphasizing 

his military success, his administrative virtue, and his religious 

piety.37 On a personal level, the lay ordination offered a tangible 

link to the Buddha, while the funeral service would have been performed 

as a syabolic testament to Kagenaka's salvation. 38 Likewise. the very 

elaborate series of rites that accompany a Zen funeral. the ostentatious 

36Isshu Shel. "Nagao Shaken yozoki" (1463). in Kozuke Sarinji 
denki, in SZ. 15. Jishi, 412. 

37Isshu Shoi, "Goyo no ki" (1464). in Kazuke Sarinji denki. in 
SZ. 15. Jishi. 412-15. 

38See below. chapters 7-8. 
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statue of Kagenaka, and the picus biography all would help i .. ortalize 

his memory. On a political level. these acts would have lent the 

religious authority of Sorinji to the Nagao family's administration of 

Shiroi and to their military co .. and. 

The Nagao family was served by two local peasant leaders, 

namely. the Numata to the north and the Obata to the south.39 Members 

of all three families and the men they commanded fought side by side. 

Because Nagao Kagenaka and his son Kagenobu frequently left Shiroi to 

manage their affairs in Kyoto and Kamakura, during their absences they 

risked having their local control undermined by these two families. 

Kagenobu sent his daughter to the Nuaata in marriage to forestall any 

rivalry by that family. Moreover, both the Numata and Obata were 

enlisted to support Sorinji--the monastery dedicated to Kagenaka's 

memory. Responsibility for the construction of each of the monastery's 

buildings probably had been allotted among each group of allies.40 

Moreover, the brother of the head of the Obata family became a monk at 

Sorinji and the personal disciple of Isshu. He later founded a branch 

temple of Sorinji in the Obata's territory. The Nuaata also were 

induced to sponsor a branch temple, Gyokusenji, located in their lands. 

Isshu compared Sorinji and Gyokusenji to the two wheels of a single cart 

39Information in this paragraph is based on Yamamoto, "Rita 
Joshfi ni okeru Soto Zen," 72-79. 

40rhis speculation is founded on the fact that the second abbot 
of Sorinji, Don'ei Eo (1424-1504), in his opening address at another 
Soto temple (Chonenji) in Shiroi, specifically mentions that the 
retainers of that temple's patron had contributed to its construction. 
See his Kasugazan Rlnsen kalsan Don'el Zenjl goroku, in 5Z, 5, Goroku, 
1:373-74. 
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and ordered the monks of each to always support the other. 41 The branch 

temples sponsored by the Obata and Numata families. therefore. reenacted 

in the religious arena the same political alliance that these three 

families had forged in the military arena. 

The second example highlights how the Yokose family used their 

growing military power to increase the number of branch temples 

affiliated with the Sata monastery Kinryuji. which they sponsored. 42 

The early history of Kinryuji is disputed. but by about 1475-85 its main 

patron was Yokose Kunishige and its abbot was Kunishige's brother 

Zaishitsu Chotan. Zaishitsu originally had begun bis religious training 

at a Rinzai monastery sponsored by the Iwamatsu faaily--the faaily 

served by Kunishige. By becoming a monk at the monastery sponsored by 

his brother's lord. Zaishitsu had demonstrated both his and his 

brother's loyalty to the Iwamatsu. Zaishitsu's subsequent conversion to 

Sata was accompanied by Kunishige's growing authority within the 

Iwaaatsu group. By the late 14708. Kunishige had become the Iwamatsu's 

senior political adviser and leading battlefield commander. It was 

about this time that Kunishige became the main patron of Kinryuji and 

his brother became abbot. In 1494 Kunishige became regent upon the 

death of the Iwamatsu family patriarch (Iwamatsu Iezuai). with complete 

control over all Iwamatsu affairs. In 1528 Kunishige's descendant 

(Yasushige) killed the last Iwamatsu heir, thereby taking possession of 

the Iwamatsu domains both in name and in actuality. When seen against 

this background. Zaishitsu's conversion to Sate. Kunishige's patronage 

41uisshu osha isho" (1484), in Sorinji rentoroku. in SZ. 16. 
Shiden, 1:663. 

42Yamaaoto, "Chusei ni okeru Sotoshu." 447-71: and "Chiho 
bushidan no Sotoshu juyo," 253-77. 
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of the new Soto monastery Kinryuji. and Zaishitsu's abbotship at 

Kinryuji. all seem to have been designed (1) to assert the independence 

of the Yokose and (2) to enhance the personal authority of the Yokose 

within the Iwamatsu domain. 

As subsequent generations of the Yokose enlarged their family's 

domains. the number of Soto temples they sponsored grew apace. Between 

1504 and 1574 different members of the Yokose family founded eight new 

Soto temples. each one of which was located in lands that formally had 

been controlled by the family of a vanquished competitor. For example. 

in 1573 Yokose Narishige (a.k.a. Yura Narishige; 1506-1578) attacked and 

defeated the Kiryu family. In Kiryu's former domain he founded Hosenji. 

Each of temples founded by the Yokose was affiliated with Kinryuji. 

Moreover. the retainers of the Yokose also had founded at least ten Soto 

temples. each one of which was affiliated with a temple founded by the 

Yokose. Through military expansion alone a whole network of Soto 

temples. centered on Kinryuji. with branch and sub-branch temples had 

been established throughout the lands conquered by the Yokose. These 

temples had been constructed in order to help cement the Yokose's 

control over both their newly acquired domains nnd their retainers. 

Moreover. ecch temple had been imposed from the top down without regard 

for the religious sentiments of the local residents. 

Soto monasteries and temples attained the highest rate of 

numerical growth during the incessant civil conflicts of the sixteenth 

century. In symbiotic relationships with warrior groups, Soto monks 

used the military successes of their patrons in order to establish 

branch temples in new areas. while the patrons used the religious 

authority of the Soto establishments to further their own political 
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goals. As retainers of major patrons founded their own branch and sub-

branch temples. more and more smaller So to monasteries were founded by 

patrons of ever lower social positions. 43 

Soto monastic events began to include ritual displays of 

deference to the patron. because monastic patronage depended upon 

maintaining this symbiosis between religious and political goals. The 

patron and his men always would be invited to the monastery upon the 

inauguration of a new abbot or upon the completion of any monastic 

construction. On these occasions the abbot's speech would include 

formal thanks for the patron's protection and prayers for his well 

being. Baisan Honpon even wrote a letter to his patron (the Kofuse 

family) stating that he (Baisan) did not regard his monastery 

(Ryutakuji) as his own but as the patron's property.44 Likewise, Jochu 

Tengin (1365-1440) ordered his disciples to always obey orders from 

their patrons. 45 In spite of the rules against Buddhist monks drinking 

and distributing alcohol. sake always would be served to the patron and 

his men. 46 The patron would be served directly by the abbot. while his 

men would each receive lesser treatment by lower ranked monastic 

43Hanuki Hasai. ~Chusei Aisuryo no Zenshu shoha to sono 
dan'otsu." Ko~azawa shigaku. 15 (1968): 18-36. 

44Honpon jihitsu shojo. in Komonjo. no. 1890. 2:745-46. 

45Tengin yuikai (1437:1:25). in Ko.onjo. no. 1284. 2:313. 

46Although Soto abbots served sake to patrons. they repeatedly 
forbid their stUdents from drinking alcohol. See. for example. Baisan 
Honpon. Tozan hatto no shidai. a.k.a. Ryutakuji hatto. in Komonjo. no. 
1282. a:311. 
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officials, each .atched to his position. 47 This .ethod of serving would 

reinforce the secular social status conferred by the patron on bis .en. 

At so.e S5tc =cnaste~l~s p~as~nt ~roups and craftsmen residing on the 

monastic lands would assemble witbin tbe main gate at the beginning of 

every new year to offer ritual New Year's greetings (kissho haji_e) to 

the patron. In format, these ceremonies would be the same as the ones 

conducted each new year by the warrior's retainers as n ritual show of 

loyalty. The performance of these ritual greetings indicates that their 

warrior patrons expected these Sota monasteries to function similarly to 

other administrative agencies.48 

The Popularization of Medieval Sate 

Rural Sate temples, whether founded as a result of a Sete 

teacher's proselytizing or as a result of warrior alliances, functioned 

not only as a center for Zen practice but also as an object of laymen's 

religious veneration. 49 The religious attitudes of monastic patrons 

differed very little between rural village leaders and lower-level 

warrior groups (such as the Yokose and their retainers). Although the 

economic and political roles of village leaders and warrior lords placed 

47See , for example, Daitetsu Sorei, Sojiji hatto zoritsu chUmon 
(1389:9:29), In Ko.onjo, no. 99, 1:70, 72: and Seigenzan Yotakuji gyOji 
no shidai, copied ca.1582, recopied 1633, in SZ, 4, Shingi. 550b. 552b, 
553. The first docuaent records the amount of money spent on sake to be 
served during the dedication ceremony of Sajiji's new lecture hall. The 
Yetakuji monastic code is especially noteworthy since the compiler noted 
that it conforas to the norms found at other major Sato monasteries 
(such as Eihciji, Sejiji and Ryutakuji). 

48Hirose Ryoko, "Chusei no Zenso-Zenji to rinri-chitsujo: 
Sotoshfi wo chushin to shite," in Nihon ni okeru rinri to shukyo, cd. 
Shi.ode Sekiyo (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kabunkan, 1980), 178-83. 

49The information in this paragraph is based on Kawakubo, "Taiso 
no shUkyo no rekishitekl seikaku," 51-53, 72-74. 
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them in mutual conflict, both groups derived power froa their ability to 

organize and control local agricultural production. 50 The ambitions of 

both groups often suffered unexpected reversals due to hu.an failings 

and the irregularity of natural events. More importantly, both groups 

had been born in the sa.e rural nexus and raised on the same village 

cycle of traditional annual religious rites. These traditional rites 

expressed siaple prayers for the success of the harvest and the 

prosperity of the household. Rural chapels originally served as focal 

points to augaent the efficacy of these prayers. As revealed by the 

early history of the transformation of Morookadera into Sajiji, local 

patrons would have expected these same religious functions to be 

performed after the inauguration of a new Zen teacher. As a rule Sata 

teachers conformed to these expectations. Regardless of the sectarian 

orientation of the original central image in a rural chapel, it usually 

would not be replaced. Theoretically Zen temples should enshrine images 

of Shaka, but aany Sato aonasteries enshrine iaages of Kannon, Yakushi 

(Skt. Bhai~ajyaguru), Jiza, and Amida. 51 This indicates that rather 

than supplanting the petitionary role of the village chapel, new Sata 

monasteries were founded in order to enhance it. 

5Dvillage leaders v.ould have exercised this control directly 
through leadership of village councils and peasant associations, while 
warriors would have exerted indirect control through the granting of 
privileges and the collecting of taxes. See Miyagawa Mitsuru with 
Cornelius J. Kiley, "Prom Shoen to Chigya: Proprietary Lordship and the 
Structure of Local Power," in Japan in the Huro.achl Age, ed. John. W. 
Hall and Toyoda Takeshi, 93-95. 

51Por statistical analyses of the central images in Japanese 
Sota temples, see Sakauchi, "Sotashu ni okeru mikkya," 39 (nationwide); 
and Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei Bukkya ni okeru bosatsu shisa: Toku ni 
Sotoshu ni okeru Jizo bosatsu shinko wo chushin to shite," Nlhon Bukkyo 
gakkal nenpo, 51 (1986): 477 [Pukui, Ibaraki and Yamagata Prefectures]. 
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Sata monks were expected to function as religious specialists 

who would provide rural patrons not just Buddhist salvation but also 

worldly benefits in this life (genze riyaku). In Japanese Buddhism 

ritual prayers for worldly prosperity usually are associated with the 

esoterjr. tantras practiced in the Tendai and Shingon traditions. Sata 

teachers, however, could not have successfully competed with Tendai and 

Shingon monks in the performance of elaborate tantric displays. Not 

only would most Sate teachers have lacked the proper training, but to 

adapt these rites would have obscured the claims made by Zen teachers 

that they represented a unique transmission of the Buddha'S 

enlightenment not found in other forms of Buddhism.52 Instead Sate 

monks (and rural Zen teachers in general) relied upon the solemn dignity 

of their own Chinese-style Zen rites to impress patrons with their 

religious power. 53 Chinese Chan tradition already included its own 

unique rituals for chanting scripture and mystical formulae. to the 

accompaniment of its own special g~ngs and music. 54 Moreover, Chinese 

monastic codes already included ritual prayers for many crucial 

agricultural concerns, such as prayers for sunshine (kisei) , for rain 

(klu) , for snow (kisetsu), to prevent insects from damaging crops 

(kenkO) , and for protection from solar and lunar eclipses. 55 In 

performing these ritual prayers, Zen monks would not invoke the power of 

52Hirose. "Seta Zense no chiha katsude," 133. 

53Pujioka. "Zenshu no chiha denpa." 132-33. 

541n this regard, it is interesting to note that monks at the 
original Sajiji in Noto still preserve a traditional method of chanting 
dharaQI. which is said to be more faithful to the style practiced by 
Sate monks in the aedieval period. 

55Chixiu Baljiang qinggul (Jpn. Chokushu Hyakujo shingi: 1338). 
fasc. 1. in T. 48:1115a-b. 
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a special Buddhist divinity (as woul~ be done in esoteric rites) but 

invoke the spiritual power derived from their own monastic purity and 

meditation practice. 

Therefore, the importance of Zen's traditional monastic 

practice cannot be underestimated when considering monks' ability to 

earn the respect and support of patrons. Critics of Japanese Buddhism 

and its rampant secularization tend to leave the impression that prayers 

for worldly benefits and pure monastic practice are somehow 

incompatible. However, the opposite also can be true. In the eyes of 

rural laymen the power of Buddhist prayers would be enhanced by the 

ritual purity and meditative practice of the monks. Descriptions of 

Sato rituals reveal that medieval Sate monks consciously relied upon the 

power of their pure practice. For example, scripture recitations 

performed as supplications before native divinities (ryuten) would 

require the monks to sit in meditation and to control their breathing so 

that the Shlngyo (Heart Sutra) could be recited in one breath.56 With 

each new breath a monk would recite the entire scripture again--a feat 

not easily accomplished without years of meditation practice and inner 

power (zenjorlkl). This type of meditative recitation always is 

56See , fur exaaple, Ryuten kankln, transmitted 1728:5 by Fusan 
Yuden, rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui 
shiron," pt. 6, KBRS, 16 (1985): 137. In this document the character 
san ("to praise") stands for the character for "to study." Also, the 
illegible character followed by uchl ("include") in Ishikawa's 
transcription should be one single character, namely hanaru ("to be 
separate"; for which the uchl represents the lower left element). 
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performed to bring about worldly benefits, such as to suamon rain.57 

Medieval monks also relied on their meditative power to endow physical 

objects with spiritual power (tamashi ire; literally, "to install the 

spirit"). All ritual objects (such as new Buddhist images, memorial 

pillars, talismans, and mortuary tablets) would be consecrated (tengen) 

by a similar ritual before being used. To be ritually effective, a Sot a 

monk would have to simultaneously inscribe the object and recite a 

series of secret Zen verses while continually maintaining a meditative 

state of pure awareness undisturbed by a single thought. The 

consecration process also would be followed with a special session of 

Zen meditation. 58 

Medieval Sota would perform these magico-religious rituals both 

for their own benefit and for the benefit of their patrons. At ¥okaji, 

for example, the monks consecrated new talismans to prevent fires every 

year during the third lunar month. These talismans not only were hung 

in all the monastic buildings but also distributed to the monastery's 

patrons. 59 The desire to perform this rituals effectively reinforced 

the desire to practice meditation as well. In this way popular 

devotional Buddhism--founded on the strong faith of rural Japanese in 

the magical efficacy of prayers--and strict Zen monasticism were not at 

570ne westerner who witnessed a modern Zen monk successfully 
sum.on rain described his performance as follows: "His pleasant 
monotone droned on for interminable passages, interrupted at their end 
by convulsive heaves as he ran out of breath and sucked in through 
closed teeth to fill his lungs for the next section." See Geoffrey 
Bownas, Japanese Rainmaking and Other Folk Practices, with line drawings 
by Pauline Brown (London: George Allen A Unhin, Ltd., 1963), 114. 

58See , for example, Anza tengen, in Bukke ichi daiji yasan (ca. 
aid. 16th cent.), rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei Satashu kirikaai no 
bunrui shiron," pt. 2, KBRS, 14 (1983): 146-47. 

59Tokoku shlngi, in SZ, 2, Shugen, 2:672b; in JDZ, 315. 
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all mutually exclusive. During the medieval period regular sessions of 

Zen meditation continued to be eaphasized at sate monasteries. 

In fact many medieval Sate monasteries enjoyed high reputations 

for enforcing strict aeditation practice. Kisen Shushe (the Gozan 

registrar of aonks) reported that Rinzai monks often would study under 

Seta teachers in spite of their general disdain for Seta in order to 

learn the proper mental techniques for Zen meditation. According to 

Kisen. most of the outstanding Zen masters (chishlkl) of his day were 

Sate-affiliated.60 Medieval sat a aonastic rules repeatedly urged the 

monks not to be lax in their meditation. 61 In an extreae exaaple. 

Baisan Monpon's 1415 code for his main monastery (Ryutakuji) states that 

when the monks are not engaged in other required rituals. they must 

spend twenty-four hours a day in meditation. 62 Likewise. Jochu Tengin 

ordered his disciples to conduct only a simplified funeral on his 

behalf. with regular meditation sessions substituting for devotional 

rites.S3 Biographies of eminent Sata monks suggest that these 

regulations had been enforced. Don'ei Ea (1424-1504). for example. 

after having become frustrated at his lack of progress during fourteen 

600nryoken nichlroku. entry for 1491:1:25. in NBZ. 136:384a. 

61See • for example. Baisan Honpon. Baisan osha jushlchikaja 
kingo (1388:4:8). a.k.a. Baisan osha jushichikaja sada.e. in Ko.onjo. 
no. 1281. 2:310; Don'ei Ea. "Don'ei osha yuikai no sho" (1503). in 
Sarinji rentoroku. in SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:663b; and Sekke Tokuchu (1475-
1570). "Togen kakun" (1558:4:15). In Teishajl kaisan rekidai ryakuden. 
in SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:720b. 

62Tazan hatto no shidai. in Komonjo. 2:311. This document 
states that except when perforaing the morning. noon and evening 
services. the monks must spend two sets of "six hours" in meditation-
but each of these premodern hours corresponds to two modern hours. 

63Tengin yuikai. in Ko.onjo. 2:313. 
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years of study at Rinzai Gozan monasteries, called upon a Seta teacher, 

TenDO Soin (d.1467), for help. Tenno's first instructions were: 

In our school, [only] those who meditate are called monks. Shorin 
[i.e., Bodhidharaa] sat facing a wall for nine years. Haven't you 
ever thought of [trying] that? 

Thereafter, Tenno forced Don'ei to meditate day and night, severely 

rebuking any sign of laxity.64 

In addition to instructing the monks within the monastery 

medieval Soto teachers also interacted with both patrons and com.oners 

in a variety of ceremonies performed outside the monastery. The most 

important of these ceremonies would be mass precept ordinations and 

funeral services (both discussed below in separate chapters). In their 

funeral sermons, Seto teachers often directly affirmed the religious 

value of farming. 65 Senso Esai (1409-1475), for example, cited the 

example of Baijiang Huaihai (Jpn. Hyakujo Ekai; 749-814) to assert that 

religious truth is found not in book learning but in working the land.66 

Likewise, Shade Kasei (1431-1508) asserted that agricultural labor was 

the cultivation of unconditioned virtue. 67 Shado is particularly 

noteworthy for his participation in many types of village religious 

64Gyokuin Eiyo (1432-1524). "Sorin sansei Rinsen kaisan gyojoki" 
(1504), in Sorinji rentoroku, in SZ, 16, Shiden, 1:660-61. 

65Hirose Ryoko, "Zenso to sengoku shakai: Tekoku ni katsuda 
shita Zenshatachi wo chushin to shite," in Sengaku no heishi to nomin. 
Sugiyama Hiroshi Sensei Kanreki Kinen Ronshu (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 
1978), 410-11. 

66Senso Zenji goroku, fasc. 2, in SZ, 5, Garoku. 1:327b. A 
well-known story states that when concerned disciples deprived the 
elderly Baijiang Huaihai of his hoe. he refused to eat until they 
allowed him to work in the fields again. 

67Sntsu Shodo Zenji garaku. fasc. 3, in SZ, 5, Goraku. 1:518a. 
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festivals. 68 Considering Shodo's personal background--he was not only 

an accomplished Zen teacher and scholar of Chinese but also the scion of 

the local ruler--one aight reasonably have expected hia to have been 

aloof froa the common people. Yet just the opposite seems to have been 

true. 

In one instance. ShadD composed a memorial inscription for an 

illiterate Buddhist mendicant who had organized an informal assemble to 

recite the Hakekya one-thousand times. 69 The itinerant mendicant had 

raised funds for the asse.bly by begging in fish markets and drinking 

shops and had invited all the villagers to attend. The assembly was 

held in an open field. where a feast was prepared for everyone. 

According to Shodo's description. the place resembled a marketplace. 

thronged with all kinds of people. male and female. young and old. The 

people prayed not only for the.selves but also for the repose of the 

large numbers of local residents who had died in recent military 

conflicts. ShadD lent his support and respectability to this assembly. 

thereby establishing his unity with the local peasants. His easy 

personableness introduced his Zen to large numbers of commoners. 

We can su .. arize the features of Soto popularization from the 

above descriptions. The Soto school was able to plant firm roots among 

rural Japanese dUring the medieval period on the strenght of the efforts 

of Soto monks to appeal to the religious sentiments of the average 

people. Seven elements have been identified as having contributed to 

68Hirose. "Soto Zenso no chiho katsudo." 145 nn. 43-44; and 
Entsu 5hada Zenji garaku. fascs. 1-3. in 5Z. 5. Goroku. 1:415a. 422b. 
464b. 

69See Hirose. "Soto Zenso no chiho katsudo," 157-59; and Entsu 
5hado Zenjl goroku, Casco 3, in 5Z, 5, Goroku. 1:470-71. 
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the success of these efforts. na.ely: (1) the offering of ritual 

prayers for worldly benefits; (2) the equating of Zen .editation with 

mystical power; (3) a favorable reputation for strict monastic practice; 

(4) mass precept ordinations; (5) funeral services; (6) religious 

affirmations of farming; and (7) participation with the local population 

in rural religious festivals. Yet it is doubtful if medieval Sate monks 

themselves would have recognized these proselytizing techniques as means 

of popularizing the Zen tradition. For example. Gasan's disciple Gessen 

Ryain described one of the temples he founded as having seven 

supernatural features.70 Yet Gessen also severely criticized Buddhist 

teachers who use tales of miraculous events in order to attract popular 

support. 71 Moreover. not all Seta teachers encouraged traditional foras 

of popular worship. Shoda Kosei was particularly iconoclastic in his 

rejection of devotional prayers. 72 When several of his students became 

sick. Shoda said that their fevers were warning signs against laziness 

and ordered the sick monks to meditate without interruption for the next 

seven days.73 

In 1498 Shada addressed a mixed audience of monks and laymen 

concerning the recent natural disasters that had devastated their local 

area (Tatomi). For two years the people had been ravaged by warfare. 

during which houses and temples had been burned and patrons. 

70Kinda Ryokiku (1408-1477). Gessen Ryoin Zenji gyojoki. in ZSZ. 
10. Shlden. 53Gb. Regarding the temple in question. Zuiun'in (Yamagata 
Pref.). see Kagan Shaden (1334-1431). Zuiun'in engiki. in ZSZ. 10. 
Jishi. 243-53. 

71Hoda kaisan Gessen Zenji goroku. In SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:103b. 

72See Hirose. "Sata Zensa no chiha katsudo." 140-45. 155-63; and 
"Zensa to sengoku shakai." 387-418. 

73Entsu Shodo Zenji goroku. fasc. 1. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:412b. 
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noncombatants and monks alike had been killed. 74 In the fifth lunar 

month of 1498 hail storms had destroyed the farmer's crops. In the 

middle of the seventh month tornadoes struck, destroying many dwellings. 

On the evening of the eighth day of the eighth month. heavy rains and 

floods had damaged more residences. Finally in the early morning on the 

twenty-fifth of that month. the area suffered a major earthquake and 

tsunami. In the resulting pandemonium. the young clung to the pillars 

of their homes, waiting to die. while the elderly called out the name of 

Buddha. Shade sought to calm his listeners. He began by describing 

himself: 

This old man has spent more than thirty years in the Rinka 
[monasteries).75 sitting in Zen meditation. quietly withering away 
my desires, without expectations for the morrow. When hunger comes. 
I eat. When the time comes. I sleep. My exhalations do not stir up 
the myriad causal relationships. My inhalations do not reside in 
the interactions of consciousness (onkai). The present does not 
persist. The past and future do not exist. Non-thought is my 
thought. Eternally, I dwell in nehan [Skt. nirvBQa]. This is 
called the mind that is not possessed by the three states [of time). 
This mind-nat-possessed (fukatoku shin) is the very essence of the 
diamond wisdom (kongo hannya). This very essence withstands the 

74Nu=crous references to the destruction caused by this warfare 
are found in Shedo's goroku. See Entsu Shado Zenji goroku. fascs. 1. 3-
4. in SZ. 5. Goroku, 1:416b. 453a-b. 456a. 460-63, 472a-b. 493-94. 
Regarding early career of the monk mentioned by Shado on p. 472. also 
see fasc. 2, p. 418b. 

75 uRinka n monasteries are Zen monasteries that are not part of 
the official Gozan establishment. The word Mrinka" (literally "beneath 
the grove") originally referred to a gathering place used for Buddhist 
study. In the eighth-century diary by Ennin. it is used to refer to any 
type of Buddhist monastery. Medieval Gozan monks. however. used rinka 
in a pejorative sense to refer to all Zen temples not included within 
the officially-sponsored Gozan system. They called their Gozan 
monasteries "sarin" (i.e .• complete groves). Modern scholars (based on 
Tamamura Takeji's "Rinka no mondai" [1950]). use the terms "gozan n and 
"rinka" to distinquish two broad classes of medieval Zen institutions. 
The former are said to be urban-based. aristocratic. and centers of 
Chinese studies. while the latter are thought of as rural-based. centers 
of popularized folk and village religion. This modern useage is not 
completely accurate, since the medieval Rinzai Rinka also included 
lineages based in Kyoto temples such as Daitokuji. 
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blowing stor. winds without moving, withstands eons of rising flames 
without burning, and withstands the tremors of earthquakes without 
cracking. The four [ar~ents for temporal] immutability in the 
Joron refer to this.76 This is why the scripture says: 'The Nyorai 
[Skt. Tathagata; i.e .• the Buddha]. having left the burning house of 
the three states [of time]. lives in quiet seclusion within the 
woods. Now within the three states [of time]. everything belongs to 
[him]; All the beings therein are [his] children.'77 As this old 
man reflects on recent events. I keep recalling these two lines. 
The Great Teacher's [i.e •• the Buddha's] boundless beneficence is 
fully inscribed therein. 78 

ShadD, however, did not tell his audience merely to trust in the Buddha. 

Instead. he urged them to repent of their sinful way. He asserted that 

there had never been a year with as aany disasters as this one because 

there had never before been so many wicked people. The true natural 

disasters. he said. are the avarice, hostility. and ignorance that 

afflict everyone. ShadD equated avarice with fires. hostility with 

floods, and ignorance with stormy weather. People should not accuse 

others of these faults but only examine their own selves, because each 

person receives the karaic results of his own actions. According to 

ShadD, the recent disasters were retribution for the widespread greed 

and treachery of the age. He then lectured his audience on the Buddhist 

precepts as prescriptions designed to free man from his afflictions. 

Shado also cited the Confucian classics, such as the Chuyo (Doctrine of 

76The .eaning of the word "four" is unclear. since there are 
five arguments for temporal immutability in the Joron (Ch. Zhaolun). 
See Walter Liebenthal. Chao Lun: The Treatises of Seng-chao. A 
Translation With Introduction. Notes and Appendices (2d rev. edn., Hong 
Kong: Hong Kong U. Press. 1968). 35-39; and Richard H. Robinson, Early 
Midhya.ika in India and China (Madison. Wis.: U. of Wisconsin Press, 
1967). 146-54. 

77See the Miaofa lianhuajing (Jpn. Myoho rengekyo; Lotus Sutra), 
fasc. 2. in T. 9:13a. Since the Buddha is the speaker of these lines. 
the words "Him" and "His" actually should be "Me" and "My." In order to 
avoid confusion. I have changed them. 

78Entsil Shado Zenji goroku. fasc. 1. in SZ. 5. Goroku, 1:390-91. 
Por the remarks summarized in the next paragraph. see ibid .• 390-93. 
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the Mean) and the Daigaku (Great Learning), to assert that ethical 

relationships based on social position are the foundation of peace. He 

chastised the rulers for their tyranny and admonished juniors for 

usurping their superiors. 

Most significantly, Shada warned his audience that traditional 

religious rites would be worthless without self-reproach and moral 

reform. He &aid that it was pitiful to see people, who had never 

experience a good thought or performed a good deed, trying to solve 

their predicaments by making religious offering at shrines and temples, 

praying to the ka.i and Buddhas, and relying on the pronouncements of 

shamans and oracles. Shada concluded with the assertion that because 

all people are the Buddha's children, they can realize the Buddha's 

blessings merely by not rejecting the Buddha's prescriptions. He 

exhorted Buddhist monks to observe the precepts and called upon the 

people to revere the Buddha and to uphold Confucian ethical norms. 

Sate monasteries achieved their greatest rate of numerical 

growth during a period of social upheaval. Shada's sermon provides a 

fascinating glimpse of how one Sate leader attempted to instill in his 

students and lay supporters the strength to endure the calamities they 

encountered. Shada's ridicule of devotional worship and his moral 

sermonizing do not conform to the typical image of how Sate teachers 

proselytized and acquired popular support for Sate temples. Indeed, 

there is no evidence to prove that Shede's moral fundamentalism was 

widespread among other less eminent Sete teachers. Yet Shedo's call to 

strict moral and ethical values must have struck a responsive chord 

among people seeking stability in unstable times. Rather than 

exploiting the popular faith in devotional worship, Shado warned his 
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audience that offerings alone would be inadequate to provide peace of 

mind. Only good thought and good deeds would assure relief from further 

disasters. Historical sources are inadequate for exploring how other 

Sata teachers addressed audiences of monks and laymen upon the 

occurrence of similar misfortunes. Nonetheless. Shado's sermon is a 

reminder that the religious expertise introduced to rural areas by Seto 

monks encompassed more than just impressive rituals. 

Sectarian Factions 

As mentioned earlier. the ascension of Sajiji resulted from the 

strength of the sectarian networks of branch temples that had been 

established by Gasan's disciples. Sectarian temple lineages are not 

found in Chinese Chan monasticism. but they were a well established 

feature of earlier Japanese Buddhist schools. The sectarian conflicts 

(a) between Giin's Daijiji and Eiheiji. and (b) between yakoji. Daijeji. 

and Sejiji already have been discussed above. Similar institutional 

rivalries between major Sate monasteries remained a persistent feature 

of medieval Sata. This strong factionalism might well give the 

impression that a medieval Sat a school. as such. did not exist. The 

underlying basis of conflicts between Sata lineages. however. always 

concerned issues of seniority and privilege vis-A-vis edch other. 

Moreover. this competition for superior rank led not only to strong 

vertical unity within each faction but also to mutual communication 

among factions. In some conflicts large nUMbers of missives would be 

circulated in attempts to enlist the support of third-party monasteries. 

The resulting relationships that developed within and among the various 

medieval Sata factions laid the foundation for the administrative 
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consolidation of the Soto school that later was ordered by the Tokugawa 

shogunate. 

Prior to the Tokugawa period. not every Soto monastery 

necessarily belonged to a sectarian faction. Little is known about the 

relationships between these unaffiliated aonasteries during the medieval 

period. because the Tokugawa shogunate enforced the vertical integration 

of soto monasteries into well-defined lineages. Many smaller temples 

seem to have had ambiguous status since monks from different lineages 

would be allowed to serve as their abbots. In other cases. different 

monasteries founded by the saae aonk did not always self-consciously 

identify themselves as belonging to a particular faction even when the 

founder's descendants continued to control the abbotships of each 

monastery. ~ong Gasan's disciples. for exaaple. Doso Doai (d.1379) and 

Chikudo Ryogen had founded several monasteries. each with robust 

lineages which never developed into sectarian factions. Other lineages 

(such as the Jakuen. Genno Shinsho. and Mujaku Myoyu lines) maintained a 

separate self-conscious identity. yet never organized all their related 

monasteries into a united group. In all the above cases. any smaller 

branch teaples would have been organized into a simple vertical 

hierarchy. No systematic succession practice would have linked the 

abbotships of each related temple together. These examples indicate 

that the formation of a strong sectarian faction could not occur without 

the establish.ent of policies to unite and rank the ~onasteries within 

the same lineage. 

In the Japanese Soto school. temple lineages developed 

naturally from both external and internal stimuli. Externally, the 

vertical alliances of warrior patrons insured that a major monastery 
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sponsored by a more powerful patron would have seniority over any new 

temples founded by that patron's retainers. In this instance. the 

hierarchical structure of temple lineages reflecte~ secular patterns of 

lineage and precedence. Internally, the practice of alternating the 

abbotship of a main monastery among candidates from several lineages 

required regulations to enforce the cooperation and support of the other 

monasteries founded by monks in the specified lineages. In this 

instance. rather than a vertical temple hierarchy. the faction would 

have a pyramid structure with its main monastery receiving the 

simultaneous support of several branch monasteries.79 The more 

effectively the abbotship succession policy insured the continued 

enlistment of monks from each monastery in the various affiliated 

lineages. the stronger the pyramid would become. Because this type of 

abbotship succession practice played an important role in the policies 

of most sectarian factions. we will briefly review its origins and 

development before examining the interactions between the major medieval 

Soto factions. 

The Soto system of alternating the abbotship among different 

lineages (li \.~':ally kuu"" U~ "rotating abbotship." i. e.. fir injun) 

already has been mentioned several times in reference to Daijiji. 

Yokoji. and Sojiji. This system insured that a major monastery would 

experience a regular and rapid succession of abbots (jujl). but only 

from among monks who claimed a lineage affiliation to that monastery's 

founder. Alternating abbots originally had been implemented at Daijiji 

79Hirose Ryoko. "Zenshu un'ei to rinjusei: Raga Butsudaji -
Echizen Ryutaiji no baai." in Zenshiishi no sho mondai. 280-81; and 
"Honmatsu seido no seiritsu to tenkai: Sotoshu." Kinsei no Bukkyo. 
special issue of Rekishi koron. 11:2 (Feb. 1985). 55-60. 
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and YOkaji as a means of insuring the sectarian identity and long-term 

survival of these monasteries. So long as each new abbot represented a 

different lineage. the main monasteries would have access to the 

political loyalty. the financial support. and the most able teachers of 

several affiliated monasteries. This system also helped to promote 

rapid regional growth by providing a surplus of former abbots. At 

Sojiji. Gasan's disciples adopted the rotation of abbotships as a means 

of increasing 50jiji's power vis-a-vis Oaijoji and Yokaji. The 

subsequent ascension of Sojiji demonstrates the extent to which the 

practice of alternately inaugurating abbots from among several lineages 

could contribute not only to the development of factionalism but also to 

the strength of the resulting factions. Because of the advantages 

inherent in this system of abbotship succession. at least thirty-four 

aedieval Sata aonasteries followed this practice. 80 

The two largest Sat a factions enlisted new abbots from branch 

monasteries of several lineages not only at their main aonasteries. but 

also at their branch monasteries and sub-branch monasteries. Rather 

than simple pyramidal structures. the relationships between monasteries 

in these two factions would reseable pyramids within pyramids. 

Consider. for example. the largest faction in Japanese Sata which 

represents the dharma lineage of Tsugen Jakurei.81 The Tsugen faction 

80The figures cited in this and the following paragraphs 
regarding the numbers of monasteries with alternating abbotships arc 
based on Hirose. uZenshu un'ei to rinjusei." 280-81. 

81According to the Tokugawa-period Enkyodo Sotoshu jlln 
hon.atsucho (1745). this faction claimed the allegiance of 8.931 
monasteries and temples. See Yokozeki. Edo jldai To_on seiyo. 321. 347. 
525; and Hirose Ryaka. "Kinsei Sotoshu soroku jlin no selrltsu katei: 
Totoml Kasulsai no baai." In Kinsel Bukkyo no sho mondai. ed. Ta.amuro 
Fumio and Okuwa Hitoshl (Tokyo: Yfisankaku. 1979). 88-89. 
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traditionally had been centered at YOtakuji. which drew its abbots in a 

fixed order froa as many as ten different lineages (each one of which 

represented the line of one of Tsugen's disciples).82 Including 

YOtakuji. at least eleven monasteries within the Tsugen faction had 

implemented the practice of alternating abbotship lineages. Likewise. 

among the monasteries affiliated with the Taigen faction, the second 

largest faction in Japanese Soto, ten had iaplemented alternating 

abbotship systems. 83 Although this faction nominally represents the 

dharma lineage of Taigen Soshin, actually its foraation began with the 

policies of Baisan Monpon. It is no accident that the two largest Soto 

factions account for the majority of the monasteries with policies of 

alternation abbotship lineages. LikeWise, it is no accident that these 

two factions are related to Tsugen Jakurei and Baisan Monpon. In 1390 

Tsugen and Baisan had initiated Sojiji's formal policy of alternating 

abbotship succession with their respective retirement and inauguration. 

Subsequently, both monks also established similar abbotship-succession 

policies at their own temples. 

Tsugen's policies at Sojiji and at Yotakuji must be considered 

in light of his relationship with Hosokawa Yoriyuki (1329-1392). 

Yoriyuki served as Kyoto Kanrei for fourteen years between 1367 and 

1372, during which time he atteapted to impose strict restrictions on 

the lifestyles of secular officials and of Rinzai Gozan monks. 

Opposition to these restrictions as well as Yoriyuki's mishandling of 

the Nanzenji Gate Incident (ca.1367-1368) not only strained Yoriyuki's 

82Por the lineages of Yotakuji's first fifty abbots, see 
Kuriyama, Gakusan shlron, 119-22. 

83According to the Enkyodo Sotoshff jiin hon.atsucho, the Taigen 
faction claimed the allegiance of 4,358 monasteries and teaples. 
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relations with the Rinzai establishment but also gradually weakened his 

support within the governaent. 84 Following on the heels of the Nanzenji 

Gate incident. Yoriyuki's control over the province of Se~tsu began to 

be threatened by Yamana Ujikiyo (1344-1391). who in 1374 had begun to 

strengthen his fortifications in Tanba along Settsu's northern boarder. 

In order to strengthen his influence along that northern boarder. 

Yoriyuki sponsored the building of Tsngen's Yotakuji in a strategic 

position just across from Tanba. 85 During Yoriyuki's term as Kanrei. 

the Ashikaga shogunate established the office of registrar of monks to 

consolidate the Gozan monasteries and to place administrative 

supervision of the monastic community directly in the hands of the Gozan 

monks.86 

Yatakuji tradition claims that the imperial court also named 

Tsngen the official registrar of monks for the Sota school at this 

time. 87 There is no evidence that Tsngen or VOtakuji ever functioned as 

a registrar; yet the establishment of the Gozan registrar did give added 

impetus to Tsngen's attempts to consolidate Gasan's lineage at Sojiji 

and his own lineage at Yatakuji. In 1378 Tsngen proclaimed Sajiji the 

84See Collcutt. Five Mountains. 119-22. 

85Nakajima. Tsugen osha no kenkyu. 101-9. Regarding date of the 
founding of VOtakuji. see ibid •• 98-100. 

86The earliest extant imperial order appointing a Gozan monk to 
the office of registrar of monks was issued 1379:4:12 for Shun'oku Myaha 
(1311-1388). However. scattered references to Shun'oku's service in 
this office exist from as early as 1367 and 1368. thereby indicating 
that the imperial order merely had confirmed a previous appointment. 
See Iaaeda Aishin. "Zenritsuho to Rokuon soroku." in Chusei Zenshushi no 
kenkyu. 276-78. 

87See • for example, Nisshin Monro. Tsugen osha gyajitsu. in ZSZ. 
10. Shiden. 522a; and Meikyoku Sokusho (1684-1767). Yatakuji Tsugen 
Zenjl gyago (1751). in SZ. 17. Shlden. 2:270b. 
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head temple (honj1) of Gasan's line. By 1390 he had established a fixed 

order of succession for Sojiji. The following year. in 1391. Tsugen 

proclaimed YOtakuji the head temple of his own line and promulgated 

orders for alternating abbotship succession at Yotakuji. Yoriyuki's 

personal influence can be seen in Tsugen's stipulation that Yotakuji 

aonks shall reaain within the monastery, removed from all secular 

entanglements. SS 

Baisan Monpon also actively promoted the consolidation of his 

own sectarian lineage. Many of his regulations implementing this policy 

are known in detail. As explained earlier. Baisan had joined the other 

abbots at Sojiji in establishing alternating abbotship succession in 

1390. This joint 1390 directive declared that Taigen's line shall be 

represented at Sajijji by abbots promoted froa Butsudaji--a monastery 

founded by Taigen--at which Baisan happened to be abbot. Although he 

left Butsudaji to assume the abbotship at Sojiji. Baisan continued to 

help supervise Butsudaji's affairs. In 1396. he joined with Taigen's 

other surviving major disciple. Ryodo Shinkaku (1330-1399). to proclaim 

Butsudaji the chief lineage temple (tatchU) of the Taigen faction and to 

require future Butsudaji abbots to alternately represent the Baisan and 

Ryodo lineages. 89 Baisan designated four of his disciples to serve 

88Tsugen osha yu1ka1 k1bun (1391:2:28). rpt. in Manzan Dohaku. 
ed •• Tsugen osha tan'ensh1 (1699). in ZSZ. 10. Sh1den. 526. This 1391 
version of the Tsugen osha yu1ka1 k1bun (the original of which is stored 
at Yatakuji) must not be confused with the version dated 1390:2:15 
having the saae title (also included in Tsugen osha tan'ensh1 on the 
same page--as well as in the Sh1mofusa Sane1j1k1 [1721]. in SZ. 15. 
J1shl. 439-40). The 1390:2:15 version generally is regarded as a 
forgery. created in 1648 as part of an attempt to promote Soneiji's 
status. See Kuriyaaa. SOjlj1shl. 480. 

89Baisan Monpon [and Ryfido Shinkaku]. Butsudaj1 m1ra1sa1 no 
okibumi no an.on (1396:8). rpt. in Hirose RyBka. "Shigaken Tajuin ~onjo 
ni tsuite." SG. 18 (1976): 161-62. 
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successive terms as abbot at his monastery Ryutakuji at the end of 1415. 

two years before his death. In the text of his directive. Baisan 

repeated three times the injunction that his disciples must not follow 

their own inclinations.90 The following year Baisa~ issued a series of 

directives intended to consolidate his line at Ryutakuji. First. he 

designated Ryutakuji as the head temple (honj1) of his line and ordered 

all the disciples of the four previously named successors to also serve 

alternating terms as abbot&. These future disciples were ordered to pay 

their own inauguration fees as Ryutakuji abbots even if they could not 

afford the expenses involved in becoming abbots at Sojiji. 91 In other 

words. when candidates for abbotship lacked sufficient funds they could 

forgo their terms of service at Sojijl but not at Ryutakuji. To 

emphasize Ryutakuji's ability to substitute for Sojiji. Baisan also 

designated Ryutakuji as a chief lineage temple for the entire Gasan 

line. He named ten of his students to serve successive terms as priors 

(tassu) at Ryutakuji--thereby equating his own lineage with the whole of 

Gasan's line.92 Finally, Baisan selected ten senior students to be 

counselors (bugyoso) at Ryutakuji. to advise future abbots in all 

affairs. large and small. 93 

90Ryutakuj1 Honpon oklbu.l (1415:12:18). in Komonjo. no. 1886. 
2:741-42. 

91Ryutakujl Honpon oklbu.i (1416:12:13). Ryutakuji (Fukui Pref.) 
ns. in Ko.onjo. no. 1867. 2:742-43. Baisan issued three separate 
directives on this date. Although all three have the same title and 
date. in Komonjo they each have different serial numbers. The 
enrollment fees and other expenses required of abbots will be discussed 
below. 

928aisan Honpon. Ryutakujl Honpon oklbu.1 (1416:12:13). 
Ryutakuji (Fukui Pref.) ns. in Komonjo. no. 1888. 2:743-44. 

93Baisan Honpon. Ryutakujl Honpon oklbumi (1416:12:13). 
Ryutakuji (Fukui Pref.) ns, in Komonjo, no. 1869. 2:744-45. 
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Baisan knew that the future success of Ryutakuji depended upon 

mutual cooperation between all his disciples and their descendants. 

TOward this end, he had established three levels of joint management at 

Ryutakuji: the abbot, the prior, and the counselor. Baisan selected 

the membership of each level from among his disciples and his students 

(who would become the disciples of his disciples). These arrangements 

highlight an essential feature of the medieval Soto system of 

alternating abbotship succession. In order for the main monastery to 

thrive all its affiliated lineages not only had to cooperate with each 

other but also had to share in the management of the main monastery. 

The main monastery of each sectarian faction ultimately derived its 

authority from the consensus of its affiliated lineages. The 

alternating succession of abbots enhanced mutual consensus because it 

guaranted each lineage a measure of equal representation.94 Baisan's 

directives establishing the joint management of Ryutakuji further 

strengthened the cooperation between the lineages of his disciples. 

Baisan then reinforced the administrative integration at Ryutakuji with 

a series of regulations to enforce interpersonal cooperation as well. 

He forbad monks from vocalizing any form of complaint, criticism, or 

hostility. Actions based only on the assumed consent of others were 

forbidden in order to prevent accidental misunderstandings. 95 

The policies of leaders such as Baisan and Tsugen created 

sectarian factions by linking together dharma lineages and monastic 

offices into a single administrative and financial system. Subsequent 

generations employed the same models to gradually expand each faction. 

94Hirose, "Chusei no Zenso-Zenji to rinri-chitsujo," 154-55. 

95Baisan osha jushichlkaja kingo, in Koaonjo. 2:309-11. 
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The regulations promulgated by Baisan's disciple Jochu Tengin. for 

example. at once restate Baisan's earlier rules on abbotsh!p succession 

(at Sojiji. Butsudaji. and Ryutakuji). while also adding similar new 

policies of alternating abbotship succession at two of his monasteries 

(Ryukain and Daitoin).96 Within each faction. monasteries that produced 

qualified Zen teachers would be required to sponsor the promotion of 

those teachers to the abbotship of that faction's main monasteries. The 

expenses involved could be quite onerous. The actual fees charged are 

difficult to document. Both Baisan and Jochu stated that abbotship 

inauguration fee at Ryutakuji is the same as at the Taigen-line 

subtemple within Sojiji. namely. thirty kanmon. 97 In 1558. the Genno-

line monastery Jigenji is reported to have paid Sojiji fifty kan.on in 

an attempt to have one of its monks promoted to Sojiji's abbotsbip.98 

By the mid-Tokugawa period. abbotship at Sojiji reportedly cost one-

thousand rya. 99 Other fees also might be charged new abbots. For 

example. at the Giin-line monastery Fusaiji. each abbot would have to 

pay for his inauguration ceremony (5 kan.on). for honorary colored robes 

(3 kan.on). and for any memorial tablets placed in Fusaiji's patriarchs' 

96Tengin YUikai. in Komonjo. 2:312-14. 

97Ryutakuji Honpon okibu.i. in Ko.onjo. no. 1887. 2:742; and 
Tengin yuikai. in Ko.onjo. 2:313. 

98Aizu Jigenji satasho (ca. 1559-1560). rpt. in Yilkishishi. 1: 
Kodai chusei shiryOhen. edt Yukishishi Hensan linkai (Yuki. Ibaraki 
Pref.: Yllkishi. 1977). 94b; and Hirose Rycko. uGenncha no Eiheiji
Sojiji shusse mondai to Ranto jiin no doko: 'Annonji Satasho' 'Aizu 
Jigenji satasho' wo chushin to shite." SKKK. 12 (1980): 193, 2120. 

99Nakajima. Tsugen osha no kenkyu, 153. Comparing kanmon (a 
monetary unit) to rya (a unit of weight used for precious metals) is 
rather like comparing apples and oranges. In spite of the fact that in 
1601 the Tokugawa shogunate designated the value of one ryo as equal to 
four kanaon, in actual use. temporal and geographical differences 
produced wide variations in the values of these units. 
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hall. Moreover. each new abbot would be required to raise funds for the 

repair of monastic buildings.IOO 

Sectarian factions also used abbotship to link the smaller Seta 

temples to the main monasteries. The abbotship of each temple within a 

faction would be restricted to monks who possess the dharma lineage of 

that faction. thereby forcing many saaller temples to be dependent upon 

their faction's main training halls for new abbots. In many cases the 

relationship between main monastery and branch temple would mirror the 

teacher-disciple relationship of their respective abbots.IOI This 

dharma relationship not only insured the sectarian loyalty of the branch 

temples within the same faction but also restricted the size of the 

other saaller factions and unaffiliated monasteries. Within the larger 

factions. each new Seta teacher would have access to at least three 

avenues of advancement. namely: abbotship at one of the main 

monasteries that alternated between affiliated lineages; abbotship at 

one of the smaller monasteries that functioned as training centers; and 

abbotship at one of the lower-level branch temples. Smaller factions 

and unaffiliated monasteries. however. could not provide as large a 

range of opportunities. If a teacher produced a large number of 

disciples. most either would have to found their own ~onastery or would 

have to assume an abbotship in another faction before they could begin 

teaching their own disciples. For this reason. by the time of Shade 

Kasei (d.1505). Sata teachers routinely switched dharaa lineages in 

100Kotakuzan Fusaljl nlchlyo shlngi (1527). compo Shu.o. in SZ. 
4. Shlngl. 640a-b; and Tokugawa Ieyasu. Tokugawa Jeyasu hatto 
(1585:2:12). Fusaiji (Shizuoka Pref.) D. in Komonjo. no. 1636. 2:563-64. 

101Hirose. "Honaatsu seido no seiritsu to tenkai: Sotoshil." 55. 
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order to attain an abbotship position. l 02 Regardless of how many new 

monks a smaller faction might attract. the new teachers it produced 

rarely would be able to contribute to the expansion of t~c facti~o.!03 

The relative status of different teaples within the same 

faction often would be determined according to the "dharma-generation" 

of their respective founders. Monasteries founded by direct disciples 

of the faction's founder would have more status than monasteries founded 

by later generations. This is why the issue of Giin's dharma succession 

later became a major controversy (i.e •• the real issue was the status of 

his monastery. Daijiji).104 Traditional claims regarding temple 

founders are notoriously unreliable. since it was relatively easy to 

claim an earlier founder for one's monastery. Already by the time the 

disciples of Gasan's disciples were founding their own monasteries. they 

commonly credited their teachers as the official "founder" (kaisan) 

while assuming the title "second-generation abbot" for themselves. l05 

At soae later monasteries the actual founder would be several 

generations removed from a monasterY's supposed founder. For example. 

102Shoda criticized the widespread lineage switching practiced 
by Sete monks in his day (Entsu Shado Zenji goroku. fasc. 3. in SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:451a. 459a). 

103Kuriyama (Gakuzan shiron. 322-28) has demonstrated the actual 
results of this practice by comparing the number of disciples attributed 
to each abbot of the Meiha-line monastery Daijaji (in Daija renposhi. in 
SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:577-94) both before and after the Sate school forbad 
the practice of switching lineages in 1704. The sevente~~ 3uccessive 
Daijeji abbots before the 1704 reform are credited with having produced 
a total of only nineteen disciples. Yet the next seventeen successive 
Daijoji abbots produced 404 disciples. 

104Kuriyaaa. Gakuzan shiron. 270-76; and Sojijishi. 331-32. 

105Many later biographies mention this practice. As early as 
the fifteenth century it was described as being commonplace. See Kinde 
Ryokiku. Gessen Ryoin Zenji gy6j6ki. in ZSZ. 10. Shiden. 537. 
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there exist two separate Soto te.ples naaed Kinryuji. each claiaing to 

represent a relocated version of the same original temple even though 

traditions at the two relocated temples disagree as to when (1417 or 

1456) and by whoa the original Kinryuji had been founded. lOG Likewise. 

the first six abbots in one history of Hodaji (supposedly founded in 

1401) actually represent the dhar.a lineage of the monk who revived 

(i.e .• founded) lIodaji in the early sixteenth century.107 

The major monasteries within each faction owed much of their 

economic security to their ability to motivate lower-ranked monasteries 

to sponsor new monks to their abbotships. In order to attract abbotship 

candidates. the directives of factional leaders repeatedly stressed that 

each new Zen teacher must pay back his debt of gratitude to the founder 

of his lineage by contributing to the economic success of that founder's 

monastery. Tsugen. Baisan. and Jochu each demanded that future 

generations exco .. unicate any Zen teacher who failed to fulfill his 

obligation to serve as abbot.l08 Baisan decreed that the obedient Zen 

teachers should seize defiant ones and then burn the offender's 

succession certificate before his eyes. l09 Loss of his succession 

certificate would deprived a Zen monk of his ability to found his own 

monastery or to teach his own disciples. However. as the numbers of 

106Yaaamoto. "Chiho bushidan no Sotoshu juyo." 253-62. 

107Kochi Eigaku. "Sotoshij zensho shijo shozo Joshu Daisensan 
lIodaji zoku denki ni tsulte." SZ. 7 (1965): 30-34. 

108See • for example. Jaseki monto renbanja. in Komonjo. 1:57-58: 
Tsugen osha yuikal klbun (1391:2:28). rpt. in Tsugen osha tan'enshl. in 
ZSZ. 10, Shiden, 526: Baisan Monpon [and Ryodo Shinkaku), Butsudaji 
81rals31 no oklbuml no anmon, rpt. in Hirose, "Shigaken Tojuin aonjo," 
161-62: Tengin yulkal, in Komonjo, 2:312-14. 

109Ryutakujl Honpon oklbumi. in Koaonjo. no. 1886, 2:742. 
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.onasteries that practiced alternating abbotship succession increased. 

the economic demands of repeated abbotship threatened to exceed the 

means of many monks and their patrons. As mentioned earlier. Baisan's 

directive at Ryutakuji specifically exempted poorer monks from the 

requirement to serve as abbot at Sojiji. Jochu's directive explained 

that all the lineages that promote abbots to Ryutakuji should jointly 

sponsor only the most outstanding monks from among themselves to 

Sojiji. 110 Because of these exemptions, major monasteries could not be 

assured of a steady supply of new abbots. 

110Tengin YUikai. in Komonjo. 2:313. 
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PIGURE 7 

MAJOR PACTIONS WITHIN MEDIEVAL JAPANESE SOTa 
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Pigure 7. Major Pactions Within Medieval Japanese Sota (co"ntinued) 

Well-Known Generation: 
6 7 8 Descendant 
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Yotakuji 

Ryode Shinkaku 

l
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Ryutakuji Jochu Tengin 
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Shigetsu Ein 

Kishin Iban 

Don'ei Eo 

Kikuin Zuitan 

In general. the factions have been ordered in terms of overall size. 
with the larger ones placed lower on the page. The monasteries most 
strongly associated with each faction are indicated in italic beneath 
the name of the monk associated with the founding of that faction (not 
necessarily the founder of the monastery). When more than one "well
known descendant" deserved mention. precedence was given to monks whose 
actions or writings are mentioned in this dissertation. In 1760 the 
Sate school claimed ninety-eight official factions. of which fifty-five 
were affiliated with either the Jochu or Ryoan lines. Together these 
two lines claim the allegiance of approximately ninety percent of Seta 
temples. 

To compete for abbotship candidates. major Sota monasteries 

also would emphasize the religious honors and religious authority that 

they could confer upon their abbots and former abbots. The main 

monasteries in each faction. therefore. would petition secular 

authorities for the right to award abbots special colored robes (which 

indicate high ecclesiastical rank) or special titles. In order to 

further au~ent their religious authority. monasteries would horde texts 
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and secret initiation docuaents (kirikami) that would be available only 

to their own abbot£. Between 1501 and 1515, Shoboji (the head monastery 

of the Mutei faction) actively acquired copies of Dogen and Keizan's 

works (including the Shoba genzO) in an effort to increase Shoboji's 

prestige.111 As a result of the hording of secret texts. Sato Zen 

teachers who served as abbots at several major monasteries within their 

faction would be able to claim greater knowledge of Zen teachings and 

ritual practices than could Zen teachers of lesser experience. This 

concentration of texts at major monasteries helped to produce fairly 

uniform teachings and practices within each faction, because most Sota 

teachers within anyone faction would have served teras at the same aain 

monasteries. 

The secrecy that major monasteries imposed on the texts in 

their possession naturally restricted the ability of Sata teachers to 

use these texts as the basis of their lectures. In practical terms, a 

Sata monastery could maintain exclusive possession of a text only if 

that text had never been published and been written by a Japanese Seta 

patriarch. Therefore. by the late medieval period only Chinese texts 

normally would be used for monastic lectures. while the writings of 

Japanese Sete patriarchs would be used only for secret, private 

instructions. In other words. the secrecy that major monasteries 

applied to the writing of Japanese Sate teachers meant that these 

writings were accessible only to senior monks. The average. low-ranking 

111See Juun Ryechin. "Preface n (1509). Shabo shlngi. fasc. 1. in 
ZSZ. 2. Shingi. 45: and "Shaboji Shabo genza no yurai n (1512), in Shabo 
genzo, Sheboji Ms., in SBGZST, 1:452; as well as Eta Sokue. Shabo genzo 
josetsu (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten. 1959), 32-35; and Matsuda. "Keizan 
Zenji no jinmiraisai okibumi." 132-33. 
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50to monks would be cut off from any access to the writings and 

teachings of their own Japanese patriarchs. 

Changes in attitudes toward Dagen's Shobo genzo amply 

illustrate this process. Dogen seems to have lectured on his Shobo 

genza quite openly, even lecturing at the Rokuharamitsuji--a Tendai 

temple in Kyoto. At first this openness towards Dagen's writings 

continued within the early So to school. Meiha Sotetsu, for instance, 

directed his disciples to always lecture on Dagen's Shobo genzo as a 

means of expressing their religicus gratitude to Dagen. 112 By the time 

of Tsugen's death in 1391, however, one can already detect the 

beginnings of restricted access. Tsugen had possessed a large number of 

Zen texts, including several copies of the Shobo genzo, as well as 

Japanese writings by Keizan and Gasan, and the Chinese goroku of Rujing 

and Hongzhi Zhengjue. Many of these texts (including individual Shobo 

genzo chapters) were distributed among his disciples, but the writings 

of Rujing, Hongzhi, Keizan and the best copy of the Shobo genzo (which 

had been kept in a lacquered-wood box) were deposited at YOtakuji where 

they became secret treasures. 113 During the career of Nan'ei Kenshu 

(1386-1459), the transition from open distribution to secret 

tr~nsmission was complete. Nan'ei wrote that although his teacher 

(Ketsuda Nasho; 1355-1427) easily had received a copy of one Shobo genzo 

chapter in Dagen's own handwriting from Hatano Moto~asa, his teacher 

then (in 1424) ordered that this Shobo genzo chapter must be kept secret 

112Sotetsu okibu.i (1346:5:24), in Ko.onjo, no. 693, 1:554. 

113Tsugen Jakurei Zenji saki (pub. 1698), ed. Balho Jikushin. In 
ZSZ. 2, Shingi, 26-27. 
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and transmitted only as proof of dharma succession.114 Finally by 1512 

when Shobaji's acquired its complete copy, Dagen's Shabo genzo had 

become a symbol of religious authority. In the eyes of the monks at 

Shaboji, the mystical powers of the sacred Shoba genza justified 

Shobaji's claim to represent the correct transmission of the Sate 

school.115 

Eihei1i and So1iji 

Medieval Eiheiji never lost its religious authority despite the 

growing power of other monasteries. Even the disciples of Tsugen 

Jakurei--the most partisan supporter of Sajiji--had paid Eiheiji ten 

kan.on as part of Tsugen's 1931 funeral service. They wanted special 

meals served at Eiheiji in honor of Tsugen. 116 Throughout Tsugen's 

lifetime, monks from outside lineages also had paid Eiheiji for the 

privilege of serving terms as honorary abbot at Eiheiji. These monks 

would gain the privilege of using the word "Eihei" as part of their 

official title without ever having exercised any administrative 

responsibilities at Eiheiji. 117 In the same way that Dogen's Shabo 

genzo could lend authority to other monasteries, association with 

Dogen's Eiheiji would grant these monks great prestige. The efforts of 

114Nan'ei Kenshu. Ketsudo osha gyoja oyobi Kenshu osha nenpu, in 
ZSZ. 10, Shiden. 570b. 

I15Sakurai Shuyu. "Keizan Zenji monryu no kyodan keisei: 
Kyogakuteki shiten kara Oku no Shoboji wo chushin to shite" (1974). rpt. 
in Dagen Zenji to Satashu. cd. Kawamura Kode and Ishikawa Rikizan. 197-
99. 

116Tsugen Jakurei Zenji saki. in ZSZ. 2. Shlngi. 30b. 

117See chap. 3 (sec. on the Sandai Soron). The following review 
of abbotship policies at Eihciji and at Sojiji is indebted to Hirose. 
"Eihciji no suiun." 379-501. 
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other Soto monasteries to secure a steady supply of new abbots. however. 

eventually forced Eiheiji to compete for more outside abbotship 

candidates. 

In order to increase the allure of Eiheiji's abbotship. Eiheiji 

attained the right to have its abbots awarded the special ecclesiastical 

title of "Zen Teacher" (Zenjl) by the imperial court. liS The first 

known Soto recipient of this imperial title. Ekkei Rin'eki (d.1514). was 

named Shinko Shozoku Zenji (literally. "Zen Teacher Who Reinvigorates 

the Legitimate Tradition") in 1503 expressly for his mastery of Dagen's 

teachings. 119 The reference to Dagen. however. represents a ceremonious 

reference to Eiheiji. Dagen's .onastery. Significantly Ekkei was a 

Tsilgen-line monk. In 1507 the court also officially recognized Eiheiji 

as the head temple of the Sot a school. thereby granting its abbots the 

right to receive an imperial purple robe. 120 Prior to this. the 

!~perial title of Zen Teacher and the purple robe had been available 

only to Rinzai monks. Therefore. the Soto leaders in Gasan's line 

immediately took advantage of these new honors offered by Eiheiji. A 

memorial eulogy for Ikka Bun'ei (1425-1509). for example. states that 

just before his death Ikka served a term at Eiheiji in order to attain 

the imperial purple robe. 121 

118Nobutane kyokl. entry for 1507:11:23. in Zoho shlryo talsel. 
45:21Sb; as well as Imaeda Aishin. "Chilsei Zenrin ni okeru jfiji seido no 
sho mondai." in Chusel Zenshushl no kenkyu. 395; and Hirose, "Eiheiji no 
suiun." 384-S6. 

119Shoshu chokugoki. in Zoku gunsho ruijil. 14:42Sb. 

120Nobutane kyoki. entries for 1507:11:23. 1507:12:16. in Zoho 
shlryo taisei. 45:218b. 221b. 

121Kikuin Zuitan. Kikuln osho agyo. eulogy dated 1514:9:6, in 
SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:558b. 
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Eiheiji established new regulations governing its abbotship in 

1509 in order to adainister these honors properly. The practice of 

awarding abbotships in absentia (inar!) found at some Japanese Rinzai 

monasteries was forbidden. Honorary abbots must be physically present 

at Eiheiji. except for the very elderly who were allowed to send a 

representative. Abbotship inauguration fees also would be required. but 

this income could only be used for the construction and repair of 

Eiheiji's buildings.122 These regulations mark the point at which 

clear. explicit distinctions began to be drawn between the Jakuen-line 

abbots who actually managed Eiheiji's affairs and the honorary abbots 

from other lineages who performed only a ceremonial inauguration 

(zuise). Eiheiji abbots from its own Jakuen lineage would not retire 

from office when other abbots were inaugurated. unlike other Sate 

aonasteries that accepted abbotship succession from alternating 

lineages. 123 This is an important point. since it allowed monastic 

affairs to continue on a regular basis without the disruptions that a 

change in abbots would bring. At Sojiji. in contrast. the lack of any 

long-term abbot effectively prevented the monastery from functioning as 

a center for Zen training. because the three-month training sessions 

could not be conducted.124 

The 1509 abbotship regulations seem to have remained in force 

until the Tokugawa period. This is indicated by a 1592 missive 

122Eiheiji sadame (1509:4), rpt. in Hirose Ryoko, "Chusei koki 
no Eiheiji jiryo to kihan." in Eja Zenji kenkyu, ed. Kumagai Chfiko, 283-
84. For an analysis of this document. see ibid .• 284-87. 

123Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun." 399. 

124Tanrei Sochu (1624-1710) restored meditation sessions at the 
Sojiji monks' hall in 1686. See Enzan Some! and Reiun Bonryu. Taiya 
kaisan Tanrei Zenji kinenroku (1710). in SZ. 17. Shiden. 2:410-1. 
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distributed by Eiheiji that sought more outside abbotship candidates for 

the stated purpose of raising funds for Mthe construction and repair of 

Eiheiji's buildings"--the exact wording as used in the 1509 

regulations. 125 In addition to the funds collected by Eiheiji as 

inauguration fees. each request for an imperial title or purple robe 

also would require additional collections in order to pay the proper 

gover~ent officials. 126 There is little doubt that for Sata teachers 

the economic benefits that would result fro. these honors would have 

more than justified their costs. Sate monks would have no difficulties 

attracting strong patronage with the prestige that a title from Eiheiji 

could bring. One Giin-line Sata monk proved so successful at attracting 

large numbers of new students (and new sponsors) following his term as 

an honorary abbot at Eiheiji that Tsugen-line monasteries began to issue 

formal complaints in 1560 (sec below).127 

Little is known of the backgrounds of the Sata monks who were 

honorary abbots at Eiheiji. Unlike most other Sata monasteries. Eiheiji 

apparently never kept a register of abbots. A Tokugawa-period 

compendium of Sate biographies. the Nippon Taja rentaroku (1727). 

mentions only about forty-two monks from Gasan lineages as having been 

abbots at Eiheiji--out of more than 700 Sata monks. Yet original 

125sakyu. Eiheiji Sakyu shojo (1592:2:18). in Komonjo. no. 1830. 
2:701-2. Also see Hirose. MChusei koki no Eiheiji jirya to kihan." 285. 

126These payments are not mentioned in early sources. but in 
1581 Shibata Katsuie (1522-1583; Oda Nobunaga's representative in 
Echizen) reprimanded Eiheiji for failure to account for its payments to 
the govern.ent (ku.onsen). See Shibata Katsuie gechijo (1581:9:7). in 
Ko.onjo. no. 15. 1:12; and Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun." 393-94. 

127Aizu Jigenji satasho (ca. 1559-1560), rpt. in yukishishi. 1: 
Kodsi chusei shiryohen. 107b; as well as Hirose Ryaka. "Chiha hat ten ni 
to.onau Setoshu monpa no taio." SG. 24 (1982): 165; and HGennfiha no 
Eiheijl-Sajlji shusse mondai to Ranta jiin no doka." 193. 215-6. 
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documents reveal that a great many more monks than noted in these 

biographies had used the honorary title "Former Abbot of Eiheiji." 

Thirty one of the forty-two monks noted in the Rentaroku predate the 

Tokugawa period, and the second earliest of the. is known to have died 

in 1487. Twenty of these thirty-one monks were of the Tsugen line, ten 

were of the Baisan line, and one was of unknown lineage.128 In addition 

to the senior monks who became honorary abbots, exchanges between lower-

level monks in Eiheiji's Jakuen line and in other lineages seem to have 

been fairly common. In 1520, for example, Kikuin Zuitan (1447-1524) 

composed a new Buddhist name for a Tsugen line monk who previously had 

been the chief cook at Eiheiji. 129 Likewise, a 1528 entry in Sojiji's 

register of abbots (jusanki) includes a Tsugen-line abbot at Sojiji who 

originally had been the disciple of the Eiheiji abbot Kenzei.130 

In response to Eiheiji's new status, Sojiji also increased its 

efforts to attract new abbots. During 1509--just two years after 

Eiheiji had won purple-robe status--Sojiji inaugurated twenty-two new 

abbots. Prior to this time, Sojiji had enrolled only about four or five 

new abbots per year. Yet for the ten-year period between 1510 and 1529, 

Sojiji enrolled 231 newabbots.t31 This dramatic increase in annual 

enrollments indicates the beginning of a campaign to actively recruit 

new abbots for Sojiji. By 1510 Sojiji already had petitioned the court 

for the right of Sojiji abbots to receive the purple robe. In Sojiji's 

128Hirose Ryoko, "Eiheiji jfiji seido ni kansuru ichi kosatsu: 
Shusse-Zuise no mondai wo chushin ni," SG, 21 (1979): 127-28; and 
"Eiheiji no suiun," 432-35. 

129Kikuin osha agyo, in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:539b. 

130Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun," 1:458. 

131Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun," 456-57. 
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case. however. the court refused authorization. 132 Undeterred by the 

court's rejection. Sojiji seems to have openly challenged the legitimacy 

of Eiheiji's imperial recognition. To defend itself Eiheiji produced an 

imperial edict in 1539, which not only reconfirmed Eiheiji's status but 

also backdated it by more than 150 years. 133 Sojiji responded four 

months later with its own imperial edict, which forbad Sojiji-affiliated 

monks fro. going to Eiheiji in order to obtain either purple or yellow 

robes and which ordered Eiheiji to return its now invalidated 1539 

edict.134 The full details of this conflict over abbotship titles are 

unclear. but these contradictory edicts probably represent only one 

tactic. The conflict was pursued strongly enough to force even some 

Rinzai monasteries to take sides. In 1550 the Rinzai monk Taigen Sufu. 

who had received an imperial purple robe at Nanzenji earlier that same 

year. wrote that any Soto monks with purple robes should be afforded 

132Nobutane kyoki. entry for 1511:1:16. in Zoho shiryo taisei. 
45:238a; and Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun." 1:367. The Nobutane kyoki. an 
impartial source. is considered to be more reliable than the texts of 
imperial edicts in the possession of the monasteries themselves. Sojiji 
possesses a document which purports to be a 1322 edict from Emperor 
Godaigo (Ko.onjo, no. 1966. 3:2) that authorized imperial purple robe 
status for Sojiji. yet this document is widely regarded as a forgery. 
Moreover. even authentic edicts can contain questionable content since 
the stated reasons for the proclamation usually are based on the (often 
self-serving) claims of the monastery or person who had petitioned to 
receive the edict. 

133Gonara tenno rinshi (1539:10:7), Eiheiji ns, in Komonjo. no. 
11. 1:9. The document states that it reconfirms an edict. originally 
sent to Eiheiji during the Oan era (ca.1368-1375). that had been lost in 
a fire of 1473. Although this edict generally is considered authentic, 
its reference to the Oan era probably resulted from misinformation 
supplied by Eiheiji. 

134Gonara tenno rinjisha (1540:2:27). Sojiji n, in Ko.onjo, no. 
2002, 3:22. Needless to say. the authenticity of this edict is very 
doubtful. 
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full honors only if their robe had been obtained at 5ijjiji. 135 

The factions that sponsored new abbotship candidates to Eiheiji 

and 50jiji also exerted influence over the abbotship policies of both 

monasteries. Monasteries affiliated with the Ryijan branch of the Tsugen 

faction, in particular, were able to use the economic power represented 

by their abbotship candidates not only to pressure Eiheiji and 50jiji 

but also to prevent the rival Gennij faction from having access to these 

monasteries. The Ryijan and Gennij factions both were centered around the 

same geographic region of eastern Japan. Although the Gennij monasteries 

had been established earlier, the Ryoan faction had been more aggressive 

in founding branch temples. When the Gennij-line monastery Annonji (in 

modern Ibaraki Pref.) prepared to sponsor one of its monks to Eiheiji's 

abbotship in 1528, leaders of the nearby Ryaan-line monasteries felt 

vulnerable. In response, the Ryaan-line monks organized a letter-

writing campaign among the monasteries within their faction and 

presented Eiheiji with all the collected letters. The Ryoan-line 

monasteries threatened to stop sponsoring their own abbotship candidates 

if Eiheiji were to accept a Genna-line candidate.136 Eiheiji promptly 

assented to the Ryoan-line ultimatum, thereby demonstrating just how 

crucial abbotship candidates from the Ryijan-line monasteries were for 

Eiheiji's economy.137 

135Talgen Silfu oboegakisha, copy of Ms. dated 1550:12:1. rpt. in 
Shizuokaken shiryo, 3. as cited by Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun." 389. 

136Annonji satasho. rpt. in yukishishi. 1: Kodai chusei 
shlryohen (1977): 80-82. 84, 90a; and Hirose. "Gennoha no Eiheiji-50jiji 
shusse mandai to Kantij jiin no dokij." 181-83, 186. According to the 
last missive in the Annonji satasho. the Ryoan-line monasteries had 
learned of Annonji's plans when the monks at Annonji began soliciting 
funds with authorization letter from Eiheiji dated 1528:11:17. 

137See Hirose. "Kanganpa no Eiheiji shusse mondai," 84-85. 
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In 155B two Genna-line monks became abbots at Sajiji. 

Interestingly, both monks were inaugurated on the same day--indicating 

that Sajiji's abbotship had become purely a ceremonial title. The same 

Ryaan-line monasteries again organized a letter-writing campaign to 

threaten Sajiji with a similar withdrawal of support. 13B In Sajiji's 

case, however, the threats of the Ryaan faction carried less weight 

since many other factions also contributed to Sajiji's economy. We know 

that other Genna-line monks became abbots at Sajiji in 1562, 1568, and 

1574. 139 These two letter-writing campaigns (one successful and one 

not) demonstrate how medieval Sata factions were able to use the office 

of abbotship and its accompanying honors to promote their own faction 

while restricting smaller factions. 

The 1570s mark the beginning of the end of medieval Sata and 

the end of this chapter. Two important developments of this period 

would permanently alter the shape of the Japanese Sata order, namely, 

the fierce warfare in northeastern (i.e., Hokuriku) Japan and the 

religious policies of the sengoku daimyo. It is difficult to gauge the 

full extent of the damage suffered by the Sata monasteries in 

northeastern Japan during the 1570s. Oda Nobunaga's defeat of the 

Asakura family in 1570 entailed the destruction of most of the the 

monasteries in Echizen affiliated with the Tenshin branch of the Baisan 

faction, which had been sponsored by the Asakura. In 1574, members of 

one Ikko ikki are known to have attacked many major monasteries in the 

138Aizu Jigenji satasho, rpt. in Yukishishi, 1: Kodai chusei 
shlryohen, 91-109; and Hirose, "Gennoha no Eiheiji-Sojiji shusse mondai 
to Ranta jiin no doka," 188-213. 

139Hirose, "Eiheiji no suiun," 450. 
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area.140 During Oda's campaign against the ikki the following year. 

Baisan's Ryutaiji suffered total destruction in fires because the rebel 

forces had used Ryutakuji as a staging ground. 141 In either 1574 or 

1575 (or both?). Eiheiji also was totally reduced to ashes. In 1566 

Butsudaji (the other major Baisan-line monastery) had sent its treasures 

to Sojiji for safe keeping. This was the last documented proof of 

Butsudaji's existence. 142 In the three provinces of Kaga. Noto and 

Etchu. at least ten Gasan-line monasteries and twenty-three Meiha-line 

monasteries are known to have disappeared. 143 The destruction delivered 

blows to the Baisan and Meiho factions from which they never fully 

recovered and also foreshadowed the ascension of the Sota monasteries in 

eastern Japan (i.e., the Kanto) during the Tokugawa period. 144 

Significantly. Oda concluded his successful attack on the lkkl by 

issuing a brief set of regulations to Eiheiji. 145 Although the 

regulations were not notable of themselves. they foreshadowed the more 

stringent regulations yet to come. During the Tokugawa period, monastic 

policies would be decided by government agencies rather than by 

individual abbots. 

The 1570s also saw the full development of Soto Zen doctrine 

and practice. By this point. the Sat a school not only had become one of 

140Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun," 464-71. 

141Ryutakuji salken kangechosha (1581:3:7), in Komonjo. no. 
1920. 2:769; and Hirose. "Eiheiji no suiun." 471. 476. 

142Hirose. "Zenshu un'ei to rinjusei," 291. 

143Kuriyama. Gakuzan shiron. 165-66. 

144Hirose. "Elheljl no sulun." 464-71. 

1450da Nobunaga kingo (1575:9). in Komonjo. no. 13. 1:11-12. 
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the largest religious institutions in Japan but also had developed 

uniquely Japanese forms of Zen belief. Above we have seen how Sate 

monks reinterpreted the Zen emphasis on lineage to create new methods of 

temple organization based on abbotship succession. This transformation 

of Zen lineages represents only one example of how traditional Zen 

concepts assumed new meanings within the context of medieval Japanese 

culture. Below we will shift our attention away from external 

institutional concerns in order to examine the internal dynamics of 

medieval Sate Zen thought and practice. The rapid regional expansion of 

Sate temple networks and the quick pace of abbotship succession at major 

monasteries required a steady supply of trained Zen masters. Our 

analysis will begin. therefore. with the methods of Zen education and 

koan training that produced the leaders of medieval Seta. These Seta 

leaders used the paradoxes of koan language as part of their efforts to 

popularize Buddhist ordinations for laymen and to create new religious 

meanings for Zen funerals. These latter two topics. therefore. will 

illustrate how the monastic forms of Sate Zen extended beyond the walls 

of medieval monasteries into the daily lives of the com.on people. 
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CHAPTER 6 

KOAN ZEN 

Modern Sata scholars often draw a distinction often between the 

kosoku kaan associated with the Rinzai tradition and the genja koan 

associated with the Sata tradition. Although these two terms each have 

well established histories, only in recent times have scholars begun to 

use them as two opposing categories in order to distinguish Dagen's 

conception of the kaan from that taught in Rinzai monasteries. "Kaan n 

(Ch. "gong'an n
), a term already widely used in western accounts of Zen 

practice, commonly refers to the actions, sayings or questions made 

famous by past Zen masters, either in terms of the actual incidents or 

in terms of the truth revealed thereby. The Chinese Linji master 

Zhongfeng Mingben (Jpn. Chuha Myahon; 1263-1323) placed emphasis upon 

the incidents themselves. According to Zhongfeng, kaan are historical 

precedents that serve as models to guide students in the same manner 

that a government agency or "public bureau" (Ch. gongfu) is guided by 

its lists of "items to investigate" (Ch. andu).1 Zhongfeng's definition 

has been widely accepted in Chinese Chan and in the Japanese Rinzai 

lShanfang yehue (Jpn. Sanba yawa), pt. 1" in Tlanmu Zhongfeng 
heshang guanglu (Jpn. Tenmoku Chuha osha karoku), fasc. l1A, in Dal 
Nlhon katel zakya [a.k.a. the Hanjl edn.] (Kyoto: Zakya Shoin, 1902-5), 
31.7.606a-b. Mingben's description of kaan (gong'an) has been translated 
at length by Ruth Puller Sasaki. "The History of The Koan in Rinzai 
(Lin-chi) Zen." in Zen Dust (New York: Harcourt. Brace and World, 
1966). 4-7. Regarding Zhongfeng, see Sata Shfika. "Gen no Chuha Myohon 
ni tsuite," SG, 23 (1981): 231-36. 

294 
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tradition.2 Scholars preface "kosoku" (Ch. "guze"; old example) a term 

synonymous with koan according to Zhongfeng's definition. to "koan" in 

order to clearly indicate that the Rinzai interpretation is implied. 

Hore specifically. "kosoku koan" refers to Zen stories that are used as 

objects of meditation in a systematic sequence for the purpose of 

guiding students through a series of ever deeper enlightenment 

experiences. 

In contrast to Zhongfeng, Dagen's disciple Senne placed 

emphasis upon the truth embodied within these Zen stories. According to 

Senne. koan means truth or Buddhism (i.e .• shabo genzo) itself, while 

"genjo" (Ch. "x1ancheng"; presently complete) merely restates the 

meaning of "koan." In other words. every presently complete reality 

(genjD) is truth (koan) and every truth is presently complete. 3 Hodern 

interpreters of Dagen Zen usually understand this rather awkward 

expression to mean that all phenomena are themselves koan, or complete 

in their embodiment of truth (sh1nri).4 In Dagen Zen, this truth is not 

an object of meditation--a goal to be achieved--but rather a living 

reality expressed by the practice of meditation itself. Thus. the 

Rinzai technique of using kOBn to seek enlightenment experiences is 

denied. 

2Por example. see Chanl1n baoxun y1ny1 (Jpn. Zenrin hoklln ongi; 
1635), S.v. "gong'an," in ZZK, 2:18:132d; or Hujaku Dochu, Zenrin 
shok1sen (1741), chap. 20, "Gengomon," s.v. "koan, " (rpt., Tokyo: 
Seishin Shobo, 1963), 599b-601a. 

3Shobo genzosho. fasc. 1. "Genjo koan" chap •• in SBGZST. 11:6-
10. 312. 

4Kagamishima Genryu. "Dagen no shiso." in Dogen no shoga1 to 
sh1so. Koza Dogen. 1:13; and Kurebayashi. Dogen Zen no honryu. 183-85. 
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lIistorically the distinction between so-called kosoku koan and 

genjo koan is much aore elusive. Furuta Shekin has demonstrated that 

the term "gong'an" encompassed both concepts in early Chinese Chan 

literature.5 As pointed out by Furuta, "gong'an" forms part of the 

compound expression "xJancheng gong'an" in its earliest citation within 

the Jinde chuandenglu (i.e., the Chan history favored by Degen). 

Although the Jinde chuandenglu cannot be relied upon for historical 

accuracy, this citation assumes great significance for understanding the 

intellectual context of Degen's interpretation of koan. In the Chinese 

Chan texts studied by Degen no clear difference between the kosoku-koan 

approach and the genjo-koan approach can be discerned as late as the 

Song dynasty. Furuta found similar expositions of "gong'an" in the 

writings of both Hongzhi Zhengjue and Dahui Zonggao (Jpn. Daie Sake; 

1089-1163), the well-known Caodong and Linji masters who are regarded as 

the prime representatives of the two main opposing trends of Song-

dynasty Chan, namely, Silent-Reflection Chan and Gong'an-Introspection 

Chan. In Dagen's teachings as well. elements now associated only with 

kosoku koan are present. Likewise, "genjo koan" appears in the writings 

of medieval Japanese Rinzai teachers, such as Muso Soseki.6 The 

distinction between kosoku koan and genjo koan. therefore. can be 

misleading if applied too rigidly. 

To a large extent. theoretical instruction in Zen (as opposed 

to the practical instruction of monastic life and meditation) is 

5See his "Genje koan no igi" (1957); rpt. in Nihon Bukkyo 
shisoshi. Furuta Shokin Chosakushfi, 1:449-56: and "Kean no rekishiteki 
hatten keitai ni okeru shinrisei no mondai" (1956): rpt. in Zenshu 
kenkyu. Furuta Shokin Chosakushfi, 2:51-83. Furuta's research on koan is 
sum.arized by Kic. Dogen KJgen--Hystical Realist. 99-102. 

6Huso kokushi goroku. fasc. 1, in T, 80:450b. 
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conducted through the language and vocabulary established by the early 

Chinese patriarchs. This specialized idiom allows Zen teachers and 

students to describe different approaches to practice. various states of 

meditation. and fine distinctions between points of view or levels of 

understanding. Dagen's goroku (lectures and verse in Chinese) 

demonstrate his mastery of that idiom, while his Shabo genza (essays and 

commentary in Japanese) compose in many ways a textbook on how that 

specialized Zen vocabulary should be used to express the true meaning of 

Buddhism. That Buddhist truth can be termed "genja koan. W but the 

language used for its expression is that of the kosoku koan. Even in 

the modern Sate school. textual study of the stereotyped sayings of the 

Chinese patriarchs (i.e .• study of koan) is necessary in order to 

understand how Degen com.ents upon kaan in his own writings. Therefore. 

there is no question that Degen taught kaan. Present Seta leaders. 

however. would assert that Dagen had never taught kaan to be used as 

topics of meditation or as a means of directing practice toward a 

predetermined goal. such as enlightenment. 7 

Yet kaan instruction formed a major part of medieval Japanese 

Seta Zen training. Although this medieval Sata emphasis on kaan 

transmission now is seen as a major deviation from Dagen's teachings. 

its roots can be detected within Degen's own writings. Moreover. 

medieval Japanese Sata techniques for mastering kaan share 

characteristics now associated not only with kosoku koan but also with 

genja kaan. Before examining kaan Zen in Degen's writings and in 

medieval Sata practice. however. we will first investigate the usages of 

xlancheng gong'an (Jpn. genja kaan) in the Chinese sources available to 

7Por example. Kurebayashi Kode. Dagen Zen no honryu. 181. 
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Dogen as well as the contradictory affirmations and rejections of kosoku 

koan study found within Dagen's teachings. Then. the medieval 50to 

tradition of koan study will be analyzed in terms of its historical 

development and in content from its few remaining literary records. 

Xiancheng Gong'an 

The origin of the terms "gon'an" and "xiancheng gong'an" cannot 

be known with certainty from extant sources. The Jjnde chuandenglu 

attributes the earliest use of these phrases to Daoming (Jpn. Domyo; d. 

ca.874-879).8 Daaming's "xi an cheng gong'an" statement became widely 

quoted by subsequent Chan teachers (including Dogen). For this reason 

one must carefully distinguish between the meaning of the term in 

Daaming's original context. and its meaning as used in the writings of 

later teachers. Moreover. because written Chinese allows the reader to 

supply grammatical tense and conjunctions. the exact relationship 

between the words are open to a variety of interpretations. The Jjnde 

chuandenglu recounts the following encounter: 

Upon seeing a monk approach. Daoming said: 'Xi an cheng gong'an. 
you are forgiven thirty blows of the staff.' 

Monk: 'I am like that.' 
Daoming: 'Why does the [statue of] the guardian in the temple 

gate have a raised fist?' 
Monk: 'The guardian also is like that.' 
Daoming struck the monk. 

Prom this dialogue. three points seem clear. First. the meaning of 

"xiancheng gong'an" was as obvious to Daoming's student as was the 

posture of the guardian images in the temple gate. Either the term 

already had been well used. or had been referring to some concrete. 

obvious circumstance. Second. the term most likely was a verb-object 

8pnsc. 12; in T. 51:291b. Daoming appears under the name Ch~n 
Zunsu (Jpn. Chin Sonshuku). 
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compound being used as the first half of an "if-then" sentence (i.e., 

"If you can 'xianchenlt the 'gong'an,' then I will spare you fro. thirty 

blows of my staff"). In the end, the monk, evidently unsuccessful in 

his efforts, was struck anyway. Third, Daoming had used the word 

"gong'an" in reference to the present moment, not in order to cite a 

precedent established by a past teacher as explained by Zhongfeng. 

Daoming's statement, however, subsequently did become one such 

precedent itself. It was widely quoted by later Chinese Chan teachers, 

beginning with Yunmen Wenyan (Jpn. Unmon Bun'en; 864-949),9 Yuanwu Keqin 

(Jpn. Engo Gokugon: 1063-1135),10 and Dahui Zonggao. 11 It appears in a 

slightly modified form in Dagen's Shabo genza as well. 12 Significantly, 

the first Chan master to have popularized the use of old quotations. 

Yemlen Wenyan. never referred to these sayings as "gollg'an." Instead he 

termed his quotations "words" (hua; Jpn. wa) or "exaaples" (ze; Jpn. 

soku). Fenyang Shanzhao (Jpn. Fun'yo Zensho; 947-1024) was the first 

Chan teacher to use Ugong'an" as a generic term for all types of 

stereotyped sayings. well after the practice of teaching these sayings 

already had become widespread. 13 

9Yunmen Kuangzhen chanshi guanglu (Jpn. Unmon Kyashin Zenji 
karoku). fasc. 1; in T, 47:5478. 

10Yuanwu Foguo Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Engo Bukka Zenji goroku). 
fascs. 7. 8. 12. 13; in T, 47:744c, 750a. 770a. 772a. 

11Dahui Pujue Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Daie Fugaku Zenji goroku). 
fascs. 5, 24; in T, 47:832a. 914a. 

12SBGZ. "Muchu setsumu" chap., in DZZ. 1:241. 

13Pengyang Wude Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Pun'ya Hutoku Zenji goroku). 
fasc. 3; in T. 47:613c, 615c. Also see Furuta. "Genjo koan no igi"; and 
"Koan no rekishiteki hatten." 
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At the same time that "gong'an" was evolving into a generic 

term for Zen sayings, "xlancheng gong' an" as a single compound term 

already was being used to teach Chan students. Yunmen Wenyan once 

replied to a student's question: "Xl an cheng gong'an cannot be 

analyzed. "14 Xuedou Zhongxian (Jpn. Setcho JUken: 980-1052) began a 

lecture with the words: "Even before leaving [your] mother's woab 

[there is] xiancheng gong'an. n15 Wuzu Fayan (Jpn. Goso Hoen; d.l104) 

wrote a self-depreciating poem beginning with the lines: "Using 

appearances in order to grasp appearance produces only phantoms and 

delusions; using the true in order to seek the true [gives me] shifting 

points of view without ever getting close; xiancheng gong'an is the 

unconditioned, the indiscernible ..• "16 And Yuanwu Keqin described 

xlancheng gong'an as "solitary, perfect and complete."17 

In each of these quotes "xlancheng gong'an" refers to reality 

itself as experienced through Chan (Zen) enlightenment, just as defined 

by Senne. Yet there is no evidence of any conscious distinction between 

this everyday, experienced reality (xiancheng gong'an) and the activity 

of giVing it expression with the stereotyped sayings handed down from 

teacher to disciple. Herein lies the paradox between Chan spontaneity 

and Chan conformity to tradition. Individual freedom and enlightenment 

must attain fruition through established forms. These quotations were 

used as expressions of Chan reality, not as rhetorical techniques for 

14Yunmen Kuangzhen chanshl guanglu, fasc. 3; in T, 47:570c. 

15Xuedou Hlngjue Chanshl yulu (Jpn. Setcho Hyogaku Zenji 
goroku) , fase. 2; in ~ 47:676a. 

16Fayan Chanshl yulu (Jpn. Hoen Zenji goroku) , fasc. 3; in T, 
47:666b. 

17Yuanwu Foguo Chanshi yulu, fasc. 9; in T, 47:751c. 
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mental transforaation. Like Fenyang. each of the above Chan teachers 

also frequently quoted and comaented upon the sayings of their 

predecessors. Although Yunacn Wenyan had not referred to these sayings 

as ~gong'anW or "xiancheng gong'an,W Wuzu Fayan and his disciple Yuanwu 

Keqin did. 

Yuanwu Keqin's writings and lectures present old precedents 

(i.e .• so-called "kosoku koan-) as every-day enlightened reality. Both 

are referred to as "xiancheng gong'an. n The stereotyped sayings of past 

Chan aasters were. for Yuanwu Keqin. meaningful only if actualized in 

each moaent. 18 The great importance Keqin placed upon xiancheng gong'an 

is indicated by the fact the tera occurs at least seventeen tiaes in his 

goroku. This is several times the number found in the goroku of any 

other Chan master. including Dagen's ten-chapter goroku (only four 

times).19 Yet Keqin is also known as one of the great systematizers of 

gong'an study. His commentary on one hundred "old examples" (guze) 

foraed the basis of the Biyanlu (Jpn. Hekiganroku; Blue Cliff Records)--

one of the foremost manuals for systematic gong'an meditation. In the 

18Puruta. "Genjo koan no igi." 453-56; and "Koan no rekishiteki 
hatten." 63-69. 

19The Yuanwu Poguo Chanshl yulu mentions xiancheng gong'an three 
times in fasc. 3 (in T. 47:723e. 724b. 726b). twice each in fases. 6 
(739b. c). 9 (7Slc. 754e). 12 (769a. 770a). and once each in fascs. 4 
(732b). 5 (734b). 7 (744c). 8 (750a) 11 (764a). 13 (772a). 16 (790e) and 
20 (810a). Dagen's Karoku mentions the tera three tiaes in sec. 1 
(lees. 60. 79. 101: in DZZ. 2:20. 23. 26). and once in sec. 8 (Fukan 
zazengi; 2:165). In contrast. the tera occurs only five times in the 
Uuangzhl Chanshl guanlu (fascs. 1. 3. 5. 8: in ~ 48:9b. 16c. 33a. 67a. 
93a)]. and not at all in the Rujinglu. In Dagen's Shabo genza the tera 
plays a much larger role. In various forms. it appears twenty-one times 
in all. in thirteen chapters: "Shoaku aakusa" (In DZZ. 1:280-81), 
"Genjo koao" (1:10). "Zazenshin" (1:91. 03). "Sanjushichi bodai bunpo" 
(1:511. 518). "Dai shugyo" (1:544, 547). "Kuge" (1:110). "Uji" (1:194). 
"Juki" (1:198). "Huchil setsumu" (1:241). "Saosuigyo" (1:269). "Katto" 
(1:334). "Hitsugo" (1:392). and "Ango" (1:568). 
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Blyanlu as well. Keqin repeatedly refers to the old examples as 

xlancheng gong'an. For example. he challenges the reader in his 

introduction to Example Fifty-One: if you still do not 

comprehend. then merely come to terms with [i.e .• understand] this 

xlancheng gong'an.~O The word "this" (Ch. gel clearly reveals that the 

xiancheng gong'an being referred to is not reality as a whole. but just 

one single topic (example) for contemplation. 21 

Yuanwu Keqin's use of the term "xianchengn to refer to the 

stereotyped examples in the Biyanlu is particularly significant because 

of the importance of Yuanwu Keqin in Dagen's writings. Dagen's Shobo 

genzo contains Chinese-language passages that could have been based only 

upon Yuanwu's Blyanlu. The entil'~ ~Zenki" (Full Actualization) chapter 

of Dagen's Shabo genzo is devoted to commenting upon just one of Yuanwu 

Keqln's comments. 22 In fact. Keqin is one of the most quoted Chan 

patriarchs in Dagen's writings. 23 Moreover. Yuanwu Keqin probably is 

the source from which Dagen derived his own use of the term "xlancheng 

gong'an n ("genjo kuann). This inference is based on the fact that the 

term occurs seventeen times in Yuanwu Keqln's goroku, but not once in 

20poguo Yuanwu Chanshi biyanlu (Jpn. Bukka Engo Zenji 
heklganroku) , fasc. 6, example (ze) 51; in T. 48:185c. The term 
"xiancheng gong'~nn occurs at least five times in Yuanwu keqin's 
Biyanlu. In addition to example 51 cited above, it also is found in 
examples 10 (fasc. I; in T, 48:150b), 21 (3; 163b), 32 (4; 171b), and 63 
(7; 195a). 

21In this context. there is justification for Yanagida Seizan's 
translation of xiancheng gong'an as "ready-made kuan. n See his "'Shobo 
genzo' to koan," KBRS, 9 (1978): 28. 

22Compare DZZ. 1:203-5 and Yuanwu Poguo Chanshi yulu, fasc. 17; 
in T, 47:793c. 

23Yuanwu ranks in the top ten. See Kagaaishlma Genryu, Dagen 
Zenji to in 'yo kyoten, 230-60. 
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the sayings of Rujing, Dagen's teacher. Dagen's admiration of Keqin is 

demonstrated by the praise Dagen lavished on him (e.g .• ". there has 

been no teacher as worthy since Obaku Kiun").24 If Yuanwu Keqin's 

teachings combined both xiancheng gong'an and the old-example gong'an of 

the Biyanlu, then could Dagen have done likewise? There exists a 

manuscript copy of one portion of the Biyanlu in Eja's handwrlting. 25 

This evidence suggests that the Biyanlu had been well studied not only 

by Dagen, but also by his disciples. Their familiarity with the Blyanlu 

raises the possibility that even if Dagen's conception of genjo koan had 

excluded the use of any predeterained probleas for meditation, still his 

disciples might have confused Dagen's position with that of Keqin. The 

contradictory statements on koan use found in Dagen's writings would 

have compounded their confusion. 

Dagen 

We will begin with Dagen's statements critical of koan 

contemplation. Dagen usually disparaged the usefulness and goals of 

koan training when e~phasizing Zen meditation (zazen or shikan taza) for 

its own sake as the sale method and meaning of Zen. Dagen's criticisms 

stand in direct opposition to those who would identify the goal of Zen 

practice with real!~in~ enlightenment (satori. go) by directly 

perceiving true reality (kenshO). Dahui Zonggao, the great advocate of 

koan contemplation, especially had stressed the importance of this 

enlightenment experience: "To escape the cycle of transmigration, one 

first must perceive reality (kensho); to perceive reality, one must sit 

24SBGZ. "Jisho zanmai" chap .• in DZZ, 1:558. 

25Heklganshu dankan. in Shlryoshu. SBGZS~ 26:703-5. 
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in meditation (zazen)."26 In Dahui's statement. we can detect a 

disregard of Zen meditation. Ultimately. it is only a means toward a 

more important end (i.e., kensho). Dogen asserted the exact opposite 

position; he rejected the importance of kensho: 

The summation of Buddhism is not kensho. Not one of the seven 
Buddhas or the twenty-eight Indian patriarchs ever taught that 
Buddhism was merely kensho. The Rokuso dankyo [Platform Sutra of 
the Sixth Patriarch] contains the word 'kensho.' but this text is a 
forgery. It is not a book of the Dharma treasure. It is not the 
words of Sakei [Ch. Caoxi].27 

Dogen taught meditation as a complete expression of enlightened 

activity. Therefore. any techniques of koan contemplation (kanna) 

applied while sitting necessarily prevent true meditation from 

occurring. Genjo koan would be the natural experience of Zen 

meditation, but koan contemplation would be an artificial barrier 

separating one from the simple act of meditation itself. Indeed, the 

practice of koan contemplation and the experience of kensho are not 

restricted to sitting meditation but can occur during any activity. For 

this reason, Dogen also attacked koan Zen for failing to realize the 

importance of meditation. 

He began one lecture with the assertion that: "The meaning 

transmitted by the Buddhas and patriarchs. the doctrine that lies 

outside the realm of words. is not found in the koan c~ past masters.~ 

Dogen continued with a lengthy exposition on the importance of Zen 

meditation, subsequently asserting: 

Other [sects] have heard of this term. but [their meditation] is not 
the same as the Zen meditation (zazen) of the Buddhas and 

26Dahui Zonggao. Zuochanyi (Jpn. Zazengi) , as cited by Ishii 
Shuda. "Daie Sako to sono deshi." pt. 5. 18K. 22:1 (Dec. 1973). 292. 
For a detailed summary of Dahui Zonggao's teachings, vis-A-vis Dogen, 
see Ishii, "Sodai Zenshushi yori altaru Dogen Zen," 77-82. 

27 SBGZ. "Shizen biku" chap.. in DZZ. 1: 708. 
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patriarchs. Why is this? Because Zen meditation in other sects is 
based upon waiting for enlightenment (taigo). [They] compare it to 
the parable of temporarily using a boat to cross the sea. [They] 
would say, 'Once across, throwaway the boat.' Our Zen meditation 
[as taught by] the Buddhas and patriarchs is not like that. 28 

If the goal of Zen lies in kensho, then meditation practice would be 

reduced to nothing more than waiting for that enlightenment experience 

to occur. Ejo heard Dagen argue in even stronger terms for the primacy 

of Zen meditation over any artificial attempt to induce an experience of 

enlightenment: 

Dagen: 'In the study of the Way, most important of all is Zen 
meditation. This is number one. In China, the numerous people who 
have attained the Way all did so through the strength of their Zen 
meditation. Even a stupid person of no talent who cannot read a 
single letter, upon devoting himself to Zen meditation will come to 
surpass a bright student of advanced learning. Therefore, a student 
must merely sit (shikan taza) without concern for other matters. 
The Way of the Buddhas and patriarchs is simply Zen meditation. 
Follow no other method.' 

Ejo: 'When sitting in meditation and koan contemplation are 
studied together, while reading goroku or koan I sometimes feel that 
I understand a little. Yet in Zen meditation [alone] there is 
nothing like that. Are we, then, still to prefer the practice of 
Zen meditation?' 

Dagen: 'In contemplating koan or a word (watO).29 you might 
realize some insight, but it will be far removed from the Way of the 
Buddhas and patriarchs. To pass time in total sitting without 
anything to attain, without anything to enlighten is the Way of the 
patriarchs. Although these ancients taught both koan and siaple 
sitting (shikan taza) , it was sitting that they taught exclusively. 
And although soae people attain enlightenment (satori) by means of a 
word (watO) , actually it is due to the merit of their sitting that 
they attain enlightenment. Truly, the merit is in sItting. '30 

28Instruction (hogo) II, Koroku, sec. 8, in DZZ. 2:160-61. 

29Wato (Ch. huatou) often is completely synonymous with koan or 
kosoku In the sense of an old example that is used as a problem for 
contemplatIon during meditation. In a more narrow sense, wato refers to 
a single key word, such as "Hun (i.e., "No"). that occurs in a koan. 
One forD of koan conte~plation would be the constant repetition of that 
key word. 

30Zuimonki, 6, in Koten bungaku-81. 436-37; alt. in DZZ. 2:494. 
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Dagen's emphasis on meditation for its own sake. "without 

anything to attain. without anything to enlighten" often is seen as a 

total rejection of the use of koan for inducing or testing 

enlightenment. This view of Dagen as having totally rejected koan 

contemplation. however. leads to rather forced interpretations of 

Dagen's affirmative statements on koan use. For example. the Shabo 

genzo chapter "Daigo" (Great Enlightenment) lists several items (such 

as: "the three realms constituting the universe. the mUltitude of plant 

life. the four fundamental elements of nature. the Buddhas and 

patriarchs") the grasping of which would constitute great enlightenment. 

Included in Dagen's list is: "Grasping a koan n (Koan wo nenjite 

daigosu).31 Kyaga. the most anti-Rinzai of Dagen's disciples. argued 

that "koan" in this passage refers to "great enlightenment grasping 

great enlightenment" and therefore differs completely from the practice 

of "so-called Zen teachers who would advocate merely fixine a koan to 

one's forehead [i.e .• totally concentrating on a koan]."32 

In spite of Kyaga's assertion. however. Dogen's goroku includes 

his instructions for "fixing a koan to ones forehead." Dogen instructed 

the Zen monk Enchi that if he locked his eyes on the koan "What is the 

Way?" and always kept it fixed to his forehead. then he would certainly 

attain enlightenment within thirty years.33 By referring to a set span 

of time. Dogen clearly indicates that he is instructing Enchi in the use 

of koan as a means toward the end of attaining enlightenment. In 

another passage. Dagen mentions among his students a Confucian scholar 

31 DZZ. 1:83. 

32Shobo genzDsha. fusc. 6. "Daigo" chap .• in SBGZST. 11:470-71. 

33Instruction 2. Koroku. sec. 8. in DZZ. 2:152-53. 
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fro. Kyushu whom he had been instructing in koan contemplation. 34 

Significantly, in contrast to the concept of genjo kaan, for this 

scholar Dagen defined "kaan" by means of giving the stereotyped examples 

of "Juzhi's [Ch. Gutei] raising one finger, Linji's yelling, and 

Deshan's [Ch. Tokusan; 780-865] beating with his staff." All of these 

are well-known "old examples" (kosoku). Dogen stated that it was with 

these koan that "the worthy [teachers of the] past attested to [each 

other's] enlightenment." Moreover, Dogen referred to this scholar's 

repeated visits to receive instruction in additional "old examples," 

thereby indicating that Dagen had been instructing him in a systematic 

sequence of koan. Likewise, Ejo's Zulmanki also records Dagen's 

instructions on how to concentrate one's strength on a koan. 35 

Elsewhere in Dagen's garoku and Shabo genzo, well-known koan arc cited 

not as genjo koan, but as old examples to be mastered. 36 

It is clear, therefore, that Dogen taught kaan contemplation as 

a means to attain Zen understanding even as he also emphasized that the 

true purpose of Zen practice lies in meditation alone. These two 

seemingly contradictory approaches appear side by side in his 

instructions to the nun Ryonen. Dagen first cited a koan, praising it 

as a fine means of realizing enlightenment. Then he warned Ryanen that 

the koan would be efficacious only through calm meditation: 

... [if one is] clear and calm then one will attain a response, 
but if one dwells on the one word and half a phrase, on the sayings 

341nstruction 5, Koroku, sec. 8, in DZZ, 2:155-56. 

35Sec . 6, in Katen bungaku-81. 481; alt. in DZZ, 2:490-91. 

36For example, SBGZ, "Hakujishi" chap. (in DZZ, 1:350); or 
Koroku, sees. 2, 3, 7, lees. 169, 196, 226, 514, in DZZ, 2:44, 51, 58, 
136. Also note Dagen's use of appended sayings (agyo or jakugo) in sec. 
6, lee. 455, in DZZ, 2:118. 
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of the Buddhas and patriarchs, or on our school's koan. then these 
[become] evil poison. 37 

This passage is particularly indicative of Dagen's approach 

because it represents Dagen's simultaneous praise and criticism of koan 

study. Imaeda Aishin has stated that there is a contradiction between 

the depiction of Dagen's teachings in Eja's Zuimonki and in Dagen's own 

Shobo genzo. in that the Zuimonki rejects koan while the Shabo genza 

affirms thea. 38 However. as the above quotes demonstrate. the 

contradiction (if any) should be sought within Dagen's teaching itself. 

Both of these sources (and Dagen's goroku as well) contain statements 

both affirming and then rejecting koan study. Ragamishiaa Genryu has 

proposed that this apparent contradiction is a result of Dagen's having 

taught koan as a means of attaining enlightenment only at the beginning 

of his teaching career when the influence of his study in China was 

still fresh. According to Ragamishima's view. as Dagen developed his 

own Japanese approach to Zen he gradually abandoned kosoku koan in favor 

of genjo kaan. 39 

This position. however. is not supported by the chronological 

evidence of Dagen's extant writings. "Genjo kaan" (composed in 1233) 

was one of the very first Shobo genzo chapters Dagen wrote. Two years 

later Dagen composed his instructions on koan contemplation in which he 

defined koan as the raised finger. the sudden yell. or the blow with a 

37Instruction 4. Koroku. sec. 8. in DZZ. 2:155. 

38Imaeda Aishin. Dagen: Zazen hitosuji no shamon. NIIR Books. 
255 (Tokyo: Nihon Hoso Shuppan Ryakai. 1976). 178-79. 

39 U Dagen no shiso." 11-12. 
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staff. 40 Clearly Dagen had taught both approaches to koan during this 

same period. Likewise. in Dagen's goroku the term "genjo kaan r or "kaan 

genjo" occurs only in Dagen's lectures given between 1241-1242 while 

Dagen was still at Kashaji in the capital. In the text of Dagen's 

lectures between 1244-1252 after Dagen had moved to Echizen (which 

occupy the bulk of the total ~ecorded lectures) "genja kaan" is not 

found. The reverse of Kagamishima's proposed chronological sequence 

also is presented by the Shabo genza chapter "Daigo" mentioned above in 

which Dagen mentions "grasping a koan." This chapter had been composed 

in 1242 at Kashaji. but the words "grasping a kaan" first appeared when 

the essay was revised in 1244 after Dagen had moved to Echizen. 41 If 

anything. Dagen seems to have emphasized genjo kaan more at Kashoji 

during the beginning of his career. 

Even if Kagamishima is correct that Dagen had shifted from an 

initial emphasis on kaan contemplation to a more mature emphasis on 

genja kaan. that shift in Dagen's teaching method easily could have 

fostered an impression among his disciples that kaan contemplation also 

was an acceptable training technique for some students. or under some 

circumstances. Keizan Jakin. for example. writing about sixty years 

after Dagen described different approaches to Zen meditation according 

to a student's level of ability. Superior students were said to 

practice Dagen's purposeless sitting. unconcerned with either 

enlightenment or unenlightenment. For students having difficulty 

meditating. however. Keizan also recommended the use of kaan.42 

40Por the date this lecture. see Ito. "'Eihei karoku' setsuji 
nendai ka." 193. 

41Kawamura. u'Shaba genzo' seiritsu no sho mondai." pt. 6. 21. 

42Sankon zazensetsu. in JDZ. 251. 
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Keizan 

Keizan Jakin's simultaneous emphasis upon Dagen's purposeless 

Zen meditation while permitting the use of koan during that meditation 

marks an extremely noteworthy transition between Dagen Zen and the koan 

study of medieval Soto. Keizan had begun his religious career at 

Eiheiji as a Sota monk, unlike Dagen's direct disciples--all of whom had 

converted to Degen's teachings after first studying other for.s of 

Buddhism. From the very start he had studied under Degen's leading 

disciples, and he studied only under Dagen's disciples. The Tokugawa-

period scholar Reinan Shujo popularized the idea that Keizan also 

studied under the leading Rinzai masters in Kyoto. 43 Reinan's 

assertion, however, resulted from a bad conjecture based on a mistaken 

calculation of Keizan's year of birth. Keizan's own writings clearly 

reveal his career of study: first Eja, then Jakuen, Gien, and finally 

Gikai. 44 From this well-rounded background, Keizan had ample 

opportunity to compare the different ways in ~hich each of these 

disciples inherited and transmitted Dagen's teachings. Although Keizan 

never met Dagen, Keizan's teachings on meditation and koan provide an 

excellent indication of how Dagen's approach had been understood and 

accepted within the early Sata community as a whole. 

Moreover, Keizan was deeply concerned with teaching the 

concrete details of everyday Zen practice. He wrote two essays 

specifically concerning meditation techniques: the Zazen yojlnki 

(Mindfulness in Zen Meditation) and the Sankon zazensetsu (The Three 

43Rentoroku, fasc. 2, in SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:244b. 

44Por a useful chronology of Keizan's life based on 1264 for his 
year of birth, see Takeuchi Koda, "Keizan Zenji ryaku nenpyo (seju 
rokunisai)," SKK, 18 (1986): 151-64. 
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Levels of Zen Meditation). In addition, he devoted large portions of 

his lectures and general instructions to expositions of the correct and 

incorrect approaches to Zen training. For example. ahout two-thirds of 

a Japanese-language essay Keizan prepared for the layman Shigeno Nobunao 

concerns the proper psychology of Zen meditation. 45 Keizan's having 

addressed such a technical topic to a layman is typical of the emphasis 

upon meditation practice found in his other writings as well. 

Keizan's Zazen yojinki. his principal description of Zen 

meditation. often is described as an elaboration of Dagen's Fukan 

zazengi. This characterization is not completely accurate. The Zazen 

yojinki does contain many quotations from Dagen's Fukan zazengi. as well 

as many from Dagen's Shabo genza. Yet the majority of Keizan's 

identifiable quotations are taken from the Hokyaki. Dagen's account of 

Rujing's private instructions. 46 Rujing's list of thirty-five 

guidelines for beginners is explained in detail. 47 Keizan resembled 

Dagen in asserting that Zen meditation admits no distinction between 

beginners and longtime practitioners. 48 Dagen. however. had avoided 

committing the mechanics of his meditation technique to writings. 

preferring instead to describe a theoretical. ideal meditation through 

poetic language. In this respect Keizan more strongly resembled Rujing 

45Tokoku kaisan Keizan osho no hago. in ZSZ. 1. Shiigen hoi. 49-
56. 

46Mizuno Kagen identified passages with vocabulary and grammar 
similar to the Hokyaki twelve times, to the Fukan zazengi five times. to 
Dagen's Shabo genza twice and to Dagen's Gakudo yojinshu twice. The 
last one-fourth of the text is based both on the Fukan zazengi and on 
the Shobo genzo "Zazengi" chapter. See his "Keizan Zenji no zenjo 
shiso." in Keizan Zenji kenkyu, 312-54. 

47Compare Ilokyoki, sec. 5, in DZZ, 2:373-75. 

48Keizan Jakin. Sankon zazensetsu. in JDZ. 252. 
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jn focusing on the practical. concrete details of everyday practice. 

For this reason. Keizan's method of using koan in teaching his students 

is auch easier to discern than is the case with Dogen. Keizan's 

statements on Zen meditation and koan reveal how he reconciled Dagen's 

teachings of just sitting with the meditative use of kosoku koan. 

Keizan's acceptance of koan certainly did not derive from his 

having attributed any less importance to Zen meditation than Dagen. In 

his Zazen yOjlnki, Keizan asserts that the Buddha's entire career, 

enlightenment and preaching, had been due to the strength of Zen 

meditation, and that Zen meditation alone directly illuminates the 

mind.49 Elsewhere Keizan asserts that the practice of Zen meditation 

itself is the Buddhas' enlightenment (zazen zoku butsugo nari).50 In 

his writings, Keizan borrowed Dagen's terminology to repeatedly assert 

that the practice of Zen meditation is just sitting (shlkan taza),51 

that Zen meditation is the activity of enlightenment (shlnjin 

datsuraku) ,52 and that the experience of Zen meditation is "a revealing 

49JDZ, 243, 248. 
meditation is the direct 
"Keizan" (1939), rpt. in 
1962), 218-19. 

Regarding Keizan's assertion that Zen 
illumination of the mind, see Akiyama Hanji, 
Zenke no shiso to shukyo (Tokyo: Sankibo, 

50Noshu Tokoku kaisan hogo, in Hu.ei sasshi (ca.1468), Roku 
Jizoji (Ibaraki Pref.) Ms., in Z5Z, I, 5hugen hoi, 57a. In spite of its 
early date, this text is of doubtful origin. I have cited it only 
because this statement concisely expresses the same idea found in 
Keizan's other works. See Shiina Kayu, "Roku Jizaji shoza 'Mumei 
sasshi' n1 tsuite," 5G, 14 (1972): 169a; and "Keizan Zenji ni kansuru 
sanshu no 'kana hogo' ka," in Keizan Zenji kenkyu. 880. 892. 906-12. 

51 Denkaroku. patriarch 50. IDS; and Zazen yojlnkl. in JDZ. 247, 
248. 

52 Dcnkoroku, patriarchs 4, 17, 50, 51, pp. 13, 35, 105-6, 111; 
Zazen yojlnkl, in JDZ, 243, 248; Gosoku rakukl, JDZ, 412; Keizan osha 
goroku, lee. 2, in Tokokuki, in 5G, 16:245; alt. in JDZ, 464; Tokokuki, 
in 5G, 16:240; alt. in JDZ, 421; and Tokoku kaisan Keizan osho no hogo, 
in Z5Z, I, 5hugen hoi, 52b. 
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[the gen of genjO] within non-thought and a completeness [the jo of 

genjO] within non-interaction."53 In advocating shlkan taza, Keizan 

also cited Rujing's statement that in Zen practice "there is no need for 

lighting incense, worshipful prostrations, concentrating on the Buddha 

[-name]. [ritual] repentance. or chanting scripture--just sit and [you] 

have it. "54 Using his own words, Keizan described shikan taza as 

simply: "the not doing of anything else; this is the essence of Zen 

training •.. the body [sitting] without motions. the mouth without 

esoteric incantations, and the mind without thoughts."55 Keizan 

recognized no other true Buddhist practice. His conception of Zen 

meditation can be understood best. perhaps. by analyzing his exposition 

of the phrases shinjin datsuraku and "a revealing within non-thought and 

a completeness within non-interaction." 

Kelzan began his Zazen yojinki by defining Zen meditation as 

"shinjin datsuraku. n which he characterized as the "penetrating of 

heaven and earth by sitting (so that) the entire body (of reality) is 

perfectly manifest." Penetrating by sitting describes an active. 

involved approach to meditation. but the entire reality revealed thereby 

remains passive and undisturbed. Keizan defined shinjin datsuraku in 

more concrete terms as being "removed from both delusion ~~d 

enlightenment. unchanging. motionless. nonactive, unobstructed, like 

being mindless. like being preoccupied. like the mountains, like the 

53 uFushryo ni shite gen. fuego ni shite jo"; see Zazen yojinki. 
in JDZ. 250; Keizan osha goroku, lees. 2, 8, in Tokokuki. in SG. 16:245. 
246; alt. in JDZ, 464. 465; and TOkoku kaisan Keizan osha no hogo, in 
ZSZ. 1. Shugen hoi. 53a. 

54 Denkaroku. patriarch 50. 105; and Zazen yojinki. in JDZ. 248. 

55Zazen yajinki. in JDZ. 247. 
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sea."56 In his other writings. Keizan repeatedly refers to shinjin 

datsuraku as the experience of only a single true reality (ichi 

shinjitsu noai).57 This expression derives from a passage in the Dai 

hatsunehangyo (Skt. HahaparinirvBQa Sfitra) that describes leaves and 

bark falling away (hifu datsuraku) to reveal the true reality (i.e .• 

structure) of a tree. 58 The metaphor asserts that enlightenment is the 

falling away of sensory illusions to reveal a single true reality. 

Dagen once explicitly equated Rujing's shinjin datsuraku with hifu 

datsuraku. 59 Keizan never used these two expressions together. but 

repeatedly linked shinjin datsuraku to the enlightened experience of 

reality mentioned in the scripture.60 In these statements. Keizan makes 

clear that meditation is not a means to an end. The goal or end (i.e .• 

true reality) is fully actualized by the act of meditation itself. 

Keizan also characterized Zen meditation as U a revealing within 

non-thought and a completeness within non-interaction." This line comes 

from Dagen's Shabo genzo "Zazenshin" (Exhortation to Zen Meditation) 

chapter. within which it defines the content of "the essential crux of 

all Buddhas. the crucial essentials of all patriarchs."61 In other 

words, this revealed completeness constitutes the essence of the dynamic 

56Zazen yojinki. in JDZ, 243. 248. 

57Zazen yojinki. in JDZ. 243; and Tokokuki. in SG. 16:240a; alt. 
in JDZ. 421. 

58Da banniepanjing (Jpn. Dai hatsunehangyO). rasc. 39. in T, 
12:597a. 

59 Karoku, sec. 6, lec. 424. in DZZ, 2:107. 

60Keizan did cite hifu datsuraku as a compound term; see 
Denkoroku. patriarchs 36. 46. pp. 75. 100. 

61 "ButsubutslI no yoki, soso no kiyo"; in DZZ. 1: 100. 
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enlightenment enacted by the Buddhas and Zen patriarchs. The words 

"non-thought" (fushiryO) allude to Vaoshan Weiyan's (Jpn. Vakusan Igen; 

745-828) classic characterization of Zen meditation as "thinking non-

thinking."62 Keizan explained this revealing within non-thought as the 

reattain.ent of an original. pristine consciousness before the 

separation of subject and object: "To think nen-thought, to become 

enlightened to non-enlightenment. is named 'heaven and earth not yet 

sundered.' 'body and mind not yet germinated' ••. 'the casting away of 

all exertion (kufU).'"63 Note that the "exertion" or kufu rejected by 

Keizan is the very mental struggle said to be necessary to conquer a 

koan problem. In Zen meditation without either exertion or conscious 

contemplation WP. experience the revelation of the ultimate unity of true 

reality. 

The words "non-interaction" (fuego) in the second half of 

Dagen's expression refer to a lack of sensory interaction between mind 

and objects. This phrase alludes to a paradoxical statement by Shitou 

Xiqian (Jpn. Sekito Kisen: 700-790) that describes enlightenment as 

sensory subjective sensation and objective material reality functioning 

together through mutual interaction (ego) while subject and object 

maintain distinct. independent identities through mutual non-interaction 

(fuego).64 In other words. enlightenment embraces two modes of reality 

simultaneously: (1) the mystical interpenetration of self with all 

existence and (2) the alienation of self from all. Keizan explained 

62Jingde chuandenglu. fasc. 14. in T. 5I:3IIc. 

63Takoku kaisan Keizan osha no hogo. in ZSZ. 1. Shugen hoi. SOb. 

64Cantongqi (Jpn. Sandakai). in Jingde chuandenglu. fasc. 32. in 
T. 5I:459b. 
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this "non-interaction" within which completeness is attained as the 

uncluttered mind, undisturbed by any conscious conceptions: "[It is] 

the stopping of all concerns, the purification of the mind. like a lake 

without waves or the sky without clouds."65 In Zen meditation 

unfettered by mental images. each object attains completeness in and of 

itself. 

Keizan closed his Zazen yojinki with the exhortation that this 

original interpenetration of subject and object (i.e., "non-thought") 

undisturbed by conceptions (i.e., "non-interaction") attained through 

Zen seditation must be realized in the performance of monastic rituals 

as well. He wrote that revealing proper monastic decorum within non-

thought means that everything presently complete (genjO) is koan. while 

completely practicing inherent enlightenment within non-interaction 

means that every koan is presently complete (genjo).66 This exhortation 

alludes to the inseparateness of monastic ritual and Zen meditation in 

Dagen's Zen. It asserts that genjo koan is the koan (i.e., reality) 

experienced in daily ritual and perfected in daily meditation. Monastic 

ritual--our interaction with the external world--performed within non-

thought reveals the interdependence of all existence. Zen meditation--

our withdrawal from external concerns--performed within non-interaction 

demonstrates the completeness and perfection of each individual aspect 

of reality. Keizan asserted that the whole of Buddhism, the subtle 

65Tokoku kaisan Kelzan osho no hogo, in ZSZ, 1. Shugen hoi, 500. 

66 uPushiryo ni shite igi wo genzuru toki wa genjo sunawachi 
koan; fuego ni shite shusho wo jozuru tokl wa koan sunawachi genjo"; in 
Zazen yojinki, in JDZ. 250. 
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essential teaching of the Buddhas and patriarchs lies just in this 

approach to Zen meditation. 67 

The comments cited above demonstrate that Keizan adhered 

closely to the doctrines established by Dogen. Unlike either Dagen's 

Shobo genzo or Senne and Kyago's Shobo genzosho, however, Keizan 

explained exactly how Zen meditation should be practiced in practical 

terms. His practical instructions reveal the influence of Rujing 

through Dagen's Hokyoki. Yet Keizan provided even ~ore detailed 

instructions than those found in the Hokyoki. For example, Rujing told 

Dogen that the locations upon which one should allow one's attention to 

rest during Zen meditation all have been predetermined. Of these many 

possible locations, however. the Hokyoki specifically mentions only the 

palm of one's left hand. 68 In contrast to the Hokyokl, Keizan asserted 

that for long periods of meditation, it is unnecessary to locate one's 

attention upon anything in particular. Then he described special 

circumstances that might lead one to select a specified location: the 

palm of the left hand for ordinary circumstances, the soles of the feet 

when agitated by fantastic visions, the top of the forehead when 

troubled by torpor, and the tip of the nose or the area just below the 

navel when troubled by distractions. 69 In the Hokyokl Rujing also 

recommended reciting the preface to the text of the Bodhisattva precepts 

for combating physical and mental agitation. 70 Keizan likewise 

67Ibid. 

68Sec • 43. in DZZ, 2:387. 

69Zazen yojlnkl, in JDZ. 246. 

70See • 5, in DZZ, 2:374. Regarding the identity of this 
preface, also see Ishida Mizumaro, "Dagen: Sono kai to shingi," pt. I, 
Kanazawa bunko kenkyu. 8:3 (March 1962), 2-3. 
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recommended reciting this preface. but mainly as an aid for preventing 

drowsiness. 

When reciting this preface proved ineffective. Keizan also 

recoamended concentrating on a kosoku koan. 71 It is important to note 

that this kosoku koan was to be used only as an aid to attaining true 

Zen meditation. not as a means of achieving a self-induced sensation of 

enlightenment. Like Dagen. Keizan emphatically rejected any practice of 

Zen meditation based on the anticipation of attaining enlightenment. 

Like Dagen. he asserted that practice based on waiting for enlightenment 

(taigo isoku) Misses the point of Zen aeditation. 72 According to 

Keizan. those who wait for enlightenment (taiga) fall into a type of 

meditation illness. worse than the practices of non-Buddhists whose 

meditation renders them into "dead bodies containing ghosts" (ki 

fusantei no shinin).73 Therefore. Keizan resembled Dagen in his 

rejection of any approach to Zen in which enlightenment experiences or 

koan training would be awarded greater importance than the practice of 

pure meditation. 

Yet Keizan also differed from Dagen. Keizan admitted the needs 

of some people to practice lower forms of Zen meditation. Keizan always 

addresseJ t~= ~undane experience of average monks. For this reason even 

Keizan's purely theoretical description of Zen acditation, Sankon 

zazensetsu. mentions two lower. more mundane approaches to meditation in 

addition to Dagen's ideal "single-minded sitting." The three levels 

71Zazen yojinki. in JDZ. 249. 

72Ibid .• 247. 

73Tokoku kaisan Keizan osho no hogo. in ZSZ. I, Shugen hoi, 54a: 
and Denkoroku, patriarch 6, 16. The ZSZ text aisprints the "soku" 
(principle) of "taigo isoku" as "soku" (leg). 
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(sankon) explained by Reizan refer to three ways in which one 

experiences Zen meditation. They are not necessarily distinct 

approaches to Zen. According to Reizan. even the lowest level of Zen 

meditation embodies the best of all Buddhist practices. Just by 

assuming the correct posture of a sitting Buddha one already will have 

embraced all the Buddhist precepts of laymen, monks and bodhisattvas and 

be removed from all evil actions. The middle level, or averaee 

meditation. is characterized by the effort that must be continually 

exerted. At this stage the Zen monk must constantly concentrate his 

attention on his breathing. focus his eyes on the tip of his nose or 

cling to a kaan in order to free himself from all distractions. Finally 

in the highest level of Zen meditation one merely sits. There is 

neither any striving for enlightenment nor any enlightenment to be 

obtained. 74 Reizan's highest level of meditation clearly would 

correspond to Dagen's shinjin datsuraku and shikan taza. 75 Unlike 

Dagen, however, implicit within Reizan's explanation of these three 

levels of Zen meditation one can detect the belief that the lower two 

levels are necessary prerequisites to the higher level of true Zen 

meditation. 

Reizan also differed from Dagen in terms of the great emphasis 

he placed upon the "pivotal breaking through [to enlightenment]" (taki). 

Zen tradition claims heir to a unique patriarchal succession. Yet the 

exact nature of that succession remains obscure. For Dagen. personal 

74Sankon zazensetsu. in JDZ. 251-52. 

75Mizuno Ragen. "Reizan Zenji no zenjo shisa." 340-44. 
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intimacy between master and disciple seems to have sufficed.76 For 

Keizan, however, dharma succession only resulted from a master having 

invoked in his student the full realization of enlightenment. The 

biographies of the Japanese Soto patriarchs Keizan composed at Goroho 

for the Yokoji mausoleum (i.e., the Dentoin) and his lectures on the 

transmission of the So to lineage (the Denkoroku) describe the 

relationships between each patriarch and successor solely in terms of 

the single instance at which the teacher invoked his student's 

enlightenment. This emphasis on the pivotal moment (tokl) of 

enlightenment reveals the influence of contemporary Chinese Chan 

biographical literature in which the lectures and activities of the 

patriarchs receive less weight than the circuastances leading up to 

their enlightenment. These circumstances (lnnen) constitute the subject 

of kosoku koan. The concept that a teacher can invoke a sudden, single 

transformation of a student's consciousness is very similar to the 

concept of "seeing reality." or "kensha,n advocated in Rinzai Zen. In 

fact, Keizan accepted "kensho" as one provisional term for such an 

experience. 77 Moreover in a conversation with his disciple Koan Shikan. 

Keizan defended the language of one particular koan by asserting that 

many monks had attained enlightenment upon hearing it. 78 Therefore. 

although Keizan and Dogen alike had rejected any Zen practices based 

upon waiting for enlightenment, Keizan nonetheless recognized the 

importance of the enlightenment experience as the validation of Zen 

76At least Manzan Dohaku thought so. See Hanzan osha Toman 
ejoshu, cd. Sanshu Hakuryu (1711), leaf 7a, in S8GZS~ 20:606. 

77Takoku kalsan Keizan osha no hago, in ZSZ, 1. Shugen hoi. 51b. 

78 Tokokuki. recopied 1432 by Eishu, Daijoji Ms .. in SG. 16 
(1974): 241: alt. JDZ edn. (1937). 400. 
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tradition. 

Keizan's acknowledgement of different levels of effort and 

awareness within Zen meditation practice. his emphasis upon the pivotal 

moment of enlightenment and his acceptance of the term. ~kensho.n 

overlap with many elements of koan training as practiced in Rinzai Zen 

lineages. Keizan (like his former training partner Giun) had failed to 

inherit the sharp distinction between Dagen's Zen and Rinzai Zen claimed 

by Senne and Kyaga--in spite of his conscientious efforts to impart 

Dagen's teachings faithfully. 

Keizan's use of koan. however. does not stand out as a turning 

point in the eventual acceptance of Rinzai-style koan training within 

the Sat a tradition. The assumption of Daijaji's abbotship by Kyaa Unrya 

proved far more significant. Although Keizan must bear major 

responsibility for Unrya's term at Daijaji. the subsequent development 

of koan training in the Japanese Sata tradition owes more to the 

influence of Rinzai teachers such as Kyao than it does to Keizan's 

teachIngs. Kyaa. for exa~ple, co=piled his own Shabo genzo. a koan 

collection probably handed down within medieval Sato lineages. While 

Dagen's genjo koan and shlkan taza continued to be major axioms of Sata 

practice throughout the medieval period. later Sata methods of koan 

instruction must be examined in light of techniques that already had 

developed within some rural Japanese Rinzai lineages. Therefore before 

further discussing Sata traditions of koan study. we will first briefly 

summarize the unique features of early Japanese Rinzai koan training. 
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Koan Study in Early Japanese Rinzai Zen 

Early Japanese Rinzal Zen. unlike Degen's Sata school. lacked a 

unified transmission or single standard of legitimacy and teaching 

methods. Little evidence remains to indicate how the various teachers 

within each Rinzai lineage taught kuan contemplation (kanna). The 

teachIng of kuan. however. can be analyzed wIthIn the context of early 

Japanese Zen study as a whole. The Japanese acceptance of Zen as an 

independent relIgious institution often more entailed the Japanese 

adaptation of the literary and artistic fashions of the Song-dynasty 

Chinese aristocracy than it required major relIgious adjustments. All 

the trappings of Zen monastic life. from the architecture and decoration 

of ~onastic buildIngs to the proper etiquette of washing one's face. 

were more foreIgn to the Japanese than the practice of sitting in 

meditation. 79 Koan training proved to be no exception to this general 

pattern. The proper form and conduct of the training process had to be 

mastered just as much as the religious content conveyed by the kuan. 

Moreover. the koan were taught and written in a language even more 

foreIgn than the specialized literary ChInese employed in traditional 

Buddhist exegesis. 

Scholars typically explain the development of koan language as 

the result of a ChInese rejection of abstract Indian terminology in 

favor of simple. concrete expressions. It is IronIc. therefore. that 

this "direct" idiom required prodigious amounts of intellectual 

accomplishment and textual Investigation by Japanese students of Chinese 

Chan. Even Chinese monks could not achieve spontaneity of expression in 

79Degen claimed that Japanese had had no custom of dally face 
washing untIl he introduced the practice from China (see SBGZ. "Senmen" 
chap .• in DZZ. 1:432). 
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the unique paradoxical idiom of classical Chan without great familiarity 

with Chan literature. As nonnative speakers of Chinese, Japanese could 

acquire that spontaneity only after long struggle.80 By the time of the 

Southern Song dynasty (twelfth century) not only had a large corpus of 

Chan literature with many standardized genres already been created, but 

also the practice of alluding to secular Chinese literature had beccme 

widely practiced. As with other Chinese literati, Chan masters were 

expected to compose verse freely for all occasions. Especially 

noteworthy was the custom of composing verse commentary upon famous 

koan. Even Dogen had adhered to this practice with his own Chinese

language poem commentary on ninety selected koan. 81 The ability merely 

to read these poetic comments with full comprehension of the Chan 

terminology and literary allusions could be attained only by well

educated Japanese monks. Even fewer could ever expect to compose their 

own verses. 

Moreover, initially Japanese Zen students also had to confront 

the obstacle of studying under teachers who spoke only Chinese. Many 

Japanese monks failed to ever bridge the barrier of mastering spoken 

Chinese. Monks returned from China carrying more of China's material 

culture than her spiritual one. Even Chinese teachers in Japan rarely 

learned more than a few words of Japanese. The Chinese master Vishan 

Vining (Jpn. Issan Ichinei: 1247-1317) who arrived in Japan 1299 refused 

to accept Japanese students unless they were able to demonstrate their 

proficiency in Chinese. Japanese monks who mastered Chinese 

80Tamamura, "Rinka no mandai," 1006-7. 

81"Eihei juko," in Koroku, sec. 9, in DZZ, 2:167-85. 
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pronunciation and who could quote Chinese literary proverbs won more 

ready acceptance from their Chinese teachers. 82 

The Zen inherited by these Japanese students continued to be 

taught in imitation of the same Chinese syntax and stereotyped norms. 83 

Teacher and disciple exchanged questions and answers in Chinese word 

order. Successful completion of a koan had to be attested to by the 

student's supplying a proper "appended verse" (jakugo) selected either 

from Chan or secular Chinese literature. At the officially sponsorea 

Zen temples--the ones belonging to the Gozan (Five Mountain) system--

senior monks were expected to excel at composing Chinese verse in the 

complex style of matched counterpoint lines (usually alternating in four 

and six character combinations) known as pianliwen (Jpn. benreibun). 

For these monks, mastering the intricacies of Chinese prosody became a 

major occupation. 84 Only the brightest, most studious monks could hope 

to succeed within the literary confines of the officially sponsored Zen 

temples. Rinzai monks of less scholastic inclination turned to the non-

82Tamamura, Gozan bungaku, 173-75; and Akamatsu Toshihide and 
Philip Yampolsky, "Muromachi Zen and the Gozan System,~ in Japan in The 
Huromachl Age, ed. John W. Hall and Toyoda Takeshi, 321-22. 

83The following discription of early Japanese R!l!zai koan 
training is based on Suzuki Daisetz, "Nihon ni okeru koanzen no dento," 
in Zen shisoshl kenkyu (1941), rpt. in Suzuki Daisetsu Zenshu (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1968), 1:233-302; and Tnmamura, "Rinka no mondai," 1006-
32. 

84Tamamura Takeji, "Zen no tenseki" (1941), rpt. in Nihon 
Zcnshushl ronshu, 3:156. 
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Gozan affiliated Zen monasteries, the Rinka. where they gradually 

developed aore accessible methods of koan instruction. 85 

Koan instruction as developed within Rinza! Rinka lineage had 

three essential characteristics: a standardized koan curriculum, a 

standardized set of answers based upon stereotyped Chinese sayings, and 

a standardized method of secretly guiding students through the 

curriculum of koan and answers. By standardizing and simplifying each 

of these, the early Japanese Rlnka teachers not only lessened the 

amounts of memorization required for koan to be mastered by nonnative 

speakers of Chinese, but also insured the preservation of the koan 

system for later generations of students. Koan training systems based 

upon these three characteristics eventually were adopted within many 

Soto lineages and through the modifications imposed by Hakuin Ekaku 

(1685-1766) have continued to dominate Japanese Rinzai Zen. 86 

The content of the koan curriculum differed in each Rlnka 

lineage. but within any particular lineage every generation of students 

would proceed through a set series of koan. more or less in an 

invariable step-by-step order. By repeating the same series of koan in 

each generation, both teacher and student were freed from the burden of 

having to confront vast numbers of Zen texts. When a student later 

85As explained above (chap. 5, n. 74) medieval Gozan monks 
pejoratively referred to all Zen temples (even urban ones such as 
Daitokuji) not included within the officially-sponsored Gozan system as 
rlnka (i.e., "lower (-class] monasteries"). Modern scholars (based on 
Tamamura's "Rinka no mondai") have redefined "rlnka" in a netural sense 
to refer to all rural-based medieval Zen institutions. 

86Kajiya Sonin, "Koan no soshiki," in Zen no koten: Nihon, Koza 
Zen. 7, edt Nishitani Keiji (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobo, 1968), 263-70; Miura 
Isshu, "Koan Study in Rinzai Zen." trans. Ruth Fuller Sasaki, in Zen 
Dust, 33-76; and Shibayama Zenkei, "Hakuin Zen no kanna ni tsuite," in 
Rlnzal no Zen£u (Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1970), 111-50. 
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became a Zen teacher and began instructing his own disciples. he merely 

had to follow the examples set by his own teacher. Innovation was not 

required. nor it seems. widely practiced. 87 Although each lineage had 

its own techniques for koan study. most curriculums followed a threefold 

division. For example. the Daitokuji lineage placed particular emphasis 

upon the koan of the Hekiganroku (Ch. Biyanlu). In this lineage the 

curriculum consisted of the following sequcnce: the initiatory koan 

(known as hekizen). the koan of the Heklganroku (known as the heklgan) 

and the koan to be studied afterwards (the hekigo). A few other 

lineages concentrated upon koan taken from just three texts: first the 

Hekiganroku; second the Rlnzalroku (Ch. Llnjl1u; Record of Linji); and 

third the Humonkan (Ch. Wumenguan; Koans of Wumen). These three levels 

were known as the first. second. and third barriers (shokan. ryokan. and 

sankan).88 

The most common divisions. however. classified koan not upon 

any textual basis but according to content. In these curriculums. the 

three types or levels of koan (known as the "sanm1" within the Soto 

lineages) usually consisted of the categories of: "Ultimate Truth" 

(richl). "Devices" (kikan) and "Reality Itself" (kojO).89 The division 

of Zcn koan into these three categories is found even in the earliest 

Japanese Rinzai accounts of koan and might well have been based upon 

Chinese precedents. For example. Enn! Ben'en wrote: 

87Suzuki Daisetz. "Nihon ni okeru koanzen no dento." 242-43. 
274; and Tamamura. "Rinka no mondai." 1007-9. 

88Suzuki Daisetz, uNihon ni okeru koanzen no dento," 238-39. 
243; and Tamamura, "Rinka no mondai," 1007-9. 

89Ishlkawa Rlklzan, "Chusel So to shu klrikaml no bunrul shiron," 
pt. 5, KBK. 43 (1985): 102-3. 
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[One must] directly transcend the richi and kikan of the Buddhas and 
patriarchs. Transcending the Buddhas' richi is passing through the 
forest of brambles. Transcending the patriarchs' kikan is 
penetrating through the iron mountain and steel wall. Then for the 
first time one will know the fundamental kojo.gO 

And Nanpo Sho.yo (1235-1308), the founder of the Daio lineage, wrote: 

Although the [finite] nUQber of koan is said to be one thousand 
seven hundred, the mountains and rivers, the great earth, the 
grasses and trees, the forests--whatever is seen by the eyes, 
whatever is heard by the ears--all of these are koan. Within our 
school, [koan] comprises three meanings. These are richi, kikan. 
and kojo. The first, richi, are the heart [i.e., essence] or nature 
indicated by the truthful words preached by all Buddhas and taught 
by the patriarchs. The next, kikan, are the displays of compassion 
by the Buddhas and patriarchs: the twisting of one's nose, the 
twinkling of an eye. In other words it is, 'The stone horse wading 
in the water.' The last, kojo. are the direct words of the Buddha, 
the true fora of all reality, all without differentiation. This is 
what is meant by the sayings: 'The sky is the sky, and the earth is 
the earth;' 'Mountains are mountains, and water is water;' 'Eyes are 
horizontal, and the nose is vertical. '91 

According to Nanpo, the first type of koan consists of responses to 

metaphysical or doctrinal questions, the second type included accounts 

of the illogical statements or extraordinary teaching methods (shouts 

and beatings) used by famous Zen teachers, and the last type included 

the stories of how famous teachers had used or described common objects 

or situations. These three categories of koan correspond to the 

standard Buddhist technique of describing reality or enlightenment in 

terms of its nature, its functions and its appearances. But whereas 

traditional Indian Buddhist descriptions relied upon abstract 

philosophical terminology, koan language employs vivid examples of each 

category. 

90"Ji Nyo joza," in Shoichi kokushi goroku (1417), in T, 80:20b. 

91DBio kana hugo (pub. 1646). in Zen.on hogoshu, cd., Mori 
Daikya (1932). rev. edn .• ed., Yamada Koda (Tokyo: Shigensha. 1973). 
2:438. 
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The second distinctive feature of the Japanese koan training 

techniques that developed aaong the Rlnka lineage was the systematic use 

of stereotyped Chinese phrases to analyze or answer each koan. The 

roots of this practice probably date to the very first Japanese attempts 

to overcome the barrier of the Chinese language. The course of its 

growth, however, can be gauged only from the sporadic criticisas of this 

practice that appear in the writings of major Gozan teachers. Wuxue 

Zuxuan (Jpn. Mugaku Sogen; 1226-1286) who arrived in Japan 1279 laaented 

the tendency of his Japanese students to compile lists of sayings from 

Zen texts. Zuxuan admonished his student not to reuse the words of 

others without knowing the experience for oneself. a practice which he 

described as less beneficial than merely reciting the Buddha's Name. 92 

Likewise. Muso Soseki termed the tendency of Japanese monks to identify 

Zen sayings with Zen enlightenment an insane delusion. 93 According to 

Soseki, many "self-styled men of the Way" (donln; i.e .• Rlnka monks)94 

failed to acquire sufficient learning. He criticized these monks for 

devoting too much time to meditation instead of reading Zen texts and 

studying Chinese classics.95 These monks, Soseki asserted. would skim 

Zen texts not for the meaning but only in order to glean the alternative 

92uKokko fusetsu," in Bukko kokushi goroku (pub. 1726). fasc. 9; 
in T. 80:229b-c. 

93AII quotes from Muso Soseki in this paragraph are fro~: 
uSeisan yawa" (ca.1338-1314). in Huso kokushi goroku. fasc. 2:b: in T. 
80:495a, 493c, 494c-495a. 

94Regarding the nuances of donin. see Tamamura, "Rinka no 
mondai." 1006. 

95Regarding Muso's emphasis upon scriptural learning. see 
Akamatsu and Vampalsky. "Muramachi Zen and the Gozan System." 322-24. 
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responses (daigo) or supplemental sayings (betsugo) that past masters 

had supplied for various koan. 

Evidence in support of Muso's statement can be found in one 

medieval commentary on the Hekiganroku which asserts that koan texts 

were read completely differently at Kyoto Gozan and at Rinka temples. 96 

At Gozan monasteries texts were studied in a scholastic fashion. At 

Rinka monasteries. however. the predominant form of koan study was the 

memorization of a set number of stereotyped sayings. These sayings. 

generally known as "appended words" (agyo). would be used to summarize 

or explain each se~ent of a koan text. In the course of his koan 

training a student would learn not only the expressions favored within 

his own lineage but also exactly what types of situations would fit each 

expression. Unlike Gozan monks who composed their own Chinese verse. 

Rinka monks merely had to select an appropriate phrase from a limited 

set of "appended words." This means that the same Chinese phrase might 

have been used on separate occasions to describe very different 

experiences. Regardless of a student's own understanding of Zen. its 

depth or superficiality. little individuality or creativity was allowed 

in his responses to a koan. 97 This emphasis upon imitation generally is 

credited with causing a gradual decline in the vitality of Rinzai Zen. 98 

Whether or not such a decline occurred. on the positive side this 

reliance upon stereotyped phrases also helped insure the survival of the 

96 Heklganshusho. Nanzenji Konjiin Ms •• owned by Matsugaoka Bunko 
as cited by Tama.ura. "Rinka no mandai." 1007. 

97Suzuki Daisetz. "Nihon ni okeru kfianzen no dento." 274. 

98See • for example. Suzuki Daitetz. "Nihon ni okeru koanzen no 
dento," 284; and Ruth Fuller Sasaki. "The History of Koan in Rinzai 
(Lin-chi) Zen." 21-22. 
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koan system by simplifying the linguistic demands of the k~an method--at 

a time when Chinese learning was not widespread. Also this repetitive 

use of Zen sayings would not necessarily have stifled individuality. 

Instead it could have resembled the drills used in modern foreign 

language instruction that foster the ability of students to correctly 

use a large vocabulary of new terms even before they fully understanding 

each word. The stereotyped answers would give Zen students the means to 

acquire rapid fluency in Zen expression and provide them with the 

linguistic ability to interpret their Zen experiences. In emulating the 

answers of the patriarchs. the monks also emulated their enlightenment. 

Certainly. the hackneyed. stereotyped emulation of beginner monks would 

have lacked all inner meaning. Yet many monks must have developed true 

inner fluency in both Zen realization and Zen language as their practice 

matured. 

The third essential feature of koan training at Rinka temples 

was the teaching method of private instruction during which the teacher 

would initiate his students into the proper series of responses for each 

koan. Private instruction always has been a key element of organized 

Zen monastic life. The earliest Chinese Chan monastic code (i.e .• the 

Chanyuan qinggui) provides full instructions for the ceremony of 

Entering the Master's Quarters (nyusshitsu) during which all the monks 

would assemble at the abbot's building and then enter one by one.99 The 

medieval Rinka Japanese Rinzai lineages, however, practiced an informal 

private instruction, conducted in secret only for selected individual 

students who would visit the abbot's quarters alone. In purpose and 

99pasc. 1,. "Rushi" (Jpn. "Nyusshitsu"); rev. edn., Yakuchu 
Zennen shlngl, 66-69. 
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content these informal private instruction sessions were completely 

different fro. the private instruction conducted as part of the formal 

group ceremony. During the regular formal visits to the Abbot's 

Quarters, the teacher would supervise and encourage each member of the 

community of monks, one at a time. The informal instruction sessions, 

however, were limited to senior disciples who would soon inherit their 

teacher's dharma lineage. For these disciples alone the teacher would 

conduct lengthy initiation into the entire koan curriculum and into that 

lineage's own set of questions and answers to be used for each koan. 

These private sessions were known as "missan n (secret instructions).100 

Secret manuals recording the koan curriculum exist for several 

lineages. The more detailed of these manuals are nearly complete 

textbooks of both the koan curriculum and the standardized answers 

taught in that particular lineage. In the Rinzai school these manuals 

are known as missanroku or missancho. 101 In the Soto school texts 

similar to Rinzai missanroku generally are referred to as monsan, a word 

that appears to be an abbreviation of the more descriptive term monto 

100Thls definition of UMissan" come from a commentary on the 
Record of Linji titled Gogyakunin monrai (Five Wayward Men Hear Thunder) 
and said to have been copied by Takuan Soha (1573-1645). See Kaneda 
Hiroshi, Tomon shomono to kokugo kenkyu (Tc!~~: ~!~sha, 1976). 143. 

101The most detailed study of Rinzai koan manuals to date 
remains the pioneering work of Suzuki Daisetz. "Nihon ni okeru koanzen 
no dento," 233-302. To.lnaga Shfiho first revealed the content and 
structure of missanroku twenty-five years before Suzuki's study when-
under the pseudonym "Hau 1100" (i.e., a traditional term for Buddhism as 
the "King of the Teachings that Refute Substantiality")--he published 
Gendai sojizen no hyoron (1916; rpt. 1935; 2d rpt., Tokyo: Mizuho 
Shoten, 1971)--an essay rejecting the koan training methods taught in 
Rinzai lineages along with one missanroku. The missanroku portion of 
Tominaga's book has been translated by Yael lIoff.ann, The Sound of the 
One Hand: 281 Zen Koans with Answers (New York: Basic Books, 1975). 
Unfortunately. Hoffmann wrote his introduction without knowledge of 
Suzuki's research. 
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hissan (i.e .• ~the secret instructions of this lineage").102 The 

development of mlssanroku is obscure. No early texts survive. The 

earliest extant texts (sixteenth century) represent well developed. old 

traditions. The practice of secretly initiating students into 

particular questions and answers for each koan. therefore. must have 

very early roots. It probably co-evolved with the first two features of 

Japanese koan study as a method to insure the faithful transmission of 

the standardized curriculum and stereotyped answers. 

Certainly. the writing of missanroku was widely practiced by 

the time of the Daio-line Rinzai monk rkkyu Sojun (1394-1481). In his 

"Self Admonitions" (Jlkaishu. ca.1461). Ikkyu assailed the exaggerated 

importance Zen monks attach to dharma succession and their equating of 

initiation into koan answers with attainment of that succession. 103 

Ikkyu focused the brunt of his attacks upon Yoso Soi (1376-1458). a 

fellow Daio-line monk who had become noted for his successful campaign 

to rebuild Daitokuji. Ikkyu accused Yo so of having obtained 

contributions from the merchants in the trading town of Sakai in 

exchange for teaching them the questions. answers and verses for the 

koan taught at Daitokuji. These merchants (even as laymen) then could 

claim to be full Zen ma~ler3 with knowledge of all the traditions handed 

down within the Daio line. Evidently. the possibility of being 

initiated into the esoteric lore of Zen language had proved extremely 

tempting even to worldly merchants. In his Jikaishu lkkyu also claimed 

102Kaneda Hiroshi. "To.on shomonorui shomoku kaidai: Zoku ka." 
Kokugakuin zasshi. 78:11 (Nov. 1977). 106-7. 

103All quotes from Ikkyu in this paragraph are from the 
Jikalshu. rpt. in Kyounshu: Kyoun shishu, Jikaishu. ed .• Nakamoto 
Tamaki. Shinsen Nihon Koten Bunko. 5 (Tokyo: Gendai Shicho. 1976). 351. 
357. 377-58. 
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that Meiho (i.e., Keizan's disciple) similarly had initiated a lay 

disciple who then taught Zen to other laymen. There is no way to verify 

Ikkyu's claims. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that instructions for 

koan contemplation in Dagen's recorded sayings also were addressed to 

laymen as was the "Genjo koan" chapter of his Shabo genzo. 

Rinzai Influences 

After Keizan moved to Yakoji, Kyao Unryo (a Rinzai monk of the 

Rinka Hotto line) took over the abbotship of Daijaji. At Yakoji Keizan 

transmitted his Soto dharma lineage to Koha Kakumya, but Koho soon left 

to join the same Rinzai Hotto line. 104 Kyoo Unryo had been the student 

of Shinchi Kakushin. Koho Kakumyo had studied under Zhongfeng Mingben, 

the Linqi master noted for his definition of gong'an (koan). Koho's 

disciple Bassui Tokush~ studied under both Meiho and Gasan. Thus began 

a period of mutual exchange between Rinka Rinzai monks and Keizan's Sato 

lineage that had profound consequences for the subsequent development of 

Japanese Sato Zen. I05 As a result of these contacts, Sato and Hotta 

lineages shared similar practices such as an emphasis on the Zen 

pacification of village spirits (shlnjin kado).106 The teachings of 

Rinzai patriarchs such as Zhongfeng Mingben and of Sato patriarchs were 

mixed together in the same texts. Most important, many Sate lines 

adopted the techniques for studying koan that had evolved in Rinka 

Japanese Rinzai monasteries. 

104See chapter 4, sees. on Keizan's policies at Yakoji, and 
Keizan's religious personality. 

105Azuaa, "Shoki no Nihon Setoshu to Rinzai 1I0ttaha." 

106Hanuki Masai, "Tomon Zenso to shinjin kado no setsuwa," 
Komazawa shigaku, 10 (1962): 44-51. 
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Rinzai-style kaan study seems to have spread among Sato monks 

sometime around the end of the fourteenth century. following the deaths 

of Meiha and Gasan. One Sota kaan manual (i.e .• monsan) states that 

Gasan's disciple Tsugen Jakurei found it necessary to forbid his 

disciples from teaching kaan in secret. 107 Yet Tsugen's biography 

reports that secret instruction in kaan became common during his 

lifetime.l08 Other evidence supports the accuracy of this chronology. 

The earliest extant monsan text. the Ensa monsan. purports to be a 1396 

copy by Mugoku Etetsu (1350-1430)--a disciple of one of Tsugen Jakurei's 

disciples. 109 Likewise. Baisan Monpon (Tsugen's contemporary) had 

ordered his disciples to study wata (i.e .• koan).110 Also. a Sota 

temple in Kyushu published between 1397 and 1411 a woodblock edition of 

the Hekiganroku. the premier koan collection. 111 

Rinzai style kaan study spread among Soto lineages because 

Rinzai and Soto monks studied at each other's temples. Rinzai-Sato 

fraternization continued in every generation of the Rinzai Hotto line. 

but was not confined to anyone lineage. 112 Sometimes Rinzai Gozan 

monks joined Soto temples after growing dissatisfied with the Gozan 

107ShUmon no ichi daiji innen, copied 1607 by Chilgan Shoteki 
(d.1622), as cited by Ishikawa Rikizan. "Minokuni Ryutaiji shoza no 
monsan shiryo ni tsuite." pt. 2. KBK, 38 (1970): 195-96. 

108Jashii Daisenzan Hodaljl zoku denki (1'114), in SZ, 16. Shiden. 
1:631a. 

109See vol. 6 of Tamon shomono to kokugo kenkyu--shiryo. cd., 
Kaneda Hiroshi. In his accompanying study (pp. 279-80), Kaneda reports 
that this text might actually be a later recopy. 

110Baisan osha jiishichi kaja kingo, in Komonjo, 2:310. 

111Tajima Hakudo. "Nikko Chozenjibon 'Hekiganshu' ni tsuite," 
IBK, 5:1 (Jan. 1957), 265-69. 

112Tamamura Takeji. "Rinka no mondai." 1012-28. 
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emphasis upon literary pursuits. Likewise. many Soto monks (especially 

those of Giin's line) studIed In Gozan temples In order to learn the 

intricacies of Chinesc prosody. Study with Rinka Rinzai monks. however. 

was much more common. To illustrate the interconnections between 

medieval Rinzai and Soto monks. Tamamura Takeji cites the example of 

Shochij Shotan (d.1492). a Rinzai monk. and Chikuba Kataku (1419-1471), a 

Soto monk.113 

Shochu Shotan inherited the kaan curriculum of the Genju line 

of Rinka Rinzai Zen from his master Yuho Toeki. This Genju line 

actually comprised several otherwise unaffiliated lineages that traced 

their origins back among the many Japanese students of Zhongfeng 

Mingbcn. Shochu Shotan remained unsatisfied with his level of 

attainment in spite of the full initiation he had received from Yuho 

Toeki. In 1433 he spent seven days on sacred Mt. Kiyosumi praying to 

Kokuzo bodhisattva as a vow to complete his mastery of Zen. He then 

cllmbed Mt. Fuji in order to have his next Zen teacher selected by means 

of ritual divination. The teacher selected for him was Daiko Myoshu 

(d.1437). a Soto master of the Tsugen lineage. Shochu Shotan studied 

under Daiko Myoshu until inheriting the entire Tsugen line kaan 

curriculum. After Daiko's death Shochu Shotan continued training under 

several other Soto masters. all of whom belonged to the same subfaction 

within the Tsugen line as had Daiko. Then he met Chikuba Kotaku--a Soto 

teachcr in thc Tsugen line, but of a different subfaction. Chikuba 

Kotaku was no ordinary Soto master. Like Shochij Shotan, Chikuba also 

had crossed over betwccn lineagcs. He had studicd Rinzai Zen under 

113Ibld .• 1009-10, 1012-17. 1022-25; and Tamamura Takeji, 
uNanbokucho-Muramachi jidai no tenkai: Kyodan,~ in Dagenzen no rekishi, 
Koza Dogen. 2:96-98. 
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Ikkyu Sojun. inheriting the koan curriculum of the Rinka Daitokuji line. 

The Rinzai monk Shochfi Shotan taught the secrets of his Soto koan 

curriculum to the Soto master of a different line. In exchange. the 

Soto monk Chikuba Kotaku taught the secrets of his Rinzai koan 

curriculum to a Rinzai master of a different line. In essence. each had 

become dharma heir to the other. 

Tamamura Takeji, from this example and others, asserts that by 

the fifteenth century the distinctions between Rinzai and Soto had 

totally broken down, that the monks had remained aware only of the 

rivalries between different lineages, and that two Soto lineages would 

have been just as distant from each other as if one had been Rinzai and 

the other Soto.114 Tamamura's characterization is accurate insofar as 

every lineage had its own secret teachings and special oral teachings. 

In terms of self awareness and religious goals, however, different Soto 

lineages remained united in their belief that each faithfully maintained 

and transmitted Dagen's teachings. Even in studying the same koan. the 

interpretations taught in Rinzai and Soto lineages were not necessarily 

similar. Bassui Tokusho, for example, had been extremely critical of 

Sot a teachers, stating that their intellectual approach prevented them 

from even dreaming of the depths of the realization taught in Rinzai 

lines.II5 Hedieval Soto writings, regardless of lineage. contain 

frequent references to Dogen, some openly asserted that the Soto 

tradition had its own approach to koan training. Yet the understanding 

of Dagen's teachings transmitted in these Soto lineages was greatly 

114Ibid. 

115Tsuho Heido. Bassul osha gyojltsu. in 20ku gunsho ruiju. 
9:640b. 
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misinformed. Statements in Soto koan manuals (such as " ... the 

hundred twenty items listed in these certificates [are) the dharma 

bequeathed at Tiandong [i.e .• Rujing's monastery]. [they are] the 

secrets of Dagen ... ")116 clearly demonstrate that Soto monks had 

confused Rinzai-style koan curriculums as being part of Dagen's Zen. 

The Beginnings of Medieval Soto Koan Literature 

Three factors assuae special significance for encouraging the 

development of medieval Soto koan literature. First. early records of 

Dagen's teachings contain elements similar to Rinzai style koan 

training. Second. medieval Soto monks believed that Dagen had 

transmitted a Rinzai lineage. Third. Kyao Unryu and other Hotto line 

Rinzai monks attributed Rinzai-style teachings to Dagen and Keizan. 

The first of these three factors. namely Rinzai-style 

interpretations of Dagen's teachings, can be seen even in Kyogo's Shabo 

genzosh6. In this commentary Kyogo identified one of Dogen's remarks as 

the "appended words" (agyo) for the previous Chinese expression.117 

"Appended words" consist of stereotyped Chinese phrases that the student 

monks must supply for every aspect (Chinese term or Zen concept) of each 

koan. Kyogo had severely criticized Japanese Rinzai koan training. but 

he still believed it iaportant to identify which of Dagen's phrases 

115Kosoku sanzen narabi ni kirikami (copied 1713). as cited by 
Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui shiron." pt. 1. 
KBK. 41 (1983): 345. Two texts in particular. the Nyo Gen kakugaishu 
and the Nankoku rashi sanjushikan. contain detailed description of the 
thirty-four koan supposedly taught by Rujing to Dagen on 1225:9:18. and 
by Dogen to Ejo on 1252:1:15. See Ishikawa Rikizan. "'Eiheiji himitsu 
chao zanmaiki' saiko." KBRS. 12 (1981): 192-93. 

117 Shobo genzosho. fasc. 15, U Shoaku makusa" chap.. in SBGZST. 
12:622. Although this passage occurs within the Kikigaki (I.e .• 
Senne's) section of the Gosh6. the words beginning "hisoka ni iwaku" are 
believed to be Kyago's remarks. . 
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could be used for koan answers. As mentioned above, Ejo's Zui.onki also 

contains a long passage in which Dogen comments upon two koan by 

supplying alternative responses, appended sayings and by identifying 

pivot words. 118 The fact that Dogen identified these aspects of the 

koan might have resulted more from Ejo's line of questioning (and from 

Ejo's Darumashij background) than from Dagen's usual style of 

teaching.1 19 Vet the significance of these remarks remains unchanged 

regardless of whether Dagen or Ejo prompted them. In the eyes of 

medieval Soto monks they would have suggested that Dagen taught Rinzai-

style koan training. Similarly. the passage in the Goyuigon recording 

Gikai's appended sayings for shinjin datsuraku also would have suggested 

that the Soto dharma transmission taught by Dagen and Ejo required koan 

initiation. 120 Regardless of the historical problems of interpreting 

the passages, they would have fostered the belief that the Dagen Zen 

transmitted by Kyogo, Ejo. and Gikai included Rinzai-style techniques 

for giving stereotyped answers to koan. 

Further parallels with Rinzai-style koan training are suggested 

by the early dissemination of Dagen's Chinese-language (i.e .• "shinji") 

5habo genza. As mentioned earlier (see chapter 2). no conclusive 

evidence exists from which to gauge the extent that Dagen had used this 

kaan collection for directly teaching his own students. Vet by the time 

Giun became abbot of Eiheiji (ca.1314), however, the Chinese-language 

118Sec . 2. in Koten bungaku-81. 335-37; alt. in DZZ. 2:430-31. 
Also see the section on Dagen earlier in this chapter. 

119!shikawa Rikizan, "'Shabo genzo zuimonki' to Nihon 
Darumashu," pt. 1, 5G. 24 (1982): 37-43; and pt. 2. 5G. 25 (1983): 43-
48. 

120 Goyuigon. entry dated 1255:1:13 (referring to 1255:1:7). in 
5BGZ5T, 20:826; alt. DZZ. 2:503. Also see chap. 3 (sec. on Gikai). 
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Shobo genzo had become a major koan sourcebook for Soto monks. Giun's 

goroku cites koan not from the Chinese texts popularly used at other 

Japanese monasteries but directly fro. this Shabo genza. 121 Moreover. 

every complete version of the Chinese-language Shabo genza discovered 

thus far includes a preface dated 1235 supposably written by Dogen. 122 

Many modern Sat a scholars have rejected the authenticity of this preface 

because it identifies the goal of this kaan collection as the acquiring 

new Zen students who will compare with the great masters of the past. 

If Dogen had written such a preface. it would prove that he had intended 

these three hundred one koan to be studied by his students. Regardless 

of whether or not Dogen actually wrote this preface. the fact that all 

versions of the Chinese-language Shabo genza attribute this preface to 

Dogen demonstrates that medieval So to monks certainly believed that he 

had. This preface suggested to medieval Soto monks that their koan 

training adhered to Dagen's teachings. 

Medieval Sot a monks also believed that Dagen had inherited a 

Rinzai dharma lineage. An early Sote history. the Daison gyojoki, 

states that Dagen was the tenth generation in the Oryu (Ch. lIuonglong) 

line of Rinzai Zen, which he had inherited from Myozen at Kenninji. 123 

Keizan's biography of Dagen recorded In the Denkoroku does not mention 

Rinzai dharma transmission, but it does assert that Dogen had been 

thoroughly versed in Rinzai Zen. 124 Kenzei (the fifteenth century Seta 

1211shii, "'Giun osha goroku' no in'yo tenseki," 101. Also see 
chap. 3 (sec. on Jakuen). 

122Kawamura, "Shinji 'Shabo genzo' no kenkyij," pt. 2. 97-98. 

123SZ, 16, Sidden. 1:12. 

124 Denkoroku. patriarchs 44. 51. pp. 92. 110. 
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historian) stated that Dagen became Myozen's heir on the thirteenth day 

of the ninth month of 1221. 125 A sixteenth-century koan manual that 

purports to record the history of koan study in Japanese Soto Zen adds 

that Dogen not only had succeeded to Myozen's line but also had sealed 

the dharma transmission with a ritual mixing of their blood. 126 

Modern Soto scholars would anathematize any suggestion that 

Dagen had a proper Rinzai dharma lineage. No one, however, disputes 

Myozen's importance in Dagen's development. Dagen had studied under 

Myozen's guidance for more than eight years, from 1217 (when Dogen first 

left Mt. Hiei) until the latter's death in 1225.127 Moreover. Dogen had 

received Eisai's precept lineage from Myozen. In turn. Dagen 

transmitted this Rinzai-line precept lineage to Shinchi Kakushin. 128 In 

his writings and lectures. Dagen uses the expression "my former teacher" 

(senshi) to refer to only two teachers, Rujing and Myozen. 129 

Regardless of the actual nature of Dagen's relationship to Myozen, there 

is no doubt that medieval Sota monks saw it as one of master and 

disciple. It was the precedent that justified medieval Soto monks in 

their own study under Rinzai teachers. 

125Kenzeiki, in Shohon Kenzeiki, 11. 

126Shumon no ichi daiji innen, as cited by Ishikawa Rikizan, 
"Minokuni Ryijtaiji shozo no monsan." pt. 2, 195. 

127Kagamishima Genryu, "Eisai-Dogen saken mondai," 49-50; and 
Nakaseko, DZD, 136-58. 

128Sankoku shoden bosatsukai kechimyaku (1235:8:15), retitled 
~Ju Rlkan kalmyaku," in DZZ, 2:289; and Shinchi Kakushin, Kakushin ju 
Shin'yu kalmyaku (1290:9:10), retitled ~Ju Kakushln kaimyaku, " in DZZ, 
2:291. 

129Nakaseko, DZD, 140, 152, 157-58 nn. 1-2. 
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We must also consider the possible influence of Kyao Unryo and 

other Hotto-line Rinzai monks who attributed Rinzai teachings to Dagen 

and Keizan. The exact process of this influence cannot be reconstructed 

from the documents available at this time. It is certain, however, that 

from a very early date Hotto-line Rinzai monks were copying koan texts 

attributed to Dogen, Keizan and other leading Soto teachers. Soto monks 

also transmitted various versions of the texts attributed to Dagen and 

Keizan. These Hotto-line texts probably originated with KYoo Unryo. 

This speculation is founded upon the following facts. 

Kyoo Unryo occupied Daijoji's abbotship for as long as twenty 

years. When he left Daijoji to found his own temples, Kyoo removed 

several items that had once belonged to Keizan. These included a copy 

of the Ichiya hekiganroku and Keizan's coir fly whisk (shuro hossu). 

After Kyoo's death his disciples returned both of these to Meiho at 

Daijoji. 130 This act reveals that Kyoo's disciples sought to restore 

friendly relations between the two dharma lines. Kyoo's biographies 

also report that Kyoa had authored several Zen texts, including the Kanb 

kenshosho (Japanese-Language Treatise on Perceiving Reality) and the 

Shabo genzogo (Shabo genza Kaans).131 Texts with these titles 

attributed to Unryo have not survived. Instead, a 1446 Hotto-line 

130Meiha Sotetsu, Daljojl Sotetsu uketorijo (1345:10:18), in 
Ko.onjo, no. 1408, 2:410. This account appears to contradict the 
statement in the Kenzelkl (in Shahan Kenzelkl, 126) that the Ichiya 
hekiganroku was moved to Daijaji from Eiheiji in 1340. The Hnpo 
dentoroku (fasc. 15, in NBZ, 108:212b), however, states that Unryo had 
taken possession of Keizan's own handwritten recopy of this text. If 
Unryo took Keizan's recopy of the Ichlya heklganroku text stored at 
Eiheiji (traditionally said to have been Dagen's copy), then the 
discrepancy between Meiha and Kenzei's accounts can be accounted for. 
The Hekiganroku seems not to have been published in Japan until 1317. 

131Ungai Shoton, Fuso zenrin soboden (1675), fasc. 6, in NBZ. 
109:251a; and Hangen Shiban, Honcho kosoden, fasc. 26, in NBZ, 102:366b. 
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related manuscript stored at Roku Jizoji (Ibaraki Pref.) includes a 

spurious text attributed to Dagen titled Kensharon. 132 All subsequent 

manuscript versions of this text attributed to Dagen have the same title 

as Kyoo's treatise: Kana kenshasha. 133 Likewise, the biography of 

Keizan Jokin compiled by the Rinzai monk Mangen Shiban similarly 

attributes authorship of a Shobo genzogo to Keizan. 134 Soto sources, 

however. mention no text of that ~~~ by Keizan. Instead. there is a 

spurious commentary on ten Chinese koan attributed to him by the title 

of Hlmltsu shaba genzo (Secret Shobo genzo).135 That Hlmltsu shabo 

genza also is found among the Hotto-line manuscripts stored at Roku 

Jizoji. 136 Moreover, those same ten Chinese kaan in the same order but 

without the commentary attributed to Keizan were taught within the 

secret kaan curriculum of some soto lineages under the title Jusoku 

shobo genzo (Ten-Koan Shabo genzo).137 This koan collection probably 

originated within Kyoo's line, after which it became associated with 

Keizan in a few Sot a lineages. Without more manuscripts. however. we 

132Elhel Dagen osho kenshoron (copied 1448 by Hazan). included 
in Humel sasshl (ca.14G8), as cited by Shiina Koyu, "Roku Jizoji shozo 
'Mumei sasshi' ni tsuite," 171-72. 

133Shiina Koyu. u'Eihei kaisan Dogen osha kana hugo' ni tsuite." 
5G. 18 (1976): 103-8. 

134Mangen Shiban (1626-1710), Honcho kosoden (1702). fasc. 24. 
in ZSZ. 10. Shlden-jishl. 732. 

135The editors of JDZ ("Kaidai," p. 45) suggest that the Shobo 
genzogo mentioned by Mangen Shiban and the Himitsu shabo genza are the 
same text. 

1360kubo Doshu. "Himitsu shobo genzo." in Kaldal. 117. 

1371shikawa Rikizan, "'Him1tsu shobo genzo' saiko," SG. 21 
(1979): 173-78. The complete text of the Ryutaij1 Jusoku shaba genzo is 
included in Ishikawa R1k1zan, "Minokuni Ryutaiji shozo no monsan shiryo 
n1 tsuite," pt. 3, KBK. 39 (1971): 232-35. 
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cannot establish the identity of the texts attributed to Kyoo. 

Extant manuscripts demonstrate that Hotto-line monks freely 

mixed Rinzai and Soto teachings in such a way as to blur any 

distinctions between thea. The Hotto-line manuscript Hu.el sasshi 

(ca.1468) is a prime example of this process. 138 This manuscript 

contains excerpts from writings attributed to early Japanese Soto and 

Hotto teachers and short treatises from the Chinese line of Zhongfeng 

Hingben. Nothing is known of the monk who compiled this collection. but 

the content of the text indicates that he must have believed that all 

three of these lines taught similar approaches to koan training. The 

text quotes two Hotto-line masters: Shinchi Kakushin on the proper 

approach to the "Hu" koan and Bassui Tokusho on the importance of 

creating the doubt (gidan) that will evoke the enlightenment experience 

of perceiving reality (i.e., kenshO). The text quotes various Chinese 

masters on the importance concentrating on koan. creating doubt. and 

pursuing kensho. These quotations are consistent with the other known 

writJngs of these respective Zen teachers. The quotations attributed to 

Soto masters. however. cannot be accepted at face value. The 

authenticity of die section att.ributed to Dagen. the Kenshoron mentioned 

above. can be doubted on the basis of its title alone. since Dagen had 

rejected even the word "kensho." In content. it comprises fifteen 

parts--each part an exposition of a key concept within the Rinzai 

tradition. For example. the terms richi. kikan. and kojo are explained 

in terms similar to the description by Nanpo Shemyo quoted earlier in 

138Information in this paragraph is based upon the following 
articles by Shiina Koyu in which most of this text is published and 
examined: "Roku Jizoji shozo 'Humei 5asshl,'» 160-74; "Keizan Zenjl nl 
kansuru sanshu no 'kana hogo' ko," 876-929; "'Eihei kaisan Dogen osha 
kano hogo' ni tsuite," 103-8. 
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this chapter and long passages are devoted to the concepts of doubt and 

kensho.139 Obviously. Dagen could not have composed the explanations 

found in this text. This Humei sasshi is significant. however. because 

it demonstrates that within two centuries of Dagen's death. Rinzai monks 

already believed that Dagen had taught Rinzai-style koan training. 

The section attributed to Keizan likewise presents problems of 

reliability. In structure. this section comprises four parts. The 

first three parts emphasize the primacy of Zen meditation in a manner 

consistent with the teachings of Dagen and Keizan that have been 

described earlier. For example. the text explicitly asserts that even 

the most stupid or unlearned person becomes at one with all existence 

and with all Buddhas when sitting in Zen meditation. because Zen 

meditation itself is the enlightenment of the Buddhas.140 The final 

portion of the text, however, asserts the importance of striving for 

enlightenment. It exhorts one to arouse great doubt with all one's 

strength in order to attain enlightenment. This last section clearly 

contradicts the earlier portion of the text. Keizan had consistently 

rejected any Zen practice based upon the pursuit of enlightenment and 

had argued for the primacy of purposeless meditation. Significantly. 

this fourth part of the text attributed to Keizan actually closely 

resembles the writings of Bassui Tokusho--the lIotto line advocate of 

139See Elhel kaisan Dagen dal osha kana hago (1657; rpt. 1659). 
in ZSZ. 1. shugen hal. 68-79. For a comparison of this version with the 
nearly identical Kensharon text. see Shiina Koyu. u'Eihei kaisan Dogen 
osha kano hogo' ni tsuite." 105-6. 

140Nashil Takoku kalsan hago. in Humei sasshl. in ZSZ. 1. Shilgen 
hal. 57a. 
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kensho Zen. 141 In this case as well. Rinzai doctrines had been confused 

with Japanese Sat a traditions. These examples in the Mumel sasshl 

suggest the possibility of a similar process among some Sate lineages. 

Sate Kaan Literature 

Medieval Japanese Sate Zen koan literature comprises several 

different formats. In addition to the secret koan manuals (monsan) 

mentioned earlier. extensive records of medieval koan study exist in 

secret initiation documents (klrlkaml) and in transcriptions of monastic 

lectures (klklgaklshO). The paucity of surviving documentary evidence 

presents many difficulties in analyzing the full range of this 

literature. A brief review of each of these genre will i'eveal not only 

the techniques of koan instruction. but also the role of koan study 

within medieval Sate practice. 

Kean Manuals: Monsan 

Mansan (i.e., koan manuals) detail the curriculum, questions 

and expected responses for each koan. Each medieval Seta lineage 

regarded the questions and answers that had been devised by their own 

past masters as closely guarded secrets. Monsan, therefore, were 

transmitted in secret. This process is explained in one monsan that 

distinguishes between two types of private instructions offered during 

the ninety-day training sessions. The Zen master would meet privately 

with all the monks in the morning (chosan) regardless of lineage 

affiliation. Mornings were for open instruction. the Yang, the revealed 

words. In contrast, instruction during the evening (yasan) concerned 

141Shiina Kayu, "Keizan Zenji nf kansuru sanshu no 'kana hogo' 
ka," 887-88. 
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the private matters, the Yin, the secret words. Only future dharma 

heirs would receive evening instruction. 142 For these future heirs, 

possession of a complete record of their lineage's kaan curriculum could 

be used as proof of their succession to that dharma line. For this 

reason, until recently copies of these monsan could be obtained only 

with great difficulty. 

At present most of the monsan available to scholars belong to 

lines descendant from Tsugen Jakurei (i.e., the largest Soto 

faction).143 Within this one faction, different branch lineages exhibit 

wide variations in both curriculum and answers for the kaan. The branch 

lines descendant from Ryoan Emyo (1337-1411) emphasize nonverbal 

responses (i.e., kikan) , while the branch lines descendant from Sekioku 

Shinryo (1345-1423) emphasize analysis (i.e., richi).144 Consider, for 

exaaple, the answers for the koan concerning Sakyamuni Buddha holding up 

a flower (the first kaan in the Jiisoku shabo genza mentioned above). 

Student monks within the Ryoan line would have imitated the walk of a 

small child to express the meaning of the holding up of a flower, while 

the Sekioku-line teachers merely explained that the meauing of the kc· 

is within the hands holding the flower. not within the flouer it~eli. ~5 

These variations limit our ability to generalize the interpretations of 

142Shiimon no lchi daiji lnnen, as cited by Ishikawa Rikizan, 
"Minokuni Ryutaiji shozo no monsan." pt. 2, 195-96. 

143Kaneda, Tomon shomono to kokugo kenkyii, 157. 

144Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Zenshu kyodan no tenkai to Zenseki 
shomono shiryo," In Bukkyo no rekishlteki tenkai ni miru sho keitai, ed. 
Furuta Shokin Hakase Koki Kinenkai (Tokyo: Sobunsha, 1981), 414-17. 

145Jiisoku shobo genzo, (a) Ryoan-line text. and (b) Sekioku-Ilne 
text, as cited by: Ishikawa Rikizan, M'Himitsu shabo genzo' salko," 
177-78. 
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particular koan from the limited surviving £onsan. Vet. we can discover 

the answers employed in many different Sata lineages. because monsan 

often cite answers from several dharma lineages in addition to those of 

their own line. Answers from most Sata lineages appear in these texts, 

indicating that koan study with stereotyped answers extended well beyond 

the Tsugen line. 146 

In general monsan follow a standard question-and-answer format. 

First the koan is identified by name only. If the koan is well known. 

this presents no problem for present-day Zen scholars. If the koan is 

obscure, however. often it is impossible to know which koan is intended. 

Following each name, there are one. two or a series of questions to be 

asked by the teacher (usually introduced by the word "shi"). The 

questions might include requests to explain the meaning of key terms in 

the koan, to provide an appropriate Chinese verse or phrase (agyo or 

jakugo) that would express that same meaning, to explain (seppa: abb. 

"han) the meaning of that Chinese phrase, or to sum up the basic meaning 

or purpose of the koan as a whole (rakkyo or hikkyo). After each one of 

these questions the expected response will be indicated. Occasionally. 

a text might explicitly indicate that the student monk (gaku) is to 

respond. More often. the text indicates that the teacher SUbstitutes 

for (dai) the monk. In Chinese Zen (Chan) literature. the term "da]" 

([to speak] in place of) unually introduces an alternative answer to an 

old question or introduces the master's own answer for a question to 

which no monk in the assembly would respond. In medieval Soto koan 

11 terature, however, "dai" always indicates that the teacher is 

146Kaneda, Tomon shomono to kokugo kenkyu, 142-43, 156; and 
Ishikawa Rikizan, "Hizen En'ojl shozo no monsan shlryo nl tsuite," 18K. 
29:2 (March 1981), 362a. 
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supplyJng the correct answer in order to instruct his student, not in 

order to replace the answer in the original text. An example will 

clarify this distinction between these two uses of "dal." The Blyanlu 

contains the following gong'an: 

Yunmen [Jpn. Unman], lecturing to the assembly, said: "The old 
Buddha and the bare pillar intermingle. What functioning is 
this?" 

Speaking for (dal) himself [he answered]: "In the south moun~ains 
clouds arise; in the north mountains, rain falls."147 

In one Sato monsan this example is cited by the title. "Unman's old 

Buddha [and] bare pillar." The monsan lists the following questions and 

answers: 

Teacher (shl): As for the old Buddha? 
Substituting (dal) [for the student]: This one person. 
Teacher: As for the bare pillar? 
Substitute: A five-foot object [of perception]. 
Teacher: When the rains disperse and the clouds draw together? 
Substitute: The very burning away of body and mind (shlnjln [i.e., 

subject and object]). 
Teacher: An appended verse (jakugo)? 
Substitute: [in Chinese] 

The night moon glitters in the cold pool; 
The autumn wind penetrates the skull bone. 

Teacher: Explain (scppa) [its meaning]. 
Substitute: Mind and object are one.148 

Throughout this entire session the student monk apparently 

would have made no response. The students expected only to become 

conversant with the many nuances of each kuan. They did not have to 

create new responses. The surviving monsan reveal few, if any, signs of 

the students having been expected to struggle with each kuan on their 

own. 

147Fasc. 9, example 83. in ~ 48:208c-9a. The Yunmen referred 
to in this example is Yunmen Wenyan. 

1481sshuha honsan [tentative title]. copied 1625:8:8 by Sonsa 
(n.d.). leaf ISb. as cited by Kaneda Hiroshi. Tomon shumono to kokugo 
kenkyu (1976). 158. 
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Soto koan study, however. was not confined to linguistic 

analysis. In accordance with the traditional emphasis upon embodying 

Zen teachings within one's actions. Ryoan-line monsan repeatedly call 

for physical gestures in response to the teacher's questions. For 

example, a monsan from this faction lists the following questions and 

answers: 

What is: Tozan's 'The inanimate preach the dharma'? 
Student: Cough, [then] sit. Wait, saying nothing. [Then,] Thump 

the cushion two or three times. 
Teacher: That's still too weak. 
Student: With fists, strike the straw mat. 
This is the teaching (san) of Tokuo [Horyu].149 

In emphasizing actions as the best means of expressing the 

meaning of each koan. this Soto monsan closely resemble the koan manuals 

(missanroku) handed down within Rinzai lines. On this point. Tamamura 

Takeji is correct in his assertion that Rinka lines--Rinzai and Soto--

shared the same approach to koan training. In terms of the 

interpretations attached to these koan. however. significant 

distinctions appear in the Soto approach. For example. the same Ryoan-

line monsan just cited also includes the following passage: 

How does [one) sit atop a hundred-foot pole? 
Substitute: Sitting in [total] forgetfulness. 
Question: How does [one's] whole body appear in all directions? 
Substitute: Jumping up; falling down. 
Question: A verse? 

Shinjin datsuraku / Datsuraku shinjin. 150 

149Hodaji honsan. as cited by Ishikawa Rikizan. "Mino kuni 
Ryutaiji shozo no monsan." pt. 1. KBK. 37 (1969): 263. Also see Jingde 
chuandenglu. fa3c. 15. in ~ 51:321b. 

150Hodaji honsan, leaf 5a. example 39. from an unpublished 
manuscript cited with permission. Regarding this manuscript, see 
Ishikawa Rikizan, "Mino kuni Ryutaiji shozo no monsan," pt. I, 261-63; 
and Kaneda, Tomon to kokugo kenkyu, 325. The original reads as follows: 
"Hyakushaku kanto ni zashi yo wo? Dai, bonen to shJte zasu. Iwaku, 
Jippo gen zenshin wo? DaJ, odoridaosu. Iwaku, ku wo? ShJnjJn 
datsuraku; datsuraku shinjin." 
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This commentary asserts that Zen meditation. in and of itself. 

is the experience of the totality of existence as enlightenment. The 

"top of a hundred-foot pole" is a common Zen expression for the goal of 

Zen training, or enlightenment. In this case, that enlightenment is 

conceived of as the activity of sitting in Zen meditation without any 

special mental effort. Although sitting normally is static, in this 

passage it is paired with the activity of one's body becoming manifest 

everywhere. This means that Zen meditation is the experiencing of all 

reality as a dynamic momentness ("jumping up, falling down"), or as 

shinjin datsuraku (i.e., reality itself). 

This phrase (i.e .. shinjin datsuraku) seems to have been widely 

used as a concluding verse in Soto monsan. 151 Due to the brevity of 

most citations, however, it is extremely difficult to determine the 

extent to which medieval Soto understandings of that term might have 

varied from either its use in Dagen's writings or modern definitions. 

Another monsan (from a different line within the Ryoan faction), 

however, leaves no doubt that even in koan study Soto monks had 

consciously emulated Dagen. This monsan introduces its series of koan 

with an explicit assertion that Sot a Zen monks must conform to Soto 

traditions and to Dogen's teachings. 152 The text begins with a 

historical definition of the Soto line and then differentiates proper 

Soto practices from the Zen taught in other lines. Significantly, this 

monsan also asserts the primacy of Zen meditation: 

151Ulrose Ryoko, "Daiyijzan Saijoji no kaisan Ryoan Eimei no 
'Daigo.'" SG. 25 (1983): 116. 

152Shumon no lchl daiji innen. as cited by Ishikawa Rikizan. 
"Minokuni Ryutaiji shozo no monsan." pt. 2. 195. 
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The Soto school derives from the line of Sekito. 153 [which in 
turn] derived from the first patriarch. Engaku Daishi Daruma [i.e .• 
Bodhidharma]. The sixth patriarch. master Eno [Huineng]. while 
working as a rice polisher within the assembly of the fifth 
patriarch. Konin. 154 considered this matter [i.e .• enlightenment] 
day and night without interruption even while drinking tea or eating 
rice. As his exertion (kufm gradually matured. he naturally 
penetrated into [the realm of) fundamental wisdom. This 
Mpenetrating" (to'nyU) does not refer to his having smashed through 
all objects [of perception]. Without loss of the realm of objects. 
he had attained the mind of wisdom. This "mind of wisdom" (shinchi) 
is the [realization of one's] original face without thought of good. 
without thought of evil [i.e .• reality itself. beyond mundane 
thoughts]. When Seigen155 had grasped this doctrine. the sixth 
patriarch accepted him as [his disciple]. Sekito, then. was the 
successor to Seigen. From the teachings bequeathed by them there 
must not be even the slightest deviation. . • . 
... to display authority with shouts and with [blows of the] staff 
are great hindrances. Among the ancients, [only] one in ten 
thousand had believed in such practices. Since [even] the first 
Japanese patriarch, Master Dagen of Eiheiji. had strongly rejected 
these. [likewise] how much more [strongly] should [the] unlearned 
monks of this later age who have not yet forgotten [their worldly] 
knowledge. and who have not yet cast off [their] discriminating 
intellect (do so]. If one believes in such practices. not only will 
he fall like an arrow into hell. but he also will completely lose 
the true teaching (i.e., Buddhism]. People born into this corrupt. 
turbulent end of the final age [of Buddhism]. having minds full of 
dreams and delusions, should merely sit in meditation according to 
the old [Zen monastic) codes. Throughout the twelve periods of the 
day, they should realize this matter [i.e., enlightenment] through 
shinjin datsuraku. 

The fact that this text encourages monks to practice Zen 

meditation according to the old monastic regulations is significant both 

in terms of contemporary conditions and in terms of Inter Soto 

developments. In Rinzai monasteries of that time (i.e •• late 16th to 

early 17th centuries) regulated group meditation had practically died 

out due (first) to the emphasis given to private instruction in the 

abbot's quarters and (second) to the loss of most meditation halls to 

153I.e .• Shitou Xiqian (700-790). 

154I.e .. Hongren (Jpn. Konin or Gunin; 601-674). 

155I.e., Qingyuan Hangsi (d.740). 
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fires. The first Rinzai meditation hall built since the fifteenth 

century was not constructed until 1784. Soto scholars usually assert 

that observance of monastic regulations declined until revived in the 

early eighteenth century after the arrival of Ming-dynasty Chinese 

monks.156 This monsan demonstrates, however, that meditation according 

to the old regulations continued in medieval Sata. 

Initiation Documents: Kirikami 

After monsan, the second prime source for descriptions of 

medieval Seto koan is the kirikami (i.e., secret initiation documents) 

traditionally handed down within many Seto lineages. Kirikami are texts 

varying in length from one sheet of paper to bound volumes upon which 

are recorded instructions for the performance of ritual or special 

commentary on secret teachings. In medieval Japan, kirika.i were used 

for teaching almost any endeavor centered upon private master-disciple 

lineages, such as: theatrical performance, poetry composition, martial 

arts, native religious traditions and especially Buddhism. 157 Seta 

school kirikami generally performed two functions. First. mere 

possession of them served as yet another testament to one's religious 

authority. Second. they served as supplements to or replacements for 

156Yokoyama, Zen no kenchiku, 177-79. 

157Examples of these are found in Tamura Yoshiro, "Tendai 
hongaku shiso gaisetsu," in Tendai hongakuron, edt Tada Koryu, Okubo 
Ryojun, Tamura Yoshiro and Asai Endo, Nihon Shisa Taikei, 9 (Tokyo: 
Iwanami Shoten, 1973), 544-48. 
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the Chinese monastic codes (shingi) that governed Zen monastic life.158 

Whereas the Chinese codes detailed the regulation of monastic offices 

for the operation of large monasteries, the initiation documents 

describe the meaning and correct procedures of the private rituals 

conducted by the abbot alone, such as techniques for performing 

consecrations, funerals, transfers of merit, dharma transmissions, and 

precept initiations. Another important distinction concerns the origin 

of non-Buddhist elements. In the monastic codes these almost always 

reflect Chinese Confucian influences; but non-Buddhist elements in the 

initiation documents derive from Japanese folk beliefs and magical 

practices. 

Kirlkami often include documents depicting aany aspects of koan 

study since koan initiation represents one type of monastic rituals. 

These koan-initiation documents treat the same subject matter as the 

full-length monsan described above. In contrast to the .onsan, the 

kirikami always are more narrowly focused and of shorter length. For 

exaaple, a fairly co.mon type of document (known as san~i no kirikami) 

explains the structure of the koan curriculum.IS9 These kirikaai differ 

from the monsan (which list questions and answers for each koan) in only 

listing the names of the koan to be studied with headings and 

subheadings, as weil as connecting lines to show the relationship 

between each category of koan. 

158Regarding monastic codes (Ch. qinggul; Jpn. shingi) , see 
Martin Collcutt, "The Early Ch'an Monastic Rule: Ch'lng kuei and the 
Shaping of Ch'an Co •• unity Life." in Early Ch'an in China and Tibet. ed. 
Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster. Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series. 5 
(Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press. 1983). 165-84; and Five Hountains. 
133-49. 

159Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Sotoshfi kirikaai no bunrui." pt. 5, 
102. 
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Other kirikami describe the correct series of questions and 

answers for just a single koan. The koan (often referred to as "sanwa") 

in these documents were not part of the general training curriculum. but 

were reserved for special occasions. Within some lines. each new dharma 

heir would be instructed in a series of questions and answers regarding 

the story of the first Zen transmission. This supposably occurred when 

Sakyamuni Buddha held up a flower (nenge) and his disciple Mahakasyapa 

smiled. 1SO In early examples of sanwa kirikami. often the topic in 

question concerns general Buddhist doctrines. such as Buddha nature or 

the eight types of consciousness. 161 Later. during the Tokugawa period 

these general topics receded in importance as more emphasis was placed 

upon sanwa that concerned special statements of Soto doctrine. such as 

the sayings of Hongzhi Zhengjue or shinjin datsuraku. 

Even kirlkami that described ritual or the meaning of ritual 

implements often adapted the same question-and-answer format as used for 

koan study.1S2 For example. one kirlkami that describes the seven main 

Zen monastic buildings (which the abbot would tour both during his 

lS0Denju no san: Nenge no waf version dated 1531. and 
additional version transmitted 1575:12:1 by [Shogen] Soju to [Eigen] 
Keisho. unpublished Yokoji initiation D cited with permission. 
Regarding the identities and dates of the individuals named in Yokoji 
initiation documents. see Hibe Noboru. "Aru shu no Tomon shoQono: Noto 
Yokojizo kirikamirui kara." Tsuru bunka daigaku bungaku ronko. 20 
(1984): 89-90. The two kirikami cited above are not the only ones 
concerning this theme at yokoji. but are the oldest. 

161See • for example. Bussho no san. transmitted 1575:12:1 by 
[Shogen) Soju to [Eigen] Keisho. retransmitted 1610:10:26 from Keisho to 
[Kyugan] Toeki; and Hasshikl no sanwa. unpublished Yokoji initiation D 
cited with permission. 

162Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui." pt. 2. 
KBRS. 14 (1963): 126. 
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inauguration ceremony and as part of his daily ritual) begins as 

follows: 

Teacher: First. the abbot's building? 
Substitute: Prior to the Great Ultimate (taikyoku) [there is] the 

abbot's building. 
Teacher: Nothing exists prior to the Great Ultimate. How can [you] 

say that the abbot's building exists? 
Substitute: This answer means that the master dwells in the place 

of non-being. 
Teacher: [Express] that with a verse. 
Substitute: No bright brightness / In darkness. no darkness. 
Teacher: Next. the storehouse? ... 163 

The document continues in the same format for each of the seven 

buildings. Likewise. another initiation document describes an incense 

burner as a symbol of the fleetingness of life: 

Teacher: 
Student: 
Teacher: 
Answer: 
Teacher: 
[Answer:] 

The evaluation (sadame) of an incense burner? 
Points at his own body. 
As for the burning incense? 

Exhalations and inhalations. 
A verse? 

Within one wisp of burning [incense] 
Grasp this mind.164 

This same question-and-answer style is used in an kirlka.i that purports 

to convey Rujlng's instructions to Dagen regarding the staff held by a 

Zen teacher while lecturing: 

The teacher [Rujing] asl:2d: "Wr.al is this one staff?" 
Dagen replied: "Everyone is [~ol endowed." 
The teacher said: "[Be] endowed I Lookl" 
Dogen replied: "No-mind." 
The teacher said: "Transcend words." 
Dogen then stood up .... 165 

163Shichidasan. copied by RyUkoku Donsho, rpt. In Ishikawa 
Riklzan. "Chusel Sotoshu kirikaml no bunrui." pt. 5, 99. 

164Karo no san. in Bukke lchi daiji yawa. rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rlklzan, "Chusei Sotoshfi kirlkami no bunrui." pt. 2. 150. 

165Sotake Tendo Nyoja Zenji Dogen osha shihoron. rpt. in 
Ishikawa Riklzan. "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui." pt. 6. KBRS. 16 
(1985): 121-22. 
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These klrlkaml in a koan-style question-and-answer format are 

especially significant because they demonstrate the large degree to 

which the use of appended verses (agyo or jakugo) dominated religious 

training in medieval Sata Zen. Every object of daily use and each 

aspect of monastic life were analyzed from the standpoint of Zen 

dialectics in order to imbue it with a secret significance. The special 

language and techniques of koan study had been extended beyond 

meditation training to permeate the attitudes of medieval Sata monks 

toward all religious practices. so that even rituals adapted from non-

Zen traditions would be redefined in terms of Zen concepts. 

Transcription Co .. entaries: Klklgaklsho 

In addition to the secret records on koan found in monsan or 

klrlkaml. public records of medieval koan study also exist in the form 

of informal transcriptions of lectures on koan collections. The 

practice of producing bound editions of these informal transcriptions 

seems to have begun at Rinzai Gozan monasteries. 166 Between the 

fourteenth and sixteenth centuries Rinzai monks produced large numbers 

of informal commentaries on the major classics of Chinese secular 

literature.167 At Sata monasteries very few commentaries on secular 

literature were produced. Instead Sata monks focused on Zen texts. 

166Por an introduction to these commentaries as Zen literature 
(rather than as linguistic artifacts). see Tamamura Takeji. "Zen no 
tenseki." pt. 7a. "Shemono" (1951). rpt. in Nlhon Zenshiishl ronshii. 
2:186-99. 

167 A representative product of the Gozan environment is the 
Shlklsho (1477). 19 fascs .• based on the lectures of the Rinzai monk 
Tegen Zuisen (1430-1489) commenting upon the Shljl. the classic early 
history of China by Sima Qian (ca. B.C.E. 145-86). See Shlklsho. 
Shomono Shiryo Shusei. 1. ed. Okami Masao and Otsuka Mitsunobu (Osaka: 
Seibunda. 1977). 646 pp.; and. Otsuka Mitsunobu. "Shikishe ni tsuitc." 
in Kalsetsu sakuln. Shemono Shirya Shusei. 7 (1976). 3-44. 
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especially on koan collections. These commentaries offer many insights 

into medieval Zen life because they often convey ~inute details of the 

circumstances of each day's lecture. In spite of their historical 

value. however. records of medieval Zen lectures (especially the 

informal transcriptions considered here) have suffered a low literary 

reputation that has inhibited both their study and publication. 

Japanese linguists only recently highlighted the value of 

medieval Zen klklgaklshowhen they discovered in them sources for 

studying the evolution of ~arly colloquial Japanese. These linguists 

have designated the entire genre of medieval Zen informal writings as 

"Sho-texts" (shomono). within which records of lectures usually 

designated as klklgaklsho (transcription commentaries).168 Not all 

works with titles ending in either of these terms. however. would 

necessarily fall within these categories. Only informal writings in 

which some of the rules of literary grammar were ignorerl are included. 

Senne and Kyago's Goklklgaklsho commentary on Dagen's Shobo genzo, for 

example. would be outside of this category because it had been composed 

by its authors as a formal treatise. without slang or colloquial 

expressions. 

The characteristics of a true transcription commentary can be 

illustrated by the Nlnden genmokusho. a record of lectures by Sensa Esai 

168rhe term "shamono n is written with the same two Sino-Japanese 
ideographs as the more common word "shamotsu." with which it should not 
be confused. The latter word can designate any type of manuscripts. 
The term "shamono." however. is a technical term coined by modern 
Japanese lingUists to refer to that genre (i.e .• "mono") of medieval 
Japanese colloquial-language texts with titles ending in the suffix -sho 
(i.e .• "commentary"). Even medieval texts without sho in their titles. 
however. also are included within the same "sho.ono" genre if written in 
the informal language. For a discussion of the meanings of "shomotsu n 

versus "sho.ono,n see Okami Hasao and Otsuka Hitsunobu. "Hashigaki." in 
Shlklsho. Shomono Shirya Shusei, 1 (1971). [unnumbered]. 
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on th~ Rentian yanmu (Jpn. Ninden genmoku; 1188. 6 fascs.) delivered 

1471-1474. The transcription exists in three different versions, each 

probably recorded by a separate scribe. 169 Two of the transcriptions 

are similarly terse, in that the content of Senso Esai's remarks is 

expressed in a few words as possible with no words separating the 

commentary from the original text or from mention of contemporaneous 

events. They resemble a modern college student's lecture notes rather 

than a complete transcription. In contrast to these, the third version 

is very detailed--extending to more than three times the length of 

either of the other two. The sources for each portion of the 

transcription are identified in full and the quotations are in the form 

of complete sentences. The differences between this third version and 

the other two are so striking that normally it would be reasonable to 

concJude that they must represent different series of lectures on the 

same text.170 However, careful comparison of the contemporaneous events 

mentioned in all three versions reveal that each is a record of the same 

lectures given at the same time. 171 Therefore, the differences between 

each version must have resulted not from differences in the source 

lectures, but from different monks having recorded these lectures--one 

169These three versions are: [a] copied 1536, 3 fascs. bound as 
2 vols., rpt. Ninden genmokusho, Matsugaoka Bunko Shozo Zenseki 
Shomonoshu, 1st series, 10 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1976); [b) copy 
once owned Shunpo Saki (1416-1496), recopied ca. early 17th cent., 8 
fascs.; [c1 copy owned by Gyokuko Zuiyo, a.k.a. Ryuka (d. 1578), 
originally 3 fascs., missing fasc. no. 1; both "b" and "e" rpt. Ninde" 
genmokusho, Shemono Taikei, 7, ed. Nakata Iwao (Tokyo: Benseisha, 
1972), 

170This is the position originally argued by Furuta Shokin, 
Kaldai, supplementary brochure to Hatsugaoka bunko shozo Zenseki 
shomonoshu, First Series (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1976), 44-45. 

171Ishikawa Rikizan, "'Ninden genmokusho' ni tsuite," 1BK, 26:2 
(March 1978), 269-73. 
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of whom took more detailed notes. 172 

The topic of Sensa Esai's lectures. the Rentlan yanmu 

(Guidelines of Gods and Men), was composed in 1188 by Huiyan Zhizhao 

(Jpn. Maigan Chisho) as a compendium of Zen terminology. Huiyan 

compiled the special sayings and teaching devices of famous Chan masters 

and divided them into categories arranged according to the five major 

Chinese Chan lineages. Dogen had severely criticized the Rentlan yanmu 

for its sectarian orientation. 113 It was published in Japan as early as 

1303 by GOZBn monks. 174 Thereafter. throughout the medieval period it 

was widely studied by both Rinzai and Sata monks as an introduction to 

Zen. Sensa Esai, in his own lectures, mentioned Dogen's criticisms of 

the Rentlan yanmu, stating that according to Dogen the text does not 

~guide gods and men," but instead "blinds gods and men."175 Yet the 

Rentian yanmu, as a distillation of Chinese Chan tradition, was too 

important a text for medieval soto monks to ignore. It is the subject 

of transcription commentaries by several other Soto teachers in addition 

to Sense Esai.176 _ 

The majority of medieval Sote kiklgaklsho record lectures not 

on Zen treatises such as the Rentlan yanmu, but on koan collections. As 

172This is the position originally adopted by Toyama Eiji, 
"Sensako 'Ninden genmokusho' ni tsuite," in Ninden genmokusho, Shomono 
Taikei, 7 (1975), 32, 42. 

173SBGZ, "Butsudo" chap., in DZZ, 1:387. 

174Shiina Royu, "'Ninden genmoku' no shahan," SG, 20 (1978): 
103-10. 

175See Matsugaoka Bunko Shozo Zenseki Shamonoshu, 1st series, 
10:88; and, Shemono Taikei, 7:20, 270. The exact words cited by Sensa 
are not found among Dagen's remarks. 

176Raneda, Toman sho.ono to kokugo kenkyu, 312-14. 
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in Rinzai lines. the Heklganroku and Mumonkan were widely studied.177 

Transcriptions of Sensa Esai's lectures exist for both.178 Likewise. 

there is an important commentary on the Heklganroku recorded from the 

lectures of Daiku Genko (1428-1505).179 Most Sata teachers. however. 

rather than following the order of the standard koan collections. seem 

to have chosen the topics of their lectures according to their own 

inclinations. Koan were selected mainly from the above two collections 

and from the Zenrin ruljii (Ch. Chanlln lelju. 1307). an exhaustive 

Chinese compilation of gong'an and the verses that had been used by 

Chinese teachers in commenting upon them. This text. first reprinted in 

Japan by 1367. fills twenty fascicles within which the koan and verses 

are systematically arranged according to 102 thematic categories. 180 

The Shoyoroku (Ch. Zongronglu. 1223). a gong'an collection compiled by 

two Chinese Caodong teachers. also occasionally appears in quotations. 

This text consists of two parts. the first being a verse commentary by 

Hongzhi Zhengjue on one hundred koan and the second being the 

evaluations of these and additional verse commentary by Wansong lIangxiu 

(Jpn. Mansha Gyashui 1196-1246). Previous Sata scholars have assumed 

177Historically. more commentaries on the Wumenguan (Jpn. 
Humonkan) have been produced by Japanese Sata than Rinzai teachers. See 
Humonkan. ed. Nakao Ryashin. Zenseki Zenpon Kochu Shusei. 5. ed. Sakurai 
Shuyu (Tokyo: Meicho Fukyukai. 1983). 319 pp. 

178Kaneda. Tomon shomono to kokugo kenkyii. 39-60. 316. Recently 
a manuscript copy (dated 1666) of Esai's Humonkansho has been discovered 
among the papers once owned by the late Kishizawa Ian (1865-1955). 

179Heklgan Dalkiisho. Zen.on Shamono Sokan. 5. ed. Komazawa 
Daigaku Bungaku Kokubungaku Kenkyushitsu (Tokyo: Kyfiko Shoin. 1975). 

180ln Japan. the 20 fasc. edition of the Chanllll lelju is 
avaliable only in woodblock versions. The Dal Nlhon Zokuzokyo version 
(2:22:1) is a 4 fasc. abridgement. Sec Sakai Tokugen. "Kaidai." in 
Zenrln ruijii satsuyosho. Zenmon Shamono Sokan. 7 (1975). 505-6. 
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that the Shoyoroku had been unknown in medieval Japan. This is 

mistaken. however. since mention of the text occurs in records of 

Sekioku Shinryo.181 Moreover. there is a record of a Japanese copy of 

the Shoyoroku having been made in 1542. In general. however. it is true 

that the text was not widely studied by Japanese Sata monks until the 

Tokugawa period. after its 1607 Chinese reprint had become available. 182 

In lecturing upon Zen treatises. upon Chinese koan collections. 

or upon their own selection of special topics. medieval Sata teachers 

all followed the same question-and-answer format that had been developed 

for private koan initiations. First. the teacher would identify the 

topic or recite the koan. Then. with a question. he would invite 

(satsu) the assembled monks to recite a verse summing up the meaning of 

that topic. Occasionally. monks did respond. but more often the teacher 

would supply his own verse in place of (dal) the monks. Finally, some 

teachers also would explain (seppa) the meaning of the verse. Usually. 

however. only the teacher's verse comments would be recorded without any 

explanations. For this reason. some teachers also would conduct a 

second series of lectures on the same series of koan in which they would 

explain the meaning of the verses they had previously delivered. 

For example. there are two versions of koan lectures by Rokai 

Ryatatsu (d.1599). The first. Kokaidai (Rokai's Alternate [Verses]). 

lists the text of each koan in full with Rokai's questions and verse 

181See Isha Tokugan (1360-1437). Sekioku Zenji tomei (1434). in 
SZ. 17. Shiden. 2:283; and Ryanen Eicho (1471-1551). En'o chuko Ryonell 
dai osho hogo. as cited by: Ishikawa Rikizan. "'En'o chUko Ryonen dai 
osha hogo' ni tsuite." SG. 23 (1981): 70a. 

182Nagai Masashi. "Shoyaroku wo meguru sho mondai: Sono Nihon 
de no juyo ni tsuite." IBK. 31:1 (Dec. 1982). 223-26. 
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answers.183 The second. Kokaldalsho (Kokai's Alternate-[Verse] 

Commentary). lists only the names of each koan. but contains a full 

account of Kokai's explanations of each of his verses. 184 When the 

teacher lectured upon the verses (dal) originally given by someone other 

than himself usually. the resulting transcription would be titled with 

his own name and the word "salgln" (reexamination). 

Even though the question-and-answer format was the same. 

crucial differences separate the verse answers for the koan described in 

monsan or klrlkaml and those for the koan described in klklgaklsho. The 

answers in first group represent teachings that remain the same from 

generation to generation. In the klklgaklsho. however. the koan 

selected. the questions asked. and the verse answers each represent the 

mood and character of a given teacher at a particular moment. The 

questions and verse answers often commented as much on the days events 

as upon the koan text in question. For example, Sensa Esai's verse 

comments in the Nlnden genmokusho that were given on the seventeenth day 

of each month always contained a reference to the attributes of Kannon, 

the bodhisattva for whom special services were conducted on that day.185 

Likewise. Senso's concluding verse given at the end of one ninety-day 

training session (after which the monks would be free to travel again) 

ordered: "Gol Gol Don't look back. What a small place [this is] on 

183Kokaldal. pub., 1653, 1 fasc., hand copied (1933) in Komazawa 
University Library, cited with permission. 

184 Kokaldalsho, Zenmon Shomono Sokan, 1. This text is extremely 
difficult to understand with consulting a copy of the unpublished 
Kokaldal. 

185Ishikawa Rikizan, "'Ninden genmoku' nl tsuite," 271-72. 
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the great earth."186 These answers represent a conscious effort by the 

teachers to make the koan seem relevant to the monks' daily situations. 

Also. even though the teachers usually gave their own answers. the 

students were free to attempt (and some transcriptions include) 

individual interpretations. For a monk the attempt to freely respond in 

front of the whole assembly could be a crucial step in his training. In 

one case. Daian Shueki (1406-1473) accepted Zengan Tojun (d.1495) as his 

dharma heir after the latter had been the only one able to give a 

suitable answer to a question posed to the entire assembly.187 

Because of the spontaneity they record. kikigakisho in many 

ways represent a Japanese counterpart to the goroku (recorded sayings) 

genre of Chan literature that had developed in China. 188 As with the 

early Chan records. the Japanese kikigakisha record the colloquial 

language of the time. with many slang and nonliterary expressions. Both 

record the concrete comments of a living teacher as he delivered his 

lectures and responded to students' questions. Finally. kikigakisha 

resemble late style of goroku developed in the Song dynasty in that the 

lectures compriSing the original source material invariably were 

delivered according to the monastic calendar described in the Chinese 

monastic codes (see figure 8). 

186Matsugaoka Bunko ShOlQ Zenseki Shomonoshu. 1st series. vol. 
10:95; and Shomono Taikei. 7:28, 293. 

187Zoku Nichiiki Taja sho soden (1708). ed. Tokuo Ryoko. fasc. 
3. in 52, 16, 5hiden. 1:118. 

188Regarding this genre. see Yanagida Seizan. uThe 'Recorded 
Sayings' Texts of Chinese Ch'an Buddhism." trans. John R. McRae 
[originally. uZenshu goroku no keisei" (1969)], in Early Ch'an in China 
and Tibet. 185-205. 
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In one version of Senso's Ninden genmokusho, for example, notes 

that the monks had just finished reciting the monastic code. The date 

- given is the twenty-first day of the sixth month. 189 This date 

corresponds to Kenzei's assertion that Dagen had ordered the group 

recitation of the rules for the monastery library (shuryO) on the 

twenty-first day of every month. 190 According to the monastic codes 

immediately after this recitation in the library, the monks would return 

to the monks' hall for another period of meditation. If this is the 

recitation referred to in Ninden genmokusho, then the meaning of Sensa's 

concluding verse for that day becomes easy to understand. Scnsa had 

asked: "What is the intended meaning of the ancient worthies?," and 

then answered, ~The great assembly [of monks] meditating in the [monks'] 

hall."191 This statement can be interpreted as having directed the 

monks to leave the library and return to the monks' hall for 

meditation. 192 In this way. kikigaklsho can reveal the interaction 

between training and daily events as the annual rites observed at 

medieval monasteries. 

189Shiryo Hensanjo Ms., rpt. Shamono Taikci. 7:247. 

190Kenzeiki. in Shahan Kenzeiki. 72. 

191Matsugaoka Bunko Shozo Zenseki Shomonoshu. 1st series. 10:82; 
and. Shomo no Taikei. 7:15, 247. The words of Senso's comment are 
recorded somewhat differently in each of these three versions. Here I 
am following the Matsugaoka Bunko manuscript. 

192Ishikawa Rikizan. "'Ninden genmokusho' ni tsuite." 272-73; 
and "Chusei Zenshushi kenkyu to Zenseki shomono shiryo" (1981). rpt. in 
Dogen to Sotoshu. 85-87. An alternate interpretation of this passage 
has been suggested by Furuta, Kaldal, Matsugaoka bunko shozo Zensekl 
shomonoshu, 1st series. 44-45. 
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FIGURE 8 

COMPARISON OF ANNUAL LECTURE DATES IN MEDIEVAL SaTa 

Events 
Dates 

goroku: 
Fusai Zenkyii 

(1347-1408) 

kikigaki sho: 
Ryonen Eicho 

(1471-1551) 

Saitan (First Day of New Year) 
1: 1 Yes Yes 

Kokai Ryotatsu 
(d.1599) 

Yes 

Daien Monsatsu 
(d.1636) 

Yes 

Gensho (First Moon) Soan (End of Winter Training Session) 
1:15 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Nehan (Buddha's NirvaQa) 
2: 15 Yes 

Kashaku (Admittance of New Monks) 
3:28 

Bussho (Buddha's Birthday) 
4: 8 Yes Yes 

Hi'i (Adjustment of Monastic Senority) 
4:13 

Ketsuge (Start of Summer Training Session) 
4:15 Yes Yes 

Yasan hajime (First Evening Instruction) 
4:18 

Tango (Midsummer) 
5: 5 Yes 

(Full Moon) 
5: 15 Yes 

Kankin (Siitra Recitation) 
5:28 

(Full Moon) 
6:15 Yes 

Yes 

Kankin (Sfitra Recitation [For the Dead]) 
7: 1 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

(see next page) 
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Figure 8. Comparison of Annual Lecture Dates (continued) 

Events 
Dates 

goroku: 
Fusai Zenkyii 

klklgaklsho; 
Ryonen Eicho Kokai Ryatatsu 

Shlchlsekl (Night of the Cowherd and Weaving Maid Stars) 

Daien Monsatsu 

7: 7 Yes Yes 

Kaige (End of Su~mer Training Session) 
7:15 Yes Yes 

Chushu (Night of the Harvest Moon) 
8:15 

Dogenki (Memorial for Dagen) 
8:28 

Chlnjukl (Service for Protective Spirits) 
9:19 

Kairo (Openning of Hearth) 
10: 1 Yes 

Darumaki (Memorial for Bodhidharma) 
10: 5 

Ketto (Start of Winter Training Session) 
10:15 Yes 

Nyujo (Buddha's Trance) 
12: 1 

Rohachl (Buddha's Enlightenment) 
12: 8 Yes Yes 

Nisoki (Memorial for Second Patriarch) 
12:10 Yes 

TOjl (Midwinter) 
12:22 Yes Yes 

Joya (New Year's Eve) 
12:30 Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

See Fusai osho ju Noshu Shogakuzan Soji Zenji goroku, fasc. I, in SZ, 5, 
Goroku, 1:123-29: Ishikawa Rikizan, "'En'o chUka Ryaan dai osha hogo' 
ni tsuite," SG, 23 (1981): 68-72 [Note: Additional events probably are 
included in the original text, but not reported fully by Ishikawa]: 
Kokai Ryotatsu, Kokaidal, unpublished manuscript in Komazawa University 
Library; and Kag811ishim8 Genryii, "Kaidai," in Dalen dalshii, 2, Zenmon 
Shamono Sokan, 3:336-37. 
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The regular occurrence of lectures during the ninety-day 

meditation training sessions is particularly noteworthy. These lectures 

demonstrate that Zen training continued at Soto monasteries 

uninterrupted by the civil disturbances of fifteenth and sixteenth-

century Japan. 193 

Medieval klklgaklsho. however, differ from standard goroku in 

several ways. First. Japanese Zen teachers traditionally have written 

their own recorded sayings in imitation of the same format found in the 

Chinese records. Only addresses delivered on prescribed occasions--such 

as one's inauguration as abbot--would be included. Moreover. these 

addresses would have to be composed in Chinese. Even the ritual debate 

between the new abbot and the senior monks of the temple would be 

translated into Chinese for the record. Because of this artificial 

process, medieval recorded sayings often reveal very little of either 

the Zen teachings or the personalities of their authors. Second, in 

kikigakisho the emphasis or point of the lecture lies not in the topic 

as a whole. but only in the concluding verse that sums up each koan. 

Often the samc topic or same koan would be brought up repeatedly, but 

depending on the circumstances of that particular day the teacher (or 

students) would ask different questions and answer with different 

verses. For exa~ple. Ryonen Eicho invariably began each ninety-day 

training period (ango) during one nine-year period (1519-1528) by 

questioning (satsu) his students on the meaning of this same line from 

the Engakukyo (Ch. Yuanjuejing): "By great perfect enlightenment make 

yourself into a temple [wherein] body and mind reside (ango) in true 

193Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusci Zcnshushi kenkyu to Zenseki shomono 
shiryo" (1981), rpt. in Dogen to Sotoshii. 85. 
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knowledge of the undifferentiated [i.e .• the absolute]." Yet his 

questions and answers always differed. 194 

Medieval Soto literature leaves no doubt that in the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries kaan study had permeated every aspect of Soto 

Zen training. Each lineage had its own kaan curriculum. Rituals and 

doctrines were taught in kaan format, with questions answered by 

stereotyped phrases. Teachers lectured on Zen texts and individual kaan 

as a means of teaching students how to apply these phrases to any and 

all situations. These texts, however, ultimately do not reveal the 

extent to which Soto and Rinzai approaches to kaan study during 

meditation were either similar or different. One can only note that 

Soto kaan Zen centered upon the analysis and creative use of concluding 

phrases of stereotyped Chinese verse, the alternate sayings (daigo) and 

appended words (agyo or jakugo). It is extremely difficult to find 

examples of Soto teachers urging their students (in Rinzai fashion) to 

create a mass of doubt, or to cling to a kaan. There is little or no 

evidence to suggest that Soto kaan study centered upon inducing an 

enlightenment experience. 

Analysis of medieval goroku also supports this position. Ttese 

texts with their ceremonious orientation contain very little mention of 

Zen practice. Yet significantly, the term "genja kaan" occurs much more 

often than references to "old kaan" (ko kaan) or "old example koan" 

(kosoku koan). Of the eighteen medieval goroku included in the 

collected texts of the Soto school, seven contain no mention of either 

1941shikawa Rikizan, "'En'o chTIko Ryonen dai oshe hogo' ni 
tsuite," 68-71. 
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term. 195 In the remaining eleven texts. the compound terE Ugenja kaan n 

occurs twenty-six times. while Ukaan" alone is found only fifteen 

times. 196 Only four texts contain the word ukensha" (the enlightenment 

experience of direct perception of reality). in which instances it 

usually occurs only in passing (often as part of a larger quotation). 

never as the main point of the statement. 197 

The medieval period of Soto history has been identified by 

modern Soto scholars as the "dark ages" (ankoku jidai) when Dagen's 

195These seven texts are: (1) Giun osha goroku; (2) Jochu 
Tengin hago; (3) Bonsei (d.1424). Taiya osha goroku; (4) Sensa Zenji 
goroku; (5) Kiun Sokyoku (1424-1499). Ryuen nisei Kiun -Kyoku osha 
goroku [included as part of Ryuen Seijun Kiun Itsu goroku narabi ni 
gyajO]; (6) Itsu Kieju (d.1519), Ryuen sansei Itsu osha goroku [included 
as part of Ryuen Seijun Kiun Itsu goroku narabi ni gyajO]; and 
(7) Kikuin osha agyo; all except no. 3 in SZ. 5, Goroku. 1. and no. 3 in 
ZSZ. 3. Goroku. 1. 

196These eleven texts and the breakdown between Ugenja koan" and 
ukaan" are as follows (all page numbers are to SZ, 5. Goroku. 1. or. if 
preceded by "ZSZ." to ZSZ, 3. Goroku. 1): (1) Gasan Jaseki. San'un 
kaigetsu, "genja koan" 4 times (fasc. 1. pp. 46b-47a. 48b, 51a; fasc. 3. 
p. 62b) and "koan" 8 times (fasc. 1, pp. 46a, 47a, 48a, 51a; fasc. 2. p. 
52a; fasc. 3, 60a, 60b. 61a): (2) Jippo Ryoshu Zenji goroku. Ugenja 
koan" once (fasc. 2, p. USb); (3) Tsugen Zenji goroku. Ugenjo koan" 4 
times (pp. 66a. 70b. 73b, 76b) and ukoan" once (p. 67b); (4) Hoda kaisan 
Gessen Zenji goroku, "kosoku" once (p. 104a); (4) Fusai Zenji goroku. 
"genjo kosn" twice (fasc. 1. p. 131a; fasc. 2. p. 149b) and ukoan" twice 
(fasc. 1, p. 124b. 137a); (6) Chikusan Tokusen goroku, "genja koan" once 
(fasc. 2. ZSZ p. 24a); (7) Zuigan Zenji goroku, "genja koan" twice (pp. 
176a, 182b); (8) Hoda kaisan Hugoku Zenji goroku, "kaan h once (p. 213b); 
(9) Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu, Ugenja koan" 8 times (pp. 227a. 228b. 
231a. 232a. 236a. 247a. 256b. 261b) and ukaan" once (p. 261a); (10) 
Kasugazan Rinsen kaisan Don'ei Zenji goroku. "genja kaBn" 4 times (twice 
each on pp. 382b and 383b); (11) Entsu Shodo Zenji goroku. ukoan" once 
(fasc. 3. 454b). In addition to the above citations. another term. "the 
uncompleted kaBn~ (mirya kOBn) also occurs twice. This term. however. 
is a poetic reference to Buddhism as "the teaching that can never be 
fully exhausted [or comprehended]" (issha fujintei shushi). It does not 
refer to kOBn study. See Tsugen Zenji goroku. p. 73b. and Chikusan 
Tokusen goroku. fasc. 2, p. 24a. 

1975ee (1) Giun osha goroku. in SSK, 8: 44; alt. in SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:14b; (2) San'un kaigetsu. fasc. 2. in SZ. 5. Garoku. 1:54a; 
(3) Chikusan Tokusen garoku, fasc. 1. in ZSZ. 3. Goroku. 1:13b; and (4) 
Kikuin osha agyo, in SZ. 5, Goraku. 1:544b. 
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teachings were forgotten. 19B Certainly. it is true that medieval Soto 

monks failed to transmit many of the key doctrines expressed by Dagen in 

his principal writings and recorded sayings. Institutional practices 

and monastic regulations had slipped away from the ideals envisioned by 

Dagen. The justifiable criticisms of modern Soto leaders. however. 

should not leave the mistaken impression that their medieval 

predecessors had abandoned Zen practice or had become totally unaware of 

their Soto traditions. As demonstrated by the texts cited above. 

throughout the medieval period Soto monasteries and monks not only had 

continued the traditional Zen emphasis on meditation and enlightenment. 

but also in these endeavors had attempted to transmit and express 

Dagen's teachings as then understood. 

Medieval Soto religious life, however, was not limited to 

traditional Zen practices. Rituals were adapted from non-Zen traditions 

and Zen practices originally intended only for monks. such as precept 

ordinations and funerals, became major links uniting the communities of 

Zen monks to their lay supporters. These areas. the subjects of the 

following chapters, represent the true deviations from Dagen's Zen. Yet 

perhaps because they have continued to play a major role in retaining 

lay allegiance down to the present day. modern Soto leaders typically 

attempt to reconcile these practices with Dagen's teachings rather than 

renounce them. 

19BKagamishima Genryu. "Nihon Zenshushi: Sotoshu." in Zen no 
rekishl: Ninon. Koza Zen. 4:114. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PRECEPT ORDINATIONS 

Ordination ceremonies and the Buddhist precepts played a major 

role in the establishment and subsequent growth of the Japanese Soto 

school. In contrast to meditation and koan study (which concerned only 

monks within the Zen monasteries). precepts transcended the confines of 

monastic and secular realms. Within the walls of the Zen monastery. new 

monks were ordained by the power of their vows to follow the Buddhist 

precepts. Outside the monastery walls. lay precept ordinations helped 

attract new patrons. If Dagen had not had the ability to ordain his own 

students and to teach them how to perform the ordination rituals. the 

institutional independence of the Soto school could not have been 

achieved. Without lay ordinations. the Soto school probably could not 

have achieved such rapid growth. The importance of precepts within -
Japanese Zen schools. their interpretation and the ordination procedures 

by which they are transmitted. rarely have been investigated or 

described in western accounts of Zen Buddhism. Probably this is a 

result of the influence of D. T. Suzuki's interpretation of Zen as a 

transmission of the inner formless spirit of religion, unencumbered by 

any outward trappings of dogma or ritual.1 

IPor a discussion of what this "formless spirit of religion" 
signified for Suzuki. see Margaret H. Dornish. "Aspects of D. T. 
Suzuki's Early Interpretations of Buddhism and Zen," The Eastern 
Buddhist. n.s. 3:1 (1970). 47-66. 

371 
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Buddhism. however. is in many ways a religion of precepts. A 

standard summation of Buddhism even is entitled the Universal Precepts 

of the Seven Buddhas (shichibutsu tsukaige).2 The attributes of Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas are determined by the various vows with which they 

embarked upon their careers. Likewise. the vows to observe the Buddhist 

precepts taken by all Buddhists. both laymen and monks. define the 

religious attitudes and types of behavior proper for each.3 The breadth 

of topics included under the rubric of precepts. therefore, is extremely 

comprehensive. These include morality and virtue, proper means of 

livelihood, self-discipline, rules for the governance of communal life 

and for the performance of rituals, definitions of the nature and goals 

of religious practice, as well as doctrines on the origin, meaning. 

methods of transmission, and spiritual power of the precepts. The 

. formal transmission of Zen lineages from China to Japan forced Japanese 

Zen monks to take a stand on many of these dogmatic issues even if only 

implicitly because these doctrines had been interpreted differently in 

China and in Japan. For this reason. much of the scholarship produced 

by Soto monks during the Tokugawa period was devoted to controversies 

over precepts. such as their proper role within Zen practice and the 

legitimacy of their transmission.4 

2I.e., "Refrain from all evil; Perform all manner ur good; 
Purify your own mind: This is the teaching of all Buddhas." 

3This was especially so in early Indian Buddhism. See Hirakawa 
Akira, "The Rise of Mahayana Buddhism And Its Relationship to the 
Worship of stupas." Memoirs of The Research Department of The Toyo 
Bunko, 22 (1963): 77, 98-105. 

4Kagamishima Genryfi, "Nlhon Zenshfishi: Sotoshfi," in Zenshu no 
rekishi: Nihon. Koza Zen, 4:116-125. 
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Fortunately. the role of precept ordinations in medieval Sata 

practice can be examined without having to explore all the minutiae of 

these controversies. One controversy. however. must be examined. 

namely. the origin of Dagen's precepts--the starting point for the 

Buddhist precepts taught by medieval Sat a monks. This chapter first 

will briefly contrast the main features of precept interpretation and 

ordination as practiced in China and Japan during Dagen's youth and will 

summarize Dagen's responses to these conditions. The remainder of the 

chapter will describe the various types of precept ordinations performed 

by medieval Sata monks and analyze the functions of these ceremonies 

within medieval Japanese society. 

Precept Ordinations In Chinese Chan Monasteries 

In China all the major controversies over the Buddhist precepts 

had long been settled by the time the great Chan monasteries of the 

Southern Song dynasty were flourishing. 5 All proper monks had to be 

ordained on the special ordination platforms maintained either at 

special monasteries administered by monks trained in the doctrinal 

commentaries on the precepts (i.e .. monks of the Lil school) or at 

certain large Chan monasteries. Presumably. the ordinations conducted 

at both types of monastery would have been largely the same. According 

to the Chanyuan qinggui. every monk seeking admission to a Chan 

monastery was required to present three documents, namely, ordination 

certificates for both his novice and full ordinations and an ordination 

5The following summary of the roles of the Hinayana vinaya. 
bodhisattva precepts, and monastic codes in Chinese Chan is indebted to 
my lecture notes from Ragamlshima Genryu's lectures on Zen Precepts. 
Mistakes of interpretation. haowever. are my own. 
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transcript (liunian; Jpn. rokunen).6 The two ordination certificates 

would have to be purchased from the central government's Bureau of 

Sacrifice (cibu), while the 11unian would have to be obtained from the 

monastery which conducted the ordinations. All three documents would 

record the names of the preceptors who conducted the ordinations as well 

as their dates and locations. The date of the liunian would be used to 

determine a monk's aonastic seniority during the summer training 

session.7 

The novice and full ordinations would be conducted separately. 

The novice ordination consisted of the administration of vows to observe 

the three refuges, the five precepts of the Buddhist layman, and the ten 

precepts of the novice. 8 Although the ten precepts of the novice begin 

with the same five vows taken by a layman, the entire list of precepts 

would be administered again because the mental attitudes of a layman and 

novice differ. The full ordination consisted of the administration of 

vows to observe the 250 precepts of a monk or the 348 precepts of a nun. 

The ordination procedures and the lists of precepts both were based on 

the Sifenlu (Jpn. Shlbunritsu).9 This text is a Chinese translation of 

6Fasc. 1, "Guada" (Jpn. "Rata"); rev. edn. Yakuchii Zennen 
shingi, 39. 

7Chanyuan qinggui, fasc. 10, "Baijiang guishengsong" (Jpn. 
"lfyakujo kijoju"); rcv. cdn. Yakuchii Zennen shingi, 353. 

8Chanyuan qinggui, fasc. 9, "Shami shoujiewen" (Jpn. "Shami 
jukaimon"); rev. edn. Yakuchii Zennen shingi, 307. The three refuges (p. 
308) arc the Buddha, his teachings, and his followers (i.e., the 
community of monks). 

9The Chanyuan qinggui stated that the precepts of the Sifenlu 
should be recited regularly. This practice also is mentioned in Eisai's 
account of his training at Chinese Chan monasteries. See Chanyuan 
qinggui, fasc. I, "lfujie" (Jpn. uGokai"); rev. edn. Yakuchii Zennen 
shingi, 16; and Eisai, Kazen gokokuron, fasc. 2, 55. 
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the Buddhist vinaya believed to have been used by the Dharmaguptika. one 

of the Hlnayana schools in India. Chinese Buddhist monks followed the 

Sifenlil in spite of its Hinayana background because Mahayana scriptures 

proclaim that all precepts of the Buddha should be observed. In Dagen's 

tiae. Chinese Buddhist scholars taught that the distinction between 

Mahayana and Hlnayana exists only in the individual attitudes of the 

monks, not in the precepts. Moreover. the Chinese regarded the Sifenlil 

as fostering stronger Mahayana attitudes compared to the other Hfnayana 

vinaya texts that had been translated into Chinese. Yet the Chanyuan 

qinggui also urged Chan monks to follow their full ordination with an 

additional ordination based on the bodhisattva precepts. to promote the 

full development of Mahayana attitudes.tO 

The bodhisattva precepts used at Chan monasteries are based on 

the Fanwangjing (Jpn. Bonmakya).11 This scripture describes fifty-eight 

precepts, ten major and forty-eight minor. that are to be observed by 

all bodhisattvas, be they monks, nuns. laymen or laywomen. It is not 

known if the procedures for ordination with these precepts were fully 

standardized. Within the Chinese Tiantai school. for example. each of 

the several extant ordination manuals describes a different sequence of 

ceremonies. 12 In general. bodhisattva ordinations seem to have included 

not only the prec~pts of the Fanwangjing, but also several related sets 

of vows found in other Mahayana scriptures. These additJonal vows 

10pasc. 1. "Shoujie" (Jpn. "Jukai"); rev. edn. Yakuchii Zennen 
shlngi. 13. 

ItSee Chanyuan qinggui. fasc. 1, "Hujie"; rev. edn. Yakuchii 
Zennen shingi. 16; and Eisai. Kazen gokokuron. fasc. 3. in Chusei Zenke 
no shiso, 73. 

12Ikeda Rosan, "Bosatsukai no keisei to tenkai." KBK. 28 (1970): 
106-25. 
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include the three refuges. a ritual confession and repentance. the four 

universal vows. and the three pure precepts. Because both laymen and 

monks could receive the same bodhisattva ordinations. monastic seniority 

always would be based on the date of a monk's full Slfenlil ordinations. 

never on his bodhisattva ordination. I3 Therefore the Slfenlil 

ordinations always came first. Likewise, laymen would receive their 

bodhisattva ordinations only after first having been ordained with the 

three refuges and five vows of the layman. I4 

Chinese Buddhists relied on the Slfenlil precepts and the 

Fanwangjlng (i.e., bodhisattva) precepts for two different types uf 

religious guidance. The Slfenlil provides detailed rules for monastic 

decorum and daily rituals. while the Fanwangjing describes the attitude 

of compassion inherent in the Mahayana emphasis upon universal 

salvation. The Slfenlil precepts often focus on extremely concrete 

details of monastic life. For example, the explanation of the precept 

limiting a monk's major possessions to just one bowl states that a monk 

shall not obtain a new bowl unless his old one already is damaged in at 

least six places. 15 In contrast to this kind of ~mphasis upon the 

monks' own circumstances, the prece~ts in the Fanwangjing focus on 

general principals of interpersonal relations and lifestyle. Even the 

ordering of the precepts reflect different priorities. The first 

precept in the Slfenlil is for the monk to control his own sexual desire 

13Dogen stated that the Japanese concept of monkhood (i.e., one 
based on the bodhisattva ordination alene) was totally unknown in Song 
China. See his "Postscript," Hyiizen gusokukalchii (1199). in Komonjo. 
no. 1. 1:4-5; alt. titled "Hyazen osha kaicha okugakJ." in DZZ. 2:397. 

14Chanyuan qlnggul. fasc. 10. "Quantanxin" (Jpn. "Kandanshin"); 
rev. edn. Yakuchu Zennen shlngi. 337. 

15S1fenlil. fasc. 9. in T. 22:623b. 
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(i.e •• self control). while the first precept in the Fanwangjing forbids 

the killing of all sentient beings (i.e .• saving others). In some cases 

the different orientations of the precepts in these two scriptures 

contradict each other. Consider, for example. the case of a woman who 

wishes to learn Buddhism. The Sifenlu (which emphasizes controlling all 

desires) forbids a monk to speak more than five or six words to a woman 

unless other reputable male witnesses are present. even if the monk's 

only intention is to instruct her in Buddhism. 16 From the standpoint of 

the Fanwangjing. however. the salvation of the woman is more important 

than whether or not the monk observes his own vows. 

The monastic regulations (qinggui; Jpn. shingi) governing daily 

life at Chan monasteries attempt to transcend the contradictions between 

the Hinayana and Mahayana precepts. 17 The Chanyuan qinggui repeats the 

faaous injunction attributed to Baijiang Uuaihai that the fundamental 

essence (zon~ Jpn. shu) of Chan life should neither be restricted by. 

nor differ from. either the Ulnayana or Mahayana precepts. As cited in 

this text, Baijiang asserted that monastic regulations must be based 

only on the actual conditions that are appropriate for Chan practice. 18 

Chan monastic regulations, therefore. represent a third category of 

Buddhist guidelines. Unlike either the Hinayana precepts (which focus 

on the suppression of one's own evil actions) or the Mahayana precepts 

16Sifenlii, fasc. 11. in T. 22:6640b. 

17Regarding the nature and significance of qinggui. see Martin 
Collcutt. "The Early Ch'an Monastic Rule: 'Ch'ing kuei' and the Shaping 
of Ch'an Community Life." in Early Ch'an in China and Tibet. edt Whalen 
Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster. 165-84. 

18Chanyuan qingguJ. fase. 10. "Baijiang guishengsong"; rev. edn. 
Yakuchu Zennen shingi, 340. Compare the Baijiang guishi, in Jingde 
chuandenglu. fasc. 6, in T. 51:250-51. 
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(which concern compassion for others). the Chan regulations emphasize 

communal practice and joint labor. Not only were all monks required to 

eat. to sleep. and to meditate together in the monks' hall. but all 

monks were also to participate in monastic chores (puqing) regardless of 

seniority or office. 19 It is significant to note that these monastic 

chores included gardening, a practice traditionally forbidden to fully 

ordained monks because the breaking of the ground might endanger the 

lives of insects and worms. This indicates that communal practice 

assumed greater importance in Chan than did any individual's concern 

with the precepts. In other words. Chan monastic practice focused on 

goals other than the mere observance of the precepts. 

Precept Ordinations in Japan 

Japanese Buddhists never attained the same uniformity in 

precepts and ordination procedures as had been achieved in China. Honks 

associated with the major monasteries of Nara generally followed the 

same series of (1) lay. (2) novice. (3) full monk and (4) bodhisattva 

ordinations as practiced in China. based on the same scriptures. namely. 

the Shibunritsu (i.e •• Ch. Sifenlu) and the Bonmokyo (i.e •• Ch. 

Fanwangjing). The Japanese Tendai school. however. had been established 

with its own ordination ceremony based on the bodhisattva precepts 

alone. Saicha. the founder of Japanese Tendai, had rejected the 

traditional ordinations administered in Nara not only because of 

19Chanyuan qinggui. fasc. 10. "Baijiang guishengsong"; rev. edn. 
Yakuchu Zennen shingi. 343-44. 347. The abbot's participation in 
monastic chores seems to have been widely practiced in Chinese 
monasteries already during the Tang dynasty. See Ennin. Nitta guho 
junrei gyoki. fasc. 2. entry dated 839:9:28. trans. Edwin O. Reischauer. 
Bnnin's Diary: The Record of a Pilgrimage to China in Search of the Law 
(New York: The Ronald Press. 1955). 150. 
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doctrinal objections to their Hlnayana origins but also as a means of 

insuring the independence of the Tendai school.20 From the time that 

the Tendai school had been authorized to administer its own ordinations 

(in 822) until the time Dagen was ordained as a Tendai monk (in 1213) 

more than 390 years had elapsed. The Tendai school, its doctrinal 

justifications for its own precepts, and its rituals for ordinations all 

had taken firm root in Japan. However, the conflict between Tendai and 

the Nara schools over ordinations and precepts had never disappeared. 

The Nara monk Jokei (1155-1213), for example, wrote a detailed attack on 

the Tendai ordinations in which he stated that Tendai priests were mere 

laymen in monks' robes, lacking knowledge of the precepts and vinaya.21 

Jokei based his criticism on the fact that bodhisattva 

ordinations can be administered to both monks and laymen. Only "inayana 

vinaya such as the Shlbunrltsu distinguish between the ordinations and 

precepts for monks and those for laymen. 22 Saicho, however. had argued 

that the same bodhisattva precepts and ordination could be used for both 

monks and laymen without confusing the two. 23 According to this 

interpretation. a layman who had not shaved his head or left his home 

would remain a layman even after having received all the bodhisattva 

precepts. If. however. that layman had received the tonsure and initial 

20Paul Groner, Saicha: The Establishment of the Japanese Tendai 
School, Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series (Seoul: Po Chin Chai. 1984). 

21Nanto Elzan kaishoretsu no kata. in NBZ, 105:16a. 

22The Shlbunritsu divides Buddhists into seven different groups 
according to the types of ordinations and precepts they receive. These 
seven groups are monks (blku). nuns (blkunl). male and female novices 
(shaml. shaminl). laymen and laywomen (ubasoku. ubal). and probationary 
female novices (shlkishamana). In Chinese Chan monasteries. this last 
category was replaced by lay workers (zunnan). 

23Groner. Salcha. 217-18. 
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monastic training then that same ordination ceremony would confer upon 

him the status of a monk. The precepts. ordination and mental goals of 

both layman and monk would be the same. Only their outward appearance 

and rules of social behavior would differ. 

Yet the bodhisattva precepts alone proved too abstract to 

provide monks with detailed guidance in daily social decorum. There 

always remained the problem of determining what rules of behavior 

Japanese Tendai monks were to observe. In 824. two years after Saicho's 

death. the Tendai community on Mt. Hiei compiled its first set of rules 

for governing monastic life.24 When these proved inadequate. 

supplemental lists of rules also appeared. Yet ultimdtely these 

monastic rules lacked any final source of religious authority within 

Japanese Tendai doctrine. The attitudes of Tendai monks toward monastic 

rules were shaped by the bodhisattva precepts--which stress the 

spirituality underlying the precepts over strict literal observance. 

When the bodhisattva precepts and Tendai monastic rules were interpreted 

in terms of medieval Tendai doctrines of inherent enlightenment (hongaku 

homon). the evil conduct that the precepts were meant to control could 

be reduced to a mere dualistic abstraction. The Tendai patriarch Annen. 

for example. taught that observance of the precepts is found both in 

good and in evil because the precepts represent the dharma-nature (i.e .• 

true essence) of ultimate reality (shlnnyo hossho no kalhO).25 This 

24Groner. Saicha. 272. 

25Annen. Futsu bosatsukai kashaku. fasc. 1. in ~ 74:766b. For 
this citation I aa indebted to Ikeda Rosan. "Zenkai to Kamakura Bukkyo," 
SG. 12 (1970): 106. Regarding Annen's attitude toward the precepts. see 
Paul Groner. "Annen, Tankei. lIenjo. and Monastic Discipline in the 
Tendai School: The Background of the 'Putsu bosatsukai koshaku.'" 
Japanese Journal of Religious Studies. 14:2-3 (June-Sept. 1987). 129-59. 
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rejection of any distinction between good and evil was expressed in more 

concrete terms as well. One medieval Tendai text asserts: MIf 

performed naturally (musa) and without self-effort (ninnun) even evil 

actions are not improper, [just as] Kannon might appear in the guise of 

a fisherman and kill all manner of marine life."26 

Many Tendai monks distorted these doctrines in order to 

rationalize their own moral laxity. Eisai, for example, confessed that 

in his younger years he had readily joined his fellow Tendai monks in 

breaking the dietary precepts against eating afternoon meals and 

drinking alcohol.27 Jakei's attack on Tendai monks for their ignorance 

of the precepts, therefore, had sought to exploit a major weakness of 

the Tendai community.28 Disregard of the precepts, however, did not 

reach its most extreme expression within the mainline Tendai 

establishment. Instead, the first open rejection of the precepts 

occurred among the lower-level monks of the twelfth century who 

abandoned the complex Buddhism of the Tendai school and left Mt. Hiei. 

Two groups in particular were denounced for antinomianism, namely, the 

Pure Land monks led by Honen and the Zen monks led by Nonin. 

Honen appears to have carefully observed the precepts. Yet the 

Buddhist establishment attacked his teachings for promoting precept 

26Kanko ruiju, fasc. 2. in NBZ, 17:40b-41a. For this citation I 
am indebted to Tamura, "Tendai hongaku shiso gaisetsu," 541-42. For the 
translation of musa (originally "unconditioned") as "naturally." see 
Shimaji, Nihon Bukkyo kyogakushi, 471. 

27See Shukke oaiko. leaf 6a, as cited by Yanagida Seizan. "Eisai 
to 'Kazen gokokuron' no kadai," 461-62. 

2DThis is not meant to imply that moral decline or political 
corruption within Japanese Buddhism was by any means confined to the 
Tendai school. For examples of the abuses afflicting all Buddhist 
schools during the lute-Heian period, see Tsuji, Nihon Bukkyoshi, 2. 
Chuseihen 1. 133-41. 
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violations. 29 Some of Honen's followers believed that even a lifetime 

of evil deeds could not prevent deathbed salvation by Amida Buddha. In 

their insistence on salvation through exclusive faith in Amida, the more 

extreme of these monks rejected any attempt to cling to the precepts. 30 

Likewise, the Darumashu also had been severely criticized for having 

rejected the precepts. 31 The details of Darumashu doctrines regarding 

the precepts are unclear, but we know that one Darumashu text asserted 

that the purpose the precepts lies only in controlling the active mind. 

Therefore, when one attains no-mind (~ushin) all precepts are left 

behind.32 Any new religious groups that denied the necessity of 

precepts (and, therefore, ordinations) could have operated totally 

unfettered by government and ecclesiastical restrictions on ordinations. 

Therefore, the alarm that these doctrines caused civil and 

ecclesiastical authorities played a major role in the court's attempts 

to suppress both of these groups. Prohibitions were directed first 

against Nonin's Darumashu (in 1194) and then against Honen's Pure Land 

teachings (in 1207). Honen's fate does not concern us here, but we must 

note that the government's 1194 prohibition of the Darumashu extended to 

29Ko[ukuji sojo, attributed to Jokei, in Kamakura kyu Bukkyo, 
ed. Kamata Shigeo and Tanaka lIisao, 40-41. Also see Robert E. Horrell, 
"Jokei and the Kofukuji Petition," Japanese Journal of Religious 
Studies, 10:1 (Harch 1983), 32-33. 

30Regarding Honen's contradictory attitudes toward these 
doctrines, see Furuta Shok1n, MKa.akura Bukkyo n1 okeru jikai jiritsu 
shugi to han jikai jiritsu shugi: Honen no bai" (1964), rpt. in Nihon 
Bukkyo shisushi, 243-56. 

31Rokan Shiren, Genko Shakusho, fasc. 2, in NBZ, 101:156b. 

32Joto shogakuron, 203h. 
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Eisai's Zen teachings as well. 33 

Eisai sought to continue teaching Zen. He defended his own 

position by attempting to clearly distinguish his Zen from the practices 

advocated by Nonin. He accomplished this goal easily, since Eisai's Zen 

could hardly have been more different from that of the Darumashu. Eisai 

had sought to promote Zen not in order to reject the precepts, but dS a 

means of reviving the strict observance of the precepts within Japanese 

Tendai. In brief, Eisai's attitude toward the precepts exhibited the 

following five characteristics.34 

(1) Eisai argued that the fundamental essence (shu; Ch. zong) 

of Zen lay in observance of the precepts. 35 He stated that anyone who 

repented of past transgressions of the precepts and ceased from all evil 

automatically practices Zen, while anyone who violated the precepts 

could not even be a Buddhist. 36 Eisai not only professed this belief, 

he also practiced it. His strict observance of the precepts had 

impressed even Chinese monks.37 (2) Eisai asserted that all of Buddhism 

depended upon the precepts. lie argued that the three aspects of 

Buddhist learning (sangaku) could be attained only through a step-by-

step progression. In other words, one must first observe the precepts 

(i.e., learn self-control), then practice Zen (i.e., meditation), and 

33 Hyakurensho, fasc. 10, entry for 1194:7:5, in Shintei zoho 
Kokush1 taike1, 11:125. 

34These five themes occur throughout the length of Eisai's Kozeh 
gokokuron. Only Eisai's most direct assertions are cited below. 

35Kozen gokokuron, fasc. I, in Chusei Zenke no shiso, 35, also 
see 47. 80. 

36Ibid., fasc. 1, 37, 47. 

37Yushu (Jpn. Gucho), Ribenguo Q1anguang fash1 citangji (Jpn. 
Nipponkoku Senko hosh1 shidoki: 1225), in Zoku gunsho ruiju, 9:274b. 
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attain wisdom only last. The precepts always come first. 38 (3) Eisai 

sought to revive use of the Shibunritsu in Japanese Tendai. Eisai 

described his own Zen study in China simply by stating that he learned 

three things: the transmission of the Rinzai line, the Shibunritsu, and 

the bodhisattva precepts. 39 He argued that Zen monks must not choose 

among precepts, but observe all those found both in the Shibunritsu and 

in the Bonmokyo.40 (4) Eisai rejected the saying found in some Mahayana 

scriptures that observing the Hinayana precepts would entail breaking 

the bodhisattva precepts. 41 He argued any Buddhist who violated the 

precepts not only transgressed against the Hinayana rules but also 

turned away from the Mahayana. Eisai asserted that true Zen monks 

reconcile the two by outwardly observing lIinayana rules of decorum while 

inwardly possessing Mahayana compassion. 42 (5) Finally, Eisa! 

emphasized the precepts alone, without attempting to implement the Zen 

monastic regulations. Although he cited passages from the Chanyuan 

qinggui to support his use of the Shlbunritsu, Eisai ultimately was more 

concerned with reviving the precepts than with the routines of Zen 

monastic life. 43 He never regarded Zen as separated from Japanese 

38Kazen gokokuron, fascs. 1-2, pp. 36, 37, 43. 

39Eisai, Kazen gokokuron, fasc. 2, 55. 

40Ibid., fascs. I, 3, pp. II, 73, 81. 

41Ibid., fase. 3, 73. The editors of this edition of the Kazen 
gokokuron cite two scriptures for the saying in question: Xiuchan 
yaojue (Jpn. Shuzen yoketsu) , in ZZK, 2:15:479b; and Dabaojijing (Jpn. 
DaihoshakkyO). fase. 90. in T, 11 :516e. 

42Ibid., fascs. 2-3. pp. 39-40, 73. 79. 

43Eisai did establish rules for daily meditation and other 
routines of Zen life (Kazen gokokuron, fasc. 3. 80-85), but these were 
performed within a traditional Tendai setting. 
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Tendai.44 Nonetheless, because Eisai identified Zen with the strict 

observance of the precepts, he regarded himself (instead of Nonin) as 

the first true Japanese Zen teacher. 

Dagen began his study of Zen under the guidance of Eisai's 

direct disciple Myazen. Dagen inherited Eisai's precept lineage through 

Myazen. In Dagen's writings Eisai always is spoken of only in terms of 

praise. One could reasonably expect, therefore, that Dagen's attitude 

toward the precepts would have reflected Eisai's positions. However, 

this is not the case. In everyone of the five points listed above 

Dagen differed from Eisai, to wit: 

(1) Dagen told Ejc that the fundamental essence (shu) of Zen is 

sitting in meditation (shikan taza). He argued in indirect reference to 

Eisai that it is ~istaken to assert that the fundamental essence of Zen 

or Buddhism could be found merely in observance of the precepts. Dogen 

asserted that no Chinese monks taught such a doctrine and claimed to 

have corrected the practices of former students of Eisai who held overly 

literal interpretations of the precepts.45 (2) Dogen repeatedly 

stressed that all three aspects of Buddhist learning (i.e., precepts, 

meditation and wisdom) are found simultaneously within the act of 

sitting in Zen meditation. In the conversation just cited, for example, 

Dogen rhetorically inquired of Ejo: "When seated in meditation (zazen), 

what precepts arc not beine observed? What virtues arc lacking?" (3) 

Dogen firmly rejected the authority of the Shibunritsu. In one 

44Yanagida, "Eisai to 'Kazen gokokuron' no kadai," 459. 

45Ejo, Zuimonki, sec. 2, in Koten bungaku-81 , 332-34: alt. in 
DZZ, 2:428-29. 
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particularly strong statement Dogen first asserted that the way of 

enlightenment (bendO) taught by the Buddhas and patriarchs could never 

resemble 1I1nayana practices and then defined "Hlnayana" as the precepts 

of the Shibunritsu. 46 Dogen alluded to Eisai when he criticized "recent 

second-raters" who had falsely asserted that Zen monks must uncritically 

accept both Hinayana and Mahayana precepts. 47 (4) Dogen endorsed the 

statement that observing the Hinayana precepts would entail breaking the 

bodhisattva precepts. 48 He even introduced this statement as being the 

true teaching of the Buddha. Dogen argued that precepts common to both 

scriptures--such as the lIinayana vow not to kill and the Mahayana vow 

not to kill--actually differ as much as heaven and earth. 49 

(5) Finally. Dogen regarded the implementation of the Zen monastic codes 

as being more important than the precepts. The importance of the lay in 

their power to ordain new monks; but the true expression of the precepts 

could be realized only through the rituals of Zen monastic life. 50 In 

other words. the observance of the precepts merely represented 

conformity to the daily conduct (anri) established by the Buddhas and 

Zen patriarchs. 51 Even someone who never receives an ordination or who 

46 Kiiroku. sec. 5. lee. 390. in DZZ. 2: 96-97 . 

47S8GZ. "Sanjushichi bodai bunpo" chap .• in DZZ. 1:517. Also 
see Kagamishima Genryu. "Endonkai to Eisai-Dogen" (1962). rpt. in Diigen 
Zenji to sono shuhen. 27-28. 31-32 n. 2. 

48S8GZ. "Shoaku mokusa" and "Sanjiishichi bodai bunpo" chaps .• in 
DZZ. 1:280. 517. 

49S8GZ. "Sanjushichi bodai bunpo" chap .• in DZZ. 1:517. 

50Kuromaru Kanji, "Eihei shingi no scikaku: Toku ni bosatsu 
daikai to no kankei ni oite." 1BK, 9:2 (March 1961), 233-35. 

51Ishida. "Dogen: Sono kai to shingi." pt. 6, KOIllBZBk'a bunko 
kenkyu. 8:8 (March 1962). 1-2. 
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breaks the precepts cannot be excluded from Zen practice. 52 

Dogen taught that Zen monks must transcend the distinctions 

between Hlnayana and Mahayana not by accepting the precepts of both, but 

by living according to the Zen aonastic routines that had (in his view) 

been directly transmitted by the Indian and Chinese patriarchs. Dogen 

taught that monks .ust follow these Zen routines as Mahayana practices 

regardless of whether the rituals actually originated in Hlnayana or in 

Mahayana scriptures. For example, Dogen described the rules in his 

Taitaikoho as ~eing the pinnacle of Mahayana Buddhism, even though he 

had based these rules on the writings of Daoxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 596-667), 

the principal Chinese commentator on the Shibunritsu. 53 Likewise, Dogen 

rejected Baijiang Huaihai's injunction that Zen life should neither be 

restricted by nor differ from either the Hlnayana or Mahayana precepts. 

Dogen voiced this rejection by adding double negatives to each side of 

Baijiang's injunction so as to emphasize that Zen life must transcend 

even the need to transcend Hlnayana and Mahayana. 54 Hlnayana was 

acceptable to Dogen only when subsumed into Mahayana. at which point its 

Hlnayana identity disappears into the true Buddhism of the Zen 

patriarchs.55 This affirmation only of the Hinayana practices that had 

been given Mahayana significance within Zen monastic life represents a 

52See , for example. Bendawa. in DZZ, 1:740-41. alt. 758; or 
SBGZ. "Shukke kudoku" chap .• in DZZ. 1:610. 

53DZZ, 2:311. Also see Kagalllishima Genryu. "Zenkai shisa no 
tenkai," in Dagen Zenji to sono monryu, 167-68. 

54 Karoku, sec. 5. lec. 390, in DZZ. 2:97. 

55See Hokyokl. in DZZ, 2:386; and Koroku. sec. 7, lec. 516. in 
DZZ, 2:136-37. 
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significant departure ~rom Eisai's teaching that Zen monks must accept 

Hlnayana and Mahayana precepts equally. 

Dagen's rejection of Eisai's approach to the precepts implies a 

rejection of Rujing's teachings on the precepts as well. Rujing's own 

views of the precepts are not documented, but there is no reason to 

believe that his teachings would have deviated from the standard Chinese 

approach described in the Chanyuan qinggui and in Eisai's writings.56 

Rujing would never have been recognized as a monk in China unless he had 

received the complete step-by-step series of ordinations with the lay, 

novice. Hlnayana and bodhisattva precepts. Dagen, however. quotes 

Rujing as having stated that the Chinese novice Gao (i.e .• Gao shami. a 

Chan monk of the Tang dynasty) had been a full monk on the basis of his 

bodhisattva precepts alone. Rujing stated in this quotation that Gao 

had been awarded full monastic seniority not just ranking as a novice. 

with his seniority determined from the date of his bodhisattva 

ordination. 57 Traditionally this quotation has been seen as proof that 

Dagen based his rejection of the Hlnayana precepts on Rujing's teachings 

and as proof that Dagen inherited his style of the precept ordination--

based on the bodhisattva precepts alone--directly from Rujing. If this 

traditional interpretation is correct. then the usual understanding of 

the ordination system followed in Chinese Buddhism must be incomplete. 

However. another interpretation of this quotation also is 

possible. based on Dagen's circumstances in China. Dogen had traveled 

56Sec Ishida. ~Dagen: Sono kai to shingi." pt. 1. 3; 
Kagamishima Genryij. "Zenkai no seiritsu to endonkai" (1967). rpt. as 
"Endonkai to Bussa shad en bosatsukai." in Dagen Zenji to sono shiihen. 
159-60; and Tenda Nyoja Zenji no kenkyii. 125-27. 

57Hakyaki. in DZZ. 2:387. Regarding Gao shami. see Jingde 
chuandenglu. fasc. 14. in T. 51:315c. 
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to China with his teacher Myozen. Before leaving Japan, Myozen already 

had obtained the proper ordination certificates that would be required 

in China. Dogen had not. Either Myozen had failed to warn Dagen that 

monks in China must carry proof of full ordination with the HI nay ana 

precepts or Dogen had failed to heed Myozen's advice. Upon arriving in 

China, Myozen proceeded first to Jingfusi (Jpn. Keifukuji) and then to 

Jingdesi, the monastery where Eisai had studied.58 Dagen's activities, 

however, are not known. Myozen and Dogen had arrived during the fourth 

month of 1223. Myazen already had moved from Jingfusi to Jingdesi by 

the twelfth day of the fifth month.59 Vet Dogen wrote that on the 

fourth day of the fifth month he (Dagen) was still on the merchant ship 

that had brought him and Myozen to China. 60 It is not known if Dagen 

had accompanied Myozen and then returned to the ship or if Dagen had 

remained on board from the beginning. For Dogen and Myozen to have 

parted company so quickly after traveling to China together is very 

strange. One possible explanation lies in the fact that Jingfusi was 

administered by monks of the Lil school. Dogen probably could not have 

gained admission to this monastery because he lacked proper ordination 

certificates. G1 Dagen did not join Myozen at Jingdesi until the seventh 

month. 62 At that time, the abbot was Wuji Liaopai (Jpn. Musai Ryoha; 

58Dogen, "Postscript" (n.d.), Myozen gusokukaicho (1199), in 
Komonjo, no. I, 1:4-5; alt. in DZZ, 2:397. Myozen's ordination 
certificate is a forgery that probably had been drafted when Myozen 
first began making plans to go to China and then antedated to 1199. 
Dagen's postscript probably dates from after his return to Japan. 

59Dogen. Shari sodenki, in DZZ, 2:395. 

60Tenzo kyokun. in DZZ, 2:298. 

61Kagamishima Genryfi, "Zenkai no seiritsu to endonkai," 161-62. 

62Dogen, Tenzo kyokun, in DZZ, 2:299. 
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1149-1224) of the Linji lineage. Dogen also traveled to other Chan 

monasteries. returning to Jingdesi during the first month of 1225 and 

again during the fifth month of 1225 after Rujing had become abbot. 63 

Kagamishima Genryu has offered an alternate interpretation of 

Rujing's remarks concerning the novice Gao. based on the above details 

of Dagen's travels and on the legend of Dagen's petition over monastic 

seniority.64 Dagen's own writings contain no mention of any petition 

over seniority while he was in China. but his early biographies all 

report that Dogen had protested his novice status in China by 

petitioning the Chinese emperor. 65 This petition most certainly is 

fiction. That Dagen had been ranked with the Chinese novices, however. 

probably has some basis in fact. According to the Chanyuan qinggui. the 

group leader (weinuo; Jpn. ino) is responsible for determining each 

monk's seniority based on the relative dates of their l1unian. a 

document which Dagen would not have possessed. Only the abbot can 

authorize exceptions to this rule and only for honored monks serving in 

monastic offices or for monks visiting from foreign lands. 66 When Dogen 

visited various monasteries, some abbots might have authorized special 

seniority for him; most probably did not. When Dogen probably cited the 

example of novice Gao as a favorable precedent when he argued for his 

own seniority.67 Kagamishima suggests that Rujing's statement should be 

63SBGZ. "Shisho" and "Henju" chaps., in DZZ, 1 :343, 446. 

64"Zenkai no seiritsu to endnnkai." 160-64. 

65This episode is summarized by Kodera. Dogen's Formative Years 
in China, 39-42. 

66Chanyuan qinggui. fasc. 10. "Baijiang guishengsong": rpt. 
Yakuchu Zennen shingl, 353. 

67Kagamishima Genryu. "Endonkai to Eisai-Dogen," 31 n. 1. 
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interpreted not as Rujing's own rejection of the Hlnayana precepts, but 

only as evidence of Rujing's willingness to make an exception for Dagen. 

In support of this interpretation, it is significant that Rujing cited 

the example of novice Gao at the same time that he accepted Dagen as his 

student. 

Dagen's own writings contain no mention of his original 

Japanese Tendai ordination. His records mention only the Rinzai line 

precepts that Eisai introduced from China (which Dagen inherited from 

Myazen) and the Sata-line precepts that he had inherited from Rujing. 68 

Dagen's lineage charts contain no indication of the content or nature of 

these two Chinese precept lineages. Three other texts list the precepts 

that Dagen administered to his disciples. These three texts are the 

~Jukai" (Receiving the Precepts) chapter of Dagen's Shabo genzo, Dagen's 

Busso shoden bosatsukal saha (a description of the ordination ritual) 

and the Busso shoden bosatsukal kyaju kaimon (abb. Kyoju kaimon; 

explanations of each precept that seems to have compiled jointly by Eja 

and Senne).69 All three of these texts possess well-documented 

histories. Early copies of Busso shoden bosatsukal saho exist from the 

Giin, Jakuen. Meiha, and Gasan lineages. Quotations from the Kyoju 

kalmon occur both in Kyogo's Ryakusho and in Keizan's writings. Kyaga 

and Keizan both attribute the explanations recorded in this text to 

68Dogen, Sankoku shoden bosatsukai kechimyaku, in DZZ, 2:289; 
and Shinchi Kakushin. Kakushln ju Shin'yu kalmyaku, in DZZ, 2:291. 

69See "Jukai" chap., in nzz, 1:619-22; Bosatsukal saho. in ZSZ. 
1. Shugen hol. 37-41, alt. DZZ. 2:263-70; and Kyoju kalmon. in DZZ. 
2:279-81. 
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Dogen. 70 Moreover. all three of these texts substantially agree on the 

number. content. and order of the precepts administered by Dagen. 

The Shukke ryakusahii (a.k.a. Tokudo sahii). another ordination 

manual which lIsts dIfferent precepts. also has been attrIbuted to 

Dagen. 71 This manual. however. origInated well after Dagen's death 

during the period when Sata and Rinzai monks trained together. No 

copies of thIs text or Independent references to its existence can be 

found earlier than the fifteenth century. The three extant versions of 

the text contain widely variant content. One of these versions exists 

within a compilation of Rinzai rituals. but without any attribution to 

Dagen. 72 The structure and vocabulary of the text is much closer in 

agreement with the Chixiu uaijiang qinggui (1338) than wIth either 

Dagen's other writings or the Chanyuan qinggui (1103) used by Dagen. 73 

For example. some versions of the text state that novice monks are to be 

presented with joined robes (jlkitotsu), a type of garment that the 

Hakyiiki specifically rejects as degenerate. 74 Therefore. only the 

"Jukai" chapter. the Bussa shiiden bos~tsukai sahii. and the Kyaju kaimon 

provide an authentic record of Dagen's precepts. 

70See SBGZST. 14:495. 583; and Keizan. in DZZ. 2:285. 

71 DZZ, 2: 272-78. 

72Kalha no honji. in Sho ekii shlngishiki (1566). in T. 81:676c-
78a. 

73For a detailed comparison of these texts, see Ishida, "Dogen: 
Sono kai to shingi," pt. 2, Komazawa bunko kenkyu. 8:4 (March 1962). 3-5 
n. 25. Ishida. however. mistakenly confused the Chlxiu Baljlang qinggul 
(1338) with the legendary monastic code of Baijiang Huaihai (749-814). 

74See Shukke ryakusahii in DZZ. 272 n.; Kalha no honji. in T. 
81:b76c; and Hiikyakl. in DZZ. 2:380. 
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Dagen followed standard Japanese Tendai practice insofar as he 

based his ordinations on the bodhisattva precepts alone. Yet Dagen also 

deviated from the fifty-eight precepts of the Bonmokyo that are 

ad.inistered in Tendai ordinations. The precepts listed in the three 

texts cited above correspond to no other standard group. All three 

texts list a single group of precepts in sixteen articles (jurokujokal) , 

con3isting of the three refuges, the three pure precepts, and the ten 

major precepts. The ten major precepts correspond to those of the 

Bonmokyo, but the other forty-eight precepts also found in that 

scripture are not included. The standard Japanese Tendai ordination 

ceremony for administering the Bonmokyo precepts includes the three 

refuges and three pure precepts as preliminary steps, but in the Tendai 

ceremony these six vows are not grouped together with the fifty-eight 

precepts of the Bonmokyo.75 Dagen's precepts. therefore. do not reflect 

either the standard Chinese Chan ordinations followed by Eisai and 

Rujing or Japanese Tendai practice. 

It is not known if the precepts in sixteen articles resulted 

from Dagen's own innovation or if he had borrowed this group from 

another source. The postscript to the Busso shoden bosatsukai saho 

states that the ordination ceremony described therein is exactly the 

same as the one conducted by Rujing in 1225 when he administered the 

precepts to Dagen. 76 The reliability of that assertion. however. seems 

75For the standard precepts used in Japanese Tendai ordinations. 
see Saicha and Enchin. Ju bosatsu kaigi. in T. 74:625-33. esp. 626a. 
628b. 628c; and Annen. Futsu bosatsukai koshaku. 3 fascs .• in T. 74:757-
78. esp. 766c. 773b, 775c. 

76In ZSZ, 1, Shugen hoi. 42a, alt. DZZ, 2:270. 
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doubtful. 77 It is difficult to understand why Rujing would not have 

administered all fifty-eight precepts from the Bonmokyo. No tradition 

of abbreviated precepts existed in China. 78 Moreover, other evidence 

suggests a Japanese origin for the grouping of these sixteen articles. 

Ishida Mizumaro has pointed out that some Japanese Pure Land texts also 

administered precepts in sixteen articles during a type of ordination 

referred to as the abbreviated precept ceremony (ryaku kaigi).79 This 

abbreviated ceremony is said to have originated from within the Japanese 

Tendai school. Yet the chronology of the texts cited by Ishida remains 

unknown, and knowledge of these Pure Land teachings cannot be linked to 

Dagen. 80 Until additional evidence is discovered, the true origin of 

Dagen's sixteen articles will remain a mystery. In summing up the 

origins of Dagen's precepts, therefore, at present we can only identify 

three main influences, namely: (1) the Japanese Tendai doctrine that 

only Mahayana precepts should be observed, (2) the Chinese Chan 

insistence that the precepts are realized only through daily monastic 

life, and (3) a reduction of the number of the bodhisattva precepts to a 

single group of sixteen articles--apparently based on an abbreviated 

ordination ceremony practiced in Japan. 

77Kagamishima Genryu, "Zenkai no seiritsu to endonkai," 158-59. 

78Kagamishima Genryu, "Endonkai to Zenkai," 143-49. 

79 u Dogen: Sono kal to shlngl," pt. 3, Komazawa bunko kenkyu, 
8:5 (March 1962), 1-2. The text cited by Ishida is the Ju bosatsukaigi, 
attributed to Eryo (812-860), in NBZ, 72:7-8. These precepts also are 
discussed in the Ken Jodo denkairon, by Shagei (1341-1420). 

80Ikeda Rosan, "Zenkai to Kamakura Bukkya," SG, 12 (1970): 104; 
and Seiryu Soji, "Dagen Zenji no Bukkai shisa: Toku ni jurokujokai no 
selritsu wo megutte," IBK, 22:2 (Dec. 1974). 199. 
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The earliest attempt to provide a detailed religious 

interpretation of Dagen's precepts is found in Kyoga's Ryakusho. This 

commentary on the Bonmokyo actually focuses on the Kyoju kaimon.81 The 

Ryakusho. however, addresses all fifty-eight precepts of the Bonmokyo. 

without any reference to Dagen's single set of sixteen precepts. This 

raises questions as to how accurately the Ryakusho represents Dagen's 

teachings. 82 Yet the Ryakusho repeatedly contrasts its own (and. by 

extension. Dagen's) exegesis of the precepts with the interpretation 

taught by other Buddhist schools.83 The interpretations in the Ryakusho 

were not widely known until after the text was rediscovered during the 

Tokugawa period. Many of its assertions. however. represent typical 

medieval Japanese attitudes toward the precepts. The Ryakusho argues 

that religious insight--not literal readings--must determine the correct 

interpretation of any given word. 84 Therefore. the commentary 

emphasizes the essence of the precepts as the embodiment of Buddha 

nature. For example. consider Dagen's assertion (mentioned above) of 

qualitative differences between the Hlnayana and Mahayana precepts 

against killing. Dagen's writings contain no explanation of the 

difference between these two identically worded precepts. The Ryakusho. 

however. explains that Hlnayana precepts control karmic (uro) actions. 

81 Ryakusho. in SBGZST. 14:482-632. The bulk of this text (pages 
487-589) derives from the Kyoju kaimon. 

82Nakayama Joni. H'Bonmokyo ryakusho' ka." SG. 17 (1975): 133-
44. 

8aSBGZST. 14:488. 510. 541. 545. 546. 607. 614. 615. 619, 621. 
622. 623. In these passages. the Zen interpretation usually is 
designated as "our sect" (shuman) as opposed to "other sects" (yomon). 
It is clear that "our sect" is meant to refer to Dagen's Zen teachings 
since these words also introduce passages from his Shabo genzo. 

84Ibid .• 14:520. 
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while Mahayana precepts describe Buddha nature (i.e .. reaJity) itself. 

This Mahayana precept should be interpreted not as a vow against 

killing. but as a realization of dynamic. living reality (i.e .• as 

opposed to "dead." static illusions).85 

The Ryakusho also reiterates three traditional Japanese Tendai 

descriptions of the bodhisattva precepts. a6 First. ordination with the 

precepts is equated with Buddhahood itself. 87 Second. the Mahayana 

precepts even when violated are superior to the liinayana precepts even 

when observed because (according to the RyakushO) observance of the 

iJinayana precepts proqises only self-centered salvation while violation 

of the Mahayana precepts can lead to salvation for others. And third. 

the power of the precepts is eternal and mutually inclusive so that an 

ordination with only one precept is equivalent to an everlasting 

ordination with all the precepts. Regardless of one's subsequent 

conduct, the power of the precepts and the Buddhahood they represent can 

never be lost. Taken together. these three characterizations imply that 

the ordination ceremony itself is all important. Observance or 

violation of the precepts would be. at best, a secondary concern. The 

failure of many Japanese Tendai monks to observe the precepts already 

had been mentioned above. A corollary result of the traditional Tendai 

interpretations had been an emphasis among Japanese monks upon the 

spiritual or magical efficacy of the ordination ceremony alone. 

85Ibid., 14:487-89. 

86Ibid., 14:590-1. 

87Compare ibid., 14:485. 490, 509. 522. 530. 531. 537. 541. 542, 
567, 596, and: (a) Fanwangjing, fasc. 2, in ~ 24:1004a. lines 19-21; 
and (b) Bussa shoden bosatsukai saho. in l5l, I, 5hugen hoi, 41a; alt. 
in Oll, 2:269. 
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Precepts would be administered to laymen in order to cure illnesses. 

regardless of the laymen's interest in the meaning of the precepts. 88 

The Ryakusho suggests that similar attitudes also continued to be found 

among Dagen's disciples. 

Early Soto Ordinations 

The early Soto ordinations conducted by Dagen and his disciples 

provided the new Soto community with the ability to acco~plish three 

important tasks. Ordinations would function as powerful a means to 

attract and convert new lay patrons. as a means to recruit new Soto 

monks. and as a means to acquire the temples previously used by those 

monks for the Soto school. The regional expansion and popularization of 

the Soto school. therefore. is intimately related to the popularization 

of ordination ceremonies. These ceremonies were important from the 

first. Already in Dagen's time. laymen regularly participated In the 

monthly precept recitations conducted at Eiheiji (see chapter 2). Their 

participation in the precept recitation ceremonies provided income to 

Eiheiji and spiritual reassurance for themselves. The laymen achieved 

ritual purity and symbolic unity with the monks by reciting the precepts 

togcthcr.89 Ejo's Zulmonkl reveals that Dagen administered precepts to 

his la'y patrons. 90 Earlier we discussed how Giln, Keizan. and Gasan 

also administered ordinations to their principal patrons. A statement 

attributed to Gikai accurately equates the Zen use of ordinations for 

laymen with the introductory consecration (kechlen kanj~ used in 

88See Ishida Mizumaro. ed .• Bonmokyo. Butten Koza, 14 (Tokyo: 
Daizo Shuppansha. 1971). 70-71. 

89See Tokoku shlngi, fase. 1. in JDZ, 292-93. 

90Sec . 1 in Koten bungaku-81. 322-23; alt. in DZZ, 2:422-23. 
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Japanes. esoteric nuddhism. 91 Both rituals establish a direct bond 

between a Buddhist teacher and his lay supporter. 

The importance of ordinations for institutional independence 

can be demonstrated by contrasting Gikai's initial ordination training 

with that of Keizan. 92 Both Gikai and Keizan had been born in Echizen. 

Both went to local temples, Hajakuji for Gikai and Eiheiji for Keizan, 

to become monks. Gikai. however. had been unable to receive a proper 

ordination at Hajakuji. He could not become a proper monk because the 

Darumashu lacked its own ordination rituals. Therefore. Gikai had to 

travel to the Tendai ordination platform at Mt. Hiei. Presumably. all 

the arrangements for Gikai's ordination--his travel expenses, his 

residence and study at Mt. Hiei. and his introduction to the teacher 

conducting the ordination--had to be provided for in advance. In 

Gikai's time. rural monks who lacked the means for such a journey would 

never receive proper ordinations. If a monk did leave his home region 

to travel to Mt. Hiei. there was no guarantee that he would return. In 

contrast to Gikai, Keizan was able to receive his full ordination 

without having to leavc the area of his birth. Keizan was able to 

conduct his entire Buddhist training in his home province of Eichizen, 

because the Soto school performed its own ordinations. 

Instruction in the precept ordination rituals. therefore. 

constituted an indispensable part of a Soto Zen monk's training. Every 

monk would rctain some memory of his own ordination. but that experience 

91"Bosatsukai soden no koto," sec. of Sanmoku issoji. in ZSZ. 1. 
Shugen hoi. 63. Regarding this text. see Azuma. Kelzan Zenji no kenkyu. 
190-94. 

92See chap. 3 (Gikai sec.) and Tokokukl, In SG, 16:238b: alt. In 
JDZ. 395. 
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alone could not provide him with sufficient knowledge of how to prepare 

the special ritual instruments and documents. or of how to perform the 

complex series of gestures and ritual actions. Usually a monk would be 

initiated into the procedures for precept ordinations only when he 

succeeded to his master's dharma lineage. As revealed in Gikai's 

Goyuigon, he would be iuitiated both in dharma transmission and in 

precept ordination. For this reason. scholars usually regard the 

transmission of a precept ordination manual (such as the Busso shoden 

bosatsukal saho) as evidence of dharma transmission. In the early Soto 

school. however. this does not seem to have been an invariable rule. 

Keizan. for example, received his dharma lineage from Gikai in 1295 

although three years earlier (in 1292) he had learned the precept 

ordination procedures from Gien.93 

Keizan's special circumstances at that time might have allowed 

him to be excepted from the usual practice. He had been residing at a 

rural temple in Awa for which he ~ished to ordain new Zen monks. When 

Keizan obtained hIs InitiatIon from Gien. he immediately returned to Awa 

and ordained five monks. WIthIn two years he had administered the 

precepts to more than seventy people. 94 The fate of Keizan's tegple in 

Awa is unknown. but precept ordinations contInued to play an important 

role in his founding of subsequent temples. As mentioned earlier. 

Keizan ordained twenty-eight new Zen monks in 1324 when he formally 

93See Keizan Jakin, "Postscript" (1321:2:1), Busso shoden 
bosatsukai saho. in lSl. 1. Shugen hoi. 42: and Tokokuki. In SG. 16:238; 
alt. in JDl, 395. 

94 Tokokukl. in SG, 16:238b; alt. in JDZ. 399: and Tokoku goso 
gyojltsu. in SZ. 16, Shiden, 1:595. 
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opened Sajiji's monks' hall. 95 These new Zen monks probably represent 

converts from traditional Buddhism. Sajiji previously had been 

administered by monks trained in Shingon ritual. If Sajiji's former 

monks lacked a proper ordination in their own tradition, they might have 

wished to receive the precepts even from a teacher of another tradition. 

Examples of this type of ordination will be discussed below in relation 

to the mass precept ordination ceremonies conducted by later Sata 

leaders. In order to understand the special powers that came to be 

associated with the precepts, first we should examine the ordinations of 

kami and spirits that are mentioned in the biographies of many medieval 

Sata monks, beginning with Gasan's disciples. 

Precepts for Rami and Spirits 

Of Gasan's disciples, Genna Shinsha (1329-1400) seems to have 

had the most encounters with kaml and spirits. In a particularly well-

known event during the summer of 1389 Genno is said to have exorcized an 

evil spirit from the killing stone (sesshosekl) on Mt. Nasu by striking 

the stone with his staff as he recited a Zen verse, which included the 

line: Genjo koan is the great difficulty."96 Genna's 

confrontation with the spirit of the killing stone (actually a volcanic 

rock that emits poisonous gas) is especially well celebrated in Japanese 

theater and literature. but thIs type of supernatural encounter is 

hardly unique. Japanese commonly believed that ascetic training could 

give certain monks the power to subdue evil spirits or to convert good 

95 Tokokukl, in SG, 16:234; alt. in JDZ. 430-31. 

96Tenkai Kuka (1348-1416), Hoo Nosho Zenji tomei (1400:10:17). 
in SZ. 17, Shlden. 2:278a. Even today insects that perch on the stone 
die. In Genno's time gas from the stone also killed birds and small 
animals. 
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spirits into Buddhists (shinjin kado). Whether based in fact or not. 

such stories are a common hagiographical element in the biographies of 

illustrious monks. In Soto literature. these stories are particularly 

significant because of the use of precept ordinations as one of their 

standard motifs. Analysis of these stories can reveal both popular 

attitudes toward the precepts held by Soto monks and the types of social 

resistance that Soto monks must have met in their attempts to introduce 

new Zen temples into rural areas. 97 Just as the local shrines supported 

village unity. the local spirits symbolize traditional patters of 

religious worship. The conversion of these local spirits provided a 

religious justification for support of the new Zen temples without 

rejection of village customs. 98 

In Seta biographies. the most common type of supernatural story 

involves a local spirit or kami inviting a monk to found a new temple in 

his domain. For example. Rogaku Toto (d.1470) reportedly lived in 

poverty for many years. subsisting on offerings occasionally left at a 

nearby cremation site. Then. one night during his meditation. a 

stranger approached him to request an ordination. The stranger 

confessed to having been reborn in the realm of reptiles and asked 

Rogaku to have compassion for him. When Rogaku had finished 

administering the precepts. the reptile spirit instantly attained 

97See "anuki. "Tomon Zenso to shinjin kado no setsuwa" 44-51; 
and Hirose Ryoko. "Soto Zens~ ni okeru shinjin kado-akurei chin'atsu." 
18K. 21:2 (March 1963). 233-36. Hirose analyzed 54 accounts of 
supernatural encounters found in vol. 16 (Shiden 1) of SZ. identifying 
15 standard motifs. 5 of which involve precept ordinations. The 
following description of Soto supernatural encounters incorporates many 
of the conclusions found in these two articles. 

98W. Michael Kelsey. "Salvation of the Snake. the Snake of 
salvation: Buddhist-Shinto Conflict and Resolution." Japanese Journal 
of Religious Studies. 8:1-2 (March-June 1981). 83-113. 
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liberation from his fate. In thanks. he led Rogaku down to a valley 

next to a marsh and told him to build a temple there. Looking down. 

Rogaku found the dead body of a large white snake. When the local 

villagers heard of the departure of the snake spirit. they all came to 

help Rogaku build his temple. 99 

In another story. Ryaan Emya (1337-1411) Is said to have been 

walking down a rural roadway when a large man appeared and offered to 

serve as a guide. The guide led Ryaan deep into an uncharted valley. 

pointed to a distant mountain and said. "That mountain is best for you." 

Ryann became frightened. but the guide reassured him: "Do not be 

afraid. I am the kami of that mountain." When Ryaan began to construct 

a temple on the mountain indicated by the kami. all the local people. 

both noble and base. came to help him. The work was soon completed 

because all the raw materials for building the temple were found in 

abundance right on the mountain. Later. when Ryaan began training 

students at the new temple. his disciples noticed that every night two 

strangers entered the abbot's building for secret instruction in Zen. 

When asked. Ryaan refused to say who the strangers were. Ryaan's 

disciples. however. following the mysterious students as they left the 

temple grounds and discovered that they were kami from the mountain. 100 

As seen in these two exacples. stories of this type depict the 

new Zen temple being introduced into a remote region by the direct 

99Nlchilki, fasc. 2. and Rentoroku. fasc. 7. in 5Z. 16. 5hlden. 
1:77a. 368b. This story concerns the founding of Ryiikeiji ("Snake 
Valley Temple"; Aichi Pref.) in 1444. Although Rogaku Toto actually 
founded this temple. he listed his teacher Morin Shihan (1392-1487) as 
the temple's official founder. 

lOONlchilki. fase. 1, and Rentoroku. fasc. 3. in 5Z. 16. Shlden. 
1:55b. 273-74. This story concerns the founding of Saijoji (Kanagawa 
Pref.) in 1394. 
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request of the local supernatural powers. The Zen teacher merely 

responds to their needs. This type of story invariably concerns rural 

Sata temples that were founded without the patronage of anyone powerful 

warrior family.IOI These temples were the ones most in need of broad

based support and the most vulnerable to local religious conflicts. In 

the first example, the power of the precepts frees a suffering spirit. 

thereby liberating his locality from evil influences. The second 

example does not mention the precepts directly. but there is no doubt 

that the private study of Zen by the kami would have begun with precept 

ordinations. Both stories emphasize that the new temple is not a threat 

to preexisting local religious sentiments or practices. Also. during an 

age when much new land was being opened for cultivation for the first 

time. the stories offer reassurance that the new construction and land 

use is welcomed by the local spiritual powers. Especially in the second 

example, the people's support of the new Zen temple and their 

exploitation of the mountain's resources both are represented as 

fulfilling the desire of the local kami, while the study of Zen by the 

kami demonstrates the superior power of the new Zen teacher. Moreover. 

that superior power is depicted as being the result not just of the Zen 

master's ascetic training but also of his ability to administer the 

precepts. 

Stories of supernatural encounters that concern already 

existing temples most often describe the creation of new mountain 

springs or the discovery of new mountain lakes. For example. Jochfi 

Tengin reportedly had been led to the site of his future temple by the 

bodhisattva Kannon. After the temple had been built however. the local 

10lSee Hanuki. "Zenshu no hatten to jippo danna.~ 112-32. 
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mountain kami ca~e to the abbot's building in the middle of the night to 

request a precept ordination. When Jochij had completed the ordination. 

in return the kami promised to create a new mineral spring for the area. 

The next morning a small earthquake opened the new spring just as the 

kami had promised. The temple monks quickly informed the local villages 

that they would be supplied with mineral water.l02 

The link to sources of mountain water in this type of story is 

particularly significant because of the importance of water in rural 

Japanese agriculture. Village prosperity depended upon it. In popular 

Japanese religion. the mountains are seen both as the home of the kami 

and as the source of that precious water. 103 In these stories. 

therefore. the presence of the Zen temple on the mountain is portrayed 

not only as being pleasing to the mountain kami but also as having a 

beneficial influence on an important source of local prosperity. In 

fact. many Zen monks might have been particularly adept at locating new 

sources of water. As Hu Shih has pointed out. the Zen practice of 

regular pilgrimages from teacher to teacher gave Zen monks an excellent 

education in practical technology and topography.104 In these stories. 

however. not specialized knowledge but the power of their precepts 

allowed Zen teachers to bring new sources of water to the locality. 

102Nichilki. fasc. 2. and Rentoroku. fasc. 4. in SZ. 16, Shiden. 
1:63-64. 296b. These events are said to have happened at Daitoin 
(Shizuoka Pref.) in 1411. 

103Hori, Folk Religion in Japan. 150-51. 

104"Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism in China: Its History and Method," 22-
23. Thi~ same point In regard to the ability to locate new sources of 
water also is mentioned by Hirose. "Sijto Zen so ni okeru shinjin kado
akurei chin'atsu," 236. 
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Another important aspect of these stories is that they 

attribute to Zen teachers and to their precepts the power to provide 

salvation to evil spirits. such as the killing stone or Rogaku Toto's 

snake. This belief contributed to the association of precept 

ordinations and funerals. The most frightening evil spirits can arise 

from the wrathful dead. Funerals rites usually are associated with 

ancestor worship. but rituals to prevent hauntings by ghosts and to 

effect their spiritual peace also are major concerns. As will be 

explained in the next chapter. precept ordinations form an integral part 

of Zen funerals. It is not unusual. therefore, for supernatural stories 

in Sato biographies to combine both hauntings by ghosts and precept 

ordinations (see fig. 7). 

For example. Genna reportedly was traveling through "oki when 

he encountered the ghost of the wife of Shimazu Atsutada. the lord of 

Kasuga castle.105 A lifetime of evil deeds had led the deceased wife to 

suffer the torments of hell. Every night as she attempted to escape, 

her ghost appeared. shrieking outside of her grave. The local people 

were afraid to go out after dark. Genna confronted the ghost. teaching 

her that anyone who repented of their evil deeds could be saved. That 

night Atsutada dreamed that his wife had become a Buddha. The next 

morning he discovered that it was Genna who had led her to salvation and 

in thanks he pledged his financial support to Genna. 

105Kozan Tetsuma. Taikyilji yuraiki (1833). in ZSZ. 10. Jishi. 
135-36. This story concerns the founding of Taikyfiji (Tottori Pref.) in 
1356. 
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FIGURE 7 

ADMINISTERING THE PRECEPTS TO A GHOST 

? 
7 

The caption reads: "A monk saves the baleful spirit of [Hatano] 
Voshishige's concubine by administering the master's [i.e .• Dagen's] 
kechlmyaku [i.e .• lineage chart]." The source of this supposed 
encounter is unknown. IllUstration by Zuiko Chingyu and Daiken Hoju. 
Telho Kenzelkl zue (1806). fasc. 1. in SZ. 17. Shlden. 2:100. 
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Shortly thereafter. Atsutada told Genna that for several nights 

he had observed a light shine out of the sea to a certain spot on a 

nearby mountain. Genna interpreted the light as evidence that a 

Buddhist spirit must be hidden in the mountain. Atsutada. however. told 

him that at the foot of the mountain lay a pond in which lived an evil 

dragon. On occasion. the dragon had prevented crops from growing and 

attacked the local people. Genna walked over to the mountain. 

discovering with his own eyes that the lands lay wasted. the crops in 

ruins. The local villagers begged Genna to stay and protect them from 

the dragon. Genna walked over to the pond. Suddenly. the wind began 

howling and the surface of the water boiled. The dragon appeared from 

out of the pond and began to approach Genna. To stop the dragon's 

movements. Genna chanted scripture. Then. as soon as the dragon became 

still. Genna administered the precepts. The dragon was transformed 

instantly into Kannon bodhisattva and disappeared into the sky. By the 

next morning the baleful pond was gone. At that site Atsutada erected a 

new Zen temple (Taikyuji) for Genna. 

Two other stories. while not containing standard motifs. also 

are particularly revealing for the way they depict the power of the 

precepts. The first concerns Tsugen Jakurei and his disciple Ikkei 

Eishu (d.1403). While Tsugen was teaching at Yotakuji, Ikkei noticed 

that a woaan always sneaked into the back of the room to listen to 

Tsugen's lectures. Ikkei confronted the strange woman, demanding to 

know who she was and what she wanted. She replied that her karmic 

retribution had cause her to be reborn as a snake and that she wanted 

only to be freed from that unpleasant fate. Ikkei responded that he 

would allow her to stay only if she could answer one question: uSince 
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retribution is originally nonsubstantial (kU). from what do you wish to 

be freed?~ The snake woman. however. confessed that she was unable to 

understand the question. At this point. Tsugen came forward and 

administered the precepts to the snake woman. She instantly regained 

her former body and bowed down nine times in thanks. 106 In this story. 

even someone who cannot fathom the logic of Zen enlightenment can attain 

salvation merely by relying upon the power of the precepts. The obvious 

implication is that if a layman merely receives an ordination. then 

actual Zen training or understanding is not necessary. As will be seen 

below, this approach to Zen as a religion for laymen represents one of 

the major developments of medieval Soto. 

Our last story concerns Genno's experiences in Iwashiro. In 

1375 Genna converted an old temple (Jigenji) from its original 

affiliation with the Shingon school into a Sot a monastery. According to 

one story. Genna's conversion of the temple actually originated with the 

local kami. who requested Genna to take over control of the temple. At 

first. Genna refused: "That monastery is full of students of esoteric 

Buddhism. How could they allow me to be abbot?" The kami, however. 

replied that he intended to drive the other monks out of the monastery 

because they failed to observe the precepts. The kami wanted Zen monks 

to live in the temple because the kami admired their strict observance 

of the Zen regulations. As predicted by the kami, there soon occurred a 

series of explosions that threw large rocks into the sky and knocked 

over nearby trees. All the Shingon monks fled. After everything 

106Meikyoku Sokusho. Yotakujl Tsugen Zenjl gyogo (1751). in SZ. 
17, Shiden. 2:270b. 
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settled down. Genna moved into the temple in accordance with the kami's 

request. 107 

This story not only emphasizes the importance of the precepts 

but also contrasts the strictness of Zen monastic discipline with the 

laxity exhibited in other Buddhist sects in order to justify the 

transfer of local support to the new Zen monks. During the medieval 

period. the sectarian conversion of rural chapels to Zen was a common 

phenomenon. The majority of new Sata temples founded during this period 

were not physically new. but originally had been used by monks from 

other Buddhist schools. lOB The strict discipline of Zen monks greatly 

impressed many of their early warrior sponsors. This story, however. 

indicates that another related cause of Sata growth lay in the failure 

of the older schools of Buddhism to maintain the loyalty of the local 

populace. The civil disturbances of the medieval period eroded faith in 

the efficacy of previous religious institutions. l09 Even monks from 

other schools often abandoned their former modes of practice in order to 

study under Sata teachers. For example, Esai Sensa's teacher Shingan 

Doku (1374-1449) had studied Shingon until an encounter with Jochu 

Tengin convinced him of its inadequacy.1l0 Both in the observance of 

monastic rules and in the performance of Buddhist rituals, the Zen monks 

provided a higher level of professionalism than previously available in 

rural areas. 

107Genno Zenjlden, in Zoku gunsho ruiju, 9:329. 

lOBSee Sakauchi. "Sotashu ni okeru mikkyo no juyo." 39. 

109Hirose. ~Sata Zenso ni okeru shinjin kado-akurei chin'atsu," 
235. 

110Rentoroku. fase. 5, in SZ. 16, Shlden, 1:324. Other examples 
will be discussed below in the section on mass ordination ceremonies. 
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These hagiographical stories of encounters with the 

supernatural strongly link the spiritual power of Soto masters to the 

power of the precepts. Simple ordinations with the precepts are 

depicted as having the power to subdue evil, to prevent hauntings by 

ghosts. and to deliver one from the karmic consequences of evil deeds. 

Significantly, the precepts are shown as being more powerful than other 

possible centers of local religious veneration. Ordination alone 

appears capable of replacing the need for spiritual cultivation or Zen 

training. These popular attitudes, of course, cannot be attributed 

directly to the monks who are the subjects of the biographies. Rather, 

they represent the results of the popularization of Soto precept 

ordinations that occurred sometime between the medieval-period founding 

of these temples and the early Tokugawa period when most of these 

stories first reached written form. Medieval writings on precept 

ordinations focus on the concrete details of the ceremonies, with little 

explanation of their meaning or importance. 

The Soto initiation documents (kirikami). however. do contain 

some clues as to how the precepts for spirits and kami were viewed 

within the context of Zen training.lll Kirikami about ordination 

ceremonies reflect the importance of these ceremonies in medieval Soto. 

They describe not only the ordinations administered to new monks and to 

laymen but also special ordinations for all types of beings, from kami 

to animals, from emperors to d~ad men. As indicated by the above 

stories, each Soto monastery usually had its own special kami or 

protective spirit. In the So to school these protective ka~i are known 

11lSee Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui." 
pt. 6. 138-40. 
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by the generic term "ryuten." Zen monks were expected not only to be 

able to provide ordinations for the ryuten. but also to chant scripture 

for them as well. Significantly. Soto monks did not conceive of these 

rituals as supplications of a superior being. Instead. Soto kirikami 

describe the ryuten as being on the same inferior level as ordinary 

people because they lack the Buddhist precepts necessary for 

enlightenment.112 Moreover. in some Soto kirikami the ryuten were 

described as being abstract symbols. not real beings. 

For example. a sanwa (i.e .• kaan) initiation document passed 

down in the Ryaan line states that ryuten are personifications of the 

sa.e mind possessed naturally by all men. According to this document. 

we do not realize that the ryuten exist within each of us because we 

literally believe that kami protect Buddhism in exchange for having 

received the precepts. It states. however. that the real ryuten are the 

original mind realized during Zen meditation. If one realizes that 

original mind. then one sees that there are no external ryuten. Evil 

actions. however. will cause that original mind to dissolve away.113 In 

other words. it is not the power of the precepts that cause kami to 

protect Buddhism. but the implementation of the precepts through Zen 

meditation that protects Buddhism. In this document. precept ordination 

for kami. which might seeme more related to popular folk religion than 

to Zen practice. are redefined through kaan language in order to produce 

112Ryuten jukai kirlkami. transmitted 1595:12:13 by Hanshitsu 
Ryoei. rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Satoshu kirikami no bunrui." 
pt. 6, 136-37. 

113Ryuten no san, in Bukke ichi daiji yawa, rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan, "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui," pt. 2, 148. In this 
document, there are three different sections titled "Ryuten no sall,~ 
each of which examInes this concept from a different perspective. 
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a unique Zen interpretation of this practice. In typical Zen fashion. 

the question of ryuten is turned into a reflection upon the depth and 

purity of one's own religious practice. 

Mass Precept Ordination Ceremonies 

During the medieval period. Soto teachers regularly conducted 

mass precept ordination ceremonies (jukale). These ceremonies required 

a group of laymen to live together with a Soto teacher and other monks 

for a set number of days to study Zen. after which the laymen would 

participate in the mass ordination itself and each one would receive 

their own personal precept-lineage chart (kechlmyaku). The development 

of these ceremonjes is obscure. The earliest manuals describing how 

mass ordination ceremonies should be conducted were written in the 

Tokugawa period. 114 Yet scattered references to precepts in the goroku 

and biographies of medieval-period Soto monks indicate that ordinations 

were conducted for large numbers of laymen other than temple patrons 

from a much earlier period. For example. the goroku of Shado Kosei 

includes one comment that is labeled as having been addressed to a 

precept assembly (kaishu).115 The early popularization of ordinations 

also is suggested by the fact that the Hotto-line monk Koho Kakumyo (who 

originally bad been Keizan's disciple) encouraged bis own disciples to 

issue Soto-style kechlmyaku as a means of attracting lay support. 

Koho's disciple Bassui Tokusho. however. rejected precept lineage charts 

1140ne of the earliest is Menzan Zulho. Jakushu Eifuku osha 
sekkal (1752; pub. 1760). in SZ. 3, Zenkai. 141-75. Until flirose 
Ryoko's research (see below), many Soto scholars commonly assigned the 
development of formal mass ordination ceremonies to the late seventeenth 
century. See. for example. Nakano Tozen. "Sotoshij no sekkai no kyokajo 
no seikaku." IBK. 18:2 (March 1970): 302-4. 

115Entsu ShadD Zen}i goroku. fasc. 3. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:454a. 
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as false, physical representations of what actually should be a 

nonmaterial transmission process. 116 Bassui's criticism is particularly 

significant because it suggests that kechil1Jyaku assumed unique meaning 

within thc Soto school. These fragmentary references to precept 

ordinations, however, are insufficient for studying the actual 

circumstances of the ceremonies themselves. 

Since 1976 documentary rccords of medieval-period mass 

ordination ceremonies also have been discovered. These records consist 

of only two texts, each one of which describes the activities of only 

one of the following two monks: Gekio Sojun (1433-1488), a disciple of 

Esai Sensa, and Gekio's disciple, Shiko Soden (d.1500).117 Gekio's mass 

ordinations are recorded only for the eleven-year period 1477-1488. The 

record of Shiko's mass ordinations is even more limited. It covers only 

nine months during 1491-1492. One of the texts also lists eight earlier 

Soto teachers in the same lineage (beginning with Jochil Tcngin) who also 

conducted similar mass ordinations.118 The available documents, 

116Tsuho Heida, Bassui osha gyojitsu, in Zoku gunsho ruiju, 
9:638-39. For this reference, I am indebted to Hirose Ryoko, "Chusei 
rinka Zenrin no fukyo katsudo: Soto Zen no jukaie ni tsuite," IBK, 24:2 
(Harch 1976): 136. 

117These two texts are the Kechimyakushu (Gekio Sojun's mass 
ordination ceremonies conducted between 1477:7:17 and 1488:2:10) and the 
Shoshicho (Shiko Soden's mass ordination ceremonies conducted between 
1491:10:10 and 1492:7:17), both of which werc rccopicd during the Kan'ci 
period (1624-1643). See Hirose Ryoko, "Chusei rinka Zenrin no fukyo 
katsudo: Soto Zen no jukaie ni tsuite," 136-37. 

118The Kechimyakushii contains the following list of dates, names 
of So to teachers and numbers of laymen who received precepts: 1418-
Jochu Tengin, 902 people; 1438--Hozan Aja, 119 people; 144?--Getsuin 
Shosho [d.1433], 331 people; 1452--Morin Shihan, 256 people; 
1462:8:3--Ungaku Togen [d.1491], 89 people; 1474--Soshi Shotai [1414-
1496), 157 people; 1478--Sekichu Eisan [d.1487], 203 people; Seizen 
Doseki [1434-1518], 146 people; 1487--Gekio Sojun, 276 people. The 
meaning of this list and of its entries are unclear. Sec Hirose Ryoko, 
"Chusei Zenso to jukaie: Aichiken Chitagun Kenkon'inzo 'Kcchimyakushu' 
'Shoshichu' no bunseki wo chushin to shite," in Hinzoku shigaku no hoho. 
Kiyo Shuichi Sensei Kiju Killen Ronbunshu. 3 (Tokyo: yusankaku. 1977). 
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therefore. record the activities of only two teachers. during only a 

short period of time. who were active in only one geographic region 

(modern Aichi Pref.)~ 

Yet in spite of their limited scope, these records provide a 

clear glimpse of how mass precept ordinations (in at least one Soto 

lineage) functioned in medieval Japan. These two texts do not describe 

the content of the ceremonies, the nature of the Zen study, the precepts 

used, nor the content of the sermons delivered by the Zen masters. 

Evidently, the ceremonies already had assumed a standard format that did 

not need to be recorded. Each text. however, does contain detailed 

entries for each mass ordination that list the names. occupations and 

places of residence of each of the participants as well as the dates and 

locations where the ceremonies were conducted. From this information. 

Hirose Ryoko (the scholar responsible for discovering these two texts) 

has made an exhaustive study of the social relationships between the lay 

participants, the Soto teachers and the regional temples involved in 

these mass ordination ceremonies.119 The following account is based on 

Hirose's findings, supplemented with information derived from the 

fragmentary evidence available in other medieval sources. 

The mass ordination ceremonies conducted by Gekio and Shiko 

followed a basic pattern. Often the ceremonies concluded on Buddhist 

holidays, such as the anniversary of the Buddha's birth, or the equinox 

(higan; literally Uthe other shore").120 The ceremonies were conducted 

357. 

119Ibid .• 305-59. 

1201he dates of the ordination ceremonies listed in the 
Kechil1lyakushii and ShoslJicho are listed in ibid .• 314-18, 320. 
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not only at the hOMe temples of the Soto masters but also at other small 

temples or village chapels within the same region. 121 Often the monks 

from these local temples would act as intermediaries, helping to 

organize the event and to bring nearby residents to the ceremony. Both 

Qonks and laymen who participated in a mass ordination also sometimes 

would appear in later ceremonies as intermediaries for other people from 

their home village. 122 As in other forms of rural Japanese religion. 

these intermediaries provided a crucial link in the introduction and 

popularization of So to among the lower levels of society. 

Participants in the ceremonies. in fact. did come from all 

levels of rural society. Regionally powerful lords and commoners. 

merchants and blind men, river boatmen and servant women all would 

attend the same ceremonies. The ordination records identify. in 

addition to the occupations named above. participants who were sake 

brewers, dyers, metal workers, carpenters, actors. shrine celebrants. 

yamabushi and young boys (who, according to Hirose. probably were 

romantic interests of the monks).123 This wide mix of social classes 

confirms that by the late fifteenth century Soto Zen monks had broad 

contact with all levels of rural society. The ability of Soto monks to 

appeal to people from lower social levels probably also had the reverse 

effect of strengthening patronage by powerful warrior lords. This is 

because the value of the Zen temple as a symbol of the patron's power 

121Porty-two locations where Gekio and Shiko conducted 
ordination ceremonies are listed in ibid .• 326-30. 

122The intermediaries are analyzed in ibid .• 322-25. 

123Participants in the ordination ceremonies are listed 
according to social class. familial relationships and occupations in 
ibid .• 349-56. 
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increased as the popularity of the temple spread within local 

society.124 Usually, the participants in the mass ordination ceremonies 

would gather from several different villages. Not surprisingly, all of 

these villages would be situated within the domain of the same warrior 

family that sponsored the So to temple within that area. 125 

Occasionally, however. mass ordinations also were conducted for groups 

of people from just a single village. 126 

The ceremonies seem to have lasted about three days. but not 

everyone had to attend the entire event. For example. Gekia conducted 

one mass ordination ceremony at Ichiunsai (a temple founded by Sensa), 

during the equinoctial week (i.e., 12th-17th) of the eighth month of 

1480 for 118 laymen, who were brought in by 4 intermediaries, from 11 

villages. some of which were located more than 20 kilometers away. Nine 

of the participants were labeled as having received only the kechlmyaku 

(kechi bakari). presumably because they attended only during the 

ordination on the last day of the event.127 The laymen who did attend 

from beginning to end probably would hear lectures on the importance of 

the precepts directly from the Zen master and learn something of basic 

Buddhist teachings and the life style of Zen monks. The personal 

contact between the Zen master and the individual laymen would create 

especially st~ong bonds. As initiation rituals. therefore. the 

ordination ceremonies had three main functions: (1) to induct the 

124Ibid .. 357-58. 

125Ibid .• 347-48. 

126For maps showing the names and locations of villages 
represented at the ordination ceremonies. see ibid., 335. 340. 

127Ibid .• 333-37. Regarding the term "kechi bakari, " also see 
Hirose. ·Chfisei rinka Zenrin no fuky6 katsudo." 137. 
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participants into Buddhism. (2) to provide the participants with 

communion or fellowship with the Zen monks. and (3) to establish in each 

participant strong personal links to the Sata school. 

The mass precept ordinations offered laymen spiritual assurance 

in this world and promised salvation in the next. In this sense. the 

ordination ceremonies also functioned as rituals of spiritual 

transformation. During the two to three days of the ceremonies. laymen 

would learn of the good karmic result they would receive and would learn 

of the power of the precepts to subdue evil. Sata ordination texts 

further state that the ordination in itself directly introduces one to 

the same level of enlightenment as that of the Buddha.128 For example. 

the lectures of Chia Eishu (1371-1426) include the statement that: 

The Buddha's precepts are the most important affair of our school. 
Since antiquity they have been transmitted from Buddha to patriarch 
down to me. When sentient beings awaken to the great [bodhi 
seeking] mind and receive the precepts. then they attain the same 
level of great enlightenment as the level of the Buddhas. 129 

Sata Zen religious symbols further emphasized the power of the 

ordinations. The Zen teacher would individually anoint each participant 

with sanctified water (shasul).130 More importantly. each participant 

also would receive a kechimyaku. This chart lists the names of all the 

Zen patriarchs. beginning with the Buddha himself and continuing through 

the famous masters of China. who have transmitted the precepts down to 

the present Sat a teacher and through him to the laymen. The laymen's 

128Balsan osha kaiharon. attributed to Baisnn Monpon (d.1417). 
in SZ. 3. Zenkai. 1a; and Bussa shaden bosatsukai saha. in ZSZ, 1. 
Shugen hal. 41a; alt. DZZ. 2:269. 

129Rentaroku, fasc. 5, in SZ, 16, Shlden, 1:335b. 

130See Bussa shaden bosatsukal saha, in ZSZ. I, Shugen hol. 37b; 
alt. DZZ. 2:264; and Sugimoto. Zatel Taja shitsunal kirlkami. 164-69. 
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name would be directly linked to the Buddha by a red line that signifies 

his Zen "blood lineage." Sete monks taught that this chart was ultimate 

proof of one's own unity with the Buddha. 131 such a tangible guarantee 

of salvation had great appeal. The chart was viewed as a special 

talisman. Only Zen monks claimed to be able to transmit to laymen such 

a direct link to the Buddha. The value of the kechimyaku also was 

enhanced by the fact that for most of the rural participants in these 

ceremonies, it probably would have been the first document to ever have 

recorded their name. 132 This name, of course, would be a special 

Buddhist name that they would receive as part of the ordination, thereby 

making it even more valuable. 

The ordination ceremonies strengthen secular ties as well. For 

example, when a daughter from the Mizuno family, the main patrons of the 

Renkon'in (Gekio's own temple), married into a family from Hikawa. her 

husband and members of his family also participated in an ordination 

ceremony that Gekio conducted at the Renkon'in.133 Likewise. when a 

locally powerful warrior participated in an ordination ceremony, his 

retainers also would be obligated to join in as an expression of unity. 

Lists of participants from the same village often begin with the name of 

the village head (referred to as dono). and names of family heads 

invariably are followed by the names of their wives. family members and 

workers (all identified as uchikata) who participated in the same 

ceremonies together with them. Because the ordination documents 

131Kechiayaku no san. in Bukke ichi Jaiji yawa. rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan. "Chusei Sotashu kirikami no bunrui." pt. 2, 144. 

132Hirose Ryoka. uZenso no katsuda to chiho bunka: Sonraku no 
jamin to knimyo." Rekishi koron. 3:10 (Oct. 1977). 78-79. 

133Hirose, uChusei Zenso to jukaie," 340-42. 
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carefully record social status and family relationships. there is no 

doubt that the Soto monks observed existing social hierarchies when 

dealing with the participants during the ceremonies. The deference 

shown by Soto monks to the village lords would enhance the prestige 

enjoyed by these village leaders. even as the ceremonies united 

villagers as a whole. Therefore, in spite of the fact that the mass 

ordination ceremonies provided a rare occasion for the average person to 

escape the confines of his or her own village, as a whole the ceremonies 

tended to reinforce existing social relationships, power structures. and 

village unity.134 

The religious and social functions of the mass ordination 

ceremonies functioned in parallel. The main theme would be unity. Each 

of the participants in the ordination ceremonies were linked to three 

powerful types of symbols, namely, the kechimyaku (which represented the 

promise of enlightenment and salvation). the master who administered the 

precepts (who represented the authority of the Soto transmission and the 

local Soto temple). and the local leaders also participating in the same 

ceremony (who represented the secular social order). The participants 

received spiritual assurance, the Soto master received more patronage. 

and the local lord received enhanced social prestige. 

The mass ordination ceremonies also helped convert village 

temples or chapels to the Soto school. The ordinations would be 

conducted at any type of local Buddhist chapel regardless of its 

original sectarian status. According to Hirose's calculations, 

approximately fifteen percent of the people listed as participants later 

134Hirose. "Soto Zensfi no chiho katsudfi." 153-54; and "Chilsei 
Zenso to jukaie." 337-39. 357. 
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were involved in another ordination. Most of these were the residents 

of non-Soto temples who had first received the Soto precepts themselves 

and later acted as an intermediary for a subsequent ceremony held at 

their own temple. Th~ Soto ceremonies provided an opportunity for self

styled Buddhists who lacked a formal ordination to properly complete 

their induction into Buddhism and to vow to observe the precepts. 

Later. these monks could gain prestige for themselves and their temple 

by acting as representatives of the Soto teacher. This process often 

led to the absorption of local temples into the Soto school.135 

For example, there is a small village temple known as noonji 

(located in Noma, Chita Peninsula), which, according to its own records, 

had been converted from the Shingon school to Soto in 1513 by the monk 

Unkan Shuso. The records for Gekio's mass ordinations, however, reveal 

that Unkan already had participated in an ordination ceremony in 1477. 

Then, one year later Gekio conducted another ceremony at Hoonji itself. 

In 1491, Unkan acted as an intermediary for another ordination ceremony 

conducted by Shiko. The conversions of both Unkan and Hoonji, 

therefore, had roots in their earlier involvement in Soto mass 

ordination cercmonies.136 Evidence of similar patterns also is found in 

relation to other local temples. For example, ordination ceremonies 

were conducted at a chapel known as Joshoan (later known as Joshoji) in 

1477 and at another small temple, Sogenji, in 1484. Yet the records of 

these temples state that Shojoji had been founded in 1528 and that 

Sogenji had been converted to the Soto school in 1534. In each case, 

the actual links to the So to school date back about fifty years earlier 

135u Chusei Zenso to jukaie," 324-25. 

136Ibid., 318. 
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than the formal conversion of the temples. 137 These conversions of 

rural chapels through ordination of their resident monks parallel the 

supernatural stories of temples being converted to Sato upon the 

ordination of their local kami. 138 

The records of Soto ordination ceremonies do not specify which 

sets of Buddhist precepts were taught. As explained above, Dogen's 

ordination manuals refer to a special grouping of precepts in sixteen 

articles. However, it is not clear to what extent these were used for 

laymen. Gikai's Goyuigon mentions that Dogen had a woodblock of the 

eight precepts to be observed by laymen on special days.139 Presumably, 

this woodblock would have been for printing the text of these eight 

precepts for distribution to laymen, but it is not known if that had 

been done. Shodo Kosei's goroku reveals that he had administered to 

laymen only five precepts in addition to the three refuges. 140 His use 

of only five precepts would correspond to the Hlnayana number of only 

five precepts for laymen, but Shodo probably had used the first five 

precepts from the Bonm5ky5. Kikuin Zuitan's goroku reveals that he had 

administered to laymen all fifty-eight precepts of the Bonm5kyu. 141 

Moreover, the Shukke ryakusah5 (an ordination manual used in both 

Japanese Rinzai and So to lineages) describes an odd sequence of thirty-

one precepts, namely, the three refuges, the five precepts of a layman, 

137Ibid., 319, 330. 

138Hirose, "Soto Zenso ni okeru shinjin kado-akurei chin'utsu," 
236. 

139Entry dated 1253:8:3, in SBGZST, 20:822; alt. DZZ, 2:499. 

140Entsu Shud5 Zenji goroku, fascs. 4-5, in SZ, 5, Goroku, 
1:497b, 500a, 526a. 

141Klkuin oshu agyo, in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:532-36. 
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the ten precepts of a novice. the three pure precepts. and the ten 

precepts of a full monk.142 Therefore in medieval Sota. different 

teachers seem to have been free to administer different sets of 

precepts. 

Although the mass ordination ceremonies centered upon the 

trans.lssian of the precepts, it is not clear to what extent the Sato 

teachers actually expected participants to observe the precepts in daily 

life. It seems likely that both Sato teachers and lay participants 

viewed the main function of the ordination as being the establishment of 

a karmic link to Buddhism. not as the teaching of morality. The first 

precept of the Bonmakya obligates one not to take lIfe, yet during the 

civil strife of medieval Japan the first obligation of warriors was to 

fight for their leaders. Reflecting upon this contradiction. Shada 

Kosei lamented that although the most important precepts forbid killing 

and stealing. those are the number one pastimes of the age. 143 

Consider. for example. the warrior oath Kikuchi Takemori presented to 

Kafukuji (a Sot a monastery sponsored by the Kikuchi family) in 1338. 

Takemori vowed to protect the southern court and to never lose the 

spirit of the warrior (bush1 no kokoro). He further pledged to always 

support Buddhism (shabo) and outlawed the taking of life during the six 

Buddhist days of each month (i.e .• the 8th. 14th. 15th. 23d. 29th. and 

142DZZ. 2:272-75 n. This list corresponds to the Kaiho no 
honji. in Sho eko sh1ngish1kl. in T. 81:676c-78a. 

143Shada Kosel. Entsu Shoda Zenji goroku. fasc. 1. in SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:404b. ShadD was equally critical of the widespread failure of 
Zen monks to observe the precepts either. See fasc. 2 of the above, in 
SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:425b. 
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30th). Vet he made no attempt to reconcile the spirit of the warrior 

with the Buddhist prohibition against the taking of life. 144 

Shade Kasei viewed the causes of armed conflicts to lie in the 

decline of ethical relationships. He criticized commoners for failing 

to obey their lords and criticized lords for failing to rule with 

compassion. 145 Shade taught that monks should single-mindedly rely upon 

the three refuges and practice the ten major precepts. but he urged 

laymen only to inwardly believe in the Buddha and the community of monks 

while outwardly mastering Confucian ethics and practicing the Confucian 

social norms.146 This same combination of inward Buddhism and outward 

Confucianism is also found in the writings of warriors who patronized 

Seta teachers. 147 Gekio Sajun (one of the Sete teachers for whose 

ordination ceremonies records exist) had been a Confucian scholar before 

becoming a Sata monk. 148 Therefore. it seems reasonable to assume that 

moral teachings for the lay participant of Sato mass ordination 

ceremonies also emphasized Confucian social ethics rather than just 

Buddhist spiritual values. 149 

144Kikuchi Takemori kishoja (1338:~:15). in Komonjo. no. 679. 
1:543-45; and Hirose. "Chijsei no Zcnsa-Zenji to rinri-ehitsujo." 163-67. 

145Entsu Shada Zenji goroku. fasc. 3. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:458b; 
and Hirose. "Zensa to sengoku shakai." 393-95. 

146Entsu Shada Zenji goroku. fase. 1. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:393a. 

147See • for example. Kikuchi Takenao. Kikuchi Takenao kishomon 
(1342:3:17). and Kikuchi Takesada et al .• Kikuchi Takesada nado rokumei 
rensho kishajo (1342:5:3). in Komonjo. nos. 685-86. 1:548-49. 

148Sato Etsuja. "Gekio Sejun to Owari no Soteshfi," pt. 1, SG, 27 
(1985): 99-104; pt. 2, SG, 28 (1986): 124-30. 

149Hirose, "Zense to sengoku shakai," 406. 
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These mass precept ordination ceremonies played a crucial role 

in the popularization and regional expansion of Japanese Soto. The 

ceremonies represented both a unique approach to Sate Zen and a method 

of proselytization unique to the Sata school. They offered tangible 

assurance of salvation to laymen in a way that retained a strong 

sectarian "Zen" identity, but which required no extensive Zen practice. 

While. the full content of the ceremonies is not known. the group 

participation of the laymen probably reinforced existing social 

relationships. Most significantly. the mass ordinations popularize the 

image of Seta Zen as being able to provide laymen with a ritual link to 

the Buddha. This same approach characterizes the development of Sate 

Zen funeral services for laymen. 
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CHAPTER 8 

ZEN FUNERALS 

The regional dissemination of Japanese Zen Buddhism, and of the 

Soto school in particular, lies rooted in the development and 

popularization of Zen Buddhist funeral services. The fact that Japanese 

Zen became strongly associated with the popularization of funeral rites 

might seem surprising, since Buddhist funerals for laymen had been known 

in Japan since the beginning of the eighth century. As early as 703 the 

imperial family had adapted some Buddhist funeral practices when the 

late Empress Jitfi was cremated.1 Lesser nobies probably had adopted 

Buddhist cremations even earlier. 2 Initially, however, only the wealthy 

nobility sought to augment native rites with Buddhist exorcisms and 

scripture recitations, presumably because only they could afford the 

necessary expenses and could understand something of the doctrines of 

karma, rebirth, and transference of merit, upon which Buddhist rituals 

are based. Rural areas, in contrast, generally lacked the trained 

Buddhist clergy and economic prosperity required for elaborate rites. 

Even permanent burial grounds probably did not exist in rural villages. 3 

Therefore, Buddhist funerals were not widely popularized until the 

1Soku Nihongi, fasc. 2, entry for 702:12, in Shintei zoho 
kokushi talkei, 2:16. 

2Tsuji, Nihon Bukkyoshi, 1, Joseihen, 85. 

3Yanagida Kunia, "Sosei no enkaku ni tsuite" (1929), rpt. in 
Teihon Yanagida Kunioshu (Tokyo: Chikuma Shabo, 1969), 15:501. 

425 
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medieval period. when Soto and the other new Buddhist schools expanded 

into the countryside. 4 

This chapter focuses only on the popularization of funerals 

within the medieval Soto school. First we will examine the funeral 

rituals described by Chinese Chan monastic regulations. These monastic 

rituals formed the basis of the rites Soto monks perform for laymen. 

Moreover. these Chinese monastic codes provided Soto monks with a 

standardized series of rituals based on Confucian sentiments. As will 

be seen below. this standardization not only allowed the rites to be 

mastered easily but also allowed for easy simplification or elaboration 

to suit a variety of social contexts. The lay funeral rites performed 

in earlier Japanese Buddhist schools seem to have lacked similar 

standardization.5 A variety of disparate rituals might be ~erformed at 

different temples depending upon the requests of the individual 

mourners. Only rituals performed at the cremation site directly 

involved the deceased and his mourners. The funeral of Emperor Goichijo 

(d.l036). for example. involved rites performed at seven different 

temples. ranging from esoteric fire invocation ceremonies (coma) to 

simple chanting of the Buddha's name (nenbutsu). Records of the 

discussions held by the government ministers directing the funeral 

reveal that earlier precedents--not doctrinal consistency--Iargely 

4Tamamuro. Soshiki Bukkyo. 211-22. 

5See Tamamuro. Soshiki Bukkyo. 100-12; and Nakata Hisao. "Heian 
jldai no kizoku no sosei: Toku ni juichi seiki wo chushin to shite." in 
Haka no rekishi. ed. Uwai Hisayashi. Soso Bosei Kenkyu ShUsei. 5 (Tokyo: 
Meicho Shuppan, 1979) 183-204. 
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determined the selection and order of the rituals. 6 In contrast. the 

Chinese Chan monastic codes provide an integrated series of rituals 

performed at a single temple and clearly focused on the deceased. For 

this reason. the new rites introduced by medieval Zen monks defined the 

standards that also would be emulated by other Japanese Buddhist 

schools.7 

In spite of the standardization provided by the Chinese 

monastic regulations. we must not forget that Japanese funeral rites 

developed in response to native Japanese conceptions of the afterlife. 

of relations with ancestors. and of household duties. Before the 

popularization of Buddhist funerals. Japanese burials and last rites 

were conducted entirely by the members of the deceased's im~ediate 

household. who performed rituals based on a wide variety of local 

customs and family traditions. People without nearby family members 

would not receive any burial or rites. Their corpses simply would be 

abandoned in desolate areas.8 As late as the fourteenth century it was 

still not uncommon to similarly discard the bodies of children who died 

6See Ruiju zatsurei. extracts from the diary of Minamoto 
Tsuneyori (975-1039). entries for 1036:5:1-19. in Gunsho ruiju. ed. 
Hanawa Hokinoichi (Tokyo: Keizai Zasshisha, 1894). 18:613-21. 

7AII Japanese schools except Nichiren and Jodo Shinshu generally 
follow the sequence of ceremonies described in the Zen monastic codes 
(shingi). Even the terminologi is the same (e.g .. note the use of Zen 
term gan [Ch. kan; literally "niche"] for coffin). See Fuji Masao. ed .• 
Bukkyo girei jiten (Tokyo: Tokyodo Shuppan. 1977). 281-336. 

8Dal Takuji, "Fusa nl kansuru mandai" (1970), rpt. in Soho, ed. 
Doi Takuji and Sato Yoneshi. So so Bosei Kenkyu Shusei. 1:113-27; and 
Obayashi Tairyo. Sosei no kigen. Kadokawa Shinsho (Tokyo: Kadokawa 
Shoten. 1965), 35-36. 
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before coming of age. 9 Usually funeral and memorial rites were reserved 

for the significant household members who would become the nebulous 

ancestors for future generations of the household. Even after the 

nearly universal acceptance of Buddhist funeral rites. the rationales 

for their performance have remained based on traditional religious views 

rather than upon formal Buddhist doctrines. Burial. for example. 

remained more common than cremation until postwar urbanization 

restricted access to graveyards. 10 

Modern Japanese rural areas still exhibit wide variations in 

funeral rites. even among members of the same Buddhist sect or of the 

same hamlet. l1 Western sociologists who have studied these variations 

assert that average Japanese never fully assimilated Buddhist concepts 

of karma and rebirth.12 The study of the significance of Buddhist 

funeral rites within the world view of modern Japanese, therefore, also 

benefits greatly from the approaches of folklorists, anthropologists, 

and sociologists. Fortunately, many studies based on these approaches 

are readily available in English. 13 The sections that follow 

9Tamamuro, Soslliki BukkyD. 96-97. Also see Mujii Dogyo. "Yakushi 
no riyaku no koto." in Sllasekishii. chap. 2. 94. 

IOHori Ichiro, "Wagakuni ni okeru kaso no minkan juyo ni tsuite" 
(1951), rpt. in SohD, S050 Bosei Kenkyii Shiisei, 1:88-93; Inokuchi Shoji, 
Nihon no sDshiki (1965; rpt. Chikuma Shobo, 1977), 109. 

11Robert J. Smith, Ancestor Worship in Contemporary Japan 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford U. Press, 1974), 70. 

12See • for example. ibid .. 54. 

13See Ronald P. Dore. City Life in Japan: A Study of a Tokyo 
Ward (Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Press, 1967). 312-28. 427-35; Herman 
Ooms, "The Religion of the Household: A Case Study of Ancestor Worship 
in Japan," Contemporary Religions in Japan, 8:3-4 (Sept.-Dec. 1967). 
201-333; David W. Plath, "Where the Family of God is the Family: The 
Role of the Dead in Japanese Households," American Anthropologist, 66 
(1964): 300-17; and Smith, Ancestor Worship. Also note Blacker, Catalpa 
Bow. 152-61. 
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concentrate on a textual-historical approach in order to describe the 

evolution of funerals within medieval Sota practice and history. 

Although many descriptions of Chan and Zen practice emphasize the 

necessity of attaining total self reliance in this life. Chinese Chan 

funeral rites already included devotional practices designed to promise 

salvation in the next life. In Japan. the devotional aspects of these 

Chinese rites would receive even greater emphasis. 

Funerals in Chinese Chan 

The importance attached to funerals in East Asian Buddhism has 

its origins in Chinese traditions. Early Indian Buddhism had no special 

funeral rites. Scriptural accounts of the Buddha's demise report that 

his own funeral was conducted by laymen. The honoring of his relics was 

to be left in the hands of pious laymen. 14 As late as the fifth 

century. the Chinese pilgrim Faxian (Jpn. Hokken) described the funeral 

rites for an illustrious Buddhist monk in Shizi (modern Sri Lanka) as 

having been organized and led by the local secular ruler. 15 The seventh 

century travel records of another Chinese pilgrim. Yijing (Jpn. Gija). 

report that Indian Buddhist monks performed no funeral rituals beyond 

reciting a short scripture on the impermanence of all things. I6 In 

I4See. for example. The Haha parinibbana sutta. chap. 5. in 
Buddhlst Suttas Translated From the Pail. trans. T. W. Rhys Davids. 
Sacred Books of The East. 11. ed. F. Max Muller (Oxford: Oxford U. 
Press. 1881). sees. 24-31. pp. 91-95. 

15Gaoseng Faxianchuan (Jpn. Koso Hokkenden). in T. 5I:865b. 

16Nanhai jigui neifachuan (Jpn. Nankai kiki llaihoden). fasc. 2. 
in T. 54:216c. The scripture in qUestion was translated by Vijing as 
the Wuchangjing (Jpn. Hujokyo). In T. no. 801, 17:745-46. 
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contrast to this apparent apathy toward services for the dead in Indian 

Buddhism. funeral rites were an essential part of traditional Chinese 

religious practices. The Chinese considered sacrifices to one's dead 

ancestors to be a fundamental filial responsibility. Chinese officials 

attacked the detachment from worldly affairs taught in Indian Buddhism 

as being not only a threat to the state but also unfilial to one's 

parents. To survive, Chinese Buddhists had to develop new doctrines 

that would stress Buddhist protection of the state and Buddhist concepts 

of filial piety.17 

The new practices developed by Chinese Buddhists included 

funeral rites for monks and memorial services for deceased laymen. An 

eleventh-century Chinese Buddhist encyclopedia. for example. contains 

twenty-six entries concerning Buddhist funeral rites, many of which are 

explained by means of quotations from the Confucian classics. such as 

the Liji (Book of Rites). the Shujing (Book of Documents) and Shijing 

(Book of Odes).18 All the funeral ceremonies referred to by this 

encyclopedia, except cremation and the recitation of translated 

scriptures, parallel earlier non-Buddhist Chinese rites. 19 The Chanyuan 

qinggui (compiled about eighty years later) provides the earliest 

detailed description of the funeral rites conducted at Chinese Chan 

monasteries. 

17Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, The Chinese Transformation of Buddhism 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton U. Press. 1973). esp. 14-19, 50-55, 
67-69. 

180aocheng (Jpn. Dosei), Shishi yaolan (Jpn. Shakushi yoran; 
1019; pub. 1024). fasr.. 3. in T. 54:307-10. 

19Ishikawa Rikizan. "Zen no soso." Nihongaku. 10 (Dec. 1987): 
140-42. Also see Mlchlhata Ryoshfi. Bukkyo to Jukyo. Regurusu Bunko 
(Tokyo: Daisan nunmeisha. 1976). 49-64. 
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This monastic code details two different series of funeral 

rituals. one for ordinary Chan monks and the other. a more elaborate 

sequence of ceremonies. for abbots or other illustrious masters. 20 The 

funeral ceremony for ordinary monks focuses on attaining posthumous 

salvation for the deceased through the power of Emituo (Jpn. Amida) 

Buddha. As soon as any ordinary monk becomes seriously ill. the other 

monks in the monastery would be instructed to chant the name of Emituo 

Buddha as a prayer for the sick monk's recovery. If the monk should 

die. the assembly of monks then would pray to Emituo for the deceased 

monk to complete his religious training through the attainment of 

Buddhahood in Pure Land. These rites for ordinary monks. therefore. 

retained a strong Buddhist orientation. The funeral ceremony for 

abbots. however. followed the traditional Chinese Confucian rites for 

deceased parents. with the abbot seen as the symbolic parent of his 

disciples. In this respect, the Chanyuan qinggui agrees with the above-

cited encyclopedia. 21 Upon the abbot's death, his direct disciples 

would wear robes of mourning and retire from their normal duties. while 

the other monks in the monastery would be assigned the functions of 

praising the abbot's accomplishments and of consoling his disciples. 

Later Chan monastic codes regulated the proper types of mourning robes 

according to the wearers' own status and relationship to the deceased.22 

20Chanyuan qinggui. fasc. 7, "Wangseng" (Jpn. "Boso") and "Zunsu 
qianhua" (Jpn. "Sonshuku senge"); rev. edn. Yakuchu Zennen shingi, 237-
48. 259-63. Unless otherwise noted. the following description of Chan 
funerary rites is based on this monastic code. 

21See Daocheng, Shishi yaolan. fasc. 3. in T. 54:307c. 

22E.g .• Chanlin beiyong qinggul (Jpn. Zenrin biyo shingi; 1311). 
fase. 9, in 2ZK. 2:17:63b. 
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According to the Chanyuan qinggui, the rites for abbots and for 

ordinary monks begin with similar rituals. First the government 

authorities must be notified of the death. All ordination certificates, 

honorary robes, and documents granting special titles belonging to the 

deceased must be returned to the proper government officials, and 

permission to conduct the funeral must be obtained. Also, the 

deceased's body must be washed and prepared. The head would be shaved 

and a clean set of robes would replace the soiled ones worn during the 

final illness. The body then would be placed inside a round coffin in 

an upright, seated position. as if engaged in meditation. The coffin of 

a monk would be left in the infirmary, but the abbot's coffin would be 

moved from the abbot's building to a position of honor in the lecture 

hall.23 Both coffins would be decorated with flowers. Special 

decorative banners would be placed on either side of the coffin along 

with other banners proclaiming Buddhist doctrines, such as a verse on 

impermanence. The decorations for the abbot, of course, would be much 

more elaborate. His final words or death poem would be prominently 

displayed. His portrait would be placed on the lecture seat, while his 

belongings--sleeping mat, fly whisk, staff, meditation mat, razor, 

robes, and so forth--would be spread out on a special table. The 

lecture hall would be lined with white curtains, while additional 

lanterns, incense burners, white flowers, and special offerings would be 

set out. 

The funeral for an ordinary monk comprises three main 

ceremonies, namely: the service before the coffin, the procession to 

23Compare Chanlin beiyong qinggui (1311), fasc. 9, in ZZK, 
2:17:62a. 
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the cremation site. and the cremation. 24 All of these services would be 

led by the monastery's usual group leader (weinuo). As is also the case 

with all other Chan rituals. during each ceregony the standing positions 

and walking movements of each of the participating monks would be 

carefully choreographed and punctuated with bells and gongs. Every 

aspect of the ceremonies would be conducted with utmost attention to 

dignity and solemnity. The monks would remain perfectly quiet when not 

chanting scripture. For the ordinary monk. each ceremony also would 

conclude with a ritual transference of merit to the deceased monk with 

the request that the merit might help him attain salvation in Pure Land. 

The first ceremony would begin after the deceased monk already 

has been placed in his coffin inside the monastery's infirmary. The 

assembled monks would begin by calling on Emituo Buddha and the 

bodhisattvas (sishenhao; Jpn. shishogO) of his Pure Land and then 

rhythmically chant of the name Emituo. Later that same evening. the 

monks also would perform a precept recitation ceremony in the name of 

the deceased monk. The performance of this ceremony is particularly 

noteworthy because it demonstrates that Chinese Chan monks also linked 

the power of the Buddhist precepts to the future salvation of the 

deceased. The second ceremony. conducted on the following day. would 

begin with the offering of incense before the coffin. Then. after 

reciting the name Emituo ten times. the monastic workers would carry the 

coffin to the cremation site.25 The Chan monks would follow directly 

241n this description. for the sake of clarity I have not 
distinguished the component parts of each of these ceremonies. 

25Compare J. Prip-MOller. Chinese Buddhist Monasteries: Their 
Plan and its Function as a Setting for Buddhist Monastic Life (1937; 
rpt. Hong Kong: Hong Kong U. Press. 1967). 165 fig. 203. 
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behind the coffin, always walking down the center of the road. The 

monks would carry the banners, gongs, incense bUrners and tables to be 

used in the subsequent service. The final ceremony consists of the 

cremation itself. The monks would offer incense and recite scripture 

for the benefit of the deceased monk. The abbot would light the 

cremation pyre--an act always accompanied by a brief sermon. This would 

be followed by the chanting of the name Emituo and more scripture 

recitations. The funeral ceremonies would conclude with the procession 

of monks returning directly to the monastery. On the following day, the 

group leader would collect the deceased monk's ashes, which would be 

placed in a stone pagoda or thrown into a river. 

The funeral of an abbot or other high-ranking monk comprised 

four full ceremonies. Although the first three ceremonies parallel 

those for the ordinary monk. each would be conducted on a grander scale. 

A leader for each ceremony would be selected in advance from among the 

most senior monks in residence or from neighboring monasteries. At each 

ceremony. the leader of the service would deliver at least one formal 

sermon to the assembly of monks. Other leading monks also would deliver 

special eulogies. For the ordinary monks, therefore. this series of 

ceremonies would represent an opportunity to hear several different Chan 

teachers express their own approach to life and death in terms of 

Buddhist practice. 

The first ceremony would focus on the transferring of the 

abbot's coffin to the lecture hall. The ceremony would begin in front 

of the coffin in the abbot's building and would include not just the 

moving of the coffin but also the presenting of the late abbot's 

portrait. In addition to the leader's sermon. the monastic officers and 
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other senior Donks each would present incense in front of the late 

abbot's portrait and attempt to console his disciples, who would stand 

together next to the coffin. Any special eulogies fro& public officials 

or from senior monks also would be presented at this time. The second 

ceremony would begin the following morning with a special vegetarian 

feast for all the monks. Another sermon also would be delivered in the 

lecture hall before the coffin. which then would be carried to the 

cremation (or burial) site. The direct disciples would follow first. 

followed (in order) by the leader of this ceremony, senior monks, 

ordinary monks, and nuns. Government officials and patrons would walk 

on either side of the monks' procession. The third ceremony would occur 

at the disposal of the body. The leader responsible for lighting the 

pyre or for interring the coffin (in the case of a burial) would deliver 

a sermon as he completed his actions. At this time. the senior monks 

would offer incense while the attending monks would chant the name of 

Emituo Buddha. A second leader also would deliver a second sermon while 

scattering earth over the coffin. Then. the monks would return directly 

to the monastery. The final ceremony would begin upon the monks' 

arrival. In this ceremony, the abbot's portrait would be moved from the 

lecture hall to the abbot's building, at which there would be another 

brief sermon. In addition, each monk would make a show of final respect 

before the portrait and offer condolences to his direct disciples. This 

would conclude the formal funeral service. Thereafter. only the direct 

disciples would be required to continue daily offerings and rituals of 

mourning for their late teacher. 

The above rituals described in the Chanyuan qinggui formed the 

basis for Japanese Soto funerals. The alaborations of these rituals 
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that appear in later Chinese Chan monastic regulations also influenced 

Japanese rites. Esotel'ic formulas (dharapi). such as the Dabei shenzhou 

(Jpn. Daihi jinshu) and the Lengyanzhou (Jpn. Ryagonshu) assume greater 

prominence in these later codes.26 Emituo Buddha still appears in later 

codes. but the inclusion of these esoteric formulas shifts the emphasis 

of the rituals away from Pure Land faith toward the esoteric 

transference of merit. The salvation of the deceased depends less on 

Emituo's power and more on the merit generated by the body of monks 

performing the funeral ceremonies. With this greater emphasis on 

generating merit. the number and scale of all the rituals steadily 

increased. Actions hardly mentioned in the Chanyuan qinggui are 

described as complex ceremonies in the later codes. For example. the 

procession out of the monastery evolved into two rituals: one for the 

carrying of the coffin to the main gate. and another for the carrying of 

the coffin from the main gate to the cremation site.27 By 1311. Chan 

codes listed eighteen possible funeral rituals. 28 At each of these 

ceremonies. the variety and number of the decorations and ritual 

implements became more elaborate. Special foods or tea and hot water 

might be presented. Special stands and shrines for flowers and the 

deceased's portrait might be carried to the cremation site. The 

26See Conglin jiaoding qinggui zongyao (Jpn. Sarin katei shingi 
soyo; 1274). fasc. 2. in ZZK. 2:17:23; Chanlin beiyong qinggui. fasc. 9. 
in ZZK. 2:17:61c-d; and Chixiu Baijiang qinggui. fasc. 3. In T. 
48: 1127c. 

27Conglin jlaoding qlnggui zongyao, fasc. 2. in ZZK. 2:17:23a; 
Chanlln belyong qlnggui. fasc. 9, in ZZK. 2:17:66b; and Chlxiu Baljlang 
qinggul. fasc. 3. in T. 48:1128c. 

28Chanlin beiyong qinggui, fase. 9. In ZZK. 2:17:64a. This list 
also appears in the Takoku shingi. fasc. 1. in JDZ. 284. 
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wealthier the deceased, the more elaborate the ceremonies would be. 29 

Chan funerals incurred many expenses. Since these funerary 

expenses lay out~!de the normal operating budget. Chan monasteries 

charged fees for all funeral-related goods and services, including labor 

charges for chanting and music. In addition to the special banners and 

decorations that could be reused. the non-reusable items (such as 

special food. tea. flowers, incense. coffin. crematorium materials, and 

final urn) also had to be provided. 30 Moreover, the abbot's funeral not 

only required a special feast for all the monks but also a special 

gratuity (ruyao; Jpn. nyuyaku} to be provided to each of the senior 

monks for each ceremony in which they participated. The ordinary monks 

participating in the cremation service likewise would receive a special 

payment in cash (nianfoqian; Jpn. nenbutsusen) for their services. 31 

The monastery would recoup these expenses by assuming control of all of 

the property belonging to the deceased monk. 32 This property (except 

for real estate and a few special personal effects) would be auctioned 

to the monastic community so that the proceeds could pay for the funeral 

expenditures. 33 

29Conglln jiaoding qinggui zongyao, fasc. 2, in ZZK, 2:17:21c, 
2d line from end; Chanlln belyong qinggui, fasc. 9. in ZZK, 2:17:61c, 
line 3; and Chixiu Baijiang qinggui. fasc. 3, in T, 48:1127b. line 4. 

30Compare J. Prip-Moller, Chinese Buddhist Monasteries, 168. 

31 Chanyuan qinggui. fasc. 7. "Zunsu qianhua." rev. edn. Yakuchii 
Zennen shingi. 261-63. 

32Kenneth Ch'en, Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey 
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton U. Press, 1964). 252. 

33 Chanyuan qinggui, fasc. 7, "Wangseng." rev. dn. Yakuchii Zennen 
shingi, 240-41, 246-47. 
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These auctions potentially could raise large sums of money. 

For this reason, the value of a deceased monk's possessions had to be 

carefully appraised and the proceeds of the auction had to be fully 

accounted for. The scale of the funds involved and the types of 

expenses incurred can be inferred from a sample accounting listed in one 

monastic code (dated ca.1338). In this sample, the one thousand strings 

of cash earned from a typical auction was paid out in the following 

eight main categories: 91 strings for direct material expenses (such as 

fuel for heating the water u~prl to wash the corpse), 270 strings for the 

abbot's share (i.e .• one-third of the amount set aside for the 

monastery), 135 strings for the performance of the various individual 

ceremonies, 15 strings for gratuities given to three ceremonial leaders, 

9 strings for gratuities given to four assistant celebrants, 15 strings 

for material expenses incurred by ~onastic officers, 20 strings for 

gratuities given to the monastic officers, and 444.5 strings for 

distribution among the monastery's resident population of four-hundred 

monks (i.e., one string per monk) and for offerings at the monastery's 

shrines. The remaining half-string of cash was used for accounting 

expenses.34 

The reference (mentioned above) to patrons and government 

officials walking beside the procession of monks during the abbot's 

funeral suggests another source of income. It is possible that patrons 

would have made special donations to the monastery on the occasion of 

the abbot's death. Lay funerals for patrons are not mentioned in the 

Chanyuan qinggui, but by the twelfth century Chan goroku commonly 

34Chlxlu Baijiang qinggui, fasc. 7, in T, 48:1149b-c. 
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include sermons that were delivered at funeral services for laymen. 

Even Rujing sermonized for lay funerals. 35 Patrons and their surviving 

families must have offered major donations to pay for the extensive fees 

that Chan monasteries charged for these funeral services. Chinese 

monastic codes, however. do not describe lay funerals. The rituals for 

clergy and laymen must have been similar since regulations by Zhongfeng 

Mingben includes a stereotyped eulogy identified as being suitable for 

both monks and laymen. 36 Yet the fact that Zhongfeng specifically noted 

the secular applicability of this eulogy reveals that a clear 

distinction always existed between funeral rites for clergy and for 

laymen. Funeral sermons for laymen in Chinese Chan goroku always refer 

to the deceased by a secular name. not a posthumous Buddhist title. 

Zen Funerals in Japan 

Dagen had been the first Japanese Zen monk to attempt to 

introduce the daily implementation of the Chinese monastic codes to 

Japan. Yet Dagen's goroku contains no funeral sermons. At least three 

of Dagen's leading disciples (i.e., Sakai. Ekan. and the nun Ryonen) 

preceded him in death. Dagen presented memorial lectures for Sokai and 

Ekan.37 Yet no evidence of Dagen's having performed any funeral 

services exists. Even the details regarding Dagen's own funeral are not 

35See his "Xiao foshi" (Jpn. "Sho butsuji"), in Rujinglu. fasc. 
2. rpt. "Yakuchu 'Nyojo goroku.'" in Kagamishima Genryu. Tendo Nyoja 
Zenji no kenkyu, 367-68. Dagen cites the concluding line of this sermon 
in SBGZ. "Baike" chap .• in DZZ. 1:463. 

36Huanzhuan qinggui (Jpn. Genjuan shingi; 1317). in ZZK. 
2:16:492d. line 7; and Matsui Shoten. "Chusei koki ni okeru Soto Zenryo 
no katsudo: Soso wo chushin to shitc." IBK. 16:2 (March 1968). 235. 

37Koroku. sees. 1 and 7, lees. 111 and 507, in nzz, 2:27, 134. 
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clear. Dagen died not at Eiheiji. but in Kyoto. His coffin reportedly 

was placed at Kenninji before beiug taken to the cremation site. but the 

only ritual conducted was Ejo's reciting of the Shari raimon. a short 

devotional verse on the attainment of all perfections through the power 

of the Buddha. Significantly. this devotional verse appears to have 

been widely used only in Japanese Buddhist rituals. not in Chinese 

Chan.38 Therefore. Dogen's teachings apparently had not included Zen 

funeral ceremonies. 

Gikai's last rites (1309) comprise the earliest Japanese Soto 

Zen funeral fully documented in extant records. 39 Even if not the 

first. Gikai's funeral would still attract our attention because of its 

lavish scale. Over a seven-day period. seventeen separate rituals were 

conducted in accordance with the Chinese monastic codes. Individual 

monastic leaders performed a wide variety of rituals. such as preparing 

the cor~se and coffin. moving the coffin into the lecture hall. 

presenting Gikai's portrait. presenting offerings. sealing the coffin. 

moving to the monastery gate. moving to the cremation site, lighting the 

cremation pyre, presenting additional offerings at the cremation site, 

and placing Gikai's portrait in a special shrine. The overall 

ceremonies were directed by Eki, a former Darumashfi monk. Meiha Sotetsu 

led the first ritual and Keizan performed the cremation. For seven days 

senior monks presented special eulogies (saimon) in the name of Gikai's 

disciples, Daijoji's workers and patrons. For the cremation, a portable 

38See Kyuki, in Elheijishl, 150; and Ishikawa Ryoiku, "Shari 
raimon ni tsuite,~ 272-76. 

39Gikai saki, in ZSZ, 2, Shingi, 1-7. All the information in 
this paragraph is based on this source. 
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shrine was erected to house Gikai's portrait. Surrounding the funeral 

pyre, there were placed sixty-four ritual items in thirty-two 

categories, including paper streamers, white banners, embroidered flags, 

tables for tea and offerings, flower stands, lanterns, incense stands 

and paper money. One week after the cremation, Gikai's robes and 

belongings were auctioned. raising eight kan, 333 mon to recover the 

funeral expenses. 

Subsequent funerals for abbots of major Soto monasteries 

continued the same elaborate display initiated by Gikai. At Melho's 

funeral (1350), seventy-two items in thirty-four categories were arrayed 

around the cremation pyre. 40 At Tsugen Jakurei's funeral (1391), 

seventy-one items in fifty-one categories decorated the cremation 

site. 41 The increased numbers of items used indirectly indicates the 

greater wealth enjoyed by these later Soto abbots. The auction of 

Tsugen's belongings produced 38 kan, 331 mon. 42 Even allowing for 

inflation, Tsugen's disciples clearly could afford a more lavish funeral 

than had Gikai's disciples. These later funeral ceremonies also 

increased in religious complexity. Meiha's funeral included not just 

recitation of the esoteric formulas mentioned in Chinese monastic 

regulations (such as the Dalhl jlnshu and the Ryogonshu) but also 

involved the recitation of the Ko.yo shingon (a dharapi particularly 

40Meiho 50tetsu 2enji soki, in 252. 2, Shingi. 10-17. 

41Tsugen Jakurei Zenji soki, in Z5Z, 2, 5hingi, 25-35. 

420f these proceeds, 10 ka~, 300 mon was used to pay for the 
material expenses of the funeral, 18 kan, 31 mon was used to pay the 
monastery for its services, and 10 kan was sent to Eiheiji for a 
vegetarian feast in honor of Tsugen. See Tsugen Jakurei Zen}i soki, in 
Z5Z, 2. Shlngi. 30. 
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popular in Japan) by a group of one-hundred monks, chanting non-stop in 

three shifts. Moreover, ordinations were performed in which Meiha 

served as the posthumous precept administrator. Meiho received the 

merit for having administered the precepts, while those being ordained 

received not only the merit of the precepts but also established direct 

links to the late honored Zen master. A later (ca.1509) So to monastic 

code suggests that precept recitation ceremonies came to form a regular 

part of Soto funeral services. 43 

Elaborate Zen funerals were performed not just for abbots but 

also for laymen. The series of complex ceremonies with portraits of the 

deceased and devotional liturgies performed by the Zen monks honored the 

deceased far more than the Buddhist rites previously available in Japan. 

The first Japanese laymen to receive Zen funerals were the early patrons 

of Zen temples who had witnessed the ceremonies provided to deceased 

monks. In Dogen's Soto school, however, no early records of funerals 

for patrons exist. The earliest detailed accounts of these funerals are 

found in the Japanese Rinzai tradition. The regent Haja Tokimune's 

funeral in 1284 at the hands of Wuxue Zuxuan is particularly well-

known.44 Tokimune had sponsored Zuyuan's emigration to Japan in 1278 

and had built Engakuji for him in 1282. When Tokimune approached death, 

Wuxue Zuyuan ordained him with a Buddhist robe and the precepts. The 

43Shob6 shingi, fasc. 2, in ZSZ, 2, Shingi, 88-89. This code 
purports to be a faithful copy of the T6koku shingi (usually attributed 
to Keizan). Unlike the Takoku code, however, the text of the precept 
recitation ceremony occurs among the funeral rites. Contrast this with 
T6koku shingi, in JDZ, 288-95. 

44Regarding Raja Tokimune and Wuxue Zuyuan, see Collcutt, Five 
Mountains, 70-73. 
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newly ordained Tokimune then received a full Chinese-style Zen funeral, 

at which Zuyuan delivered two sermons. 45 

The funeral of Yoshihito (1361-1416) also provides an excellent 

example of a Rinzai Zen funeral for an affluent and important patron. 46 

Yoshihito had been an heir to the throne--the son of Emperor sukij and 

the grandfather of the future Emperor Gohanazono. On the evening 

following Yoshihito's death (on the twentieth day of the eleventh 

month), his head was shaved, and his body was washed and dressed in 

Buddhist robes. A group of monks were assigned to recite the Komyo 

shingon. On the following day, senior monks and former abbots from 

major Kyoto Rinzai monasteries that had ties to the imperial family 

(i.e., Tenryuji, Kenninji and Nanzenjl) visited Yoshihlto's 

Fushiminomiya residence to plan his funeral. The dates and leaders for 

each of the ceremonies were selected. The monks were informed of 

Yoshihito's Buddhist name so that the proper banners and a mortuary 

tablet (lhai) could be prepared. Since Yoshihito evidently already had 

a Buddhist name, he must have received a precept ordination sometime 

prior to his death. Throughout the next two days, different groups of 

monks arrived to recite scriptures and formulas such as the Komyo 

shingon. 

On the third day, the main Zen ceremonies began. First his 

body and coffin were ceremoniously prepared. The coffin of a Zen abbot 

45Sukko kokushi goroku, fasc. 4, in ~ 80:174c-175a. The 
""~kijji Dono" in these passages refers to Haja Tokimune. 

46These details were recorded by Yoshihito's son, Sadafusa. See 
Kanmon gyokl. entries for 1416:11:20-26, 1417:2:30, in Zoku gunsho ruiju 
hoi (Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruiju Knnseikai, 1930), 3:49-53, 70; and 
Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chisel S6t5shi kirikami no bunrui s;.~ron." pt. 9, 
KBK. 45 (1987): 169. 
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would be placed in the monastery's lecture hall. but for Yoshihito a 

nearby JizQ chapel served as the place of honor. The cremation was 

conducted the following day. The site was situated just outside of the 

east gate of the JizQ chapel. Cut pine and ceder trees were arranged 

around the spot where the table for offerings and the pyre were set up. 

Temporary torii (Japanese-style sacred gateways) made of unhewn 

hackberry (enoki) wood also were placed in line with the four cardinal 

directions. 47 After presenting incense and reciting scripture at the 

Jiza chapel. the coffin was carried to the cremation cite. The 

procession was led by two monks carrying incense stands. followed (in 

order) by the four main banners. the gong and drum. the mortuary tablet. 

and finally by the coffin. The leaders and senior monks followed the 

coffin. accompanied by one hundred monks who chanted a mystical formula 

dedicated to Amida Buddha (Amidaju). Japanese Rinzai monks chanted this 

dhara~i instead of the name Amida (Ch. Emituo) as found in the Chinese 

codes. 48 Koten Shuin. the former abbot of Tenryuji. lit the pyre. As 

the fire burned. senior Zen teachers led the monks in a series of 

scripture-recitation ceremonies. When these ended, the direct 

involvement Yoshihito's family also came to an end. The interment of 

his bones as well as the performance of the series of seven memorial 

rites all were handled by the monks from the family's local temple. No 

special services were conducted at the Fushiminomiya residence. 

The funerals of Daja Tokimune and of Yoshihito demonstrate that 

.Japanese Zen monks made no distinction between a monastic funeral for an 

47Por a detailed diagram of the layout used for this type of 
elaborate funeral. see Sho eko shingishiki. fasc. 4. in T, 81:661a-b. 

48See ibid .• fasc. 4. in T,81:661c. 
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abbot and the funeral services for a layman. Both received the same 

series of ceremonies. The same banners. offerings and decorations were 

employed for both. The same stereotyped categuries of Zen sermons were 

delivered for both. Significantly. both Tokimune and Yoshihito had 

received some type of ordination before their deaths. The nature of 

these ordinations and the types of precepts upon which they were based 

cannot be known. By Yoshihito's time. at least. Japanese Rinzai 

lineages fully accepted of the Japanese Tendai interpretation of the 

bodhisattva precepts. The Rinzai monk Kokan Shiren. for example. 

asserted in his very influential Zenmon ju bosatsukaiki (Rules For 

Bodhisattva Ordinations in the Zen School) that Eisai had transmitted 

only the bodhisattva precepts. 49 These precepts would have allowed no 

distinction to be drawn between monk and layman. The status of both 

would be the same. Therefore. the popularization of lay ordinations and 

the popularization of Zen funerals entailed each other. For this 

reason. while Rinzai monks were popularizing Zen funerals among the 

warrior elite and the nobility. Soto monks were introducing Zen funerals 

into rural Japan. 

Posthumous Ordinations 

Rather than the elaborate style of funeral suitable for an 

abbot. the vast majority of lay funerals in medieval Soto followed the 

simpler scale of rites that originally had been intended for ordinary 

49Rpt. in Zengaku taikei. 7. Kaihobu. ed. Zengaku Taikei 
Hensankyoku (Tokyo: Ikkatsusha. 1913). text pp. 2. 1. Also see 
Kagamishima Genryfi, "Endonkai to Zenkai." 151-55. An abbreviated 
version of the Zenmon ju bosatsukaiki (retitled "Zenkaiki") is included 
in the Sho eko shingishiki (T. 81:678a-79a). but it lacks many of 
Kokan's most influential statements. 
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monks. These ceremonies required the involvement of fewer Qonks, 

thereby greatly reducing their expense. Medieval Sato monks popularized 

Zen funerals by learning how to adjust the refinement and complexity of 

the ceremonies in accordance with the financial resources of their lay 

sponsors. Moreover, the promise of salvation implicit in the Zen 

funeral rites became more strongly stressed in these simpler rites than 

in the complex style of funeral performed for abbots. because most lay 

funeral ceremonies would begin inside the residence of the deceased. 

The surviving household members who sponsored the funeral services. 

therefore. could observe many of the special rituals performed to insure 

the salvation of the deceased. The most important of these special 

rites would be the posthumous ordination. The Chinese monastic codes 

included funeral rites only for ordained monks. Therefore. if the 

deceased had not previously received an ordination. the precepts would 

have to be administered posthumously. 

In this case. the Soto monks would consecrate the area next to 

the deceased as a small chapel (dojo) and set up a chair and a table 

with flowers. incense burners. lanterns and a vessel for sanctified 

water to be used for ritual anointment and ablution of the corpse. All 

the ritual~ would be performed just as if the precepts were being 

administered to a living person. except for the verses chanted. For a 

posthumous ordination. the precept administrator and his assistant would 

chant a special verse that proclaims the nonexistence of an individual 

self. For each precept, the administrator would ask the deceased three 

times if he or she intends to observe the Buddhist teaching. At the end 

of the ceremony. the deceased would be presented with a Buddhist bowl. a 
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Buddhist robe, and a kechimyaku (i.e., lineage chart).50 On this chart, 

a new Buddhist name would be used instead of the deceased's secular 

name. From this point, the funeral rites for the deceased would be 

performed as if he or she had been an actual monk or nun. The corpse's 

head would be shaved, and the body would be washed and dressed in the 

deceased's new Buddhist robe. 51 When placing the corpse in the coffin, 

the monks also would place the kechimyaku alongside the body. As in the 

case with mass ordination ceremonies conducted for the living, the 

precept-lineage chart would symbolize a direct, tangible link to the 

Buddha. 

Posthumous ordinations in order to allow Buddhist funeral rites 

for laymen is a Japanese innovation. Chinese Buddhist scripture 

contains no provisions for this practice. Even the Bonmakya, which 

states that the Buddhist precepts should be administered to everyone and 

to every type of being, from heavenly spirits to lowly beasts, limits 

ordinations to those who can understand the questions of the precept 

administrator. 52 The deceased layman. however, could not reply to the 

administrator's questions during this posthumous ordination. Medieval 

So to monks, therefore, redefined this silence as an affirmative 

response, just as in precept recitation ceremonies. Often this silence 

was interpreted as a the proper Zen expression of the ineffable. For 

50Hotsugo jukai no saha. transmitted 1567; and [Sasa gishiki:) 
Hotsugo jukai saha, Yokoji initiation D, transmitted 1616 by Kyugai 
Donryo; rpt. Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei SotoshU kirikami nc bunrui," pt. 
2, 128-29. 

51lshikawa Rikizan, "Chusei SotoshU kirikami no bunrui," pt. 9, 
173-77. 

52 Fanwangjing, fase. 2, in T, 24:1004b. 
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example, one initiation document (kirikami) includes the following 

questions and answers: 

How can one posthumously become a monk? 
Answer: Neither saying 'No' nor 'Yes.' 
A phrase? 

No self appearance; 
No human appearance. 

Explain [its meaning]. 
Answer: When [something has] absolutely no appearance. it can 

become anything. 
Teacher: But why does it become a monk? 
Answer: Not saying 'No' and 'Yes' is truly leaving one's home 

(shukke) . 
A phrase? 
Answer: The sagely and the ordinary know for themselves [who they 

are] .53 

The expression "to leave one's home~ is the traditional Buddhist term 

for becoming a monk. In a similar vein. another kirikami that was 

presented to the deceased during posthumous ordinations states that not 

making an outward show of cultivating the precepts while inwardly not 

clinging to false views truly is to leave one's home. 54 These texts 

assert that the dead become monks naturally. simply by having departed 

from the bounds of worldly distinctions. 

In the same way that S~t~ monks could rationalize posthumous 

ordinations for humans, they also could administer the Buddhist precepts 

to animals. Again. during the ordination ceremony the animal also would 

be asked three times if it would observe each precept and would receive 

a Buddhist name. The animal would be told that its own evil actions in 

the past had caused it to suffer animal status in this birth. Finally. 

53Hotsugo saso no san. in Bukke ichi daiji yawa. rpt. in 
Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chfisei Sotoshfi kirikami no bunrui." pt. 2. 148. 

54Busso shoden hosan no daiji. copied 1631 by Kyfigai Donry~. 
rpt. In Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chfisei Sotoshfi kirikaml no bunrui." pt. 9. 
175-76. 
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the animal's past karma would be eliminated through the power of the 

precepts and by invoking the compassion of the bodhisattva Rannon. 55 

This type of ceremony would have allowed wealthy laymen to request the 

performance of a simplified Buddhist funerals for their favorite 

household pets. The historical record. however. does not confirm the 

degree to which these might actually have been performed. 

Funerals in Soto Recorded Sayings 

So to goroku (i.e .• texts of recorded sayings) provide one 

record of the rapid popularization of funerals achieved by Soto monks in 

rural Japan. Medieval Soto goroku consist largely of funeral sermons. 

Tamamuro Taijo first noted preponderance of these funeral sermons in his 

1963 study of the development of funeral services in Japanese 

Buddhism. 56 Tamamuro compiled a table in which the goroku of six Soto 

leaders beginning with Dogen are analyzed in terms of the relative 

number of pages devoted either to meditation-related topics or to 

funeral-related topics (see fig. 10). 

55Chikusho jukai kirikami. rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei 
Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui." pt. 9. 176. 

56Soslliki Bukkyo. 129. 
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FIGURE 10 

TAMAMURO'S COMPARISON OF MEDITATION AND FUNERALS 

Title Author Total Medi tation- Funeral-
of No. of Related Related 

r;oroku Pages Pages Pages 

1. Eihei karcku Dagen (d.1253) 116 115 1 

2. Tsiigen ZelJji goroku Tsiigen Jakurei 33 17 15 
(d.1391) 

3. Kishi lban Zenji Kishi Iban 61 0 36 
goroku geshii (d.1468) 

4. Sensa Zenji goroku Sensa Esai 81 1 62 
(d.1475) 

5. Entsii Shada Zenji Shado Kosei 138 4 49 
goroku (d.1508) 

6. Kikuin osha agya Kikuin Zuitan 50 0 29 
(d.1524) 

Based on Tamamuro, Sashiki Bukkya, 129. 

Excluding Dagen, funeral sermons occupy a sUbstantial 

percentage of the collected sayings of all the Soto teachers: forty-

five percent for Tsiigen, fifty-nine percent for Kishi. seventy-six 

percent for Sensa, thirty-five percent for Shado, and fifty-eight 

percent for Kikuin. These percentages indicate not only the extensive 

role of funeral services in the of activities these teachers but also 

the importance attached to the funeral sermons by the disciples of these 

teacher--the monks who had compiled the goroku. The disciples would use 

their teachers' funeral sermons as models or references to be consulted 

when composing their own sermons. Large numbers of these funeral 

sermons had to be recorded and collected because the disciples also 
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would need to deliver many similar sermons. As a further aid for the 

disciples. some garaku even included generic sermons (labeled tsu; 

"common") that could be used for anyone merely by inserting the 

appropriate Buddhist names or titles. 57 Therefore. the total number of 

funerals performed must exceed the number of recorded sermons included 

in these texts. 

Tamamuro intended his table to demonstrate that funeral rites 

had rapidly eclipsed meditation as the primary concern of medieval Soto 

Zen masters. Tamamuro's table shows relatively few pages in these 

goroku concerning Zen practice. Although many secondary sources 

reproduce Tamamuro's data. one must be warned against taking this second 

assertion at face value. The lack of pages devoted to meditation in 

Tamamuro's table is attributable not only to the growing importance of 

funeral services. but also to two other factors: (1) Tamamuro's method 

of counting pages. and (2) changes in the methods of compiling these so-

called "recorded sayings." Tamamuro' s division of goroku into 

meditation-related and funeral-related pages is based on a mechanical 

selection process. performed without regard to the actual content of the 

pages in question. For Tamamuro. even lectures that do not concern Zen 

in the least are counted as being meditation-related if they were 

addressed only to the community of monks. Lectures delivered during any 

type of ceremony (such as a consecration service. a cremation. or a 

memorial service) always are counted as being funeral-related even if 

topics concerning Zen practice are addressed.58 

57E.g .• Kishi Iban Zen}i goraku geshu. in SZ. 5. Garaku. 1:576-
78; and Sha ekii shingislliki. fasc. 5. in T. 81:682b. 

58Tamamuro. Soshiki Bukkyii. 128-29. 
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For example, the goroku of Kishi Iban is listed by Tamamuro as 

being completely without references to Zen meditation even though terms 

describing meditative topics, such as "genja kaan," are found throughout 

Iban's funeral sermons. 59 Other than funeral sermons, Kishi Iban's 

goroku contains no other lectures because the remainder of the work 

consists of Iban's collected Chinese verse. The term geshu in the title 

means "poetry collection." Three of the five goroku analyzed by 

Tamamuro, namely those of Iban, Sense and Shade, are by noted composers 

of Chinese verse. These texts, which contain more poetry than lectures, 

are hardly representative of medieval Soto Zen teachings. Poetry falls 

outside of Tamamuro's two categories of "meditation-related" and 

"funeral-related," leaving many pages unaccounted for by Tamamuro's 

table. Yet Zen poetry also contains many references to Zen meditation, 

such as: "Solitary sitting, the mind [like] ashes halfway between 

existence and nothingness."60 

The fact that medieval goroku contain large sections of Chinese 

verse reveals the limitations of this genre for studying Zen practice. 

As previously mentioned, Japanese goroku consist solely of Chjnese-

language materials. 61 Although literally titled "recorded sayings," in 

actuality these texts represent "collected Chinese compositions." 

Dagen's goroku reveals his teachings because he composed Chinese 

fluently. Dogen's disciples also possessed the ability to transpose his 

59l:ishi Iban Zenji goroku ges;;u, in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1: 227a, 227b, 
228b, 231a, 232a, 236a, 247a, 256b, 261b. 

60Entsu Shada Zenji goroku, fasc. 1, in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:411b. 

61See chap. 6 (sec. on transcription commentaries). 
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remarks into literary Chinese. 62 Later Sata teachers and their 

disciples lacked this linguistic freedom. The practice of transposing 

daily lectures into Chinese disappeared until the Tokugawa-period 

revival of Chinese study. Medieval Sata monks wrote Chinese only for 

poetry or for short, ritualized pronouncements that were recited on 

special occasions such as the inauguration of a new abbot, and memorial 

or funeral sermons. Medieval-period goroku tend to be weighted toward 

these types of events because Sata masters still composed Chinese for 

these occasions. A careful reading of Sensa Esai's goroku reveals no 

mention of the term koan and very few quotations from traditional koan 

texts.63 Yet Japanese-language records of Senso's lectures reveal that 

he lectured on koan texts daily. Likewise, Shada Kasei's goroku 

includes poems that he composed to commemorate the completion of two 

separate series of lectures on the lIekiganroku, but the lectures 

themselves are not included. 64 Therefore, these texts provide only 

limited usefulness for compiling statistical comparisons of the relative 

frequency of funeral topics. 

More important than the sheer numbers of funeral services is 

the fact that so many of them were performed for people confined to 

lower levels of social status. Funeral sermons usually avoid mentioning 

social ranks, but they can be inferred from the special Buddhist names 

62See Ishii, "'Giun osho goroku' no in'yo tenseki," 87-88. 

63In Sensa Zenji goroku (in S?, 5, Goroku, 1) not a single Zen 
story or koan is cited in full or by name, although a few references to 
Chinese Chan teachers, such as Zhaozhou Congsh~n (Jpn. Joshu Jushin; on 
pp. 288a, 317b, 334b) , and a few stock Zen phrases, such as "barbarian 
beards are red" (on pp. 334b, 347a) do occur. 

64EntsiiShiid5Zenji goroku, fascs. I, 2, in SZ. 5, Goroku, 
1:409a, 424a-b. 
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and titles used for the deceased. Before a Zen funeral service. the 

deceased would receive a special Buddhist name or title as part of his 

ordination. These Buddhist names and titles were selected to correspond 

to the strict hierarchy of Japanese society. Japanese scholars have 

analyzed the use of Buddhist titles in Soto funeral sermons to determine 

the relative ~ocial standing of each. These titles often appear in 

conjunction with stereotyped words of praise for the deceased that 

reveal his or her occupation. 65 The main basis for their analyses. 

however. is found in the Sho eko shineishiki. a sixteenth-century guide 

to Zen rituals used at rural Rinzai temples. This text explains in 

detail the proper titles to be used on mortuary tablets (ihai). More 

than thirty different titles are listed for every type of person. from 

an emperor. to a Yamabushi monk. to a blind man. 66 Analysis of similar 

titles used in medieval Soto goroku confirm that only a small percentage 

of these funeral sermons had been delivered for members of the clergy. 

In the case of Jochu Tengin. for example. only approximately 

seventeen percent of his funeral sermons concern monks or nuns. For 

Senso and Shodo, the clergy accounted for fewer than twelve and nineteen 

percent, respectively. Moreover, an analysis of the sermons presented 

at lay funerals reveals that later Soto masters performed more funerals 

for people of lower social status. The laymen in Jochu's goroku, for 

example, appear fairly evenly divided between those of high social 

position and those of little or no status. In Shodo's goroku, however, 

the vast majority of the laymen are from the bottom rungs of the social 

65See Matsui, "Chusei koki ni okeru Soto Zenryo no katsudo," 
236; and Hirose, "Soto Zenso no chiho katsudo," 148-50. 

66Sho eko shlngishiki. fase. 4. in T. 81:668a-b. 
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ladder. 67 The increased numbers of funerals for people of lower social 

status indicates an increased dependence upon financial support from 

these groups. Therefore, the pattern of financial patronage in medieval 

Soto probably shifted from locally powerful warrior families who 

initially founded major temples toward the common people who lived near 

these temples. Clearly, funeral services performed during the fifteenth 

century mainly served the common people. 

The sermons in Soto goroku were presented not only at funerals 

but also at later memorial services. Let us examine memorial sermons 

first, Most memorial services (unlike most funerals) addressed patrons 

of high social status who could afford special rites on the anniversary 

of the death of a senior family member. Soto memorial services had 

assumed a standardized format by the late fifteenth century.68 On the 

anniversary of the patriarch's death, his family would provide a special 

vegetarian feast for the monks of the Soto monastery. The monks would 

copy scripture and recite the Ryagonshu for the merit of the deceased. 

Special offerings would be presented to the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

The memorial sermon would acknowledge each of these acts as having been 

performed at the request of the "filial" descendants (kashi) of the 

deceased. These sermons also invariably would praise the exemplary 

behavior of the deceased, such as his support of Buddhism and his 

observance of Confucian virtues. For example, Kikuin Zuitan's seventh-

67These figures summarize the more detailed statistical analyses 
presented In Hirose, ·Soto Zenso no chiho katsudo," 148-50. 

68Texts that conform to the format described herein include: 
Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu: Sensa Zenji goroku: Kasugazan Rinsen 
kaisan non'ei Zenji goroku; Entsu Shada Zenji goroku: and Kikuin osha 
agyo. See SZ. 5, Goroku. 1:227-34, 287-89, 368-73, 488-94, 558-61. 
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year memorial service for Takeda Nobumasa included the following words 

of praise: 

Proficient in civil and military arts, embodying loyalty and filial 
piety, [Nobumasa] cultivated karmic relationships of limitless 
superiority .... He always placed virtue first. At the court, he 
committed no crimes of cruel killing. but made non-action (mui) his 
norm. In the field, he instigated no military disturbances. but 
[comprehended] the mysterious principle of all things. 69 

Kikuin's remarks are typical of medieval Soto memorial sermons 

not only for the secular virtues singled out for praise but also, no 

doubt, for the idealized portrait he painted of the deceased. The real 

Takeda Nobumasa was no stranger to cruel killings and military 

disturbances. At a young age he already had attained notoriety for his 

execution of a former family retainer named Atobe Kageie and his son. 

Kagetsugi, whose head he had placed on a tall stake for public viewing. 

Klkuin's version of Nobumasa, however, was addressed to Nobumasa's 

grandson, Nobutora (1494-1574). the sponsor of the memorial service. In 

this context. the first function of the sermon was to honor Nobumasa 

before his descendants and to impress upon Nobutora's retainers (also 

present at the service) the virtues of the Takeda family which they 

served. Yet a secondary function of the sermon was to impress upon this 

audience the importance of the virtues Kikuin attributed to Nobumasa. 

Kikuin's sermon indirectly exhorted the living Takedas to act with 

virtue and restraint. while avoiding violence. and exhorted their 

retainers to embody loyalty and filial duty. Regardless of the actual 

69Kikuin osha agyo. entry for 1511:9:16, in SZ. 5, Goroku. 
1:559a. 
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character of the deceased, Kikuin's moralizing ultimately had been 

intended for the living. 70 

These memorial sermons. therefore, can reveal the moral ideals 

promoted by medieval Sate teachers and the moral support that they 

attempted to provide for their patrons. The Confucian virtues stressed 

by Seta teachers reinforced the social obligations between superior and 

inferior, thereby strengthening the hierarchical structure of warrior 

society. Not surprisingly, sermons addressed to warrior patrons often 

exalt military virtues. Although Kikuin spoke out against "cruel" 

killings and the "instigating" of military disturbances, other Soto 

teachers ignored such fine distinctions. Don'ei Eo (1424-1504), for 

example, eulogized the military prowess of his patron's ancestors 

without reservation. He praised Nagao Yoshikage (1459-1506) for being a 

companion to both poets and swordsmen, praised Beppu Kageyuki for being 

a battlefield hero, and suggested that the remembrance of battlefield 

glory could offer repose for one fallen warrior: 

.. As the two troops cross spears, the course of the battle is 
undecided. Arrows fly like rain. The flashing of swords and axes 
radiates across the heavens. Without falling into [the dualism of] 
Death or Life, at that very moment at what kind of place should one 
seek haven? 

Offering the incense, he continued: 
The patron's perfumed smoke fills the pines with thick mist; 

frost and snow cannot encroach upon the integrity of ten-thousand 
years.71 

In other words, although the burning incense proclaims the ephemerality 

of all things. the passing years cannot diminish our memory of the slain 

ancestor's accomplishments. However. not all Soto teachers equally 

70Hirose. "Zenso to sengoku shakai," 395-96. 

71Kasugazan Rinsen kalsBn Don'el Zen}i goroku, in 5Z. 5. Goroku. 
1:369a.371n-b. Also see ibid .• 372a. 373a-b, 374a. 
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endorsed the warrior arts. Shade Kosei. for example. emphasized the 

filial obligations of the survivors to their slain relatives. According 

to Shado, the survivors inherited the duty of cultivating merit and 

supporting Buddhism so as to transform the "mountains of swords" that 

had been experienced by their ancestors into "platforms for Zen 

meditation. "72 

Medieval Sata funeral sermons outnumber the memorial sermons by 

a ratio of ten to one. Being addressed to commoners, they might be 

expected to provide even more insight into the social roles of Seta 

teachers. However, their usual brevity and widespread use of 

stereotyped expressions severely limits their usefulness. The format of 

most medieval Sata funeral sermons follows the same question and answer 

sequence used in kaan manuals. Usually, this sequence proceeds in a 

four-part procession: (1) a mise-cn-scene, (2) a leading question, (3) 

a significant pause. which often is marked in the text by the teacher's 

signaling with his torch (e.g. drawing a circle of fire in the air, by 

lighting the pyre, or by throwing it down), and (4) a concluding couplet 

or statement by the teacher to indicate the Zen approach to the 

resolution of the question. Unlike the memorial sermons, these 

questions and answers rarely address in any detail the circumstances of 

the deceased. Instead, the sermons are just as likely to refer to the 

human condition in general or to the seasons. For example: 

For Bath Supervisor Sago. upon drawing a large circle [in the 
air] with the torch. [the teacher] said: 

The very depth of great enlightenmentl The perfect illumination 
of great wisdom! Dharmas arise from non-being. The Way leads fro~ 
the treacherous peaks to the level plain. The falling [cherry) 

72EntsiiShadoZenjigoroku, fasc. 4, inSZ, 5, Goroku, 1:489a, 
491a. 
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blossoms and the singing birds: Every spot is presently complete 
(genja). At this very moment. what words would surmise this finish? 

A long pause. 
The fields burn without extinguishing. The spring winds blow and 

already there is life. 73 

The falling blossoms. the return of the song birds. and burning of the 

fields (in preparation for a new season's planting) all indicate that 

this cremation had occurred in the spring. Regarding the career of the 

monk Sago. however. nothing is stated. 

Instead of eulogizing the deceased. most medieval Sat a funeral 

sermons. as in this example. confront the problem of how the living must 

face death. Often. the sermons contain vivid references to the burning 

flame~ of the cremation fire. forcing the audience to confront the 

finality of death.74 Yet the concluding statements also assert the 

ultimate conquering of death through the tranquility of religious 

realization, as in the following: 

The cages of life and death are but phantom relations. Whell these 
phantom relations perish. suddenly [one] returns to the source. One 
morning: wind and moon. One morning: perishing. An eternity of 
long emptiness; an eterni;y of solidity. The lnte "name." aware of 
the grent matter of Life and Death. took refuge in the Great Ascetic 
[i.e •• the Buddha]. converged on the place beyond knowledge [i.e .• 
enlightenment]. and marched through the gateway to hatsunehan (Skt. 
parinirvaoa). Pause. 'Marching through' indicates what? 

Throwing down the torch: 

73Pusai Zenkyu. Fusai Zenji goroku. fasc. 2. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 
1:156b. 

74E.g .• Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu; Sensa Zcnji goroku; 
Don'el Zenji goroku; and Shado Zenjl goroku; in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:237b. 
238a. 243a-247a, 249b. 250a. 252a. 253b. 254a-b, 255b. 258a. 263b. 314a, 
31gb. 323a, 328b. 335a, 349b, 353b, 354b, 361a, 362ab, 363n, 364a, 381a. 
382a. 384a-b, 385a, 495a. 498b. 499a-b, 503a. 505b, 506b, 510a-b, 511a
b, 513b, 516a, 569b. 
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Where the red fire burns through the body, there sprouts a lotus, 
blossoming within the flames. 75 

The "lotus within the flames" (kari ren) is just one of the 

many stereotyped expression used in Soto funeral sermons to indicate the 

transcendence of life and death. A few sermons simply deny the validity 

of the conventional concepts of life and death or assert the nonduality 

of the two. 76 More often, however, the funeral sermons phrase this 

message in the paradoxical language of the Zen kaan. The cremation 

might be compared to a mud cow entering the ocean (deigyu nyUkai: i.e., 

the dissolving of all dualistic distinctions) or to a wooden horse 

dancing in a fire (mokuba kachu; i.e., false delusions being destroyed 

without a trace).77 The transcendence of death described in these 

assertions is predicated on the implied assertion that the deceased had 

attained Buddhahood (i.e., salvation) through the performance of the Zen 

funeral service. Unlike traditional Japanese funerary rites, which had 

focused on th~ removal of the pollution of death from the deceased's 

household, the Zen ceremonies emphasized the positive function of the 

funeral for the spiritual benefit of the deceased. As with precept 

ordination ceremonies, therefore, Zen funerals offered a new degree of 

75Shodo Kosei. Entsu Shada Zen}i goroku, fasc. 5, in SZ, 5, 
Goroku, 1:513a-b. The word for u name" in the text indicates where the 
deceased person's name normally would be inserted. 

76E.g., Giun osha goroku: Tsugen Zen}i goroku: Fusai Zenji 
goroku; Kishi Iban Zen}i goroku geshu; Sensa Zenji goroku; and Kikuin 
osha agyo; in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:18a, 76a, 92a, 93a, 96a, 97a, 157b, 247a, 
311a, 317a, 318a, 336a, 345b, 348b, 361a, 573a. 

77E.g., Kishi Iban Zen}i goroku geshu; and Sensa Zen}i goroku, 
in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:236a, 242-45, 248a, 251b, 255b, 260a, 261b, 315b, 
339a, 341b, 348a, 353b. 
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spiritual assurance that previously had been unavailable to the common 

Japanese. 

The paradoxical Zen language of most Soto funeral sermons, 

especially when presented in the form of Chinese verse, probably would 

have been largely unintelligible to most laymen. The message of 

~piritual assurance would have been clear enough. but the nature of that 

assurance might have been misinterpreted. The way in which these 

stereotyped Zen phrase express the traditional Buddhist doctrines of 

nonduality and nonsubstantiality (Skt. sunyata) easily could seem to 

imply an afterlife. 7S Comparing the deceased to the "true man of no 

rank" (mui shinnin) or to the "man of original immortality" (honrai 

fushinin) would not counter popular Japanese notions that the dead 

continue to exist within this world.79 Many Soto sermons assert that 

the dead neither ascend to heaven (tendO) nor fall into hell (jigoku) , a 

statement which could be construed to agree with the traditional 

Japanese belief that deceased ancestors remain in a nebulous proximity 

to their descendants. BO 

While there is no evidence that Soto teachers had encouraged 

popular belief in a soul, neither did they discourage it. To the many 

7BTakeda Choshu. 50sen suhai: Minzoku to rekishi. Sara Sosho. B 
(Kyoto: Heirakuji Shoten. 1957). 240-44. 

79For examples of these expressions, see Fusai Zenji goroku; 
Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu; Don'ei Zenji goroku; and 5had5 Zenji 
goroku; in 5Z. 5, Goroku. 1:159a, 23Ba. 244a, 246a. 254b, 257a, 260a-b, 
3B5a, 497b. 506b, 513a, 51Bb. 

BOFor examples of this assertion. see Kishi Iban Zenji goroku 
geshu; and 5ensa Zenji goroku. in 5Z, 5. Goroku. 1:236b. 243a. 246a. 
24Ba. 343b. 34Bb. Regarding the Japanese conceptions of where the 
departed reside. see Smith. Ancestor Worship in Contemporary Japan, 63-
68. 
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laymen. no doubt. the salvation described in Soto funeral sermons would 

have meant only the promise that their loved one had been freed from the 

torments of the spirit that follow death. In this regard. it is 

significant to note that many laymen who witnessed the Zen funeral of 

Prince Voshihito (described above) reportedly had believed that the 

cremation fires liberated his spirit (tamashii) from his body.81 The 

following example illustrates how a Soto funeral sermon based on the 

doctrine of nonsubstantiality also can seem to affirm empirical 

attachments to the world: 

... Genjo koan is the great difficulty. Right now. try to 
perceive what is in front of your eyes. Look! The dangling flower 
is opening--the lotus within the flames .... [The cycle of] birth
death and nirvap8 are like last night's dreams. Enlightenment and 
affliction resemble the billowing ~~oke. At this very moment. the 
grand sister sheds her tainted form. Ultimately. where does she 
travel? 

Throwing down the torch: 
The origin of lakes and streams lies in the ocean. The moon 

sets. but does not leave the sky.82 

Although a lay audience would not have understood the full 

meaning of the sermons delivered at Soto funerals. the fact that the 

sermon accompanied the burning cremation pyre would have rendered the 

remarks of the Zen master especially dramatic. The physical acts of 

lighting the fire and waving the torch through the air would symbolize 

the ability of the Zen master to confront death. while the frequent 

references in his sermons to the burning corpse and the concluding 

affirmation of life would reinforce the image of his having attained 

81Kanmon gyoki. entry for 1416:11:24. in Zokll gllnsho rllijii hoi. 
3:52b. 

82Kishi Iban. Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshii. in SZ. 5. Goroku. 
1:256b. 
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mastery over the fear of dying. This symbolic power of Zen funeral 

services would have held great attraction for laymen. 

Buddhist biographies of outstanding monks from all traditions 

often include descriptions of their calmness in death. The Zen 

tradition. however, haR especially emphasized the cultivation of this 

fearless tranquility--even to the extent that poems composed just before 

dying constitute a major genre of Zen verse. Muju Dogya asserted that 

Zen monks were especially impressive in facing death because they 

routinely meditated as if they would soon die. According to Muju, monks 

of other Buddhist schools delayed earnest practice until after they 

became aware of their impending demise, after it was already too late to 

prepare themselves. 83 It is possible that the remarkable popularity of 

Zen funerals among laymen--as is revealed by the large numbers of 

sermons included in medieval Seta recorded sayings--resulted not only 

from the inherent grandeur of the ceremonies developed in Chinese Chan 

monasteries but also from the ability of the Japanese Zen monks to 

impress laymen with their own mastery of death.84 It would have been 

this mastery that confirmed the promise of salvation described in the 

Zen masters' funeral sermons. 

Funerals for Women 

Analysis of the Buddhist titles used for the deceased in Seta 

funeral sermons reveals that the majority of the services had been 

83"Kenninji no monto no naka ni rinju mcdetaki goto," 451-52. 

84Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei Sotoshu kirikami no bunrui shiron," 
pt. 8, KBRS, 17 (1986): 179-83, 191-92; and "Zen no soso," Nihongaku, 10 
(Dec. 1987): 144-46. 
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conducted for women. 85 Men are a majority only among funerals for high-

ranking members of the clergy. As much as seventy-two percent of the 

sermons delivered at lay funerals in the goroku of Shade Kosei are for 

women. In the relatively low status group having the Buddhist titles 

Zenmon (for males) and Zenni (for females), the ratio of women to men is 

more than three to one. 86 Similar ratios in favor of women also are 

found among funeral sermons in the goroku of other medieval Soto 

teachers. In Tsugen Jakurei's goroku, women account for as much as 

seventy-nine percent of the lay funeral sermons; in Jochu Tengin's 

goroku. sixty-six percent; and in Sensa Esai's goroku. sixty-two 

percent. These figures indicate that women had provided an especially 

large amount of lay support for Soto temples. The preponderance of 

funeral sermons for laywomen raises questions, such as why women were 

underrepresented among the clergy and what special attitudes or 

teachings were directed toward lay women in medieval Soto funeral 

sermons. 

There must have been many more nuns at medieval Soto 

monasteries than current records indicate. Thirty nuns contributed to 

the casting of a bronze bell at Daijiji in 1287. Nuns participated in 

the funeral services for both Gikal and Gasan.87 The list of eight 

temples that Keizan had designated to be administered by his disciples 

85For the statistics used in this paragraph, see Hirose, uZenso 
to scngoku shakai," 406-7. The figures use below cannot be completely 
reliable due to the inherent ambiguity of medieval terminology. 

86Although the term Zenni originally meant "Zen nun," it is one 
of the lowest Buddhist titles used for lay women in Japanese Zen 
funerals. memorial services and mortuary tablets. 

87Gikal saki; and Gasan Jaseki Zen}i saki; In ZSZ. 2. Silingi. 2. 
21. 
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included one convent. Yet collections of Soto biographies compiled 

during the Tokugawa period mention the names of fewer than thirty Soto 

nuns from the medieval period. Unlike the Rinzai school with its 

network of ten major convents (Niji Gozan; five each in Kyoto and 

Kamakura). the medieval Soto school never developed monastic centers for 

training large groups of nuns. A few Soto convents did exist. but most 

Soto nuns would conduct their training in small hermitages located 

outside the monastery gate. 88 They would always be under the 

supervision of the male Zen teacher and monks of the monastery. unable 

to assume any positions of monastic authority. In ecclesiastical terms. 

the status of most nuns who earnestly practiced Zen would hardly differ 

from that of a devoted laywoman who had received a precept ordination. 89 

Therefore. even religious women would have found little incentive to 

abandon lay life. Of the women who did become nuns. few are mentioned 

in Soto biographies because without access to monastic authority only 

the most remarkable nuns would have attracted the attention of the ~onks 

who compiled these texts. 

The life of the nun Eshun illustrates the hardships faced by 

one such Soto nun.90 Eshun was the younger sister of Ryoan Emyo. the 

founder of Saijoji. Ryaan had begun his Zen training at a Rinzai 

monastery in Kamakura, but later studied at Sojiji and eventually became 

Tsugen Jakurei's disciple at Yotakuji in Tanba (modern Hyogo Pref.). In 

1394. when Ryoan returned to his native province of Sagami (modern 

88An example of a medieval Soto convent would be SoJiJi (the one 
located in Mikawa [modern Aichi Pref.]). 

89Tajlma. Sotoshu nisoshi. 200-25. 

90RentoroklJ. fasc. 4. in SZ. 16. Shidcn. 1:301-2. 
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Kanagawa Pref.) to found Saijoji. Eshun already had passed her thirtieth 

birthday. Although quite beautiful. she had never married. Desiring to 

follow in her brother's footsteps. she went to Saijoji to be ordained as 

a nun. Ryoan. however. refused: 

The monastic life is only for the manly (daijobu). Men and women 
cannot change their lot. If I readily ordained women, then many 
monks would be corrupted [by sexual temptation]. 

Eshun would not be discouraged by her brother's attitude. Once she 

learned that he considered her bebuty to be too tempting for the other 

monks, Eshun scarred her face with red-hot fire tongs. At this show of 

determination. Ryaan was forced to admit Eshun as a nun and to 

administer the tonsure and precepts. In spite of her scarred face, 

Eshun still had to resist the sexual advances of the monks. Several had 

to be expElled from the monastery. Eshun was single minded in her 

practice; none of the monks could match her in Zen debate. Even as she 

became an adept Zen master. Eshun had to endure the scorn of other 

monks. Once during a visit to Kamakura's Engakuji, the abbot attempted 

to serve her tea prepared in a wash basin instead of a tea bowl. She 

simply said. "Oh. this is the tea bowl you always use. Abbot. you must 

drink out of your own bowl." and gave it back to him. 91 Eshun presided 

over her own funeral. When she felt that her death was near, she 

91According to the account in Eshun's biography. Engakuji, with 
more than a thousand monks, had a reputation for severe treatment of 
outsiders. When Ryaan wished to send a message to Engakuji's abbot, 
none of the monks from Saijoji would go. Only Eshun was willing to 
volunteer for the task. When the Engakuji monks saw her walk in through 
the main gate. they were determined to embarrass her. One of the monks 
rushed forward. raised his robe to expose himself and said: "This old 
monk's thing is three feet long." Eshun. however. just calmly lifted 
her robe. spread her legs toward the monk. and said: "This nun's thing 
is deeper than that." She then continued walking down the corridor. 
The only ones embarrassed were the monks. 
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prepared a large bonfire and sat down in the middle of the flames to 

meditate. Her alarmed brother, rushing over from the monastery, 

shouted: "Is it hot?" Eshun replied: "For one living the Way, hot and 

cold are unknown." 

Eshun's determined practice of the Way demonstrates Dagen's 

assertion that males have no inherent claim to superiority in 

Buddhism.92 Dagen asserted that the fantasies of men, not the presence 

of women aroused sexual temptation among Buddhist monks. 93 Eshun's 

biography, nevertheless, also demonstrates the disparity between the 

ideals proclaimed in Dagen's writings and the actual attitudes faced by 

Soto nuns. Evidence of this disparity also can be detected in Soto 

funeral sermons as well. The funeral sermons of many Soto teachers 

proclaimed the equality of men and women. Giun, for example, had stated 

that the precepts delivered one from the distinctions of male and 

fcmale. 94 Kishi Iban had stated that women cannot by nature be impure 

since ultimate reality is pure, and Senso Esai rhetorically had asked: 

"Who says a female body cannot be a vessel for the Dharma?"95 Similar 

assertions of equality are found in funeral sermons by Tsugen Jakurei, 

Fusai Zenkyu, and Don'ei Eo.96 Significantly, these assertions are only 

92SBGZ, "Raihai tokuzui" chap., in DZZ, 1: 250. 

93SBGZ, "Raihai tokuzui" chap., so-called "llimitsu" ver.. in 
DZZ, 1:252. This statement is not found in the "Raihai tokuzui" chapter 
included in any other version of the Shabo genza. 

94Giun osha goroku, rpt. SKKK, 8:47-48; alt. in SZ, 5, Goroku, 
1:18a. 

95Klshl Iban Zenji goroku geshii; and Sensa Zenjl goroku, in SZ, 
5, Goroku, 1:247b, 328b. Also see 239a, 244a, 253b, 256b, 317a, 337a. 

96Tsiigen Zenji goroku; Fusal Zenji goroku, and Don'ei Zenji 
goroku; in SZ, 5, Goroku, 1:76a, 92a, 153a, 159, 385. 
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found in sermons delivered at funerals for women. Moreover. some 

sermons by Kishi. Sensa. and Kikuin Zuitan include the intended 

compliment that. "The deceased had been manly (daijabu; i.e .• adept at 

Zen) in spite of being a woman. "97 From these considerations. it is 

clear that these Sota teachers were referring only to a theoretical 

equality. based on the Buddhist doctrine of non-duality. In spite of 

this theoretical Buddhist doctrine. medieval Soto teachers did not 

advocate a status for women higher than that established by secular 

society. The equality of women described in these funeral sermons. 

therefore. was to be realized. not in life, but in death. 

The funeral sermons of later Soto teachers explicitly asserted 

that Buddhist rites can save women from the special sufferings caused by 

being female. In these later sermons, assertions of the original non-

existence of sexual distinctions rarely appear or are restated in terms 

of transcending of ones previous (female) limitations. 98 Funeral 

sermons addressed to deceased women by ShadD Kosel. for example. include 

lines such as: "Having received the three refuges and five precepts. 

[you] secured a karmic link to the road of enlightenment; now shed the 

defilement of your female body"; or "Having entered the flames of zanmai 

[Skt: samadhi]. you directly develop posthumous favorable karma; at thIs 

spot. the defilement of your female body is shed and. at this moment. 

97Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshii; Sensa Zenji goroku; and Kikllin 
osha agyo: in SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:253b. 256b, 310a. 3378. 360b. 503b, 515a. 
521a. 522b, 566a, 570a. 571a, 574a. 

98E.g .• Kikllin osha agyo. in SZ. 5. Gorokll. 1:565a. 566a. 567a. 
569b. 570a. 
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the five obstructions that engulf you disappear."99 Likewise. Kikuin 

Zuitan's funeral sermons for women contain statements such as: 

"[Attain] perfect enlightenment on the lotus throne; [attain] sudden 

liberation from the burrow of the three obediences and the five 

obstructions."lOO The "five obstructions" mentioned in these sermons 

refer to the special defilements which are said to prevent women from 

ever attaining Buddhahood.10l The "three obediences" refer to the 

belief that in youth, in maturity. and in old age, women always must 

obey first their parents, then their husbands, and finally their sons. 

In the above sermons, the five obstructions and three obediences are 

affirmed as real obstacles to be overcome. Funeral sermons of medieval 

Soto teachers asserted that the power of the Buddhist precepts and of 

the Zen funeral rites could free women from the discrimination and 

hardship that they faced in this world. ~Iore women might have received 

funerals than men simply because women faced more hardships from which 

they wished to escape. The promise of salvation implicit within Soto 

funeral rites, therefore, probably had more to offer women than to men. 

Some Soto temples are known to have incorporated unorthodox 

folk beliefs into the funeral services they performed for women. The 

most significant of these involved the placing of a copy of the 

Ketsubonkya into women's coffins as a talisman to save them from 

99Entsu Shada Zenji goroku, fascs. 4-5, in SZ. 5, Goroku. 
1:497b, 517-18. Also see 508b, 509b, SlOb. 513b. 517h. 518b. 

100Kikuin osha agyo, in SZ, 5. Goroku, 1:571a. Also see 566a, 
567a, 569a, 574a. 

10lSee Hiaofa iianhuajing, fasc. 5, chap. 12. in T. 9:35c. The 
five obstructions also appear in Kishi lban Zenji goroku geshu; and 
Sensa Zenji goroku. in SZ. 5, Goroku, 1:239a, 244a. 247h, 307a. 309a, 
313a, 315a. 318a, 322a, 336a, 339a, 348a, 358a, 362a. 
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hell. 102 The Ketsubonkyo is a short scripture of unknown origin. which 

exists in several different versions found only in Japan. 103 All 

versions of this text assert that only the spiritual aid of the 

Ketsubonkyo can save women from a special blood hell. Women are doomed 

to this hell because of the pollution caused by their menstrual blood--

which not only offends the spirits of the earth but also washes away 

into the rivers from which holy men might drink. The concept of blood 

pollution has been particularly strong throughout Japanese history. 

Therefore. this text would have been very effective in exploiting the 

special taboos placed on women in Japan. Some rural temples still 

possess paintings that depict women being saved from the torments of 

blood hell by copies of the KetslIhnnkyo that have been thrown down to 

them by Buddhist monks.l04 These paintings impressed upon laywomen not 

only the talismanic power of the Ketsubonkyo but also the necessity of 

intervention by the monks who supply copies of the text. At some Seto 

temples. copies of the Ketsubonkyowere distributed to women as a 

personal talisman during mass precept ordination ceremonies. 

Initiation documents provide some evidence for showing how the 

Ketsubonkyo had been viewed in medieval Soto. The following passage 

occurs within a longer text. which attempts to cite as precedents for 

Japanese Sate practices fictional events at Mt. Tiantong (Jpn. Tendo) . 

. where Dogen had studied under Rujing: 

102Tamamuro. Soslliki Bukkyo. 175-77. 

103For a detailed description of the Ketsubonkyo and its use in 
Japanese Buddhism. see Takemi Mo~oko. "'Menstruation Sutra' Belief in 
Japan." trans. W. Michael Kelsey, Japanese Journal of Religious Studies. 
10:2-3 (1983). 229-46. 

104Ibid .• 240-42. 
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... In front of the main gate at Mt. Tendo, there is a river 
spanned by a large bridge. Near the bridge, lies a large village. 
In that village, a girl about eighteen- or nineteen-years old died. 
Loathing rebirth, she would haunt that bridge during her 
transmigration. When the sun set in the evening, she would float 
over to the bridge and dance. A monk, wanting to have a better look 
at this marvelous sight, approached the girl and felt pity for her. 
The girl said: "Recite aloud the Daihi jinshu (Ch. Dabei shenzhou) 
seven times and 1 will meet you." The monk recited the mystical 
formula seven times. The girl requested his to recite the 
Ketsubonkyo three times. The monk did so. Then, the girl requested 
him to recite the Kongokyo (Diamond Sutra) once. Again, the monk 
did so. The girl then said: "I will meet you tomorrow night. 
Master, bring a lineage chart (kechimyaku) for me." Before the monk 
could respond, the girl returned to the village. Keeping her word, 
the following night the girl waited on the bridge. The monk brought 
the lineage chart [with which to administer the precepts] and gave 
[the chart] to the girl. The girl bowed down three times. She was 
[now] able to enter the Western Pure Land [of Amida Buddha]. The 
girl said she wanted to move into the shade of the lily magnolia 
trees (mokuren).105 The monk walked over with her. In the shade of 
the lily magnolia trees, the girl said: "Hearing you recite the 
Daihi jinshu, the Ketsubonkyo, and the Kongokyowas not enough. 
Receiving your [precept] lineage finally freed me from the injury of 
transmigration and delivered me to the stage of marvelous 
enlightenment." Then, she disappeared. That night, the girl 
appeared in her parents' dreams and said: "Having preceded my 
parents [in death], I transmigrated in [confusion], unable to find 
peace. l06 Thereupon, a monk at Mt. Tendo recited scriptures for me 
and gave me [an ordination and a precept] lineage chart so that I 
could attain Buddhahood." Startled by their dreams, the parents 
went to Mt. Tendo to have Buddhist memorial services performed [for 
their daughter].107 

The scripture recitations and the conferring of the precept-lineage 

chart described in this story constitute a posthumous funeral ceremony 

for the late daughter. Although the Ketsubonkyo does not playa central 

role in the proceedings, it is recited in order to insure that the 

special blood pollution would not prevent the other rites from being 

105According to this text, lDokuren trees remove pollution. 

106In place of an illegible character I have inserted the word 
"confusion." 

107Kawara konpon no kirikami, transmitted ca.1628 by Meian 
T5sai, rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chasei S5t5shfi kirikami no bunrui 
shiron." pt. 4, KBRS. 15 (1984): 165b. 
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effective. This story illustrates how each aspect of the funeral 

ceremonies--the scripture recitation. the precept ordination. and the 

memorial service--worked together to provide laymen. and especially 

laywomen. tangible assurance of spiritual salvation. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

Just thirteen days before Dagen died, he stayed up to watch the 

full moon for the last time. It was the fifteenth day of the eighth 

lunar month, the night of the harvest moon. Kenzei (the fifteenth-

century Sata historian) reports that on that night Dagen took up his 

brush and composed the following poem: 

Nata min to 
amoishi toki no 
Aki dani ao 
Koyoi no tsuki ni 
Nerareya wasuru. 

Even those autumns past 
When I expected 
To see it again, 
This harvest moon 
Kept sleepiness away.l 

Dagen had been especially fond of the harvest moon. This bright, 

festive moon is the occasion of nine lectures in his goraku, a number 

greater than occasioned by any other event except the anniversaries of 

the Buddha's birth and enlightenment (also nine each). In this poem 

Dagen declares that the threat of his iaainent death has increased his 

desire to stay awake and enjoy this last harvest moon--a perfectly 

natural sentiment. 

Within the Sata school, the authenticity of this poem has never 

been settled. Its sentiment seems too mundane, too full of human 

yearning for this poem to have been composed by an enlightened Zen 

master--soaeone who has transcended life and death. Yet it is possible 

to interpret the human yearning in this poem as expressing a higher 

lKenzeiki, in Shahon Kenzeiki, 85-86. 

473 
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enlightenment. A well-known Zen saying asserts that for the o~dinary 

man mountains are merely mountains, for the Zen student aountains no 

longer are mountains, but for the mature Zen master mountains once again 

are mountains. This means that the attainment of Buddhahood must be a 

dialectical process that culminates not in a saintly detachment from the 

world but in a return to the world of hUman affairs. 

A si.ilar dialectical progression can describe the maturation 

of Soto Zen in medieval Japan. Through Dogen's So to lineage the native 

traditions of the ascetic meditator inherited the outward trappings and 

doctrines of the Chinese Chan school. Japanese monks reproduced the 

Chinese monastic norms and practices In Japan. They mastered the unique 

idiom of the Chan gong'an and studied Chinese Chan literature. Yet 

medieval Soto monks also assumed many of the popular religious functions 

of the traditional Japanese rural ascetic. The magico-religious 

undercurrents of Dagen's monasticism increasingly came into the 

foreground as Soto monks attempted to address their traditional Chan 

rituals to a rural Japanese audience. The growth of the Soto school. 

therefore. produced a dialectical synthesis of these Chinese rituals and 

native religious traditions within which the imported Chan practices 

assuaed new functions tailored to the social and religious context of 

medieval Japan. Like the fully enlightened master who returns to the 

mundane world of human affairs. medieval Soto monks extended their 

practice of meditation and enlightenment outside the monastery and into 

the lives of laymen. Below. we will explore the significance of this 

transforaation by viewing the growth of the Soto Zen school within the 

context of the general popularization of Buddhism that occurred 

following the Kamakura period. 
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The Sata school originated during a time of religious ferment 

that also produced the major Pure Land. Rinzai and Nichiren schools. 

Collectively these schools constitute a refor.ation in Japanese 

BUddhisa. 2 They brought organized Buddhism into the lives of the vast 

majority of average Japanese for the first time. In each school the 

complex, scholastic formulations taught in the older Buddbist 

establishaent were distilled to a single, simple practice that invited 

popular participation in the expression of Buddhist faith. For Dagen 

that single practice is Zen meditation: the pleasant method (dai anraku 

homon) that expresses one's inherent Buddhahood, the universal method 

accessible to all people. 3 The emergence of these schools also marked 

the ascension of the lower-class Buddhist groups that had been repressed 

by the high culture and aristocratic structure of the previous 

Buddhism. 4 The relatively uneducated monks who engaged in menial labor 

or specialized in physical devotions. as well as the pseudo.onks who 

practiced mountain asceticism or resided in rural village shrines 

emerged from their social and historical obscurity to become the 

religious leaders of the new schools. In Dagen's case. Sata Zen offered 

these monks new legitimacy as the Japanese representatives of the 

Chinese Chan sect. nogen's doctrine of shikan taza gave religious 

justification to the aspirations of those monks searching for a single 

approach (senju) to Buddhism. The monastic forms of China provided a 

2Stanley Weinstein, "The Concept of Reformation in Japanese 
Buddhism," in Studies in Japanese Buddhism, cd. fita Sabura (Tokyo: 
P.E.N. Club, 1973). 75-86. 

3Pukan zazengi (1233:7:15), in DZZ. 2:4; Bendowa. in DZZ. 
1:732. 737. 741-42, alt. 749. 755. 758-59. 

4Punaoka. "Kamakura shoki Zenshu no seiritsu," 178-81; and 
Zenshu no seiritsu. 120-28. 
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structured context and syste.atic approach for mastering Buddhist 

meditation and enlighten.ent. 

Dagen's emphasis on the Chinese origins of his teachings and on 

the righteousness of Rujing not only defended his comaunity against 

charges of illegitimacy but also cloaked his teachings in the prestige 

of an exclusive trans.ission of true Buddhism (shob~. Simultaneously, 

Dagen's genius filtere~ the teachings he learned from Rujing into a 

Japanese interpretation of Chan suited to the religious needs of the 

religiously motivated lower-level monks who joined his Zen coaaunity. 

Yet during Dagen's own lifetime. his Sota co •• unity remained 

geographically isolated and economically vulnerable--solely dependent 

upon Dagen's charisma for religious authority and upon a few warrior 

patrons for economic support. Dagen's Chinese lineage had helped him 

secure the institutional base that had alluded Nanin and the Darumashu. 

but proper lineage alone could not sustain his co .. unity. The fledgling 

Sota school lacked government support and faced opposition from the 

Buddhist establishment. Sectarian survival required the creation of new 

institutional structures and rites of popular religious participation 

that could withstand the sudden loss of individual charismatic leaders 

or powerful patrons. The dialectical transfor.ation of medieval Sota 

resulted fro. these interrelated institutional and religious 

i.peratives. 

Two key ele.ents essential for institutional independence came 

directly fro. Dagen. The first, as just mentioned, was Dagen's Chinese 

Chan lineage. The sy.bolic legitimacy conferred by this lineage carried 

such great significance that later Sota monks who traveled to China 
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never attempted to iaport a separate lineage. 5 Giin and Gikai returned 

from China still regarding theaselves as heirs to Dagen's lineage. 

Several other prominent aedieval monks began their training under a So to 

master in Japan, then traveled to China, and finally returned hoae to 

inherit Dagen's Soto line (Daichi, for example). This aloofness from 

other Chinese Chan lineages suggests that Soto monks asserted a 

conscious distinction between their Japanese Zen lineage (i.e., their 

religion) and its noainal Chinese cousin. 6 Dagen's second key 

contribution was self-sufficiency in precept ordinations. Earlier I 

illustrated the importance of this point by citing the striking contrast 

between the ordinations undergone by Gikai and Keizan. While the Gikai 

(as a Darumashu novice) had no alternative but to leave Echizen for a 

Tendai ordination on Mt. Hiei, Keizan (as a Soto novice) easily obtained 

an ordination at Eiheiji in Echizen. Dagen's ability (and willingness) 

to conduct private ordinations without state approval insured the 

ecclesiastical autonomy of early Soto monasticisa. 

This Soto independence contrasted favorably with the 

constraints endured by Rinzai Gozan monasteries in the capital. The 

polemics of Mt. Hiei against Zen during the Nanzenji Gate Incident 

(ca.1367-1368) reveal that Gozan monasteries sent their novice monks to 

Ht. Hiei for proper Buddhist ordinations.7 When conflict erupted 

between Nanzenji (a Gozan monastery) and Mt. Hiei, Tendai prelates 

attempted to assert authority by claiming that Zen constituted no .ore 

5Sata ShUka, "Soto Zensha no Nitchu arai ni tsuite," SG, 26 
(1984): 281. 

6Punaoka, Zenshu no seiritsu, 241-42. 

7Regarding the Nanzenji Gate Incident, see Collcutt, Five 
Mountains, 120-22. 
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than a subsect of Tendai because all the Zen monks of the capital 

received their Buddhist ordinations on Mt. Hiei. In a petition to the 

iaperial court and to the Ashikaga shogunate the Tendai clerics 

threatened to withdraw future ordination privileges from Zen monks. If 

enacted this prohibition would have severely crippled the growth of 

Gozan aonasteries. The Tendai appeal further asserted that true Zen 

could be found only within the Tendai school. The sectarian Zen 

practiced in the Gozan is not a legitiaate sect--is not true Buddhism 

(shabO). In the eyes of the Tendai leaders, the so-called Zen monks 

were non-Buddhists who read Chinese Taoist texts and never practiced 

meditation. They asserted that the native kaai and the Buddhas both 

hated the Zen school.8 

These harsh words must be viewed against the backdrop of the 

contemporary political struggle between Nanzenji and the Tendai school. 

Por medieval Sate, the significance of this Tendai hostility lies in the 

fact that the Tendai doctrinal rejection of any independent sectarian 

status for Zen remained completely unmodulated in spite of strong 

patronage of the Gozan by the court and shogunate. Even as late as the 

fourteenth century, Zen monasteries in the capital still required the 

uncertain cooperation of a hostile Tendai establishment.9 This hostile 

Tendai appeal dates to the same period when Gasan's disciples were 

founding new Sate monasteries throughout Japan. The efforts of the 

Ashikaga shogunate to regulate Nanzenji and the other Gozan monasteries 

at this time indirectly influenced the Seta school through the 

8Nanzenji taiji sosha (1368:8:4), rpt. in Tsuji, Nihon 
Bukkyashi, 4, Chuseihen 3, 308-29. 

9Punaoka, Zenshfi seiritsu, 248. 
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regulations and institutional policies established by Tsugen Jakurei at 

Sajiji--and subsequently duplicated within many Sata factions. 

Medieval Sate factions achieved institutional stability through 

an interlocking web of pedagogical and prescriptive measures. Seta 

masters associated dharma succession with initiation into the techniques 

for administering ordinations. Every new Sata teacher could recruit and 

ordain his own students. Within the monastery the systematic 

initiations in koan discourse and in the performance of monastic rituals 

streamlined training. The rotation of abbotship (rinjU) between 

different lineages promoted rapid turnover in monastic offices. Able 

monks could be promoted up the ranks very quickly.10 New dharma heirs 

often were obligated to serve terms as abbot not only at their master's 

monastery but also at the head monastery of their faction. Therefore. 

Zen lineages in medieval Sate assumed both spiritual and administrative 

significance. Dharma lineages united monasteries into sectarian 

factions. within which the dharma transmission seniority of the various 

founders determined the relative status of each monastery. 

The link between dharma transmissIon and abbotship succession 

in medieval Sata exhibits many parallels to the use of dharma scrolls 

(fajuan) in prewar China, where Buddhist monasteries also equated these 

two processes. 11 Yet the Sate practice seems to have been unique in 

several respects. First. head temples promoted abbotship succession as 

10Rapid promotions ended during the Tokugawa period because of 
government regulations reqUiring all Sate teachers to possess a minimum 
of twenty-years of experience. See Tokugawa Ieyasu. Eiheiji sho hatto. 
in Ko.onjo. 1:20. 

11Holmes Welch. "Dharma Scrolls and the Succession of Abbots in 
Chinese Monasteries," T'oung-Pao. 50:1-3 (1963). 93-115; and The 
Practice of Chinese Buddhism. 1900-1950 (Cambridee. Mass.: Harvard U. 
Press. 1967). 156-77. 
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a aeans of raising contributions. Many new abbots assumed no 

adainistrative duties beyond fulfilling their financial obligations to 

the monastery. Sojiji could even inaugurate two new abbots on the same 

day.12 Soae aonastic regulations threatened eligible monks who failed 

to serve as abbots with severe punishaent--even excommunication in the 

form of destroying the offender's succession certificate. 13 Finally. 

monasteries enforced strict exclusivity in terms of dharma lineage. 

Monks from smaller factions were forced to discard their former lineage 

and receive a new dharma transaission in order to obtain positions 

within aonasteries of larger factions. This link between dharaa 

transmission and abbotship forged very cohesive. strong temple networks. 

The historical record reveals that only aonasteries with well-

established, broad bases of support comaanded the resources necessary 

for surviving warfare and fires. Before discussing the means by which 

medieval Soto aonks expanded their popular support. we must reiterate 

that they did not attempt to broaden their economic foundations by 

consciously supplanting their imported Zen with more popular esoteric or 

native religious rites. Throughout the medieval period the Soto leaders 

relied upon the prestige of their strict Zen training to impress (and 

attract) both laymen and Buddhist specialists from other traditions. 

The popular awe readily commanded by the accomplished ascetic remained 

too valuable a com.odity to discard. Medieval monastic regulations. 

klrlka.l, and recorded sayings (both goroku and klklgaklsho) leave no 

doubt of the intense meditation practice and strong sectarian 

12Hirose. "Gennaha no Eiheiji-Sojiji shusse mondai to Ranta 
jiin no doka," 212. 

13Ryutakujl Honpon oklbumi. in Komonjo. no. 1886, 2:742. 
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consciousness of medieval Soto monks. Rather than being a aere 

degeneration of Dogen's "pure" Zen. medieval Soto marks the period in 

which Soto monks established the practice of Chinese-style Zen 

meditation and regulated monastic noras throughout Japan. 

Modern So to scholars often cite the widespread study of koan as 

evidence of medieval deviation from Dogen Zen. Yet this issue must 

remain open. Dogen's writings on koan contain much aabiguity. 

Significantly, medieval soto koan manuals (consan) suggest a different 

modality of koan training than that associated with descriptions of koan 

study in modern Japanese Rinzai Zen. Rather than an intellectual riddle 

or meditation exercise. koan were studied as models of truth or as 

idealized statements of truth. This style of koan study seemed designed 

to insure that future Zen masters would never be at a loss for words to 

express the ultimately ineffable truths of Zen. This fluency in koan 

discourse conferred religious authority on Zen teachers. The ceremonies 

of abbotship inauguration. for example. required stylized koan debates 

between the new abbot and the monastic officers.14 

Medieval Soto monks transformed Dogen's Zen by addressing their 

monastic practices to the religious needs of laymen outside the 

monastery. The rigorous m2ditation practiced inside the monks' hall 

served to insure the efficacy the talismans and ritual prayers provided 

to lay patrons. Likewise. the koan questions and answers originally 

developed for training disciples inside the monastery were used by So to 

teachers to enhance the spiritual power of their public sermons (e.g •• 

at lay funerals). Polk tales implled that the meditation powers of the 

141n modern So to stylized koan debates (known as hosscn) occur 
between the supervisor of the monks' hall (shuso) and other senior monks 
at the beginning of the ninety-day training session. 
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itinerant Zen priests enabled them to pacify ghosts and evil spirits. 

Most important. the enlightenaent attained by Zen monks through their 

meditation practice would be transferred to laymen through Zen 

ordinations and Zen funeral rites. 

As mentioned above. precept ordinations were important from the 

start. Dagen and his successors performed lay ordinations to strengthen 

the bonds uuiting newly founded Soto temples to their patrons. By the 

fifteenth century. Soto monks routinely conducted precept ordinations 

for large numbers of laymen from all levels of medieval society. These 

ordination ceremonies introduced ~~Qic Zen teachings to the com.on 

people. promoted the founding of new temples. and opened the way for the 

popularization of Buddhist funerals for laymen. These rituals created 

formal bonds between each lay person and Soto teacher performing the 

ordination. Soto monks bestowed precepts not just on laymen but also on 

local ka.l. on evil spirits and on animals. These ordination rituals 

greatly aided the establishment of the Soto school in rural Japan by 

symbolically demonstrating the spiritual power wielded by Soto Zen monks 

and by ceremonially bonding traveling Soto masters to a particular group 

or locality. Ordinations (performed posthumously) also established the 

basis for administering Zen funerals to laymen. 

Soto monks proved to be especially successful at popularizing 

funerals in rural areas and at providing rites well-adapted to Japanese 

sentiments. By adapting rites originally intended for Chinese 

monasteries. Soto funerals provided a degree of solemnity. elaborate 

display. and ritual complexity that previously had been unavailable to 

the average Japanese. The goroku of medieval Soto teachers indicate 

that by the fifteenth century. funeral services already had begun to 
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occupy a major position aaong the activities and economic foundations of 

Seta teaples. The vast majority of these services--more than eighty 

percent of the recorded total--were performed for layaen. These Zen

style rites defined the standards that were eaulated within all other 

Japanese Buddhist schools.15 

Two elements run through all of these developments, namely, 

eaphasis on the power of the exclusive Zen lineage and kaan discourse. 

Significantly, Sata aonks eaployed the same paradoxical language found 

in kaan to justify every facet of daily Zen ritual. The stereotyped 

questions and answers in initiation documents (kirikami) provided 

ideological justification for posthumous ordinations. Kaan language in 

funeral sermons co.monly suggested a transcendence of death. Sat a monks 

mastered kaan curriculums as a step in succeeding to their master's 

lineage. In turn. they would then be able to present laymen with a 

chart (kechimyaku) of this same lineage at public precept ordination 

ceremonies and as part of funerary rites. In each case the recipient 

thereby syabolically joined the "blood line" of the Buddha. The same 

kechi.yaku that authenticated the private transmission of the kaan 

curriculua also provided a ~angibl~, public symbol of spiritual power of 

the Zen master. This popularization of kechi.yaku radically transforaed 

the basic purpose of precept ordinations from the taking of spiritual 

vows intended to insure the purity of the monastic com.unity into 

receipt of a aagical talis.an that offered laymen spiritual assurance in 

this world and promised salvation in the next. 

In classical Zen. a lineage chart symbolized more than just 

one's direct link to the Buddhas and patriarchs. It also testified to 

15puji, Bukkya gire1 jiten. 281-336. 
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the authenticity of one's religious understanding and teachings. One 

joined this lineage by proving one's enlighten.ent to a proper master. 

In the lay ordinations and funeral rites conducted by medieval Sota 

monks; however, this usual sequence of transmission was reversed. 

Instead of one's realization of Zen enlightenment serving as the sole 

act that could provide entrance into this exclusive lineage, one's 

initiatioh into the Zen lineage provided the ritual moment for one's 

symbolic attainment of enlightenment. During medieval ti.es. the full 

implications of this symbolism implicit within the rituals remained 

unexplained. Sota scholars did not begin examining the doctrinal 

implications of their practices until the Tokugawa period. 

At that time Manzan Dohaku made these symbolic implications 

more explicit when he asserted that Zen dharma transmission between 

master and disciple could occur whether or not the disciple had realized 

enlightenment (go algo shlhO) just so long as the ritual of personal 

initiation had been performed.16 Manzan still recognized the practical 

differences between the attaiOAent of the Zen master in the monastery 

and that of the layman at a precept ordination ceremony. He 

distinguished between two types of Zen lineages, namely, the dharma 

transmission (denbo) recorded on the succession certificate (shiRh~) and 

the precept lineage (denkal) recorded on the kechlayaku. According to 

Manzan, only the first can testify to one's ability to teach Zen.17 The 

acceptability of Manzan's ideas has never been fully resolved within the 

modern Sota school (and a full discussion of their background lies 

outside the scope of the present study). Yet it is significant to note 

16Hanzan osha To.on ejoshu, leaf 7a. in SBGZTS, 20:606. 

17Ibid .• leaves 12b-14a, in SBGZST, 20:609-10. 
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that Hanzan's theories developed after .edieval Sata rituals had blurred 

the traditional distinctions between Zen lineages and Zen enlightenment. 

Dagen's early writings had described Zen .editation as the easy 

practice, open to anyone.18 In actuality, however, the physical and 

temporal require.ents of Zen .editation precluded all but the aost 

deterained of laymen froa regular participation. Throughout the 

aedieval period Buddhists of other schools criticized Zen for this very 

reason. For example, Kaben (a.k.a. Hyoe; 1173-1232) of the Kegon school 

expressed great interest in Zen and became an accomplished meditator. 

Yet Koben wrote that the Daruaashu (i.e., Zen) had nothing to offer 

layaen. 19 A siailar criticism is found in the fourteenth-century Tendai 

account (cited earlier) purporting to describe the persecution of Dogen 

at Fukakusa. According to this text, Dogen had been rejected because 

his teachings represented the approach of an engaku. 20 This Buddhist 

word (i.e., Skt. pratyekabuddha) refers to anyone who falls into & 

deluded, self-centered enlightenment. totally unconcerned about the 

spiritual needs of others. Likewise, the 1368 Tendai polemic against 

the Nanzenji (referred to above) attacked Zen for focusing exclusively 

on self-enlightenaent without any means of saving others (jlsho no 

1chlro, keta no r1yaku nl .uka~azu).21 These criticisms highlight the 

fact that Zen alone of all the new Japanese Buddhist schools originating 

18Pukan zazengl (1233:7:15), in DZZ. 2:4; Bendowa. in DZZ. 
1:732. 737, 741-42. alt. 749. 755. 758-59. 

19Kyakuhai.oki. fasc. 1. rpt. in Ka.akura kyu Bukkyo, 116. 

20Kosa, "Zenshfi kyoke ida no koto," in Kelran juyoshu, fasc. 2, 
in T, 76:539c-40a. 

21Nanzenji talj1 sosho. rpt. in Tsuji, N1hon Bukkyoshi. 4. 
Chuselhen 3. 314. 
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during the Kamakura period lacked a simple practice readily accessible 

to layaen. Medieval Soto aonks aet this need by transforming monastic 

rituals into popular rituals for layaen--rites through which layaen 

could share in the spiritual power of the Zen aasters. 

In medieval Soto. Dogen's single. siaple practice of aeditation 

only (shlkan taza) foraed the besis of a aultivalent religious exercise 

capable of functioning on several religious levels simultaneously. For 

the aonks training in the aonks' hall. sitting in meditation. the Soto 

monastery continued to function as the center of the true Buddhisa 

introduced by Dogen. For powerful warrior patrons who prayed for 

military victories and economic prosperity. the purity of the monks 

insured the efficacy of siaple religious prayers (klto). For local 

villagers who expect the Zen masters to pacify evil spirits. suaaon 

rain. or eapower talismans. the meditative powers (zenjorlki) of the 

Soto monks formed the basis of simple folk magic. For the average 

person who sought spiritual reassurance. the religious attainment of the 

Zen aonks provided a syabolic link to the enlightenment of the Buddha 

through lay ordinations. Finally. the grieved faaily of a recently 

deceased person found condolence in the ability of the Zen priests to 

posthuaously transform their loved one into an enlightened monk. 

Traditional Zen practice ultimately united these disparate functional 

orientations and social contexts into a vertically integrated religious 

whole. 

Traditional explanations of the popularization of medieval Soto 

Zen have obscured the importance of these multifarious fUnctions of 

monastic Zen--often by over emphasizing the influences of esoteric 

Buddhism (.lkkyO). Vet the reorientation of aonastic rituals toward lay 
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religious needs signifies an internal transfor.ation of Zen. Insteud of 

the elitist regi.e of monastic .editation initiated by Dagen, medieval 

Soto developed into a popular religion that implicitly pro.ised 

salvation to layaen who did not practice Zen. Soto Zen aasters 

functioned as spiritual inter.ediaries who used the power of their 

.editation, lineage, and funeral rites to unite their lay supporters 

with the Buddha. 
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APPENDIX 1 

CHRONOLOGY OF DOGEN'S WRITINGS 

Dagen's writings provide an invaluable chronology of his 

activities and of the changes in his style of teaching. The following 

table supplements the dicussion of Dagen and his disciples in chapters 2 

and 3 above. It is a co_posite of a few of the more recently published 

chronological tables of Dagen's writings and activities. 1 Dagen's 

undated compositions have not been listed, although early copies of 

Dagen's works by other individuals are noted (if those copies have been 

dated). Some of the dates given below are subject to revision because 

of discrepancies between the different recensions of Dagen's writings. 

Tables such as this one can provide only a rough estimation of the 

evolution of Dagen's writings. 2 

Entries for Dagen's own writings appear in unadorned type, 

while entries for copies by other individuals are in round brackets. and 

entries for other significant events are in square brackets. Months and 

days are entered according to the Japanese lunar-calendar dates recorded 

in the texts so that the years overlap slightly with their western 

equivalents. 

ISee (a) Ishikawa Rikizan. "Ejo Zenji no denki," 186-89; (b) Ito 
Shaken, "'Eihei karaku' setsushi nendaika"; (c) Ito Shuken. "'Shabo 
genzo' senjutsu shishu nendai ka"; (d) Kawamura, "Dagen Zenji to Eiheiji 
no kaiso," in Elheljlshl, 1:62-67, 85-89, 138-39; (e) Sano Bunno, ed .• 
Shabo genzo shosha nenpyo (Tokyo: By th~ ed!~~~, 1982); and (f) the 
various entries in Kaldal. 

2Por a complete list of the writings attributed to Dagen. 
including the undated texts not included in this chart, see DZZ. 
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1227:10:5 

1230 

1231:7 

1231:8:15 

1233:7:15 

1233:8 

1234:4:5 

1234 

1235:8:13 

1235 

1235:12 

1236:10:15 

1237 summer 

1238 

1238:4:18 

1239:4:25 

1239:5:25 

1239:10:23 

1239:10:23 

1240:3:7 

1240:4:20 

1240:8:15 

1240 winter 

1240 winter 

1240:10 

489 

Composed Sari sadenki. 

[Dagen left Kenninji to establish his own Zen 
co_unity.] 

Co.posed Ji Ryan en ni hago. 

Composed one version of Bendawa. 

Lectured (jishm SBGZ, "Maka hannya haramitsu" chap. 

Revised (or composed) Fukan zazengi. 

Composed SBGZ, "Genjo koan" chap. 

Composed Gakuda yajinshu. 

[Ejo became Dagen's student, began writing ZUimonki.] 

[Dogen administered precepts to Rikan,] Wrote Sankoku 
shoden bosatsukai kechimyaku. 

Composed Preface to Chinese-language (shinji) Shabo 
genzo. 

Composed Uji Kannon Doriin sodo kanjinsho. 

[Founded Koshoji.] 

Lectured Tenzo kyokun. 

[Ejo stopped writing Zuimonki.] 

Lectured SBGZ, "Ikka myoju" chap. 

Lectured Juundoshiki. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Sokushin ze Butsu" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Senja" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Sen.en" chap. (tst time). 

Composed SBGZ. "Raihai tokuzui" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Keisei sansha" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Shoaku makusa" chap. 

Composed SBGZ. "Uji" chap. 

Co.posed SBGZ, "Den'e" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Resa kudoku" chap. 
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1240:10:18 

1240 

1241:1:3 

1241:3:27 

1241 spring 

1241 sUDllller 

1241 summer 

1241:5:3 

1241:9:9 

1241:9:15 

1241:10:14 

1241:10 

1241:11: 14 

1241:11:16 

1241:12:12 

1241 

1242:1:28 

1242:3:18 

1242:3:20 

1242:3:23 

1242:4:5 

1242:4:20 

1242:4:25 

1242:4:26 

1242:5:10 

1242:5:15 

490 

Lectured SBGZ, "Sansuikyo" chap. 

Goroku (i.e, Eihei karoku) contains 31 lectures (jodD) 
presented before end of 1240. 

Composed and Lectured SBGZ, "Bussa" chap. 

Composed SBGZ, "Shisho" chap. (1st version). 

[Ekan's Daruaashfi joined Dogen's community.] 

Composed SBGZ, "Hokke ten Hokke" chap. 

Composed and Lectured SBGZ, "Shin fukatoku" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Hokke ten Hokke" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Kokyo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Kankin" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Bussho" chap. 

Composed SBGZ, "Gyobutsu Igi" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Bukkyo" (Buddhist Teachings) chap. (1st 
time) • 

Lectured SBGZ, "Jinzu" chap. 

Revised SBGZ, "Shisho" chap. 

Goroku contain 48 lectures presented during 1241. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Daigo" chap. (1st time). 

Composed SBGZ, "Zazenshin" chap. (1st time) 

Lectured SBGZ, "InDIO" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Bukkojoji" chap. 

Composed SBGZ. "Gyoji" chap. 

Composed SBGZ. "Kaiin zan!llai" chap. 

Composed SBGZ, "Juki " chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Kannon" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Kannon" chap. copied by Ejo. ) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Arakan" chap. 
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1242:5:21 

1242:6:2 

1242:9:9 

1242:9:21 

1242:10:5 

1242:11:2 

1242:11:5 

1242:11:7 

1242:11:7 

1242:12:17 

1242 

1243:1:6 

1243:1:13 

1243:1:18 

1243:1:19 

1243:1:19 

1243:2:2 

1243:2:25 

1243:3:10 

1243:4:29 

1243:5:55 

1243 

1243 summer 

1243:7:7 

1243:7:14 

1243:7: 15-

491 

Lectured SBGZ, "Hakujushi" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Komyo " chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Shinjin gakudo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Muchu setsu.u" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Dotoku" chap. 

(SBGZ. "Dotoku" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Kabyo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Bukkyo" (Buddhist Teachings) chap. (2d 
time) . 

(SBGZ, "Kabyo" chap. qopied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Zenki" chap. at Kyoto residence of 
Hatano Yoshishige. 

Goroku contain 26 lectures presented during 1242. 

Composed SBGZ, "Tsuki" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Kokyo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Gyoji" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Bussho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Zenki" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Shinjin gakudo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Shisho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Kuge" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Ko Busshin" chap. at Rokuharamitsuji. 

Composed SBGZ. "Bodaisatta shishobo" chap. 

[Tofukuji completed.] 

(SBGZ, "Uji" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Katto" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Tsuki" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

[Dogen moved to Echizen.] 
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1243:int.7:1 

1243:int.7:3 

1243 :int. 7: 23 

1243: int. 7 : 27 

1243: int. 7 

1243:9:16 

1243:9:20 

1243:9:24 

1243:9 

1243:9 

1243:10:2 

1243:10:15 

1243:10:16 

1243:10:20 

1243:10:20 

1243:10:23 

1243:10:23 

1243:10 

1243:11:6 

1243: 11 :13 

1243:11:19 

1243:11:27 

1243: 11 

1243: 11 

1243:12:17 

1243:12:17 

1243:12:25 

492 

Lectured SBGZ. "Sankai yuishin" chap. at Mt. Zenjiho. 

(SBGZ. "Hakujushi" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Ikka ayoju" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Sankai yuishin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Tsuki" chap. copied.) 

Lectured SBGZ. "Butsudo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Mitsugo" chap. 

Revised SBGZ. "Shisho" chap. (2d time). 

Lectured SBGZ. "Shoho jisso" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Bukkyo" (Buddhist Scriptures) chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Mujo seppo" chap. 

(SBGZ. "Mujo seppo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Mitsugo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ. "Senmen" chap. (2d time). 

Lectured SBGZ. "Menju" chap. 

(SBGZ. "Shisho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Bustudo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ. "llossho" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Baika" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Jippo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Kenbutsu" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Henzan" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Zazenshin" chap. (2d time). 

Lectured SBGZ. "Zazengi" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Ganzei" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Kajo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Ryiigin" chap. 
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1243:12:25 

1243:12:28 

1243:12 

1243 

1243 

1243 

1244:1:1 

1244:1:11 

1244:1:13 

1244:1:20 

1244:1:20 

1244:1:27 

1244:1:27 

1244:2:1 

1244:2:4 

1244:2:12 

1244:2:14 

1244:2:14 

1244:2:15 

1244:2:15 

1244:2:15 

1244:2:24 

1244:2:27 

1244:2:29 

1244:3:1 

1244:3:3 

1244:3:9 
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(SBGZ, "Henzan" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Ganzei" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "KaHn zan.ai" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Sesshin sessho" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Darani" chap. 

Goroku contain 21 lectures presented during 1243. 

(SBGZ, "Kajo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Sesshin sessho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Darani" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Zazenshin" chap. copied.) 

(SBGZ, "Juki" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Daigo" chap. (2d time). 

(SBGZ, "Kuge" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Jinzu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Soshi seiraii" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Udonge" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Hotsu bodaishin" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Hotsu mujoshin" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Nyorai zenshin" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Zanmaio zanmai" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Zanmaio zan.ai" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Sanjushichi bodai bunpo" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Tenhorin" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Jisho zanmai" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Tenhorin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Katto" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Dai shugyo" chap. 
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1244:3:9 

1244:3:13 

1244:3:20 

1244:3:21 

1244:3:21 

1244:4:12 

1244:5:12 

1244:5:14 

1244:6:3 

1244:6:7 

1244:7:18 

1244:10:16 

1244:12:13 

1244 

1245 spring 

1245:3:6 

1245:3:12 

1245:3:13 

1245:6:26 

1245:7:4 

1245:7:8 

1245:7:12 

1245:7:17 

1245:10:22 

1245:12:24 

1245 

1245 
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(SBGZ. "Sanjushichi bodai bunpo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Dai shugyo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Daigo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured Taitaikoho. 

(SBGZ. "Maka hannya haramitsu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Jisho zanmai" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Ko Busshin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Busso" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Sansuikyo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Menju" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

[Founded Daibutsuji.] 

(SBGZ, "Kenbutsu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Komyo" chap. copied by £jo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Shunju" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Hokke ten Hokke" chap. copied.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Koku" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Hatsuu" chap. 

Lectured SBGZ, "Ango" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Butsudo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Dajinsu" chap. 

(SBGZ, "Rankin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Sokushin ze Butsu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ, "Hatsuu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Lectured SBGZ, "Osaku sendaba" chap. 

(SBGZ. "Jippo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

Composed Bendoho. 

Goroku contain 15 lectures presented during 1245. 
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1245:6:15 

1246:6:15 

1246:8:6 

1246:9:15 

1246 

1247 

1247:8 

1248:3:13 

1248 

1249:1:1 

1249:1 

1249 

1250:1:11 

1250 

1251 

1252 

1253:1:6 

1253:3:9 

1253:8:28 

1253:12:10 

1254:9:9 

1255:4:9 

1255 summer 

1255 summer 

1255 sUlllmer 

1255 summer 

1255 summer 

495 

Composed Nihonkoku Echizen Eiheiji chiji shingi. 

[Changed name of Daibutsuji to Eiheiji.] 

Lectured Jikuinmon. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Shukke" chap. 

Goroku contain 74 lectures presented during 1246. 

Goroku contain 35 lectures presented before 1247:8. 

[Dagen journeyed to Rallakura.) 

[Dagen returned to Eiheiji from Ramakura.] 

Goroku contain 52 lectures presented during 1248. 

Composed Juroku rakan genzuiki. 

Composed Shuryo shingi. 

Goroku contain 58 lectures presented during 1249. 

Lectured SBGZ. "Senmen" chap. (3d time). 

Goroku contain 52 lectures presented during 1250. 

Goroku contain 68 lectures presented during 1251. 

Goroku contain 51 lectures presented during 1252. 

Co.posed SBGZ. "Hachi dainingaku" chap. 

(SBGZ. "Sanjigo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

[Dagen died.] 

(Hokyoki copied by Ejo.) 

(Busso shoden bosatsukai saha copied by Giin.) 

(SBGZ. "Hotsu bodalshin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Shime" chap. copied by Eja.) 

(SBGZ. "Rie sanpo" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Jinshln Inga" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. uShi Zenblku" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(SBGZ. "Resa kudoku" chap. copied by Glen.) 
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1255 summer 

1255 suner 

1255 autUllln 

1258:4:25 

1259 sUllJler 

1260:4:11 

1260:7 

1261 summer 

1263 

12637 

1267 

12727 

1275:5:25 

1275:6:16 

1275:6:25 

1275:7: 11 

1275:7:26 

1275:7:29 

1275:7:29 

1277 summer 

1277 sumJler 

1277 sUJlmer 

1277 sUJlaer 

1277 summer 

1277 SUlilier 

1279:3:5 

1279:3:10 

496 

(5BGZ. "Shkke kudoku" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ, "Kuyo shobutsu" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ. "Hachi dalninga~u" chap. copied by Gien.) 

(5BGZ. "Bussho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ, -Bukkojoji" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ. "Bussho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ, "Zanmaio zanmai" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(5BGZ, "Bussho" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(Gakudo yojinshii copied.) 

Senne wrote coamentary on 75-chap. 5BGZ. 

[Gikai became abbot of Eiheiji.] 

[Gien becaae abbot of Eiheiji.] 

(5BGZ. "Kesa kudoku" chap. copied.) 

(58GZ, "Arakan" chap. copied by Ejo.) 

(58GZ. "Hotsu bodaishin" chap. copied.) 

(5BGZ, "Keisel sanshlkl" chap. copied.) 

(58GZ, "Kokyo" chap. copied by Kankal.) 

(58GZ. "Ujl" chap. copied by KankaL) 

(5BGZ. "Kannon" chap. copied by Kankai.) 

(58GZ. "Maka hannya haramitsu" chap. copied by Kankai.) 

(58GZ. "Bussho" chap. copied by Kankai.) 

(58GZ. "Shinjin gakudo" chap. copied by Kankai.) 

(58GZ. "Sokushin ze Butsu" chap. copied by Kankai.) 

(5BGZ. "Ikka Jlyoju" chap. copied by Kankal.) 

(58GZ. "Dalgo" chap. copied by Konkol.) 

(58GZ. "Ryugin" chap. copIed.) 

(58GZ. "lIotsu lAujoshin" chap. copied by Ejo.) 
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1279:5:17 (SBGZ. "Roku" chap. copied by Giun.) 

1279:5:20 (SBGZ. "Ango" chap. copied by Giun.) 

1279:5:21 (SBGZ. "Ric sanpo" chap. copied by Giun.) 

1279:6:23 (SBGZ, "Soshi seiraii" chap. copied.) 

1279:6:23 (SBGZ. "Ruyo shobutsu" chap. copied.) 

1279:6:23 (SBGZ. "Nyorai zenshin" chap. copied.) 

1280 [Ejo died.] 

1292:8:13 (Bussa shaden bosatsukai saha copied by Reizan.) 

1299:11:23 (Hakyoki copied by Giun.) 

1303 [Ryogo began his commentary on the 75-chap. SBGZ.] 

1308 [Ryogo finished his commentary.] 

1329 [Glun completed his verse commentary on the 59-chap. 
SBGZ. ] 
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Hasebe Zenshln. Zenshin kishinjo (1367:3:14). Sojiji DS. In Komonjo. 
no. 65. 1:46-47. 

Hekigan Daikusho. Based on Daiku Genko (1428-1505) lectures. Copied 
1681 (fasc. 1) and 1501 (fasc. 2). 2 fases. Rpt. Hekigan 
Daikusho. Zenmon Shomo no Sokan. 5. Ed. Komazawa Daigaku 
Kokubungaku Kenkyushitsu. Tokyo: Kyuko Shoin. 1975. 

Hekizan nichiroku. Diary (1459-1468 extant) of Tofukuji monk Taikyoku 
(1421-ea.1472-). In 5hintei zoho shinseki shuran. 1881-1885. 
Rev. edn. 1902. 2d rev. edn. Tokyo: Rinsen Shoten. 1967. 
26:235-447. 

Higashu Daijiji kaisan Kangan Zenji ryakuden. In 5Z. 17. Shiden. 
2:259. Abb. "Ryakuden" 

[Hojo Noritoki]. Kamakura Shogunke .igyoshoan (1287). Daijiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 1378, 2:391-92. 

[Hojo Takatoki and Hojo Sadaaki]. Kamakura shogun migyosho (1317:3:3). 
Yokoji DS. In Ko.onja, nos. 160-61. 1:118-9. 

Hongzhi Zhengjue (Jpn. Wanshi Shogaku; 1091-1157). 
guanlu (Jpn. Wanshi Zenshl karakul. 9 fases. 
1-120. 

Huangzhl Chanshi 
In T. 48, no. 2001. 

Hyakurensho (ca. 14th cent.). Pasco 10. Entry for 1194:7:5. In 
Shintei zoho Kokushi taikei. Ed. Kuroita Katsumi and Kokushi 
Taikei HenshUkai. Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1929. 11:125. 

[Ijira] Enso. Shami Enso kishinjo (1365:7:18). Hokyoji DS. In 
Ka.onjo, no. 1699, 2:608-10. 

[Ijira Tomonari]. Shami Chien nado kishinjo (1299:10:18). Hokyeji DS. 
In Ko.onjo. no. 1698. 2:608. 

Ikkyu Sojun (1394-1481). Jikaishu. Rpt. See Nakamoto Tamaki. cd. 

Ishikawa Rikizan. edt "Nalkaku bunkobon 'Giun oshe goroku,'" Rpt. of 
1684 Ms. SKK. 8 (1976): 34-51. 
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Isha Tokugan. Sekioku Zenji to.ei (1434). In SZ. 17. Shiden. 2:281-
84. 

Isshu Shai. "Goya no ki" (1464). In Kozuke Sorinji denki. In SZ, 15. 
Jishi, 412-16. 

________ "Isshu osho isho" (1484). In Sorinji rentoroku. In SZ, 16. 
Shiden. 1:663. 

________ "Nagao Shaken yozaki" (1463). In Kozuke Sorinji denki. In 
SZ. 15. Jlshi. 412. 

Itsu Kieju (d.1519). Ryilen sansei Itsu osha goroku. In Ryuen Seijun 
Kiun Itsu goroku narabi ni gyojo. In SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:223-26. 

Jikishi Gentan. Taizo shiso Tenkei osha nenpu (1767). In SZ. 17. 
Shiden. 2:457-80. 

Jingde chuandenglu (Jpn. Keltoku dentiiroku; 1004). 30 fases. In T. no. 
2076. 51:196-468. 

Jippo Ryashu (1318-1405). Jippo Ryoshu Zenji goroku. 2 fases. In SZ, 
5. Goroku. 1:105-21. 

Jito Hasadokoro bo sada.egaki (1335:3:10). Sojiji OS. In Ko.onjo, no. 
52. 1 :38. 

Jito shaai bo kishinjo (1334:11:20). Sojiji OS. In Ko .. onjo, no. 51. 
1:37-38. 

Joa. Bigo Daijiji Bokke shosha sekito.ei (1297:int.lO:18). Oaijiji 
pillar inscription. In SZ, 15. Kinseki bunrui, 537. 

Jochu Tengin (1363-1437). Jochu Tengin hogo. In ZSZ, 3. Goroku, 1:45-
74. 

________ Tengin yuikai (1437:1:25). Soshinji OS. In Ko.onjo. no. 
1204. 2:312-14. 

Jokei (1155-1213). See also Kofukuji soja 

Nanto Eizan kaishoretsu no koto. In NBZ, 105:163. 

Joken. Gon rlsshl Joken sadaaegakl (1321:7:22). Sojiji OS. In 
Ko.onjo, no. 1965. 3:2. 

________ Joken rlsshl Gasan osho toji senyujo (1329:2:13). Rpt. in 
Azuaa Ryushin, Keizan Zenji no kenkyu, 236. 

Jokinki Butsuji shussen keiyakujo (1368:10:21). Sojiji OS. In Ko.onjo, 
no. 70. 1:50-51. 
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Josekl monto renhanjo (1378:10:23). 50jiji D5. In Ko.onjo, no. 81. 
1:57-58. 

Jasekl yulmotsu bunpalja (1366:10:28). 50jiji DS. In Koaonjo, no. 
1972. 3:5-6. 

Jashu Dalsenzan Bodajl zoku denkl (1714). In SZ, 16. Shlden, 1:630-49. 

Jato shogakuron narabl nl Elan sadokl. Copied ca. 14 cent. In 
Zenseklhen. Ed. Kagamishima Genryu, Kawamura Kodo and Ishii 
Shuda. Kanazawa Bunko Shiryo Zensho. "Butten,b 1. Yokoha.a: 
Kanazawa Bunko, 1974. 201-7. 

Jozan Ryoko (d. 1736). Shabo teklden shishi ikkushU. 1702. 2 fascs. 
In SBGZST, 20:527-75. 

Jusoku shabo genzo. Copied 1607. Ryutaiji Ms. Rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan. "Minokuni Ryfitaiji shozo no monsan shiryo ni tsuite." 
Pt. 3, KBK, 39 (1971): 232-35. 

Jusshu glmon. Sojiji Ms. In JDZ, 381-86. 

Jusshu gltai. Yokoji Ms. In JDZ, 376-80. 

Juun Ryochin. "Prefaceb (1509). Shobo shingl. Pasco 1. In ZSZ, 2. 
Shlngi, 45. 

________ "Shoboji Shobo genzo no yurai" (1512). In Shabo genzo. 
Shoboji Ms. In SBGZST, 1:452. 

Jujlshoku nin katal monjo no koto. A.k.a. Melha Gasanha glzetsu no toki 
kanrei Batakeyaaa kata sosho no .eyasu (1415). In Tokokukl. In 
SG, 16 (1974): 247-48; alt. in JDZ, 460-63. 

Kagaaishi.a Genryu, Sato Tatsugen, and Kosaku Kiyu, eds. Yakuchu Zennen 
shlngl. Rev. edn. of Chanyuan qinggul. Tokyo: Sotoshu Shumucho, 
1972. 

Kaga.ishima 50jun, ed. Enkyodo Sotoshu jlln honmatsucho. Rpt. of 1760 
rev. edn. 1944. 2d rpt. Tokyo: Meicho FukyUkai, 1980. 

KanchUkl. Diary (1268-1300, extant) of Kageyu Koji Fujiwara Kanenaka. 
Entry for 1288:6:23. Rpt. in Zoho Shlryo talsel. Ed. Zoho 
Shiryo Taisei Kankokai. Kyoto: Rinsen 5hoten, 1965. 35:199. 

Kanko rulju. Attributed to Chujin (1065-1138). 4 fascs. In NBZ, 17:1-
113. 

Kan.on gyokl. Diary of Sadafusa (1372-1456). Entries for 1416:11:20-
26, 1417:2:30. In Zoku gunsho rulju hol. Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho 
Ruiju Kanseikai, 1930. 3:49-53, 70. 
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Kashu Shojurin Daija gokoku Zenji shitsunai .itsuden kirika.i. See 
Nichiiki Sata shitsu nai tekiteki hitsuden .ippo kirikaai. 

Kawaguchi Kafu, ed. 
1745. Nagoya: 

Zuisenjibon Denkoroku. 
Zuisenji, 1978. 

Rpt. of Donshu Tarin copy, 

Kawajiri Yasuaki. Hina.oto Yasuaki kishin joan (1282:10:8). Daijiji 
DS. In Ko.onjo, no. 1374, 2:388-90. 

________ Hinaaoto Yasuaki kishin joan (1284:10:13). Daijiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo, no. 1375, 2:390-91. 

________ Hina.oto Yasuaki kishin joan (1282:10:8). Daijiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo, no. 1374, 2:388-90. 

________ Hina.oto Yasuaki kishin joan (1284:10:13). Daijiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo, no. 1375, 2:390-91. 

Kawamura Koda, ed. Shohon taiko Eihei kaisan Dagen Zenji gyoja 
Kenzeiki. Rpt. of 6 verso (including 1552 ver., recopied by 
Zuicha, 1589). Tokyo: TaishUkan Shoten, 1975. Abb. "Shohon 
Kenzeiki. n 

Kawara konpon no kirika.i. Transmitted ca.1628 by Meian Tosai (d.1624 
or 1644). YOkaji initiation D. Rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei 
Satashu kirikaai no bunrui shiron,n pt. 4, KBRS, 15 (1984): 165b. 

Keizan Jakin. Also see: (a) Denkaroku; (b) Tokokuki; (c) Takoku 
shingi; (d) Dagen and Eja, Bus~u shaden bosatsukai saho. 

________ Busso shoden bosatsukai kyaju kai.on. Japanese-language 
version of saae text by Dagen et al. Transmitted 1323:8:28 from 
Keizan to Ekyu. In DZZ, 2:282-285. 

Ji Shozen shika. Sajiji DS. In ZSZ, 1. Sh~en hoi, 66. 

________ Jokin hotsugan.on (1325:5:23). Yakaji D. In Ko.onjo. No. 
168, 1:125-26. 

________ Jakin okibumi (1325:8:1). Daijaji DS. In Ko.onjo, no. 1406. 
2:409. 

________ Jakin yuzurijo (1325:8:8). Daijaji DS. In Ko.onjo, no. 
1407. 2:409-10. 

________ Nashu Takoku kaisan hogo. In Humei sasshi. Copied ca.1468. 
Roku Jizaji Ms. In ZSZ, 1. Shijgen hoi, 57-58. 

Noshu Tokokusan Yakoji Keizan osha goroku. In Tokokuki. 

________ "Postscript" (1311:10:10). Jokin hae fuzokujo. Kofukuji DS. 
In Ko.onjo, no. 669, 1:528. 
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Sankon zazensetsu. Ed. Manzan Dohaku (1680). In JDZ, 251-
52. 

46. 
Sojiji chuko engi (1321:6:17). Sajiji DS. 
1:33-34. Alt. SZ, 2. Shugen, 2:545b-46b. 

In K01:1onjo, no. 
Alt. JDZ, 488-90. 

________ Toji kaisan jikkajo no kikyo (1324:3:16). In JDZ, 494-95. 
Alt. SZ, 2. Shugen, 2:548-49. 

________ Tokoku dentoin goro gosoku narabi ni gyogo ryakugi 
(1323:9:13). In Tokokuki [JDZ edn. only], 411-16. Abb. "Gosoku 
ryakugi." 

________ Tokoku jinajraisai honji ta nasubeki no okibuai (1318:12:23). 
In Shabo genzo zatsubun (1515). Rpt. in Matsuda Pumio. "Keizan 
Zenji no jinmiraisai okibuai ni tsuite: YOkoji kaibyaku no 
haikei." SG, 12 (1970): 133-34. 

________ Takoku kaisan Keizan osho no hogo. In Shobo genzo zatsubun 
(1515). In ZSZ, 1. Shugen hoi, 49-56. 

________ Tozan joja jinmiraisai gongya ta nasubeki koto (1325:7:18). 
YOkoji DS. In Ko.onja, no. 169. 1:126-27. 

165. 
Yakoji kiden chu.on (1323:10:9). 
1:123. 

Yokaji DS. In KOllonjo, no. 

Zazen yojinki. Ed. Manzan Dohaku (1680). In JDZ, 243-50. 

Keizan Jakin and Sonin. Tokokusan jinlliraisai okibumi (1319:12:8). 
YOkoji MsS. In Ko.onjo, no. 163. 1:120-21. 

Keizan Jakin, compo Eihei daisandai Daija kaisan dai osha senge soji 
klkl (1309:10:3). A.k.a. Tettsu Gikai Zenji saki. In Zenrin 
gashoshu. Copied ca. mid-1400s. In ZSZ, 2. Shingi, 1-7. Abb. 
"Gikal saki." 

________ , compo Shotoshiki (1309:9:16). In Gikai soki. In ZSZ, 2. 
Shingi, 6. 

[Keizan Jakin]. Jokin yuzurija (1324:7:7). Sojiji D. In KOllonjo, no. 
47, 1:34-35. 

[ ________ ]. Sotetsu hoe soden hoga (1323:1:19). Kofukuji D. In 
Ko.onja, no. 674. 1:533-34. 

Keizan shingi. See Tokaku shingi. 

Ken'iu. Asa Ken'iu kishinjo (1367:11:1). Sojiji DS. In Ko.onja, no. 
67. 1 :48-47. 
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Kenko (1413-ca.1468). Hokyo yuIshokl. Hokyeji Ms. In Ko.onjo, no. 
1709, 2:617-20. 

Kenzei (ca.1415-ca.1474). EIhel kaisan gogyOjo. Copied 1552, recopied 
1589 by Zuicho. Rpt. See Kawamura Kodo, ed. Abb. "KenzeikI.n 

Ketsudo Noshe (1355-1427). Hi.Itsu shabo genzo chUkai. In Z5Z, 6. 
ChUkaI, 1:507-15. 

Kikuchi Take.ori. Kikuchi Take.ori kishojo (1338:8:15). Kofukuji DS. 
In Ko.onjo. no. 679. 1:543-45. 

Kikuchi Takenao. KIkuchi Takenao kisho.on (1342:3:17). Kofukuji DS. 
In Ko.onjo, no. 685. 1:548. 

Kikuchi Takesada et al. KikuchI Takesada nado roku.ei rensho kishojo 
(1342:5:3). Kofukuji DS. In Ko.onjo, no. 686. 1:548-49. 

Kikuin Zuitan (1447-1524). KikuIn osha agyo. In 5Z, 5. Goroku, 1:529-
78. 

Kindo Ryokiku (1408-1477). Gessen Ryoin Zenji gyojoki. In Z5Z, 10. 
5hIden, 535-38. 

Kishi Iban (1404-1475). Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu. In 5Z, 5. 
Goroku, 1:227-84.d. 

Kiun Sokyoku (1424-1499). Ryuen nisei Kiun -Kyoku osha goroku. In 
RyUen 5eIjun Kiun Itsu goroku narabi ni gyojo. In 5Z, 5. Goroku, 
1:218-23. 

Koben (a.k.a., Myoe; 1173-1232). Kyakuhaimoki. Pasco 1. In Ka.akura 
kyu Bukkyo. Ed. Kamata Shigeo and Tanaka Hisao. Nihon Shiso 
Taikei, 15. Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1971. 116. 

Kofukuji soja. Attributed to Jokei. In Kamakura kyu Bukkyo. 31-42. 

Kogon. Kogon jokoin sen'an (1339:12:13). Yokoji DS. In Ko.onjo, no. 
182. 1:134. 

Kogan Shoden (1334-1431). Zuiun'ln engiki. Copied 1695 by Chigen. In 
Z5Z. 10. Jishi. 243-53. 

Kokaidalsho. Based on Kokai Ryotatsu Cd.1599) lectures. Pub. 1653. 2 
fascs. Rpt. Kokaidaisho. Zenaon Shomo no Sokan. 1973. 

Kokan Shiren. Genko 5hakusho (1322). 30 fascs. In NBZ. 101. 

________ Zen. on bosatsukaiki. In Zengaku taikei. 7. Kaihobu. Ed. 
Zengaku Taikei Hensankyoku. Tokyo: Ikkatsusha. 1913. 
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Ka Horonao shoja (1346). Rpt. in Maeda Hidehiko. "Giun Zenji to 
Ijirashi no kefu." 215. 

Kara no san. In Bukke lchl daljl yawa (ca. mid. 16th cent.). Rpt. in 
Ishikawa Rikizan. "Cbilsei Sotoschu kirikaai no bunrui shiron. pt. 
2. KaR5. 14 (1983):150. 

Kosan Myosan. Chokushi 5hinku Zenji gyodokl (1442). In 5Z. 17. 
5hiden. 2:273-76. 

Koshitsu Soku et al. Enzuin gyaji no sadaae (1391:8:13). Yokoji DS. 
In Ko.onjo. no. 199. 1:167. 

Koso. "Zenshil kyoke ido no koto." In Kelran juyashu (1311-1348). fasc. 
2. In T .• no. 2410. 76:539c-40a. 

Katakuzan Pusalji nlchiya shlngl (1527). Compo Shu.o. In 5Z. 4. 
5hlngi. 637-64. 

Kozan Tetsuma. Talkyujl yuraiki (1833). In Z5Z. 10. Jishi, 135-38. 

Kujo Michiie. "Ko.yo hoji nyudo zen kanpaku Miehiieko shobunjo" (1250). 
Rpt. in Tsuji Zennosuke. Nlhon Bukk,yashi. 3. Chuselhen 2. 
Tokyo: Iwanaai Shoten. 1949. 110-15. 

Kyukl (1505:9). Higashiyama Kotaiji D. Rpt. in Kamaaura Kodo. "Dogen 
Zenji to Elheljl no kalso." 150. 

Mangen Shiban. Enpa dentoroku (1678). 41 fases. Excerpts in Z5Z. 10. 
5hiden. 673-725. Alt. NBZ. 108-9. 

________ Honcha kasoden (1702). 75 fases. Excerpts in Z5Z, 10. 
5hlden, 726-67. Alt. NBZ, 102-3. 

Manzan Dohaku. Hanzan osha To.on ejoshu (1711). Compo Sanshu Hakuryu 
(1669-1760). In 5BGZ5T. 20:602-17. 

Meikyoku Sokusho. Yatakuji Tsugen Zenjl gyaga (1751). In 5Z. 17. 
5hiden. 2:269-72. 

Meiho Sotetsu. Also see Dagen and Ejo. Busso shaden bosatsukal saha. 

________ Daijajl 50tetsu uketorlja (1345:10:18). Daijajl D. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 1408. 2:410. 

Helha osha hago. Pub. 1659. In 5Z. 15. Hogo. 235-36. 

693. 
50tetsu okibu.i (1346:5:24). 
1:554. 

Kofukuji DS. 

Helha 50tetsu Zenji saki. In Z5Z. 2. 5hlngl. 10-17. 

In Ko.onjo. no. 
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Menzan Zuiho. Denbo shl tsunal .ltsuj1 lIonk1. Itl SZ. 15. Shltsuchii. 
171-92. 

"Postscript" (1752:12). In Goyuigon. In SBGZST. 20:830. 

Shabo genza byakujaketsu (1742). In SBGZST. 20: 270-82. 

________ "Shabo genza bon.oku jussan" (1759). In Eifuku Henzan osha 
koroku. fasc. 17. In SZ. 7. Goroku. 3:623b-24a. 

________ TOjo shitsunai danshi kenpi shiki (1749). In SZ. 15. 
Shitsuchu. 197-218. 

Miaofa l1anhuajing (Jpn. Hyaho rengekyO). 7 fascs. In T. no. 262. 
9:1-62. 

Hotsugo jukai no saha. Kotaiji initiation D. Trans.itted 1567. Rpt. 
in Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chusei Sotoshu kirikaai no bunrui shiron." 
pt. 2. KBRS. 14 (1983): 128-29. 

Notsugo sa sa no san. In Bukke 1chi daiji yawa. Rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan. "Chusei Sotashu kirikami no bunrui shiron." pt. 2. KBRS. 
14 (1983): 148. 

Mugaku Sogen. See Wuxue Zuxuan. 

Mugoku Etetsu (1350-1430). Hoda daisan Hugoku Zenji goroku. In SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:211-14. 

Mujaku Dochu (1653-1744). Shabo genza senpyo. Rpt. in Kagamishima 
Genryu. Dogen Zenji to sono monryii. Tokyo: Seishin Shobo. 1961. 
255-89. 

Rpt. 
Zenrin shokisen (1741). Chap. 20. "Gengo.on." 
Tokyo: Seishin Shoba. 1963. 599b-601a. 

S.v. "koan." 

Muju Dogyo (1226-1312). 
8. Rpt. Zadanshu. 
1950. 2:285-96. 

"Jiritsu zazen no koto." In Zodanshii. Chap. 
Koten Bunko. 41-42. Tokyo: Koten Bunko. 

________ "Kenninji no monto no naka ni rinju medetaki goto." and 
"Yakushi no riyaku no koto." In Shasekisu. Chaps. 2. 108. Ed. 
Watanabe Tsunaya. Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei. 85. Tokyo: 
lwanami Shoten. 1977. 94. 452-53. 

Muso Soseki (1275-1351). Huso kokushi goroku. 3 fascs. In T. no. 
2555. 80:449-507. 

Mutei Ryosho. Ryosha yuaeki. Shobojl DS. In Ko.onjo. no. 934. 2:60-
61. 
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________ Ryasho yu.eki (1349:1:1). Shoboji DS. In Ko.onjo. no. 935. 
2:61-62. 

Myoden. Koka keifuden (1845). 5 fascs. In SZ. 16. Shlden. 1:523-75. 

Myoe. See Koben 

Nakao Ryoshin. ed. Hu.onkan. Zenseki Zenpon Kochu Shusei. 2. Tokyo: 
Meicbo PukyUkai. 1983. 

Nakamoto Taaaki. ed. Kyounshu: Kyoun shishu, Jikaishu. Shinsen Nlhon 
Katen Bunko. 5. Rpt. of Ikkyu Sojun. J1ka1shu. Tokyo: Gendai 
Shicbo. 1976. 351-78. 

Nakata Iwao. edt N1nden genaokusho. Rpt. of Tokyo University. Shiryo 
Hensanjo Ms.; recopied ca. early 17tb cent.; and of Ashikaga Gakko 
Iseki Toshokan Ms.; copied by Gyokuko Zuiyo. a.k.a. Kyuka (d. 
1578). Shemono Taikei. 7. Tokyo: Benseisha. 1972. 

Nan'ei Kenshu (1386-1459). Ketsudo osha gyoja oyobl Kenshu osha nenpu. 
Copied 1558. In ZSZ. 10. Shlden, 569-74. 

Nanpo Sho.yo (1235-1308). Dal0 kana hogo. In Zenaon hogoshu. Ed. Mori 
Daikyo. 1932. Rev. edn. Ed. Yamada Kodo. Tokyo: Shigensha. 
1973. 2:427-43. 

Nanzenjl taiji ~!"sho (l368:8:4). Rpt. in Tsuji. Nlhon Bukkyashi, 4, 
Chuse1hen 3. 308-29. 

Nich11ki Soto shltsu na1 teklteki hltsuden .1ppa klr1kaai. Copied 1885. 
[Originally Daijoji Ms.] In SZ. 18. Shul. 483-565. 

Nlhon shokl. Pasco 30. Entry for 686:12. In Shlntei zoho kokushl 
talkel. Ed. Kuroita Katsumi and Kokushi Taikei Henshukai. Tokyo: 
Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 1952. IB:393. 

Nlnden genmokusha. Based upon Senso Easi lectures (1471-1474). (A) 
Matsugaoka Bunko (Kamakura) Ms. Rpt. See Puruta Shokin. edt (B) 
Tokyo University. Sbirye Hensanjo Ms. and, (C) Asbikaga Gakko 
Iseki Toshokan Ms. Both UB" and "C" rpt. See Nakata Iwao. edt 

Ninku. See Shlngaku gyoyasha. 

Nishlari Kin'ei [a.k.a. Bokusan] (1821-1910). Daljaj11chlya 
heklganben. Rpt. in Kagamishi.a Genryu. Dagen to 1n'ya kyoten
goroku no kenkyu. 177-79 n. 1. 

Nisbio Minoru. Kagamishiaa Genryu. Sakai Tokugen. and Mizuno Y~oko. eds. 
Shaba genzo, Shabo genza zul.onkl. Nlhon Koten Bungaku Talkei. 
81. Rpt. of Choenji Ms. of Ejo. Zu1.onk1. Tokyo: Iwanami 
Shoten. 1965. 315-438. Abb. "Koten bungaku-81." 
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Nisshin Monro. Tsugen osha gyojitsu (1649,. In ZSZ. 10. Shlden. 521-
22. 

Nobutane kyokl. Diary of Nakamikado Nobutane (1442-1525). Entries for 
1507:12:16. 1507:11:23. 1511:1:16. In Zoho shlryo talsei. Tokyo: 
Rinsen Shoten. 1965. 45 [Nobutane kyaki. 2]: 218b. 221b. 238a. 

Oan Taihaku. Keizan osha shitsuchu oklbu.l (1732,. Rpt. in Furuta 
Shokin, "'Keizan osha shitsuchu okibumi' ni tsuite." In Kelzan 
Zenji kenkyu (1974):793-95. 

Oda Nobunaga. Oda Nobunaga klngo (1575:9,. Eiheiji D. In Ko.onjo. no. 
13. 1:11-12. 

Okami Masao and Otsuka Mitsunobu. eds. Shamono shiryo shusei. Osaka: 
Seibundo, 1971-1976. 6 vols. of texts, plus 2 vols. of 
introductions and indexes. 

Onryaken nlchiroku. Entries for 1488:6:4, 1491:1:25. Entries from 
1464- compo Kisen Shusho (d.1493,. In NBZ. 135:217-18. 136:384a. 

otani Teppu, ed., "Daijaji hihon 'Tokokuki,'" Rpt. of 1432 Daijoji Ms. 
SG, 16 (1974): 231-48. 

Otsuka Mitsunobu. ed. Zoku shamonG shirya shusel. Osaka: Seibundo. 
1980. 9 vols. 

Ranzen Shun'yu. Nichllkl Soto reiso gyogaki (1672). In SZ, 16. 
Shlden, 1:25-31. Abb. "Reiso." 

Reinan Shujo. 
SZ, 16. 

Nihon Toja rentaroku (1727; pub. 1742). 
Shlden. 1:191-522. Abb. "Rentaroku." 

12 fascs. In 

Rulju zatsurel. Extracts from the diary of Minamoto Tsuneyori (975-
1039). Entries for 1036:5:1-19. In Gunsho ruiju. Ed. Hanawa 
Hokinoichi. Tokyo: Keizai Zasshisha. 1894. 18:613-21. 

Rujing (1163-1228). Rujlnglu (Jpn. Nyojaroku). 2 fases. Rpt. "Yakuchu 
'Nyojo goroku.'" In Kagamishima Genryu, Tendo Nyoja Zenjl no 
kenkyu. 135-405. 

Ryoke bo klshinjo (1333:12). Sojiji OS. In Komonjo. no. 50. 1:37. 

Ryoke Sakurai ba kishlnja (1296:11:21). Sojiji OS. In Ko.onjo. no. 
1964. 3:1. 

Ryoko. Ama Ryako yuzurljo (1365:5:15). Sojiji OS. In Komonjo. no. 63. 
1:45. 

Ryutakujl salken kangechasha (1581:3:7). Ryutakuji D. In Komonjo. no. 
1920. 2:769-75. 
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Ryuten jukai kirikami. Transmitted 1595:12:13 by Hanshitsu Ryoei. Rpt. 
in Ishikawa Rikizan. "Chlisei Sotashu kirikami no bunrui shiron," 
pt. 6, KBRS, 16 (1985): 136-37. 

Ryuten kankin. Transmitted 1728:5 by Pusan yuden. Rpt. in Ishikawa 
Rikizan, "Chusei Sotashu kirikaai no bunrui shiron," pt. 6, 137 . . 

Saeaonjo Taira ba kishinjo (1341:int.4:16). Sojiji DS. In Koaonjo, no. 
54. 1:39. 

Saicha (767-822) and Enchin (814-891). Ju bosatsu kaigi. In T, no. 
2378. 74:625-33. 

Sakai Norikane. Fujiwara Norikane baiken (1310:8:3). Yokoji DS. In 
Koaonjo, no. 156. 1:115. 

no. 
Fujiwara Norikane sarija (1310:8:3). 

157. 1: 115-16. 
Yokoji DS. In Koaonjo, 

Sakai Toshitada. Fujiwara Toshitada baiken (1310:8:3). YOkoji DS. In 
KOIO;Jiljo, no. 15B. 1:116-17. 

________ Fujiwara Toshitada sarija (1310:8:3). Yokaji DS. In 
Koaonjo, no. 159. 1:117-18. 

Sakyu. Eiheiji Sakyu shojo (1592:2:18). Ryuunji DS. In Koaonjo, no. 
1830. 2:701-2. 

Sanaoku issaji. In ZSZ, 1. Shiigen hoi, 62-63. 

Sanshu Hakuryu (1669-1760). Shuto fukkoshi. 2 fascs. 1760. In ZSZ, 
1. Shitsuchu, 533-602. 

Sanshu Taki Hasenji kyiiki. 
1938. Rpt. Yokohaaa: 

As cited by Kuriyama Taion. Sojijishi. 
Dai Honzan Sojiji, 1980. 114. 

[Sasa gishiki:] Motsugo jukai saha. Transmitted 1616 by Kyfigai Donryo. 
Rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan, "Chusei Sotashu kirikami no bunrui 
shiron," pt. 2, KBRS, 14 (1983): 128-29. 

Seigenzan Yotakuji gyaji no shidai. Copied ca.1582. Recopied 1633. In 
SZ, 4. Shingi, 549-54. 

Sekka Tokuehfi. 
ryakuden. 

"Tagen kakun" (1558:4:15). In Teishoji kaisan rekidai 
In SZ, 16. Shiden, 1: 720-21. 

Senne and Kyogo. Shabo genzosha. Senpukuji YOshitsu edn. 31 fases. 
In SBGZST, 11-14. 

Sensa Esai (1409-1475). Sensa Zenji goroku. 3 fascs. In SZ, 5. 
Goroku, 1:285-365. 
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Shibata Katsuie. Shibata Katsuie geehijo (1581 :9:7). In KOlllonjo, no. 
15. 1:12. 

Shiehidosan. Copied by Ryukoku Donsho. Rpt. in Ishikawa Rikizan. 
"Chusei Sotoshu kirikaai no bunrui shiron," pt. 5, KBK, 43 (1985): 
99. 

Shinchi Kakushin. Kakushin ju Shin'yu kailllyaku (1290:9:10). Retitled 
"Ju Kakushin kailllyaku." In DZZ. 2:291. 

Sbingaku gyoYDsbo (1371). Attributed to Ninkfi (1309-1382). In T, no. 
2382. 74:779-86. 

Shiyun. .ua Shiyun kishinjo (1365:3:8). Sojiji DS. In KOlllonjo, no. 
62. 1:44-45. 

Shabo genzDsho. See Senne and Kyogo. 

Shobo sblngl (1509). Ed. Juun Ryochin. 2 fases. In ZSZ. 2. Sblngi, 
45-98. 

Shodo Kosei (1431-1505). Entsu Shodo Zenji goroku. 5 fascs. In SZ, 5. 
Goroku, 1:389-528. 

Shoshin. Tendai Sbingon nisbu doisho (1188). In T, no. 2372. 74:417-
22. 

Shoshu ehokugoki. In Zoku gunsho ruiju. 28B:408-39. 

Shukke ryakusaho. A.k.a. Tokudo saho. Attributed to Dagen. 
(A) Recopied late fifteenth century. In DZZ. 2:272-75 n. 
(B) Copied 1602:9:14 by Koshitsu Shunsaku. In DZZ. 2:272-78. (C) 
Version titled "Kaiho no honji." No attribution. In Sho eko 
shingishiki (1566). In T. 81 :676c-78a. 

Shiiko. Shuko osha yuzurijo (1445:9:9). A.k.a. Sotoshii hOlllyaku kefu. 
Kofukuji D. In KOlllonjo. no. 787. 1:609-10. 

ShUmon no iehi daiji innen. Copied 1607 by Chugan Shoteki. Rpt. in 
Ishikawa Rikizan, "Minokuni Ryutaiji shozo no monsan shiryo ni 
tsuite," pt. 2, KBK, 38 (1970): 195-96. 

Shundo Sengyoku. Fusetsu (1830:7:25). Included in Senpuku gento 
rokusho. In SZ, 15, Jishi. 393-4. 

Sifenlii (Jpn. Shibunritsu). 60 tascs. In T, no. 1428. 22:567-1014. 

Soichi. AIIIa Soiehi kisbinjo (1371:10:26). Sojiji DS. In KOlllonjo. no. 
73. 1:53. 

Soku Nihongl. Pasco 2. Entry for 702:12. In Shlntei zoho kokusbl 
talkei. Ed. Kuroita Katsuai and Kokushi Taikei Henshukai. Tokyo: 
Yoshikawa Kobunkan. 1951. 2:16. 
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Sonin. Taira no uji no onna bo klshinjo (1318:10:25). Yokoji OS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 162. 1:119-20. 

Sojljl nidal osho ~oto. In Zenrin gashoshu. Copied ca. mid-1400s. In 
ZSZ. 2. Shingi. 19-23. 

Sotoke Tendo Nyojo Zenji Dogen osho sbihoron. Transmitted 1575:12:1 by 
[Shagen) Soju to [Eigen) Keisho. In Yokoji kirikaai. Rpt. in 
Ishikawa Rikizan. MChusei Sotashu kirikaai no bunrui shiron." pt. 
6. KBRS. 16 (1985): 121-22. 

Taigen Soshin. Fusatsu ekoryo sokkagyo chu-on (1371:9). YOkoji OS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 195. 1:141. 

________ et a1. Gasan .onpa no shu Sojij1 juban no koto (1370:8:13). 
Rpt. in Kuriyaaa. Sojijishi. 326. 

________ et a1. Sojiji joju .onjo .okuroku (1366:12:5). Sojiji OS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 1973. 3:7-8. 

Taiya Bonsei. See Bonsei. 

Twteda Shingen (1521-1573). Takeda Shingen hanmotsusha. Eishain Ms. 
In Ko.onjo. no. 257. 1:206-7. 

Tenkai KUko. Hoo Nosho Zenji tomei (1400:10:17). In SZ. 17. Shiden. 
2:277-79. 

Tenkei Denson (1648-1735). Shobo genzo benchu. Copied ea.1777 by 
Ryusui Nyotoku. 20 fases. In SBGZS~ 15:1-620. And Fukushoji 
Ms. 1719. MHanrei" sec. In SBGZST. 15:712-18. Abb. MBenchu. n 

Tetsuda Zentsu et a1. Yokojiryo Wakabeho shur1 sada.egakian 
(1398:8:15). YOkoji OS. In Komonjo. no. 202. 1:169-70. 

[Toda Tadamasa). Edo bakufu jisha bugyo toshi (1696). Oaijiji OS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 1401. 2:403. 

Tokugawa Ieyasu. E1heiji sho hatto (1615:7). Eiheiji MsS. In Komonjo. 
no. 28. 1:20-21. 

________ Sojiji sho hatto (1615:7). Sajiji MaS. In Ko.onjo. no. 109. 
1:83-84. 

________ Tokugawa Ieyasu hatto (1585:2:12). Pusaiji O. In Ko.onjo. 
no. 1636. 2:563-64. 

Tokuo Ryoko. Zoku Nichilkl Tojo sho soden (1708). 4 fases. In SZ. 16. 
Shiden. 1:87-145. 

Tokoku goso gyojitsu. Yokoji Ms. In SZ. 16. Shiden. 1:595-99. 
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Tokoku kaisan osha jijaku sai.on (1325:8:15). In Zenrin gashoshu. In 
ZSZ. 2. Shingi. 8-9. 

Tokokuki. Collected writings of Keizan Jokin. Kikudo Soei copy. 
Recopied 1432 by Eishu. Daijoji Ms. Rpt. See Otani Teppu. ed. 
Alt. copied 1718 by Chi to Shogen. [Rev. and ed. Nagahisa 
Gakusui.) In JDZ. 342-467. 

Tokoku shingi. A.k.a. Keizan shingi. Based on writings of Keizan 
Jokin. Compo 1423 by Bonsei. Copied 1434. Daijoji Ms. In SZ. 
2. Shugen. 2:669-98. Alt. copied 1503:9:26 by Daichu Koshun. 
Ed. Mansan Dohaku (1680). 2 fases. In JDZ. 260-375. 

Tsugen Jakurei. Sojiji jaju aonjo aokuroku (1382:10). Sojiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 1976. 3:9-10. 

________ Tsugen osha yuikai kibun (1391:2:28). 
TSUgen osha tan'enshi (1699). In ZSZ. 10. 

Rpt. in Manzan Dohaku. 
Shiden. 526. 

Yataku TSUgen Zenji goroku. In SZ. 5. Goroku. 1:65-97. 

TsGgen Jakurei. Daitetsu Sorei. and Jippo Ryoshu. Sojiji jin.iraisai 
joja okibuai no koto (1390:10:20). Rpt. in Kuriyaaa. Gakuzan 
shiron. 95-96. 

TsGgen Jakurei. Mutan Sokan. Daitetsu Sorei. Jippo Ryoshu. et a1. 
Joseki monto renbanja (1378:10:23). Sojiji DS. In Ko.onjo. no. 
81. 1:57-58. 

________ et al. Sojiji monte keiyakuja (1380:10:20). Sojiji DS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 86. 1:61-62. 

TSUgen Jakurei Zenji saki. Ed. Baiho Jikushin (1698). In ZSZ. 2. 
Shingi. 25-35. 

TsUbo Meido (d.1395). Bassui osha gyojitsu. In Zoku gunsho ruiju. 
9:634-43. 

Tsukai Ryusen et al. Yokajiryo .okuroku (1379:8:15). YOkoji MsS. In 
Ko.onjo. no. 198. 1:143-67. 

Ungai Shoton. Fuso zenrin saboden (1675). 10 fases. Excerpts in ZSZ. 
10. Alt. NBZ. 109. 

Naan Seijun Zenji gyajo. Included as part of Ryuen Seijun Kiun Itsu 
goroku narabi ni gyoja. Compo Daiso Shusa (d.1537). In SZ. 5. 
Goroku. 1:215. 

Wuxue Zuxuan (Jpn. Mugaku Sogen; 1226-1286). Bukka kokushi goroku. 10 
fases. In T. no. 2549. 80:129-249. 
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Wuzu Fayan (Jpn. Goso Hoen; d.1104). Fayan Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Haen 
Zenji goroku). 3 fases. In T. no. 1995. 47:649-668. 

Xuedou Zbongxian (Jpn. Setebo Jfiken; 980-1052). Xuedou Mingjue Chanshi 
yulu (Jpn. Setcho Myagaku Zenji goroku). 6 fases. In T. no. 
1996. 47:669-711. 

Yijing (Jpn. Gija; 635-713). Nanhai jigui neifachuan (Jpn. Nankai kiki 
naihoden). 4 fases. In T. no. 2125. 54:204-34. 

Yokozeki Ryoin. ed. lbun taikyo--shutten soka: Denkaroku shakai. 
1940. Rpt. Tokyo: Sanbo Shuppansba. 1982. 

Yashitsu zatsuki (1457). In Senpuku genta rokusho. Sec. 2. In SZ. 15. 
Jishi. 385-86. 

Yuanwu Keqin (Jpn. Engo Gokugon; 1063-1135). Foguo Yuanwu Chanshi 
biyanlu (Jpn. Bukka Engo Zenji hekiganroku). 10 tases. In T. no. 
2003. 48:139-225. 

________ Yuanwu Foguo Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Engo Bukka Zenji goroku). 
20 fases. In T. no. 1997. 47:713:810. 

Yunmen Wenyan (Jpn. Unmon Bun'en; 864-949). Yun_en Kuangzhen chanshi 
guanglu (Jpn. UD1Ilon Kyashin Zenji karoku). 3 tases. In T. no. 
1988. 47:544-76. 

Yusbu (Jpn. Guebo). Ribenguo Qianguang fashi citangji (Jpn. Nipponkoku 
Senko hashi shidoki; 1225). In Zoku gunsho ruiju. 9:274. 

Ziebun (Jpn. Sbijun; 1064-1117). Xingzhuang (Jpn. Gyaja). In Touzi 
Yiqing chanshi yulu (Jpn. Tasu Gisei Zenji goroku). Ed. Furong 
Daojie (Jpn. Puyo Dakai; 1043-1118) and Zijue (Jpn. Jikaku; 
d.1117). Pub. 1665. In ZZK. 2:29:238a-b. 

Zbongfeng Mingben (Jpn. CbUba Myohon; 1263-1323). Huanzhuan qinggui 
(Jpn. Genjuan shingi). In ZZK. 2:16:486-506. 

________ Shanfang yehua (Jpn. Sanba yawa). Pt. 1. in TiaD1llu Zhongfeng 
heshang guanglu (Jpn. Terwoku ChUba osha karoku). Pase. U-A. In 
Dai Nihon katei zokya. [A.k.a. The Manji edn.] Kyoto: Zakyo 
Shoin. 1902-1905. 31:7:606a-b. 

Zongze (Jpn. Sosaku). Quijingwen (Jpn. Kikyoaon). In Chanyuan qinggui 
(1103; rpt. 1202). fase. 8. Rpt. Yakuchu Zennen shingi. Ed. 
Kagamishima Genryu et a1 .• 269-79. 

Zasan Ryoki (d.1729). Juzoku Nichiiki Taja sho soden. 4 rases. In SZ. 
16. Shiden. 1:147-90. 

Zuigan Sborin (1343-e.1424-). Zuigan Zenji goroku. In SZ. 5. Goroku. 
1:171-200. 
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Zuiko Chingyu and Daiken Hoju. Teiho Kenzeiki zue (1806). 2 fascs. In 
SZ, 17. Shiden, 2:36-162. 

Unpublished Materials 

Bussha no san. Transmitted 1575:12:1 by (Shagen] Soju to [Eigen] 
Keisbo. Retransmitted 1610:10:28 from Keisha to [Kyugan] Taeki. 
In Yakoji kirikBJIi. 

Denju no san: Nenge no Ira. Copied 1531. In Yakaji kirikBllli. 

Denju no san: Nenge no Ira. Transmitted 1575:12:1 by [Shogen] Soju to 
[Eigen] Keisho. In Yakaji kirikaai. 

Hasshiki no sanwa. In Yiikaji kirikaJlli. 

Hodaji honsan. Copied ca. late 16tb century. Ryutaiji Ms. 9 leaves. 
Commentary on 82 koan. Original Ms. in the posssesion of Ishikawa 
Rikizan. Photo-mechanical reproduction used by permission of Mr. 
Ishikawa. 

Kokaldai. Based on Kokai Ryatatsu (d. 1599) lectures. Pub., 1653. 
Copied 1933. Komazawa University Library Ms. 20 leaves. Photo
mechanical reproduction used by permission of Komazawa University 
Library. 

Hu.onkansha. Based on Sensa Esai lectures. Copied 1666. Kishizawa 
Bunko Ms. 29 leaves. Photographed by Ishikawa Rikizan. Photo
mechanical reproduction used by permission of Mr. Ishikawa. 

Nidai iwaku Eihei .onka san datsuraku no wa ari, kedashi kore kaisan 
osha Tendo ni aru toki no gosho nari. Copied 1629. In Yokaji 
kiriklull. 

Shitsuchu kirika.i--zen. Copied 1633. Komazawa University Library Ms. 
21 leaves. Photo-mechanical reproduction used hy permission of 
Komazawa University Library. 

Yakaji kirlkaai. Various dates and authors. Yakoji Ms. 415 plates. 
Photographed 1980:9:5 by Kaneda Hiroshi. Photo-mechanical 
reproductions used by permission of Mr. Kaneda. 
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Bonsei (d.1427) 

bosatsukal 

bugyasii 

Bakke lchl daljl ya~a 

Bukke no daljl 

Bakkii kokushl goroku 

bushl no kokoro 

Bussharl saden 

Bussha 

Bussha no san 

Busshij Sen'ei (1794-1864) 

Busso shaden bosatsukal kyiikal juaon 

Bussa shaden bosatsukal sahii 

Bussa shaden hiisan no daljl 

Busso shiiden zenkalsha 

Butsubutsu no yakl, soso no klyii 

Butsudaji 

Butsudajl .lralsal no oklbual no an8an 
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Butsuden 

Butsu nehan 

Caouong (Jpn. Sata) 

Caoshan Benji (Jpn. Sazan Honjaku; 

840-901) 

558 

Caoxi Huineng (Jpn. Sakei Eno; 638-

713) 

Chan (Jpn. Zen) 

Chanlin bao}Cun yinyi (Jpn. Zenrin 

hokun ongi) 

Chanlin beiyong qing,gui (Jpn. Zenrin 

blya shingi) 

Chanyuan qing,gui (Jpn. Zennen shingi) 

Chen Zunsu (Jpn. ChIn Sonshuku) 

ChIen 

Chigen (d.1702) 

ChIkuba Kataku (1419-1471) 

Chikuda Ryogen 

Chikuko Shoyu (1380-1461) 

Chikusan Tokusen (1344-1413) 
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Chikusan Tokusen goroku 

Chikusho jukai kirikaai 

Chikuso Chikan 

chinjuki 

Chio Eishu (1371-1426) 

chishiki 

Chisho 

Chita 

Ch!to Shogen 

Chixiu Baijiang qinggui (Jpn. Chokushu 

Hyakujo shingi) 

Choenji 

Choka! 

Chokai ihal 

Choke! 

Chokushi Shinku Zenj1 gyodok1 

Chokushu Hyakujo sh1ng1 Untosho 

chosan 

Chugan Engetsu (1300-1375) 
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ChUgaD Shoteki (d.1622) 

ChuJin (1065-1138) 

chiiko Tendai 

chiishii 

Chutei 

Chiiya 

cibu 

Conglin Jiaoding qinerui zongyao (Jpn. 

Sorin katei shingi soya) 

DabaoJiJing (Jpn. DaihoshaJckya) 

Dabei shenzhou (Jpn. Daihi Jinshu) 

Dahui PuJue Chanshi yulu (Jpn. Daie 

PUllaku ZenJi goroku) 

Dahui Zonggao (Jpn. Daie Soko, 1089-

1163) 

dlli 

DaianJi 

dai anraku haaon 

Daian Shueki (1406-1473) 
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Daichi (1290-1366) 

Dalchl Zenjl geju 

Daichii Koshun 

Daie (Ch. Dahui) 

Daien Monsatsu (d.1636) 

Dalgaku 

dalgo 

Dal hannyakyo 

Dalhl jlnshu (Ch. Dabel shenzhou) 

Daijij1 

Daljlji salko chokushosha 

Daijikkyo 

daljobu 

Daijoj! 

Daljojl lchlya heklganben 

Daljajl SotetBU uketorlJo 

DalJa renposhl 

Daiken HO'ju 
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562 

Daiko 

Daikokuten 

Daiko Myosbu (d.1437) 

Daiku Genko (1428-1505) 

Dainicbi *- a 

Daio 

DaliJ kana hoZO 

Dairyo Guaon (1613-1687) 

dalsan 

Daiso Sbusa (d.1537) 

Daitetsu Sorei (1333-1408) 

Daitoin 

Daitokuji 

Daitokuji Sbuon'an 

Daitsuj! 

Daiyiiji 

Dajian (Jpn. Daiken) 

DaochenK (Jpn. Dose!) 
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Daofang (Jpn. Doha) 

Daa.lng (Jpn. Do.yo; d. ca.674-879) 

Daaxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 596-667) 

Daaxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 702-760) 

Daru.a 

DarUllaki 

Daru.ashii 

datsuraku sbinjin 

Deguang (Jpn. Takko; 1121-1203) 

delgyii nyiikai 

denbo 

denbo desbi 

Denbo sbltsunal .1tsujl .onkl 

Denju no san: Nenll8 no fia 

denJcal 

denJcal desbl 

DenJcoroku 

den to 
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564 

Dentoin 

Dentii kiiroku 

Deshan (Jpn. Tokusan: 780-865) 

deshi 

dagata 

Dogen (1200-1253) 

Diigenki 

dojijin 

Dokuan Genko (1630-1698) 

Don'e! Eo (1429-1504) 

Don 'ei osha gyiija 

Don'eJ osha yuikai no sho 

Dongshan Lianjie (Jpn. Tozan Ryokai: 

807-869) 

danin 

Donk! 

dono 

Donshi! Tarin 

diishu 
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Dosa Doai (d.1379) 

Dugu Chuupeng (Jpn. Dokuko Shunbo) 

dujue (Jpn. dokkyaku) 

dutuo (Jpn. dokudatsu) 

e (transmission syllable) 

Ecbl%en Elbelji sha.ei 

Edo bakufu jisha bugya tashi 

Bgi 

ego 

ehon 

Eieb! 

E1fuku Nenzan osha karoku 

Eigenji 

E!gen Ke!sha 

Bigi 

E!hei (Ch. Yongping) 

Elhei Buppa Dagen Zenji kinenroku 

Elhei chiiko 
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Elhel dalsandal Daljo kalsan dal osha 

senge sojl klkl 

Elhel Dagen osha koroku 

Elhel Gen Zenjl goroku 

Elhelji 

Elheljl jijjlshoku no koto 

Blheljl kalsan klgyo Bokke koshlkl 

Elhelji Sakyu shoja 

Blheiji sanko ryozuikl 

Elheiji sanso gyOgOkl 

Elhelji sho hatto 

Blhel juko 

Blhel kalsan Dagen dal osha kana hago 

Elhel kalsan Dagen Zenjl gyOjo 

Kenzeikl 

Elhel kaisan gogyajo 

Blhel kalsan goyulgon klroku 

Blhel sanso gyOjOkl 

Blhel shltsuchu .onsho 
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Eikyo disturbance (1438) 

Eikyii 

Einin 

Eisai (a.k.a. Yosai; 1141-1215) 

Eisboin 

Eisbii 

Eitokuji 

Ejo (1198-1280) 

Ejii shojiisha 

Ekan (Daruaasbu leader) 

Eken (Keizan's .otber; d. ca.1314) 

Eki 

Ekkei Rin'eki (d.1514) 

eko 

Ekyii 

E.ituo (Jpn. Amida) 

Encbi 

Encbin (814-891) 
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endonkal 

engaku 

Engaku Daishi Daruaa 

Engakuji 

Eokij 

EnkyOdo Sotashu llln hoa.atsucha 

Enni Den'en (1202-1280) 

Ennin (793-864) 

enoki 

Enpo dentoroku 

Enshii Horle Shukuro Zenll kalsan 

Nelten Kellu dal Zenli goroku 

Enso aonsan 

Entsu Shado Zenll goroku 

Enzan So.ei (d.1742) 

Enziiin 

Enziiln gyoll no sadaae 

Erin 

Eryo (812-860) 
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Esbo 

Esbun 

Etsuo 

flljulln 

Fanwangj1ng (Jpn. Bon.iikyii) 

Faxian (Jpn. Bokken: d. ca.420) 

Fayan Chansh1 yulu (Jpn. Hoen Zenj1 

goroku) 

FeDDang Nude Chansh1 yulu (Jpn. 

Fun 'yo Nutoku Zenj1 goroku) 

Fenyang Sbanzbao (Jpn. Fun'yo Zensho; 

947-1024) 

Foguo YuanJfU Chansh1 b1Yllnlu (Jpn. 

Bukka Bngo Zenj1 hek1ganroku) 

fuego 

Fujiwara Masatsugu 

Fujiwara Horiei 

Fujiwara Nor1kane baiken 

Fujiwara Nor1kane sarijo 
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570 

Pujiwara Toabibito (fl. 915) 

FujIwara Toshltada balken 

FujIwara Toshitada sarljo 

Pujiwara Yosbiyasu (d.1286) 

Fukan zazenlll 

fukatoku shin 

Pukuaboj! 

FuronllDaojle Chanshl yuyao (Jpn. FUYo 

Diikal Zenjl llOyo 

Purong Daojie (Jpn. Puyo Dokai; 1043-

1118) 

Pusaiji 

Fusal osbo ju NOshu Shogakuzan Sojl 

Zenji goroku 

Fusai Zenkyfi (1347-1408) 

Pusan Yfiden 

fusatsu 

Fusatsu ekoryo sokkagyo chu.on 

Fusetsu 

Pus baku 
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571 

Fushlalnoalya 

fushiryo 

fushiryo ni shite gen, fuego ni shite 

jo 

fushiryo ni shi te illi ItO eenzuru toki 

Ita eenjo sunaltachi koan; fuego ni 

shlte shusho ItO jozuru tokl Ita 

kOsn sunaW8chl eenjo 

Fushukuhanho 

[Uso 

Fuso zenrln soboden 

Futsu bosatsukai koshaku 

Fuzoin klshiki 

gaku 

gakuryo 

eaJcushu 

ganbo .anzoku 

gan (Ch. kan) 

Gaosengchuan (Jpn. Kosoden) 
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Gaoseng Faxiancbuan (Jpn. Koso 

Hokkenden) 

Gao sbmd 

garanbo 

Gasan Joseki (1276-1366) 

Gasan .onpa no sbu Sojiji juban no 

koto 

ge 

gechijo 

Gekio Sojun (1433-1488) 

Genanpo 

genchen (Jpn. konjin) 

Gen'e 

genjo koan (Ch. xiancheng gong'an) 

Genjii 

Genka Tekkyo (d.1321) 

Genko Shakusho 

GellJlYo 
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573 

Genna Shinsho (1329-1400) 

Genna Zenjiden 

gensho 

Gensha Chinzan 

Genso Koun Tettsu san dalson gyojoki 

genze rlyaku 

geshii 

Gessen Ryoin (1319-1400) 

Gessen Ryoln Zenjl gyojokl 

Getsuan 

Getsudo Saki (1285-1361) 

Getsuin Shosho (d.1433) 

gi (transmission syllable) 

Gidaij! 

gldan 

Gien (d. ca.1313) 

Giin (1217-1300) 

Giin (Hokyoji abbot) 
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574 

Gljun 

Gikai (1219-1309) 

Gikal (Hlgo Sate monk) 

Glkan fuhajii 

Ginnl1npe 

Gino 

Gisho 

Gison 

Giun (1253-1333; disciple of Jakuen) 

Giun (Dl1rumashu monk) 

Glun osha goroku 

Giyu 

go 

Godaigo (1288-1339) 

Gogyakunin .onral 

Gohanazono (1419-1470) 

goi 

Goichijo 
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goklklgakl 

Gokikigaki shii . 

Gokokuji 

Gokoku shobogi 

Gokurakuin 

go.a 

go .igo shiho 

Gonara tenno rinji 

Gonara tenno l"injisha 

gong'an (Jpn. kiian) 

gongfu 

gon risshi 

Gon risshi Joken sade.egaki 

Goroho 

goroku 

Gosaga (1220-1272) 

Gosha 

Goshlklko fushigi nlkki 
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Goshiki saiunki 

Gosha 

Gotoba (1180-1239) 

Goyo no ki 

Goyozei tenno rinji 

Goyuigon 

gozan (Ch. wushan) 

Gozan jissatsuzu 

Gozu 

Guada (Jpn. Kata) 

Guanding (Jpn. Kanjo; 561-632) 

Gukoku 

Guzel1n 

Guze Kannon 

Gyogi (669-749) 

Gyoho (722-797) 

Gyokuin Eiyo (1431-1524) 

Gyokukan 

Gyokuko Zuiyo (d.1578) 
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Gyokusenjl 

Gyonin 

Hachiman 

ba (1. e., seppa) 

Hajakuji 

Hanrei 

Hanshitsu Ryoe! 

Ha'nyii Mura 

banza 

Hasebe H!detsura 

Hasebe Masatsura 

Hasebe Norinobu 

Hasebe Ruriwaka 

Hasebe Yoritada 

Hasebe Zenshin 

Hassblkl no sanwa 

Hatano Izumo-no-kaal Jlro Kongo 

Hatano Moto.asa 

Hatano Sh!gemich! 
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Hatano Yoshishige (d.1258) ~.B{ ~!t tt 
hatsunehan J.r ~s ~ . it I~ , • 

hattii ;1; JI. 

Hau HoD ;0£ ~ ;!.i 

Heisenji :f Jk4 

heklgan 
:£13 ~ 
~ 1i(':F.. 

Heklgan Daikushii ?I #k -*~ J~' 
Heklganroku (Ch. Blyanlu) 
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Heklganshu (Ch. Blyanjl) 
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Hlgashlya.a KOtaljl 

Higa Daijiji Hokke shosha sekitaaei 

Higo Daijiji sha.ei 

Higoshu Daljljl kalsan Kangan Zenjl 

ryakuden 

Higa Sota 

hihon 

hi'i 

hijiri 

hikkyo 

Hlko, Mt. 

Hi.itsu shabo genza 

Hi2itsu shabo genza chukal 

hinin 

Hlsodera 

hisoka ni l"aku 

hizo 

Hoben 

Hods dalsan Nugoku ZenJl goroku 
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Hodaji 

Hodaji honsan 

Hoda kaisan Gessen Zenji goroku 

Hogo: KaJsan no kotoba 

HOgyoku 

Hohan 

hoin 

hojo 

Haja Noritoki 

Haja Sadaaki (1278-1333) 

Haja Takatoki (1303-1333) 

Haja Tokimune (1251-1284) 

Haja Tokiyori (1227-1263) 

Hokekyo 

Hokkai 

Hokke senbo 

Haka bosatsu 

Hakaji Dono 

Hakya (Ch. 8aoqing) 
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HOkyoji 

HOkyOkl 

Hokyo yulsbokl 

bon 

Honcho kosoden 

Hongren (Jpn. ROnin or Gunin; 601-674) 

Hongzhi Zhengjue (Jpn. Wanshi Shogaku; 

1091-1157) 

bonJl 

bonke 

honral fushlnln 

honsho .yoshu 

Hoo 

noaji 

Haonji 

Hoo Nosho ZenJl to.el 

HOsenji (founded by Joken) 

HOsenji (sponsored by the Yokose) 
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Hosokawa Yoriyuki (1329-1392) 

hossen 

Hoten Ryuun (d.1841) 

hiitii 

Hotto 

hiiza 

Hazan (Yokoji abbot) 

Hazan Ajo (fl.1438) 

hua (Jpn. It'a) 

Huangbo Xiyun (Jpn. Obaku Kiun) 

Huangzhi Chanshi guanlu (Jpn. lianshi 

Zenshi kiiroku) 

Huanzhuan qinggui (Jpn. Genjuan 

shlngl) 

Huiyan Zhizhao (Jpn. Maigan Chisho) 

Hujie (Jpn. Gokai) 

Hyakurenshii 
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583 

Hyakushaku kanto n1 zash1 yo wo? Da1. 

bonen to shlte zasu. Iwaku. 

jlppo gen zenshin wo? Dai, 

odorldaosu. Iwaku, ku wo? 

Shlnjln datsuraku; datsuraku 

shlnjin. 

lchl no lIIiya 

ichi shinjltsu nOlli 

Ichlunsal 

Ichlya hekiganshu 

Ihai 

Iichl 

Ijlra Boso 

Ijira TOllonarl 

Ijira TOllotoshl 

Ikka Buo'el (1425-1509) 

Ikkel Elshu (d.1403) 

Ikko lkkl 

Ikkyu Sojun (1394-1481) 

Iko (d.1572) 

Illazu Hirotaka 
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Inari 

lnarl 

Inazu 

In'ln eklshl 

innen 

ino (Ch. weinuo) 

lppo wo shosuru tokl fia lppa wa 

kurashi 

Ise 

Isho Tokugan (1360-1437) 

Iso Chushin (d.1505) 

isshl lnsha 

lsshJ fujlntel shushl 

Isshu osha isha 

Isshu Shoi (1416-1487) 

Isuruglyamll 

Ito Dokai (1874-1940) 

Itsu Kieju (d.1519) 

Iwalllatsu lezual 
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Jakuen (Ch. Jiyuan; 1207-1299) 

jakugo 

Jakushitsu 

Jakushii Eifuku osha sekkai 

Jiexia (Jpn. Kaige) 

Jiexia (Jpn. Ketsuge) 

Jigenji 

jigoku 

Jikaishii 

Jlkinyo -Cho (d. 1503) 

Jikishl Gentan (d. 1776) 

Jlkokuten 

jiko no shotal 

Jikugen Chasai 

Jlnbo 

Jincisi (Jpn. Jojijl, or Jinzujl) 
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j1nench1 

Jlnenchlshii 

J1ngde chu8!Jdenglu (Jpn. Ke1toku 

dentoroku) 

Jlngdesi (Jpn. Keitokuji) 

Jingfusi (Jpn. Keifukuji) 

j1n.1ralsai oklbual 

Jinzuji (Ch. Jlncisi) 

jlppo danna 

Jippo Ryoshu (1318-1405) 

J1ppo Ryoshii Zenj1 goroku 

Jlrltsu zazen no koto 

Jl Ryonen ni hiigo 

jlsha 

Jlsha bugyo 

jlsho no lchlro. keta no riyaku nl 

.ukawazu 

Jl Shiizen shiko 

Jitii (empress) 
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587 

jito 

Jitokuji 

jitoshlki 

Jizo 

Jiia 

joan 

Jobokuin 

Jochii Tengin (1365-1440) 

Jochii Tengin hogo 

jodo 

jogyo 

Jojiji (Ch. Jincisi) 

Jojiiji 

Jokan 

Jokei (1155-1213) 

Joken 

Joken risshi Gassn osha toji sen'yujo 
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588 

Jakin hoe fuzokuja 

Jakin hotsuganmon 

Jakinki Butsuji shussen keiyakujo 

Jakin nenki ButsujJ sajo 

Jakin okibU81 

Jakin yuzurijo 

Jokyu Disturbance 

Joron (Ch. Zhaolun) 

Jaseki jihltsu shojo 

Jaseki .onto renbanjo 

Jaseki okibu.i 

Jaseki yui.otsu bunpaijo 

Joshin'in 

Joshoan 

Joshoji 

JoshG Daisenzan Hodaji zoku denki 

Jato shagakuron narabl ni Elan sodaki 

Jowa 
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joya 

joya no shiisan 

Joyoan 

Jozan Ryoko (d.1736) 

Ju bosatsukalgl 

jiijl 

Jiijlshoku nln katai .onjo no koto 

jukal 

jukaie 

Ju Kakushln kaiayaku 

Juko 

jUl.on hosshl 

Ju Rlkan kal.yaku 

jiirokujiikai 

Jiiroku rakan genzuiki 

jiisanki 

Jusoku shabo genzii 

Jusshu choku.on 
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Jusshu gitai 

Juun Ryoch1n (d.1516) 

jiizenji 

Juzh1 (Jpn. Gute1) 

JUzoku nichiiki toja shosoden 

Kageyu Kaj1 Fujiwara Kanenaka 

Kaian Myokei (1422-1493) 

kaida seppo 

Kaiganji 

kaige 

Kaihan kenshi no rei 

Kaiha no honji 

kaiki 

kairo 

kaisan 

kaisanto 

kaishii 

Kakua 
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Kakuan 

Kakunen 

Kakushin Ju Shin'yu kai.yaku 

Kuakura kanrei 

Kuakura Shogunke .igyoshoan 

k81li 

kan 

Kana kenshosho 

kancho 

Kanchiiki 

kan'en 

kan'ensho 

Kangan 

Kangan Giin ZenJi gan.on 

kan'in 

kanJin 

Kanjin 

Kankai 
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Kankei (1817-1889) 

kank1n 

Kanka ru1jii 

KalUlon gyok1 

kanna 

Kannon 

Kannon Dorl1n 

kanpaku 

Kansho 

kanshu 

Karaten 

karl ren 

Kasan'in Saisho Zen~on Shakuen 

kashaku 

Kashii Shajur1n Dalja gokoku Zenj1 

sh1tsunaJ .1tsuden kJrlka.l 

kasa 

Kasuga castle 
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593 

Kasugazan Rinsen kaisan Don'ei Zenji 

goroku 

kata gishiki 

Katsuharan 

Kawajiri Minaaoto Yasuaki 

Kawara konpon no kirika.i 

Kazo Gidon (1375-1455) 

kechi bakari 

kechien kanjii 

kechi/lyaku 

Kechiayakushii 

Kegonkyo 

Keitokuji (eh. Jingdesi) 

Keizan Jakin (1264-1325) 

Kelzan osha shitsuchii oklbu/li 

Kelzan shingi 

Kelzan teison /londo 

Kenchoji 

Kendo (d.1746) 
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Kenfukuji 

Ken'lu 

Ken Jado denkalron 

Kenko 

kenka 

Kenkon'in 

Kenkon'inbon 

Kenninji 

Kenninji no .onto no naka ni rlnju 

.edetakl goto 

kensho 

Kenshoron 

Kenzel 

Kenzeiki 

Ketsubonkyo 

Ketsudo NOsho (1335-1427) 

594 

Ketsudo osha gyoja oyobi Kenshu osha 

nenpu 

ketsuge 
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595 

kl fusantel no shlnln 

klgal 

Kijun 

klkan 

kikigaki 

Kikuchi 

Kikuchi Take.ori 

Kikuchi Takenao 

Kikuchi Takesada 

Kikuchi Takesada nado rokuaei rensho 

kishallon 

Kikude Soel 

Kikuin osha agyo 

Kikuin Zuitan (1447-1524) 

Kikyoaon (Ch. Quijlngwen) 

Kinde Ryokiku (1408-1477) 

Kino.e Tage 

Kinryiiji 

Kinse! Village 
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596 

Klppoji 

kiriklUli 

Klryii 

kisei 

Kisen Shusho (d.1493) 

kisetsu 

kishi 

Kishi Iban (1404-1468) ~ z. ~Jf 

Kishi Iban Zenji goroku geshu ~ z. ~ Jt tfJ;. kf1-jM& 11-11; 

kishinjo ~ i!. Jlt.: 

kishin joan ~~~'i" 

Klshlzawa Bunko If;W ~ fj 

Kishizawa Ian (1865-1955) 

klshojo 

kishollJon 

Kishun 

Kita Asuwa .:Jt Ji. =J:1 
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597 

kltij 

kiu 

Kiun Sokyoku (1424-1499) 

Kiyosuai. Nt. 

Klyii 

koan (Ch. gong' an) 

Koan Rintotsu 

Koan Shlkan (d.1341) 

koan wo nenjite daigosu 

Koben (1173-1232) ~ m' .,. = 
1'iiJ .. 

Kofukujl 

Kofukuji soja 

Kofuse 

Kogan Shoden (1334-1431) 

Kogon 

Kogon jokoin sen'an 

Koho Chlsan (1879-1967) 

Koho Kaku.yo (1271-1361) 
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598 

kiijii 

Kokaidai 

Kokaidaishii 

Kokai Ryotatsu (d.1599) 

Kiika keifuden 

Kokan Shiren (1278-1346) 

Kokenji 

Kokiizo 

ko.onjo 

Ko Horonao shojii 

Kii.yo hiiji nyiido zen kanpaku Hichiieko 

shobunjii 

Kii.yo shingon 

Kongo 

Kongocho aujii shoshu dento kiiroku 

kongo hannya 
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Kongiikyii 

Kongo ZaIlJlaiin 

Konoe Iezane (1179-1243) 

Konoe Kanetsune (1210-1259). 

kiirii no san 

Kosan Myosan 

kiishl 

Koshin 

Koshitsu Shunsaku 

KOshoj! 

Kiishiijl goroku 

Koshii 

kosoku (Ch. guze) 

kosoku kiian 

Kotaiji 

Kotakuji 

Kiitakuzan Fusaljl nichiyii shingi 

Katen Shiiin 
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600 

KOtokuji 

Kazan TetsUBa (d.1839) 

Kazen 

Rozen gokckuron 

Kozuke Sarlnj1 denk1 

ku 

kufu 

Kuga Mitsuun (1817-1889) 

Kujo Michiie (1193-1252) 

klUlonsen 

Kuroishi. Mt. 

Kyogo 

kyokal 

Kyokal jlUlon 

Kyokal shlshln 
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Kyoo Unryo (1267-1341) 

Kyoshitsu Sokii 

Kyoun shishu 

Kyounshu 

Kyugai Donryo (d.1652) 

Kyiigan Toeki (d.1632) 

Kyiika (d.1578) 

Kyiiki 

Lanxi Daolong (Jpn. Rankei Doryii; 

1213-1278) 

Lengyanzhou (Jpn. Ryogonshu) 

Liji 

601 

Lingyinsi (Jpn. Reiinji or Rinninji) 

Linqi (Jpn. Rinzai) 

Linqi1u (Jpn. Rinzairoku) 

Linqi Yixuan (Jpn. Rinzai Gigen; 

d.867) 

liunian (Jpn. rokunen) 

Lil 
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602 

Mangen Shiban (1626-1710) 

Manzan Dohaku (1636-1714) 

Manzan osha To.on ejoshu 

Masadokoro 

.ata _in to o.oshi toki no ski dani ao 

koyoi no tsuki ni nerareya wasuru 

Meian 

Meian Tosai (d.1624 or 1644) 

Meihoha Gasanha gizetsu no toki kanrei 

Hatskeyaaa kata sosho no aeyasu 

Meiho osha hogo 

Meiha Sotetsu (1277-1350) 

Meiho Sotetsu Zenji saki 

Meikyoku Sokusho (1684-1767) 

Meisan 

Meishitsu 

Meiten Keiju 

Meiten Keiju dai Zenji rinju Esshu 

Kichijozan Bihel Zen}l hogo 

aelyaku 
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aekake 

aenju shlho 

Menzan Zulho (1683-1769) 

aetsuzal 

aeyasu 

Hlaofa llanhuajlng (Jpn. Hyohii 

rengekyii) 

.1gyiisho 

alkaJiarl 

Mlnamoto Mlchltomo (d.1227) 

Mlnamoto Tsuneyorl (975-1039) 

Mlroku 

alryo kiian 

alssan 

alssanchii 

ai~sanroku 

Mlyaaacho 

Mizuno 
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MOan 

.okuba kachii 

.okuren 

Monjii 

Monkaku (d.1615) 

Honpon jlhltsu shojo 

.onsan 

.onto hlssan 

Morin Shihan (1392-1487) 

Morita Goyii (IC34-1S15) 

Morookadera 

Morooka Hiko Jinja 

Morotake Ekido (1807-1879) 

Hotsugo jukal no saha 

Hotsueo sa sa no san 

.ozhao (Jpn. .okusha) 
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605 

Hu (Ch. Nu) 

Mugai Cbiko (d.1351) 

Mugai Ensho (1311-1381) 

Mugaku Sogen (Ch. Wuxue Zuxuan; 1226-

1286) 

Mugoku Etetsu (1350-1430) 

aui 

aui shinnin 

Mujaku Dochij (1653-1744) 

Mujaku Myoyu (1333-1393) 

Muju Dogyo (1226-1312) 

"Mu" koan 

Mukyu 

HUllei sasshi 

Hu.onkan (Ch. Nuaenguan) 

HUJlonkansho 

Musal Junsho (d.1381) 

Musetsu 
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.usbin 

Nuso kokushi goroku 

Muso Soseki (1275-1351) 

Mutan Sokan (d.1387) 

Mutei Ryosho (1313-1361) 

Muto ESll 

Myochi (Keizan's grandmother) 

Myoden (d .1871 ) 

Myoe (1173-1232) 

Myogonji 

Myojo 

Myaoji 

Myorakuji 

Myosho (Keizan's cousin) 

Hyotokusan SenpukuJiki 

Myozen (1184-1225) 

Hyozen gusokukaicho 
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607 

Hyozen osha kaicho okugaki 

Negao Kagenaka (1388-1463) 

Nagao Kagenobu 

Nagao Kagetora (1530-1578) 

Nagao Shiiken yoziiki 

Nagao Yoshikage (1459-1506) 

Nalkaku Bunko 

Naka.Ikado Nobutane (1442-1525) 

Naka-no-h8Jlla 

Naaltsuk!dera 

Nan'e! Kenshij (1386-1459) 

Nanhai jigui neifachuan (Jpn. Nankai 

kiki naihaden) 

Nankoku rashi sanjushikan 

Nanpo Shoayo (1235-1308) 

Nanto Eizan kaishoretsu no koto 

Nanzenj! 

Nanzenji taiji sosha 

Nar!ta Ietok! 
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Nasu, Mt. 

nehan 

nenbutsu 

nenge 

nianfoqian (Jpn. nenbutsusen) 

Niansong (Jpn. Nenju) 

Nichiiki Sota reiso gyogaki 

Nichiiki Soto shitsunai tekiteki 

hitsuden mippo kirikaai 

Nichiren (1222-1282) 

608 

Nidai iwaku Eihei monka san datsuraku 

no wa ari. kedashi kore kaisan 

osha Tendo ni aru toki no gosho 

nari 

Nihon shoki 

Nihon Toja rentoroku 

Niji Gozan 

Ninden genmokusha 

Ninku (1309-1382) 

Ninno Joki (d.1364) 
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ninnun 

Nipponkoku Echizen EJheJjJ chijl 

shingi 

Nippon Tojo shiha no zu 

Nishiari Kin'ei (1821-1910) 

nlsoki 

Nisshin Monro (d.1671) 

nisso denbo 

Nitta guho junrei gyoki 

Nobutane kyoki 

Nogaku kyoho 

Noaa 

Nonin 

Nonoichi Mura 

Noshii Tokoku kaisan hogo 

Noshu Tokokusan YOkoji Keizan osho 

goroku 

NUIlata 

Nyo Gen kakugaishil 
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Nyoirin Kannon 

Nyojo (Ch. Rujing; 1163-1228) 

Nyokin 

Nyorai 

Nyoraij1 

nyiijo 

nyusshltsu 

Oan Taihaku 

Obata 

Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) 

Oda Nobunaga kingo 

Ohashi kan'ensho 

Ohashi kuyo saki 

oklbll1li 

Onjoji 

onkai 

Ono District 

Onryaken nichiroku 
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611 

Oryij (Ch. Huonglong) 

Oshino 

oshii 

otsubi 

pianliwen (Jpn. benreibun) 

puqing 

qinggui (Jpn. shingi) 

Qingyuan Hangsi (Jpn. Seigen Gyoshi: 

d.740) 

Quantanxin (Jpn. Kandanshin) 

Quijingwen (Jpn. Kikyollon) 

Rai YOkii Kaisanto 

rakan 

Rakan kuyii shlklllon 

raklcyo 

Ranzen Shun'yu (1613-1672) 

Reiju 

Reinan ShGjo (1675-1752) 

Reishoji 
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612 

Reiun Bonryfi (d.1731) 

renbanjo 

Rencbii 

Rentian yanlllu (Jpn. Hinden gemloku) 

Riben~Jo Qlanguang fashl citangji 

(Jpn. Hipponkoku Senko hoshi 

shidoki) 

richi 

rinji (a.k.a. rlnshl) 

rinjii 

rinka 

Rinzai (Cb. Linqi) 

Rinzai Gigen (Cb. Linqi Yixuan; d.S67) 

Rinzairoku (Ch. LinqIlu) 

rishoto 

Rissenji 

risshl 

risso nyusshitsu 

rissii shuso 
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robashin 

Rogaku Toto (d.1470) 

rohachi 

Rokuhar8ll1tsujl 

Roku Jlzoji 

Rokuso dankyo 

Ruljil zatsurel 

Rujlng (Jpn. Nyojo; 1163-1228) 

Rujinglu (Jpn. /lyojoroku) 

rushl (Jpn. nyusshitsu) 

ruyao (Jpn. nyuyaku) 

ryaku kalgi 

ryii 

Ryoan Eayo (1337-1411) 

Ryodo Shlnkaku (1330-1399) 

Ryogonshu (Ch. Lengyanzhou) 

ryokan 

Ryokan 
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614 

ryake 

Ryake b5 kishinja 

Ryake Sakurai b5 kishinja 

Ryoko 

Ryokugan Gonryu (d.1716) 

Ryonen 

Ryonen Eicho (1471-1551) 

Ryoshitsu 

Ryash5 YlBleki 

Ryozen'ln 

Ryiienji 

Ryuen nisei Kiun -Kyoku osh5 goroku 

Ryiien sansei Itsu osha goroku 

Ryuen Seijun Kiun Itsu goroku narsbi 

ni gyojo 

RyUkain 

RyUkeiji 

RyUkoku Donaho 

Ryiionji 
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Ryiisenji 

Ryiisui Nyotoku 

Ryiitaiji 

Ryiitakuji 

Ryiit6kuji hatto 

Ryutakuji Honpon okibuai 

Ryutakuji saiken kangechosha 

ryuten 

Ryuten jukai kirikalli 

Ryuten kankin 

Ryiiunji 

Sadafusa (1372-1456) 

sadallegaki 

Saellonjo Taira bo kishinjo 

Salcha (767-822) 

saldo 

saidoi 
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616 

salgln ~~ 

Saijoji ~~4 

Saijii 
.... t Ff/ 

sal.on e-ff~ ~ 

Saishiikoin ~ 1m jt.~;t 

sal tan tA.!!-

Sakai ;t~ 

Sakai Norikane 5m# ~ i6i 

Sakai Noritsune 5~# l-k 

Sakai Toshitada ~~ # ~IJ It: 

Sakii Yorichika ~i t) j~ it 

Sakii Yorimoto ;iIf/1:J ~ ~ 

Sakyii .,'f/f l:t~' 

~ san ~ 

sUo i; ... 
san (to praise) as aistake for san (to ~ ~ .. 

study) 

sandal soron ;. {'r -1EJ ~Iti 

sangaku ;.~ 

slJnkan ~r~~ 
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617 

Sankoku shaden bosatsukai kechi.yaku 

sankon 

Sankon zazensetsu 

salDli 

salDli no klrlka.l 

SalDloku issaji 

salDlon 

sanro 

Sans en 

Sanshil Hakuryu (1669-1760) 

Sanshu Takl Basenji kyUkl 

San'un kaigetsu 

sanwa 

sanzen ~ A.f 

Sanzen gakudo myojutsu t; ~. ~ til t,-,ff'i 

sarija 

Sasa gishiki: Hotsugo jukai saho 

sa tori 
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satsu 

segaki 

seida 

Seigenzan Yiitakuji gyoji no shidai 

Seiho 

Seizen Doseki (1434-1518) 

sekensa jiijii 

Sekichu Eisan (d.1487) 

Sekidozan 

Sekioku Shinryo (1345-1423) 

Sekioku Zenji ta.ei 

Sekito Kisen (Ch. Shitou Xiqian; 700-

790) 

Sekko Tokuchu (1475-1570) 

senju 

Senkeiji 

Senkoji 

SeJ'\'le 

~~ ~};;j ~ 
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Senpuku gento rokusha 

Senpukuji 

Senpukuji Yoshitsu 

senshi 

Senshin 

Sensa Esai (I~09-1475) 

Sensa Zenji goroku 

Senten 

seppa 

Seaonji 

sesnhoseki 

Shaka 

Shakuen 

Shakuun 

shard 

Shaal ChIen nado kishinjo 
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Shan fang yehua (Jpn. Sanbo yawa) 

shar1 

Shar1 sodenk1 

Shast::k1shii 

shasu1 

shenx1n dutuo (Jpn. sh1nj1n dokudatsu) 

sh1 

Shibata Katsuie (1522-1583) 

Sh1bata Katsu1e gech1jo 

Sh1bunritsu (Ch. S1fenlill 

sh1ch1butsu tsUka1ge 

Sh1ch1dosan 

sh1ch1sek1 

Shido Shoyu (d.1301) 

Shigeno Nobunao 

Shigetsu Ein (1689-1764) 

Shihi 

shihinju 
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shiho 

Shiji 

Shijing 

shikan taza 

shikishuana 

Shikisho 

Shlko Soden (d.1500) 

Shlaazu Atsutada 

Shi.ofusa Soneijiki 

shin 

shinchi 

Shlnchl Kakushln (1207-1298) 

Shingaku J:Yoyosho 

Shlngan Dokfi (1374-1449) 

shingi (Ch. qinggui) 

Shlngon 

Shlngon ajari 

Shingonshu kyojigi 

621 
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Shingyo 

shinJl 

shinJin datsuraku 

shinJin kado 

Shinko Sho%oku ZenJi 

Shinkii 

shinaeisha 

shinnyo hossho no kaiho 

shinri 

Shinsan Jisan narabi ni geJu 

Shin Zenkoji 

Shinzo estate 

Shiroi 

Shiryo 

shisetsu raigi 

shlshaku 

Shishiho 

Shishi yaolan (.J!'In. Sh!!kushi yoran) 

.if,; A;fL 7t 
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sblsbo 

sbisba Gasan osba 

Shitou Xiqian (Jpn. Sekito Kisen; 700-

790) 

Sbltsucbu klrlkami--zen 

Shiyun 

Shizi 

sho/jo (transmission syllable) 

shoaku aakusa shozen bugyo 

Shoan 

Shoben 

shoba 

shabo genza 

Shabo eenzii (Chapter Titles): 

l-Genjo koan 

2-Maka hannya hara.itsu 

3-Bussho 

4-Shinjin gakudo 

5-Sokushln ze Butsu 

-tt ~ '$11f . "it 4-* ~f 

~~ 
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6-Gyobutsu :lgi ~f ~l7lix' ~. 

7-Ikka ayoju - J¥i aJ11-;f, 

8-Sh!n fukatoku ,\:;. ~ OJ 1* 

9-Ko Busshin 1;- {fli Il:; 

10-Daigo *- ,t~ 

ll-Zazengi ~Jf.~. 

12-Zazenshin t. if'~-

13-Kaiin zanllni ;s ~p E... J!4:,. 

14-Kiige fZ."$ 

IS-Kollya ~ ell 

16-Gyaji ~T 1* 

17-lnllo A4- fft 
I~ /1.. 

18-Kannon n1=" 
19-Kokya -t- it 
20-Uji ~ !l+ 
21-Juki :t-~~c.. 

22-Zenki 1:~' 

23-Tsuki AH -#$--
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24-Kabyo 

25-Kelsel sansha 

26-Bu}(kojoji 

27-Muchu setsuau 

28-Ralhal tokuzui 

29-Sansulkyo 

30-Kankln 

31-Shoaku aakusa 

32-Den'e 

33-Dotoku 

34-Bukkyo (BuddhIst Teachings) 

35-Jinzii 

36-Arakan 

37-Shunju 

38-Katto 

39-Shlsho 

40-Hakujushl 

41-Sankal yuishln 

625 
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42-Sesshin sessho 

43-Shoho jisso 

44-Butsudo 

45-Mltsugo 

45-Mujo seppo 

47-Bukkyo (Buddhist Scriptures) 

48-Hosho 

49-Darani 

50-SeIUlen 

51-Menju 

52-Bussa 

53-Baika 

54-Senjo 

55-Jippo +~ 

56-Kenbutsu 

57-Henzan 

58-Ganzei 

59-Kajo 
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60-Sanjushichi bodai bunpo 

61-Ryiigin 

62-Soshl seirail 

63-Botsu mujoshln 

64-Udonge 

65-Hyoral zenshln 

66-Zan.aia zanaal 

67-Tenhorln 

68-Dai shugya 

69-Jisho zanal 

70-Kokii 

71-Batsuu 

72-Ango 

73-Tashintsii 

74-osaku sendaba 

75-Shukke 

l-Shukke kudoku 

2-Jukai 
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3-Kesa kudoku 

4-Hotsu bodalshin 

5-Kuyo shobutsu 

6-Kle sBnpo 

7-Jlnshln Inga 

8-Sanjlgo 

9-Shlae 

10-Shlzen blku 

ll-Ippyakuhachl hoayoaon 

12-HBcbi dainingaku 

12-Hokke ten Hokke 

28-Bodaisatta shishobo 

38-Yui Dutsu yo Butsu 

Shoji 

Shinzo, a.k.a. Balka shlsho, 

Baika, Den'e, Shisho, Shlnsho 

Shabo genzo benchu 

Shabo genzo bon.okuju narabi jo 

Shabo genzo bonaoku jussBn 

1~ t~.14fj 
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Shabo genzo byakujaketsu 

Shabo genzogo 

Shabo genzo gokikigakJ 

Shabo genzo senpyo 

Shabo genzosho 

Shabo genzo zatsubun 

Shabo genzo zuJ.onki 

Shoboji 

Shoboji Shabo genzo no yiirai 

Shabo shingi 

Shabo teklden shishi Jkkushu 

Shochu Shotan (d.1492) 

Shod en 

Shodo Kose! (1431-1505) 

Sho eko shingishikJ 

shoen 

Shoenji 

Shnfukuji 
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Shogaku 

Shogan 

Shogei (1341-1420) 

Shogen Soju (d.1609) 

shoJ:O koten 

shogun 

Shaho 

shoho jisso 

Shiilchi kokushl goroku 

shokan 

shoki 

shoJlotsu 

Shorin 

Shoryiiji 

shosan 

Shosan Chiho 

Shoshi cho 

630 
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Shoshin 

Shoshu chokugokl 

Shoshuso 

Shotoshiki 

Shoujie (Jpn. Jukal) 

ShOWB 

Shoyu 

Shozen 

shu (Ch. zong) 

Shugan 

Shujing 

Shukke dalko 

Shukke ryakusaho 

Shiiko (fl.1445) i~ 

Shiiko osho yuzurljo * ~ ffll~ ~ ]It' 
shukuha lugin 

Shukuroji 

Shukuyogyo (Ch. Xiuyaojlng) 
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Shiilao 

shiillon 

Shiillon no ichi daiji innen 

Shunda Sengyoku (d.1859) 

Shun'oku Myaha (1311-1388) 

Shunpo Saki (1416-1496) 

Shiion'an 

shuro hossu 

shuryii 

Shiiryagongyii (Ch. Shoulengyanjing) 

Shuryii shingi 

shiisei 

shuso 

shiiso Dagen no kakun to senshi Keizan 

no sokai 

Shiito fukkoshi 

Sifenlii (Jpn. Shibunritsu) 

Sba Qian 

sishenghao (Jpn. shishiigii) 

'* r~ .t. - '* t; m~ 
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soan 

Soboku 

Sodellori 

soda 

Soel 

soe)o 

Soen 

Sogenji 

Sogo (Eiheiji abbot) 

Sogo (naae in funeral seraon) 

Soichi 

Sojiji (Mikawa Province) 

Sojiji (originally Noto Province) 

50)1)1 chuko engi 

So)i)l hatto zoritsu chu.on 

So)i)l )in.lralsai )0)0 oklbuai no 

koto 

50)1)1 )o)u .on)o shin .okuroku 

50)1)1 )o)u .on)o .okuroku 
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Sojiji kyiiki 

Sojiji monto keiyakujo 

Sojiji nidai osha shoto 

Sojiji sho hatto 

Soji Zenjijiisan no shidai 

Soju 

Soka 

Sakai 

Soki 

Sako 

soko shinsai 

so klUlon 

soku (principle) misprinted as soku 

(leg) 

Soku Nihongi 

Sokyu (1532-1610) 

Somyo 

Soneiji 

Sonin 

i1l1t.f~ 7G 

i~ *-=1- r, 1;t ~ i~~t· 

f~ # .f =- -It' k:' f~ :J'~' //1 
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Sonpi bUllIlyaku 

Sorinji rentoroku 

Sorin sansei Rinsen kaisan gyojoki 

soroku 

sor:Jn 

Sosan 

Sosh! 

Soshiki kaisei jorei 

Sosh!nj! 

Sosh! Shota! (1414-1496) 

Sosho 

Sotetsu hoe saden hogo 

Sotetsu okibu.i 

Soto (Ch. Caodong) 

Sotoke Tendo Nyoja Zenji Dogen osha 

shihoron 

Soto kyokai jorei 

Sotoshii 

i ij 'n' JJIt\ 

{t~ ;t~ 4- .l.f1 }\i: l'*' 
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Sotoshii ho.yaku kefu 

Sotoshii kakushin do.eikai 

Sugyoroku (Ch. Zongjinglu) 

Suko (1334-1396) 

Suzu 

Suzuki Shosan (1579-1655) 

Taicho (682-767) 

Taigen So shin (d. ca.1371) 

Taigen Sufu (1496-1555) 

taiga 

taigo isoku 

taikyoku 

Taikyoku (1421-ca.1472-) 

Taikyuji 

Taikyiiji yuraiki 

Taira no vji no onna bo kishinjo 

Taitaikoho 

Taiyo Bonsei (d.1427) 

636 
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Taiyo kaisan Tanrei Zenji kinenroku 

Taiyo osha goroku 

Taizo shiso Tenkei osha nenpu 

Takeda Nobumasa 

Takeda Nobutora (1494-1574) 

Takeda Shingen (1521-1573) 

Takeda Shingen han.otsusha 

Takiya Takushu (1836-1897) 

Takuan Saha (1573-1645) 

tallashll 

toashi ire 

tall on 

Tallonten 

tango 

Tanrei Sochu (1624-1710) 

tassu 

tatchii 

Teiho Kenzeiki 

i! m" i~ i1l ;t ~1.4111~ ~ ~l 
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Telho Kenzelki zue 

Telshoji kaisan rekldai ryakuden 

Tekiden 

Ten'an 

Tendai 

Tendai Shingon nishu doisho 

tendo 

tengen 

Tengin yuikai 

Tenkai KUko (1348-1416) 

Tenkei Denson (1648-1735) 

Tenkei (YOkoji abbot) 

Tenno So in (d.1467) 

Tenrinji 

Tenryiiji 

Tenshin Jishij (d.1413) 

Tenshin Yiiteki (1341-1413) 

tenzo 

638 
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Tenzo kyiikun 

Tesshin Gyoshu (d.1664) 

Tetsudii 

Tetsudii Zentsii 

Tetsuzan Shian (1246-1336) 

Tettsu Gikai Zenji siiki 

TialUlu Zhongfeng heshang guanglu (Jpn. 

Tenmoku ChUba osho karoku) 

Tiantong (Jpn. Tendo) 

Toda Tadaaasa 

tado 

todai 

Tofukuji 

To~ashi Iehisa (d.1329) 

Togen kakun 

Togen Zuisen (1430-1489) 

Togyoku 

toji 

{~i. fA ~ 1t A¥ tT ~ ~c. 
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Taji kaisan jikkajo no kikya 

Tajo shinho 

Toja shitsunai danshi kenpi shiki 

Tojuin 

toki 

Takoku dentoin goro gosoku narabi ni 

gyogo ryakugi 

Tokoku goso gyojitsu 

Tokoku jinairaisaJ honji to nasubeki no 

okib/Jlli 

Takoku kaJsan Keizan osho no hogo 

Takoku kaJsan osho jijaku sai.on 

Tokokuki 

Takokusan jinairaisai okibu.i 

Tokoku shingi 

Tokudo saha 

Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616) 

Tokugawa Ieyasu hatto 

Tokuo Horyu (d.1563) 

t %- r, ..L + w-11Jz..m.tt. 
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Tokuo Ryeko (1649-1709) 

Tokuunji 

Toainaga Shiiho 

Tono.ine 

tij'nyu 

Teri 

torii 

Toshoji 

Touzi Yiqing chBnshl yulu (Jpn. Tasu 

Gisei Zenji goroku) 

Tazan hatto no shidai 

Tazan jajo jln.irBisal gongya to 

nasubeki koto 

tsu 

Tsugen Jakurei (1322-1391) 

Tsijgen Jakurei Zenji saki 

Tsijgen osha gyajitsu 

Tsijgen osha ryaku nenfu 

Tsugen osha tan'enshi 
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Tsijgen osha yuikai kibun 

Tsuho Meldo (d.139S) 

tsuizen 

Tsiikal Ryusen 

tsiisu 

Tu!geng Den!ng (Jpn. Ta!ko Tokune!) 

ubai 

ubasoku 

uchi (slapllfled fora of hanaru) 

Desug! Pusaak! (1432-1466) 

Desug! Kensh!n (1530-1578) 

Desug! Norlaoto (1383-1418) 

Desug! Norlsada 

Desug! Norltada (1433-1454) 

Desug! Norlzane (1411-1466) 

ujidera 

Uji Kannon Doriin soda kanjisho 

Dnga! Shoton (1633-1695) 
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Ungaku Togen (d.1491) 

Unjuji 

Unkan Shuse 

Unsho Ikkei (1386-1463) 

uro 

ushiro.i 

wa (Ch. hua) 

Waan Seijun (fl.1411) 

Waan Seijun Zenj1 gyojo 

Wangseng (Jpn. 80sO) 

Wansong Hangxiu (Jpn. Mansho Gyeshu; 

1196-1246) 

watash1jo 

wato (Ch. huatou) 

weinuo (Jpn. ino) 

Wuchangjing (Jpn. Hujokyii) 

Wuji Liaopai (Jpn. Musai Ryoha; 1149-

1224) 

WU.enguan (Jpn. Hu.onkan) 
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WIlsban (Jpn. gazan) 

Wuwai Yiyuan (Jpn. Mugai Gion: d.1266) 

Wuxue Zuxuan (Jpn. Mugaku Sogen: 1226-

1286) 

Wuzu Pay an (Jpn. Goso Hoen: d.l104) 

xlancbeng gong'an (Jpn. genjo koan) 

Xlao fosbl (Jpn. Sbo butsuj1) 

Xiaoren (Jpn. Shukunen) 

Xiatang Huiyuan (Jpn. Katsudo Eon: 

1103-1176) 

xlnchen (Jpn. shlnjln) 

xlnchen tualua (Jpn. sblnj1n 

datsuraku) 

Xlngzhuang (Jpn. GyojD) 

Xluchan yaojue (Jpn. Shuzen yoketsu) 

Xuedau Mlngjue Chanshl yolu (Jpn. 

Setcho Myogaku Zenj1 goraku) 

Xuedou Zhongxian (Jpn. Setcho Jfiken: 

980-1052) 

Xuefeng Yicun (Jpn. Seppo Gison: 822-

908) 
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Xu guzunsu yuyao (Jpn. Zoku kosonshuku 

goyo) 

Xutang ZhIyu (Jpn. Kido ChIgu; 1185-

1269) 

Yakushi 

Yakushi no riyaku no koto 

Yakushitsu 

yuabushi 

Yamana Ujikiyo (1344-1391) 

Yamanouchi 

YaJIIashlbu 

Yang 

YanqI Guangwen (Jpn. Enkei Komon; 

1189-1263) 

Yaoshan WeIyan (Jpn. Yakusan Igen; 

745-828) 

yasan 

yasan hajillle 

YIgong (Jpn. GIku) 

YIjlng (Jpn. GIjo; 635-713) 

Yin 
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Yisban Vining (Jpn. Issan Icbinei: 

1247-1317) 

YOjo 

Yujuji 

Yoko 

YOkoan 

Yokoji (Kyoto) 

YOkoji (Noto) 

Yokojl kiden chu.on 

YOkoji kirlkui 

Yokojiryo aokuroku 

Yokojiryo Wakabeho shurida 

sadaaegakian 

Yokose Kunishige 

Yokose.Narishige (1506-1578) 

Yokose Yasusbige 

yo.on 

Yoshihito (1361-1416) 

YOshitsu 
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YOshitsu zatsuki 

YOtakuj! 

YOtaJcuji Tsiigen Zenji gyoga 

Yotaleu Tsiigen Zenji goroku 

YuanJt'u FoJ!Uo Chanshi yul u (Jpn. Engo 

Bukka Zenji goroku). 

Yuanwu Keqin (Jpn. Engo Gokugon; 1063-

1135) 

ruhii Toekl 

Yuikyogya 

Yuki battles (1440) 

Yunju Daoying (Jpn. Unko Diiyo; d.902) 

Yun_en Kuangzhen Chanshi guangl u (Jpn. 

Unmon Kyoshin Zenji karoku) 

Yunaen Wenyan (Jpn. Un.on Bun'en, 864-

949) 

Yura Narlshlge (1506-1578) 

Yusbu (Jpn. Guebo) 

yuzuriyo 

Zaishitsu Cbotan 
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zanaai 

zazen 

zazengi 

Zazen yajinki 

zazen zoku butsugo nari 

ze (Jpn. soku) 

zen 

Zen (Ch. Chan) 

zen Eihei 

Zengan Tojun (d.1495) 

zengya 

zenji 

Zenjlho 

zenjoriki 

zenjii 

zenkal 

Zenkaiki 

Zenke 
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Zenkyiiin 

ZeMan 

Zen. on bosatsukalki 

ZeMon ju bosatsukaiki 

Zenni 

Zenrin gashoshii 

Zenrinji 

Zenrin ruljii (Ch. Chanl1n leiju) 

Zenrin shokisen 

zenryo 

zenshitsu 

Zensho 

zenshu 

Zenshii revolt (1416) 

zensii 

Zeppo 

Zhanglu Zongze (Jpn. Choro Sosaku) 
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Zhanran (Jpn. Tannen; 711-782) 

Zhaobaosi (Jpn. Shohoji) 

zhao (Jpn. terasu: utsuru. or utsusu) 

Zhaozhou Congshen (Jpn. Joshu Jushin) 

Zhiguan foxing chuanhongjue (Jpn. 

Shikan bugyo denguketsu) 

Zhiyi (Jpn. Chigi; 538-597) 

Zhongfeng Mingben (Jpn. Chuho Myohon; 

1263-1323) 

Zhone-en tongyaoji (Jpn. Shu.on 

toyashU) 

Ziehun (Jpn. Shijun; 1064-1117) 

Zijue (Jpn. Jikaku; d.1117) 

Zadanshii 

Zokeian 

Zoku Nichilki Toja sho soden 

zong (Jpn. shu) 

Zongronglu (Jpn. Shayoroku) 

Zongze (Jpn. Sosaku) 

Zosan Ryoki (d.1729) 
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Zulcho 

Zulgan Shorln (1343-c.1424-) 

Zu1gan Zenj1 goroku 

Zulko Chlngyii 

Zul0 

zu1se 

Zulsekl 

Zulsekljl 

ZuisenJl 

Zu1senj1bon Denkoroku 

Zulun' In 

Zu1un'1n eng1ki 

zunnan 

Zunsu q1anhua (Jpn. Sonshuku senge) 

Zunsu ruyuan (Jpn. Sonshuku nyij1n) 
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Index 2 

NAMES AND TOPICS 

A 

abbotship, 31, 45, 67, 132, 138, 159, 431, 438, 441-42 

foraer abbot (zenjU), 160 

funeral, 434-35 

abbotship succession, 26, 219, 453, 479 

expenses, 273-75, 278, 286-87 

honorary titles, 166, 178, 261, 264, 288 

in absentia (inari), 286 

rotation Hong lineages (rinjii) , 85-88, 189, 194, 214, 223, 266-70, 
273-75, 279 

Ryiitakuji, 272 

Sojlji, 288 

switching lineages, 276, 480 

teaple networks, 267, 272, 276 

Agency of Teaples and Shrines (Jisha bygyo), 102 

Ajiai river, 148 

AkiYHa Hanji, 312 

Alliance to Refora the Soto School (Sotoshff kakushln dameikai) , 181 

Aaida (Skt. Aaltibha), 149, 249, 255, 382, 431, 433-34, 436, 444, 471 

Aaida chapels, 236. See also chapels, rural 

AIIidaju, 444 

ancestor worship, China, 430 

Ando Tasshun, 182 

Annen, laO, 380 

Annonji, 290 

hoharB, 200 

Arachi, 43 

Asaji Zekkei, 182 

Asakura fastly. 291 

652 
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Asbikaga sbogunate. 211. 213. 247. 271. 478 

Asbikaga Takauji (1305-1358). 149 

Asuwa river. 148 

Atobe Kageie. 456 

Atobe Kagetsugi. 456 

attendant (jisha). 89. 139 

Azegaai Baisen (1825-1901). 179. 184 

Azu.a Ryusbin, 111. 398 

B 

Baibo Jikusbin (1633-1707). 220 

Baijiang guishl. 377 

BaljiAflg Huaibai (Jpn. Hyakujo Ekai; 749-814). 117. 260. 377. 387 

Baisan line. 223, 272-73, 281 

da.aged in warfare. 291 

Eibeiji. 288 

Baisan Monpon (d.1417), 223, 281 

Butsudaji. 272 

deference to patrons. 253 

founder of Taigen line, 223. 270 

Kannon worship, 244 

aeditation, 244. 259 

regulations. 253. 259, 272. 274. 279. 334 

sectarian faction, organizer of. 270, 272-74 

Sojiji, 270. 272 

Ban'an Eishu (1591-1654), 89 

Banjin Dotan (1698-1775). 105 

Bassui Tokusho (1327-1387). 205. 333. 336. 343-44.412 

Benchu. See Shobo genzo benchu 

Bendoho. 204 

Bendowa. 33. 46. 50 

benefits. See this-worldly benefits 

Bcnzaiten. 249 

Beppu Kageyuki, 457 

Bielefeldt, Carl. 24 

Bishamon, 200. 202 
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Biwa, 43 

Biyan1u (Jpn. Hekiganroku) , 113, 301, 326, 329, 348, 360, 453 

Dagen, 302 

Ejo, 303 

Keizan, 341 

Blacker, Carmen, 428 

Bodhidharaa, ~49, 260, 351 

Boaokya. See Fanwangjing 

BoaOkyo ryakusha. 93-94. 391. 395-96 

author of. 94-95 

Bonsei (d.1427), 63. 281 

Buddhisa 

secularization. 257 

true (shabO). 33, 52. 54, 122 

Buddhist i.ages, 258 

Bureau of Sacrifice. 374 

burial. 425. 428, 435 

Bussa shoden bosatsukal kyOkal jumon, 95 

Ejo and Senne, 391-92, 395 

Keizan's phonetic version, 200 

Bussa shaden bosatsukal saho, 76. 140. 143, 165, 167, 169, 187. 391-93, 
399. 417 

Butsubutsu no yokl. soso no kiya, 314 

Butsudaji, 231 

C 

Baisan Monpon. 272 

destoryed in warfare, 292 

lineage teaple (tatchu), 272 

Caodong school. 56. See also Soto school 

Caoshan Benji (Jpn. Sozan Honjaku, 840-901). 183 

Caoxi HlIineng (Jpn. Sakei Eno: 638-713). 183, 304. 351 

certificate of succession (shlcho). 141 

Chan 

China, 71, 79. 373. 378, 384 

texts studied in Japan, 17 
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ChBn1in bBOXun yinyi (Jpn. Zenrin hokun ongi; 1635). 294 

Chan1in beiyong qinggui (Jpn. Zenrin biya shingi). 193 

Chanyuan qinggui (Jpn. Zennen shingi). 82. 100. 128-29. 330. 373. 375. 
390. 392 

Eisai. 384 

funeral rites. 430-36 

Rujing. 388 

chapels. rural. 243. 255. 237. 239. 401. 403. 409. 415 

Chen Zunsu (Jpn. Chin Sonshuku). See Daoming 

Chikuba Kotaku (1419-1471). 335 

Chikudo Ryogen. 223. 267 

Chikusan Tokusen (1344-1413), 224 

VOkoji abbotship. 225 

Chio Eishu (1371-1426). 417 

Chisho. 166. 170 

Chita Peninsula. 420 

Chixiu Baijiang qinggui (Jpn. Chokushu Bakuja shingi). 392 

Chokai. 65. 135-36 

Chokushii Byakujo shingi Untosho. 162 

Chugan Engetsu (1300-1375). 156 

Collcutt. Martin. 6, 175 

Confucianism. 249, 264-65. 423, 426. 430-31, 455, 457 

consecration ceremony (tengen). 258. 446. 451 

cook (tenzo). 108, 121, 128 

cre.ation. 428. 430. 435. 440. 444. 451. 459 

ritual lighting of pyre. 434-35 

o 

Dabei shenzhou (Jpn. D~ihi jinshu). 436. 441, 471 

nahui Zonggao (Jpn. Daie Sako; 1089-1163). 299 

koan. 296 

aeditation. 303 

Daian Shueki (1406-1473). 363 

Daibutsuji. 47. 494. See also Eiheiji 

Daichi (1290-1366). 76, 91. 95. 111. 205, 477 

Kofukuji. 233 
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Daie (Ch. Dahui) line, 156 

Daien Monsatsu (d.1636), 365-66 

Daigen, 216 

Da1 hannyakyo, I, 17, 84, 210, 314 

Da1h1 j1nshu, 471 
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Daijiji, 72-74, 80, 82, 85, 88, Ill, 280, 464 

abbotship, 87, 268 

bell, 81-82, 84 

status, 277 

Da1jlkkya, 83 

Daij5ji, 72, 126, 131, 161, 165, 195, 228, 232, 277, 440 

abbotship, 213, 321 

Dagen statue, 173 

founding, 134, 136 

head teaple, 280 

Keizan, 187 

Meiho, explusion of, 187 

registrar of monks (soroku) , 226 

Sojiji, conflict with, 226 

status, 226-27 

Daiken H5ju, 406 

Daikokuten, 200 

Daiko Myoshu (d.1437), 281, 335 

Daiku Genko (1428-1505), 360 

Dainichi (Skt. Mahavairocanna), 135 

Daio line, 156, 327, 332 

Da1son gyaJokl, 76, 172, 339 

Keizan, 185 

Daitetsu Sorei (1333-1408), 216, 220, 223, 231-32 

YOkoji abbotship, 225 

Daitetsu line, 223 

Daitoin, 275, 404 

head teaple, 281 

Daitokuji, 263, 325, 332 

Daitokuji line, 326, 336 

Danno Hiroyuki, 101 
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Daofang (Jpn. DohO') , 21 

Dao.ing (Jpn. Do.yo; d. ca.874-879), 298 

Daoxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 596-667), 387 

Daoxuan (Jpn. Dosen; 702-760) , 12, 15 

Daruaa. See Bodhidharlla 

Daruaashfi, 7, 9, 21, 34, 39-41, 50, 64, 74, 107, 110, 127, 135, 139, 476 

antinoaianis., 18, 46, 64. 66, 121, 381-82 

lineage, 114 

persecution, 39, 45, 64, 382 

precepts, 398 

Soto, within, 40, 64, 66-67, 98, 107, 109, 138, 146, 172-73, 188, 
196, 338, 440, 490 

teachings. 18, 64, 107, 382 

Deguang (Jpn. Tokko; 1121-1203), 21, 41 

denbO' and denkei. relationship between. 141 

DenkO'roku, 203, 320, 339 

DentO'in, 196, 320 

Deshan (Jpn. Tokusan; 780-865), 307 

Dhar.aguptika, 375 

dharaa scrolls (fajuan), 479 

dhar.a trans.ission, 74-75, 110-12, 118, 319, 332, 484 

face-to-face, 114, 149 

posthUlloUS, 194 

precepts, 76, lIS, 119-20, 140-41, 399 

robe, 89, 133, 137 

sealed in blood, 340 

secret initiations, 26, 113. 115-16, 119-20, 330-32. 336, 338, 346, 
353-54, 479 

switching lineages, 26, 102, 114, 143, 169 

Dagen (1200-1253), 7-9, 28, 45, 47, 58, 65, 94, 97, 107, 112, 126, 154, 
170, 196, 204, 337, 341, 351, 379, 489-90 

Biyanlu, 302 

Bon.iikyO', 99 

in China, 30, 52, 144, 376, 388-89 

.erchant ship, 389 

petition to e.peror, 390 

status 8S novice, 390 
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Cbinese-language works, 52 

creaation, 91 
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criticisms of other Zen teacbers, 21, 50-51, 55, 98, 103, 156 

Daoaing (a.k.a. Cben Zunsu) , 299 

Daruaasbu, 64, 66, 114, 127 

deatb, 67, 70, 440, 473 

disciples, 62, 64-66, 69-71, 89, 98, 109, 124, 143, 159, 172, 174-
76, 230, 303, 310, 452 

conflicts among, 159 

left Eibeiji, 145 

dreaas, 201 

early Ufe, 29 

Echizen, move to, 43, 309 

at Eibeiji, 205 

Eisai, 124, 340, 385-86 

Ejo, 113, 385 

Ekan, 109, 112 

Five Ranks (goi) , 155-56 

funerals, 439 

Gikai, 110, 122 

final conversation, 112, 120 

goroku, 52-53, 57, 77, 90, 93, 95, 108, 139, 306, 309, 439, 449-50, 
452, 473 

barvest aoon, 473 

Hongzbi, 154 

Jakuen, 144 

Japan's first Zen teacber. 13, 20, 39, 52, 68, 322 

Kaaakura, trip to, 49, 66 

Keizan, 317 

kensho, 155 

koan, 36, 52, 56, 90, 100, 116, 118, 294-97, 303-4, 306-9, 323, 333, 
337-39, 481 

at Koshoji, 33, 46, 89, 309 

language, 23, 41, 51, 53, 56-57, 60, 97, 102-4, 297 

lay patrons, 24, 33, 38-39, 42, 47, 49, 63, 115 

aonastic codes, 439 

monastic library, 364 
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Myazen, 340, 388 

original enlighte~ent (honsho .yashu) , 23, 57. 60-62. 64, 100, 295 

originality of teachings, 5. 24, 60. 308, 393, 476 

as outcast, 37, 43-44, 46, 485 

patrons, 191, 198 

poverty. 38 

precepts, 23, 94, 100, 109, 120, 371, 373, 385, 387-88, 391-95, 477 

Hinayana vs. Mahayana, 395 

and previous Japanese Buddhism, 22. 46, 54, 62 

recorded sayings. See under goroku 

Rinzai, 50, 51 

Rinzai background, 339-40 

Rokuso dankya, rejection of, 127, 304 

Rujing, 50, 54-56, 59, 118, 314, 355, 388, 470, 476 

Ryanen (nun). 307 

Rya7.eu' in, 140 

Shinchi Kakushin, 340 

Shabo eenza, 105. See also Shabo genza 

Sata school, founder of, 182 

teachings, 23, 35, 37-38. 48, 50, 52-55, 64, 81, 89, 97-99. 102, 
,104-5, 108. 114-18, 121, 151-52. 154-55, 308. 316, 319-20, 339, 
369 

funerals, 440 

Hinayana vs. Mahayana. 387 

aedieval Sota. 118, 154 

aonastic cook, 109 

physical participation, 61-62, 100, 121-23. 205, 386-87 

ritual. 61-62, 65, 109. 122. 128-29 

shlkan taza, 58, 303-6, 311, 385, 475, 485-86 

shlnjin datsuraku. 57, 60. See also shlnjin datsuraku 

true Buddhism (shob~. 33. 52. 54-55. 57, 92. 476, 486 

Tendai ordination, 391 

textual citations. 36. 55-56. 60, 99-100, 129, 154, 302. 388, 439 

true Buddhisa, 359 

women, attitude toward, 487 

writings, 488 

Yuanwu Kequin, 303 
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Dogen Zen. See Dagen. teachings. See also sbinjin datsuraku 

Dokuan Genko (1630-1698). 281 

Don'ei Eo (1424-1504). 250. 281 

conversion from Rinzai to Sota. 259 

meditation. 259 

memorial services. 457 

women. attitude toward. 467 

Dongshan Liangjie (Jpn. Tozan Ryokai; 807-869). 183. 349 

Donki. 150. 168. 170 

Dore. Ronald P •• 428 

Doso Doai (d.1379). 267 

Dugu Chunpeng (Jpn. Dokuko Shunho). 156 

E 

e::etern h!!!l ".01"" I ~;;"n/\ ---_... ,-----" 221 

Echizen. 40. 43. 45-49. 52. 70. 105. 230. ~09. 491 

ebon. 93 

Eiheiji. 8, 48-49, 67. 69, 79. 98. 106, 123, 131. 134. 138. 145. 148. 
154. 156. 161. 165. 173. 280. 441. 495 

abbotship. 159. 161-62. 166-67. 170. 287 

honorary titles. 166 

inauguration fees, 288 

regulations. 286 

outside lineages, 168 

branch temples. 73 

destroyed in warfare. 292 

fire (1340). 173 

Gikai. 130 

head temple. 178. 285 

main gate, 127 

aodern elections. 181 

recognized by court. 178 

recognized by Tokugawa shogunate, 178 

status. 284. 289 

Sojiji 

conflict with. 289 
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refutation of clai.s, 182 

truce with, 179, 183 
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Elhel kalsan Dagen dal osha kana haga, 344 

Elhel kalsan goyulgan klroku (abb. "Goyuigon") , 66, 75, 113, 115, 117-
18, 120-21, 338, 399, 421 

characteristics, 112-13, 118 

content, 110, 118 

difricul ties 

content, 114-16, 118 

historical trans.ission, 111 

influences, 118 

Elhel karoku. See Dagen, goroku 

Elhel shitsuchii .onsho, 110. See also Eihel kalsan goyuigon kiroku 

Eikiij i • See Yokiij i 

Eikyii disturbance (1438), 247 

Eisai (1141-1215), 7-9, 17-18, 21, 30, 32, 45, 64, 66, 79, 123, 340 

Chanyuan qlnggui, 384 

China, 384 

Daruaashii, denunciation of, 21, 383 

Dogen, 385 

criticised by, 385-86 

esoteric Buddhis., 19 

Jingdesi, 389 

Keizan, 192 

pesecution of, 383 

precepts, 19, 22, 381, 383-85, 393, 445 

Rujing, 388 

Sotii school, status within, 187 

Zen teachings, 19 

Ejo (1198-1280), 34-35, 40-41, 64-66, 77, 89-90, 112, 115-16, 118, 121, 
124, 139, 146, 161, 170, 175, 196, 338, 489, 497 

abbot of Eiheiji, 67, 69, 132 

Blyanlu, 303 

copyist, 34, 43, 153, 490-94, 496 

Daruaashii, 107 

death, 133 

disciples, 70, 133, 141 
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Dagen. 113. 305. 385 

inherited robe. 133 

at Degen's funeral, 440 

early career. 10. 34 

funeral. 133 

Glen. 139. 147 

662 

Gikai. 110. 113. 117. 119-20. 123 

Glun. 150 

Keizan. 147. 187. 310 

koan. 305. 307 

Senne. 391 

Ekan. 39. 41. 46. 64-65. 107. 439. 490 

Buddhisa. devotion to. 112 

Daruaashii. 110 

death. 110 

dharma trans.ission. 110 

Dagen. 109 

Eiheijl. 109 

Gikai. 110 

Kashaj!. 109 

Sata dharaa succession. 110. 112 

Eki. 41. 440 

Ekkei Rin'eki (d.1514). 285 

Eaituo. See Aaida 

Bnehi. 306 

Enchin (814-891), 17 

endonkai, 99 

Engakuji, 85, 442, 466 

Enkyodo Sotoshu jiin hon.atsucho, 235, 269-70 

enlightenaent, 50, 66, 108, 116, 206, 312, 314-15, 474, 484 

kensho. 107, 155, 303-5, 320, 343, 369 

original enlightenaent (hongaku hoaon) , 380. See also Dagen, 
original enllghtent.ent 

taiga, 305, 318, 320 

toki, 319-20 

Ennl Sen'en (1202-1280), 45, 326 
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Eonin (793-864), 378 

Enpo dentoroku, 72, 341 

Enso .onsan, 334 

Enzuin, 190, 198-99 

Erin, 169-70 

Eryo (812-860), 394 

Esai Senso, 409, 413 

Eshun, 465-67 

death, 467 
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esoteric Buddhism (.lkkyo) , 15, 19, 45, 135, 193, 208, 210, 256,313, 

F 

398, 408-9, 426, 436, 441, 486 

fire invocation (go.a), 206 

Shingon, 17 

Zen, differs froa, 257 

Fanwangjlng (Jpn. BonmokyO) , 93, 99, 204, 375-78, 384, 393, 395, 421-22, 
447 

Faure, Bernard, 14 

Faxian (Jpn. Bakken; d. ca.420), 429 

Fenyang Shanzhao (Jpn. Fun'yo Zensho; 947-1024), 299 

filial piety, 430, 455-56, 458 

Fuji Masao, 427 

Fujioka Daisetsu, 245 

Fujiwara Masatsugu, 131 

Fujiwara Noriei. See Guzeiin 

Pujiwara Toshihito (fl. 915), 106 

Pujiwara Yoshiyasu. See Kakunen 

Fukakusa, 32-34, 37, 43-46, 65 

Fukan zazengl, 32, 34, 311 

Fukushoji, 281 

Pukuyaaa Mokudo, 182 

Punaoka Makoto, 9-10 

funeral rites, I, 27, 244, 258-59, 353, 482 

Buddhist titles, 454, 463 

Chinese Chan, 426-27, 429-35, 438 
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auctions. 438 

expenses, 437-38 

Degen, 439 

Gikai, 440 

Indian Buddhism, 429 

Japan, 425 

modern, 428 

664 

other schools of Japanese Buddhism, 426 

ritual salvation. 249. 405. 431, 433, 436, 446. 459-60, 462-63, 468-
69, 472 

Sate, medieval, 451, 459 

Zen 

lay funerals, 445-46, 449, 458. 462-63 

posthuaous ordinations, 446-48 

social status of deceased, 453-54 

women, attitude toward, 463-64. 467-69, 471 

early Japanese, 439-44 

early Japanese auctions, 441 

mastery over death, 463 

funeral seraons, 260, 434-35, 451, 453-55, 458-59. 462, 467-68 

Furong Daojie (Jpn. Fuyo Dakai; 1043-1118). 89 

Furuta Shakin, 34, 358, 382 

koan, 296 

Fusaiji. 280 

InauguratIon fee. 275 

Fusal line, 281 

Fusai Zenkyu (1347-1408), 216, 224, 281, 365-66, 459 

woaen. attitude toward, 467 

Yokoji abbotship, 225 

fush1ryo n1 sh1te gen. fuego ni shite jo, 313-16 

Fushukuhanho, 204 

G 

Gao sha.1, 388, 390 

Gasan Jaseki (1276-1366), 136, 138, 194, 211, 213-14, 216, 226, 464 

death, 219 
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disciples. 214. 222. 231-33. 237. 241. 267. 269. 277. 400 

patrons. 218 

precepts. 397 

Sojiji abbotship of. 184. 196. 208-9 

wo.en. attitude toward. 219 

yokoj1. 214 

Gasan line. 214. 221-23. 227-28. 230-33. 237. 245. 271. 280. 391 

damaged in warfare. 292 

Eiheiji. 285 

Gekio Sojun (1433-1488). 413-14. 416, 418. 420. 423 

Genjii line. 335 

Genka Tekkyo (d.1321), 194 

Genayo. 66 

Genno Shinsho (1329-1400), 219. 231-32. 280, 400, 405, 407-8 

kIlling ~tQ"~ (~psshn8ekl), 400 

Genno Shinsho line, 224. 267, 275, 280 

Annonji, 290 

conflict with Ryoan line. 290 

Sojiji, 291 

Gensho Chinzan, 194 

Gessen Ryoin (1319-1400), 222, 231, 262. 280 

Getsudo Soki (1285-1361). 156 

Getsuin Shosho (d.1433). 413 

Gidaiji, 76 

Gien. 41. 65. 67, 71-72. 90. 132-133, 146, 159, 170, 175. 496 

Daruaashii. 139 

disciples 

conflict with Gikai, 160 

Dagen. 139 

Eiheiji, 139. 140 

Eiheiji abbotship, 138-39. 161. 173. 187 

Ejo. 139 

Gikal 

conflict with, 161-64. 172 

links to, 172 

Keizan. 140. 187, 310. 399 
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obscurity, 138 

Shiibo genzii, 139 

status, 141, 163 

teachings, 165 

Gien line, 165 

666 

Giin (1217-1300), 41, 65, 72-73, 87, 146, 174-75, 280, 477 

bridge, 80-81. 84 

in China. 74. 77-78. 93 

dharaa succession, 74-76, 277 

disciples, 82. 85. 88 

Dagen, 74-75. 81, 163 

early career, 74 

Eiheiji. 77 

Eiheiji abbotship, 163, 168 

Ejo, 75-77 

Gien, 172-73 

Glkai. 75, 111, 173 

Kyiishu, 79 

patrons, 84 

precepts, 397 

Rujing, 77 

teachings, 80-83. 174 

Giin line. 165, 168, 275. 280, 391 

Eiheiji. 166. 173 

sandal saron, 162 

Gijun, 41. 65, 70 

Gikai (1219-1309). 24, 40-41. 65. 67, 69. 72. 121, 145, 170, 175, 196, 
226. 399. 464. 477. 496 

background. 105-7. 135. 398 

in China. 78. 125-26. 165 

conflict with Gien. 161-64. 172 

conflict with Jakuen. 164. 172 

cook, 108. 121 

Daijoji, 134. 136-37 

Daruaashu, 67, 106-7, 137, 172, 188 

dharaa succession. 110 
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death. 138 

dharaa trans.ission process. 338 

disciples 

conflict with Gien. 160 

Dagen. 108-10. 112. 137 

final conversation. 112 

robe. 133 

Echizen. 108 

Eiheiji. 106. 115. 130. 164 

revIver of. 106. 123. 127. 131 

Ejo. 133 

succession. 110. 112. 115-16. 119-20 

Ekan. 110 

enlighten.ent. 107-8. 116-17. 120. 122-23 

esoteric Buddhism. 124. 397 

funeral. 138. 173. 440-41 

Gien. 172 

influence. 105 

Keizan. 131. 137. 187-88. 310 

Koshoji. 107 

mother. 131 

ordination. 398. 477 

retirement. 131 

rituals introduced. 128-29 

sandai soron. 132-33 

shrines introduced. 127 

succession. 66 

teachings. 165 

Gikai line. 89. 105. 112-14. 118. 161. 164-65. 168. 213-14. 226 

Daijoji. 188 

Eiheiji abbotship. 166 

Glkan fuhojo. 119 

Ginnanpo. 146. 148 

Giun (1253-1333). 41, 65. 72. 143. 145, 159, 168. 170-71. 497 

background. 146 

Shabo genzo. Chinese-lan~~age version. 152 
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Dagen, 154, 156 

Dogen reincarnate, 171 

Eiheiji, 140, ISO, 154 

reviver of, 163-64, 171 

Ejo, 150, 153 

Five Ranks (goi) , 155-56 

goro.~, ISO, 154-55, 338 

HOkyoji, 146, 150, 154 

Hokyeji abbotship, 150 

Hokyaki, 153 

Hongzhi, 155 

Ijira family, 150 

Jakuen, 147 

Keizan, 321 

Kenke, 171 

kensho, 155 

Rinzai influences, 156 

Rujing, 153 

Shabo genza, 147, ISO, 156-57 

co .. entary on, 153 

teachings, 152, 154-55, 158 

textual citations, 152, 154-55 

wo.en, attitude toward, 467 

Godaigo (1288-1339), 211-12 

edict of 1322, 182-83, 289 

Keizan, 217 
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god of the hearth (soka shinsai) , 128-29 

Gogyakunin .onrai, 331 

Gohanazono (1419-1470), 443 

Goichijo (1008-1036), funeral of, 426 

Goklkigaki, 92, 96. See also Shobo genzosho 

Gokoku shobogi, 44 

Gokurakuji, 33, 44 

Gonara edict of 1539, 289 

Goroho, 196-97. 202-3, 320 

goroku. See recorded sayings; Also see under author 
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Gosaga (1220-1272), 43-44 

Gosha. 243 

Gosho. See Shabo genzasho 

Gotoba (1180-1239). 147 
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GoyuilfOn. See Eihei kaisan goyuigon kiroku 

Gozan. 70 

Gozan jissatsuzu. 126 

grandmotherly kindness (rabashin). 121-22 

Groner. Paul. 380 

group leader (ino; Ch. weinuo). 433-34 

guardian spirits (dojijin). 127-29 

Gukoku. 87 

Guzeiin (a.k.a. Fujiwara Noriei). 39 

Gyogi (669-749). 13. 208 

Gyohyo (722-797). 12 

B 

Hachiaen. 200 

Haglwara Tatsuo. 248 

Hajakuji. 40. 107. 109. 135. 148 

Hakuln Ekaku (1685-1768). 325 

Hakusan. 242 

talislians. 242 

Tendal. 49. 242 

Heisenji. 106 

Hangzhou. 31 

Hanuki Masai. 234 

Hasebe faaily. 218 

Hasebe Hidetsura. 218 

Hasebe Masatsura. 219 

Hasebe Norinobu. 218 

Hasebe Yoritada. 218 

Hatano fwaily. 79. 107. 142. 148. 151. 174 

Gien. 187 

Hatano Izuao-no-kaai Jiro Kongo. 131 

Hatano Moto.asa. 283 
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Hatano Shigeaichi. 107. 130 

Hatano Tokiaitsu. 107. 134 
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Hatano Yoshishige (d.1258). 42. 47. 49. 406. 491 

Hazaaa Jiko. 23 

Heisenji. 106. 242-43 

Hek1ganrok-... See Diyanlu 

Hibe Hoboru. 354 

Hiei, Mt •• 10. 17. 22, 29. 106-7, 242-43. 340. 380. ~98, 477 

h1fu datsuraku, 314 

higan. 414 

Higashiyaaa Kotaiji. 91 

Higo, 230 . 

Higoshu Daijij1 ka1san Kangan Zenji ryakuden (abb. MRyakuden-). 73-74, 
77 

Higo Sato, 73, 80, 85, 88, 280 

iJijiri, 15. 240 

Hiko. Mt •• 241 

H1.ltsu shabo genzo (attributed to Keizan), 342 

Hirakawa Akira. 372 

Hirose Ryoko. 227. 232. 234. 262, 269, 284. 404. 412-15. 419. 423, 454 

Hisodera. 15 

historical sources. 71. 74-75. 130-32. 135. 137, 140, 142. 159. 163. 
172. 185. 217. 221. 226-28. 230. 266. 277. 287. 289. 339, 390-
91. 410. 412-14. 452 

Hodaji, origin of, 278 

Hoffmann, Yoel. 331 

Hogo: Kalsan no kotoba, 91 

HOjo regents. 85, 147 

Hajo Tokiaune (1251-1284). 85 

funeral, 442, 444 

Hojo Tokiyori (1227-1263). 148 

Hokekyo, 83-84, 108, 204. 261. 469 

Hoki. 405 

Hakke senbo. 83 

HOko bosatsu, 208 

Hoky5ji, 72. 143, 146-147. 154. 157, 165 

abbotship. 150. 168, 170 
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Ijira, 146, 148-49 

Keizan, 187, 199 

Hokyokl, Ill, 153, 317 

Giun, 153 

Keizan, 311, 317 

B'okyo yuishokl, 144, 159, 170-71 

Honcho kosoden, 72 

Honda Kizen, 170 

HOnen (1133-1212), 10-11 

antinoaianism, 381-82 

persecution of, 382 
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Hongren (Jpn. Konin or Gunio: 601-674), 351 

Hongzhi Zhengjue (Jpn. Wanshi ShnfakU: 1091-1157), 56, 59, 60, 154, 283, 
354, 360 

koan, 296 

Hosenji (founded by Joken), 207 

HOsenji (sponsored by the Yokose), 252 

Hosokawa Yoriyuki (1329-1392) 

Tsugen Jakurei, 270, 272 

Yaaana Ujikiyo, 271 

Yotakuji, 271 

Hotaji, 231 

Hotto lin~, 333, 337, 341, 343, 412 

Hazan Ajo (fl.1438), 413 

Huangbo Xiyun (Jpn. 6baku Kiun) , 117, 303 

Huanzhuan qinggui (Jpn. Genjuan shir.gi) , 193 

Huineng. See Caoxi Huineng 

Huiyan Zhizhao (Jpn. Maigan Chisho), 359 

hungry ghosts (gaki). 193 

Hu Shih (1892-1962). 2. 404 

Hyuga, 230 

I 

Ichi no .iya, 200 

Ichiunsai, 416 

Ichiya hekiganroku, 113, 126 
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Ejo, 126 

Keizan, 341 

Ienaga Sabura, 9 

Ucbl, 169 

Ijira hllUy, 146-48, 174. 245 

Eiheiji, 150 

Giun. 150 

Ijira To.onari, 146 

Ijira To.otosbi, 146, 148 

Hakyoji, 149, 150 

religious attitudes, 149 

shogunate, 148 

residence, 148 

Ikeda Rosan, 380 

Ikka Bun'e! (1425-1509), 285 

Ikkei Eisbu (d.1403), 407 

Ikko lkkl, 233, 291 

Ikkyu 50jun (1394-1481). 332. 335 

Meibo. 332 

rosa 50i. 332 
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I.aeda Aishin, 165, 178, 242. 271. 308 

imperial court, 16, 478 

BuddhIst funerals, 425 

southern court, 149. 422 

lnari, I, 200 

Yokoji. 243 

Inazu, 106, 135 

initiation docuaents (klrlka.l) , 27, 282. 352-54, 356, 362, 410-11, 470. 
480, 483 

posthu.ous ordinations, 448 

sam,a, 354 

Innen. 116 

Ippo wo shosuru tckl wa Ippo wa kurashl, 51, 97 

Ise Shrine, 237, 248 

Ishida MizUIlaro, 317. 388. 392, 394. 397 

Ishii Shuda. 56. 60, 183, 304 
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Ishikawa Rikizan, vi, 105, 111, 150, 158-59, 232, 349, 443 

Ishikawa Ryoiku, 91 

Iso Chushin (d.1505), 168, 170 

Isshfi Shoi (1416-1487), 250 

Nagao Kagenaka, 249 

Sarinji, 248 

Isurugiyaaa (Mt.), 241 

Ito Dokai (1874-1940), 179 

Ito Keida, 24 

Iwaaatsu Iezu.i, 251 

Iwashiro, 408 

.J 

Jakuen (Ch. Jiyuan; 1207-1299), 37, 65, 72, 143, 145, 170, 175, 280 

background, 144 

China, 143-44 

death, 147 

Dagen, 144 

Eiheiji, 134, 145 

abbotship, 159-60, 163, 171 

reviver of, 163 

Ejo, 145 

enlighten.ent experience, 145 

Hakyoji, 145 

Ijira faaily, 146, 148 

Keizan, 147, 199, 310 

Kenko, 171 

Koshaji, 145 

precepts, 152 

Rujing, 144-46 

teachings, lSI-52, 165 

Dagen Zen, 151 

Jakuen line, 143, 149, 165, 171, 267, 391 

Eiheiji, 143, 165, 167, 286, 288 

sandal saran. 160, 168 

Jakushu Elfuku osha sekkal, 412 
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Jigenji, 231, 408 

Sojiji, 275 

Jikll.lshii, 332 

Jikokuten, 143 

Jinb5 faaily, 227 
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Jincisi (Jpn. Jojiji, or Jinzuji), 79 

Jinenchishu, 15, 125 

Jlngde chuandenglu (Jpn. Kcitoku dentoroku) , 36, 57 

Daoming (a.k.a. Chen Zunsu), 298 

kiian, 296 

Jingdesi (Jpn. Keitokuji), 30, 123, 126, 144, 389 

Jingfusi (Jpn. Keifukuji), 389 

Jippo Ryoshu (d.1405), 223, 231 

Sojiji abbotship, 220, 222 

Jippo line. 223 

Jl Ryiinen nl hiiga, 307 

Jito (empress), 425 

Jizo (Skt. K~itigarbha), 149, 255 

JizQ chapels, 444. See also chapels, rural 

Jiyuan. See Jakuen 

Joa, 83 

Jochii line. 281 

Jochii Tengin (1365-1440), 281, 403, 409, 413 

deference to patrons, 253 

funeral of, 259 

funeral sermons, 454 

goroku, 464 

meditation, 259 

re~lations, 279 

sectarian faction, organizer of, 275 

Jojiiji, 195 

status, 227 

Jokei (1155-1213), 381 

criticism of Tendai, 381 

criticism of Tendai precepts, 379 
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Joken, 211 

Keizan, 207 

Morookadera, 206 

patrons, 209 

50jiji, 208-9 

Jokyu Disturbance (1221), 147 

Joron (Ch. Zhaolun) , 264 
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Jashoan (later known as Joshoji), 420 

Joyoan, 134, 145 

Jozan Ryoko (d.1736), 102, 280 

Ju bosatsukaigi, 394 

Jujlshoku nin katal monjo no koto (a.k.a. Helhoha Gasanha glzetsu no 
tokl kanrel Hatakeyama kata sosho no meyasu) , 226 

jurokujakal, 393 

Jusoku shabo genza, 342, 346 

Juzhi (Ch. Gutei), 307 

Kaga, 70, 106, 134, 230 

Kagaaishlaa Genryu, vi, 23-24. 37, 89, 92, 126, 151-52, 308-9, 373, 388, 
390 

Kagaaishl.a 50jun, 235 

Kaian Myokei (1422-1493), 240 

kaido seppa, 167 

Kalho no honjl. 392 

Kaishansl, 78 

Kakua, 21 

Kakuan, 41, 65. 107, 109 

Kakunen (a.koao Fujiwara Yoshlyasu: do1286), 47, 49, 67 

Kamakura, 465, 495 

Kaaakura Kanrei, 247 

Kaaakura reformation, 426, 475. 486 

Kaaakura shogunate. 211-12 

kul. 1. 6. 25 

Kana kenshasho 

Dagen. 342 
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Kyoo Unryo, 341 

Kaneda Hiroshi, 331, 349 
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Kangan l1na (a.k.a. Giin line), 280 

Kankai, 496 

kalUlon, 275 

Kannon (Skt. Avalokitesvara), 149, 199, 202, 243, 245, 381, 403, 449 

Nyoirin, 124 

Sojiji, 207 

Kannon chapels, 33, 190, 199, 243, 255. See also chapels, rural 

Karaten, 200 

Kasan'in Saisho Ze~on Shakuen, 131 

Katsuharan, 182 

Kawai Masaharu, 84, 245, 248 

Kawajiri family, 174, 245 

Kawajiri Yasuaki, 79, 83-85 

daughter (Somyo), 79 

Kawakubo Junko, 212 

Kawamura Kodo, 96 

Kazo Gidon (1375-1455), 170, 280 

Elhelji abbotshlp, 166 

Kechlmyakushff, 413 

Kegonk"/o, 83 

Keizan Jakin (1264-1325), 13, 24, 26, 41, 65, 72, 106, 108, 125, 130, 
136, 138, 165, 173, 183, 187, 211, 216, 230, 337, 341, 344, 391, 
440, 497 

astrology, 201 

Awa, in, 399 

background, 172, 187, 310, 398 

Bishamon, 202 

Buddhas of past, present, and future, 202 

Bussa shaden bosatsukai kyoju.on, 200 

convent for Sato nuns, 195 

Daljajl, 134, 185, 187 

abbotship, 137 

difficulties, 188 

Daison gyojaki, 185 

Darumashii, 138 
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death, 213 

decision to become a monk, 198 

dharma heirs, 194 
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disciples, 193, 195, 205, 213-14, 228, 230, 232-33 

Dagen, 191, 196, 204, 311-12, 314, 317-19, 321, 339 

robe, 137 

dreams, 140, 201, 208 

Eiheiji abbotship, 187 

Eisai, 192 

Eja, 132, 147, 196 

Ekyii, 200 

enlightenment experience, 147 

failure, 184 

Sata school, founder of, 182-83 

Gasan, 208, 226 

geomancy, 201 

Gien, 140, 399 

Gikai, 131, 147, 196, 226, 399 

Godaigo, 217 

grandmother (Myachi), as student of Myozen and Dagen, 198 

Hakusan, 242-43 

historian, 185, 203 

Hiikyokl, 311 

importance of. 185, 197, 206 

Jakuen, 145, 147, 199, 200 

Joken, 208 

Kannon, 190, 202 

Kannon worship, 199. 207 

kiian, 309, 318 

Meiho, 137, 226 

modern biographies, 179 

mother (Ekan), 185, 195, 199 

Kannon worship, 199 

nuns, 464 

ordination, 398, 477 

patriarch, 177, 221 
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patrons. 185. 189-92. 211. 218 

Daijoji. 188 

prayers for. 192 

YOkoji. 189 

personality. 197 

popularizer. 184 
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precept ordinations. 190. 209. 399 

precepts. 397 

rakan. 202 

Rinzai school. 310. 321 

Rujing. 196. 311 

shamanistic tendencies. 201 

Shabii genza. 311 

50jiji. 178. 195. 202. 208. 399 

abbot of. 220 

origin. 207 

Sonin. 189. 191. 198 

mother. 190 

Sot a school. popularization of. 183 

superstitions. 187 

teachings. 197. 206. 320 

Dagen :'I.en. 205 

enlightenaent. 319 

esoteric Buddhism. 192-93 

exclusivity of Zen. 203 

Kannon worship. 199 

meditation. 190. 205. 309-18. 321 

monasticism. 204 

novice monks. 204 

popular religion. 190. 192. 200. 208 

scripture. 204 

Zen. 192. 310 

Zen manuals. 204 

Zen practice. 203-5 

temples founded. 195 

woaen. attitude toward. 198. 200. 208 

.' 
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writings, 63, 185, 203, 205, 207-8, 217. 242, 310 

Denkoroku, 203 

new manuscripts, iv 

secrecy, 282 

year of birth (1264), 131, 310 

YOkoji, 187, 189, 205, 228 

abbotship. 193 

Jin.iraisai okibu.i, 189 

shrine to Soto patriarchs (Dentoin), 196 

subtemples, 195 

Kenchoji, 68, 161 

Kende (d.1746), 94 

Ken Jado denkairon, 394 

Kenko. 144, 146, 166, 170 

as 12th generation, 167 

as 19th generation, 167 

HOkyoji, 168 

sandai soron, 159, 168, 171 

Kenkon' in, 418 

Kenninji, 8, 19, 30, 32, 34, 37-38, 42, 45, 50, 91, 124, 187, 339, 440, 
443, 489 

kensha, 107, 155 

Kenshoron 

Dagen, 342-43 

Kenzei, Ill, 131. 133, 139, 144, 165-66, 170, 280, 339, 473 

Dagen, 364 

Eiheiji 20th-generation, 167 

sandal soron, 160, 171 

Kenzelkl, Ill, 131, 160, 167, 341 

new manuscripts, iv, 22 

Ketsubonkya, 469-71 

Ketsuda Nosho (1335-1427), 281 

Sb5b~ :~nzo, 283 

kiklgakl, 96 

kikigakisho. See (a) Shabo genzasho, (b) Transcription Com.entarics 

Kikuchi fallily 
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Kikuchi Daisen, 182 

Kikuchi Takeaori, 422 

Kikuchi Takenao, 423 

Kikuchi Takesada, 423 

patronage of Daichi, 233 
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Kikuin Zuitan (1447-1524), 244, 281, 288 

goroku, 450 

memorial sermons, 455-57 

precepts, 421 

women, attitude toward, 468-69 

Kikyoaon (Ch. Quijingwen) , ~04 

Kia, Hee-Jin, 296 

Kinoae Tage, 43 

Kinryiiji 

branch temples, 252 

origins, 278 

Yokose Kunishige, 251 

Kinsei Village, 240 

Kippoji, 108 

kirika.i. See Initiation Documents 

Kiryu faaily, 252 

Kisen Shusho (d.1493), 259 

Kishi Iban (1404-1468), 281 

goroku, 450, 452 

wo.en, attitude toward, 467, 469 

Kishizawa Ian (1865-1955), 360 

Kiyosual, Mt., 335 

koan, 453 

catagories, 326-27 

genjo koan, 294-99, 316, 368, 400, 452, 462 

in Chinese Chan literature, 300-1 

language, 297, 300, 322, 327, 483 

funeral seraons, 458 

airyo koan, 369 

"Mu," 343 

old examples (kosoku) , 117, 294, 296-97, 307, 312, 318, 320. 368 
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.anuals (.issancho, .onsan) , 331-32, 345-50, 362, 481 

·Sakyaauni Buddha holding up a flower,- 346 

study, 26-27, 100, 116, 120, 336. See also Dagen, koan 

answers, 328-29, 331-32, 345-47, 363 

appended words (agyo. jakugo). 117-18, 307, 324. 329, 337, 347, 
356 

doubt (gidan), 343 

Gong'an-Introspection Chan (kanaa Zen), 296, 304, 318, 322 

key word (watO), 305 

kulu. 315 

Rinzai, school. 481 

Rinzai. Rinka. 325, 328-32 

Sata school, 347 

Sata school, medieval Sata, 118, 333-34, 337. 339, 345, 356, 
368, 411, 479, 481 

words (bua; Jpn. wa) and exaaples (ze; Jpn. soku) , 299 

Koan Shikan (d.1341), 194, 213-14. 216 

koan, 320 

Koan Shikan line, 232 

Koben (a.k.a. Myae; 1173-1232), 485 

Kodera, Jsaes Takashi, 153 

Kofukuji, 40. 111. 233. 422 

Kofuse fsaily 

Ryutakuji. 253 

Koho Chisan (1879-1967). 179 

Koho Kaku.yo (1271-1361). 194. 333, 412 

Bassul Tokusha, 205 

Keizan, 205 

Rinzai lineage. 205 

Kokaldal. 361 

Kokaidalsho. 362 

Kokai Ryotatsu (d.1599), 361, 365-66 

Kokan Shiren, 13, 445 

Kokuza (Skt. Akasagarbha). 15. 24. 124. 149. 24~. 335 

Ko.a fsaily, 125 

Ko.yo hoji nyudo zen kanpaku Hlchlieko shobunjo. 45 

Ko.yo shingon. 441. 443 
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Koayozo zanaai, 35, 111 

Kongo, 131 
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Kongocha auja shashu denta koroku, 70 

Kongakyo, 471 

Kongo Zanaaiin, 70 

Konoe Iezane (1179-1243), 42, 45 

Konoe Kanetsune (1210-1259), 42 

Koshin, 174 

Koshoji. 8, 32-33. 38-39. 43-44, 46-47, 49. 65, 89, 107, 109, 489 

Katen Shuin, 444 

Kazen gokokuron. precepts, 383-84 

Kozuke. 247 

Kuga Mitsuun (a.k.a. Kankei; 1817-1889), 179 

Kujo Michiie (1193-1252), 45-46 

kwaonsen, 287 

Kuriyama Taion (1860-1937), iii. 75. 135, 158. 163-64. 182. 186. 220. 
272, 277 

Kuroishi, Mt .• 241 

Kuromaru Kanji. 120 

Kyogo, 65. 72. 88. 94-95. 97-98. 100. 103. 125. 146. 152. 154, 156. 174-
75. 183. 280, 317. ~21. 337. 386, 391. 395, 497 

Bonaakyo ryakusha. 94 

Dogen. 91-92 

genealogy. 91 

koan. 306 

Okubo Doshii. 91 

Shabo genzosho. 92-94. 96 

Sota aonk. 92 

Tendai. 99 

Tendai concerns. 99 

yokoan. 91 

Kyokal jumon. See Busso shaden bosatsukal kyoju kalmon 

Kyokai shishin. 182 

Kyokusenji. 250 

Kyoo Unryo (1267-1341). 333. 337. 341 

Daljoji, 188. 321. 341 

Keizan. 341 
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Kyoto. 70 

Kyii8h~, 71. 230 

L 
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Lanxi Daolong (Jpn. Rankei Doryu; 1213-1278), 124. 173 

Lengyanzhou (Jpn. Ryiigonshu). 436, 441. 455 

Lljl, 430 

lily aagnolia trees (aokuren) , 471 

Lingyinsi (Jpn. Reiinji or Rlnninji), 79 

Linji Yixuan (Jpn. Rinzai Gigen: d.867), 51. 307 

Lil school. 373. 389 

M 

Maeda Hideko. 150 

Mahakasyapa. 354 

Maitreya, 202 

Mangen Shiban (1626-1710), 72 

Keizau. 342 

.an of original i .. ortality (honrai fushinln). 461 

Manzan Dahaku (1636-1714), 102, 143, 280, 320, 484 

appeal to shogunate, 101 

Matsuda Puaio, 125, 131-32, 158-59. 217 

Matsui Shaten, 454 

.editation, 2, 9. 26, 54, 259, 263, 352, 411, 458. 485. See also Zen 
aeditation 

early Japanese traditions, 11, 14, 58, 125 

~ower~ of (zenjoriki) , 3, 15-16, 244-45, 481, 486 

Meiha Sotetsu (1277-1350), 136, 138, 194, 214. 216. 218, 333. 341, 440 

Daich!, 233 

Daijoji, abbotship. 137, 185, 187-88, 213 

Dagen's robe, 137 

Eisai, 187 

funeral. 441 

head of 50to school, 226 

posthuaou8 precept adainistrator. 442 

registrar of .onks (soroku) , 226 
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Shabo genza. 283 

YOkaji. 187. 195. 213 
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Heihoha Gasanha gizetsu no toki kanrei Hatakeya.a kata sosho no .eyasu. 
226 

Meiba line. 215. 226. 226, 232, 277. 280. 391 

damaged in warfare. 292 

patrons. 227 

Meiten Keiju. 170 

Eibeiji abbotsbip. 167 

memorial pillars. 258 

memorial services. 453, 455 

Dagen. 439 

medieval Sato. 455 

ser.ons. 455-56 

me.orial tablets. 275 

Menzan Zuiha (1683-1769). 22. 3D, 35. 61. 105. 111. 281. 412 

textual criticis •• 111 

Midori. 80. 84 

Mikawa. 418 

Minamoto Micbitomo. 29 

Mina.oto Tsuneyori (975-1039). 427 

Mingben. 299 

Miroku (Skt. Maitre-a). 149. 202 

Miwa. Mt .• 237 

Mizuno faaily. 418 

monastic codes. 363. 480 

YOkoji. 203 

Yotakuji. 254 

.onastic offices. 69. 438 

monastic regulations, 8. 52. 100. 123. 128. 193. 256. 351. 353. 426-27, 
430-31. 441. 446. 454 

cORmunal labor. 378 

funeral ritep, 436 

neitber Hinayana nor Mabayana. 377 

YOkoji, 192-93 

monastic rituals. 82, 203. 256. 316, 433, 454 

Mongol invasions, 175 
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Monju (Skt. Mafijusri), 149 

.onks· ball (sO'da) , 8, 38-39, 45, 47 

!lonsan. See kiian manuals 

Morin Sbiban (1392-1487), 402 

Morita Goyu (1834-1915), 184 

Morookadera, 206, 209-10, 238 

Morooka Hiko Jinja, 206 

Morotake Ekida (1807-1879), 179 

Morrell, Robert E., 381 

aortuary tablet (lhai) , 258, 443-44, 454 

.ountain asceticisa, 14, 16, 22, 135, 240-42, 400, 475. See also 
hljlrl, zenjl 

Mugai Cbiko (d.1351), 194, 214, 216 

YOkoji abbotsbip, 213 

Mugai Chiko line, 227, 232, 280-81 

Mugai Ensho (1311-1381), 280-81 

Mugoku Etetsu (1350-1430), 281, 334 

Mujaku Docbu, 103-4 

ShiibO' genzii senpJlO', 103 

Zenrln shiiklsen, 294 

Mujaku Myayu (1333-1393), 237, 281 

disciples, 240 

Mujaku Myoyu line, 267 

Muju Dogyo (1226-1312), 20, 463 

Muael sasshi, 343-45 

HlUlonkan (Ch. fflUlenguan), 326, 360 

Muso Soseki (1275-1351), 175, 328 

kiian. 296 

Mutan Sokan (d.1387), 220, 231 

Hutan Sokan line, 223 

Mutei Ryosba (1313-1361), 216, 231, 241 

YOkiiji. 214 

Shoboji, 214 

Mutei Ryosho line, 224, 280 

Muta Esu, 214, 216, 219, 227 

Mutsu, 230 
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Myoe. See Koben 

Myogonji, 1 

Myorakuji, 40 
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Myozen (1184-1225), 30-31, 65, 124, 339, 340 

Dogen, 385, 389 

Jingdesi, 389 

Jingfusi, 389 

Keizan, 198 

ordination certificate, 389 

N 

Nagao faJIily 

Nagao Kagenaka (1388-1463), 247 

allies, 250 

religious practices, 248 

Sorinji, 248-49 

Nagao Kagenobu, 248, 250 

Nagao Kagetora (1530-1578: a.k.a. Uesugi Kenshin, 248 

Nagao Yoshikage (1459-1506), 457 

Nu.ata, 250 

Obata, 250 

Shiroi branch, 247 

Nagao Ryoshin, 360 

Naikaku Bunko, 92 

Nakaji.a Jindo, 220, 225, 242 

Nakamikado Nobutane (1442-1525), 178 

Nakano Tozen, 412 

Nakayaaa Jindo, 220, 223 

Nakayaaa Joni, 74 

Nan'ei Kenshu (1386-1459), Shabo genzo, 283 

Nankoku rashi sanjushikan, 337 

Nanpo Sho.yo (1235-1308), 327 

Nanpo Sho.yo, 343 

Nanzenji, 68, 289, 443, 477-78, 485 

Nanzenji Gate Incident, 270, 477 

Nara Buddhism, 378 
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Narita Ietoki. 236 

Nasu. Mt •• 400 
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NlchIikl Soto reiso gyogoki (abb. "Relso W
). 74 

Nichiren (1222-1282). 7. 10 

Nichiren school. 475 

Ninden genmokusho. 357. 362. 364 

Ningbo. 31 

Ninno Joki (d.1364). 82. 87. 280 

Nihon Tojo rentoroku (abb. "Rentoroku n ). 72. 287 

Nishiari Kin'ei [a.k.a. Bokusan] (1821-1910). 113 

Nisshin Monro (d.1671). 221 

Nobutane kyoki. 178 

Nogaku kyoho. 182 

NOlla. 420 

Nonin. 7. 9. 11. 17-18. 21. 32. 41. 65. 381. 385. 476 

Noshu Tokoku kaisan h~o. 312 

Noto. 230 

NUllata family, 250 

nuns. 83 

Nyo Gen kakugaishu. 337 

Nyoraiji. 79. 82 

o 

Obata fa.ily. 250 

ada Nobunaga (1534-1583) 

defeat of Asakura. 291 

Eiheiji. 292 

fight ~gainst ikkl. 292 

Okubo Doshu. iv. 75. 91. 110. 132. 141. 164 

OnjoJi. 106. 242-43 

Onryoken nichlroku. 237 

OOIlS. Herman. 428 

original enlightcnaent (hongaku ho~on). 18. 23 

Dogen. 99-100 

Japanese Tendai. 18. 99-100 

Senne ! Kyogo. 99 
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Oryu (Ch. Huonglong), 339 

Otani Teppu, 217 

Ouchi Seiran, 182 

P 

patronage, 80, 81, 115, 118, 134, 218, 239 

benefits for donor, 25, 81, 83, 258 

political power, 26, 81, 85, 148, 239, 250-51, 415 

secular prestige, 83-84, 253, 419 

Chinese Chan, 438 

coaaoners, 455 

deference to patrons, 253 

political alliances, 148, 174, 211, 250, 252 

warrior, 47-49, 79, 107, 174, 188-89, 206, 227, 234-35, 245, 248, 
267, 271, 403. 415, 455, 457 

characteristics, 246 

family temples (ujidera) , 84, 131, 135, 147, 149, 248 

religious attitudes, 149, 192. 209-10, 254 

social changes, 211-12 

women, 198, 464 

penance ritual, 83 

Plath, David W., 428 

prayers (kitO) , 84, 128, 175, 192-93, 206, 257, 265. 335, 431. 486 

agricultural, 256 

rejected by Shade Kosei, 262 

precepts, 93-94, 99, 264, 353 

bodhisattva, 317, 376-78, 380, 384, 396, 445 

China, 375 

catagories, 379 

China, 152, 373, 375-76 

Chan, 378 

ordination certificates, 373 

ordination transcript (liunian; Jpn. rokunen) , 373 

Darumashu, 19, 35 

Degen, 23, 109-10, 373, 385, 387-88, 391-95, 421 

Eisai, 22, 383-85 
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Hlnayana, 100, 375-77, 384 

Dagen, 386 

importance in Buddhisa, 372 

Japan, 378 
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Japaneee Tendai, 23, 99-100, 107, 151 

Keizan, 399 

medieval Sato, 422 

meditation, 319 

observance of, 16, 19, 378-83, 395-96, 408, 422 

ordination ceremonies, 100, 115, 140, 190, 237, 371, 396-98, 410, 
482 

bodhisattva, 379 

China, 373-76 

funerals, 442-43, 445 

manuals, 412 

aass ceremonies (jukale) , 412-20, 422, 424, 447, 470 

sectarian conversion, 4QO, 409, 419 

ordinations, 76, 244, 248. 477, 483 

of animals, 410, 447-48 

of emperors. 410 

Nara. 378 

of spirits. 25. 333. 400-1. 403-7, 410-11, 447. 471. 482 

posthumous. 405-7. 446-48. 471. 482 

Tendai school, 379 

recitation ceremonies. 39, 62, 397 

at funerals, 433, 442 

Rinzai school. 445 

Rujing. 388 

Tendai school, 380, 445 

Universal Precepts of the Seven Buddhas (shlchlbutsu tsfikalge). 372 

Zen (Zenkal) , 27, 372. 383 

prior (tassu). 132. 145 

Prip-Mdller, J •• 433. 437 

proprietary cultivators (.yoshu). 212 

protective spirits (ryuten). 410-12 

Pure Land Buddhlsa. 10, 381. 436. 471, 475 
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aeditation, 11 

precepts, 394 

Pure Land sutres, 107 

Q 
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Qingyuan Hangsi (Jpn. Seigen Gyashi: d.740), 351 

R 

rakan. 63. 200, 236 

Ranzen Shun J yii, 7..7 

recorded sayings (goroku) , 27, 152, 173-74, 367, 412. 449. 451-53, 480, 
482. Also see funeral sermons 

registrar of aooks (soroku) , 226, 237 

Tsiigen. 271 

Reinan Shujo (1675-1752). 72. 310 

Rentian yallJlJu (Jpn. Hinden genaoku). 35B-59 

Rentoroku. See Nibon Tojo rentoroku 

retired abbot (todO), 132. 221 

Robinson. Richard H., 264 

Rikan, 489 

Rinka, 263 

Rinsen kakun. 175 

Rinzai school. 103, 156, 205. 2B5-86. 289, 320-22. 325. 351. 475 

convents, 465 

funerals for laymen. 442 

genjo koan, 296 

Gozan system. 237, 259. 263, 270-71. 324, 334, 356, 477-78 

kOBn. 294-95 

meditation with Sate masters. 259 

rural temples (Rinka), 25, 263. 325. 335, 349. 454 

Rinzalroku (Ch. Linjilu). 326 

rishoto, 213 

risso nyusshitsu, 1BB 

Rogaku TOto (d.1470), 401. 405 

Roku Jizoji. 342 

Rokuharamitsuji. 42. 491 
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Rokuso dankyo, 126 

rejected by Dagen, 304 

Rulju zatsurel, 427 
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Rujing (Jpn. Nyojo; 1163-1228), 24, 30-31, 50, 55, 57-58, 65, 77, 123, 
154, 196, 283, 317, 390, 476 

Dagen, 355, 470 

differed fro., 55, 59, lSI-53, 388 

funerals, 439 

Jakuen, 144 

Keizan, 311, 317 

kiian, 303 

lIeditation, 317 

precepts, 391, 393 

Rujinglu, 55, 59 

Ryakuden. See Hlgoshu Daljijl kalsan Kangan Zenji ryakuden 

Ryakusha. See Bonaokyo ryakusho 

Ryaan EIlYo (1337-1411), 346, 402, 465 

Ryoan line. 346. 349 

Ryonen Eicho (1471-1551), 365-66 

Ryanen (nun), 33, 307, 439, 489 

Ryazen'in, 140 

Ryiikeiji, 402 

ryuten. See protective spirits 

s 

Sadafusa (1372-1456), 443 

Sagui, 465 

Sahashi Horyu, 151, 165, 218 

Saicha (767-822), 12, 15, 17, 378, 380 

Saijaji, 181, 402, 465 

Saishokoin, 47, 79 

Sakai fuily, 33? 

Kuriyama Taion, 186 

Sakai Norikane, 186 

Sakai Noritsune, 212 

Sakai Tokugen, 360 
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Sakai Toshitada, 186 

Saka Yoriaoto. 186 

sanctified water, 446 

sandal saran 

dates. 160, 163-64 

Eiheiji abbotship. 160 

GUn line. 162 
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historical background. 165. 168-69, 171-72 

historical aeaning, 158. 160-63, 172 

Jakuen line, 160 

.odern interpretation, 164-65 

origin of tera, 159 

Taikyoku (Heklzan nichlroku) , 160-61 

Unsho Ikkei and Tagen Zuisen, 162 

Sankon zazensetsu, 205, 310 

contents. 318 

Sanshu Hakuryu (1669-1760), 102 

Sanso gyogiikl, 76 

Sanzen gakudo .yiijutsu. 91 

Sasaki. Ruth Fuller, 294 

Sata ShUka, 294 

scribe (shoki) , 139 

segaki cere.ony, 193 

Seizen Doseki (1434-1518). 413 

Sekichu Eisan (d.1487), 413 

Sekioku line, 346 

Sekioku Shinryo (1345-1423), 346 

Sekito Kisen (Ch. Shitou Xiqian; 700-790), 351 

Senne, 65. 71-72. 88. 94-98. 125. 139. 145, 151. 154. 156. 174-75. 317, 
321, 386. 496 

conflict with Daruaashu. 98 

Dogen. 89-90. 96 

Echi?en, 90 

Elhei kiiroku. 90, 93 

Ejo, 391 

Goklklgakl, 93 
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Kyogo, 91 

koan defined, 295 

pillar for Dagen, 91 

Tendai concerns, 99 

Senne line, 89, 89, 165 

Senpukuji, 96 

S.,:nsbin. 83 

Sensa Esai (1409-1475) 

Dagen. 359 

funeral ser.ons, 454 

goroku. 450, 452-53. 464 

kiian study, 360 
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Hinden gcnaokusho. 357. 359, 362. 364 

wo.en, attitude toward, 467. 469 

Sbaka (Skt. SWkyaauni). 82. 125. 149. 202. 346. 354 

Sbakuen. 131 

Shakuun. 76. 145 

shari. 83 

Shari rai.on. 440 

Shibunritsu. See Sifen1ii 

ShiQO Sboyu. 41. 85. 87. 173 

Shigeno faaily. 186 

Shigeno Hobunao. 185. 189-90. 212. 311. See also Sonin 

Shibi. 47. 79 

Shiina Koyu. 312. 342-44 

Shijing. 430 

shikan taza. 319 

Sbiko Soden (d.1500). 413-14 

Shi.aji Daito (1875-1927). 18. 381 

Sbi.azu Atsutada, 405. 407 

Shin Zenkoji. 147 

Shinchi Kakusbin (1207-1298). 205. 343 

Dogen. 340 

Shingan Doku (1374-1449). 409 

Shingon school. 408. 420 

shinjin datsuraku. 21, 57, 116-18, 120, 313, 319, 338, 349-51. 354 
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in Chinese Chan, 59-60, 314 

datsuraku sbinjin, 117 

Keizan, 312-13 

Rujing, 59 

Shinzo, 79 

Sblsbibo, 204 
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Shitou Xiqian (Jpn. Sekito Kisen; 700-790), 315 

sboaku aakusa, 66 

Sbabo genzo, 34, 42-43, 52-53, 82, 88, 90, 95-97, 100, 317 

59-chap. edn •• 156-57 

60-chap. edn .• 1~: 

75-chap. edn., 88, 101, lOS, 156-57 

"Ango" chap., 128 

authenticity of , 101, 104 

banned, 102 

Chinese-Language (sblnjl), version, 36-37, 152, 338 

"Daigo" chap., 306, 309 

Daru.ashfi, 36, 41 

Ejo as copyist, 35 

false chapters, 101 

"Genjo koan" chap., 308, 333 

"Gyoji" chap •• 157-58 

"Hachi daininrruku" chap., 139, 204 

Honzan edn.: 116 

I.aeda Aishin, 308 

inconsistences, 50-51, 100 

"Jukai" chap., 391-392 

Ke1zan. 311 

"Kesa kudoku" chap •• 139 

Kyoo Unryo, 321 

"Menju" chap., 114 

new manuscripts, iv 

"Raihai tokuzui" chap., 467 

revisions, 90, 157-58 

secrecy, 101 

"Scnjo" chap., 204 
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"Senaen" chap., 204, 322 

"Shinjin gakudo" chap., 95 

"Shisho· chap., 114, 116 

"Shukke" chap., 100 

textual trans.ission, 101 

"Zazenshin" chap., 314 

"Zenki" chap., 302 

Shabo genza ben ch ii, 103-4 

Shabo genza chiikal zensho, 94, 103 
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Shabii genzii, co.entaries. See Shabii gen~a benchii, Shiibii genza senpyii, 
and Shoba genzosha 

Shobii genzii senpyii, 103 

Shabii genziigo 

Keizan, 342 

Kyoo Unryo, 341 

Shabo genziishii, 88, 91-92, 154, 317, 

characteristics, 96-97, 99-100 

history of text, 95-96 

influence, 88, 101, 104-5 

sectarianis., 98 

Senpukuji edn., 91 

Shiibo genzii zul,.onki. See Zuiaonki 

Shobii shingi. 442 

Shobaji, 214 

Shochfi Shatan (d.1492), 335 

Shaden, 210-11 

Shodo Kosei (1431-1505), 412, 422-23 

funeral seraons, 454 

goroku, 450, 452-53, 464 

.e.orial services, 458 

precepts, 421 

wo.en, attitude toward, 468 

Sho eko shlngishlkl. 454 

Shofukuji, 79 

Shogaku, 39 

Shogei (1341-1420), 394 

....... 

.Jot:), • 357, 386 
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shiigun. 82 

shogunate. 42. 102 

Shoho. 200 

shoho jissii. 61 
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shiiaono. See transcription co .. entaries 

Shiishicho. 413 

Shoshin. 17 

Shlljing. 430 

Shukke ryakusahii (a.k.a. Tokudo sahii). 392. 421 

Shiiko. 76 

Shukuyogyii (Ch. Xiuyaojing). 201 

Shuryii shingi. 204 

Shiiryogongyii (Ch. Shoulengyanjing). 107 

shiisei. 180 

Sifenlu (Jpn. Shibunritsu). 374-79. 384 

Daoxuan (Jpn. Dosen). 387 

Dogen. 385 

Eisai. 384 

Silent-Illuaination Chan. See Zen 

single practice (senju). 10 

Smith. Robert J .• 428. 461 

Sogenji. 420 

Sago. 170 

Soichi. 219 

Soji Zenji jiisan no shidai. 222 

Sojiji. 161. 178. 465. 479 

abbots per year. nuaber of. 288 

abbotship. 219-20. 222-24. 268. 272. 291. 480 

branch temples. 266 

Daijoji. conflict with. 226 

dhiira{li. 256 

dissidents. 181 

eastern-hall rank (todiii). 221 

Eiheiji 

conflict with. 289 

rival to. 178 
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truce with, 179, 183 

extortion by, 227 

founding of, 196 

founding, date of, 208 

Genna line. 291 

head of Keizan line, 184 
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head te.ple, 178, 217, 221. 223, 271, 280 

inauguration fees. 273. 275 

Keizan, 400 

lecture hall, 254 

.onks· hall, 208 

.ountain asceticis.. 241 

original status, 184 

origins, 202, 206 

patrons. 208-9. 211. 227 

lacked faith. 195 

recognized by court. 178 

recognized by Tokugawa shogunate, 178 

register of abbots (jusanki). 288 

rise to power. 218, 228 

secession, 182-83 

status. 226, 288 

yokaji. conflict with, 213. 217. 221. 226, 269 

Zen te.ple, conversion to, 208 

Zen training, lack of. 286 

Sojij! (convent in ~ikawa), 465 

~~jiji chuko engi. 207-8 

50jiji }(yuki. 75 

Soka, 156 

Sokai, 65, 439 

Sokyu (1532-1610), 143 

So.yo, 80 

Soneiji, 272, 281 

Sonin, 185-86. 189-91. 198 

fa_ily background. 186 

.other (Shozen). 190 

'. 
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grandfather, 212 

Sakai faaily, 186 

Sonpi bun.yaku, 92 

Sorinji. 250 

Nagao faaily. 248 

Nagao Kagenaka, 249 

Soshik1 ka1sei jore1. 177 

Sashi Shetai (1414-1496), 413 

"Sata," origin of name, 182-83 

Sate church (kyokai), 180 

Soto kyokai jorei, 180 

Sata school. 103 

deference to patr~ns, 253 

Hakusan worship, 242 

Kannon worship, 199 

.edieval period, 25, 72, 118 
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Chinese Chan influences. 71. 98. 123. 128, 151, 282. 320, 359 

convents, 465 

as dark ages, 369 

destruction of monasteries, 233, 291 

esoteric Buddhis., 256 

funerals, 458 

lay funerals, 459, 462 

moral teachings, 457 

nuns, 464-65, 467 

popularization, 254, 256, 260-61, 333, 415, 476, 480-81 

Rinzai influences, 124, 151, 156, 158, 205, 259, 321, 333-37, 
339, 341, 343, 345 

secrecy, 281-83 

significance of medieval period. 474-75. 484, 486 

study of Shobo genzo, 283 

traditional Japanese religion, 25. 82-83. 124, 174, 210. 237, 
256-58, 261-62. 356 

wo.en, 463-64, 467-69, 471 

Zen training, 26, 2G6-57, 259-60, 282, 351-52, 367-68, 410, 451-
52, 480-81 

Meiji period, 179 
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aodern period. 177. 473. 484 

government intervention. 183 

modernization. 180 

lay organizations. 181 

nuns. 195 

orthodoxy. 88. 101. 105. 114. 297 

regional expansion. 252. 265 

direct proselytlzatlun. 235-37 

origin of teaples. 195. 206. 234-35. 237. 239. 408-9. 419 

traveling aonks. 232-33. 237. 240. 243 

sectarian factions. 26. 70-71. 88. 137. 165. 172. 181. 215. 224. 
226-28. 266. 269. 276. 280. 290. 479 

finances. 274, 278. 281, 291. 479 

teaple networks. 26. 252. 266-67. 269. 276 

origins. 267 

ra~~ing. 277 

Tokugawa period. 71. 73. 89. 100-2. 104-5. 114. 143. 224. 267. 354. 
361. 372 

unity and conflict, 266 

Sotoshu kakushin doaeikai. 181 

southern court. See imperial court 

succession certificate (shisho). 112-16. 119-20. 278. 484 

Sugimoto Shanryu. 116. 417 

Sugyoroku (Ch. Zongjinglu). 18. 20 

Suko. 443 

sutra recitation ritual. 83 

Suzuki. Daisetz Teitare (1870-1966). 2-3. 324. 331. 371 

Suzuki Shes an (1579-1655). 280 

Suzuki Taizan. Iv. 235. 245 

T 

Taicho (682-767). 135 

Taigen line. 275. 280-81 

Baisan Monpon. 270 

founder of. 223 

Butsudaji. 272 
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second-largest Sata faction. 270 

Taigen Soshin. 214. 224. 231 

YOkaji abbotship. 226 

Taigen Sufu (1496-1555). 289 

Taikyoku. sandal saron, 160 

Taikyuji, 407 

Taitaikoha. 204. 387 

Taji.a Hakudo, 217, 222 

Takasaki Jikido. 59 

Takeda Nobu.asa. 456 

Takeda Nobutora (1494-1574), 456 

Takeda Shingen (1521-1573), 178 

Takeai Moaoko, 470 

Takeuchi Michio, 126, 132, 151, 165 

Takiya Takushu (1836-1897), 179, 181 

Takuan Soko (1573-1645), 331 

talisaans, 258 

Ta.aaura Takeji. iv, 8, 40, 160, 173, 175, 324-25, 335-36, 349 

"Rinka no aondai". 263 

Taaa.uro Taijo, 449-51 

Taaonten, 148 

Taaura Yoshira, 23, 352, 381 

Tanba, 465 

Tangen Jicho, 77 

Tanrei Sochu (1624-1710), 286 

Taoisa, 478 

tea ceremony, 187 

Teiho Kenzeiki, 111 

Teiho Kenzeiki zue, 406 

Telnan Shujo, 77 

Tendai, 98 

Tendai school, 10, 83, 93, 256, 380, 478 

"akusan Tendal, 242. See under Hakusan, Tendai 

aedieval Tendai (chuko Tendal) , 18, 99 

aeditation. 58 

.anastie rules, 380 
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ordinations, 380. 398, 477 

precepts, 378, 393, 396 

China, Tiantai school, 375 

Eisai, 383 

lack of observance. 381 

ordinations, 379 

zenji, 16, 17 
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Tenkei Denson (1648-1735), 103-4, 154, 281 

Tenno So in (d.1467), 260 

Tenryuji, 443-44 

Tenshin Jisho (d.1413), 281 

Tenshin line, 281 

damaged in warfare, 291 

Tenshin YUte~i (1341-1413), 240 

Tenzo kyokun, 38, 121-22 

Tetsuzan Shian (1246-1336), 65, 72, 85, 87, 280 

this-worldly benefits (genze riyaku) , 1. 3, 25, 83, 192-93, 207-8, 249, 
256-58 

rejected by Shodo Kosei, 262, 264-65 

Tiantai school, 375 

Tiantong (Jpn. Tendo), Mt., 470 

Tafukuji, 45-46, 50, 160, 491 

Togashi family, 136. 174. 188, 245 

Eiheijl, 174 

Togashi Iehisa (d.1329), 135 

Tagen Zuisen (d.1489), sandai soron, 162 

Toja shinho, 182 

Tokoku shingi, 63, 192-93, 203, 436, 442 

Tokokuki, 226-27 

Daijoji Ms., 106, 125, 131, 217 

Meiho, 218 

Tokudo saho. See Shukke ryakusaha 

Tokugawa shogunate, 267 

hatto, 178 

TokuD Horyu, 349 

To.inaga Shuho, 331 
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Tonoaine, 40 

tonsure naae, 40, 173 

Tori, ISO, 170 

torii, 444 

Toyaaa Eiji, 35Q 
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transcription commentaries (shomono) , 27, 356-58, 362-64, 367, 480 

true man of no rank (mul shinnin), 461 

Tsuji Zennosuke, iv, 164, 217, 381 

Tsugen Jakurei (1322-1391), 216, 220, 223, 231-32, 242, 407, 465, 479 

conflict with YOkoji, 221 

dates of teras as Sojiji abbot, 220 

death, 284 

disciples, 284 

fustration with Gasan's disciples, 222 

Gasan writings, 283 

Hosokawa Yoriyuki, 270 

Keizan writings, 283 

registrar of monks (soroku) , 271 

regulations, 272 

sectarian faction, organizer of, 270-71 

Shabo genzo, 283 

Sojiji, 270 

abbotship, 222 

Yotakuji. regulations. 270 

goroku, 450, 464 

waaen, attitude toward, 467 

Tsugen Jakurei, Jippo Ryoshu, Daitetsu Sorei, and Mutan Sokan--joint 
actions, 220-23 

lsugen line. 223. 271, 280-81. 335, 346 

Eiheiji, 288 

largest Soto faction, 269 

Ts~en osha yuikai kibun. 272 

Tuigeng Dening (Jpn. Taiko Tokunei), 77-78 

Two Head Temples. One Essence. 184 

Two Patriarchs. One Essence. 184 
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D 

Desugi faaily 

Yamanouchi line, 247 

Desugi Fusaaki (1432-1466), 247 

Desugi Kenshin (1530-1578), 248 

Unsho Ikkei (1386-1463), sandal saron, 162 

Dngaku TOgen (d.1491), 413 

Dnkan Shuso, 420 

v 

villages, rural, 238 

Vipa§yln, 202 

W 

wa (words; i.e., kaan) , 116 

Waan Seijun (fl.1411), 238 

Walter Liebenthal, 264 

Washio Junkyo (1868-1939), iii 

Wata Kenju, 232, 234 

Weinstein, Stanley, vi 

Wuji Llaopal (Jpn. Musal Ryoha; 1149-1224), 389 

Wushan monasteries, 31 

Wuwai Yiyuan (Jpn. Mugai Gion, d. 1286), 74, 77-78 

Wuxue Zuxuan (Jpn. Mugaku Sogen; 1226-1286), 328, 442 

Wuzu Fayan (Jpn. Goso HOen; d.ll04), 300 

x 

Xiaoren (Jpn. Shukunen), 12 

Xiatang Hulyuan (Jpn. Katsudo Eon; 1103-1176), 21 

Xutang Zhiyu (Jpn. Kido Chigu, 1185-1269), 77-78 

Xuedou Zhongxlan (Jpn. Setcho Juken; 980-1052), 300 
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Y 

Yakushi (Skt. Bhai~ajyaguru). 255 

ya.abushl, 240, 244. 454 

Yamahata Shodo, 131 

Yaaa.oto Seiki, 234, 246 

Yaaana Ujikiyo (1344-1391), 271 

Yaaauchi Shun'yu, 23 

Yanagida Kunio. 425 

Yanagida Seizan, 36 
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Yanqi Guangwen (Jpn. Enkei Komon; 1189-1263), 125 

Yaoshan Welyan's (Jpn. Yakusan Igen; 745-828). 315 

Yigong (Jpn. Giku) , 21 

Yijing (Jpn. Gijo; 635-713). 429 . 

Ylshan Vining (Issan Ichinei; 1247-1317). 323 

YOkoji (Keizan's temple). 125, 161, 187, 203. 320. 233, 354 

YOkoan (Senne's temple), 72. 90-92, 95, 99, 174, 280 

YOkoji 

abbotship. 194, 213-14, 216, 221, 225, 268 

expansion, 214 

head of Keizan line, 184 

head temple, 196, 213-14, 217 

lands, 186 

Meiho as abbot, 195 

Meiji period, 184 

origins, 185 

patrons, 190, 192, 213 

poverty, 187 

shrine of Soto patriarchs (Dentoin), 196 

Sojiji, conflict with, 213, 217, 226 

status, 221 

subte.ples, 214 

Yokose family, 252 

Kinryuji, 251 

Yokose Kunishige, 251 

Yokose Narishlge (a.k.a. Yura Narlshlge; 1506-1578), 252 

Yokose Yasushige, 251 
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Zaishitsu Chotan, 251 

Yokozeki Ryoin, 179, 269 

YOsa1. See Eisai 

Yoshihito (1361-1416), 462 

funeral, 443-44 

Yoshioka Hakudo, 179 

YOsa Soi (1376-1458), 332 

YOtakuji, 231, 242-43, 407, 465 

abbotship succession, 272 

head of Tsugen line, 270 

head teaple, 272, 280-81 

Hosokawa Yoriyuki, 271 

aonastic code, 254 
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registrar of aonks (soroku) , 271 

Yuanwu Keqin (Jpn. Engo Gokugon; 1063-1135), 299-300 

Dogen, 302 

koan study, 301 

V-uha Toeki, 335 

Yulkyi5gyo, 204 

V-uki battles (1440), 247 

Yunju Daoying (Jpn. Unko Doya, d.902;, 183 

Yun.en Wenyan (Jpn. Unaon Bun'en; 864-949), 300, 348 

ki5an study, 299 

Yura Narishige (1506-1578), 252 

Z 

Zaishitsu Chotan, 251 

Zazen yojlnkl, 205, 310 

contents, 312-13, 316-18 

textual citations. 311 

Zen. 33, 50, 103 

anti-Zen hostility, 32. 37, 40, 43-46, 99, 475, 477-78. 485 

appeal to Japanese. 8. 54. 244. 256-57. 262. 265. 463. 475 

banned by court. 32. 46. 383 

Chinese culture. 240 

Chinese origin. 3. 474-76 
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Confucian learning. 240. 244 

death. fear of. 463 
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differs from esoteric rites. 256 

Gong'an-Introspection Chan. 296 

instruction. 296 

in Japan. 4-5, 8. 9. 13 

Japanese pioneers. 6. 21. 68, 385 

layaen, 408. 424. 426 

lectures, 20 

foraal (jodO) A informal (shosan). 21 

lineage. 54. 65, 71, 110, 113-14. 244. 268. 274. 276, 476. 479. 483-
84 

tonsure name (transmission syllables). 40, 173 

lineage chart (kechi.yaku). 6. 114. 141, 40G, 412-13. 416-17. 447. 
471. 483-84 

meditation. 2. 45. 57, 62, 317. See also meditation 

powers of (zenjoriki) , 257-58 

aonastic discipline. 240, 244, 257 

ninety-day training session (ango). 345 

non-Zen practices. 2-3 

orthodoxy vs. heresy, 175 

physical practice, 38, 52 

poetry. 323-24. 335, 452; 463 

precepts. 27. 35. 383 

Rinks lineages. See Rinzai school 

Silent-Reflection Chan. 296 

translation of tera, 56 

teaching devices (klkan). 117. 155, 359 

Five Ranks (gol). 82. 155-56 

training session. 33. 43-44. 69. 128, 286. 362. 367. 374 

Zen Teacher (Zenjl) title. at Eibeiji, 285 

MZen teacher". translation. 4 

Zengan Tojun (d.1495). 363 

zenji (mountain ascetics). 14-15, 25, 135, 474 

juzenji system, 16 

Zenjiho, Mt •• 22. 43. 492 

Zenkaiki. 445 
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Zen.on ju bosatsukaiki. 445 

Zenrin ruiju (Ch. Chanlln lelju). 360 

Zenrinji. 281 

Zenshu revolt (1416). 247 

Zhaobaosi (Jpn. Shohaji). 200 

Zhaozhou Congshen (Jpn. Jashfi Jushin). 453 

Zhongfeng Mingben (Jpn. ChUba Myohon; 126S-1323). 335. 343 

funerals. 439 

koan defined. 294 

Zongmen tongyaoji (Jpn. Shumon toyashU). 36-37 

Zongronglu (Jpn. Shoyoroku). 360 

Zuigan Shorin, 227 

Zuiko Chingyfi. 406 

Zul.onkl (a.k.a. Shabo genza zui.onki). 30. 34. 38-39. 62. 115. 307. 338 

I.aeda Aishin. 308 

zuise cere.ony. 166 

Zuisekiji. 241 

Zulun'ln. 262 




